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In the following series of papers we give a detailed study of the theory of Regge poles for 1/r 2 

potentials with the behavior r2 V(r) = - Vo at r = 0 and ,2 V(r) = - V 2 at r = 00. We 
give a complete description of the distribution of the Regge poles in the "A plane, which is cut from 
- VJIZ to vti lZ and study the behavior of the pole trajectories. We find that the high energy limit of 
the Regge poles is controlled by the parameter p = ("A2 - V o)II2 while at low energies the relevant 
parameter is q = ("A2_ Vz)II2. This means that the point "A = 0 for the case of Yukawa potentials 
corresponds here to the point q = O. We also find that the Regge trajectories "A(E) may have 
branch points of the square root type at finite, in general complex, values of E at which points the 
pole passes the origin "A = O. We further find that the kinematic singularity of the S matrix at k 
= 0 is more complicated than it is for Yukawa potentials and is here characterized by the FJoquet 
parameter v("A, k) associated with the Schriidinger equation. We illustrate these and other results with 
some new exact solutions of the Schriidinger equation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, Cheng and Wu1 have shown that in quantum 
electrodynamics with massive photons the scattering 
amplitude from one -tower diagrams is proportional to 
(3(t) s",(tl(lnsf2 at infinite energy s, with a(O) > 1, and 
that the leading singularity of the scattering amplitude 
in the J plane is a fixed Regge branch point at J> 1. 

A comparatively simple and relevant model with the 
property that it introduces fixed branch points in the an
gular momentum plane is provided by the nonrelativistic 
scattering from 1/r2 potentials. It therefore seems de
sirable to investigate in detail the theory of Regge poles 
for such potentials. 

The theory of Regge poles in potential scattering is 
widely known and has been extensively studied by many 
authors. 2 However, in most cases the investigations are 
based on the Schr6dinger equation with a potential V(r) 
that satisfies the regularity condition r2V(r) = 0 at the 
origin, In the following papers we give a detailed study 
of the scattering and bound state properties of potentials 
with the behavior: r2V(r) = - Vo at r= 0 and r2V(r) = - V2 
at r=oo, with Yo, V2 arbitrary constants. We also allow 
the possibility that V(r) may have singularities at nega
tive or complex values of r. In this paper we give the 
general theory of Regge poles for such potentials, while 
in the following papers we illustrate our results with 
some new exact solutions of the Schrodinger equation. 

Some particular cases of 1/r2 potentials have been 
considered in the literature. The pure 1/r2 potential 
V(r) = - VoIr2 has been investigated by several authors. 3 

Cornille4 discussed the determination of the S matrix 
when V(r) is of the form exp(-lJ.r)/r2. Barut and 
Caloger0 5 and Ferreira and Sesma6 gave a detailed study 
of potentials with 1/ r2 tails (VO = 0) including a numeri
cal analysis of the pole trajectories in the "A plane, Do 
Amaral and Srivastava7 studied the Regge trajectories 
for V(r) = - Vol r2 - a/ r. Cheng8 considered a particular 
1/r2 potential with Vo= V2=O, but such that V(r)=oo for 
some complex values of r and studied its Regge pole 
structure at zero energy, Lastly, Challifour and Eden9 

investigated some of the properties of the Regge trajec
tories for attractive 1/r2 potentials with Vo= V2 • 

In Sec. 2 we define the S matrix and give its analytic 
properties. We find that S is a meromorphic function of 
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A in the whole A plane cut from - ViJ/2 to ViJ/2 and an an
alytic function of k with a kinematic branch point at k = 0 
and the usual Yukawa cuts along the imaginary axis. We 
point out that the character of the branch point at k = 0 
is different from that corresponding to Yukawa poten
tials and in Sec. 5 we show that it depends on the 
Floquet parameter II("A, k) associated with the Schroding
er equation, which is in general a very complicated 
function of A, k, and the potential strength parameters. 
In Secs. 3, 4, and 6 we investigate the general proper
ties, distribution, number and threshold behavior of the 
Regge poles. We find several interesting results, which 
are fully summarized in Sec. 7. 

In subsequent papers we study the particular potential 

V(r) = _-.! (r~vo + roVI r'" + V2r2"') 
r2 (ro + r"')2 , (1.1) 

where ro and a are any positive numbers and Yo, VI> 
and V2 are arbitrary constants. We first give an exact 
solution of the Schrodinger equation at zero energy for 
this potential and study the properties of the correspond
ing zero energy Regge poles. Next we give exact solu
tions of the Schrodinger equation and derive the S matrix 
for arbitrary angular momentum and energy for the po
tential (1. 1) in the special case a = 2. We study the an
alytic structure of the S matrix in this case and investi
gate the properties and distribution of the Regge poles, 
particularly at low energies. 

2. DEFINITION OF THE S MATRIX 

We will be concerned with the radial Schrodinger 
equation 

where A = I + ~ with I the angular momentum and k2 = E 
is the energy. The potential V(r) is assumed to be of the 
form 

V(r) = - Vo/r2 - va(r), 

with limr2 Va (r) = 0 at r= 0 and 

V(r) = - V/r2 _ Vb(r), r- 00. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

with limr2Vb(r) = 0 at r= 00. In general, we take va(r) 
and Vb(r) to be Yukawa potentials of finite mass rno ~ D. 
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The 1/ r term in V( r} may be absorbed into the angular 
momentum term in (2.1) by defining the "effective" an
gular momentum 

(2.4) 

which we define as an analytic function of X in the X 
plane cut from - V!i/2 to V!i/2• Similarly, (2.3) suggests 
the definition of the additional parameter 

(2.5) 

which we take as an analytic function of A with a cut from 
- Y;/2 to Y;/2. 

Solutions of (2.1) satisfying the boundary conditions 

l}>(p,k,r)-r/ 2+P, r-O, (2.6) 

F(q, ± k, r)- exp('fikr}, r- 00 , (2.7) 

may be defined in terms of integral equations by the 
well-known method of variation of parameters. These 
will be identical to the integral equations found in the 
case of Yukawa potentials2 with the exception that X is 
everywhere replaced by p in the case of (2. 6) and q in 
the case of (2.7). The method of successive approxima
tions may then be used to obtain the appropriate itera
tion series. 2 We find the following results: 

(1) When V·(r} in (2.2) is a Yukawa potential of mass 
mo t- 0 the iteration series for I}>(P, k, r} converges abso
lutely for finite r, k when Rep> 0 [or Rep> - to! when 
V(r) is given by (1. I)]. I}>(P, k, r} is analytic for all finite 
k and p in Rep> 0 (or Rep> - tal; in the left-hand plane 
of X it has simple poles atp=-t(l+n}, n=O, 1,2 ... 
[or p= - ta(1 +n)t The following identities hold: 

I}>(P, k, r) = I}>(p, - k, r) = I}> *(P* , k*, r). 

Furthermore, we find the symmetry property 

I}> (P(X 1 ) , k, r}= 1}>(P(-x 2), k, r), 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where Xi is in the ith sheet of the X plane. Thus, we may 
say that I}>(p, k, r) is symmetric "across" the cut in the 
X plane. 

(2) The iteration series for F(q, + k, r) [F(q, - k, r}] 
converges absolutely for all kr> 0 provided that k is not 
positive (negative) imaginary. F(q, ± k, r) are analytic in 
k in their domain of convergence except for a kinematic 
branch point at k=O. When Vb(r} is a Yukawa potential 
of mass mo the domain of convergence extends up to 
Imk < mo' F(q, ± k, r) are analytic functions of X in the 
whole X plane. We note that the points X=± Y;/2 (where 
q = 0) are not branch points of F(q, ± k, r). The following 
identity holds: 

F*(q*, - k*, r} =F(q, k, r), (2. to) 

In order to define the S matrix we write 

I}>(p, k, r) =f(P, q, k}F(q, - k, r} + f(P, q, - k)F(q, k, r). 

(2.11) 

and define S in terms of the Jost functions f(P, q, ± k} in 
the usual manner: 

(2.12) 

When Vo = V 2 (and therefore p = q) and V( r} has no fi
nite singularities in r it is not difficult to determine the 
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Jost functions explicitly. We simply calculate the 
Wronskians of I}>(P, k, r} with exp(± ikr) at r = 00. When 
Vot- V 2 , however, the determination of the Jost functions 
becomes an extremely difficult task. This is due to the 
fact that in this case the branch point at k = 0 is much 
more complicated than the simple "Bessel function" 
singularity of I}>(P, k, r} and F(q, ± k, r}. We discuss this 
question in more detail in Sec. 5 and give an explicit 
example in Paper III of this series. 

The analytic properties of the Jost functions and the 
S matrix follow immediately from the above results. 
Thus, S is a meromorphic function of X in the X plane 
cut from - V!i /2 to V!i /2 and an analytic function of k with 
the usual Yukawa cuts and a kinematic branch point at 
k=O. Note that S is analytic at q=O. We easily obtain 
the identity 

j*(P*, q*, - k*} =f(P, q, k), (2. 13) 

and the extended unitarity relation 

S*(p*, q* , k*}S(P, q, k} = 1. (2.14) 

Additionally, as a consequence of (2.9) we find the sym
metry property 

(2.15) 

Thus, the S matrix is symmetric "across" the cut in the 
X plane. Equation (2.15) is the result analogous to the 
well-known Mandelstam reflection property S( - X} = S(X} 
for X integer. 10 We also note that S( - X) = S(x} identically 
for potentials more singular than 1/ r at the origin. 

Lastly, we state here the following useful identity 
satisfied by the Jost functions: 

f(P, q, k)f( - p, q, - k) - f( - p, q, k)f(P, q, - k) = - 4ipk. (2. 16) 

3. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE REGGE POLES 

The Regge poles are defined as the zeroes of the Jost 
function f(p, q, - k). A very general symmetry in the dis
tribution of the Regge poles follows from the observation 
that the S matrix and the Jost functions are symmetric 
"across" the cut in the X plane [see (2.15)]. It follows 
that a pole at X(k) in the first sheet must also appear at 
-X(k) in the second sheet. Other results may be obtained 
by means of well-known methods directly from equation 
(2.1).2 

When x(k) is a Regge pole with Rep> 0 and Imk> 0 it 
follows from (2.1) and (2.11) that 

RekImk.fo ""II}> 12 dr - ReX Imxio ""( II}> 12/r) dr= 0, (3.1) 

and a similar equation may be written down with X re
placed by p. We conclude from (3. I) that the S matrix 
has no poles in the domains: Rek~ 0, ReX ImX § 0, 
Imp§ O. 

If Rek = 0 in (3. 1) we see that X may be either real or 
pure imaginary. Since we must have Rep> 0 the latter 
possibility may only occur if Vo<O and p=(1 Vol 
- (ImX}2)1/2 is greater than zero. This corresponds to a 
potential V(r) repulsive near the origin. The possibility 
of the existence of Regge poles with X pure imaginary 
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and on the cut is quite interesting and is a unique prop
erty of 1/ -r potentials repulsive near r= O. 

If Imk= 0 we find from (201) and (2011) that 

Rekl!(P, q, k) 12 - 2ReX ImX 10"( 1 <t> 12/-r) dr= 0, (302) 

and a similar equation with X replaced by p. These equa
tions imply the existence of positive energy poles in the 
domains: Rek~ 0, ReAlmX ~ 0, Imp~ O. Consequently, 
as E becomes positive a Regge pole X(E) must leave the 
real axis with a positive imaginary part, as expectedo 
Similarly, if x(E) is pure imaginary with ImX> 0, the 
pole must emerge from the cut and enter the first quad
rant in the first sheet as E becomes positive with 
Rek> O. 

Additional information may be obtained by differentiat
ing (2.1) with respect to E. If Rep> 0 with X 2 real and 
Imk> 0, we find 

~ _ (-.!.) L f; I <t> 12 dr ) 
dE - 2x \1..,( I <t> 12/ -r) dr 0 

o 
(3.3) 

and a similar equation with X replaced by p. Thus we 
see that both ReX and Rep are increasing functions of E. 
Similarly, when X is pure imaginary with ImX > 0, 
ImX(E) is a decreasing function of E. That is, as E_ 0-
the pole ImX(E) moves along the cut toward the origin 
X = O. Upon reaching the point X = 0 the pole turns to the 
right and moves along the positive real axis in the first 
sheet. 

We now derive some results on the behavior of Regge 
poles when Rep=O. The Jost functions may be analyti
cally continued into the region Rep <s 0 using standard 
methods. 2 Thus, from the observation that <t>(P, k, r) has 
simple poles at p= -1(1 + n), n = 0,1,2 ... we may ob
tain the analytically continued Jost functions 

J(P, q, ± k) =f(P, q, ± k)/r(2p + 1). (3.4) 

Using (3.4) in (2.16), we find 
- - - - . sin(21Tp) 
f(P, q, k)f( - p, q, - k) - f( - p, q, k)f(P, q, - k) = - 2tk 1T • 

(3.5) 

If k is real and p pure imaginary we find from (3.5) that 

Il( - p, q, - k) 12 -Il(p, q, - k) 12 = 2k Sinh[2;(Im
p

) 1 . (3.6) 

Since a Regge pole in this case satisfies l(p, q, - k) = 0, 
we conclude that there are no poles with k real and p 
pure imaginary in the domains: Rek~ 0, Imp~ O. 

If k and p are both pure imaginary, it follows from 
(2.13) and (3.5) that 

.!(l'f' q, k) J(p, q, - k) ) i~mkSinh[!1T(Imp)l. (3.7) 
2 f (p, q, k) l*(p, q, - k) 1Tf (p, q, k)f (p, q, - k) 

Taking the absolute value of (307), we find the result 

Il*(p, q, k)l*(p, q, - k) 1 "" I Imk
Sinh

[2;(Im
p

)lj. (3.8) 

It follows from this that J*(P, q, - k) = J( - p, q, - k) cannot 
vanish for p pure imaginary unless p=O. Consequently, 
if Vo> 0 there can be no Regge poles with X real and on 
the cut for E < O. Similarly, if Vo < 0 there are no Regge 
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poles with X pure imaginary and away from the cut for 
E<O. 

In order to find the locations of the Regge poles at 
infinite energy we observe that if we set z = kr and let 
I kl- 00 while keeping z fixed, Eq. (2.1) reduces in this 
limit to the Schrodinger equation with a Coulomb poten
tial and angular momentum p. We conclude that as 
I E I - 00 the Regge poles approach the locations p 
= - (1 + n), n= 0, 1, 20 ... 11 The same result follows 
from known general results on the high energy scatter
ing from Yukawa potentials, 12 since we assumed at the 
outset va(r) was a superposition of Yukawa potentials. 
Thus, as IEI- 00, the trajectory x(E) tends to the values 
-(Vo+(1+n)2)1/2 in the first sheet and (Vo+(1+n)2)1/2 
in the second sheet, with one exception. If Vo < 0 and we 
further have that (n+ 1)2 -I Vol is negative then it follows 
that for these values of n the trajectory x(E) tends to the 
values ±i(1 Vol-(1+n)2)1/2 as IEI- 00. The meaning of 
this is that some of the imaginary poles start from the 
cut at E = - 00, while others terminate at the cut when 
E=+oo. 

Lastly, we note that the Regge trajectories x(E) may 
be multivalued functions of E with branch points at vari
ous, generally complex, values of E. This observation 
follows simply by noting that the Jost function f(P, q, - k) 
depends on X only through p and q and the Regge poles 
are in effect given by an equation of the form q(X(E» 
=g(E) or p(X(E» = h(E) , where gand hare some func
tions of E. Further, if X(E) does have a branch point, 
it will be of the square root type, X(E) = (E - Eo)1/2f(E), 
with f(E) analytic at E = Eo. Clearly, at any such branch 
point the Regge trajectory X(E) passes through the ori
gin X = O. We see that these branch points are charac
teristic of 1/-r potentials and are not related to the 
square root type branch points associated with the cross
ing of Regge trajectories found by Chengo 13 

4. THE NUMBER OF TRAJECTORIES 

We now determine the number of Regge poles in the 
right half-plane of the first sheet of X for E <s O. These 
include the phYSical bound states of the system. 

In Sec. 3 we proved that when Vo> 0 there are no neg
ative energy Regge poles with X real and on the cut. In 
this case p is pure imaginary and the solutions of (201) 
are of the form r 12%i Ip I near the origin for E <s O. They 
both vanish at r = 0 while oscillating infinitely rapidly 0 
There are no bound states and a particle in this case 
would "fall to the center" while seeking its ground state 
at E = - 00. We therefore need only consider p real and 
positive. Thus, we have either X> (VO)l 12 or - iv~/2 < 
X < i~ 12

0 With no loss in generality in what follows we 
also set E=Oo 

Given any "regular" potential V(r) the number of 
bound states at zero energy may be estimated by means 
of Bargmann's inequality14: 

1 [., 
N.A <S2IXl

o 
rU(r) dr, (401) 

where N~ is the number of bound states of angular mo-
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mentum A = 1 + i and Let us consider the Schrodinger equation (2.1) with a 
potential V( r) satisfying (2. 2), (2. 3). In the limit k = 0 
it follows from (2.3) and the theory of differential equa-!I V(r) I, V(r) < 0, 

U(r) =. 
0, V(r) ~ O. 

(4.2) tions that for large r this equation must have two solu
tions of the form 

When V(r) is of the form of (2.2), (2.3) with Vo= V2, 
(4.1) may still be used to estimate N~ provided that we 
replace A with p and V(r) with va(r). Clearly, N~ is fi
nite provided that Va (r) is nons in gular in 0 < r < 00 and 
A > ~/2. 

When Vo* V2 (4.1) is no longer applicable. An expres
sion similar to (4.1) may nevertheless be derived by 
using the methods of Ref. 14 with the result that N~ is 
likewise finite provided that V(r) has no singularities in 
0< r < 00 and that A > ~ 12 > ~ 12. 

When A is in the range ~ 12 < A < ~ 12, however, p is 
real but q=i(V2 _A2)1/2 is pure imaginary. The zero en
ergy wavefunction has the asymptotic form r lUi 1.1 and 
oscillates infinitely rapidly near r= 00. This suggests 
that there must be an infinite number of bound states in 
~/2 <A < ~/2. In Sec. 6 we show that this is indeed the 
case and that an infinite number of Regge poles emerge 
from the branch point ~ 12 near threshold and move to 
the right along the real axis converging on the point 
A=~/2asE-0-. 

5. SINGULARITY OF THE S MATRIX AT k = 0 

It is well known that the 5 matrix has a fixed kinema
tic branch point at k = 0 in the case of Yukawa poten
tials. 2 This remains true in the case of l/r potentials. 
However, the nature of the singularity at k=O is modi
fied according to whether V(r) has a 1/r2 core, tail, or 
both. 

When V(r) is given by (2.2), (2.3) with Vo= V2 and 
va(r) is an arbitrary superposition of Yukawa potentials, 
the 5 matrix may be written in the form 

, . ( Y(p, k) + k2P exp(i1Tp) ) 
~ = expz1T(X - p) Y(p, k) + k2P exp( - i1TP) . (5.1) 

When va(r) is a Yukawa potential of mass m o, we find 
that 

Y(p, k) = Y(p, kexp( - i1T)). (5.2) 

Indeed, Y(p, k) is an analytic function of k in the whole 
k plane with the usual Yukawa cuts starting at k=± imo 
and a meromorphic function of A in the A plane cut from 
_ V~/2 to V~/2. 

It follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that 5 satisfies 

S(p, k exp( - i1T)) = exp(2i1Tl)[S(P, k) + 2i COS1TP exp(i1Tl)]-l , 

(5.3) 

from which its circuital behavior about the singularity 
at k= 0 may be easily determined. 

When V(r) is given by (2.2), (2.3) but Vo*V2, the 
above expressions are no longer applicable. The pres
ence of a l/r tail in V(r) modifies considerably the cha
racter of the branch point at k = 0 and an entirely new 
procedure must be used in the derivation of the 5 
matrix. 
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y(O)(r) = r 12'.g<0) (r) 
1,2 1,2 , (5.4) 

where g~O~(r) are single-valued functions of r. This sug
gests tha:t when k*O Eq. (2.1) has solutions of the form 

y (r)=(kr)1/2.V(k)g (kr) 
1,2 1,2 , (5.5) 

where gl,2(kr) are single-valued functions of kr and v(k) 
is some function of k satisfying v(O) = q = (x 2 - V 2)1 12. 

The existence of solutions of the form of (5.5) for an 
equation of the type of the radial Schr6dinger equation 
may be generally established by means of Floquet's 
theorem15 provided that rV(r) is a single-valued func
tion of r. The parameter v is then the so-called Floquet 
parameter and is in general a very complicated function 
of k, X and the potential strenth and range parameters. 
More precisely, if rV(r) = L:;:' ",unr" , then it follows from 
tl).e work of Fubini and Stroffolini16 that (1) if un * 0 for 
some negative n (singular potentials), then v(x, k) is an 
even analytic transcendental function of k and a mero
morphic function of X; and (2) if un = 0 for all negative n 
(regular potentials), then v(X,k)=X, The case uo*O 
which applies for the "transitionally" singular 1/ r po
tentials is a special case. Using either the methods of 
Ref. 16 or other available methods,17 it may be shown 
that (1) if V(r) = - Vol r + V y(r) and V y(r) is a Yukawa 
potential of finite mass, then V(A, k) = P = (x 2 _ Vo)1/2; 

(2) if V(r) = V y(r) for r< r o and V(r) = - V/r for r> r o 
for some finite r o, then v(x, k) = q= (A 2 - V2)1/2; and (3) 
lastly, when V(r) has both a l/r core and tail then 
v(x, k) is an even analytic transcendental function of k 
and a meromorphic function of X. 

An immediate implication of the above observations 
is that the branch point at k = 0 is more complicated than 
the "Bessel function" singularity of Yukawa potentials 
and is now characterized by the Floquet parameter 
v(X, k). Indeed, as a direct consequence of (5.5) we find 
that the 5 matrix is correctly given by the expression 

" . ( ) ( Y(P, v, k) + k2V 
exp(i1Tv) ) (5.6) 

~ = expz1T X - v Y(p k) k2V (.). ,v, + exp -l1TV 

where V=V(A, k). Clearly, v is of the nature of an "ef
fective" angular momentum. Elsewhere we show expli
citly that the representation (5.6) applies when V(r) is 
given by (1. 1) with a = 2 plus an arbitrary superposition 
of Yukawa potentials of finite mass mo' 1B In addition to 
this, we have also verified (5.6) exactly when V(r) is 
given by (1. 1) with a = 1. 19 

For the cases indicated above we find that the S mat
rix satisfies the identities1B 

S( - v) = S(v), (5.7) 

S(V, k exp( - i1T)) = exp(2i1Tl)]S(v, k) + 2i COS1TV exp(i1Tl} ]-1. 

(5.8) 

The circuital behavior of 5 about the point k = 0 follows 
immediately from (5.8), while (5.7) is a restatement of 
the fact that the 5 matrix is analytic at X = ± ~ /2. 
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6. BEHAVIOR OF THE REGGE POLES 
NEAR THRESHOLD 

Detailed investigations about the threshold motion of 
the Regge poles are available for the case of Yukawa 
potentials. 20 In particular, it is known that an infinite 
number of trajectories converge on X = 0 as E- O. In 
our case we find that the points X =± V1/2 assume the 
role of the point X = 0, and an infinite number of trajec
tories converge on these points as E- O. Physically this 
is not surprising as it is well known that the low energy 
behavior of the S matrix and the Regge trajectories is 
determined by the asymptotic tail of the potential. Here 
V(r) - - V/r2 and, therefore, the relevant parameter for 
very low energy phenomena is just q=(x2 - V2)1/2. 

From Eq. (5.6) we see that the Regge poles are given 
by the solutions of the equation 

Y(p, II, E) + EV exp( - i7fll) = 0, (6.1) 

where II = II(P, q, E) is the Floquet parameter. Near E 
= 0, II(P, q, E) has the expansion17,lB 

II(P, q, E) = q+ Em[1I1(P, q) + O(E"')], (6.2) 

where m is a positive integer and III (p, q) is some func
tion of p, q. USing (6.2), we find, similarly, 

Y(p, II, E) = Y(P, q, 0) + E r~~1 +A °o~ I ] + O(E)2, U E.O E.O 
v.q 

(6.3) 

where A=1I1 (P, q) for m=l and A=O if m*L Using 
these results in (6.1), we readily obtain low energy ex
pansions for the Regge poles X(E). As expected, when 
E < 0 and V2 > 0 the Regge poles are real. As E becomes 
positive, X(E) acquires a positive imaginary part. When 
V2 < 0, a trajectory X(E) may reach threshold on the 
~maginary axis with X(E) < i I V211/2 if I Vol> I V 21 or 
X(E)<iIVoll/2if IV21>IVol. Additional information, 
such as the angle at which the traj ectories meet the real 
axis as E-O+, may be easily obtained from (6.1)-(6.3). 

The above results are not valid at q = O. Indeed, using 
the resultlB 

Y(p, 0, E) = - 1, (6.4) 

which holds for any energy E, we see that when II(E) = 0 
Eq. (6.1) is satisfied identically. At this point the S 
matrix is of the form % for all E and must be defined 
using L' Hopital' s ruleo In order to determine the 
threshold behavior of the Regge poles when II(E)- O+, 
that is, when X- ± V}/2 from the right, we proceed as 
follows: Near IE 1- 0 and II(E) - q- 0 we expand Y(p, II, E) 
to find 

Y(p,II,E)=-l+q;- +O(q2L OYI 
v II E.o 

(6.5) 

A solution q(E) of (6.1) is then obtained with 

R -(E) _ ( 2n7f 2n27f2 110 
eq - 7f -y) IInlEI F - Iln1E113' 

- 2n7f 
Imq(E) "" lIn I E I I' (6.6) 

where n= ± 1, ± 2 .. " Yoo = (0 Y /OIl)E.O,v.O and E =1 E I 
xexp(fy) with IEI-Oo Note that Yoo is real. 
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It follows from (6.6) that an infinite number of trajec
tories approach the point q = 0 as E approaches the 
threshold from any direction in the complex energy 
plane. 

When V2 > 0, V2 > Vo we find from (6. 6) that an infinite 
number of complex conjugate trajectories converge on 
X = - V} /2 from the right as E- 0". The angle of ap
proach is proportional to (In I E 1)"2. Similarly, an infi
nite number of trajectories converge on X = ± V} /2 as 
E_ 0. 0 The angle at which they meet the real axis is 
proportional to (In I E I )"1. 

When V2> 0, but V2 < Vo, the points X = ± V} /2 are lo
cated within the cut. We find from (6.6) that an infinite 
number of trajectories approach the point X = V} /2 on the 
second sheet of X as E-O". At E=O these poles accu
mulate at X = V1/2 on the lower lip of the cut. Thus, 
these poles are never physical. 

When V2 and Vo are both negative and the cut is on the 
imaginary axis the analysis and results are entirely an
alogous to the above. For example, an infinite number 
of trajectories is found to converge on the point X 
=il V211/2 from above, and x=-il V211/2 from below 
both as E- O· and E- 0", when I V21<1 Vol. 

Suppose now that Vo, V2 are both positive and X is real 
with ~/2<X < V}/2. We recall that in Sec.4 we con
cluded that there must be an infinite number of Regge 
poles in this region for E ~ O. In this case, 11(0) = q is 
pure imaginary and (6.1) is not well defined in the limit 
E_ O. Using the result Y(II)=l/Y(-II) (ReL 18) and 
(2.14), we see that for any energy E and imaginary II(E) 
we may write 

Y(p, i 1111, E) = exp[iy(p, 1111, E)], (6.7) 

where y(P, IIII,E) is a real function. As E_ 0" and q-O, 
we find, using (6.1)-(6.3), that the Regge poles X(E) in 
V~/2 <X < V}/2 are given by 

(6.8) 

where n=±l, ±2, .. ·and Yoo=(oY/OII)E.O,V.O' 

We conclude from (6.8) that an infinite number of 
Regge poles must pass through every point in ~ /2 < 
X < V}/2 for E 'S o. As E- 0" these poles approach the 
point A = V} /2 along the real axis. Evidently, the above 
discussion may be immediately extended to the case in 
which Vo, V2 are both negative and il V211/2<±x< 
i I Vo 11/2. Again, we find an infinite number of Regge 
poles converging on the points X = ± i I V

2
1

1 / 2 along the cut 
as E- 0". 

7. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

When V(r) is a 1/r2 potential of the type defined in 
(2.2), (2.3), we have found that the S matrix is a mero
morphic function of A with a cut from - ~ /2 to ~ /2 and 
an analytic function of k with a kinematic branch point 
at k = 0 and the usual Yukawa cuts along the imaginary 
axis. We also found that the branch point at k= 0 is now 
characterized by a Floquet parameter II(X, k) which is a 
transcendental function of X and k and plays the role of 
an "effective angular momentum" of the system o 
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We also investigated in detail the properties and dis
tribution of the Regge poles. The principal results for 
E <;; 0 with A in the first sheet and ReA:;' 0 are as follows: 

(1) Va> O. V(r) is attractive at the origin and the cut 
in the A plane is on the real axis. We find: 

(i) There are no Regge poles on the cut. 
(ii) If V2 > 0 there is a finite number of Regge poles 
located to the right of V1/ 2 or ~ 12, whichever is 
greater. If V2 > Vo an infinite number of poles em
erge from the branch point V1/ 2 and approach the 
point ~ /2 as E- 0-. If V2 < Va there is an infinite 
number of poles which approach the point ~ /2 from 
the second sheet of A. At threshold these poles are 
located at ~ 12 on the lower lip of the cut and are 
therefore never physical. 
(iii) If V2 < 0 we find a finite number of Regge poles 
to the right of V1/2. There are no poles on the cut or 
the imaginary axis. 

(2) Va < O. V(r) is repulsive at the origin and the cut is 
on the imaginary axis. We find: 

(i) If V2 > 0 there is a finite number of Regge poles 
to the right of V~ 12. An infinite number of poles em
erge from the branch points ±il VO I1/2, move along 
the cut and enter the positive real axis approaching 
the point ~/2 as E- 0-. 
(ti) If V2 < 0 there is a finite number of Regge poles 
on the positive real axis A> O. If I V2 1 < I Vol a finite 
number of poles is located in - i I V2 11

/
2 < A < i I V2 11

/
2 

(on the cut). Furthermore, an infinite number of 
poles emerge from the branch points ± i 1 Va 11/2 and 
approach the points ±il V2 11 /

2 as E- 0-. If I V2 1 > 
I Vol there is a finite number of poles both on the 
positive real axis and on the cut. There are no poles 
on the imaginary axis outside of the cut. 

(3) The Regge trajectories A(E) are multivalued func
tions of E. In addition to the usual branch points at E 
= 0, there may be additional branch points at finite, in 
general complex, values of E. When such branch points 
exist, they are of the square root type. That is, A(E) 
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=(E _Eo)l/2g(E) near the branch point E=Eo, with g(E) 

analytic at E = Eo. Evidently, at the branch point E::= Eo 
the Regge pole passes through the origin A ::= O. These 
branch points do not appear in the scattering amplitude. 
These singularities are characteristic of 1/ y2 potentials 
and are not related to the square root branch points as
sociated with the crossing of Regge trajectories. 13 
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We give the exact solution of the SchrOdinger equation at zero energy and derive an expression in 
closed fonn for the Regge poles for a particular IIr' potential with the behavior r2Y(r) = - Yo 
at r = 0 and r'Y(r) = - Y, at r = 00. We give detailed results on the properties and 
distribution of the Regge poles in the A plane and find them to be in agreement with the predictions 
of a previous paper in this series. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper we discussed in detail the theory 
of Regge poles for l/r potentials satisfying lim rV(r) 
= - Vo at r=O and limrV(r) = - V2 at r=<Xl. 1 In the 
present paper we give the exact solution of the 
Schrodinger equation at zero energy and study the 
properties of the Regge poles for arbitrary angular 
momentum and zero energy for the particular potential 

(1.1) 

where r o' QI are any positive numbers and Yo, Vp V2 

are arbitrary constants. 

A potential of the form of (1.1) was first considered 
by Eckart. 2 A particular case of (1.1) corresponding to 
Vo = V2 = ° was investigated in detail by Cheng, 3 who 
obtained an expression in closed form for the zero en
ergy Regge poles and gave a formula for the asymptotic 
behavior of the S matrix for I A I - <Xl. 

In Sec. 2 we recall some relevant results on the 
theory of Regge poles at zero energy. In Sec. 3 we 
solve the Schrodinger equation while in Sec. 4 we dis
cuss in detail the properties of the Regge poles. The 
results obtained are summarized in Sec. 5 and are 
found to be in agreement with the general results ob
tained in I in the lim it E = 0. 

2. THEORY OF REGGE POLES AT ZERO ENERGY 

The behavior of Regge poles at zero energy has been 
the subj ect of detailed investigation. 1,3,4 In the present 
section we recall from I some of the principal results 
for the case of l/r potentials. 

The S matrix may be written in the form 1 ,5 

S [ . (, )]( Y(P,v,k)+k2V exp(i1Tv») = exp Z1T It - V ) ( • ) Y(p, II, k + k2v exp - l1TV ' 
(2.1) 

where p = (,,2 - Vo)1/2, q = (,,2 - V2)1/2, and v = v(p, q, k) 
is the Floquet parameter of the Schrodinger equation. 
When V(r) is given by (1.1) the zero energy Floquet 
parameter is given by v(p,q,O) =q/QI. The following 
results fOllow from (2. 1) and the discussion in Sec. 6 
of 1. 

(1) If v(p, q, k) is not zero or an integer the zero ener
gy Regge poles in the first sheet of A are given by the 
solutions of the equation: 
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{
a, 

Y(p,v,o)= co 

, 

Rell(p,q,O) > 0, ReA> 0, 
(2.2) 

Rev(p,q,o)<o, ReA<O. 

(2) If v(p, q, k) is an integer, v = n, a Regge pole at 
A = AO ' E = ° may only occur if S has a double pole at 
AO ' E=O. 

(3) If v(P,q,k) is pure imaginary, we have Y(p,il vi ,k) 
=exp[iy(p, I vi ,k)] for all k, where y(p, I vi ,k) is a real 
function of p, k which approaches a finite, nonzero limit 
as k - 0. Therefore, the denominator in (2.1) does not 
have a well-defined limit as k - 0. There are no Regge 
poles at E=O in this case. 

(4) There are no zero energy Regge poles on the cut. 

3. SOLVABLE EXAMPLE OF REGGE POLES AT 
ZERO ENERGY 

The radial Schrodinger equation at zero energy is 

~~ + (t ;/ _ v(r»)~=o. (3.1 ) 

We wish to solve (3.1) when V(r) is given by (1.1). We 
readily find that (3.1) may be reduced to a hyper
geometric equation by means of the transformations 

X= - (r"'/ro) , ~=X(1-"')/2"'1>. (3.2) 

The general solution of (3.1) is found to be6 

(3.3) 

where 

a=i(l-a-O-/.L), b=i(l-a-o+J.L), c=l-O', 
(3.4) 

0'= (2/ QI )(A2 - VO)1/2, J.L = (2/ QI)(A 2 - V2)1/2, 

0= [1 + (4/Ql2)(V1 - Vo - V2»)1/2, 
(3.5) 

and Cu C2 are arbitrary constants. Here 2F1 (a, b;c;x) is 
the hypergeometric series and we define 0' and J.L as 
analytic functions of A in the A plane cut from - V~/2 to 
V~/2 and - V~/2 to V~/2, respectively. With reference to 
the notation of I, we note that 0' = (2/ QI )p, J.L = (2/ QI )q . 

From (3.5) we see that when" is real and positive and 
away from the cut 0' is also real and positive. Thus, for 
sufficrently large A a unique phYSical solution of (3.1) 
that vanishes at the origin may be obtained by setting 
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C1 = 0 and C2 = 1. For other values of A, the function 1/J(r) 
is then defined by analytic continuation. 

From (3.3) we find that, fo r large r, 6 

1/J(r) ""'a1 (a, f.1.)r1/2+ o.2_V2 )1/2 + a2 (a, f.1.)r/2- (A
2-V2)1/2 , (3.6) 

where a and f.1. are given by (3. 5) and 

( )_ "'/2( r(-f.1.)r(l+a)exp(h1Ta) ) 
~ a,f.1. -ra r(H1+a-f.1.+o))r(!(l+a-f.1.-o)). (3.8) 

From (3. 6) we see that when A is real and sufficiently 
large 1/J(r) vanishes at infinity provided that 

a1(a, f.1.)=0. (3.9) 

We conclude that a Regge pole occurs if (3.9) is 
satisfied. Furthermore, this must be true for all A in 
the right half-plane as a consequence of analytic con
tinuation. More precisely, let us introduce the function 
Y(A,k), which at zero energy is given by5 

Y(A 0) = 22 ", r(l + f.1.) (a1 (a, f.1.)). 
, r(l - f.1.) ~(a, f.1.) 

(3.10) 

Thus, (3.7)-(3.10) give 

Y(A 0) = _ 22"'r-'" (r(l + f.1.))2 
, a r(l - f.1.) 

x(r(-!(l +a+o - f.1.))r(-H1 +a-o - f.1.))\ 
r H(l + a + 0 + f.1.))r (!(1 + a - 0 + f.1.))) • 

(3.11 ) 

The Regge poles in the right half-plane may be found by 
setting Y(A, 0) = 0 with ReA> O. Thus, they are given by 
the solutions of the equations 

1 + a + f.1. ± 0 = - 2n, n = 0, 1, 2"" ReA> 0 . (3.12) 

Equation (3.11) also has double zeroes at f.1. = 1, 2",. 
However, these are not locations of zero energy Regge 
poles. In this case the continuation of the hypergeomet
ric series in (3.4) contains logarithmic terms and is no 
longer given by (3.6). Reference to the appropriate 
continuation formulas 6 shows that the points f.1. = 1, 2'" 
are locations of zero energy Regge poles only when 
(3.12) is also satisfied at these points. Thus, (3.12) 
gives all the Regge poles at zero energy. 

4. DISTRIBUTION AND PROPERTIES OF THE REGGE 
POLES 

We now study Eq. (3.12) in some detail. We limit our 
discussion to the solutions of (3.12) in ReA ~ 0 with A in 
the first sheet. In what follows we assume that Va' Vu 
V2 are real numbers. Consequently, we may take 0, a, 
f.1. to be nonnegative real numbers. 

Equation (3.12) may be rewritten in the form 

(A2_Va)1/2+(A2_V2)1/2=N, ReA~O, 

where 

N=(0'/2)(o-2n-1), n=O, 1, 2 .. •. 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Clearly, (4.1) has at least one solution provided that 

ReN>O. (4.3) 

That is, using (3.5), 

V1-Va-V2>0'2n(n+1), n=O, 1, 2 4 ••• (4.4) 

Since 0' > 0, it follows that there are no Regge poles with 
ReA ~ 0 in the first sheet of A unless V 1 > Va + V2 • 

The solution of (4.1) is found to be 

1 r ;"]1/2 r ]1/2 
An = 2N ~ + (V~/2 + V~/2)2J L~ + (V~/2 - V~/2)2 • 

(4.5) 

It follows from (4.2)-(4.3) that there can be at most 
a finite number of poles An for arbitrary Va, Vu V2 , and 
0'. Indeed, the number of poles is given by the closest 
integer less than Ho -1). 

From (4.5) we see that An may be either real or pure 
imaginary. If Va and V2 are positive or have opposite 
signs, An is always real. The possibility that An be pure 
imaginary can only arise if both Va' V2 are negative and 
N satisfies the inequality 

IVaI1/2-lv211/2<N< IVaI1
/ 2 + Iv211/ 2• (4.6) 

When Va>O and V2>0, we find from (4.5) that An is 
real and to the right of V~/2 or V~/2, whichever is 
greater. Indeed, An(N) has a local minimum at 

N=N* = (I Va - V21)1/2, 

at which 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

That is, if for some nonnegative integer n = n* equation 
(4.7) happens to be satisfied, then An* (N*) corresponds 
to the leftmost Regge pole and is given by (4.8). For 
any other allowed value of n (such that N> 0) i\, will be 
to the right of An* (N*). In particular, we see from (4.8) 
that there are no zero energy Regge poles in the seg
ment V~/2 < A < V~/2. 

Similarly, when Va> 0 and V2 < 0 we find from (4.5) 
that An is real and to the right of V~ /2, except when 
N = (Va + 1 V2 1 )1/2 in which case An is precisely at the 
branch point V~/2. When Va < 0 and V2 > 0, An is like
wise real and to the right of V~/2 except when N= (V2 
+ 1 Va 1 )1/2, in which case An = V~/2. 

When Va < 0 and V2 < 0, the Regge poles An may be 
either real or pure imaginary. If N is not in the range 
specified by (4.6), the poles An are real and located on 
the positive real axis ReA> O. If N satisfies (4.6), An 
becomes pure imaginary. If 1 Va 1 > 1 V21 , the poles are 
located in - i 1 V2 11/ 2 < An < i 1 V211/2, that is, on the cut. 
We note that there are no poles in the segments 
i 1 V211/ 2 < ± An < il Va 11/2 or elsewhere on the imaginary 
axis. If 1 V2 1 > 1 Va 1 the Regge poles are located in 
- i 1 Va 11/2 < An < i 1 Va 11/2 which comprises the whole 
cut. 

The above discussion exhausts all the possibilities for 
the existence of zero energy Regge poles with ReA> 0 
and A on the first sheet. We have found only a finite 
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number of such poles. We note, however, that an in
finite number of pOles with Re~ > 0 do exist in the second 
sheet, where ReO" < 0 and Re IJ. < o. Indeed, in this case 
equation (3.12) reads 

1 - 0" - IJ. ± 1) = - 2n, n = 0, 1, 2'" , (4.9) 

which evidently has an infinite number of solutions with 
Re~>O. 

5. SUMMARY 

We have derived an expression in closed form for 
the Regge poles at zero energy for the potential defined 
in (1.1) and studied in detail their properties and dis
tribution in the ~ plane, which is cut from - V~/2 to 
V~/2. Our results agree with those predicted in a pre
vious paper. 1 Briefly, we have found that: 

(1) There is a finite number of zero energy Regge 
poles with Re~:;" 0 in the first sheet of ~. There are 
no poles on the cut. If Vo and V2 are both positive or 
have opposite signs, the poles are real and to the right 
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of V~/2 or V~/2, whichever is greater. If Vo and V 2 are 
both negative the poles may be either real and located 
in Re~ > 0 or pure imaginary and within the cut. The 
total number of poles is given by the nearest integer 
less than ~(1) -1), where 1) is defined in (3.5). 

(2) There is an infinite number of zero energy Regge 
poles with Re~ > 0 in the second sheet of ~. 

iR. o. Mastalir, J. Math. Phys. 16, 743 (1974), preceding 
paper. Hereafter referred to as 1. 

2C. Eckart, Phys. Rev. 35, 1303 (1930). 
3H. Cheng, Nuovo Cimento 44, 487 (1966). 
4B.P. DesaiandR.G. Newton, Phys. Rev. 130,2109 (1963). 
5R.O. Mastalir, J. Math. Phys. 16,752 (1974), following 
paper, ill in this series. 

6Higher Transcendental Functions, edited by A. Erdeyi 
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953), Vol. 1, Chap. 2. 
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We give the exact solution of the radial SchrOdinger equation and derive the S matrix for arbitrary 
energy and angular momentum for a particular 1/ r 2 potential with the behavior r 2 V (r) = - V 0 at 
r = 0 and r'V(r) = - V, at r = 00. We obtain an expression for the Regge poles and study 
their properties and distribution at low energy. The present results are in agreement with those 
obtained in a previous paper in this series. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In previous papersl (referred to as Papers I and II) 
we studied in detail the general theory of Regge poles 
for 1/r2 potentials with the behavior r2 V(r) == - Vo at 
r=O and r2 V(r) = - V2 at r=oo and we discussed the 
exact solution and the Regge pole structure at zero 
energy for a particular l/r2 potential with the above 
characteristics. In the present paper we give the exact 
solution of the radial Schrodinger equation for arbitrary 
energy and angular momentum for the potential 

V()- 1.. Ir02VO + rOVlr2 + v2r
4

) 

r -- y2 \ (r2+ro)2 , 

where ro is positive and Vo, VI> V2 are arbitrary 
constants. 

(1.1) 

We give the solution of the SchrOdinger equation in 
terms of a set of new functions which are generaliza
tions of the spheroidal wave functions. 2 We give the 
theory of these functions elsewhere3 and only state 
results here. 

In Sec. 2 we obtain the exact S matrix and discuss its 
analytic propertieso In Seco 3 we study the properties 
and distribution of the Regge poles at low energy 0 In 
each case the results obtained agree with the general 
results predicted in I. 

Lastly, in Appendix B we consider the problem of 
deriving the S matrix for a potential which is a super
position of (1. 1) and an arbitrary Yukawa potential of 
finite mass moo 

2. DERIVATION OF THE S MATRIX 

We wish to solve the radial Schrodinger equation 

~+[k2_A2;;i -v(r)]y=o, 

where k 2 == E is the energy and A == l + t with l the angular 
momentum and V(r) is given by (1. llo 

Setting 

P==(A2_VO)l/2, q=(A2-V2)1 / \ p=(I+Vt -VO-V2)1 / 2, 

(2.2) 

we find that (2.1) may be rewritten in the form 

rPy (2 (1 _p2 _ p2 + q2) (1 _ p2)r2 p2 1) 
-+ k - + - r-;4 y==O, dy2 (r2 + ro) (r2 + ro)2 

(2 0 3) 
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which is identical to the equation of Generalized 
SpherOidal functions (of the second type). 3 

A solution of (20 3) satisfying the boundary condition 

y(r)::::rl / 2+P, r-O, 

is given by the function3 

Ps~3)(r)=rl/2+P(r2 + ro)O+p) 12 

x ~Ds vpS(3) (r) 
m::;"-OC m (I,m , 

where 

and 

(2.5) 

A=m+v+1-t(p-p), B=-m-v-i(p-p), C=1-po 

(2.7) 

Here 2Fl(a, b; c; z) is the hypergeometric function and 
(z)m is the Pochhammer symbol: 

r(z + m) 
(z)m= r(z) , (z)o=1. (2.8) 

The coefficients Ds~ in (2.5) satisfy the three term 
recurrence relation3 

(2.9) 

where 

em + v - t(p - p)}(m + v + i(p + p» (2.10a) 
Ks~ == - (2m + 2v)(2m + 2v -1) , 

vII ( (p2 _ p2) ) 
LSm=-ASv + 211-817 (m+ v)(m+ v+ 1) 

+ (m + v + 1 + t(p + p»)(m+ v - i(p + p», (2.10b) 

em + v + 1 - t(p + p)}Cm + v + 1 +t(p - p» 
Ms~=-' (2m+2v+2)(2m+2v+3) 

(2.10e) 

and we have introduced the parameters 

(2.11) 

and 

AS v == [t(q - 1) - t(p + p)][t(q - 1) + t(p + p) + 11. (2.12) 
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In the above expressions the parameter u is the 
Floquet parameter associated with Eq. (2.3). It is a 
complicated transcendental function of A, k, ro, Vo, VB 
and V2 • It is an even analytic function of k and a 
meromorphic function of A in the A plane cut from 
- VoI/2 to VOI/2. In general, v may be obtained as the 
result of a consistency condition in the process of 
solving the recurrence relation (2.9). In practice one 
can derive an expansion for AS v in powers of 11 which 
serves as an implicit definition of v, together with the 
initial condition at zero energy (see Appendix 1)4 

(2.13) 

It can be shown that AS v and Ds:;, satisfy the following 
identities3

: 

(2.14) 

Ds:;,Ck)=Ds-", -V-
I Ck)=Ds:;.(kexp(-i1T». m=O, ±1,· •.• 

(2.15) 

Proofs of the convergence of (2.5) and (2.9) as well 
as (2.16) below and a more detailed description of the 
computational aspects relevant to the present problem 
can be found in Ref. 3. We note that the above treat
ment is not adequate when v is integral or half-integral. 
These are exceptional cases which require a slightly 
modified treatment [briefly, the functions PsV(r) and 
¥sV(r) include logarithmic terms in these cases]. A 
short list of relevant results is given in Appendix A. 

A pair of solutions of (2.3) with the behavior 
exp(±ikr) at infinity is given by3 

¥sv (j) (r) ==rI / 2+P(r + ro)O+p) /2 

where 

</is~~~ (r) = - i1T(tk )-2V-I exp[ - i1T(m + 2v + 1)] 

</isv.m (4) (r) = i1T(-~k )-2v-I exp[irr(m + 2v + 1)] 

x r -I-p-p H~~ +2v+l Ckr ). 

(2.16) 

(2. 17) 

(2.18) 

The coefficients Ds:;, and the Floquet parameter v in 
(2.16) are identical to the ones appearing in (2.5). 
Here H~~:2<;2ICkr) are the Hankel functions of the first 
and second kind. 

At r= 00 the follOwing results holdS: 

¥s~) (r )-rrI / 2 exp[ 'f i1T(V + 3/4)](tk )-2v-3/2 exp('f ikr) 

(2.19) 

where 

-3rr/2<argCkr)<31T/2 for ¥s~3)(r), 

- 31T /2 < arg(- kr) < 31T/2 for ¥S~4) (r). (2.20) 

In order to find the S matrix we must obtain connec
tion formulas between the function PS~3) (r) and the func
tions ¥ S~3) (r) and ¥S~4) (r). These are derived in Ref. 
3. 
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As r - 00, we may write 

PS~3) (r) "'f+exp(ikr) - f- exp(- ikr), r - 00, (2.21) 

from which the S matrix is obtained as S= (jjfJ 
exp(i1Tl). The final result is3 

. (YvCk) +k4v+2 exp[i1T(2v+ 1)] ) 
S==expz1T(A - 2v) YvCk) +k4v+2 exp[ -i1T(2v+ 0] , (2.22) 

where 

Y fl.·)-_(4/ )2V+I(r(2V+l) )2R fl..) 
vII< - ro r(-2v-l) Svll< 

xLr(- v+ ·Hp -p»r(- v+ t(p + p» ) 
\f6l+ 1 + ~(p -p»r(v+ 1 + i(p + p» , 

(2.23) 

and 

(2.24) 

with 

R (I)=~D v(_I)m(2v+1)m 
Sv m=O sm m!' (2.25) 

(2.26) 

Since v is an even analytic function of k, we find, 
using (2.14), (2.15), that 

YvCk)== YvCk exp(- i1T»= [LV- I (k)]"I. (2.27) 

We see that Y v(k) is likewise an even analytic function 
of k with no Singularity at k = 0 and a meromorphic 
function of A in the A plane cut from - VOI/2 to VOI/2. 

Evidently, Yv(k) is regular at A==± V//2. 

From (2.22) and (2.27) we find 

(2.28) 

sv(i. exp(- irr»=exp(2i1TZ)[Sv(k) - 2 COs(21Tv)exp(irrA»)"I. 

(2.29) 

Thus, the S matrix is regular at A == ± V 21/2. The 
circuital relation for S about the branch point at k = 0 
follows immediately from (2.29). 

3. REGGE POLES AT LOW ENERGY 

Due to the complicated nature of the results (2.22)
(2.26), we restrict our discussion of the Regge poles 
of (1. 1) to the low energy limit. In what follows we 
restrict A to the right-hand plane of the first sheet. 

The Regge poles An (E) are given by the solutions of 

Yv(E) + E2v+I exp[ - i1T(2v + 1)J == O. (3.1) 

USing (2.13) and (A6), we find that in the low energy 
limit (3.1) reduces to 

Y.(O) [1 + troE(q(~2_-1l;») + O(ro
2E 2)] + E· exp(- i1Tq), 

(3.2) 

wher€ Y.(O) is just (2.23) with E=O. We see that the 
Regge poles at zero energy An(O) are given by 
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"-n2(0) - V2)1/2 + (An 2(0) - vo)1/2 = N(O), ReA
n 

(0) > 0, (3.3) 

where 

N(O) = p - 2n - 1, n = 0, 1, 2"', (3.4) 

and p is given by (2.2). The solutions of (3.3) were 
studied in detail in II. 

When q < 1 we find from (3.2) that the Regge poles 
An(E) in the right-hand plane are given by, to the leading 
order in E 

(~2(E) _ V2)1/2 + (An2(E) - Vo)1/2=N(E), ReAn(E) > 0, 

(3.5) 

where 

N(E)= N(O) - M sin[1Tq(0)](roE/4)o(O)exp[ - i1TQ(O», 

with 

M- (2/ ) rep -n) (r(_q(0»)2 r(l +n+q(O» 
- 1T n! r(q(O» r(1+n+p(O» , 

and 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

q (0)= "'-n 2(0) - v2)1/2 = [~(O) + Vo - V2]!2N(O), (3.8) 

p(O)= (;\/(O) - VO)-/2= [~(O) + V2 - Vo]/2N(0). (3.9) 

The solution of (3.5) is given by 

An(E)=2Nl(E)[~(E)+ (V01/2+ V21/2)2]I/2 

x[~(E)+ (V// 2_ V//2)2]I/2, (3.10) 

which is the desired expression for the Regge poles of 
(1.1) valid for E-O and q(O)< 1. An expression equiva
lent to (3.10) and more useful for some purposes is 

An (E) "'An(O) - (J(~1f5~») Msin[1Tq(0)](roE/4)Q(O) 

x exp[ - i1Tq(O)]. (3.11) 

Since we are taking ReA> 0, it follows that Req, Rep, 
and N(O) are also positive. Consequently, we see from 
(3.7)thatM>0. Sinceq(O)<l, (3.11) implies that 

(1) If E < 0, then An(E) is real and An (E) < An(O). 

(2) If E> 0, then An(E) has a positive imaginary part. 
When 0 < q(O) < t, ReAn(E) ~ ~(O), while if t < q(O) 
< 1, ReAn(E) > An(O), These results agree with 
those predicted in I. 

A similar calculation may be performed in the case 
q(O) > 1. For example, if E < 0, we find 

_ 1 I I (q(0)(p2 _P2(0») 
An(E)-An(0)-2A

n
(0) (ro E /4) G/(O)-1) . (3.12) 

Again, An(E) < An(O), as expected. 

We note that Eq. (3.10) implies that An(E) may have 
branch points at values of E such that N(E) = I Va 11/2 
± I V211/2, at which An(E) = O. The values of E at which 
these branch points are located are given approximately, 
by, 

(3.13) 
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with arg E=exp(i1T). That is, to this approximation E is 
real and negative. If the right-hand side of (3.13) is 
sufficiently small these values of E will correspond to 
the approximate locations of actual branch points of An 
(E). 

When v - - t we find that 

lim Rs)k)=l, 

lim Y)k) = -1, 

1 
lJ--2", 

1 
V--2", 

(3. 14a) 

(3. 14b) 

for all k. In particular, when E - 0, we see that (3. 10) is 
not valid when q(O)-O. This case was examined in de
tail in I. One finds directly from (3. 1) that An (E) is 
given by 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

where n=±l, ±2,"', E= lEI exp(iy) with IEI-O and 
in the present example 

Yoo= a ~~(k) \ k=O =In(ro/4) + 41b(1) + 1b(t(1 + fi + p» 
q=O 

+ ZPG.(l + fi - p», (3.16) 

where zp(z) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma 
function and p = (V2 - Vo)1/2 while p is given by (2.2). 

Evidently, an infinite number of Regge poles approach 
the points A = ± V~/2 as E - 0 along any direction in the 
complex energy plane. 

Lastly, we consider briefly the case when V2 > Vo> 0 
and Vr//

2 < A < V//2. Here q becomes pure imaginary 
and (3.2) does not approach a definite limit as E - O. 
Following the discussion given in Sec. 6 of I, we note 
that in this case YiQ(O)=exp[iy(lql ,0)] and therefore the 
Regge poles in V0

1/2 < A < V2
1/ 2 are given by 

(V _ , 2(£)1/2 '" 2n1T 2n1TYoo 
2 "n IlnIEII+llnIEI12+"" 

n=±l, ±2···, 

(3.17) 

with Y oo defined in (3.16). Thus, an infinite number of 
poles approach the point V2

1
/ 2 along the real axis as 

E-O-. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have obtained the exact solution of the radial 
Schrodinger equation and the exact S matrix for arbi
trary A and k for the potential VCr) defined in (1.1). We 
find that the S matrix is analytic in the whole k plane 
with a kinematic branch point at k = 0 which is charac
terized by the Floquet parameter v(A,k) associated with 
the Schrodinger equation. Further, S is a meromorphic 
function of A in the A plane cut from - V a

1
/

2 to V 0
1

/
2

• 

We obtained an expression for the Regge poles An (E) 
in the right-hand plane and studied their behavior at 
low energy. We find that our results are in agreement 
with those predicted in I. 

Lastly, we verified that An (E) has branch points in the 
E plane and gave an approximate expression for their 
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possible location at low energy. The branch points are 
of the square root type and do not appear in the S 
matrix. 

APPENDIX A 

The recurrence relation (2.9) may be solved by using 
the method of continued fractions. 2 If 1) is sufficiently 
small, the coefficients DS~m(1) may be obtained in terms 
of a series of powers of 1). We find the results3 

DS~(1)= - (~:D 1) + 0(1)3), 

DS~l (1)= - (~:~l) 1) + 0(1)3), 

and, in general, 

(AI) 

(A2) 

DS~m(1) "'1)m. (A3) 

The initial condition (2. 13) on v is found as follows. 
Setting 1) = 0 in (2.9), we conclude that we must have 
Ds~(O)= 1 and Ds~~(O)=O for m *0 and 

AS v (1)= ~ - t(p + p»{,t+ 1 + t(p + p». (A4) 

Using this result and (2.12), we see that (2.13) follows. 

In order to obtain the next term in the expansion of v 
in powers of 1) we substitute (A1), (A. 2) in (2.9) (with 
m = 0), thereby obtaining (A4) with the following addi
tional terms on its right-hand side: 

{KS~~S~l + MSOI[S~) 1)2+ 0(1)4). (A5) 
\ LS_l LSI 

This formula yields v to order 1)2. The above pro
cedure may be repeated to any desired order in 1). 

USing the above results, we readily find the following 
expansion for the function Rs v(k) defined in (2. 24)
(2.26 ): 

{q(p2 - (/») 2 
RS v (1)=1+ (21)\ (q2_1)2 +0(1), 

from which it is obvious that at E = 0 we have Rs /0) 
=1. 

APPENDIX B 

(A6) 

Here we outline a derivation of the S matrix for a 
potential V(r) which is a superposition of (1.1) and an 
arbitrary Yukawa potential U(r) of finite mass mo' We 
use the method of variation of parameters with the 
unperturbed linearly independent solutions ps v (3)(r), 
defined in (2.5) and Ps v (4)(r), which is given by3 

Ps
v 

(4) (r) = rl /2+P(r2 + r 0)(1+.) /2 

.... 
x 6Ds vPs (4)(r) 

m=- m lJ,m , (B1) 
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where 

(B2) 

with A, B, C given by (2.7). Here 2FI(A, Bj Cj z) is 
the hypergeometric function and the coefficients DSmv 
and the Floquet parameter v are the same as in (2.5) 
and (2.26). 

Setting V(r)= (1.1) + U(r), we solve the Schrodinger 
Eq. (2. 1) by the method of variation of parameters and 
find that the S matrix is given by an expression identical 
to (2.22) with the function Yv(k) replaced by Yv(k), where 

Y (k)=Y (k)( Tv(k)\ (B3) 
v v T -v-I (k)J ' 

with Y)k) as defined in (2.23) and Tv(k) given by 

T (k)= r(1 + p) (W(3 4) -1" Ps (4) (r' )U(r' )'/'(r' )dr') 
v r(1-p) , 0 v 'f' 

r(v + 1 + t(p - p»r~ + 1 + t(p + p» 
+ r(v + 1- i(p - p»r61 + 1- 2(P + p)) 

x fooo Psv(3)(r')U(r')zt;(r')dr', (B4) 

where W(3, 4) is the Wronskian of psv(3)(r) and Ps/4)(r) 
which may be easily computed at r=O. The functions 
</J(r') in (B4) are given by appropriate iteration series, 
which are certainly convergent for small enough k. The 
cumbersome nature of the functions we are dealing with 
precludes a more extensive discussion of the above 
expressions. However, we are principally interested in 
a few properties of the S matrix and Y v (k) which have 
been used in I, II. Thus, we readily verify from (B4) 
that the results (2.27), (2.28), and (2.29) hold for :Yv(k) 
and the S matrix. Similarly, we also verify that the 
result (3. 14b) holds for Y)k). 

!R. O. Mastalir, J. Math. Phys. 16, 743, 749 (1974) pre
ceding papers, hereafter referred to as I and II, respectively. 

2Higher Transcendental Functions, edited by A. Erdlllyi 
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1955), Vol. 3, Chaps. 15, 16. 

3R. O. Mastalir, Theory of Confluent Heun Functions (to be 
published) . 

40ur notation for the Floquet parameter here follows the con
ventional one in the theory of spheroidal functions, wherein 
linearly independent Floquet solutions are labelled Yv and 
y-v-!' The parameter v in Papers I, II corresponds to 2 v + 1 
here, as well as in Ref. 3, as may be seen by inspection of 
Eq. (2.13). 
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Double coset analysis for symmetry adapting Nth rank tensors 
of U (n) to its unitary subgroups 

John J. Sullivan 

Physics Department. University of New Orleans. New Orleans. Louisiana 70122 
(Received I July 1974) 

Representations of the unitary group U (n) symmetry adapted to the su1;>group sequences 1/9 ur nil \, 
are considered using double coset decomposition.The matrix elements of the double coset Urn) t 8 Ur,n) 
representatives are related to identical coefficients developed in an analogous manner for the "8 U(,n) t j 

symmetric group [J. 1. Sullivan, 1. Math. Phys. 14.387 (1973)]. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The relationship between the unitary and symmetric 
groups implicit in the Shur-Weyll construction of tensor 
representations has provided a powerful tool for analyz
ing the Racah algebra of the unitary group. Aside from 
the direct relevance these groups have for elementary 
particle, nuclear, and atomic physics, a complete un
derstanding of their algebras facilitates study of their 
(continuous or finite) subgroups. 

In recent work2 (hereafter referred to as I) we have 
used double coset techniques to establish the orthogonal
ity and completeness relations of the symmetric group 
as conditions also holding for the recoupling coefficients 
of the unitary group. The double coset representatives 
(hereafter DCR) of the decomposition of 5 NO 5 N\ 5N / 
, "" ' 1 2 

;)N1'IY ;)N
2 

are in one to one correspondance with double 
coset symbols 

~ ,:J C[l: lNi~lK 1~:2K] 
2N 2Ni+K 2~-K 

which indicate the action of the DCR on the set N j is to 
fix iNj elements within the set iN (which amounts to t;le 
transposition of K ordered elements if iNJ"'1 iNn NJI). 
Because of Shur' s lemma the double coset matrix ele
ments (DC ME) possess certain diagonal features and can 
be indicated by a symbol 

where iA j is a partition of iNJ identifying an irreducible 
representation (irrep) of 5 iN 1" The DCME is identified 
as a recoupling coefficient in U(n) by means of the cor
respondence between outer product coupling in 5N and 
Kronecker product coupling (Clebsch-Gordan reduction) 
in U(n). The orthogonality, character, and competeness 
conditions in 5N provide nontrivial relations satisfied by 
the recoupling coefficients of U(n). 

The use of projection operators belonging to 5N to 
couple general Nth rank tensor products does not expli
citly depend on the dimensionality of the tensors being 
coupled. Use of projection techniques in I led to further 
results that implied general structural relations between 
the coupling coefficients of unitary groups of different 
dimensions and tensors of different rank. 

In this paper we exploit the duality between the rank of 
a tensor and the dimension of the underlying space to 
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show the same coefficients introduced in I are the DCME 
of DCR with double coset symbols 

for the decomposition U(1n)0 U(2n)\U(n)/U(~)0 U(n2). 
The subgroup dimensions specify the generalized branch
ing scheme 3 for symmetry adapting the U(n) basis 
states. The double coset development of I considers fi
nite groups. This is extended to the continuous unitary 
group in Sec. II. It is also shown that the DCME of the 
permutation subset of DCR are just those matrix ele
ments needed for generating a general matrix element 
in U(n) by coupling presumably known matrix elements 
of the subgroups. Section III establishes the identifica
tion of these DCME with the coefficients introduced in I. 
Section IV contrasts the results developed here with 
those developed in I. 

II. THE DOUBLE COSET REPRESENTATIVE 
U(ln) 0U (2n)\Un/U(nl )0U(n 2 ) 

For conciseness the initial results of this section are 
presented in a statement-proof form. Following two pre
liminary lemmas, it is proved that the DCR is an n1 -

parameter (for purposes of argument it is assumed 
n2? 2n ? 1 n ? n1) unitary matrix that can be put in a form 
appropriate to 50(2)"1. It is then shown one needs to 
know only the matrix elements of a permutational subset 
of DCR. 

Lemma II: Any square matrix Y formed as the ordered 
AA + that is positive because A can be considered as a 
vector mapping of a space equipped with a scalar pro
duct such that 

(t,~) '" (Ax, Ax) ? 0 for all x. 

Lemma II: Any square matrix y formed as the ordered 
product of factor matrices Ai (not necessarily square) 
is equivalent by a similarity transformation to all ma
trices formed by cyclic permulation of the order of the 
factor matrices. i. e., y", P,A i - Y. '" PiA.;. 1T a cyclic 
permutation. If Yand Y. have different dimensions, the 
equivalence hold for the lower dimension matrix extend
ed to the higher dimension by the requisite array of 
zeroes. The equivalence holds because tr( r) = tr(~) 
for n=any integral power, as the trace is invariant un
der cyclic permutation of the order of factors. Thus the 
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characteristic equations of the set of matrices Y. are 
identical and their equivalence follows. 4 

Theorem: Any n dimensional unitary matrix 

U"(;:~~ 
can~b1eU~::~lht1~1:e:JOllOW(i~g f~r~): (1) 

. = 0 EO' 
2U :r41 U1 2U:r42 U2 

- 7* 0 d* 

where 1 UE U(ln), 2UE U(2n), U1 E U(~), U2 E U(n2), d and 
7 are ~ dimensional square matrices such that I d; I 2 
+ 17;12 = 1, and E is the unit matrix of dimension n - 2np 

The diagonal elements of d may be considered real and 
positive while the diagonal elements of 7 may be taken 
as real or imaginary [i. e., the right-hand side of Eq. 
(1) has ~ independent parameters]. 

Proof: The unitarity condition requires 

;t41 ;t4; + ;t42 ;t4; = E 2"' 

1A; 1A1 +;t4; ;t41 = E"l' 

1A; 1A2 +;t4;;t42 = E"2' 

1A1 ;t4; + 1A2 ;t4; = 01"2"' 

1A; 1A2 +;t4;;t42 = 0"1"2' 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(2d) 

(2e) 

(2f) 

By Lemma I there exist unitary transformations 1 U, 2U, 
U;, and U; that diagonalize the left-hand side of (2a), 
(2b), (2c), and (2d) respectively. By Lemma II the di
agonal form of these equations must be 

(d2-i-0
1
"-") + (72-i-E1"_"1)=E2", (2a') 

(72 -i- 0rn1) + (d 2 -+- E2"-n1) =E2", (2b') 

d2 + 7 2 = E n1 , (2c') 

(7
2 -i- 02"-"1 -+- E1n-"1) + (d2 -+- E2"_"1 -+- 0"2-2") = E"2' (2d') 

where we note 1n - n 1 = n2 - 2n. 

To satisfy these equations and the trasformed equa
tions of (2e) and (2f), one must take 

~ n2 - 2n 2n - n1 ~ 

o 
E 

o 
o 

o 
o 
E 

o 
~), 
d* 

where the dimensions of the blocks are as indicated (all 
diagonal blocks are square matrices) and d may be con
sidered positive and real. QED 

The above form for the nCR can be displayed in the 
usual form of exponentiation of the infinitesimal Lie 
algebra. If e jk> 1 ~ j, k ~ n, are the n2 matrix basis ele
ments (one in the jkth position, zeroes elsewhere) we 
take the basis of the infinitesimal Lie algebra to be the 
anti-Hermitian matrices 

HJ=ie jj , Rjk=ejk-ekj, and IJk=i(ejk+ekj), j<k. 
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The basis matrices squared give X;k = - E (i> (k) -i- 0"-2 
where E( J) (k) is the two-dimensional unit matrix with one 
in the jth and kth positions. The one-parameter sub
groups are thus 

The DCR then can be taken as a product of n1 mutually 
commuting one parameter factors 

(3) 

The choice of the R or I matrices and the particular or
dering j, n - n1 + j is unimportant as long as each ele
ment of the set n1 is coupled to a distinct element of the 
set 2n. For n2 ~ 2 each factor of the DCR is equivalent 
by a permutation transformation (a transposition) to a 
similar element contained in U(n2) whose matrix is pre
sumed known. For n2 ~ 2 one can take n1 mutually com
muting transpositions as, e. g. , 

Thus the fundamental coupling matrices that must be de
termined for a given irrep of U(n) are those correspond
ing to the symmetric group DCR in the decomposition 
S "0 S2n \ Sn/ Sn1 0 Sn • Because elements belonging to the 

1 2 n 
group U(2n - n1)0 U(ln - ~)0 U(l) 1 commute with all the 
nCR, the number of independent group parameters is 

as it should be. 

The development indicated here is essentailly a gen
eralized Euler angle parametrization of the groupo Just 
as the D.C. decomposition of SN reduces to Yaman
ouchi's result5 for IN= 1 = Nv the procedure given here 
reduces to Wigner' s development of SU(2)6 and Hol
land' S7 development of SU(3) where in both cases n1 = 1 
= 1 n. For convenience the S U(2) development is given in 
the Appendix, and the reader is referred to Holland's 
paper for the U(1)0 SU(2)\ SU(3)/U(1)0 SU(2) decompo
sition. To aid in identifying the permutation elements, 
we note for U(np Sn under the imbedding {1}+ = (n) 
+ (n -1,1) a transpose can be expressed as Uk) 
= exp[ -7J/2(H j + Hk)] exp(7T/2)Iw 

III. TENSOR COUPLING IN THE UNITARY GROUP 

In this section we show the matrix elements of the 
DCR for S1,0 S2" \ Sn!S"1 0 Sn2 in an Nth rank tensor irrep 
of U(n) are identical to the matrix elements of the cor
responding DCR for SlN0 S# \ SN/SN10 SN2' The argu
ment utilizes projection operators in SN and the general
ized branching relations for U(n)/U(n1)0 U(n2) and is a 
particular application of Eqs. (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) of I 
for the case njn nk=Bjknjo As those relations are rather 
inVolved, we will give a complete development here. An 
Nth rank tensor of U(n) can be projected from the pro-
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duct of an Nlth rank tensor of U(~) and an N2th rank ten
sor of U(n2 ) where 

Nl +N2=N, 

~ +n2=n by 

< 
; ~+72 =(TlmjT1m p T2m 2) 

Tl T2 TJ 

Ml M2 

The upper labels specify the transformation properties 
under action by the group SN and the lower labels specify 
the transformation properties under action by the group 
U(np U(~)0 U(n2). By using the D. C. development of 
the proj ection operator the normalization constant is 
easily evaluated as 

where I TI means the dimensions of the irrep of the sym
metric group. Let U(k) E Sn C U(n) be that particular op
eration that takes k ordered elements from the sets n1 

and n2 and fixes them in the sets 1 n and 2n so that it has 
D.C. symbol 

Assuming n2 '" 2n '" 1 n '" nu we would have 1 n~ =~, 2~ = 0, 
n~=ln=~, 2n~=2n, and O""k""~. 

Consider the matrix element 

, (4) 

where the additional specification of the basis with re
spect to U(n) corresponds to the action of U(k) on the 
tensor and therefore is indexed as in the D. C. symbol. 
By considering both tensors as projected from product 
tensors the right-hand side becomes 
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Im 11m 2 2m 12m 2 
. 

~ N' N'N 'N ')'" :L -2 • ,- 2 [:; 1A1 1A2 ~1 ~2 11TI12TIIT11T21 .,j~J 
1N 1T 1n 2N 2T 2n 

1 T1 1 T2 2 Tl 2 T2 

1M1 1M2 2M1 2M 

I m 12m 1 1m 22m 2 

1A1 2A1 1A2 ~2 

xqU(k) N2 T2 n2 

1 T; 2 T{ 1T~ 2T: 

1M; ~: 1M; 2M; 

(5) 

Each subtensor is further expanded in a Clebsch-Gordan 
series appropriate to the action of q on the tensors and 
their respective dimensions. E. g., 

(6) 

The final tensor contraction can be carried out in the 
form 

(lN11A11n11:~'ln2+k1!·\N21A21~1::'ln2+k1 + 

1M1 1M2 1/'1 11'2 

1P1 1P2 1Q1 1Q2 

X ~N1 2A12~~ + k2' 2n2 - k) + \2N2 2A22: + k2' 2n2 - k) + 

2M1 2M2 21'1 21'2 

2~2~ 2~2~ 

XqU(k)('N"'~~~ ~k.,n, +» 
IM1 2M1 

1P; 2 P{ 
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X (N2 2A22~2 + k2' 2n2 - k\ 
111~ 211; I' 
1Q; zQ; 

11J.; 21J.; 

1P ; 2 P ; 

(7) 

where the kl and k2 subscripts indicate the initial sets 
to which they belong. The action of U(k) is to inter
change kl - k2 on the left while q interchanges 2Nl -lN2 
also on the left. The dimensional overlap requires 

1IJ. z = 0 = 21J.{ = 1111 = zlJ.~ = 111{ = 2IJ. z = zlll = 111~, 

11J. 1 =lA1=11J.{, 211{=2A1=2IJ. U 1112=lA2=11J.;, 

2112 =zA2 = 211;, 1P1 =lP {, 2Q{=2PU 1Q2=lP~, and 

2Q2 = 2Q;· 

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in turn require 

Upon contraction of tensors the left-hand side becomes 

x ( 171 271 17171271) (172 272 1
7

2

7 2

27
). 

1M1 0 0 2M1 1M1 2M 1"1 1M2 0 0 2M2 1M2 2M :)"2 

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be evaluated, 
again by projection techniques, as 
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(8) 

xl ,n ',:: n) ~N1 :~1 n) 
\M1 0 \0 #1 

So the result follows: 

7 U(k) 

171 1T 2 2T1 272 1T{ 27{ 17; 27; 

1M1 1M2 2M1 2M2 1M{ 2M{ 1M; 2M~ 

IV. DISCUSSION 

1/2 

(9) 

(10) 

Because of the various groups involved we recapitu
late the results of this paper and of I as to the identifi
cations established for the recoupling coefficients. I. e. , 

1m 1 1m 2 2m 1 2m 2 1m 1 2m 1 1m 2 2m 2 

1A1 1A2 2A1 2A2 1Al zA1 lA2 2A2 

1A 2A A1 A2 

N A n qL U(k) N A n 

17 27 71 72 

(11) 

where the recoupling coefficients are compatible with 
the D.C. symbols 

~,~ :'L ,~:'J and (: ': ~ k ,:~ J 
~N 2~ + L 2~ - ~ ~n 21li + k 2n2 - ~ 

respectively. Note the D.C. symbol of SN does not re
strict the lower pattern nor does the D. C. symbol of 
U(n) restrict the upper pattern. In I it is noted the re
coupling coefficient can be regarded as the matrix ele
ment of qL in the mixed basis or as the unitary (re
coupling) transformation between q acting on the bases 
expressed according to the right sequence and the bases 
expressed according to the left sequence of the upper 
patterns. Completely analogous considerations hold for 
U(k) and the lower patterns. 

The coefficients 

are tensor recoupling coefficients of SN~ U(n) with re
spect to either the SN group properties (upper pattern) 
or the U(n) group properties (lower pattern). Alternately 
they are matrix elements in an irrep of SN expressed in 
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a particular (mixed) bases or they are matrix elements 
in an irrep of U(n) expressed in particular (mixed) 
bases, whereas in I the orthogonality and completeness 
relations of group representation theory are directly ap
plied, one must be cautious about their interpretation 
here. The coefficients are matrix elements of only those 
permutation elements 1f E Sn C U(n), while the represen
tation is irreducible with respect to U(n). Application of 
the orthogonality and completeness conditions in U(n) 
requires the appropriate invariant density and a proce
dure as in Holland's paper must be followed. In the spe
cial case of N = n with restriction to the weight space 
W = (1") an irrep of U(n) is an irrep of S" 8 and the ortho
gonality and completeness conditions give results iden
tical to those of I. By using both the structure of the 
upper and lower tensor labels we hope to present in a 
future communication an efficient procedure for actually 
constructing the DCME by coupling totally symmetric 
tensors in the individual weights. 

APPENDIX: DOUBLE COSET DEVELOPMENT OF 
U(1)\SU(2)/U(1) 

SU(2) is obtained by exponentiation of the three-pa
rameter infinitesimal Lie algebra with defining basis 
matrices 

Ii 0) (0 1) (Oi) 
Xl'" \0 _ i ' X 2 ", \- 1 0 " X 3 ", i 0 

and structure constants 

[Xi' X j] = 2EU"xko 
The defining representation is given by 

( 

Xo + iXl x 2 + iX3) 

+ . . with xg + xi + x~ + x; = 1. 
-x2 lX3 XO -lXl 

The group parameter space is in one-to-one correspon
dence with the points of the unit sphere in four dimen
sions. The usual coordinates are 
Xo = cosA = COSBI = coscf>l coscf>2' 

Xl = (a/A) sinA = sinBl cosB2 =coscf>l sincf>2' 
X 2 = (a/A) sinA =sinBl sinB2 cosB3 =sin(h coscf>3' 

X3 = (a/A) sinA = sinBl sinB2 sinB3 =sincf>l sincf>3' 
A2",ai+a~+a;. 

The first set corresponds to exp(alxl +azX2+asX3)' the 
second set to spherical coordinates in 4-space, and the 
last to the D. C. decomposition 

with a l +a{"'cf>2 and a l -a{"'cf>3' 

which is seen to be identical with the Euler angle de
scription. The invariant group density is given respec
tivelyas 

= sin2 Bl sin2B2 dBl dB2dB3 = coscf>l sincf>l dcf>l dcf> 2dcf>3. 

The matrices of SU(2) are easily displayed using the 
totally symmetric projection operator of SN as 
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Xu(a.)( N ~ 2 ) 

J N/2 +M N/2-M 

= 6 (N/2 +M', + 1)+(N/2 -M', - 1)+ 

XqLU(a j)(N/2 +M, + 1)(N/2-M, -1) 

-1/2 

N!, 

where qL has D. C. symbol 

[ 

N N/2+M N/2-M ] 

N/2 +M' N/2 +M -L M' -M +L 

N/2 -M' L N/2 -M'-L 

assuming M' ~ M. 

Expansion of the tensors by the trivial Clebsch
Gordan series of U(l) in accordance with the action of 
qL and contraction of the resulting tensors gives 

[

j=N/2 U(a J~ 
M' M J 
-6 [(N/2 +M)! (N/2 -M) !(N/2 +M') !(N/2 -M') !]l/2 
- L (N/2+M-L)!(M'-M+L)!L!(N/2-M'-L)! 

x (Xo + iXl)N /2+M-L(X
2 
+ iX

3
)M'-M+L 

X (- X
2 
+ iX3)L(xo - iXl)N /2-M'-L, 

which is a standard form for the matrix element (vizo 
Eqo 9-76, Po 355, Hamermesh9). 

Orthogonality and completeness give the relations 

and 

2(2j + 1) l' /2 rj cf>ll fi' cf>~ coscf>l sincf>l dcf>l = oji' 

o LM' MJ LM' MJ 

~.ssin(2j + l)Bl sin(2j + l)B{ = I'!(BI - BD 
1f j 

(using spherical coordinates Bu B2 , B3 ). 
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Second order error in variational calculation of matrix elements 
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The second order error 8F(2), made by employing the Schwartz-Dalgarno-Delves variational principle 
for the diagonal matrix element </> t W </> of an arbitrary Hermitian operator W, is examined in the 
case that </> is the bound ground state eigenfunction of some given Hamiltonian H. This variational 
principle characteristically involves not only a trial estimate </>, of </>, but also a trial estimate L ,(</>,) 
of a well-defined but generally not exactly known auxiliary function L (</». It has previously been 
shown that, for certain special choices of a trial Hamiltonian H" the trial L ,(</>,) can be found 
from a minimum principle. The present work finds that for these same special H, it is possible to 
express 8F(2) in comparatively simple closed form, depending only on known quantities, so that 8F(2) 

should be calculable when the system described by H is not too complicated. However, these results 
for 8F(2) are obtained on the assumption that L ,(</>,) is known essentially exactly for any given </>,; 
the practical utility of the formulas derived still must be tested, therefore. If L ,(</>,) can be 
determined to this necessary accuracy, one expects that combining the computed 8F(2) with the usual 
variational estimate of </> t W </> will be a significant improvement over the usual variational estimate 
alone. Under the same circumstances, when W is a positive definite operator, the expression for 
8F (2) can provide nonrigorous but nonetheless potentially useful second order (variational) upper and 
lower bounds on the exact </> t W </>. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We shall be concerned with the diagonal matrix 
element 

W11 = cpttWCPt = (cpt> WCPt) (1.1) 

of an arbitrary known linear Hermitian operator W, 
where CPt> satisfying 

(H - E l ) CPI = 0, (1. 2) 

is the normalized bound ground state eigenfunction of a 
given Hamiltonian H. To avoid unduly complicating our 
discussion, we assume here and henceforth that E t is 
nondegenerate; to simplify our notation we shall drop 
the subscripts on CPt and Et (i. e., CPt = cP, E t = E), and 
shall use 

(1. 3) 

In general, neither cP nor E is exactly known. In this 
circumstance, a well-known variational principlet - 5-

useable for arbitrary off-diagonal or diagonal matrix 
elements of W-may provide the most practical means 
of estimating W11 • A very straightforward derivation 
of this so-called Schwartz-Dalgarno-Delves varia
tional principle has been given by Gerjuoy, Rau and 
Spruch, 6 and applications to various W have been per
formed recently by Krieger and Sahni. 1 

The variational prinCiple for W11 is 

F= (WU)var = CPt tWCPt + L t t[(H - E t) CPt] + [(H - E t) cptPLt 

(1. 4) 

where CPt (assumedly normalized) and E t are trial esti
mates of the exact cP, E, respectively, and where L t is 
a trial estimate of an exact "auxiliary" function L satis
fying the inhomogeneous equation 

(H-E)L=- Wcp- Acp (1. 5) 

together with the specification [undetermined by (1. 3)] 

¢tL=O. (1.6) 

Equation (1. 5) suggests that L t be determined from 
equations of the form 
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(1. 7) 

where Ht and qt are appropriately chosen functionals 
of CPt; the desired property of (1. 7) is that as ¢t - cP, 
the solution L t should - L. Generally, the "trial" 
Hamiltonian H t cannot8 be the original H, but there is 
a wide class of H t consistent with the desired property; 
the choice of qt is determined once Ht is chosen. If Ht 
- H as CPt - cP, then it surely is the case that 

(1. 8a) 

where 

At = - ¢t tW¢t; (1. 8b) 

however, it is not necessary8 that Ht - H as CPt - ¢. In 
fact, Gerjuoy et al. 8 have found a particular choice of 
Ht which does not approach H as CPt - cP, but which per
mits L t to be estimated from a minimum prinCiple, 
i. e., which implies that the functional 

M(L tt ) =Ltt t (Ht - E t ) L tt - L tt tqt - qt t L tt (1. 9) 

attains its minimum value M(L t) when (for given CPt) 
the quantity L tt equals the L t satisfying (1. 7). An alter
native choice for Ht, which does approach H as CPt - cP, 
but which retains the desired minimum property of the 
functional (1. 9), also has been reported. 9 

The importance of the minimum principle (1. 9) is that 
it provides a vehicle for accurate computation of a rea
sonable L t for any given CPt. In the present paper we ob
tain the interesting result that in the two known casesS. 9 

for which H t yields the minimum principle (1. 9), use 
in (1. 4) of the associated exact L t minimizing (1. 9) 
leads to a rather simple closed form calculable expres
sion for the second order error (to be defined precisely 
below) made by the Schwartz-Dalgarno-Delves varia
tional estimate of the matrix element W11• The present 
result is noteworthy because Simple calculable expres
sions for second order errors made by variational esti
mates are uncommon. Moreover, as will be further 
amplified below, such expressions for the second order 
variational error can be the basis for nonrigorous but 
nonetheless potentially useful second order bounds 
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bracketing the exact value of Wit. These nonrigorous 
second order bounds should be compared with the rigor
ous second order bounds (involving, as might be expect
ed, more complicated expressions than ours) derived 
and discussed by Blau, Rau, and Spruch. 10 We stress 
that although both types S•9 of H t yielding the minimum 
principle (1. 9) can be constructed in the case that the 
desired matrix element is 

(1. 10) 

(with ¢n the bound nth excited state eigenfunction), the 
results of this paper apply only to the ground state case 
n = 1. We have not attempted to extend our results to ex
cited state n> 1 matrix elements (1. 10), in part because 
it is obvious from our derivation that in the case n> 1 a 
closed form expression for the second order error, if 
obtainable at all, will not be nearly as simple in form as 
when n = 1. In the event the actual ground state is degen
erate under some symmetry operator R, it can be seen 
that our results apply provided ¢t, L, and L t have the 
same symmetry as ¢ under the operation R, a proviso 
which imposes some restrictions on W. For instance, 
if the ground state has total angular momentum J = 1, 
and if ¢1 in (1. 1) now denotes the M = 0 sublevel, then 
¢ f" L, and L t should belong to Jz = 0; in general, to en
sure (1. 5) and (1. 7) permit solutions Land L t having 
this desired symmetry, W must commute with the 
operator J z. 

2. THE SECOND ORDER ERROR 

The errors o¢ and oE are defined by 

odJ = dJt - dJ, 

oE =E t - E. 

Correspondingly, we define 

oL=Lt-L, 

of = < U't1)var - Wit. 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

The quantity of is the error made in estimating Wit 
from the variational principle (1. 4). Evidently of= 0 
when ¢ t = dJ and E t = E, i. e., the zeroth order error in 
of vanishes. Similarly, because (1. 4) has been con
structedB to be a variational principle, the first order 
error (the collection of terms proportional to o¢, to 
o¢ t, to oL, etc.) in of also vanishes, as is verified 
below. Thus the leading terms in of are of second 
order (terms proportional to o¢ t o¢, to o¢ to L, to 
oL t o¢, etc.). The collection of these second order 
terms, excluding terms of third order and higher, is 
the second order error of(2) made by using (1. 4) with 
given 0dJ, oE and oL from (2.1) and (2.2). 

In the form (1. 4) for < Wll)var, it is implicit6 that 

cp/dJ t =l, 

E t = ¢t tH¢t. 

Since the exact ¢ is normalized, Eq. (2. 3a) yields 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

¢tOdJ+(o¢)t¢+o¢to¢=O, (2.4a) 

Similarly, from Eqs. (2.3b) and (2.4) 

oE = dJ tHodJ + o¢ tH¢ + OdJ tHo¢ 

=E[¢ to¢ + (o¢ t) ¢ 1 + o¢ tH6¢ 
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(2.4b) 

implying that oE is of second order. 

From (1. 4) and (2. 2b) we now see that the first and 
second order terms in of are 

of(l) + of(2) = ¢ tWo¢ + o¢ tw¢ + o¢ tWo¢ 

+ L t[ (H - E) o¢ ] + oL t[ (H - E) ¢] 

+ oL t [(H _ E) o¢ ] _ (oE) L t ¢ 

+ [(H - E) o¢ ] t L + [(H - E) ¢ 1 t oL 

+ [(H - E) o¢ P oL - (oE) ¢ t L. (2.5) 

In (2.5), terms containing (H - E) ¢ vanish by (1. 2); 
terms proportional to oE vanish by (1. 6). Also, because 
E does not lie in the continuum, the solution L to (1. 5) 
can be supposed quadratically integrable for reasonably 
well behaved W; the same supposition already was im
plicit in (1. 6). Therefore, in (2. 5) we also have 

L t [(H - E) o¢ 1 = [(H - E) L] t o¢, 

[(H - E) o¢] t L = o¢ t[ (H - E) L]. 
(2.6) 

As a matter of fact, the relations (2.6) are fundamental 
to the derivation6 of the variational principle. Hence
forth, manipulations such as (2.6), based on the hermi
ticity of H in the space of quadratically integrable func
tions, will be performed without comment. Employing 
(1. 5) on the right sides of (2.6) and recalling (2.4a), we 
find that all first order terms in (2. 5) cancel [as they 
must, if (1. 4) indeed is a variational principle], leaving 
us [after introducing A from (1. 3)] with 

of(2) = o¢ tWo¢ + oL t[(H - E) o¢] + [(H - E) o¢ poL 

+ AO¢ t o¢. (2. 7) 

Equation (2. 7)-which also has been obtained by 
Aranoff and Percus5-is the general expression for the 
second order error made by using (1. 4); to make further 
progress, it is necessary to further delineate oL, i. e. , 
to delineate Lt. Actually, it is easily verified that if the 
condition 

(2.8) 

is obeyed by L t , then Eq. (2.7) is an exact expression 
for the total error of, i. e., with (2. 8) the error of of 
(2.2b) is precisely the purely second order expression 
on the right side of (2.7). However, we soon shall be 
performing manipulations which involve dropping third 
order and higher order contributions to (2.7), so that 
whether or not (2. 7) as it stands exactly equals of is of 
little practical consequence. 

3. CHOICES FOR TRIAL HAMILTONIAN 

One H t yielding the minimum principle (1. 9) isS 

H t = Hmod,t =H - HPtH/Et (3.1) 

where the projection operator 

Pt=¢t¢tt (3,2a) 

can be regarded as an estimate of the unknown projec
tion operator 

(3,2b) 
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Although as CPt - cP this Ht - H - EP, which is "* H, 
nevertheless the associated L t obeys8 

(Hmed • t - E t) L t = - WCPt - AtCPto (3.3) 

i. e., obeys Eq. (1. 7) with qt given by (1. 8). From 
(2.3b), (3.1), and (3. 2a) 

CPt t Hmod • t = Hmod• tCPt = O. (3.4) 

Therefore, multiplying (3.3) by CPt t on the left, and 
recalling (1. 8b), we see that (3.3) implies (2.8). 

Define 

5H=Hmed • t - H, 

5A=At- A=- (cp tW5cp + 5cp tWcp + 5cp tW5cp). 

(3. 5a) 

(3.5b) 

Then Equation (3.3) becomes 

(H + 5H - E- 5E)(L + 5L) =- W(cp + 5cp) - (A+ 5A}{cp + 5cp) 

which, making use of (1. 5), takes the form 

(H - E) 5L = - (5H - 5E) L - (5H - 5E) 5L - W5cp 

- A5cp - (5A) cP - 5A5cp. (3.6) 

Equation (3.6), which is exact, can be used to replace 
(H - E) 5L in the terms 

5L t[(H - E) 5cp] =[(H - E) 5L] t5cp, (3.7) 
[(H - E) 5cp] t 5L = 5cp t[ (H - E) 5L] 

appearing in (2.7). When this replacement is made, 
the resultant expression for 5F(2) obviously will be the 
correct second order error even if all terms of second 
and higher order are dropped on the right side of (3.6). 
Actually, the right side of (3.6) contains terms nomi
nally of zero order, because we know Hmod• t does not 
approach H as CPt - cpo Specifically, 

5H=- HPtH =_ H(p+5p}{cfH5cp)tH 
E t E+ 5E 

_ H(cpcp t + (5p) P t + p5cp t) H 
-- E 

=_ Ecpcp t _ (H5cp) cp t _ cp5cp tH (3.8) 

to terms of second order. The nominally zero order 
contribution E cp cp t L to (5H) L vanishes, however, in 
view of (1. 6), so that the right side of (3.6) indeed is of 
first order. For our present purposes, therefore, 
namely reformulating the second order expression (2.7), 
we can simplify (3.6) to 

(H - E) 5L = cp5¢ tHL +E¢¢ t5L - W5¢ - A5¢ - (5A) ¢ 

(3.9) 

where we have included the first order contribution 
E¢¢ t5L from the nominally second order term 5H5L 
in (3.6). 

Using (3.9) and (3.7) in (2.7), and remembering that 
A and 5A are purely real, we obtain after some algebra 

5F(2) =_ 5¢ tW5¢ _ A5¢ t5¢ _ (5A)[¢ t5¢ + (5cp) t¢] 

+ (5¢ tHL}{5¢ t ¢) + (L tH5¢)(¢ t5¢) 

(3.10) 

to terms of third order, a phrase we should not have 
to repeat. From (1. 6) and (2. 8) 
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(3.11a) 

whose adjoint is 

5L t¢ +L t5¢ + 5L t5¢ =0. (3.11b) 

Equations (3.11) permit us to replace ¢ t5L and 5L t¢ 
in (3.10) by - 5¢ tL and - L t5¢, respectively. Because 
of (2. 4a), the 5A terms in (3.10) can be dropped. Hence 
(3.10) simplifies to 

5F(2) = _ 5¢ t W5¢ _ A5¢ t 5¢ + (5¢ t (H - E) L] (5¢ t ¢) 

+[L t(H_ E) 5¢](cp t5¢). 
(3.12) 

We will return to (3.12) after considering the alterna
tive choice of H t yielding the minimum principle (1. 9), 
namely9 

Ht = Hmod • t = PtHPt + (1- P t) H(l- P t) 

=H - ¢t¢t tH - H¢t¢t t + 2Et¢t¢t t. 

Thus we now have, two terms of second order, 
A t t t 5H=Hmod • t - H=- (5¢) ¢ H- ¢5¢ H- (H5¢) ¢ 

_ (H¢) 5¢ t +2E(¢5¢ t + 5¢¢ t) 

=_ ¢5¢ tH _ H5¢¢ t +E(¢5¢ t + O¢¢ t) 

(3.13) 

= - (H - E) O¢¢ t - ¢5¢ t(H - E) (3.14) 

which is of first order, reflecting the fact that Hmed • t 

- Has ¢t - ¢. Consequently, the equation for the 
present Lt-which is not identical with the L t satisfying 
Eq. (3. 3)-surely is 

(Hmod • t - E t) L t =- W¢t - At¢t. (3.15) 

From (3.13), 

(3.16) 

Therefore, recalling (1. 8b), we see that both sides of 
(3.15) vanish identically after multiplying by ¢t t on 
the left. It follows that L t is incompletely determined 
by Eq. (3.15), just as L is incompletely determined by 
(1. 5); it is necessary to specify ¢ ttL t, and we shall 
adopt the specification (2.8). The facts that with Eq. 
(3.15) the condition (2.8) must be imposed whereas 
(2.8) is a consequence of (3.3) reflect the facts that 
(3.3) is constructed8 to have no bound state eigenvalues, 
whereas limod. t has the eigenvalue E t and eigenfunction 
¢t. 

We now return to Eq. (3.6), which-because the right 
sides of (3.15) and (3.3) are identical-remains valid 
for the present limed. t trial Hamiltonian. Now (3.14) and 
(1. 6) imply 

(5H)L=-¢5¢t(H-E)L. (3.17) 

Thus we now have 

(H - E) oL = ¢o¢ t(H - E) L - Wo¢ - AO¢ - (OA) ¢ (3.18) 

instead of (3.9). Using(3. 18) in (3.7), and substituting 
in (2.7), we find that the resultant expression for 5F(2) 
is precisely our former (3.12). In other words, whether 
L t from (3.3) or L t from (3.15) is used in the variation
al principle (1. 4), the second order error made is the 
same and is given by (3. 12) in terms of 5¢ and the exact 
L. Moreover, Eq. (1. 5) permits us to eliminate 
(H - E) L from (3.12), thereby yielding 
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OF(2) =_ O¢ tWo¢_ AO¢ to¢ _ (O¢ tw¢)(O¢ t¢) 

_ (¢ tWO¢)(¢ to¢) _ A[(O¢ t¢)2 + (¢ t1j¢)2] (3.19) 

which depends explicitly only on ¢ and o¢; explicit 
dependences on Land oL have disappeared. 

4. ERROR AS A FUNCTION OF TRIAL EIGENFUNCTION 

As it stands, Eq. (3.19) is not a useable formula 
for OF(2), because it involves the unknown quantities ¢ 
and 6¢; in order to actually compute OF(2), we must 
reexpress (3.19) so that it depends only on the known 
trial function ¢t. This we can do as follows. 

Suppose OF(2) can be rewritten in the form 

OF(2) = o¢ tSo¢ 

where S is an operator to be determined. Suppose 
further that there exists an operator N such that 

(H - E) N(H - E) = S. 

In these events, we would have 

OF(2) = o¢ t(H - E) N(H - E) o¢ 

= [(H - E) o¢ 1 t N[ (H - E) o¢ ] 

= [(H - E) ¢tl tN[(H - E) ¢t] 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

by virtue of (1. 2) and the definition (2. la) of o¢. Since 
the right side of (4.3) is already of second order, in 
(4.3) it is permissible to replace E by E t and N by some 
first order estimate Nt. Thus we would obtain the 
formula 

(4.4) 

from which the second order error should be calculable. 

We now address the problems of finding first Sand 
then N. To obtain (3.19) in the form (4.1), each term 
in (3.19) must contain one o¢ t (on the left) and one o¢ 
(on the right). We can recast (3.19) in this desired form 
by judiciously taking advantage of (2. 4a), which permits 
replacement of ¢ t ocb by - o¢ t ¢ and vice versa. In this 
fashion we obtain 

OF(2) = _ o¢ two¢ _ AO¢ t o¢ + (o¢ tw¢)(¢ t o¢) 

+ (o¢ t¢)(¢ tW6¢) +2A(O¢ t¢)(¢ to¢). (4.5) 

Equation (4. 5) is in the form (4.1) with 

S=- W- Al + (W¢) ¢ t +¢(W¢)t +2A¢¢ t. (4.6) 

We now observe, recalling the definition (1. 5) for 
A, that 

(4.7) 

Indeed, in terms of the proj ection operator P defined 
by (302b), 

S=- (P-l)(W+A1)(P-l). (4.8) 

Consequently, Eq. (4.2) is solvable for N even though 
in the full space of quadratically integrable functions the 
operator H - A does not have an inverse when A equals 
the eigenvalue E of H. It is convenient to introduce the 
function G-which has been termed8 a Green's function 
in the generalized sense-satisfying 

(H-E)G=P-l. (4.9) 
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Then Eqs. (4.8) and (4. 9) imply Eq. (4.2) is satisfied 
by the operator 

N=-G(W+AI1C. (4.10) 

~owever, Eq. (4.9) does not determine the projection 
of G on ¢, just as (1. 5) did not determine the projec
tion of L on ¢. Correspondingly, Eq. (4.2) does not 
determine ¢ tN or N¢. For completeness, therefore, 
we will specify 

¢ tc = o. (4.11) 

Therefore, since 

summed over all excited states of H, 

C=-6~ 
1>'1 Ej-E 

and the counterpart to (4.11) is 

C¢ =0. 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

With Eqs. (4.11) and (4. 14) the operator N defined by 
Eq. (4.10) is completely speCified. In fact, 

¢tN=N¢=O. (4.15) 

Evidently, a reasonable trial Nt in (4.4) is 

N t =- Ct[W+At11 G t (4.16) 

where C t is any reasonable trial estimate of C. One 
possibility is to let Ct be the solution to 

(Hmod,t-Et)Ct=Pt-l 

subject to 
t A A 

cb t Gt=Gt¢t=O. 

(4, 17a) 

(4. 17b) 

Defining Gt via Eqs. (4.17) has the advantage that Ct -

like L t satisfying (3. 15)-then can be estimated from a 
minimum principle of the form (1. 9); moreover, to ob
tain a reasonable Nt (4.16) for use in estimating the 
second order error OF(2), it is not necessary to have 
a highly accurate Ct, as the derivation of (4.4) has made 
plain. An alternative possibility for Gt> based on (4.13), 
is 

(4.18) 

where the set ¢u and associated Eit are a set of trial 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues estimating the exact 
eigenfunctions ¢i and eigenvalues E j of H, with of 
course ¢it and Eit equal to our previous ¢t and E t , 

respectively. 

This completes our assigned task of expressing the 
second order error OF(2) in terms of known quantities. 
We stress that although the possibility of finding the 
simple closed formula (4.4) for of(2) is of undoubted 
theoretical interest, the practical utility of these re
sults remains to be established. Whether Gt is defined 
via (4.17) or (4.18), calculating OF(2) from (4.4) and 
(4.16) will not be a trivial matter, especially in many
particle problems where matrix elements quadratic in 
H always are very awkward to compute. Nevertheless 
the expression (4.4) should be calculable in few-parti
cle systems (e. g., in the case that H is the Hamiltonian 
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of the He atom), and certainly is calculable in the case 
of a single particle bound by a potential. 

An even more serious impediment to practical appli
cation of (4.4) is the fact that the foregoing results 
have assumed Eq. (1. 7) for L t has been solved essen
tially exactly for the given CPt; in practice, the required 
accuracy in L t may be difficult to achieve. It is worth 
remarking, however, that if the L t used in (1. 4) is the 
effectively exact solution of (1. 7), the quantity 

(Wit)supv=(W1~var- OF(2) (4.19) 

obtained from (1. 4), (2.2b), and (4.4) should differ 
from the exact Wu by at most third order, i. e., should 
be a supervariational estimate of Wu. In actual calcu
lations, CPt probably will be determined from the 
Rayleigh-Ritz calculation yielding E t via (2.3b), and 
one then expects that as the number of arbitrary param
eters in CPt is increased the estimate of Wu from (4.19) 
will converge distinctly more rapidly than does the 
original variational estimate (1. 4). 

When W is a positive definite operator, Eq. (4. 4) 
yields simple upper and lower bounds on OF(2). Intro
ducing the notation 

'If t =Gt(H-Et)CPt> (4.20) 

and recognizing that Gt from (4. 17) or (4. 18) obeys 

Gt t = Gt 

[a relation impliCit in (4. 17b)], Eqs. (4.16 and (4.4) 
yield 

(4.21) 

Since At from (1. 8b) is a negative number when W is 
positive definite, Eq. (4.21) immediately implies 

- 'If t tW'I!t < OF(2) < (CPt tWCPt)('Ift t'If t ). (4.22) 

Or, using (4.19), 

{( Wl~var- (CPt tWCPt)('If t t'If t)} < < Wl~8UPV < {(W11)var + 'If t tW'If t} 

(4.23) 

We emphasize that although (4.23) (like all formulas 
in this paper) assumes Lt(cpt) has solved (1. 7) exactly, 
the above inequality does not yield rigorous bounds on 
the exact W11 , because (Wl~ .U!>V differs from the exact 
Wit by third and higher order terms. Nevertheless, if 
the L t used in (1. 4) really is the effectively exact solu
tion of (1. 7), then Eq. (4.23) should provide quite relia
ble variational (i. e., second order) bounds on the exact 
W11 whenever (Wl~.u!>V has converged close to its final 
(presumably the exact cPtWcp) limit; the reason for this 
assertion is that in these circumstances the second 
order terms involving 'If t in (4.23) should be much larg
er in absolute value than the residual third order error 
in (Wl~.u.v. 
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Before closing, a brief discussion of the errors in
troduced by using trial L t which do not solve (1. 7) ex
actly may be worthwhile. Suppose that for given CPt the 
quantity L tt is our approximation to the exact L t solv
ing (1. 7), and define 

(4.24) 

Then if L tt rather than L t is used to compute (W11)var 
from (1. 4), our computed estimate of OF(2) will be in 
error by an amount 

t:..F(2) = t:..L t[(H - E) ocp J + [(H - E) oCPJ t t:..L, 

recognizing that in (1. 4) 

(4. 25a) 

L tt =L + oL + t:..L. (4. 25b) 

But our result (4.4) for OF(2) is of order ocp t ocp , re
calling (3.19) and (4.1). It follows that the actually ob
tained second order error-in the value of (Wl~var com
puted using the actual L tt in (1. 4)-will continue to be 
represented by (4.4), provided only that the right side 
of (4. 25a) is of higher order than ocp t ocp, i. e., provided 
only that t:..L is of higher order than ocp for the particu
lar CPt chosen. The error in (Wl~.upv from (4.19), com
puted using L tt rather than L t in (1. 4), will not be of 
third order unless t:..L can be regarded as being of order 
(Ocp)2. Because the right side of (4.3) already is of sec
ond order, any reasonable Nt -namely, one differing 
from N by first order-keeps the error in the computed 
(UJ.~.u.v at third order. The mere fact that-for any 
given CPt-'If t in (4.23) depends via (4.20) on a quantity 
Gt we have some freedom to choose [recall Eq. (4.16-
(4. 18)J implies (4.23) cannot yield rigorous bounds. 
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A note on the unified Dirac-von Neumann formulation of 
quantum mechanics 

D. Tj<istheim 

NTNF/NORSAR. P.O. Box 51. N-2007 Kjeller. Norway 
(Received 29 October 1974) 

It is demonstrated that the mathematical model of a rigged Hilbert space is ideally suited for 
obtaining a unified Dirac-von Neumann formulation of quantum mechanics. It is shown that the 
eigenbras of an observable A can be interpreted as weak derivatives of certain functionals associated 
with the resolution of identity E u' u E (- 00. 00). associated with A. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

In a paper by MarloW- an attempt was made to unify 
the Dirac2 and von Neumann3 formulations of quantum 
mechanics using the mathematical model of a direct 
integral of Hilbert spaces. Unfortunately, this work 
suffered from some inconveniences as was pointed out 
by Antoine. 4 Recently it has become increasingly popu
lar4

•
5

•
6 to use a rigged Hilbert space as mathematical 

model for obtaining a rigorous interpretation of the 
Dirac formalism. The purpose of this note is to demon
strate that a rigged Hilbert space also appears to be 
ideally suited for formulating a unified Dirac-von 
Neumann formalism in the spirit of Marlow. 

We consider (as does Marlow) a single observable 
(self-adjoint operator) A in the Hilbert space H of phys
ical states. The spectral decomposition3 A = f u dEu, 
where Eu, u E (- 00, 00), is the resolution of identity as
sociated with A, was obtained by von Neumann and 
forms the basis for his formulation of quantum 
mechanics. 

The concept of a rigged Hilbert space was introduced 
by Gel'fand. It consists of a triplet <p C H C <p' (where H 
is identified with H') where <p is a dense subspace of the 
Hilbert space H and where <p is equipped with a topology 
that makes it a nuclear countable Hilbert space. Fur
thermore, the topology of <p is finer than the one induced 
on <p by the inner product in H. The space <p' is the 
space of continuous linear functionals on <P. The prob
lem of constructing a "canonical" space <P for a given 
physical system is not yet solved in complete generality. 
In this note we will content ourselves by assuming that 
there exists a dense subspace <P of H such that <P C D(A) 
is stable under A, such that <P C H C <P I is a rigged 
Hilbert space and A is continuous in the topology of <P. 
[D(A) is used to denote the domain of definition of A. ] 

It is known4 that a rigorous formulation of the Dirac 
formalism results if the eigenbras of the observable A 
are identified with those generalized eigenvectors of 
A which correspond to the points of the Hilbert space 
spectrum of A. The problem is to find a connection be
tween these generalized eigenvectors and the von 
Neumann spectral decomposition A = f u dEu. 

2. WEAK DERIVATIVES OF FUNCTIONALS 

Let? H - f AH(u) dll(u) be a realization of H as a di
rect integral of Hilbert spaces induced by the operator 
A. The set A C R1 is the spectrum of A, and dimH(u) 
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= d(u), u E A, is the spectral multiplicity of A at the 
point u. We denote by el(u), i = 1, 2, ... , d(u), an ortho
normal basis in H(u). Since the measure Il is finite, 7 

the vector fields e[: u - el (u), i = 1, 2, ... , et(u) = 0 for 
i>d(u), are contained in hH(u) dll(u). Denote by el the 
corresponding elements of H. Then 

(e j , el)H = t.(el(u), el(u)udll(u)" Il(A), 

where (', .)H and (.;, ·)u are the inner products in Hand 
H(u), respectively. USing the elements el , a smooth 
transition between the Dirac and von Neumann spectral 
decompositions of A can be obtained. 

Consider an arbitrary element ¢ in <P and let 
¢ - ¢(u) be the realization of ¢ induced by the reali
zation H- !aH(u) dll(u). Then 

(E(~) el , ¢) = J
4 

(el(u), ¢(u)}udll(u), 

where we have used the fact that Eu, u E A, constitutes 
a resolution of identity. (~C Rl is a B01'el set.) Denote 
by III the complex measure defined by 1l1(~) = (E(~) e l , ¢). 
Using the Schwarz inequality it is not difficult to show 
that III is absolutely continuous with respect to the finite 
positive measure Ilel defined by Ilej(~) = (E(~) e;, el ). 

Since the measure Il can be defined7 as 

N 

Il(~) = 6 al Ilel(~)' 
i=l 

where 1 f=l a j < 00, at > 0, and where N = supuEA d(u) may 
possibly be 00, it follows that III is absolutely continuous 
with respect to Il. From the Radon-Nikodym theorem 
for complex measures8 it follows that the function hf(u) 
= (ej(u), ¢(u))u can be identified with the Radon
Nikodym derivative dll;/dll. 

Considered as functions of ¢, h~( ¢) = hf (u), 
i = 1,2, ... , d(u), are elements of <p' and, in fact, they 
constitute7 a complete set of generalized eigenvectors 
of A. What remains, therefore, is to establish a rela
tion between h'j(¢) and Eu' 

Consider the linear functionaII;"(¢) = (Eu e j , ¢). Then 
It E <p' and it can be shown that the weak derivative7 

g;"(¢) = dft (¢)/djJ.(u) of I;" with respect to jJ. exists and 
is well defined as a continuous linear functional on <P. 
From the definition of III and the fact that 

~l (u)=(ei(u),¢(u))u=h'j(¢), 

it follows that it and h'j can be identified. If we use the 
Dirac bra notation {ui I for the generalized eigenvector 
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h~, we have that 

or (with a slight abuse of notation) 

(ui 1= dEuej 
dp. 

and this relation represents the connection between the 
Dirac and von Neumann spectral decompositions of A. 
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Temporally inhomogeneous scattering theory for modified wave 
operators 

Joseph H. Hendrickson 

Department of Mathematical Sciences, State University of New York, Binghamton, New York 13901 
(Received 4 October 1974) 

A theorem of Alsholm and Kato, which gives existence of modified wave operators for a large class 
of long range potentials, is extended to include time dependent potentials. It is then shown that these 
temporally inhomogeneous modified wave operators W D ±(S) vary continuously, in some sense, on 
the potentials. This result is new for both time dependent and time independent potentials. In 
addition, part of the non uniqueness problem of modified wave operators is resolved by noting that 
the modified wave operators are asymptotically unique. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In nonrelativistic scattering theory a particle at time 
t E R is represented by u(t,·) E L2(Rn). The Hamiltonian 
H(t) of the particle is, for each tE R, a self-adjoint 
operator on L2(Rn) and determines the motion of the 
particle according to the Schrodinger equation: 

a~ u(t, x) = - iH(t)u(t, x). 

Kato1 has given conditions on H(t) under which the 
Schrodinger equation can be solved in the sense of find
ing a family of unitary evolution operators {U(t, s): t, 
s E R} satisfying u(t, x) = U(t, s)u(s, x). The Hamiltonian 
for a free particle is Ho = - D../2. Potential scattering 
concerns itself with Hamiltonians of the form H(t) 
=Ho + V(t,x), where V(t,')F Lroc(Rn). Goldstein and 
Monlezun2 have reformulated Kato's conditions in the 
case of potential scattering: 

(AI) Assume V(t, x) = Lj=o Vi (t, x), where Vi (t, x) is real 
valued and in Yj(Rn) with 2 ~ Pi < 00 and Pj > n/2 for j 
= 1, ... ,m and with Po = 00. Assume that as a function of 
t, Vi: 1R - LPi (Rn) is piecewise strongly continuously 
differentiable. 

Condition AI also implies that 1) -=1) (Ho) =/) (H(t» 
= W 2 ,2(Rn), the Sobolev space of order 2, for all tE R. 

The standard wave operators are defined as 

W.(s) = s-lim U(s, t)ao(l, s), 
t~::I::OO 

where Uo(t, s) = exp[ - i(t - s)Ho] is the evolution operator 
for Ho' This definition was originally proposed by 
Jauch3 and extended to time dependent Hamiltonians by 
Monlezun.4 The existence of these strong limits is an 
expression of the fact that the motion described by 
U(t,s) is asymptotically free. Iff.(O,·) are the free 
particles that asymptotically approximate u(O, x), then 
u(s,x)= W±(s)f±(s,x). For time independent, short range 
potentials, i. e., V(x) = 0 ( I x I -1-<) for E > 0, this conver
gence is well known. (See Jauch. 3) However, Dollard5

•
6 

showed that for the Coulomb potential 1/ Ix I conver
gence fails, indicating that such "long range" potentials 
have a residual effect at large distances. Dollard was 
able to force convergence by the addition of an ad hoc 
"anomolous term" to the free evolution operator. This 
was not totally intuitively satisfactory and others 
(Amrein, Martin, and Misra7

; Lavines ; Thomas9
) re-
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defined the wave operators in terms of momentum 
observables and were able to show convergence. These 
results are made reasonable by the following examples 
of classical scattering in one dimension. 

First, consider the short range potential V(x) = -1/ 
x2. Solvingx(±)=-V'(x), Newton's second law, one 
easily sees that the motion is asymptotically free 
(straight line) motion: 

x(t)~±~t±~ c2 for large t, 

where c1 , c2 are arbitrary constants. In the long range 
case V(x) = - 1/ I x I, motion remains asymptotically 
unfree: 

However, in agreement with the results mentioned 
above, the momentum even in the long range case is 
asymptotically free (constant): 

x(t) =± (2x-1 + 2C1 )1/2 ~ ~. 

For details see the author's dissertation. 10 

This indicates that the asymptotic dynamics, while 
not free, do conserve momentum; i. e., their Hamilton 
does not depend explicitly on x and is, therefore, of the 
form Ho + p(t,p), where p = - iD..". If p(t ,p) were set 
equal to V(t,pt), this would agree with Dollard's 
anomolous term. For a more intuitive motivation, see 
Alsholm,l1 Hendrickson,lO Herbst. 12 To show conver
gence with this definition, it is necessary to place 
growth conditions on V(t,x) in each variable. The 
following conditions are modeled after those of Alsholm 
and Kato13

: 

(a) there exist positive constants c, E, f3, Y, and M 
such that 

1"'f3>t and y>(I-f3)2f'1 

and such that the following hold: 

(b) I V
2
(t,x)1 ~ c{1 + Ix!>-l-E. 

(c) D;lD;2VL(t,X)EL~oc(Rn+1) for 10'11 =0,1 and 

0' 2 = 0,1,2,3. The derivatives are taken as 

distributions. 
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la 1=1, 

lal =2,3. 

(e) IDtD~VL(t,x)1 

{
C<1 + I t I )-1 (l + I x I )-l-B, I a I = 1 

~ e(l + I tl}-l(l + Ixl)-2-r, 10' I =2,3. 

(j) VI (t, • ) E L2(lRn) for all I tl > to> 0 for some con-
stant to and IIV1 (t, ·)1I2~Mfor all It I >to' 

Unnecessary growth conditions on the essentially short 
range potentials VI and V2 are avoided by using only VL 
in the definition below of the anomolous term. 

If FE L 2 (lRn) , its Fourier transform and inverse 
transform are denoted F and F respectively, where 

F(p) = 1. i. m. (1/21T)n/2 J exp(- ix· p)F(x) dx. 
IRn 

F(p) can be considered as an operator in L2(lRn) defined 
by 

F(p)u(x) = [F(p)u(p)f. 

In particular, F(p)=p is the operator -iV". In this 
context, we define the Dollard anomolous term gen
eralized to time dependent potentials and the associated 
asymptotic or "semifree" evolution operators. 

Definition: Let X!(p) =f!VL(T,pT) dT. To conform with 
the notation of Alsholm and Kato, we abbreviate ~(p) 
=Xt(p)· 

Definition: Let 

U~(t, s) = exp(- it Ho + VL (T,pT) dT) 
s 

= exp[ - i(t - s)H - ixt (p)J o. s 

be the evolution operator for Ho + V L (t, pt). 

The following theorem generalizes that of Alsholm 
and Kato13 to the case of time dependent potentials. 

Theorem 1: Let n ;?o 3. Assume AI and An. Then the 
temporally inhomogeneous modified wave operators 

WD• (s) = s-lim U(s, t)U~(t, s) 
t-:tco 

exist for all s E lR. In particular, if UE C~(lRn\{O}r, 
i. e., it is infinitely differentiable with compact support 
missing the origin, then there are positive constants 
Cu and II, which depend only on u, M, C, €, {3, and y 

such that, for I tl > to, 

II WD± (s)u - U(s, t)U~(t, s)ull ~ cfv. 

2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

Throughout this paper, u shall always refer to an 
element of the dense set C~(lRn\{o}f with K=supp U. We 
shall often use without comment the fact that conver
gence of a sequence of uniformly bounded operators on 
this dense set implies strong convergence. Let Wet) 
= U(O,t)U~(t,O)u and <p(t)= II(d/dt)W(!)II. We first reduce 
Theorem 1 to the problem of bounding <p(t) by ci-1 - V • By 
assuming this bound, the case of WD.(O) follows from the 
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Cook-Kuroda method: 

=S!.rvlt2 _ o as t-±oo. 
II t1 

For the general case we use the following lemma, which 
follows directly from the definition of WD.<s). 

Lemma 1: If WD.(t) exists for some tElR, then WD.(s) 
exists for every s E lR and 

W D. (s) = U(s, t)WD± (t)U~(t, s). 

Thus 

I/WD'<s)u - U(s, t)U~(t, s)ull 

= II[WD.(O) - U(O, t)U~(t,O)]U~(O, s)ull ~ cwr 1
-

v , 

where Cw= U~(O, SlUE C~(lRn {o}f. 

So, turning our attention to <p(t), we see 

<p(t) = II~ U(O, t)U~(t, O)ull 

= II[V(t,x)- VL(t,Pt)]U~(t,O)ull 

~ II VI (t, x)U~(t, O)u/l 

+ /lV2(t,X)U~(t,O)u/i 

+ I/[VL (t, x) - VL (t ,pt)]U~(t, O)ull 

0= rfJ1 (t) + <P2(t) + <P3(t). 

The terms <P2(t) and <P3(t) correspond to what Alsholm 
and Kato call rfJs (t) and <PL (t). Although the terms are 
somewhat different, the bounds are arrived at by argu
ments similar enough to make repetition unnecessary. 
One must merely note upon what the constants Cu and II 

depend. In bounding <PI (t) we use the following identity 
from Alsholmll

: 

exp(it Ip 12/2)F(x) exp(- it Ip 12/2) = exp(- i I x 12/2t)F(tp) 

Xexp(ilxI 2/2t). 

<P1 (t) = II V1 (t, x) exp(- itHo) exp(- iXt )ull2 

= II V1 (t ,pt) exp(i I x 12/20 exp(- iXt )ull2 

~ II V1 (t ,pt)1I211 exp(- iXt)u/l~ 

~ t-n / 2 1/ V1 (t;)11 2 /l exp(- iXt )ull1 

,c; r n/ 2Mllil/l 1 • 

We note that the only need for restricting n;?o 3 was to 
insure n/2 > 1 at this point and thus allow singular, 
Coulomb-like potentials. For detailed proofs of the 
bounds for <P2(t) and <P3(t) and for examples of time 
dependent potentials to which Theorem 1 applies, see 
the author'S dissertation.lO 

3. ASYMTOTIC UNIQUENESS OF WAVE 
OPERATORS 

The decomposition of V is not unique since V L is 
allowed to contain as little or as much of the short 
range part of V as satisfies An. However, the non
uniqueness this introduces into the definition of the wave 
operator vanishes in the limit. 
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Proposition: Assume V = VI + V2 + V L = V; + V~ + V~ 
satisfies AI and All with respect to each decomposition. 
If WD±(s) and W~*(s) are the respective wave operators 
of Theorem 1, then 

s-lim WD*(s) - W;.(s) = O. 
s ... ±oo 

Proof: 

limIlWD*(s)u- W~*(s)uII2 
s" ±<Q 

= lim limIlU(s,t)Uo(t,s)exp(-ifVL(T,pT)dT)U 
s-±oot-±eo S 

- U(s, t)Uo(t, s) exp(- if V~ (T,pT)dT)uII 2 
S 

= lim limllu- exp(- ifv~ - VL (T,pT)dT)uIl2 
S-:l::OO t-±oo S 

=lim limll[1-exp(-irV~ - VL(T,pT)dT)]U!l2 

= lim lim I! sup IIfv~ - VL (T,pT) dTIUlull2 - 0 
s-±eo t _±eo PE k S 

as s,t-±oO since V~-VL=Vl-V~+V2-V~=anL2 
function + a short range function.-

4. APPROXIMATION THEOREM 

In Theorem 1, it was noted that the rate of conver
gence of WD*(s)u which was established depended only 
on the bounding constants of the potential, i. e., on 
M, C, E, {3, and Y, rather than on the potential directly. 
Thus, if a collection of potentials can be bounded uni
formly by such constants, then their respective wave 
operators will converge uniformly. This observation 
is the basis of the following result. 

Theorem 2: Let V, VL , Vm:RXR"-R, 
m = 1, 2, 3, •.• , be such that 

(BI) The evolution operators {U(t, s)} for H(t) 
=Ho + Vet, .) exist. 

(BII) V'" = Vl .", + V2.", + VL,'" satisfy AI and All with the 
given decompositions for m = 1 , 2,3, .•.. 

(BIll) There exist positive constants M, £, f:l, Y and 
C such that 

(ii)E",-E, {3",-{3, y",-y, c",-c, Mm-M, where 
Em' P"" Y"" c"" and Mm are the bounding constants of 
All associated with V m • 

(BIV) For every t, there exists a Pt such that n "" Pt 
""00 and IIV(t ')-V (t ')11 -0 as m- oO , m' I>t • 

(BV) For all P EO" R", t - VL (t ,pt) is in L~oc (lR) and for 
all compact k ~ R"\{O}, SUPPEk I f~VL('T,pT) 
- VL.m(T,pT)dTI -0 as s,t-±oO. 

Let W Dbm (s) be the wave operators for V'" and let 

WD*(s) = s-limU(s, t)Uo(t, s) exp(- it VL(T ,pT) dT). 
t -±OIQ S 

Then WD*(s) exists and equals s-lim",~~ WD*''''(s). 

Theorem 2 will be proved by a series of lemmas. Let 
{Um(t,s)} be the evolution operators for H",(t)=Ho 
+ Vm(t, .). We use the following notation where 
U E Co(R"\{O})¥: 
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X;.",(p) = f VL ,m (T,P-r) dT, 

Wet) = u(s, t)Uo(t, s) exp(- iX; )u, 

Wm(t) = Um(s, t)Uo(t, s) exp(- iX~.m)u, 

W= lim W(t) , 
t-±oo 

W = lim W (tl. 
m t-=*:oo m 

Lemma 2.1: U(t,s)=s-lim",~~Um(t,s). 

Proof: By Goldstein, 14 it suffices to show that 
[iH(t) - 1;1~1 - [iHm (t) - 1;1~1 ;- 0 for all I; > 0 and t E R. 
Note that [iHm(t) -1;1~1 is uniformly bounded by 1/1;. 

II [iH(t) - 1;]~lU - [iHm(t) _1;]~lUIl2 

= II[iH", (t) - 1;]~l[V m(t, • ) - V(t, • )][iH(t) - 1;1~luIl2 

<:; ?;~lllV",(t, .) - Vet, • )llptll[iH(t) - ?;l~lullr' 

where 1/r+1/Pt =~. Since \lVm(t,')- V(t,' )lIp -0 and 
n <:; Pt <:; 00 by assumption, it suffices to show th~t II [iH(t) 
- 1;]~lullr < 00 for 2 <:; r"" 2n/ (n - 2). But v'" [iH(t) 
- 1;]~1 U ED'" W2 •2 • Thus IIvl12 < 00. Also D"v E L 2(R") for 
all I O! I =1, which implies IlvI1 2", ("~2) <00 by Sobolev's 
inequality. (See Friedman. 15) 

Lemma 2.2: s-limm_~ exp{- iX;,m) = exp(- i~). 

Proof: 

Ilexp(- i~,m)u - exp(- iX;)uI12 

<:; IIuI1 2 sup I exp(- iX!.m)(P) - exp(- iX;)(p) I 
pEK 

"" lIuII2supi rVL m(T,pT)- VL(T,pT)dTI-O 
PFk • S ' 

by assumption. 

Lemma 2.3: For each tER, lim W",(t)=W(t). 
m~~ 

Proof: 

Ilw(t) - W",(t)1I 

= II[U(s, t) exp(- iX;) - Um(s, t) exp(- i~,,,,)]Uo(t, s)ulI 

<:; II[U(s, t) - U"'(s, t)] exp(- iX;)Uo(t, s)ull 

+ IlUm(s, t)[exp(- iX!) - exp(- iX!.m)]Uo(t, s)ull- 0 

by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 

Lemma 2.4: {Wm} is a Cauchy sequence in m. 

Proof: By BIll, we can assume that the bounds Em' f:lm , 

Ym ' Cm' and M", can be replaced by uniform bounds. 
Thus, by Theorem 1, there exists Cu > 0, v> 0 such that 
SUPm"W",-W",(t)II""cut~V'3C.a(t)-Oas t-±oO. LetEl>O. 
For some fixed tl so large that a(tl ) <£1> choose N> 0 
such that m, iii> N implies II W'" (ttl - W;;; (tl ) II < El " Then 

IIW",-Wmll 

'" IIW", - W ",(tl)11 + I!W m(tl ) - Wm(tl)1I + II Wm(t,) - Wml! 

'" 3E l • 

Lemma 2.5: The limits W=limt~±~ W(t) exist. 
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Proof: We show {W(t)} is Cauchy as t- 00. Let €l > 0 
and choose T so large that t> T implies a(t) < €l' Let 
t, t> T. Choose m, m so large that 

IIW(t) - Wm(t)II + IIw(1) - w;;/i)II + IIWm - Wiiill <€l' 

Then 

II W(t) - W(t)II 

~ IIW(t) - Wm(t)11 + IIWm(t) - Wmll + IIWm - W;;;II 

+ IIW;;; - W;;;(t)1I + IIW;;;(t) - W(t)1I ~ 3€1' 

Proof: Let €l > O. Choose 1 tl so large that II W - W(t> II 
+ a(t) <€l' Choose N> 0 such that m > N implies IIW(t) 
- Wm(t) II <€]. Then, for all m > N, 

IIW - Wmll ~ IIW - W(t)11 + IIW(t) - Wm(t)1I + IIWm(t) - Wmll 
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The Kerr-Newman metric is analyzed according to the null tetrad formalism. The components of the 
Weyl and the Ricci tensors are calculated and these tensors are then projected on a suitable 
null-tetrad basis. The spin coefficients of Newman and Penrose are also calculated. These results are 
applied to obtain the equations of gravitational and neutrino perturbations in the Kerr-Newman 
metric. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this note we shall work out some standard proper
ties of the Kerr-Newman metric. 1 First the compo
nents of the Riemann, the Ricci, and the Weyl confor
mal tensors are calculated. Next the Weyl and the Ricci 
tensors are analyzed according to the null-tetrad 
formalism due to Newman and Penrose. 2 A tetrad ba
sis is chosen such that its two real null vectors are the 
repeated principal null vectors of the Weyl tensor. The 
twelve spin coefficients defined by Newman and Pen
rose3 are also calculated. These results are summar
ized in the next Sec. II. It should be noted that not all 
results of Sec. II are new. In particular, the expres
sions for the tetrad projections of the Maxwell tensor 
and hence also of the Ricci tensor (with a different 
choice of tetrad basis than in this paper) have already 
been given in the paper of Newman et (/l.1 But the rest 
of the material in Sec. IT is new. Finally, these results 
are applied to study the equations governing the neu
trino and the gravitational perturbations in the Kerr
Newman geometry. Our calculation here closely paral
lels the work of Teukolsky3 who has given an elegant 
derivation of the equations governing perturbations in an 
uncharged Kerr metric. It is found that the neutrino 
equation for the present case is a simple generalization 
of the corresponding equation of Teukolsky, but the 
equation for gravitational perturbation is considerably 
more involved. In fact, a decoupled equation does not 
result for the latter in contrast to the situation in un
charged Kerr metric. 3 

II. ANALYSIS OF THE KERR-NEWMAN METRIC IN 
TERMS OF NULL-TETRAD FORMALISM 

The components of the Riemann, the Ricci, and the 
Weyl conformal tensors for the Kerr-Newman metric 
are listed in the Appendix. From these expressions we 
can calculate the tetrad proj ections of these tensors 
once a choice of the tetrad is made. We shall consider a 
tetrad {l" ,n" , m" , m*"} of null vectors satisfying the 
usual conditions 

(1 ) 

Then 

g"" = l"nv +n"lv _ m"m*v - m*"mv. (2) 

The real vectors l'" and nIL will be chosen to be the 
double principal null vectors of the Weyl tensor. In the 
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null coordinate (see Appendix) the explicit form of the 
tetrad is then4 

r+til A a 
l" =0" nIL =---0'" --0'" +-0'" 

l' L: 0 2L: 1 L: 3' 

11-_ •• e /.L JL _Z_ '" 1 { . } 
m -\I2(r+iacose) wsm 0 0 +0 2 + sine03 . 

(3) 

In the above, L: == y2 + til cos2 e and A == r + til + e2 
- 2mr. 

m h is the complex conjugate of m"'. Using the above 
tetrad (3) the prOjections of the various tensors (given 
in the Appendix) can be calculated by straightforward 
calcu lations. The result of this exercise for the Weyl 
tensor is 

>P"o=-C",V)."z"'mvlxma=O, >P"1=-C",vXal"'nvlxm a=O, (4) 

(5) 

( . e)~( +. e)[m(r+iacose)-e2J . r - za cos r w cos 

Thus the null vectors l'" and n'" given by Eq. (3) are 
along the repeated principal null direction of the Weyl 
tensor. The tetrad components of the Ricci tensor are 
similarly calculated: 

<poo=-iR",)"'lV==O, <po1=-iR",vl"'mv=<pio=O, 

<P 02 = -iR",vm"'mv=<p;o=O, <P22=-iR",vn"'nv=O, (6) 

e2 

= 2L:2 • 

Finally, the tetrad components of the electromagnetic 
field tensor F!LV are the following: 

iPo=F"vl"rnv=O, <P 2=F"vm*"'nv==O, 

1 ( ) e 1 
<P1=zF"v l"'nv+m*"'mv =2" (r-iacos9)2' 

(7) 

Thus l" and n" are also the principal null vectors of the 
Maxwell tensor. 

Newman and Penrose have defined twelve spin co
efficients. These are next calculated using the tetrad of 
Eq. (3) with the following result: 

K=l",;vm"lv==O, v=-n,,;vm*"nv==O, 

a=l",;vm"'m"=O, A=-n",;vm*"m*v=O, 
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e =.!.(l nIJ.1V_m. m*IJ.f}')=O, 
2 ~;v u,v 

P = 1IJ. ;VmIJ.m*V = -l/(r - ia cos9), 

ia sin9 *"" W 7'=1 mIJ.nv==_----;=;;-, 71=-nIJ.·vm £ IJ.;V v 2"E • 

ia sin9 
,f2(r-iacos9)2 , 

O! =i(lIJ. ;vnIJ.m*v - m" ;vm*IJ.m*V) = 71 - (3*, 

/1 = -n,,;vm*IJ.mv=- .l/2"E(r- iacos9), 

Y =.!.(l . n"nV 
- m . m*IJ.nv) = IJ + (r - m)/2"E. 2 j:J.,1I #J.,II ,.... 

(8) 

It is noted that the effect of charge e is present in only 
two spin coefficients /1 and y and that too through the 
function .l. The rest of the spin coefficients are identi
cal with those for uncharged Kerr metric. The vanish
ing of the coefficients K, a, A and v is a special in
stance of a theorem due to Goldberg and Sachs5 proved 
originally for algebraically specialized vacuum metrics. 
The vanishing of € is due to the choice of tetrad Eq. 
(3).6 In the remainder of this paper we shall apply the 
results of this section in order to study the equations 
for neutrino and gravitational perturbations. 

III. EQUATIONS GOVERNING PERTURBATIONS 
AROUND THE KERR-NEWMAN METRIC 

We shall consider equations governing the neutrino 
test fields and the gravitational perturbations (linear
ized theory) in a manner closely following the treatment 
of Teukolsky. 3 A key role in these discussions is 
played by the following commutation relation 

[D- (p + 1)€ +E* + q p- p*](o - P{3+qT) 

- [0 - (p + 1){3- O!* + 71* +q7'](D - pe +qp)=O, 

where p and q are any two constants, D = I" a/ox" and 
o =m" a/oxl-'. Equation (9) was derived by Teukolsky3 
for any type-D vacuum metric. Here we note that Eq. 
(9) is valid also in the present case. This is because 

(9) 

the relevant Newman-Penrose equations, from which 
Eq. (9) is derived, are the same in the present case as 
with vacuum-type D metrics due to the fact that none of 
them involves the quantity <1>11 which is the only non
vanishing component of the Ricci tensor as we have seen 
in the preceding section. To facilitate comparison with 
the work of Teukolsky, 3 the final form of the perturba
tion equations to be derived below will be written out 
in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate. In this coordinate 
the Kerr-Newmann metric has the form 7 : 

dT2 = (1 _ 2m; - e
2
) dt2 _ ~dr -:0 d92 

2 . 211 
+ a sm " (2mr _ e2) dt d¢ (10) 

:0 
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and the connection of the above with the null coordinate 
is 

r+a2 ~ a ( ) dt=du+---dr, d¢=d<jl+-dr, r=r, 9=9. 11 
.l .l 

The tetrad of Eq. (3) when written in the Boyer-Lind
quist coordinate has [t, r, 9, ¢ J components 

11-'= [r:a2 ,1,0, ~l n"=[r+a2, -.l,0,aJ/2:0, 

ml-' = [iasinB, 0, 1, i/sin9J/[V2(r + iacos9)J. 
(12) 

The spin coefficients and the tetrad proj ections of the 
various tensors of interest are, of course, the Same in 
both these coordinates. We can now begin to consider 
perturbation equations. The equation for the neutrino is 
the simplest and will be treated first. 

.A. The neutrino equation 

The sourceless neutrino equation in the notation of 
Ref. 3 is 

(0* - O! + 71)Xo = (D - p +€)xl' 

(.l + /1- Y)Xo = (0 + {3 - 7')Xl' 

(13) 

(14) 

when Xo and Xl are the projections of the two component 
spinors on suitable dyad legs. 8 Treat the neutrino as a 
test field. Decoupled equation for Xo then follows from 
(13), (14), and Eq. (9) withp=-I, q=-I: 

[(D + E* - P - p*)(.l - y + J1.) - (0 - a* - T + 71*) 
(15) 

x (6* - O! + 71)JXo = 0. 

The equation for Xl follows from above under the inter
change l-n, m - m*. These equation when written out 
in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate become 

_.l.S~ .l'+l~ __ I_~fsin90\Il) 
or or sine 09 \ 08 

(16) 

2 fm(r - a2) - e2r . 8\ a\II 
- s \: .l - r - w cos'} at 

In the above, S = 1/2 when \II =Xo and s = -1/2 when \II 
=p.1Xl' The quantity .l in Eq. (16) stands for .l=r +a2 

+e2-2mr. Thus, Eq. (16) is a simple generalization of 
the neutrino equation due to Teukolsky. 3 From the work 
of Ref. 3 we may further conclude that Eq. (16) is 
separable in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate. 

B. Equation of gravitational perturbation 

The desired equations follow at once from the rele
vant Newman-Penrose equation, the Bianchi identi-
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ties,9 and the knowledge of the unperturbed metric in 
Sec. IT. 

(17) 
= (Ii + 1T* - 20'* - 2(3)<I>go - (D - 2E - 2p*)<I>gl - 2~<I>11' 

(~ - 4y + 1 .. L)'lt~ - (Ii - 4T - 2i3)'lt~ - 3aB'lt2:::: (Ii + 21T* - 2(3)<I>gl 

- (D - 2E + 2E* - P*)<I>g2 + 20" B <I> 11 , (18) 

(D - p - p* - 3E +E*)a B - (Ii - 7 + 1T* - 0'* - 3{3) ~ - ~ = O. 

(19) 

In the above we have followed the standard practice of 
denoting a perturbed quantity with a superscript B. 
Quantities without a superscript denote their unper
turbed values. Using Eq. (19), the commutation relation 
(9) with p:::: 2, q:::: - 4, and the equations for unperturbed 
Weyl tensor, 

(20) 

it is possible to eliminate 'lt~ from (17) and (18). The 
resulting equation for 'It''i, is 

[(0 - 31'3 - 0'* + 1T* - 47)(0* - 40! + 1T) - (D - 3E +E* - 4p - p*) 

x (~- 4y+ Jl) + 3w2 + 2<I>llJ'lt~:::: T - 4<I>11[(1i - 31'3- O'*)~ 

+ (p + p*)aBJ (21) 

with 

T = (Ii - 3{3 - 0'* + 1T* - 47)[(1i + 1T* - 20'* - 2(3)<I>& 

- (D - 2E - 2p* )<I>gJ - (D - 3E + e* - 4p - p*) 

x [(Ii + 21T* - 2i3)<I>gl - (D - 2e + 2E* - P*)<I>g2J. 

(22) 

The presence of terms involving perturbations in the 
spin coefficients ~ and a B make Eq. (32) so much more 
difficult than in the case of uncharged Kerr metric, 3 

where these terms are absent. In fact, the difficulty 
persists even in the limiting case of zero rotation of the 
source (Reissner-Nordstrom limit). It is possible to 
simplify things a bit further. We have the freedom to 
subject Eq. (21) to infinitesimal tetrad rotations. Bya 
suitable choice of the latter we can make KB = O. When 
written out in Boyer-Lindquist coordinate, the re
sulting Eq. (21) now becomes 

__ I_l...f. ea'ltlb) _4(a(r-m) 
sine ae \Slll ae \ ~ 

(23) 

i cose) awlfi 4(m(r - a2
) - e2r . 9\ 

+sin2 e a;;;- ~ -r-wcos'j 

x a:;o + (4 cot2e _ 2 _ 2:2)'lt~ 

=_ 2~ T- 8e2t aB 

~ 

Similarly, with ~ =0 Eq. (19) becomes 

(r+a2 i.+.2...-+!:..2...-+2r)aB_wB=0 (24) 
~ at ar ~ a cp ~ o' 
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Equations (23) and (24) are the equations for gravita
tional perturbation. A similar set of equations can be 
obtained for 'lt~ from Eq. (21) via the interchange l- n, 
m -m*. Let us now consider the source term T which 
occurs in Eq. (23). The general expression for T is 
given by Eq. (22). If, however, we restrict ourselves 
to electrovac perturbations, then <I>go = <I>g2 = 0 and <I>g1 
= 2<I>t<I>~ and the expression for T undergoes appro
priate simplification. It is not surprising that for elec
trovac perturbations 'lt~ is coupled to perturbed Max
well tensor <I>~. It also seems possible to consider a 
further restrictive class of perturbations, namely, 
those with <I>"i,=0, i.e., T=O. These are purely gravi
tational perturbations unaccompanied by electromag
netic perturbations. On the other hand, an examination 
of the Maxwell's equations for the present problem re
veals that it is impossible to consider perturbations in 
the electromagnetic field without, at the same time, 
allowing metric perturbations. This is because the 
Maxwell's equations couple the unperturbed electromag
netic tensor <I> 1 with first-order perturbations in the 
spin coefficients pB, -rB, 1TB, and lIB as well as with 
perturbations in the Newman-Penrose operators na , 
~B, and liB. These arise from perturbations in the 
tetrad system and hence are connected with metric 
perturbations. Without further restrictions the Max
well's equations for the present problem are thus rather 
involved, which is the reason why they are not consid
ered further in this paper. 
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APPENDIX 

In the null coordinate the Kerr-Newman metric is1 

( 
2mr- e2

) d72 = g dx'" dxv = 1 - du2 + 2 du dr 
~ !LV ~ 

(AI) 

WefollowthenotationX'=u, xl=r, ;=9, x3 =¢. The 
components of the Riemann tensor can be calculated 
from (AI) after a straightforward but extremely lengthy 
calculation. The details of this calculation will not be 
reported here, but will be supplied to the interested 
reader upon request. Here only the final result will be 
quoted. Define the Riemann tensor as 

(A2) 

for any vector V. The components R,"vPU calculated from 
(AI) are then the following: 
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R0103 = a s~~2e [mr:E + (2mr - e2){1f cos2e - r2)], 

2{r2 + If) + If sin2e R 
3a 0102' 

r2 + If + 21f sin2e R 
3a 0102' 

R0202 =--;.{ (2mr - e2)2(r2 - If cos2fi) - (2mr - e2)[mr:E 
:E 

+ r 4 + 2r21f sin2e - a4 cos4 e - 4a4 sin2e cos2e] 

+ mr:E (r2 + If)} 

. 2e 
R0223 = a Sl~ {(2mr _ e2 )2{r2 _ If cos2e) - (2mr _ e2) 

:E 

x [mr:E + 2(r2 + 1f){r2 - 21f cos2e)] 

+ mr:E (r2 + If)}, 

r+1f 
R0313 =---R0103 , Rl223 =:E R0103 , a 

R13l3 = a sin2e R01l3 ' R233l = - sin2e{r2 + if) ROI02 ' 

if sin4 e 2 ) :E 3 (2mr - e2)2(r2 - if cos €I 

+ if si~4e mr(r2 + if) 
:E 

Sin
2e{ )[ ) - (2mr- e2)~ (r2 +if (r2+ if 

x (r2 - 4if cos2e) + if(r2 + If cos4 e)] 

+ mrif sin2e:E}. 

(A3) 

In the above :E = r2 + If cos2e and t:.. = r2 + If + e2 
- 2mr. 

From the Riemann tensor we compute the components 
of the Ricci tensor 

RIL.(=~R~IL.')' 

Rll =R12 =R02 =R23 =0, 

ROl = - e2/:E 2
, Rl3 = - asin2 e ROl ' R22 = - e2/:E, (A4) 

From the components of the Riemann and the Ricci ten
sors, we calculate the Weyl tensor: 
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CIL•M =R IL •M + ! (gIL A R.a - glLaR.~ + g.a RIL~ - g.~ R lLa 

+}R(glLag.A - glL~.a), 

C01l2 = C0203 = C0323 = C1212 = C123l = 0, 

COlOl = ROlOl + e2 /:E 2, C0102 = ROl02 , COI03 =~Ol03' 

C03l2 = R03l2 ' C0313 = R0313 ' C1223 = RI223 , 

Cl3l3 =R13l3 + ife2 sin4 e/:E2, C2331 =R2331 , 

C2323 =R2323 + e2(r2 + if)2 sin2e/:E2. 

(A5) 

(A6) 

It needs hardly to be remarked that not all of the 21 
components of C IL •Aa are linearly independent, but only 
10 are. Also, the Ricci tensors of (A4) satisfy the con
straint R == R~ = 0, as they must. Similarly, components 
of the Riemann tensor (A3) satisfy the required identity 
R0123 + R03l2 + R0231 = O. From the above expressions for 
the Weyl and the Ricci tensors, we can calculate their 
tetrad proj ections. When this is done with the tetrad of 
Eq. (3) of text, we get the results quoted in Sec. II. We 
conclude this section with one final remark. We have not 
quoted the components of the Maxwell tensor. These 
may be calculated from the formula 

(A7) 

when c. c. denotes complex conjugate of the preceding 
term and expressions for <1>1 and the vectors t, n, m 
are given in Sec. II. The components of F IL • so calcu
lated then agree with expressions given in standard 
references. 10 

tE. T. Newman, E. Couch, K. Chinapared, A. Exton, A. 
Prakash, and R. Torrence, J. Math. Phys. 6, 918 (1965). 

2E. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 3, 566 (1962). 
3S.A. Teukolsky, Astrophys. J. 185, 635 (1973); also, Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 29, 1114 (1972). 

4The tetrad of Eq. (3) is related to that in Ref. 1 via a 
rotation. 

5J. Goldberg and R. Sachs, Acta Phys. Polon. 22, Suppl. 13 
(1962). 

6W. Kinnersley, J. Math. Phys. 10, 1195 (1969). 
1R. H. Boyer and R. W. Lindquist, J. Math. Phys. 8, 265 

(1967); B. Carter, Phys. Rev. 174, 1559 (1968). 
Sorhe operator t:.. which occurs in Eqs. (14), (15), (18), and 

(21) (and only in these equations) stands for the Newman
Penrose operator Ii" ajax"'. Throughout the rest of this paper 
the symbol t:.. denotes the quantity r2 +a 2 + e2 - 2mr, and no 
occasion should arise to confuse between the two. 

9See F .A.E. Pirani, Lectures on General Relativity, 
Brandeis Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics 
(Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1964). 

10C. W. Misner, K.S. Thorne, and J.A. Wheeler, Gravitation 
(Freeman, San Francisco, 1973), p. 878. Also, B. Carter, 
Ref. 7. 
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Mathematical aspects of kinetic model equations for binary gas 
mixtures 

David E. Greene 

Department of Mathematics. Air Force Institute of Technology. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Ohio 
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A system of integrodifTerential equations. which has a structure similar to the Boltzmann equations 
for a binary gas mixture and which qualitatively describes wave propagation, is investigated. The 
Oppenheim model is used and a linear initial-value problem is considered. The initial-value problem 
is shown to be well set mathematically with certain specifications on the initial distribution functions. 
Justification is made for the use of Fourier-Laplace transforms. A discussion is made of the 
dispersion relation and its analytic continuation. The roots cr(k) of the dispersion relation are shown 
to lie in three distinct regions of the cr plane: the hydrodynamic region, the semihydrodynamic 
region, and the rarefied region. It is established that the roots cr(k) are bounded by -I + Il < 
Recr ~ 0 under the assumption of plane-wave solutions which implies that the system is stable and 
that plane waves cease to exist if Recr ~ - 1 + Il. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

While many issues of the Boltzmann equation remain 
unresolved, very substantial progress has been made in 
the study of kinetic model equations for a simple gas
a gas composed of like molecules. These model equa
tions are integrodifferential equations which qualitative
ly represent the Boltzmann equation. 

In this investigation the theory for simple gas kinetic 
models (particularly the work of Sirovich and Thurber l

) 

is extended to kinetic models for gas mixtures. This 
study reveals significant physical and mathematical 
features which result from the interaction of the com
ponent gases as described by the kinetic models. 

P12U 12 = m1n1u1 + m 2n2u2 , 

3njR;T j = I (~ - U j)2 f j d~, 

3n;R/r j = I (~ - U 12 )2 f I d~, 

n12 =n1 +~, 

n12T12=n1T1 +n2T2 , 

f~= (21fR~j)372 exp[- (~-Uj)2/2RjTI1, 

f~2= (21fRi;1~)372 exp[-(~-U12?/2RjT12J. 

(2.2) 

The Oppenheim model 2 was selected as the focus of 
this study because this model (1) generates the conser
vation equations, (2) satisfies an H-theorem, and (3) 

In the following analysis the external forces XI are as
sumed to be zero. 

has a relatively simple form. This model is representa
tive of other kinetic models and the theory developed, 
in principle, applies to other models as well. 

2. A KINETIC MODEL FOR BINARY GAS MIXTURES 

The Oppenheim model 

~ = ~ + t • a f 1 + ~. ~ = v (fO -f ) + V (f12 -f) 
dt at S a x m 1 a ~ 11 1 1 12 1 I, 

(2.1) 

is a system of coupled integrodifferential equations for 
the distribution functions of the component gases. The 
molecular velocities, masses and external forces for 
each gas are, respectively, ~ and e, m 1 and m 2 , and 
Xl and X 2 • The terms viJ are the collision frequencies 
of the molecules; vll and V22 are the self-collision fre
quencies and V12 is the cross-collision frequency. The 
moments and collision terms are defined by 

776 

Ri=K/m i , 

ni= J Ii d~, 

niu i = I til d~, 
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The system is in equilibrium only if f 1 and f 2 are ab
solute Maxwellian distributions (this assertion is a con
sequence of the H-theorem for the modeI3

), and we may 
linearize the model about these distributions. In (2. 1) 
we let 

fj =fOi + gp 

° ~ nj=nj+nj' 

° ~ uj=uI+u j , 

(2.3) 

where fO j are the absolute Maxwellian distributions; the 
notatjon ° refers to the equilibrium state; and gp np up 

and T I are small perturbations. We assume that u~ 
=u~=O, T~=T~=To and retain the lowest order per
turbation terms. The following dimensionless variables 
are introduced 

(=(v11 + V12 )t, 

x=(vll + V12)X/(R1T~)1/2, 

uj =u;!(Rl T~)1/2, 

- ~ ° ni==ni/n i , 

Tj=T/T~, 
~ = U(R1T~)1/2, 

~ =~' /(R2T~)1/2, 

Copyright © 1975 American Institute of Physics 

(2.4) 
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__ (27TRIT~)S/2 
gl - 0 exp( ~2 /2) gl' 

n1 

__ (27TR2T~)S/2 
g2 - 0 exp(~2/2)g2' 

n;; 

Retaining the same notation for the dimensionless vari
ables as was used for the dimensional variables, we 
obtain the linear form of the Oppenheim model: *" +~. * +gl=n1 +al~·ul+a2 (ie-t)T 1 

+ as~ 'u2 + a4(i~2 - t)T2, 
(2.5) 

which may be written 

~ + ~ . ~ + gl = t b cP (0 

and the functions CPn are the Hermite polynomials: 1, ~1' 

te- 1, .... 

We assume that the distribution functions belong to 
the Hilbert space H in the velocity variables with inner 
product 

f exp(- e/2) 
(g,j) = (27T)s/2 gJ d~. (2.13) 

Since {CPn}E H ({ CPJ is a complete orthogonal set in H4
), 

the hydrodynamic perturbation quantities defined by 
(2.2) and (2. 3) may be expressed by inner products. 
The number density, velocity, and temperature, respec
tively, for each gas are 

n1 = (gl' CPo), 

u1 = (gl' CPl)' 

T 1 =(gl' CP2)' 

(2. 14) 

at ox n=O n n ' (2.6) and 

!!.& + 1. og2 + /lg2 = t bncpnW. a I r ox n=O 

The terms in (2.6) are defined by 
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bo =nv 

b1 = a1u 1 + aSu2 , 

b2=~(a2Tl +a4T 2); 

bo = /ln2 , 

b1 = r(a1u1 + ~SU2)' 

b2 = t(~T 1 + a4T 2); 

~ ~M a l = + l' 
V V 

as = (VI2 /V)M2, 

a4 = (v12 /v)N2 ; 

a1 = (VI2 /V)M1 , 

a2 = (VI2 /V)Nl' 

Nl =n~/(n~ + ~), 

N2 =n~/(n~ + ~), 

Ml =mln~/(mln~ + m2~)' 

M2 =m2n~/(mln~ + m2~)' 
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(2.7) 

(2.8) 

n2 = (g2' CPo), 

u2 =r-1 (g2' CPl)' 

T 2=(g2' CP2)' 

(2.15) 

While N = 2 in the Oppenheim model, it is instructive 
to generalize the form of the model and allow N to be a 
finite positive integer 0 

3. THE INITIAL·VALUE PROBLEM IS WEll SET 

Our objective is to show that the system (2.6) with 
suitable initial conditions is well set mathematically by 
examining an equivalent system of integral equations. 
To this end, we introduce 

G1 =e tg1 , 

(2.9) G ( t) 
2 =exp /l g2' 

(3.1) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2. 12) 

and define 

An = (G1 , CPn) = e t(gl' CPn)' 

An = (G2, cp,,) = exp(/lt) (g2' cp,,). 

The system (2.6) may be written 

(o~ +~. o~ )G1 = taBnCPn(~)' 

where 

and 

a A 

Bl =a1A l + ~ exp[t(l- /l)]Al , 
r 

B2 = ~(¥2 + a4 exp[t(l - /l)]A2) 

Bo= /lAo, 

Bl = ral exp[t(/l - 1 )]Al + asAl' 

H2 = ~(~ exp[t(1l - 1)]A2 + a.r!2)' 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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The initial conditions for this system are 

G1(x, ~, f= 0) = G~(x, 0 =gl(X, ~, t = 0), 

G2(X,~, t=O)=Gg(x, ~)=g2(X,~, t=O). 
(3.6) Then, for 0 ~ J.J. < 1, 

By formal integration of (3.3) we obtain the system of 
integral equations 

t N 
Gl=G~(X- ~t, 0+ 1 6 Bn(x*,s)cpn(Ods, 

o n=O 

G2=G~(X- it,~) + rt BJx*,s)CPn(~)ds, r 0 n=O 

where 

x*=x- HI -s) 

and 

i* =X - (Vr)(t - s). 

We take moments of (3.7), replacing the umbral 
variable ~ by ~, and obtain 

Am = (G1 , CPm) = f WCPmG~(x - ~t, 0 d~ 
( 

We define 

. F(x, t)=(Ao"" ,AN,Ao"" ,AN) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

and denote by ~ the vector whose components are 
moments of G~(x - ~t, 0 and G~(x - (Vr) t, ~). The map
ping (3. 10) may be written 

J = L (F) = t 1 M(~, s)F[(x*, x*)s] d~ ds + po (3.11) 
° ( 

where M(~, s) is a (2N + 2)X(2N + 2) matrix of functions, 

Let S be the space of all functionsf=f(x, t) such that 
of /Ox j , j = 1,2,3, exist and are continuous functions of 
t and x for all t ? 0; and for each f there exists a con
tinuous function M(t) such that If I and I of/ox j I ~ M(t) 
for all t? O. We denote by S2N+2 the (2N + I)-fold direct 
product of S with itself. 

We require that (1) G~(x, Oc::C1 in x, (2) G~(x,~) ECo 
in~, and (3) G~ and VG~=O(expl~I") uniformly in x for 
some a < 2. For G~ thus specified, the moments of 
q~(x- ~t, 0 and Gg(x- (Ur)t, ~), designatedpy A~ and 
A~, belong to 5 and hence FO = (Ag, ... ,A~, Ao' ... ,A~) 
belongs to S2N+2. Further, for the specified initial dis
tributions, the mapping L defined by (3. 11) is a mapping 
from S2N+2 into S2N+2. 

We define 

IFlx= ~ (m;x IAnl +m;x IAnl) 

+ Po(E m~ I ~:jn I + ~ mxax I ~:jn D 
and introduce a norm for S2N+2 
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iI L (F) - L (F')il t = II f J M(~, s){ F[(x*, x*), sl 

- Fl(x*, x*), s]}d~ ds lit 

~ f Pe'il-IL>IIF-F'll
t 

ds, 

where P is a finite positive constant 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

with C an upper bound for the absolute values of the 
constant coefficients in the matrix M. Therefore, 

IlL (F) - L (F')II t ~ -1 P lexp(t(l- J.J.» - IJ1IF - F'III' 
-J.J. 

(3.14) 

Since there exists a T such that 

P o < -- [exp( T(1 - J.J.) - 1 J < 1 
1- J.J. ' 

we have a contraction mapping for t ~ T. If J.J. = 1 then 
from (3.12), T < I/P provides a contraction mapping. 
Therefore, by the contraction mapping theorem there 
exists a unique fixed point F* = (Aci, ... ,A t, Aci, ... ,A;) 
of the mapping 1= L (F), We define 

I S 
Gj'=G~(x-~t,U+ r 6 B*(x*,s)cp(Ods, 

. 0 n=O n " 

G; = Gg(x- (Vr)t,~) + t t B!(,x*, s)cp (~)ds, 
'On=O n 11 

(3.15) 

where B~ and B~ are expressed in terms of the com
ponents A~ and A: of the fixed point F*. Since (Gj', Gi) 
satisfies (3.3) and (3.6), we have existence and uni
queness o! solutions for 0 ~ t ~ T. We take Gj'(x, C T) 
and G:(x,~, T) as the initial value at t=T and again 
show that there is a contraction mapping for T ~ t ~ T 1 

where T 1 > T. By proceeding in this manner, we show 
existence and uniqueness of solutions for all t:O ~ I < co. 

As a consequence of the contraction mapping, we also 
have continuous dependence of the solution on the initial 
data. Thus for the prescribed initial distributions, the 
system is well set mathematically. 

4. USE OF TRANSFORMS 

We solve the system (3.3) with initial conditions (3.6) 
by first taking a Fourier transform in x, followed by a 
Laplace transform in I. The transformed system is 
solved, a Laplace inversion is carried out, followed by 
a Fourier inversion. 

We denote by IS 12N+2 the subspace of elements of 
S2N+2 such that the components of the eiements and the 
Fourier transforms of the components are absolutely 
integrable in x and the transform space, respectively. 
In addition to the three previous requirements for the 
initial distributions, we require that (1) the initial dis
tributions and their x gradients are absolutely integrable 
functions of x and (2) the Fourier transforms of the 
initial distributions and the components of their x 
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gradients are absolutely integrable in the transform 
space. With these specifications on the initial distri· 
bUtions: (1) The moments of G~ and VG~ and the Fourier 
transforms of these moments are absolutely integrable 
in x and the transform space, respectively, and (2) the 
operations of taking the Fourier transforms and taking 
the moments of G~ and VG~ are commutative (see Ref. 1 
for simple-gas models). We may repeat the previous 
contraction mapping argument and show that 1 = L (F) 
has a unique fixed point E IS 12N+2. 

Let k be the Fourier variable and denote the trans
formed variable by a superscript T. The system (3.3) 
and (3. 6) can be written 

C~ -ik· ~)G[ = ~ B~ct>nW, 
(4.1) 

(
a k A) N A A at - ir . ~ Gl' = Po B~ct>nW, 

where 

A~ = £ exp[i(k/r)· ~t]wct>mG~'(k, ~) d~ 

We now investigate whether the transformed quantities 
are such that we can apply the Laplace transform. This 
requires estimates of bounds for the quantities involved 
and these bounds are not rountinely obtained. We define 

N 

IIF'II =.0 maxlF'1 
t n=O k n 

and 

We have from (4.10) 

IIA~II ~ IIA~II +P [IIA;II dt+P fT exp[t(l- j..I.)] IIA'tl1 dt 
o 0 

(4.11) 

and 

(4.2) IIA~II ~IIA~II+P r exp[t(j..I.-1)] 1IA;lIdt+P rllA;lIdt 
o 0 

and 

A~ =A~(k, t) == (G[, ct>n) = et(g[, ct>n)' 

A~ =A~(k, t) = (Gl', ct>n) = e" t(gT, ct>n)' 

G~T(k, ~) = G[(k,~, 0) =g[(k, ~,O), 

GgT(k, ~)=Gl'(k,~, O)=gl'(k,~, 0). 

We consider the following equivalent system: 

where 

G~ = exp( - ik . ~t) G[, 

G~ = exp[ - i(k/r)· ~t] G~; 

A~(k, t) = (G~ exp(ik· ~t), ct>n)' 

A~(k, t) = (G~ exp[i(k/r) . ~t], ct>n)' 

G~'(k,~)=G~T(k, ~), 

G~'(k, ~)= G~T(k,V. 

By formal integration of (4. 5) we obtain 

G{=G~'(k, 0+ t t exp(-ik· ~s)B'ct> (Ods 
0n=O nn' 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5)1 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

G~ = G~'(k, 0 + t t exp[ - i(k/r) • ~s] B~t4.( ~) ds. 
o n=O 

Taking moments of (4.9), we have 

A:" = f exp(ik· ~t) wct>mG~'(k, ~) d~ 
I 
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(4. 10) 

(4.12) 

where P> 0 is defined by (3.13). From the continuity 
of the norm, there exist tl and t2""- [0, T] such that 

IIA; 11= IIA'ITI 
1 

and 

1~;211= IIA'ITI. 

Thus for 0 ~ j..I. < 1 

IIA'I TI = IIA~ II ~ 11A~1I +PTIIA'I TI 
1 

P A 

+ 1-j..I. (exp[T(l-j..I.)]-l)IIA'ITI (4.13) 

and 

Ilk I TI = IIA;211 ~ IIA~II + 1 ~ j..I. (1- exp[T(j..I. -1)]) IIA'I TI 

+PTIIA'ITI· (4.14) 

From (4.13) and (4.14) we have 

(1- PT) IIA' I TI ~ IIA~II + 1 ~ j..I. (exp[T(l- j..I.)] -1) IIA' I TI 

(4.15) 

and 

Using (4. 16) in (4.15), we have 
(4.16) 

(
1 _ PT _ p2(exp[T(1- j..I.)] - 1) (1 - exp[T(j..I. - 1)])) 

(1- j..I.)2(I_PT) 

x11A'1 I ~IIA'II +P(exp[T(I-j..I.)]-I) IIA'II (4.17) 
T 0 (1 _ j..I.)(l- PT) 0 • 

We e~amine the function contained in the term on the 
left side of (4.17) 
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f(T) = P + p2(exp[T(1 - Il)] - 1) (1 - exp[T(1l - 1)]) 
T(1-1l)2 (1- PT) 

(4. 18) 

We observe thatf(T) is continuous for 0< T< l/P, 
limToO()+f(T)=P, and f(T)"?-P. Therefore, on the inter
val 0< T:so < l/P, f(T) has a minimum P and a maxi
mum (3. Hence, for T < Tl = min(o, 1/(3) 

1-PT"?-1-f(T)T"?-1-{3T>0 (4.19) 

and 

1/[1-f(T)T] :s 1/(1- (3T). (4.20) 

We need three additional estimates. We have 

( 
1 ) P (exp[T(l-Il)]-l):Sl 

1-f(T)T 1-1l (l-PT) 
(4.21) 

and 

( 
1 ) P (1 - exp[T(1l - 1)]) :s 1 

1-f(T)T 1-1l (l-PT) 
(4.22) 

for 0 :s T < T 2 where T 2 :s T l' Finally, since 0 < 1 - {3T < 1 
(for T > 0) there exists an integer No> 1 such that 

1 1 
1 + 1 _ {3 T :s -( l---{3-T=)=No . (4.23) 

Let T and Il be fixed, 0 < T :s T2 and O:s Il < 1. We 
consider the intervals [0, T], [T,2T], [2T,3T], etc., 
and iterate using (4. 17) and a corresponding relationship 
derived from (4.16) for I IA'I T I, and the inequalities 
(4.19) through (4.23) and obtain 

II A'I 1 '" aexp[nT(l-Il)] :s o:exp(nT) (4.24) 
nT ~ (l-{3T)nNo (l_{3T)nNo 

and 

(4.25) 

for all integers n"?-O where o:=max(IIA~II, IIA~II). We 
may make a separate calculation using (4. 11) and (4.12) 
and show that these bounds are also valid for Il = 1. 

For every t "?- 0 there exists an integer n such that 
(n - l)T < t :s nT and thus 

0: exp[ n T (1 - Il)] :s ..,::o::....:e:.:::x;&p::-,( n:..::T,.;...} 
(1- {3T)nNo (1 - fJT)nNo 

Laplace transforms of these quantities. Further, by 
(4.9) Gf and G~ can grow at most exponentially in time 
and are continuous and we may apply the Laplace trans
form to them as well. 

5. THE TRANSFORMED SYSTEM AND THE 
DISPERSION RELATION 

We take the Fourier transform in space (k the Fourier 
variable) and the Laplace transform in time (a the 
Laplace variable) of the system (2.6). Denoting the 
transformed quantities by a superscript T, we have 

T_ itT 
gl - a - ik . ~ + 1 

I/ bTA, +n=O ..,n '-1',.In 

a - ik . ~ + 1 ' 
(5.1) 

where b~ and fj~ are defined in terms of the inner pro
ducts (gT, ¢n) and (gJ, cfJ n). We take moments of (5.1) 
and obtain a (2N + 2) x (2N + 2) linear system for 
VT=(V[, ... , VJN+2) 

(f -K)VT=L, (5.2) 

where V~ are transforms of the moment quantities 
n1 , U 1 , T 1 , • " ,n2 , U 2 , T 2 , ••• and K and L are defined by 
inner products of cfJ n with terms of (5. 1). The quantities, 
(cfJm , cfJi( a - ik . ~ + I)} and (cfJm , cfJi( a - i k/r· ~ + Il », in 
the matrix f -K can be evaluated in terms of the com
plex error function. 

Formally, we have 

(5.3) 

V may be obtained by a Laplace inversion followed by 
a Fourier inversion 

1 1~ j,+iOO 

V(x, t)= 27T _~ exp(-ik'x)dk ,-i~ exp( at) (f _ K)-l Lda 
27Ti . 

(5.4) 

We postulate the existence of plane wave solutions to 
(2.6); that is, solutions of the form 

gl =ql(O exp(at - ik· x), 

g2 = q2(~) exp(at - ik . x), 

where ql and q2 E H. We define 

(5. 5) 

en = «(fl' ¢n), Gn= «(f2' ¢n)' (5.6) 

When (5.5) and (5.6) are substituted into (2.6), the con-
:s (1 _ ~T)NO x exp [T + (1 + t~~T)t ] 

and 
(4.26) jecture (5.5) leads to the system (5.2) with L identically 

zero. In order that 

11.4; II :s 11..4' 1 t 1 :s IIA' 1 nTI :s (1-~T)nNo 

:s (1-~T}No exp(l~o~T t). 
(4.27) 

Therefore, each of the components A~ and A~ can grow 
at most exponentially in time. Since A~ and A~ are con
tinuous functions of time, we have the existence of the 
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(5.7) 

has a nontrivial solution we must have 

det[(I -K)(a, k)] = O. (5.8) 

This is the dispersion relation and it defines the func
tional roots a= ark). 

We assume plane wave solutions and that a = ark) is a 
root of the dispersion relation. For a one-dimensional 
problem (2. 6) becomes 
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A 

(a-ik~l + l)ql = cocf>o + (aiC I +a3 -7) cf>l +~(~C2+ a4 ( 2)cf>2' 

(a-i~~I+Jl)q2 
= JlCocf>o +( alCI + a3 ~ )rcf>l + %(~C2 + ~4C2)cf>2' (5.9) 

Since q1 and q2 E Hand {cf>n} is a complete orthogonal 
set inH 

(5.10) 

We take inner products of the equations in (5.9) withq1 
and q2' respectively. and obtain 

a(q1' q1) - i(k~1ql' ql) = - (ql' q1) +(~ b;;"cf>n' q1») , 

(5. 11) 

a(q2' q2{- i ; ~1 q2' q2) = - Jl(q2' q2) +( Po b;;t.,cf>n' q2»). 

This system provides two relationships for Rea 

Rea= t~ knl 2 + Ic112(-1+al )+ Id212(-I+a2) 

+ Re(C1 ~) a3 + Re(a2~)aJ (q1' ql t 1, 

(5.12) 

Rea= [- Jl E Icnl2+ I ~112 (- Jl + ~3)+ Id212
(- Jl + ~4) 

+ Re (1 ~ ) ~1r2 + Re(d2J:)~J (q2' q2rl, 

where d2 = v'372 c2' d2 = v'372 C2, and {cf>n} is assumed 
orthonormal for n?! 3. We multiply the first equation by 
n~(q1' Ql)' the second by n~(q2' q2)' and add to get 

Rea = - [n~ ~ I C n 12 + Jln~ E I ~ n 12 + pn~M 2 \ CI _ ~ /2 

+ pn~ N21 d2 - d2 12J x [n~(QI' Ql) + n~(q2' q2)]-1. 

(5.13) 

From (5. 13) we have 

Rea,,; 0. (5.14) 

Using the inequality 2( I x 12 + Iy 12) '" Ix - Y 12, we have for 
o,,;p,,; Jl/2 with jJ.,,;1 

n~(lc112+ Id212)+Jln~(lcI12+ I(212)"'2pn~M2~CI12+ I~I) 
+2pn~N2(ld212+ Id212) 

ole 12 
;,. pnlM 21 C 1 - :;- I 
+ pn~N2ld2 - d212, 

which when used in (5.13) implies 

Rea> - (n~(q1' ql) + Jlon~(q2' q2») = _ 1 + o(Jl). 
\n1(Q1' Ql) + n2(Q2' Q2) 
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(5.15) 

(5.16) 

Thus for plane wave solutions with a= a(k) a root of the 
dispersion relation and ° ~ p ~ Jl/2, we have 

-1 + o(Jl)< Rea""O. (5. 17) 

The assumption that the normalized cross-collision fre
quency p is less than or equal to one-half the normalized 
collision frequency Jl is physically reasonable. 

We now examine the matrix I-K for a one-dimensional 
problem. After integrations have been carried out with 
respect to ~2 and ~3' the elements of I-K contain inte
grals of the form 

M(A) = (2~1/2 f exp( - ~U2) d~l 
A - i~1 

(5.18) 

A 

A A f M(A) = (21T)1/2 
exp( - ~U2) d~l 

~ - i~1 
(5.19) 

where 
a+l 

A=--
k 

(5.20) 

and 
A a+ Jl 
A= k/r . (5.21) 

The integrals M(A) and M(A) have the imaginary axes in 
the A and X planes, respectively, as natural branch 
cuts and each integral defines two different functions 
(one in each half-plane). The analytiC continuation of 
anyone of these functions across the branch cut does not 
lead to the other corresponding function. Therefore, we 
have four different functions in 1- K determined by 
ReA> 0, ReA < 0, ReX> 0, and Re~ < 0. 

In order to define the Laplace inversion, we require 
Rea> 0. Hence, by (5.20) and (5.21) the branches of 
M(A) and M(X) depend on the sign of k. We deSignate 
these functions by M(A)+, M(X)' for k> ° and M(A)-, M(Xt 
for k < 0. Having specified the branches of M(A) and 
M(~) so that Rea> 0, we analytically continue these 
branches across the branch cuts. We may then find 
roots a(k) for all k such that det(I - K) vanishes. How
ever, by (5.17) the roots a(k) such that 
Rea(k) ¢ (- 1 + 0, 0] do not correspond to plane waves. 
(The analytic continuation of the dispersion relation 
was proposed by Thurber. 5) 

If we assume k> 0, then the dispersion relation is a 
function of M(A)+ and M(X)+ and the analytic continuations 
of these functions. The roots of the dispersion relation 
lie in three regions of the a plane which we may ap
propriately call: the hydrodynamic region (- Jl < Rea"" 0) 
where the dispersion relation asymptotically approaches 
the dispersion relation for the hydrodynamic conserva
tion equations; the semihydrodynamic region 
(- 1 < Rea"" - Jl) where one gas has hydrodynamic 
properties and the other has rarefied properties; and 
the rarefied region (Rea"" 1) where both gases have 
rarefied properties. These regions correspond, respec
tively, to the use in the dispersion relation of M(A)' 
and M(X)+; M(A)' and the analytic continuation of M(XY; 
and the analytic continuations of both M(A)· and M(Xj+. 
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6. SUMMARY 

The initial-value problem for the linearized Oppenheim 
model was shown to have the following properties: (1) it 
is well set mathematically, (2) it may justifiably be 
solved by the use of Fourier-Laplace transforms, (3) 
the roots of the dispersion relation lie in three regions 
of the a plane which are related to physical properties 
of the component gases, and (4) the roots a(k) of the 
dispersion relation for plane wave solutions are bounded 
by - 1 + Ii < Rea" O. The latter result has the important 
implication that the system is stable. 

The theory developed in this investigation can be ex
tended to more sophisticated models. The structure of 
the Boltzmann equations for gas mixtures may ultimate
ly be revealed through studies of kinetic models. 
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Vestigial effects of singular potentials in diffusion theory and 
quantum mechanics * 
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Repulsive singular potentials of the form "AV(x) = "Alx - cl"""" , "A> 0, in the Feynman-Kac integral are 
studied as a function of 0<. For 0< > 2 such potentials completely suppress the contribution to the 
integral from paths that reach the singularity, and thus, unavoidably, certain vestiges of the 
potential remain even after the coefficient "AtO. For 2;;' 0<;;' I careful definition by means of suitable 
counter terms at the point of singularity (similar in spirit to renormalization counter terms in field 
theory) can lead to complete elimination of effects of the potential as "AtO. For Oi < I no residual 
effects of the potential exist as MO. In order to prove these results we rely on the theory of 
stochastic processes using, in particular, local time and stochastic differential equations. These results 
established for the Feynman-Kac integral conform with those known in the theory of differential 
equations. In fact, a variety of vestigial effects can arise from suitable choices of counter terms, and 
these correspond in a natural way to various self-adjoint extensions of the formal differential operator. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Averages of various expressions in Wiener measure, 
such as 

F(T) ~.r exp[-"A f V(x(t» dt] dJ.J.w(x) 

= (exp[ - \ r V(x(t)) dt]>, 
o 

(1. 1) 

arise in a number of contexts, speCifically in diffusion 
theory and in the imaginary time formulation of quantum 
theory. In Eq. (1.1), the Wiener measure J.J. w is a nor
malized Gaussian measure on continuous paths x(t), 
o -"S t -"S T, where x( 0) = 0, with mean zero and covariance 
= min (t, t') (standard Wiener process). We are interested 
in studying F for singular potentials V, such as Vex) 
= Ix-cl-a , n>O, when \>0. Examples where c=O and 
c '* 0 are both of interest. In the latter case and for suf
fiCiently large n, it is conceivable that those paths that 
reach x = c may not contribute to F at all since for such 
paths the appropriate integral in the exponent diverges. 1 

If this behavior applies to a set of paths having nonzero 
measure, then it follows that F(T) r 1 as \ + 0, and 
more fundamentally, that the basic stochastic process 
has been unalterably modified. Should this situation 
arise in a quantum mechanical context, it carries the 
interesting consequence that once turned on the effects 
of the repulsive singular potential cannot be completely 
turned off. 2 These are examples of what we mean by 
vestigial effects. 

In the related Schrodinger problem with Hamiltonian 

1 a2 \ 
- - :;-;;- + 

2 ax- Ix-cia 

it is known3 that for QI -"S 2 it is possible to choose ap
propriate boundary conditions at the singularity so that 
the associated Hamiltonian operator converges strongly 
as \ + 0 to the free particle Hamiltonian. For n > 2 this 
is impossible: no choice of boundary conditions permits 
convergence to the free particle Hamiltonian as \ + O. 
As far as possible we wish to reproduce these results in 
the path space formulation by exploiting in that approach 
what plays the role of various boundary conditions in 
the differential equation approach. Not unexpectedly the 
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role of boundary conditions is subsumed by regulariza
tions oj the potential at the singularity (e. g., by the 
introduction of counter terms). SpeCifically, we approach 
a given potential Vex) = I x - c I-a through a sequence of 
bounded, continuous potentials V,(x), E> 0, for which we 
require pointwise convergence for all x"* c such that 

lim V,(x) = Ix-cl-a
, xu. (1. 2) 

,10 

and, as it turns out for a -"S 2, it is the freedom in 
choosing such sequences that corresponds to different 
boundary conditions and eventually to (possibly) distinct 
self-adjoint extensions of the Hamiltonian. 

Along with a sequence of regularized potentials V,(x) 
we consider the associated averages 

(1. 3) 

each of which is unambiguously defined. Instead of (1. 1) 
we henceforth adopt the prescription 

F(T):oiimF,(T), (1.4) 
"0 

provided that the limit exists. Very different results for 
F(T) may arise for different choices of regularization 
even though each choice converges pointwise to the 
same potential except at the Singularity. 

The question of the behavior as \ + 0 may be phrased 
more precisely in terms of path space measures. Let 
us introduce the measures V;, where 

dV:= exp(- A r V,(x(t»dt]dJ.J. w (1. 5) 
o 

and define, when it exists in the topology of weak con
vergence of measures, the measure 

(1. 6) 

While 0, is equivalent to j.J. w, this need not be the case 
for v~; it may be desirable or even necessary to choose 
different regularizations for different \. We may say 
that the effects of the interaction disappear as \ + 0 
provided the weak limit obeys 

limV=j.J.w, 
~'O 

and otherwise not. 
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Our basic results may now be stated: For potentials 
V(x) = I x - c I-a, a "S 2, regularizations exist such that 
(1. 7) holds; for a> 2 no such regularizations exist. 
While these results agree with those found using dif
ferential equation techniques, as desired, it is informa
tive to probe their anatomy in the path space picture 
more deeply. Specifically, to obtain (1. 7), nonnegative 
regularizations may be employed for a < 1, while for 
a ~ 1 this is not the case. 4 Moreover, in the interval 
1 "S a < 3/2, 0 is equivalent to JJ.w for all~, while in 
the interval 3/2 "S a "S 2, 0 is inequivalent to )J. w or to 
any other 0', A'"* A. For a> 2 (or with nonnegative 
regularizations for a ~ 1), v' - )J.~,c a measure appropri
ate to the absorbing Brownian motion5 (also called ab
sorbing Wiener process) in which all paths that reach 
x = c are thereafter disregarded. 6 

One of our prime tools of analysis exploits a well
known and important equivalence demonstrated by Kac. 7 

For bounded and continuous V(x) he has shown that the 
quantity 

T 
F(T) = (exp[ - A J V(x(t)) dt) 

o 
(I. 8) 

may be expressed as 

F(T) = J ljJ(x, T)dx, (1. 9) 

where ljJ(x, T) is that solution of the differential equation 
of generalized diffusion, 

aljJ(x, t) =! a
2 p(x, t) _ ~ V{x) '/'{x t) 

at 2 ax2 'I' , , 
(1. 10) 

determined by the initial condition 

ljJ(x, 0) = 6(x). (1. 11) 

Clearly this equivalence can be applied to the regu
larized forms V.(x) to yield F.(T), and where analyti
cally tractable this technique, treated in detail in Ap
pendices A and B, provides valuable information on the 
explicit behavior for small E. 

Another prime tool of our analysis is the use of local 
time and stochastic differential equation techniques. 8 

Recently, 9 we have been able to show how to realize a 
normalized form of the measure 0. in (1. 5) as a set of 
continuous paths on path space, much as Wiener mea
sure is realized by a similar set of continuous paths. 
An alternative way, equivalent to that in Eq. (1. 7), in 
which to ascertain that the influence of the potential dis
appears is to study the modified paths (determined by 
0.) and to show in the limits € + 0 and A + 0 that they re
duce to the Wiener paths. We shall find this to be an 
especially convenient method when the measures vA 

= lim v; and )J. ware mutually inequivalent. 

The discussion in this paper is confined solely to 
one-dimensional systems. However, this work has been 
motivated, in large measure, by a potential applicability 
of these concepts and methods to fundamental problems 
in quantum field theory. An initial discussion of this 
application has already been given, 2 and we hope the 
present work serves to stimulate further research in 
these directions. 10 
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2. ANALYSIS OF REGULARIZED SINGULAR 
POTENTIALS: RANDOM VARIABLE VIEWPOINT 

Local time 

In this section we shall find it convenient to employ 
the so-called local time 

t*(y)dimm[s:y"Sx(s)"SY+h,O"Ss""T]jh (2.1) 
h'o ' 

where x(s) denotes a sample path and where m denotes 
Lebesgue measure. 11 For benefit of the reader unfami
liar with local time we indicate its formal definition as 
well, namely 

t*(y)=( 6(x(s)-y)ds. 

Clearly t*(y) is nonnegative and satisfies 

I: t* (y ) dy = T. 

For almost every path l*(y) has compact support [/*(y) 
=0 for y ~ maxx(s) or y "Sminx(s); both bounds almost 
surely exist), and it has been shown that 1*(Y) is con
tinuous in y. 11 Additional properties of l*(y) will be in
troduced as needed. 

The basiC random variable in (1. 5) may be expressed 
in terms of t*(y) as 

Q. = f V,(x{t))dt= 1: V,(y) t*(y)dy, 

which shows that the study of the random variable Q, is 
at the same time a study of the random field l *(y) for 
various "smearing functions" V,(y), a point of view not 
uncommon in field theory contexts. In quantum field 
theory, we recall, one studies field operators smeared 
by test functions, and as a matter of fact, under certain 
circumstances such smeared operators may be re
garded as random variables. 

Case a < 1 

We note first, for a < 1, that 

Q = I: I y - c I-a t*(y) dy < 00, a. s. , 12 

since t*(y) is continuous and has compact support, 
hence is bounded, almost surely, and I y - C 1-0< is inte
grable at c provided Q; < 1. Consider next any regulariza
tion sequence V,(y) such that on each compact set C 

J Iv.('v)-Iy-cl-aldy-O c . (2.2) 

as € + O. As a consequence, as E + 0, 

I Q, - Q I "" J I V,(y) - Iy - C 1-0< I t*(y) dy - 0, a. s. ; 
namely, 

lim Q, = lim r V ,(x(t» dt 
00 tlO 0 

=1T Ix(l)-cl-o< dt=Q, a.s .. 
o 

To convert these facts into properties of the measures 
requires for A ~ 0 that exp( - AQ ,) "S G uniformly in E 

where (G) < 00, This condition imposes a certain restric
tion on the negative excursions of V,(y), but one that is 
difficult to specify in detail. [For example, if V,(y) ~ -M 
uniformly, then exp(- AQ,) "" exp(AMT) for A ~ o. J With 
a uniform bound G, it follows that v;- v' weakly, where 
d0.= exp( - AQ) d)J. w, and finally vA - )J. w weakly. 
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Nonnegative regularizations 

The preceding discussion applies to rather general 
regularizations V.(x). Nevertheless, it is useful to direct 
the discussion temporarily to regularizations that in 
addition satisfy the condition V.(x) '" 0. A convenient 
example of this type is given by 

V.(x)=(lx-cl +Eta 

which we shall refer to as the basic regularization. 

Elsewhere1 we have proven a theorem related to our 
present discussion. Suitably rephrased that result is 
given by the following: 

Theorem: Let x(t) be a standard Wiener process, t*(y) 

the local time as defined in (2.1), andf(y) a nonnegative 
measurable function. Then 

I fey )t*(y) dy = r f(x(t» dt < 00, a. s. , 
o 

if and only if, for each compact set C, 

J f(y)dy < 00. 
G 

The application of this theorem to singular potentials 
in which ex < 1 is direct and confirms our previous re
sult. Let us instead determine its implications for 
ex '" 1. Consider, initially, the basic regularization with 

Q.=I (Iy-cl +Etat*(y)dy. 

For the set of paths that do not reach c in time t< T, 
dominated convergence leads to convergence of Q, as 
dO to 

Q = I I y - c I-a t*(y) dy. 

For the set of paths that reach c in some time t < T, 

lim Q, '" I Iy - cl- a t*(y)dy 
.'0 

by Fatou's lemma, which for ex '" 1 is almost surely in
finite [since t*(c) > 0, which holds in a neighborhood of 
c by continuity]. For more general nonnegative regu
larizations V.(x) let us assume that for some m and M, 

m(ly -c I +Eta ~ V,(y) ~M( Iy -cl +Eto: 

besides the fact V,(y) - I y - C 1-0:. Then almost surely 

Q,=I V,(y)t*(y)dy-Q=I Iy-cl t*(t)dy. (2.3) 

The variable Q in (2.3) is almost surely finite for 
those paths that never reach c and almost surely infinite 
for those paths that reach c. If c=O, however, all paths 
"reach" c since x(O) = 0, and one expects for ex '" 1 that 
Q = 00, a. s. Indeed, we know from our previous work1 

that, for ex '" 1, 

lim r (I x(l) I + Ero: dt = 00, a. s .. 
elO 0 

As a consequence, F, - ° as E + 0, where 

F, = (exp[ - A iT ( I x(t) I + Eto: dt]> 

for A > ° and ex '" 1. The calculation in Appendix A ex
plicitly shows for ex = 1 and O! = 2 that for fixed A > ° and 
for E + ° asymptotically 
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(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

where 0= ~(";1 + 8A + 1), and const denotes an €-indepen
dent, nonzero factor. 

With nonnegative regularizations, it follows that 
exp(- AQ,) "" 1 and therefore zr is absolutely continuous 
with respect to J1. w' In particular, if c = 0, then zr -= ° 
for all A> 0, and quite clearly zr f J1. was A + 0. 

For c;oO, zr;10, as noted previously below (2.3), and 
in fact 0 - J1.~. c' which is defined as Wiener measure on 
the set of paths that never reach x = c and which has no 
weight on the complementary set. We reca1l5 that there 
is a finite probability 

'~llc' Pc= v2/1TT exp(-x2 /2T)dx 
o 

that throughout the interval ° "" s "" T paths satisfy 

xes) ~ c, when c ~ 0. 

Consequently, 

I dJ1.'w.c=Pc < 1, 

(2.5) 

but this simple fact hardly does justice to the fundamen
tal difference that exists between J1. ~.c and J1. w' The 
modification of the process described here is just the 
one to which reference was made in Sec. 1. 

In partial summary, we have seen above that for 
ex < 1 regularizations exist, indeed nonnegative regu
larizations, such that 0 - J1. w as A + 0, a sufficient con
dition being given by (2. 2). We have also seen that for 
O! '" 1 no nonnegative regularization exists such that 
0- J1. w; instead, nonnegative regularizations, e. g., the 
basic regularization, lead to J1. ;".c which is the measure 
for absorbing Brownian motion. 

We next consider alternative prescriptions to deter
mine if the property 0 - J1. w can be arranged to hold for 

O! '" 1. 

Case 1 < O! < 3/2 

We recast the expression for Q, in the form 

Q, = 1: V,(y)t*(y)dy 

= II y-cl';l V,(y) t*(y) dy + II y-cl >1 V ,(y) t*(y) dy. 

The latter integral converges as E + ° to 

J Iy-cl-o:t*(y)dy, a.s., 
I y-cl >1 

for any O!. The former integral we write in the form 

~""CI';1 V,(Y) t*(y)dy= t-cl"'l V,(y)[t*(y)-l*(c)jdy 

+ t*(c) f V,(y)dy. 
Irel ~1 

We impose on the regularization the requirement that 

lim f V,(y) dy =K, 
e '0 I :v-cl ~1 

(2.6) 

where - oo<K< 00, which evidently controls the last 
term above (see below for examples). Now, continuity 
properties of t*(y) imply 11 that for any fixed, nonrandom 
y < t there exists a nonnegative random variable R. y' 

R. r < 00, a. S., such that 

I t *(y) - t *( c) I "" I y - c I y R. y 
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in the range I y - c I '" 1. Consequently, we find 

I j [V,(y) - Iy - c 1-"'] [t*(y) - t*(c)] dy I 
I y-cl ~1 

If we next impose on the regularization the condition 

we have established that 

lim I VJv) [t*(y) - t*(c)] dy 
€ '0 I :y-cl ~1 

= [ I v - c I-"'[t*(y) - t*(c)] dy, a. s. 
. [y-cr~l 

This procedure leads to convergence for a < 3/2 since 
'Y < t can be chosen such that a - 'Y < 1. (However, the 
above procedure is not valid for a ?<- 3/2. ) 

As an example of a suitable regularization for a = 1 
we may choose 

V,(x) = ( I x - c I + E)-1 - b ,( I x - c I + E)-2 

where to satisfy (2.6) 

b, = E lm- 1 + O(E). 

For 1 < a < 3/2, we may choose 

V,(x)=( \x- cl + E)-'" - b,.J. Ix - c I +E)-"'-1 

where (2.6) requires 

b,.", = QE!(a -1) + O(E"'). 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

The terms O(E) and O(Ea
) influence the value of K in 

(2.6) and correspond to distinct self-adjoint extensions 
of the corresponding Schrodinger differential operator. 

Combining the results presented above, we have 
determined in the interval 1 '" a < 3/2 that 

Q=limQ,=j ly-cl-"'t*(v)dy+Kt*(c) 
flO I y-cl >1 

+ j Iy-cl-"'[t*(y)-t*(c)]dy, 
l:'rel ~l 

almost surely, provided that conditions (2.6) and (2.7) 
hold. Only the first term is necessarily nonnegative. 

With regard to integrability of the path space distri
butions, we note that Fatou's lemma ensures 

I lim exp(-XQ,) dll w'" lim I exp(-xQ,) dllw=F. 
EIO 00 

If F < 00. then exp( - XQ) has finite Il w integral, i. e. , 
(exp( - XQ) '" F < 00. If this holds true for all X ?<- 0, this 
is sufficient for uniform (in E) integrability 13 of 
exp( - XQ,) which assures us that in fact equality holds, 
i. e., (exp( - XQ) = F < 00. 

We have analyzed the case a = 1 and c = 0 in detail in 
Appendix B by Feynman-Kac techniques. With V,(x) 
as given in (2.8)' it is shown that 

F", WJ1 (exp[ - x.r V,(x(t)) dt]) (2.10) 

satisfies 0 < F< 00, for any T and all X> 0, if and only if 
(2.9) holds true. 
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A similar calculation using Feynman-Kac techniques 
for the interval 1 < a < 3/2 has also been carried out, 
but is not included in the present paper. This analySis 
confirms the uniform (in E) integrability of the measure 
for 1 < a < 3/2. 

The results stated above establish the stated proper
ties in the range 1 '" a < 3/2, and we now turn our at
tention to developing techniques to treat larger values 
of a. 

3. ANALYSIS OF REGULARIZED SINGULAR 
POTENTIALS: PATH SPACE VIEWPOINT 

Preliminaries 

Preparatory to studying cases where a ?<- 3/2 it is 
convenient to rephrase our basic problem in the language 
of stochastic differential equations. Consider the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative 

(3. 1) 

where N~(T) is a nonrandom positive factor chosen to 
normalize Il y; the measure Ily is nothing more than a 
normalized form of 0. as evident from Eq. (1. 5). Else
where9 we have shown that Ily may be interpreted as a 
probability measure for a certain Markov random pro
cess of continuous sample paths Y(t), 0", t '" T, each of 
which satisfies Y(O) = O. In a one-to-one fashion, each 
path Y(t) of the Y -process is effectively generated by a 
corresponding path W(t) of a standard Wiener process 
by a stochastic differential equation 

dY(t) = a(Y(t), t) dt + dW(t) 

or more properly in integral form as 

Y(t)=t a(Y(s),s)ds+W(t). 
o 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

Equation (3.2) has a unique continuous solution with 
probability one 13,14 if 

la(x, s) - a(y, s) I '" const Ix - y I 
and 

la(x,s)1 "'const(l+ Ixl), 

in the interval 0 '" s '" T; but these conditions are not 
necessary. In fact, it suffices to have a(x, s) continuous 
along with the second condition. 15 

The connection between the drift term a(x, t) and the 
potential V(x) (assumed bounded and continuous for 
present purposes) is as follows. 9 Let B(x, t) satisfy the 
differential equation 

aB 1 a2B 
- =- - -- +XV(x)B at 2 ax2 , 

(3.3) 

for 0", t '" T, subject to the final value condition B(x, T) 
'" 1 for all x E R. Then it follows that 

( t) 
= aB(x, t)/ax 

a x, - B(x, t) 

and the normalization factor in (3.1) is given by 
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Note that the equation for B is just the equation of gen
eralized diffusion with time running backwards. A sim
ple mathematical (or physical!) argument 9 shows that 
B(x, t) is bounded, continuous, and strictly positive in 
RX[O,Tj. 

The preceding picture applies for smooth potentials, 
such as V,(x), E> 0, for which a set of paths appropriate 
to the Y -process may be determined from the stochastic 
equation, at least in principle. Assume that these con
tinuous paths converge as E to, and that the resultant, 
E-limiting paths are also continuous. Finally, if as 
At 0, the E-limiting paths, say Y(t), converge to Wiener 
path Wet), then we may assert that all traces of the 
interaction vanish in the limit At O. If instead the paths 
yet) f Wet) as >.. t 0, then the interaction has left an 
indelible imprint that cannot be removed. 

Two examples 

Two relatively simple examples enable one to gain 
proper perspective on the limiting behavior of sample 
paths. IfB(x,t)=1 onRx[O,Tj, then V",O, a"'O, Y(t) 
=W(t), and !J.y=!J. w• This self-evident behavior simply 
puts us on notice that B(x, t)- lor a(x, t)- 0 on RX [0, Tj 

is a clue that Y(t)- W(t) and !J.y(or VX)- !J. w' 

The other example describes the absorbing Brownian 
motion and is more interesting. Let ct- 0, and without 
loss of generality assume c< O. Choose B(x, t)=erf(~), 
where ~ '" Ix - c 1/v'2(T - t), defined on R x [0, T1 except 
at the single point x = c, t = T where ~ is indeter
minate. 16 For all xt- c, V", 0 and 

a(x, t) = (x - ct1 E(O, 

where 

H(~)"'2~exp(- e)!v'iT erf(O. 

(3.5) 

With such a drift term Y(t)t- W(t). Less evident is the 
fact that !J.y=!J.~.c/pc' where Pc is given by (2.5), and 
thus the Y -process is an absorbing Wiener process. In 
the standard picture !J. ~.c arises from dropping those 
Wiener paths that reach x = c at any t '" T; the measure 
is normalized as a final step to give a probability mea
sure. In the nonstandard picture provided by (3.2) and 
(3.5), the Y paths are deflected just the right amount to 
yield the normalized distribution !J.'w./pc' As such, the 
Y paths necessarily satisfy Y(t) - c> 0 for all t ~ 0 
which is surely an essential feature of an absorbi~g 
Wiener process. 

Although we are unable to solve explicitly for Y(t) 
with the drift expression (3.5), the most essential 
characteristics of such paths are dictated by the be
havior of the drift term near the singularity and hold for 
any smooth function E(~) so long as E(O::::E(O) = 1 for 
I ~ I «1. Fortunately, the stochastic equation for E(~) 
replaced by 1 is well known and describes the three
dimensional Bessel process. 14 Specifically, the 
stochastic equation 

dY(t) = (Y(t) - C)-l dt + dW(t) 

is solved (uniquely14) by 

yet) - c = v' Wi(t) + ~(t) + (W3(t) - C)2, 
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where W1 , W2 , and W3 are three, independent, standard 
Wiener processes all conditioned to start at zero at 
t= 0, and where dW", [W1dW1 + W2dW2 + (W3 - c)dW31! 
(Y -c). At t=O, Y(t)-c=-c>O. Couple this with the 
fact that ~(t) + W~(t) > 0 with probability 1 for t> 0, 14 

and we conclude that Y(t) - c> 0 with probability 1 for 
all t ~ O. By analogy the solutions with the relevant 
a(x, t) given by (3.5) also have the property that yet) 
- c > 0 with probability one for all t ~ 0, namely that the 
paths never cross c. In fact, even the statistics of the 
Bessel process near the origin are approximately those 
with the relevant a(x, t), which offers still further in
sight into the paths appropriate to absorbing Brownian 
motion. 

Approximate "solutions" 

Unfortunately, for a given Vex), explicit expressions 
for B or a are nearly nonexistent. However, since we 
are ultimately interested in the double limit E + 0 >.. + 0 
we may choose one of a family of "equivalent" p~tenti;ls 
all leading to the same limiting behavior [such as Vex) 
+ vex, t) where Vex) is the potential of interest and 
v(x, t) is locally integrable and bounded below at infinity]. 
Indeed we can choose a simple analytic "solution" 
B(x, t) that defines [by (3.3)] a potential, generally time 
dependent, that faithfully corresponds to the 
Singularity of the potential of interest. 

In fact, we shall go one step further and faithfully 
represent the Singularity up to a time-dependent factor, 
a modification that in no way influences the ultimate 
limiting behavior. Briefly, in what follows we choose 
"solutions" of the form 

B(x, t) '" exp[!J.(t)W(x)] 

with !J.(t) > 0 save for !J.(T) = 0 [so that B(x, T) = 1]. It 
follows that a(x, t)", !J.(t)W'(x) and 

2>.. Vex) "'!J. W"(x) + !J.2W,2(X) + 2M W(x). 

In our case the singularity always appears in the first 
two terms, while the last term is always locally inte
grable. While any smooth function !J.(t) would suffice, 
we shall, for convenience, arbitrarily let !J.(t) = const 
"'!J. > 0 for 0 '" t "". 99T, and let !J.(t) decrease for 
. 99T '" t '" T so that !J.(T) = O. Since the last term in V 
is unimportant, we confine our discussion to the inter
val 0'" t "'. 99T where jl '" O. 

A. Equivalent processes 

Behavior for ~ < 1 

In the framework of the preceding discussion let 

B(x, t) '" exp(!J.( I x - c Iy + EY)<l+B) h( 1 + /3)] 

denote a "solution" where i3 > 0, 'Y> 1, and !J. = const > 0 
for 0"" t '" . 99T, and !J. falls smoothly for. 99T '" t "" T 
so that !J.(T) = 0 ensuring that B(x, T) = 1. In this section 
the function !J. will be frequently used and invariably it 
is so defined. For reasons discussed above we do not 
concern ourselves in detail with the behavior near t = T 
but instead concentrate on the interval 0 '" t "" . 99T. In ' 
that time interval, 

a(x, t) '" !J. sgn(x - c) I x - c I y-1 ( I x - c I Y + EY)B 
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and 

2>.. V,(x)= JJ.(3lx - C 1
2r-2( 1 X - C Ir + e)a-l 

+ JJ. (y - 1) 1 x - c 1 r-2( 1 x - c 1 r + e')a 

+ JJ.21 x - C 1
2r-2( 1 X - c 1 r + Er)2a. 

These admittedly complicated expressions have been 
chosen with a special purpose. Useful simplifications 
would arise if y = 1, but strictly speaking that option is 
not open to us [since V,(x) is not integrable, and since 
a(x, t) is not continuous which we shall find useful in 
discussing the stochastic equations]. Instead, to avail 
ourselves of those simplifications we choose y to be a 
function of e that rapidly approaches 1 as e t o. That is, 
we do not simply choose y = 1 + e, but rather something 
really dramatic like y = 1 + exp( - e-137) which will enable 
us to characterize V, in an especially transparent 
fashion. 

With the proposed behavior for y, we can effectively 
set y = 1 already with e < . 1 so that the preceding ex
pression for a reads 

a(x, t)= JJ. sgn(x- c)( Ix- c I +e)a 

and the one for V, reads 

2>..V,(x)=JJ.(3(lx-cl +e)a-1 +2JJ.o(x-c)ea+JJ.2(lx-cl +e)2a. 

Here we have introduced 2o(x - c) to represent the 
limiting form 

lim(y-l) Ix-cl r -2=2o(x-c), 
rll 

valid for continuous test functions of compact support. 
In this form, it is easy to see that V,(x) is a regulariza
tion of I x - C 16-1, (3 > 0, the latter two terms either 
vanishing as e t 0 or remaining completely "harmless" 
(i. e., not influencing our general conclusions). Hence, 
apart from such "harmless" terms, we may interpret 
the "solution" B(x, t) as applying to V = I x - c 1- 0<, where 
Ci = 1- {3 < 1, and where>.. = JJ.(3/2 > O. While a general 
discussion of the stochastic equation is given later, it is 
fairly clear as At 0 (here arranged by JJ. t 0) that y(t) 
-W(t) and JJ. y - JJ.w, as found earlier. 

So convenient is the picture provided by y rapidly ap
proaching unity with E that we shall henceforth adopt 
such a procedure; indeed, we shall go so far as to omit 
the intermediate stage of discussion and only present 
the resultant expressions that arise as y t 1. 

Behavior for 1 ~ O! < 3/2 

Consider first the open interval 1 < Ci < 3/2 and choose 
the "solution" 

B(x, t) = exp[ - Il( 1 x - c I + e)l-B /(1 - 13)] 

with JJ. as before, but now with 0 < (3 < 1/2. In the interval 
o ~ t ~ . 99T it fOllows that 

a(x, t) = - JJ. sgn(x - c) ( I x - c I + e)-B 

and 

2AV,(X) = (3JJ.( I x - c I + et a-1 - 2JJ.o(x - c)e-B + JJ.2( I x - c I + e)"2B 

(3.6) 

Since 2{3 < 1 the last term in V, is "harmless" and its 
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"nUll" effects have just been established. We set 
A = (3JJ./2 > 0 and note that we deal here with a regulariza
tion of Ix - c 1-0< for 1 < Ci < 3/2. The contribution of the 
o function blows up as e t 0; nevertheless, this term just 
precisely regularizes the first term in the sense of 
Eq. (2.6). The idealization that y = 1 has enabled us to 
bring the regularizing term into clear evidence. In ad
dition, Eq. (2.7) is satisfied, apart, of course, from 
the last "harmless" term in (3.6). 

We defer a discussion of the stochastic equation but 
do note that the paths y(t) exist and are unique for 
e> 0, and pass to continuous paths as e t O. Finally, as 
A" 0 (JJ." 0 here) the paths y(t) - W(t) and all traces of 
the potential disappear, as one would expect from our 
former analysis. 

For Ci = 1 choose 

B(x,t)=exp{JJ.(lx-cl +E)[ln(lx-cl +E)-I]}, 

with JJ. as before. Then, for 0 ~ t ~. 99T, 

a(x,t)=JJ.sgn(x-c)ln(lx-cl +E) 

and 

2AV,(X)=JJ.(lx-cl +E)-1+2JJ.o(x-c)lne+JJ.2[ln(lx-cl +E)]2. 

The last term is "harmless" while the second term 
provides just the correct regularization for the first 
term in the sense of (2.6). When E to followed by >.. t 0 
(here A = JJ./2), it follows rather clearly that the paths 
y(t)- W(t), etc., as is appropriate. 

Additional remarks 

Remark 1: The analysis given above for 1 "" Ci < 3/2 
does not contain the arbitrary parameter K that was 
encountered earlier [cf. Eq. (2.6)]. This is readily 
corrected if we take any of our given "solutions" 
B(x, t) ;:,Bold(X, t) and introduce Bnew(x, t) by 

BneJx, t) =exp[kJJ.( Ix - c I + e)] Bold(X, t) 

where JJ. is as before and k is a constant to be chosen. 
The so modified B leads to 

an .... = aold + kJJ. sgn(x - c) 

and 

2AV, n .... = 2>.. V, old + 2kJJ.o(x - c) + 2kJJ. sgn(x- c)aOld + k2 JJ.2. 

Apart from additional "harmless" terms, we have 
evidently been able to affect the integral of the potential 
in the viCinity of the singularity. In each case k can be 
chosen so that (2.6) holds for any pre given K. 

For convenience we shall omit from future discussion 
the arbitrariness illustrated here. 

Remark 2: We briefly outline the "solution" for 
1 < Ci < 3/2 corresponding to nonnegative regularizations 
and which leads to absorbing Brownian motion. (An 
analogous discussion for Ci = 1 is omitted. ) Let 

B(x, t) =( Ix- cl +E)cr exp[JJ.( Ix - c 1+ d- B/(I- (3)] (3.7) 

where JJ. is as before, 0 < (3 < 1/2, and G= 1 for 0"" t 
"" . 99T, while cr falls smoothly for. 99T "" t "" T such that 
cr(T) = O. We note that by itself the first factor is a 
simplified "solution" descriptive of (the essential fea-
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tures of) absorbing Brownian motion. The complete 
"solution" (3.7) leads, in the interval 0"" t "" . 99T, to 

a(x,t)=sgn(x-c)[(lx-cl +E)-I+/-L(lx-cl +E)-8] 

and, for x,*c, 

2XV,(x)= /-L(2 - 13)( Ix - cl +E)-1-8+ /-L 2
( Ix - cl + Ef2B. 

In the limit dO, we have already observed [in connec
tion with Eq. (3.5) and subsequent discussion] that the 
drift term a(x, t) is such that with probability 1 no path 
ever reaches the singularity and thus the behavior of 
V at x = c is immaterial. Consequently, the present 
"solution" may be interpreted as a regularized form of 
Ix- cl-", 1 < a < 3/2, with X= /-L(1- 13/2) > 0, such that 
as X + 0 (i. e., /-L + 0) absorbing Brownian motion, and 
not standard Brownian motion arises. The big, bold 
clue to this behavior can be read directly from the 
expression for the drift term! 

B. Inequivalent processes 

The reason Eq. (3.6) fails to apply for a? 3/2 is 
that for 213 ? 1 the last term in the potential is no longer 
''harmless. " This fact suggests the introduction of one 
or more counter terms chosen to cancel the "harmful" 
terms and to ensure that only "harmless" terms re
main. With this simple argument as motivation, we now 
treat cases where a? 3/2. In order to avoid logarithmic 
terms in the initial analysis we confine ourselves to the 
restricted set of a values that satisfy 

J -1 J 
1+--<0!<1+--

J J+l 

for some J = 2,3,4, .... Observe that such O! respect 
the general condition 3/2 < O! < 2. 

Case 3/2 < a < 2 (no logarithmic terms) 

The "solution" for B is a straightforward generaliza
tion of those given earlier. Let 

B(x, t) = exp (- ;id Ij/-Lj( Ix - c I + E)(l-BjY(1 - 13 j ») , (3.8) 

where 11:= 1 and the remaining Ij are constants to be 
determined, /-L is as before and /-Lj is the jth power of /-L, 
and 13 j are positive parameters ordered so that 
1> 131 > 132 > ... > 13,,> 0, where J = 2,3, ... is chosen so 
that 

(J -1)/J<13I := O! -1 <J/(J + 1). (3.9) 

Final specification of Ij and 13 j , j? 2, appears below. 

From the "solution" given above we find, for 
0"" t "". 99T, that 

" a(x,t):=- z::; Ij/-Lj(lx-cl +E)-Bj sgn(x-c) 
j=1 

and (from the fact that 2X V = aa/ax + a2
) 

(3.10) 

" " 2XV,(x):= [; I j 13 j /-L
j
(lx-cl +Etl-Bj-2o(x-c) [;lj /-LjE- 8j 

j=l j=l 

" + [; Inl m/-L n+m( I x - c I + E)-Bn-Bm. 
n,m=} 

(3.11) 

We assume the leading term in the potential, namely 
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131/-L( I x - c I + E)-H1, 

is the term of interest with X = 13I /-L/2, and we choose the 
remaining parameters to cancel all potentially "harm
ful" terms. Since this cancellation must hold identically 
in /-L, we require that 

1 + 13 j =13 n + 13m , for n+ m =j, 

and 

for all j, 2 "" j "" J. The solution of the 13 equation is 
simply 

13n=I-(I-13I )n, n=I, ... ,J. (3.12) 

The Ij are determined uniquely but no equally simple 
solution can be given for them in the general case. 

The cancellation between first and last terms in the 
potential is not complete and the remainder is given by 

z::; Inl m/-L n+m( I x - c I + Et8n- Sm • 
n+m ~J +1 

But all such terms are "harmless" since 

13 n + 13 m = 2 - (1 - 13J(n + m) "" 2 - (1 - 13J(J + 1) < 1, 

as follows from (3.9) and (3.12). It is of course this 
very property that dictates the number of counter terms 
in the first place. 

In summary, therefore, the conditions imposed imply 
that the "solution" (3.8) corresponds to 

" 2XV,(x) = P1/-L( Ix - c I + E)-HI - 2o(x - c) 6 Ij/-LjE-BJ+ h. t. , 
j::1 

(3.13) 

where h. t. denotes "harmless terms, " and X:= 131/-L/2. 
The essential distinction for a ? 3/2, when compared 
to a < 3/2, is that A-dependent regularizations are re
quired, as manifested by the power series in /-L that ap
pears as a coefficient of o(x - c). A moment's thought 
will convince the reader that this fact prohibits the al
most sure convergence of 

Q, = r V,(x(t» dt, 
D 

as E + 0, whenever Cl! ? 3/2, which fact means that in the 
limit E + 0 the measures /-L y for distinct A values are 
mutually singular for c = 0 (or for the subset of paths 
that reach c if c"* 0). 

Finally, we observe that with the drift term (3.10) 
the sample paths pass to Wiener paths in the appropriate 
limits since the characteristic clue for absorbing 
Brownian motion is absent. (This fact will be discussed 
further beloW). 

Case 3/2 .;;; a < 2 (logarithmic terms) 

We complete the analysis for Cl! < 2 by conSidering 
those cases where 

(J-l)/J=131=Cl!-I, J=2,3,· ... 

In this case B(x, t) is as above except that the last factor 
(where j=J) is given by 

exp{/,,/-L"(lx-cl +E)[ln(lx-cl +E)-IJ} (3.14) 
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rather than by the form implicit in (3.8). As a conse
quence, the formulas for a and V. are changed so that 

a(x,t)=fJJJ. J In(lx-cl +E) sgn(x-c) 

+ {Eq. (3.10) with J replaced by J - 1} 

(3.15) 

and 

2AV,(x)=fJ JJ. J(lx-cl +Et1 +26(x-c)/J JJ. J 1m 

+[fJJ.LJln(lx-cl +€)]2 

+2IJJJ. J ln(lx-cl +E)sgn(x-c) 

x {Eq. (3. 10) with J replaced by J - 1} 

+ {Eq. (3.11) with J replaced by J -I}. (3.16) 

The previous equations for {3 J and f j hold for all j, where 
now 2 ~ j ~ J - 1, (If J = 2 those equations are empty. ) 
The relation for j =J is replaced by 

l=i3 n+{3m' n+m=J, 

IJ=- L I./m· 
n+m=J 

Since 13 1 = (J - 1 )/J the solution for i3 n is given by Pn 

= 1 - n/J, n = 1, ... ,J - 1, and In is determined ac
cordingly. Again the remaining terms are "harmless" 
being of the form [In( I x - c I + E)]2, 

In(lx-cl +E)(lx-cl +E)"BJ, (3)<1, 

or 

(Ix-cl +E)"Bn-Bm, n+m?J+1, 

where 

i3 n + 13 m = 2 - (n + m)/J ~ 1 - 1/J < 1. 

In summary, ifi3 1 +1==Cl'=1+(J-1)/J, J=2,3, 
and the relevant conditions for (3J and IJ hold, then the 
"solution" B(x, t) in (3.8) as modified by (3.14) applies 
to the potential 

2\. V ,(x) = (31JJ.( I x - c I + E)-1-Bl 

- 2Blx - C)( ~ f,"',-" -f,"' 1"') + h. t. 13.17) 

With this regularization the drift term a(x, t) in (3. 15) 
reduces to zero in the appropriate limits establishing 
that all traces of the interaction vanish. 

Apart from a discussion of the stochastic equations, 
this concludes our analysis for the range 3/2 ~ a <2. 

Case a =2 

Nonperturbative Analysis: For a = 2 choose 

B(x,t)=(lx-cl +d (3.18) 

where 8 = const for 0 ~ t ~ . 99T, and 8 goes smoothly to 
zero thereafter so that 8(T) = O. In the interval 0 ~ t 
-'S.99T, 

a(x,t)=8 sgn(x-c)(lx-cl +E)"1 (3.19) 

and 
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Assume that paths are found from the stochastic equa
tion, and the limit E + 0 is taken. With A == 8( 8 - 1 )/2, we 
observe that two ways for A + 0 are possible. In one such 
way, A + 0 by 8 + 0, which has the effect of reducing the 
drift term to zero and leading to a vanishing of the in
teraction effects. In the other way, A + 0 by e + 1, for 
which a(x, t) - (x - ctI, appropriate to the absorbing 
Brownian motion (in our approximate "solution" sense, 
of course). In addition, from our analysis of nonnegative 
regularizations in Sec. 2 we know that absorbing 
Brownian motion also arises as A + 0 by e + 1 with just 
the basic regularization and without requiring the 6-
function term in (3.20). 

In 'summary, with the "solution" (3.18) and 8<0 the 
regularization ensures the effects of the potential vanish 
as \. + 0 (8 + 0). Solving for e we may express this special 
regularization in the form 

V,(x)=(lx-cl +E)-2 _ 4E-
1
6(x-c) , 

1 + ,,11 + 8\. 
(3.21) 

which illustrates an involved dependence on the coupling 
A. The singularity in this expression at \. = - 1/8 arises 
simply from the fact that for real e, \. = e( e - 1 )/2 
? - 1/8, but this fact need not concern us here. On the 
other hand, there is another restriction on 8 that limits 
the validity of (3.21). 

It is of fundamental importance to understand that e 
is not arbitrary and that we must require e> - 1. Al
though B(x, t) in (3. 18) is only an approximate "solu
tion, " it is essentially accurate near the singularity 
x=c and in the range 0 ~ t ~. 99T. Clearly, after E + 0, 
B(x, t) is not locally integrable at the singularity unless 
e> - 1. and this holds for all t, 0 ~ t ~ . 99T. 

The importance of this fact may be seen as follows. 
Let 

Py(x, t) == f 6(x - x(t» dJJ.y(x) (3.22) 

denote the normalized density of Y paths at (x, t) E R 
x [0, T]. Then it follows that 9 

Py(x, t) = B(x, t) ljJ(x, t)/B(O, 0) (3.23) 

where ljJ(x, t) is the function determined by Eqs. (1. 10) 
and (1. 11). Of course, Band ware closely related; if 
ljJ(x, t;z) denotes the solution of (1. 10) subject to ,jJ(x, O;z) 
= ll(x - z), then ljJ(x, t) = ljJ(x, t;O) and B(x, t) 
= fw(x, T - t;z)dz. Conversely, in order to be acceptable, 
two functions w(x, t) and B(x, t) that satisfy the proper 
differential equation and boundary conditions must 
necessarily also satisfy B(x, t)ljJ(x, t) EL l for almost all 
t, 0 ~t~ T, since Py(x, t) is integrable. In general, any 
singularity in B(x, t) is not cancelled by a corresponding 
vanishing of ljJ(x, t), and thus a generally necessary con
dition is that B(x, t) must be locally integrable for al
most all t. [By symmetry, similar remarks apply to 
the function w(x, t) which should be integrable according 
to Eq. (1. 9).] 

For 8 in the range - 1 < e ~ 0, it follows that 0 "" \. < 1, 
i. e., \. is bounded above. Equation (3.21) has validity 
only for 0 < A < 1. On the other hand, larger values of \. 
may always be reached with the e> 1 solutions. To 
generate a family of potentials for all A> 0 that eliminate 
interaction effects as A + 0, it is possible (even if un-
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esthetic) to choose e> 1 solutions for large A values and 
to switch to e < 0 solutions as A is reduced and when the 
integrability condition allows. Precisely the same view
point is needed to generate similar behaving solutions 
in the related Schrooinger problem. 3 

Perturbative Analysis: It is tempting to ask whether 
the results for O! = 2 are in any way apprOximated by 
those for O! < 2 when J, the number of "subtraction 
terms, " becomes very large. If this apprOximation is 
to make sense, then it must apply in the limit J _00 for 
which 131 = 1, and indeed 13,,= 1 for all n. The equation 
for the f coefficients then becomes 

fj=- 6.f.fm' j>-o2. (3.24) 
n+m.=J 

With A=f31 jJ./2=jJ./2, we may ask whether the coef
ficients of the regularization I) function in (3.13) and 
in (3.20) are the same; namely. whether 

tfPA)j =: -e=t(v'1+8X-1]. 
j=l 

(3.25) 

Since e( e - 1) = 2X, the sought for equality requires that 

6 f/2X)j + 6 f"fm(2X)n+m= 2X, 

a relation which formally holds identically in X term by 
term in virtue of (3. 24). Moreover, substitution of the 
relation e = - i: fj jJ. j, coupled with f3" = 1 for aU n, con
verts Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) for a and V, into Eqs. 
(3.19) and (3.20), respectively. Even B(x, t) in (3.8) can 
be suitably rescaled (without essential change) so that 
in the limit i3 j t 1, for all j, the "solution" (3.18) is 
recovered. 

By implication of the argument above, the perturba
tion series for e converges absolutely for 0 ~ X < 1/8, to 
yield e = t(1 - v'1 + 8X]. For real X >-0 1/8 the perturba
tion solution may be extended by analytiC continuation 
or by standard summation techniques for divergent 
power series. However, the perturbation theory ap
proach is connected only with the solutions where e < 0, 
namely, those for which all interaction effects vanish 
as X t 0 and yet which make sense for X < 1. The non
perturbative solution, on the other hand, can avail it
self of the e> 1 solutions for which X can take on any 
positive value. These latter solutions cannot be reached 
through perturbation theory from the standard Wiener 
process, a fact that is wholly unrelated to the conver
gence or nonconvergence of the perturbation series. 
However, these "unreachable" solutions can be reached 
by perturbation theory taking the absorbing Wiener 
process as the "unperturbed" starting point; this is the 
viewpoint advocated in Ref. 2. 

Case 0' >2 
For 0' > 2 there is only one form of B(x, t) that is 

locally integrable, and this form inevitably leads to 
absorbing Brownian motion. 

In the interval 0 ~ t ~ . 99T choose 

1/2 (2v'2\ 1-"'/2\ 
B(x, t) =X K lI ( ,,-2) (0' _ 2) X J' (3.26) 

where X =- I x - c I +" and K" is the usual modified Bessel 
function. For . 99T ~ t ~ T, however, we let B(x, t) 
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change smoothly so as to match the condition B(x, T);;; 1. 
The other possible form for B(x, t) involves 

X1/2 I (2-1"5. Xl-", 12\ 
1/(",-2) (0' _ 2) ~. 

In the limit E t 0 only the first solution is locally inte
grable at the Singularity for any A> O. 

The solution B(x, t) in (3.26) corresponds, in the 
interval 0 ~ t ~ . 99T, exactly to 

V,(x)=(lx-cl + Et"', x*-c. 

and leads to the drift term 

)
_ oB(x, t)/ox 

a(x, t = B(x, t) 

Assume that the limit E t 0 has been taken and let us 
study the form of the drift term as X + O. This means 
we sit at fixed I x - c I > ° and study the drift term for 
small A. For Simplicity we assume (O! - 2tl = v> 0 is 
not an integer. Then to obtain the limiting behavior as 
A t 0 it suffices to use 

K"(z) a: z-v[l + 0(Z2fi)], 

where I) =- min(1, v), for which 

B(x, t) a:X[1 + O(x fiX-filv)] 

where X=-I x - c I. Consequently, 

a(x, t) = (x - C)-1 +O(x fi) 

which shows that as A + ° all such processes for QI > 2 
limit to absorbing Brownian motion. A parallel argu
ment leads to the same result for (0' - 2tl =m, 
m=1,2, ...• 

C. Discussion of stochastic equations 

As evident from the preceding discussion, we must 
deal with stochastic differential equations of the form 

dY(t) = a(Y(t), t) dt + dW(t) (3.27) 

for a variety of choices of the drift term a(x, t). Toward 
the beginning of this section, we discussed a form of the 
drift coefficients in which there appeared a parameter 
y that rapidly approached one with € r e. g., y = 1 
+ exp( - €-137)]. Typical of the form taken by a(x, t) when 
the parameter y is made explicit is the expression 

a(x,t)=-JJ. sgn(x-c) Ix_clr-l(lx_clr+ErtB (3.28) 

which is valid in the interval 1 < 0' = (3 + 1 < 3/2 and for 
o ~ t ~. 99T. Inspection of the relevant expressions ap
plicable in the range 0 < QI ~ 2 ensure that in each case 
a(x, t) is continuous and satisfies the hound 

la(x. t) 12 ~K(1 + x2
) 

for some K < 00. In view of the simple form (namely 
unity) of the diffusion coefficient, these properties for 
a(x, t) are sufficient conditions 15 to guarantee the 
existence and uniqueness of a continuous solution Y(t) 
with probability one for every E > 0. As E ~ 0, however, 
the bound on a(x, t) tends to infinity and there is no ob
vious guarantee that the resultant paths are continuous. 

In order to discuss the behavior of the paths y(t) as 
E t 0, we probe more deeply into the behavior of the 
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paths near the singularity by exploiting the following 
simple transformation. For each path Y(t) and E > 0 let 
us introduce the path 

Z(t)=f(Y(t» = (Y(t) - cP. 
This transformation is evidently invertible in the form 

Y(t) - C=ZI / 3(t)= sgn(Z(t» IZ(t) 11/3 . 

Since Y(O) = 0, Z(O) = - c3 and, in addition, the "trouble 
point" Y(t) = c has been (arbitrarily) mapped into Z(t) 
=0. At any rate Z(t) satisfies a stochastic differential 
equation in virtue of the fact that Y(t) satisfies one. 
Specifically, 

dZ(t) = f'(Y(I) dY(t) + if "(Y(t)) dt, 

so that if Y(t) fulfills (3.27) then 

dZ(t) = a(Z(t), t) dt + a(Z(t) , t) dW(t), 

where 

li(Z(t), t) = 3Z1/3(t) + 31 Z(t) 12/3 a(c + ZI / 3(t), t), 

(3. 29a) 

(3. 29b) 

(3. 29c) 

For the typical form of a(x, t) given in (3.28) this new 
stochastic equation becomes, in the interval 0", t "'. 99T, 

dZ(I)=3Z1/3(t)(1- IJIZ(t)I
Y/3 

) dt+3I Z (t)1 2/3 dW(t) 
(I Z(t) 1,/3+ E')B • 

(3.30) 

Although (3.30) itself does not have a unique solution, it 
does have a unique continuous solution when we require 
as well that Zl/3(t) + c satisfy (3.27) with (3.28). 

In the formulation in terms of Z paths the drift and 
diffusion coefficients remain locally bounded as E ~ 0 and 
fulfill a condition of the form 

la(x, tW + 1 u(x, I) 12 ",K(l + x2) 

for some K < 00 uniformly in E. Moreover, the drift and 
diffusion terms are both continuous uniformly in E. 

These properties hold not only in the example illustrated 
by (3.30) where 0 < f3 < i, but in the more general cases 
considered involving sums of terms each of which has 
f3 j '" 1. In view of these facts, we are assured that the 
limiting equation as E ~ 0, i. e. , 

dZ(t) = 3Z1/ 3(1) [1 - IJ 1 Z(l) 1 (1-8) /3] dl + 31 Z(t)i2 /3 dW(t), 

(3.31) 

for 0 < f3 < i and 0 '" t '" . 99T, has a continuous solution 
with probability one. 15 

To help understand the stochastic equations for the 
Z paths it is helpful to consider the simple example 

Z(t) = (W(t) - e)3 

for W(t) a standard Brownian motion. Then it follows 
that 

dZ(t) = 3Z1/ 3(t) dt + 31 Z(t) 12
/

3 dW(t). (3.32) 

Observe that as IJ ~ 0 (X + 0), Eq. (3.31) passes contin
uously into Eq. (3.32) suggesting that the Y paths pass 
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to Wiener paths and that the final distribution corre
sponds to Brownian motion. Thus, all traces of the po
tential disappear. 

In case the final distribution is absorbing Brownian 
motion we are still assured of continuous paths when 
E ~ O. To illustrate this we adopt the form of a(x, t) im
plicit in Remark 2 above. In the interval 1 < O! 

=f3 + 1 < 3/2 this leads to a stochastic equation for Z(t) 
of the form (0'" t '" . 99T) 

(3.33) 

This equation has with probability 1 a continuous solu
tion for every E > 0 that is made unique by requiring that 
ZI /3(t) + c satisfy the Y form of the stochastic equation. 
The limiting equation as E ~ 0 reads 

dZ(t) = 3Z1 /3(t)[2 + IJ 1 Z(t) 1 (1-8) 13] dt + 31 Z(t) 12/3 dW(t) 

(3.34) 

which has a continuous solution with probability 1. 
Lastly, when IJ ~ 0 (X ~ 0) the resultant equation 

dZ(t) = 6Z1/3(t) dt + 3Iz(t) 12/3 dW(t) (3.35) 

is easily seen to be solved by 

Z(t) = [~(t) + ~(t) + (W3(t) - c)2)3/2, 

which is just our Bessel process idealization of ab
sorbing Brownian motion. Observe the extremely sim
ple relationship in the Z-path description between Eqs. 
(3.32) and (3.35), which are the stochastic equations for 
Wiener and (idealized) absorbing Wiener processes, 
respectively. 

We now proceed to show the existence of a limiting 
process as E ~ O. For each E> 0 we have a unique con
tinuous family of Y paths with probability 1, which with 
probability 1 satisfy the Z form of the stochastic dif
ferential equation where Z(t) = (Y(t) - C)3. This means 
we have for each E > 0 a measure on path space for the 
Y paths (IJ y) and another one for the Z paths (IJ z ' say). 
From compactness arguments we shall show conver
gence of a subsequence of the measures IJz as E ~ 0, 
which in turn shows convergence of a subsequence of 
the measures IJy as E ~ O. According to (3.29) we have 

which leads directly to the relation 

<lz(t)-Z(to)14> ",8« 1 t a(Z(s),s)ds 14) 
~ to 

+81<lIZ(s)12/3 dW(s)14»). 
to 

We next note that15 

For Z large (i. e., Y - e large) the paths are well be
haved and for all intents and purposes are Wiener-like. 
Only near Z :::; 0 are the paths significantly changed, but 
this does not prevent us from putting a bound on the 
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previous averages that leads to 

< / Z(t) - Z(tO) /4) ~K(t - to)2 

for some K < 00, uniformly in E. This gives a sufficient 
compactness condition to ensure that a subsequence of 
path space distributions weakly converges to a path 
space distribution as 10'" O. 17 From the convergence of 
the drift term, it is clear that every convergent sub
sequence of distributions has the same limit, and there
fore that in fact the path space distributions weakly con
verge to a path space distribution as dO. In addition, 
results of Skorokhod15 ensure that the paths Z(t) con
verge as d 0 with probability 1 to paths Z(t) for 10 = 0, 
and that moreover those paths satisfy the appropriate 
limiting stochastic equation. Consequently, the Y paths 
satisfy their limiting stochastic equation, suitably 
interpreted, with probability one. 

A parallel argument based on the limit jJ. ... 0 (i. e. , 
\ ... 0) leads to the weak convergence of the relevant path 
space distributions as well as a convergence of the as
sociated paths with probability one. In this way we 
establish the claimed properties of the paths and dis
tributions as the limits 10'" 0 and \ ... 0 are taken. The 
ultimate distributions are those of either the Wiener 
process or the absorbing Wiener process depending on 
the ultimate form of the drift term. 

SUMMARY 

In quantum mechanics as well as diffusion theory 
there are perturbations so singular that they leave in
delible imprints on systems after the coupling coef
ficient is reduced to zero, which we have termed vesti
gial effects. The simple example of a particle moving in 
a Singular, one-dimensional potential is used to em
phasize that such vestigial effects can clearly be dis
played in terms of Feynman-Kac integrals on path 
space, their associated measures and the closely related 
stochastic differential equations. The vestigial effects 
can be controlled by adding counter terms to the poten
tial, and this in fact constitutes one way of defining dif
ferent self-adjoint extensions of a formal Hamiltonian 
operator. The cases with V(x) = I x - c I-a, 1 ~ a ~ 2, 
are already indicative of what may happen in quantum 
field theory where very singular perturbations abound 
and helpful mathematical pictures are needed. 
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APPENDIX A 

We are interested in the asymptotic behavior as 10 ... 0 
of 

F,(T)=(exp(-\1f(/x(t)/ +10)-1 dt-\2f(/x(t)/ + E)-2 dt), 

(AI) 
with 

(A2) 

which we shall obtain by solving the Feynman-Kac dif
ferential equation (1. 10). In this appendix, we shall 
discuss the cases with \1=0, \2:;:0 and \1>0, \2>0. 
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The results with the cases \2 > 0 have been presented in 
(2.4). 

Let the Laplace transform on T of ?]J(x, T) be denoted 
by ~(x, s) and its abscissa of convergence by (J. The 
formula (1. 9) then involves the inverse Laplace trans
formation, 

F.(T) = 2~i 1 ds exp(sT) f~ dx ~(x, s), (A3) 
c _~ 

where the contour C on the complex s plane is a straight 
line parallel to the imaginary axis and lying to the right 
of s = a. The differential equation (1. 10) and the bound
ary condition become 

( 
1 d

2 ~ \2 ) - ) - 2' dx2 + I x I + E + ( I x I + E)2 + S </J (x, s = 0, (A4) 

(A5) 

and 

</J(x,s) - 0 (s>O). (A6) 
X" ±oo 

The function </J(x, s) thus defined for s > 0 is to be con
tinued analytically over the complex s plane. 

The solutions to (A4) are the Whittaker functions. 18 
Wk,m(Z) and Mk,,,,(z) with 

z=a[/x/ +10] (A7) 

and 

a=(8s)1/2, k=-2\I/a , m2-t=2\2' (A8) 

We take the convention that S1/2 be defined on the s
plane cut along the negative real axis such that S1/2 = IS 
for s > O. 

We note here that, due to the restriction '-1 ;, 0 in 
(A2), the parameter k ranges, if at all, only over the 
left-hand half of its complex plane as s varies over the 
cut plane of its own; this fact will be found to have a 
vital importance for the analytiCity properties of lb(x, s). 
The restriction of \2 in (A2) enables us to use a real 
parameter jJ. as defined by 

The Whittaker functions behave asymptotically as 
follows: 

As Iz 1- 00, largz I < 7T/2 (which cases are all we 
need), 

Mk,m(z)= ;i2_+k2:~) z-k exp(z/2)[1+0(z-1)]. 

Wk,,,,(z) = Zk exp(- z/2) [1 + O(Z-I)]. 

(A9) 

(AIO) 

When z - 0, however, two cases have to be distinguished. 
Namely, if jJ.*0 

M k,m(z) = Z1+" + O(z2+"), 

W z = 7Texp(- z/2) (_ k + jJ. 
k,"'() Sin2jJ.7T r(1-k-jJ.)r(2+2jJ.) 
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(All) 

and if Il = 0, the second function must be understood as 
lim u_o Wk,1/2.", so that 

- kz logz -L 0(Z2 logz) 1, (A12) 

where w( ,) is the digamma function 19 and w(l) 
=- - 0.577 0

" is the negative of Euler's constant. 

Now, we can write down the solution to the differential 
equation (A4) which satisfies the boundary conditions 
(A5) and (A6); it is 

J.(x,s)=N, Wk,m(a[ixi +E]) (A13) 

with the normalization constant 

(A14) 

v~t, for <; > 0, 

(A15) 

exhibiting that the s-dependence of this function comes 
only through 

aE=(&:2s)1/2 and k=-2A1/(8s)1/2. 

Then, (A3) takes the form 

F,(T)= 2!i .[ E2f(aE, k) exp(sT) ds 

and we are interested in the limit as d O. 

(A16) 

(A17) 

Before starting the evaluation of the integral. we 
have to study the analyticity of the integrand f(m, k) on 
the complex s plane, thereby fixing the contour C of 
the integration. It is enough for our purpose to look at 
the positIve real axis s > 0, because, being a Laplace 
transform. f(aE, k) should be analytic on the part Res> (J 

of the s plane if it is finite on the portion s > (J of the 
real axis. The functionf(aE, k) as defined by (A15) has 
three factors. All the first factor 2/a2 = 1/(48) can pos
sibly do is to produce a pole at s = O. [But. see (A30) 
and (B7). 1 Under the restriction (A2) of A1 and A2, the 
third factor is analytic all over the cut s plane except 
possibly at s = O. as one sees from the integral rep
resentation, valid for Re(1- k + Il) > 0, 

W k.m(z) = [r( 1 - k + Il) )-1 Zl.u 2- 1
-

2
" 

x r exp(-~z coshe) sinh1+2"e coth2k(~e)de, 
. r 

(A18) 

and the range of /? as remarked earlier. 

The analyticity of the second factor depends critically 
on Al ancl A2. In the case of A" A2? 0, we shall show 
shortly ';hat the derivative can have no zeros when 
s? O. This implies, when combined with the analyticity 
of the other two factors, that (J=O. which in turn im-
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plies thatf(Cl!E, k), being a Laplace transform with (J=O, 
is analytic everywhere on the right-hand half of the 
s plane. To prove dWk,m(z)/dz *0, Z ?O, we look at (A4) 
to notice that Wk.m(z) =N. w(x) with z = a(x + E) is convex 
everywhere towards the x axis, i. e., [d 2W

k
•m(z)/dz2 )j 

Wk.m(z) > 0, Z > O. Then, dWk,m(z)/dz cannot change sign 
because it is continuous and has to vanish as z ~ 00. 

Thus, in the case of Al ? 0, A2? 0, we have found that 
u= 0 and therefore that the contour C of the integral 
(A17) can be put on the imaginary axis of the s plane. 

When Al = O. A2 < 0, the derivative vanishes at one 
point, say z = Zo > 0 giving a pole to f(aE, 0). To see this. 
observe from (A18) that Wo,m(z) > 0 for z > 0, which, if 
combined with the differential equation (A4),. implies that 
d 2 Wo ,m(z)/dz2 changes sign once and only once as z 
varies over the positive real axis. Then, taking into 
account that dWo,m(z)/dz > 0, d 2Wo,m(z)/d 2z < 0 in the 
neighborhood of z = 0 and that Wo,m(z) - 0 as z ~ 00, one 
sees that dWo,m(z)/dz should vanish once and only once 
on the positive real z axis. In this case, (J= (zo/d2 /8. 

Among the different cases specified by (A2) to be 
considered, the ones with A1 = 0 admit rigorous and 
simple arguments based upon the Tauberian theorem of 
the Laplace transformation. Let us discuss this case 
first. 

The case on,! == 0, /...2 > 0 

When A1=0, we have k=O andfdepends on s through 
aE=(8~s)1/2 only. Because (J=O in this case, we can, 
by a change of variable to u = E2 s, rewrite (A 17) as 

1 fi~ 
F,(T)= 21fi -i~ f([8u]1/2,O)exp(uT/E2) du, (A19) 

which is a function of T /E2 only. Note that T /E2 ~ 00 as 
E ~ 0 and the Tauberian theorem 20 provides the asympto
tic evaluation of the integral. 

In general, let the Laplace transform on I of F(t) be 
F(u) and the abscissa of convergence be (J. If. 

(a) F(t)?O, [?O, 

(b) U? 0, 

(c) 1'(11) -C u-'. (C > 0, y> 0) as It ~ 0, 

and further 

(d) F(t) is monotone decreasing, 

then 

F(!)-lcy/r(1+y))t r - 1 as /-00. 

That F(t) "" F,(T), t = T /E2 satisfies the conditions (a) and 
(b) is clear. The condition (d) is obvious from the de
finition (AI). The condition (c) for F(u) "" f([ 8u 11/2.0) can 
be checked by the help of (All): 

with 

and 

f([8u]1/2,0)-CU- r (u~O) (A20) 

r(1l)r(1 + 1l/2)r«1-1l)/2) 
r(21l + 1) 
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where the formula It is amusing to compare the results of this subsec
tion with the simple and universal upper bound on F,(T) 

[ Wo,m(t)dt= )72 r(1 + ~ ) re; 1-') (A21) given by replacing all paths x(t) by zero which leads to 

o 

has been used. 

By the theorem, thus, we can conclude that 

F,(T)-BE1·"/T(1."l/2 as T/E2
-00 (A22) 

where B=C/r([1-1-'J!2). This is a particular case of 
(2.4b). 

The case of AI = 0, A2 < 0 

As we have seen before, the functionf(aE, 0) has a 
pole, say at aE = zo' or s = (Zo/E)2/8, and is otherwise 
analytic all over the cut s plane; we should note that the 
behavior of f(aE, 0) at s = 0 as determined in (A20) is 
valid also here. 

The use of the variable u = E2S gives 

F,(T)= 2!i j f([8u]1/2, 0) exp(uTje2) du, 
c· 

(A23) 

where C' is a contour parallel to the imaginary u axis 
and lying to the right of u= z~/8. Deforming the contour 
into C{ + C~, where C{ encircles the pole and C~ is on the 
imaginary axis, 

F,(T)=Aexp[z~T/(8E2)]+2!i fie f([8u]1/2,0) 
_,e 

x exp(uT /€2) duo 

The second term can be evaluated in the same way as in 
(A19) with the result BEl ... /T("·ll/2. The coefficient of 
the first term is the residue at u = z~/8 of f ([ 8u ]1/2, 0), 
i. e. , 

(A24) 

Because dWo, m/ dz > 0 as z * 0 and Z = Zo is the only place 
the derivative vanishes on the positive z axis, we see 
that - d 2 Wo,m(zo)/dzo > 0 and consequently A > 0 as it 
should. 

We can now conclude that, if A1 = 0, A2 < 0, then 

F,(T)-Aexp(aT/E2)-OO as E-O, (A25) 

where A and a== z~/8 are constants as determined by A2. 

It may be interesting to remark that, if 0 < - I-' « 1 
then (All) gives 

Zo"'- 21-', 

which is close to O. Consequently, 

- d2WO,,,,(zo)/dz~ '" - IJ./z~ = 1/( - 41-') 

by (All) again, and 

r Wo m(t)dt"'2 
·0 ' 

by (A21). Then, (A25) becomes 
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(A26) 

The case of AI >0, A2 ~O 

In this case, it will be found convenient to divide the 
complex s plane into two regions with a big circle of 
radius R = A1/(4E): As d 0, either I a€ I "" v'2">"lE - 0 or 
Ik I "" '1'2">"11: - 0 depending upon whether s lies within or 
outside the circle. 

Let us first look at the contribution F~n(T) to the in
tegral (A17) from that portion of the contour C lying in
side the circle R. Here, the inverse derivative factor 
in (A15) can be evaluated by using the asymptotic forms 
as z - 0 of Whittaker functions, namely (All) or (A12): 

1/[- d~:-(Z)l=a, 

=~[r(1-k+I-')/1-'r(1+21-')] (aE)l ... +O([at]2 .... ) (I-'>O){ ; 

(r(l- k)/[k logaE+ t + O(aE logaE)] (I-' = 0) ~ 
(A27) 

in the second line, we notice, Ik logaE I grows inde
finitely as s - 0 and becomes very small when s ap
proaches the circle R, yet the denominator as a whole 
can never vanish. On the other hand, the integral in 
(A15) is given by 

f e r(2 + l-')r(1- IJ.) 1 

Wk,m(t)dt= r(2-k) F(1-IJ.,2+IJ.,2-k;"2)+A, 
M 

(A28) 

for (- 2 <) IJ. < 1, where F denotes the Gauss hyper
geometric function 2F1 [not to be confused with F,(T)] 
and where the error term 21 A, introduced by replacing 
the lower bound of the integral by 0 is O(E1-") and 
O(E2 loge) for IJ. > 0 and IJ. = 0, respectively. 

Let us verify that the approximate expressions above 
do give f(aE, k) the same analyticity as expected from 
the general argument presented before. 

In view of the range of k as remarked earlier, the 
gamma functions in (A27) and (A28) are analytic every
where in the cut s plane. The hypergeometric function 
in (A28) is also analytic as manifested by Euler's in
tegral representation, valid when I IJ. 1< 1 and Rek < 0: 

F (1 - IJ., 2 + IJ., 2 - k; t) 

r(2 - k) 

x (1 - t/2)-(2." l dt. (A29) 

Thus, we see from (A15) that f(aE, k) is analytic every
where on the cut s plane except possibly at s = 0, even 
in the approximation that the error terms in (A27) and 
(A28) are disregarded. 
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As 5 - 0, one has I k I - 00 and (A29) shows thae2 

F(1-Il, 2+1l, 2-k;t) - 1, 
Re k .... -eo 

for in this limit the contribution to the integral comes 
from I - 1 reducing it to the beta function 
B( 1 - Il, 1 - k + Il). Then, a short calculation leads to 

r(2 + 11)r(1- 11) _2_ El.I" (IJ. > 0) 
IJ.r(l + 2IJ.) (2A 1 )1-I" 

E2 !(CiE, k) '--
5-0 

2 1 
(2A1)2 log[(8s)1!2/EJ (IJ. =0). 

(A30) 

We see that the singularity at s = 0 is present only when 
IJ. = 0 and it is indeed very weak. 

Now, we can estimate the contribution F~n(T) to the 
integral (A17) from that part of the contour C which lies 
inside the big circle R. 

Let us divide the contour C further with a circle 
having a fixed (E-independent), yet sufficiently large 
radius Ro »'-i/8, so that 

1 (fiRO fiR j-iRO) 
F!"(T) = 2rri -iRa + iRa + -iR E2 !(CiE, k) exp(sT) ds, 

(A31) 

The first integral is obviously O(E1.") and O(l/logll/E) 
when IJ. > 0 and IJ. = 0, respectively; the smallness here 
is due mainly to the inverse derivative factor (A27). 
That the second and the third integrals are negligible 
compared to the first can be seen by using (A27), (A28) 
and the fact that (A29) is approximately constant when 
I k I < '-l/(2Ro?/2 «1. In fact. if IJ. > 0, one sees, e. g. , 
that 

CRE2 f(CiE, k) exp(sT) ds =constE1+" ,tR s-(1''')/2 exp(sT)ds 
. IRa - IRo 

with the aid of the asymptotic estimate 

f iR [ 1 ~ iR Y fiR 
sOY exp(sT) ds = T soy eXP(8T)J. + T 

iRa lRo iRa 

X 8-(,·11 exp(sT) ds, (A33) 

as established by integration by parts; the second term 
here is bounded by [s'Y /T]~ . A similar estimate may be 

o 
made for the case of IJ. = O. 

Now, let us turn to the contribution F~ut(T) to the 
integral (A17) from the portion of C outside the big 
circle R, where I k I ~ v2'-lE -0 as E + 0: 

Fout(T) = -. + E2 f(m, k) exp(sT)d8. 1 (fi~ J-iR) 
e 21ft . 

iR - i-:. 

When IJ. > 0, we may approximately set k = 0 and 
change the variable of integration to u = E2 S, 
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(A34) 

recognizing that the first integral here is nothing but the 
one (AI9) already evaluated with the result [c/r(y»)E1·" I 
T(1+IL ) /2. Y = (1 _ IJ. )/2; see (A22). To evaluate the se
cond, we may invoke (A20) on the ground that E2R 
=A lE/4- 0 as E + 0, obtaining 

_1_ fie2R jnle !4 
!([SU)l/2,0) exp(uTIE2)du=C u-y 

2rri 2 
- Ie R - iA1 e /4 

x exp(uT /E2) du, 

(A35) 

which, upon returning to the original variable s = u I E2, 
turns out to be 

the first term being the value at R - 00 and the error 
committed being estimated similarly to (A33). Thus, the 
main contributions of order El." cancel out, so that 

F~ut(T) = O(E1.") 

which is of higher order in E than is F!"(T). 

When IJ. = 0, the approximation k = 0 implies 
Wk,m(z) - WO,l/2(Z) =exp(- zI2), so that we can go back 
to (A15) and (A17), and write 

F~ut(T)= -. + - exp(sT)ds. 1 (11~ i-iR) 1 
2rrt iR . i~ S 

Hence 

F~ut(T)=O(~) =O(E), 

which is again of higher order in E than ~"(T). 

Summing up, thus, we can conclude for F.(T) 

= F!"(T) + F~ut(T) that 

j
E1." 

Fe (T) = const 
1/log[1/E) 

(A36) 

as indicated in (2.4). The first line of (A36) is valid in 
fact for '-I ~ 0, IJ. > 0 as one sees from (A22). 

APPENDIX B 

This appendix is to show, for the case of the example 
(2.8), that there exists a regularization with param
eter be that leaves the average 

F,(T) = (exp{ - Al r [( I x(t) I + E)-I - be ( I x(t) I + E)-2] dt}), 
o 

(B1) 

nonvanishing in the limit dO as indicated in (2.10). We 
assume that be + 0 in the limit because it is a regulariza
tion; consequently, we have Il + 0 for the parameter IJ. 
defined as previously by 

IJ.(1l+1)=2A2 =-2A1b, (11~ -1/2). 

The average (B1) can be expressed as the inverse 
Laplace transform (A17). Here, however, the integra-
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tion contour C may no longer be taken to be the imagin
ary axis of the s plane, for the potential function has a 
negative part which may produce some singularities in 
I(ae, k) in the right-hand half of the s plane. 

Here again, it is convenient to divide the complex s 
plane into two regions with a big circle of radius 
R=~1/4E. 

Let us first look at the region outside the circle, 
where Ik I .:;; ';2~le - 0 as dO implying Wk,m(z) - Wo,m(z), 
Moreover, since J.L to in the limit, we have 

W k.",(Z) - WO•1/2(Z) = exp( - z/2), 

so that 

£2/(aE, k) -l/s (s > R = A1 /4e) (B2) 

which has no Singularities in the region considered. 

In the inside region I ae I .:;; v'2~le - 0 as E'" O. For 
those factors comprising e2/(aE, k) in (A15), we get, on 
the one hand from (All), 23 

+ O(e loge, J.L 2e-1 loge)] 

where k = - 2A1/(85)1/2 as before, and 

(BS) 

Do(e) = ).L/(2A1el - loge, (B4) 

Dl (s) = log (- k) - 1/(2k) - >J1( 1 - k) - log2\1 - 2y 

with y=- >J1(1)=0. 577 being Euler's constant. On the 
other hand, we have 

1
~ 2 

Wk ,I/2(t)dl= r(l-k) [1+k{>J1(1-k/2)->J1(t-k/2)} 

'" + 0(jJ., E)]. (B5) 

In fact, from (A28) we get 

i
~ 1 

Wk,I/2(t) dk r(2 _ k) F(l, 2, 2 - k;l/ 2) + 0(jJ., E), 
e'" 

of which the hypergeometric function can be evaluated 
in the following way: Use one of the Gauss recurrence 
relations 

aF(a + 1, b, e;x) = eF(a, b, e;x) - (e - a)F(a, b, e + l;x) 

to derive 

F(1- J.l., 2 + J.l., 2 - k;x) = [Jl(J.l. + 1)]-1 

X[k(l- k)F(- Jl, 1 + jJ., - k;x) 

+ (1- k)(j.J. + k)F(- Jl, 1+ j.J., 2 - k;x) 

- 2k(1- k)F(- Jl, I + j.J., 1- k;x)] 

and then go to the limit j.J. - 0 using 

. / ) _ l-e ~ [ (a + e) (e -a + 1,]. F(a. 1 - a, c, 1 2 - 2 V1T r(e)/ r 2 r 2 I' 

then we obtain 

F(l, 2, 2 - k; 1/2) = 2(1 - k) [1 + k{>J1(l - k/2) - >J1( t - k/2)}] 

which we were unable to find in the available tables of 
mathematical formulas. 18 
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Thus, substituting (B3) and (B5) into (A15), we get 

E
2
/(cH. k)= - ~i [1 + k{ >J1(1- V ->J1(~ - ~)}]I 

(B6) 

in the approximation to neglect those error terms which 
should eventually vanish in the limit t'" O. Note that this 
function goes over to the asymptotic form (B2) already 
within the circle R if I k I «I, or I 5 I »\i/2. Thus, (B6) 
can be used all over the cut s plane. 

We can now see that the function E2 f(aE, k) is analytic 
all over the cut s plane except possibly for poles due to 
the zeros of its denominator, Do(E) + D1(s). To see this, 
it is enough to recall that :\.1> 0 implies Rek .:;; 0, in 
which region the digamma functions comprising its 
numerator and denominator are all analytic. Despite the 
factor - k = \1/(2s? /2 in front. (B6) remains finite as 
5-0: 

E2f(aE, k) - [\NDo(E) - (log2\1 + 2y)}l-1, 
s- a 

(B7) 

for 5 - 0 means I k I - 00 and 

1 1 (1 \ 
>J1(x)=log(x-l)+ 2(x-l) - 12(x-l)2 +0 (x_l)3) 

In order to decide on the possibility of poles, let us 
examine how the denominator of (B6) behaves on the 
positive real 5 axis. Asymptotically we have 

D(s)- Do(E) - (lOg2Al + 2y):=D(0) (s- 0) 

and 

(5 - 00). 

The latter is an increasing function of s. As a matter 
of fact, D(s) is monotone increasing over the entire 
range of 5 from 0 to 00 as one sees from the positivity 
of the weight function multiplying exp(kt) in 

D(s)=Do(E)-log2\1+ i~ (et~1 - ~+DeXp(kt)dl' 
a 

which is constructed by using Binet's formula 

>J1(x)c=logx- [~(et~I-1+1)eXp(-xt)dt (Rex>O) 

and >J1(1 + x) = >J1(x) + (l/x). Thus, D(s) has a zero, and in 
fact one Simple zero (say, at s = so) on the positive real 
s axis if and only if z4 

(B8) 

This is a necessary and sufficient condition for the func
tion (2 f(aE. k) to have a pole on the positive real axis. 

We remark here for later reference that the residue 
at the pole, if there is one, is positive: 

Res[EZ feat, k)ts
Q 

= [N(s) dD(s)/ds)t"so:> 0, (B'9) 

where N(s) denotes the numerator of (B6). In fact, the 
right-hand side is positive not only at so, but also for 
any 0.:;; s < "", for dD(s)/ds > 0 follows from the mono
tonicity of D(s) established above and N(s):> 0 from its 
integral representation 
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N(s) -1 (1-2 )£~ exp[(1-2x)t/2] dt 
(_k/X2) - + x 0 exp(t/2) + 1 

_£ ~ exp(- 2xt) dt> 0 
- (1+exp(-t/2»2 , 

o 

where x:;(I-k)/2~ 1/2 and the first line derives from 

>¥(z)=f~(exp(- t) _ exp(- tx) )dt 
o t 1 - exp( - t) 

as applied to the numerator of (B6), the second line 
being obtained by integration by parts. 

Now, we can turn to the discussion of F,(T), that is, 
the inverse Laplace transform (A17). There arise dif
ferent cases depending on how Jl + 0 as E to. 

Let us begin with the simplest cases where E2 !(aE, k) 
has no poles on the right-hand half of the s plane. In 
such cases, the contour C of the integral (A17) can be 
put on the imaginary s axis, which we divide into three 
regions: Isl<Ro' Ro<lsl<R, and Isl>RwithR=X1/ 

4E and an E-independent Ro» X~/S. The limit of the con
tribution F;l) from the first region depends critically on 
the behavior of Do(E) as E t O. If Jl was taken to be a con
stant (I JlI «1 as the foregoing argument requires), then 
Do(€) - Jl/(2X 1E) and F~l) would vanish like -€ ~ 0 in con
formity with the previous result (A36). However, if it 
is arranged that Do(E) approaches a certain constant 
- K as € ~ 0, then F~ll has a nonvanishing limit. This is, 
in fact, the case if the regularization counter term is 
chosen such that 

(BlOa) 

By (BS), we note, the condition of no pole requires that 

K < - (log2Al + 2y). (BlOb) 

When F;ll is nonvanishing in the limit, estimates similar 
to the one in Appendix A shows that the contributions to 
the integral (AI7) from the second and the third regions 
do not outweigh F;ll. Thus, under the conditions (BlO) 
we have 

(Bll) 

Among the cases where the pole comes in, two will 
be of particular interest. In either case, we move the 
contour of integration C to C{ + C;, where C; encircles 
the pole and C~ is on the imaginary axis. 

(i) Jl = JlO€I-0 with Jl o < 0, 0 < 0 < 1. 

As € ~O, we have 

D(O) = (JlO!2A1 )E- O 
- log(2X1E) - 2y - - co (BI2) 

and the position So of the pole and the residue are given 
approximate ly by 

so=Jl~/(2E20) and Res[E2!(aE,k)]=2. (B13) 

To make it certain that the pole lies within the circle 
R, however, we must change our R to R=A1 /(2E2P

), 

p> 0, taking advantage of the fact that the whole argu
ment so far remains valid as long as Se2R - 0 and X~! 
2R - 0 as E t 0; these conditions impose 0 < P < 1 and the 
existence of such a p> 0 is guaranteed by our presump
tion 0 < 0 < 1. 
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Thus, 

F,(T) -2 exp[2-1(JloN )2T] (Et 0), (B14) 

because the contribution from the contour C; vanishes 
as in (BIO) in the limit E t 0. Note that, as 0 + 1, this 
F,(T) for Xl> 0, Jl::= Jl O€1-0, (Jl o < 0) approaches the one. 
(A26), for A1 ::= 0, Jl = const (0 < - Jl «1). 

(ii) Jl = 2A1€[logE -K] with - (log2Al + 2y) <K < co, 

(B15) 

This means Do(€) = -K and 

D(O) = - K - (log2Al + 2y) < O. 

In this case, we can only write 

F ,(T) = Res[€2 !(ae, k)].=so exp(soT) 

I fi~ 
+ 21Ti . e2[(aE,k)exp(sT)ds, (BI6) 

-,~ 

where the pole So should be determined as the zero of 

(BI7) 

and the residue determined by (B9); such a pole exists 
for any value of K> - (log2A1 + 2y) and it indeed lies in 
the circle R. We notice that the function €2!(aE, k) is now 
independent of E: In fact, it is given by (B6) with the 
denominator D(s) in (BI7) and this does cover the 
asymptotic behavior (B2) outside the circle R. It is clear 
nevertheless that the first term dominates over the 
second at least at large T. Therefore, F,(T) cannot 
vanish identically. 

Denote the first term in (BI6) by F:ol(T). 

If, in particular, 0< K« 1, we note, So '" 6A~K and 

F~Ol(T) = 6 exp[6xiKT]. 

If, on the contrary, K» 1, then So '" 2A~K2 and 

F~Ol(T) = 2 exp[2xi~T]. (BIS) 
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Matrix elements of the generators of I U (n) and I 0 (n) and 
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The unitary continuous representations of U(n.l) and D(n.1) are discussed from the point of view 
of deformation of I U (n) and I D (n). It is shown that there are two general ways of writing the 
matrix elements of the infinitesimal generators of the groups U(n.l) and D(n.l). The first one is to 
write them as either pure real or pure imaginary. The second one is to write them as complex. We 
show how these different ways are related to each other. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The infinitesimal method has been a very successful 
tool in the investigation of unitary representations of 
Lie groups. In the case of the compact groups U(n) and 
O(n), the first successful attempt was made by Gel'fand 
and Zetlin1 when they determined the matrix elements 
of the infinitesimal generators of the groups. In the case 
of noncompact groups, U(n, 1) and O(n, 1) have been 
studied by many authors. In particular, the matrix ele
ments of the generators of U(n, 1) have been determined 
by Gel'fand and Graev2 and by Ottoson. 3 Those of O(n, 1) 
have been determined by Hirai,4 Ottoson, 5 Schwarz, 6 

and Wong. 7 There is, however, another approach re
garding the representations of U(n, 1) and O(n,1), and 
that is through the deformation of IU(n) and IO(n). This 
was first done by Chakrabarti. 8 Similar results were 
obtained by Wolf9 through multiplier representations. 
On the other hand, Rosen and Romanlo have discussed 
in detail the Lie algebra of these groups. 

In an attempt to unify these investigations, we came 
across an apparent problem. The problem is: The 
matrix elements of the infinitesimal generators of U(n, 1) 
and O(n, 1) obtained by Chakrabarti are complex,. while 
those obtained by the other authors are either pure real 
or pure imaginary. We shall show in Secs. III and IV 
that there is no contradiction between these results, We 
have thus reached the following conclusion: There are 
two general ways of expressing the matrix elements of 
the generators of U(n,1) and O(n, 1). The first one is 
to write them as either pure real or pure imaginary. 
This is a matter of definition of the generators. One 
can see this already in the case of the compact group 
O(n). The original Gel'fand-Zetlin matrix elements 
for O(n) were in terms of the matrix Ail<' which has 1 
at the ith row and kth column and - 1 at the kth row and 
ith column, As a result, A 2k +1,21<' for example, has 
matrix elements which are pure real. On the other hand, 
the later papers by Pang and Hechtll and by Wong12 used 
Jlj' where J ii has i at the ith row and jth column and - i 
at the jth row and ith column. As a result, their J 2k +I ,2k 

has matrix elements which are pure imaginary. We see 
therefore that this is purely a matter of definition of the 
generators of the group. This difference of definition, 
however, has an influence on at least two properties of 
the generators. The first influence is on the commuta-
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tion relations of the generators. The second influence 
is on the properties of the generators under Hermitian 
conjugation. We shall see in subsequent sections that 
for U(n, 1) the difference of these two properties perSists 
in the different definitions of the generators given by 
Rosen and Roman on the one hand and by Gel' fand and 
Graev and Ottoson on the other. 

The second way is to write the matrix elements of 
the generators as complex, This is done by Chakrabarti. 8 

ThiS, in principle, corresponds to adding a phase fac
tor to the matrix elements. We shall show how 
Chakrabarti's results can be reconciled with the results 
of Gel'fand and Graev, and Ottoson in the case of U(n, 1) 
and with Hirai, ottoson, Schwarz, and Wong in the case 
of O(n, 1). 

II. REPRESENTATIONS OF tUrn) AND DEFORMATION 
to U(n, 1) 

IU(n) is a group which is made of the semidirect pro
duct of U(n) and I(2n). The generators of U(n) are labeled 
by A; (i,j = 1,2, ., ., n) and the generators of I(2n) by 
I~+1! Iy+1 (i=1,2, .. . ,n), The commutation relations 
are 

with 

[AJ ,A~] = o:A~ - oJA1, 

[Aj ,P.+I] = - o;I~+l> 

[AJ ,1;+1] = otljn+\ 

[II Ji ]=[In+1 In+l]=[I~+l [i ]=0 
n +l' n +l i, J t' n "f'l 

(A;)+=A{, 

(I~+l)+=Irl (i,j,k,l = 1,2, ' , "n). 

Chakrabarti has shown that the matrix elements of 
1:+1 are given by 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

=K(II'j.a(hin+1-hJn -i+j.+ ~)II'j:~(hl"_I-hJn -:-i:j))1/2 
D1';i"n(hin -hin -z+J+l)(hin -hin -Z+J) 

H'i 

= (h II"n+11 hin -1)* (7) 

Without loss of generality, we can choose K to be equal 
to 1, The (infinite-dimensional) basis is labeled by (n 
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- 1) numbers in the first row, followed by the familiar 
Gel'fand basis for U(n), 

hilt h~' hn - 1n hrm 

h1n- 1 hn - 1n- 1 

hll 

with the usual inequalities 

and 

(8) 

but allowing the two extreme numbers to tend to infinity: 

hln - co, hrm - - co. 

The matrix element in (7) differs from the Gel'fand
Zetlin matrix element in A~+J. by a factor of 

[- (h In +1 - hin + j)(hn+tn+l - hin - n + j)]I/2. (9) 

The group U(n) is then extended to U(n)® U(l) by in
troducing an extra parameter ~ and the generator A~:~, 
such that 

(10) 

The deformation to U(n, 1) is then obtained by taking 
the semidirect product of U(n)® U(l) with 12n : [U(n) 
® U(1)]xI2n - U(n, I), If one defines 

A~+l=±[A,I.:+l] +i€I.:+1' 

Ar1 = ± [A,Irl] + iEI.:+l 

with 

n 

A =6P+IP 
(2) I =1 I n +1 , 

one finds that 

A~+I = - (Arl )+, 

[A~+HA~+1] = [A~+I,A.r11= 0, 

and 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

In other wordS, the generators A; (i,j=l, ••. , n+ 1) 
now generate the algebra of U(n,l), according to the 
definition of Gel' fand and Graev. 

The nonzero matrix elements of A~+l and A~+l turn out 
to be complex: 

<Jzin - 1 )A~+l ) h) 

801 

=[H~ -n)+iE - (hin -j)]<Jzin -1/I:+
1
/h) 

=-(h/A~+l/hJn-l)* (j=I" •• ,n). 
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(19) 

III. RECONCILIATION OF CHAKRABARTI'S RESULTS 
WITH THOSE OF GEl'FAND AND GRAEV 

We know, however, from the results of Gel'fand and 
Graev, that the matrix elements of A~+l for U(n, 1) are 
pure imaginary. To reconcile the two results, we now 
calculate the value of A~+lA~+l from Chakrabarti, 
obtaining 

"6 <Jzin - 11~+Y) h)(h )A~+I) hin -1) 
h 

We know that the principal continuous series of 
Gel' fand and Graev is given by 

hIn+l = - n/2 + z, (21) 

hn+
ln

+1=n/2+z*, (22) 

where z is a complex number and z* is the complex con
jugate of z. Comparing (10) with (21) and (22), we obtain 

~=2Rez • 

Let us now make the identification 

E=Imz. 

Then the first term on the right-hand side of (20) 
becomes 

- [(Rez - n/2 - hin + j)2 + (Imz)2] 

= - [ (Rez - n/2 - hin + j + i Imz) 

x (Rez - n/2 - hin + j -- iImz)] 

= - [(z - n/2 -hin +j)(z* -n/2 -hin +j)] 

= - (h In +1 - hin + j)(hn+1n +I - hin - n + j). 

But the last expression in (25) is just the square 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

of the factor suppressed [see (9)]. We see therefore 
that Chakrabarti's result (19) is in agreement with that 
of Gel'fand and Graev, except that Gel'fand and Graev 
now make a further demand that, in view of (16), one 
requires that the matrix elements of A~+1 be pure imag
inary, Thus the matrix elements of A~+1" according to 
Gel' fand and Graev, are 

<Jzin -1 )~+llh) 

= (_ II7:t(hl n+1 - hin - i + j ~ 1)~7:f(hl n-1 - hin -: i ~j») 1 /2 

II l"I"n (h ln - hin - 1 + J + 1 )(h ln - hin - 1 + J) 
Ui 

(26) 

This is a pure imaginary quantity because the factor 
under the square root in (26) is negative, due to the 
branching laws of U(n, 1). 

We would like to mention here that, in this connection, 
there are two different ways of defining the generators 
of U(n,I). One way is according to Gel'fand and Graev: 
Eqs. (1), (5), (16), (17), and (18). In this case the 
commutation relations are exactly the same as for the 
generators of U(n + 1). However, Eq. (16) is different 
from the corresponding equation for U(n + 1). As a re
sult, the matrix elements of A!+H Ar l

, i = 1, ... , n, 
are pure imaginary, The second way of defining the 
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generators of U(n, 1) is according to Rosen and Roman, 
where instead of Eqs. (1), (16), and (18), we have 

(27) 

and 

[A;,A~J=g:A; - ~A:, (28) 

where 

gt=g~=o 0 0 =t.: = - t.::~= 1, 

gJ = 0, for i * j. (29) 

According to this definition the generators of U(n,l) 
under Hermitian conjugation, Eq. (27), behave the same 
way as the generators of U(n+ 1). However, the com
mutation relations (28) are different. If one uses this 
definition, then the matrix elements of A~~u Ar1 

(i = 1, •.. , n) are real, but they differ from those of 
the generators of U(n + 1), i. e., the Gel'fand-Zetlin 
results, by a factor of y -=-r. 

Speaking of the definition by Rosen and Roman, we 
would also like to point out that the connection 
Chakrabartt makes of his result with those of Rosen and 
Roman, i. e., 

(30) 

is valid only for i, j = 1 , 2, ... , n. For i = j = n + 1, one 
has to make the identification 

and 

En~l,j = i(Arl -A~+I)' F n+1,J = - (Aj~1 +A~+I)' 

E j ,n+1 = i(A~+1 - Ar l
), F r,n+l = - (A~+1 + Ar

1
), 

(31) 

in order that the commutation relations (42), (43), and 
(44) of Rosen and Roman may be satisfied, i.e., 

[E"v, Ep.J=g"pE"" - gvpE". + g".Epv - h""Ep,,' 

[F "V' Fp.J = g"pEw + gvpE". - g"j£pv - gwEp,,' 

[E"v' Fp.J=g"pF va -gvpF uo + g".F"v -gJp,,' 

where gu ='" =gnn = - gn+l,n+l = 1. 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

One sees therefore that if one uses the EI'v and FI''' 
of Rosen and Roman as the infinitesimal generators, 
then the matrix elements of En +1,j' for example, are 

real and under Hermitian conjugation: 

(35) 

We therefore conclude that another way of expressing 
the matrix elements of the infinitesimal generators of 
U(n, 1) is by means of the E I'll and F u" of Rosen and 
Roman. In that case the matrix elements of En +1,1 are 
real, and under Hermitian conjugation, En +1,/ = E j ,n+1" 

IV. IO(n) -+ O(n, 1) 

10(n) is actually the Euclidean group in n dimensions, 
consisting of combining rotation and translation in an 
n-dimensional Euclidean space. For example, 10(2) 
consists of rotation and translation in a plane. There 
are three parameters: one for rotation and two for 
translation. This is called E3 by Miller, 13 where the 
number 3 refers to the number of parameters. Miller's 
E6 is the same as 10(3)0 The matrix elements of E6, as 
found by Miller (Theorem 6.3, Eq. 6.30), are in 
agreement with Chakrabarti's results for 10(3) upon the 
following identification: 

(36) 

For the 10(n) group the generators obey the following 
commutation relations: 

[Jab' j Cd] == i«\cJ btl + O~ac - 0adJbc - 0bcJ ad)' (37) 

[Jab' In +1 J = i (0 a!n +1 b - 0b!n +1 a)' (38) 

[In+1 a,ln+lb ]=0 (39) 

(a, b, c, d= 1, ... ,n). 

Chakrabarti has shown that the matrix elements of 
12k+12/< for 10 (2k) are made up of representations with 
(k - 1) numbers in the first row, followed by the Gel' fand 
pattern for 0(2k): 

with 

<I 
11 I I h)- (I I I I h + 1)*-~ (n;.2(Z2/i+1 a -l2k t - 1)(l2,,+1 a + l2"1 )n~-.;\ (l2"_1 a -l2/< J -1)([2/<_1 a + l2k J) ) 1/2 

12kj + 2k+1-2k - I 2k+12/i 2kj - 2 nk (1 2 _12 )(12 _l22 - 212-
J 
-1) 

atJ 2k-1 a 21<i 2" a k J " 

= - (j12kJ + 1112k2k+tlh), (40) 

where 

l2k = h2k + k - ()(, l2k-1 = h 2k- 1 + k - ()( 0 

For 10(2k -1) the basis vectors are 

h2k 2 ••• h2k k-l h2k k 

~1 
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(41) 

(42) 

IWith 

I I > 
.(n~.2(1~a-l~k_lj) 

(h 2k- 1 j + 1 12k- 12k h = - t [2 (4[2 . _ 1) 
2k-1j 2k-l, 

n".1 ~ 2k-2 ,,- 21<-11 k-l ,[2 F) ) 1 /2 (43) 

(44) 

The deformation to O(n, 1) is given by 
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I n n+l = (i/v~ (2»[ ~/2,ln n+1] + Alnn+U 

where 

and 
n 

~= L .ttJ' 
I(J.l 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Notice that we have added a factor of t to ~ in Eq. 
(45). This is necessary in order to obtain the correct 
commutation relations for G(n, 1): 

(48) 

This factor has been correctly added by Wolf in his de
formation formula, Eq .• (4.4).14 This also changes 
Chakrabarti's Eq. (6.14) to read 

(49) 

(j=I, ••• ,n). 

Accordingly the matrix elements are 

(h2kJ + II J 2k+l2k Ih) 

={-i(h2kJ +k -j + t)+ >..}(h2kJ + 1112k+l2k Ih), (50) 

(h2k-1J + IIJ2k-12k I h) 

={ - i(h2k-lf + k - j) + >..}(h2k-lJ + 1112k-12k I h), (51) 

and 

(52) 

Comparing this with the results of G(n, 1), obtained 
by Hirai, Ottoson, SChwarz, and Wong, we find that 
they agree if one makes the following identifications: 

First for G(2k -1,1): A=il2k 1 (53) 

This is especially consistent with the results of Wong, 7 

who has explicitly stated that 12k 1 must be either zero 
or pure imaginary, since A is real. 

Again, (51) gives a complex quantity. So we shall find 
the value of IJ2k_12k12 from (51): 

I (h 2k-l J + 11 J 2k-l 2k I h2k _l J) 12 = (A 2 + l~_1 J), 

I <iz2k-1 J + 11 12k-12k I h2k -l J) 12 

= (-1~k-1 + l~k-l + l~k_l J) I (h2k-l J + 11 12k-12k I h2k_l J > 12. 

(54) agrees with the results of G(n, 1). 

(54) 

Next for G (2k, 1): One has from the principal series 

h2k +ll =t-k +ic. 

If one makes the identification 

C=A, 

one obtains from (50) 

I (h2kJ + IIJ2k+12k IhW / I (h2kJ + 11 12k+12k I hW 

= A 2 + (1 2k J + t )2 

= - (h2k +11 - t + k)2 + (12k! + t )2 
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(55) 

(56) 

= - (12k+l1 - t)2 + (1 2k J + t)2 

= (12kJ + 12k+11)(l2kJ -12k+ll + 1) 

= - (12k+ll -12k J - 1 )(12k+ll + 12k J)' (57) 

Equation (57) again agrees with the results of G(2k, 1) 
obtained by Ottoson and others. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We see therefore that Chakrabarti's results in both 
lU(n) - U(n, 1) and IO(n) - G(n, 1) can be reconciled with 
the results of Gel'fand and Graev, and Ottoson and 
others. The representations of U(n, 1) and G(n, 1) thus 
obtained are continuous representations. The matrix 
elements obtained by Chakrabarti appear to be complex, 
but they can be reduced to either pure real or pure 
imaginary by working out their. absolute value squared 
and then taking the square root. The results then agree 
with each other. We can therefore say that the matrix 
elements of the generators of U(n,1), at least for the 
continuous representation, can be (a) complex or (b) 
pure imaginary or pure real. The first case (a) cor
responds to the results obtained by Chakrabarti. The 
second case, i. e., pure imaginary, corresponds to the 
results of Gel'fand and Graev. In the case where one 
defines the generators according to Rosen and Roman f 

then one obtains the matrix elements as pure real, 
which, however, is just a variation of case (b). 

In the case of G(n, 1), for the continuous representa
tion, the matrix elements of the generators again can be 
either (a) complex or (b) pure imaginary, for the off
diagonal part of J2k+12k and J2k-12k' The case where the 
matrix elements are pure real is just a variation of the 
definition of the generators from case (b). For the diag
onal matrix elements of J 2k- 12k , it is always reaL The 
first case (a) corresponds to Chakrabarti's results (with 
a correction of a factor of t) and the second case (b) 
corresponds to the results given by several authors, 
among whom are Hirai, Ottoson, Schwarz, and Wong. 
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Killing inequalities for relativistically rotating fluids * 
R. O. Hansen and Jeffrey Winicour 

Department of Physics. University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260 
(Received 18 September 1974) 

For rigidly rotating fluids in general relativity. it is shown that the angular momentum density is 
everywhere positive. This result depends on a global inequality satisfied by the Killing scalars. The 
inequality follows. via the Hopf theorem. from an elliptic equation (essentially one of the field 
equations) on the scalars. A derivation of the field equations in terms of the manifold of Killing 
orbits is presented. Possible generalizations of the result to systems with differential rotation or 
interior event horizons are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a general asymptotically flat space-time, the as
symptotic symmetries define certain energy-momentum 
linkages in terms of two-dimensional integrals over sur
faces at infinity. 1 The resulting total energy-momentum 
is unique up to the usual transformation properties of a 
Lorentz four-vector as in special relativity. However, 
the total angular momentum not only contains an arbi
trary amount of momentum (corresponding to the choice 
of axis freedom in special relativity) but also an arbi
trary amount of supermomentum resulting from the su
per-translational freedom associated with radiative 
space -times. From an asymptotic point of view, total 
angular momentum is less rigid a concept than total en
ergy-momentum. However, when these surface integrals 
are converted to three-dimensional volume integrals 
over the interior, neither the energy-momentum density 
nor the angular momentum density have their usual de
gree of special relativistic uniqueness. While total en
ergy- momentum is well defined, there is no density ri
gidly associated with it. Consequently, neither energy 
density nor angular momentum density retain the same 
local phYSical significance they possess in special 
relativity. 

For space-times with global symmetries the situation 
is quite different. The linkages reduce to the corre
sponding Komar integrals2 for which unique densities 
can be defined. Here we consider asymptotically flat 
space-times with two global commuting Killing vectors 
corresponding to a time translation and a spatial rota
tion, so that the associated components of total energy 
and total angular momentum and their densities are all 
mathematically well defined. For such systems, the en
ergy density and angular momentum density are in close 
agreement with their standard forms in the special rela
tivistic limit (see Sec. 2). This gives some assurance 
that these densities have useful physical meaning in gen
eral relativity. More reassuring is the positive-definite 
nature of the energy density in the strong curvature case 
given reasonable matter conditions. Similar results con
cerning the angular momentum density would not be ex
pected even for axisymmetric special relativistic sys
tems since different portions of the system could have 
oppOSing rotational motion about the same axis. How
ever, in special relativity, the angular momentum den
sity of a system with uniform sense of rotation about a 
given axis is uniformly positive (or negative). Our ma
jor result is a similar property of the angular momen
tum density of a uniformly rotating general relativistic 
fluid. 
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We begin in Sec. 2 with a discussion of the Komar in
tegrals which shows that our result is not manifestly 
obvious as in the flat space case, but depends upon a 
certain global inequality involving the Killing scalars. 
To establish this inequality, we set up in Sec. 3 a geo
metrical formalism for interior solutions based upon 
the Geroch treatment of the manifold of Killing trajec
tories. In Sec. 4, we show that a certain combination of 
Killing scalars satisfies a two-dimensional elliptic equa
tion whose source terms do not depend upon the material 
properties of the interior. This equation leads via the 
Hopf theorem to the desired inequality, 

2. THE KOMAR INTEGRALS 

Let ~oQ and ~la be commuting Killing vectors corre
sponding to a time translation and spatial rotation, re
spectively. We fix their extensions by the requirements 
that 

at infinity and that solutions of 

dxa/d¢ = ~la 

describe closed rotational orbits for the parameter 
range 0 ~ ¢ .,;;: 27T, The mass and angular momentum are 
then given by the Komar integrals over two-surfaces at 
infinity 

M=-~fV'[a~ b1dS 87T G ab 

and 

J=l!7T fV'[a~lbldSab' (2,2) 

The minus sign difference between the forms of these 
integrals arises because the Komar integral gives the 
covariant energy component. The factor of 2 difference 
is less trivial: It arises from virial effects (see below), 

By means of Einstein's equations 

Gab = 8rrTab (2.3) 

and the Gauss theorem, these integrals lead to the vol
ume integrals over the interior 

and 

(2.5) 
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where we choose our integration regions to contain the 
rotational orbits, 3 so that 

~1b dSb = 0. 

The integrand in Eq. (2.5) is the standard angular 
momentum density of a special relativistic system. The 
special relativistic energy density, ~o4Tab, does not 
agree with the integrand in (2.4). However, Eq. (2.4) 
does give the correct total energy for a stationary (but 
rotating) special relativistic system via the virial 
theorem, 

The energy densities agree to the extent that stresses 
are negligible compared with energy denSity. Further
more, the energy density defined by (2.4) is positive for 
general relativistic systems without unduly negative 
stresses, so that it provides a useful density associated 
with total active gravitational mass. 

For an axisymmetric rotating fluid, the stress
energy is given by 

T·b = (/1 +p)u·ub +pftb, 

with 

u· = (- </Jr1 /2(~0· + n~1·)' 

where 

</J = AOO + 2nA01 + n2AU 

and 

This leads to 

and 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2. 10) 

The timelike nature of the hydrodynamical stream 
lines implies that 7jJ is negative, so that the sign of the 
angular momentum density is determined by A01 + nA11l 

where All > 0 except on the axis where it vanishes. In 
the special relativistic limit, A01 - ° and the density is 
strictly positive when the angular velocity n is positive. 
However, to decide this question in the strong curvature 
case, we need the interior Einstein equations. 

3. THE FIELD EQUATIONS 

We use a formalism developed by Geroch4 for space
times admitting two commuting Killing vectors. Since 
the field equations have been given only for source-free 
fields, we here present a general derivation of the equa
tions with sources. 

Let (M, g.b) be a space-time admitting a pair of com
muting Killing vectors, ~o· and ~1·' We assume that ~oa 
is everywhere timelike and ~1 a everywhere spacelike. 
It is convenient to introduce upper-case Latin indices4 

with the range 0, 1, 5 and write ~A· for the Killing vec
tors. Upper-case Latin indices will be raised and low-
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ered with the alternating symbol (AB (with (00 = Ell = 0, 
E01 = - E10 = 1), using the rules 

(3.1) 

Two points p and q in M are said to lie on the same 
orbit if there is a curve from p to q whose tangent is 
everywhere a linear combination of ~04 and ~1·' The set 
S of orbits possesses (locally) a manifold structure. 
Furthermore, there is a natural, .sme-to-one corre
spondence4 between tensor fields T· .. · b

e ••• d on S and ten
sor fields T· .. · b

e ... d on M which satisfy 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

ThUS, we shall speak of tensor fields on M satisfying 
(3.2) and (3.3) as tensor fields on S. 

The Killing scalars AAB = ~A m ~B m are scalar fields on 
S; the timelike character of the orbits requires that 

(3.4) 

define a positive scalar field -r2 on S. A metric hab and 
alternating tensor lEab on S are given by 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Note that indices of tensors on S may be raised and 
lowered using either hab or gab' with the same result. 
Furthermore, if Ta ••• be ••• d is a tensor field on S, then 
so is 

(3.7) 

Equation (3.7) defines the derivative operator D. on S. 
The Riemann tensor P. .be

d of S is given by 

(3.8) 

where ka is any vector field on S. 

We wish to write a collection of equations, equivalent 
to Einstein's equation, involving only tensor fields on 
S. To do this, we require one more pair of scalar fields, 
C A, defined by 

(3.9) 

Following the procedure given by Geroch,4 we obtain the 
equations 

D m(T-1 DmAAB) = T-3 AAB (DmAMN)(DmAMN) 

+2T-SCACB - 2T-IRmn~Am~Bn, 

DacA =- .f2TE.mRmn~An, 

Rab = tT-2(D.AMN)(DbAMN ) +T-1DaD
b
T 

- 2T-4h.bAMNCMCN + hamhb"Rm"' 

where R.b is the Ricci tensor of M. 
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It is convenient to separate (3, 12) into its trace and 
trace-free parts: 

p. =iT~(Dm><MN)(DmAMN) +T-1DmDmT 

- 4T-4AMNCMCN + hmnRmn, 

P. ab - ~ha,fl = ~T-2(DaAMN)(DoAMN) 

- tT-2hao(DmAMN)(DmAMN) 

+ T-1 DaDoT - iT-1haoDmDmT 

+ ha mho nRmn - ~habhmnRm"' 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Equation (3.13) may be simplified somewhat. Contract 
(3.10) with AAB, to obtain 

and substitute into (3.13): 

P. =~T-2(DmAMN)(DmAMN) - 6T-4AMN CMCN 

+ hmnRmn + 2T-2AMNRmn~Mm~Nn. 

(3. 15) 

(3.16) 

The left-hand side of (3.14) vanishes identically; thus 
we have 

DaDbT - thabDmDmT +tT-1(DaAMN)(DbAMN) 

- tT-1hab(DmAMN)(DmAMN) + T(ha mhb nRmn - ~habhm"Rmn) 

=0. 

The Bianchi identity 

takes the form 

Dm(Thm"RnP~l) = 0, 

Dm[ T(ha "hm
P RnP - t hamhnP R nP ) 1 

+thmnRmnDaT + T-1AMNDa(Rmn~Mm~Nn) 

+ 2.f2 T-2AMN CM€.a mRmn~Nn = O. 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.20) 

Equation (3.19) is the integrability condition for (3.11), 
The role of (3.20) is more subtle. The divergence of the 
left-hand side of (3. 17) vanishes if (3.10), (3.11), (3.16), 
and (3.20) are satisfied. But the left-hand side of (3.17) 
is a symmetric, trace-free tensor field Sab on S. If 
Sab vanishes on a closed curve bounding some region in 
S, and if its divergence vanishes everywhere in the re
gion, then Sab vanishes there. Thus, if (3.10), (3.11), 
(3.16), and (3.20) are satisfied, and if (3.18) is satis
fied on some closed curve in S, then (3.18) is satisfied 
everywhere in the region bounded by the curve. 

Let TAB' e Aa' and tab be defined by 
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TAB = T mn~Am~Bn, 

eAa=hamTmn~An, 

tab = ha mhb nT mn' 
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(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Substituting for Rab from the Einstein equation (2.3) in 
(3.10), (3.11), (3.16), (3.20), and (3.18), we obtain 

Dm(T-1DmAAB) = T-3AAB(DmAMN)(DmAMN) +2T-3CACB 

- 167TT-1(TAB - t AAB T), 

Dac A = - 8.f2 7TT€.a me Am' 

P. =tT-2(DmAMN)(DmAMN) - 6T-4AMN CMCN 

+ 87T(T + 4T-2AMN T MN)' 

Dm(Ttam) - TT MNDa(T-2AMN) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

+ 2.f2 T~AMN CM€.a meNm = 0, (3.27) 

DoDoT +tT-1(DaAMN)(DbAMN) - tT-1hab(DmAMN) (DmAMN) 

+ T-3habAMN CMCN + 87TTtab = 0, 

where 

(3.28) 

(3.19) 

Equations (3.24)-(3.28) are equivalent to Einstein's 
equation. That is to say, a 2-manifold S with metric 
hab and fields AAB, CA, TAB' eAa, and tab satisfying 
(3.24)-(3.27) in some region of S, and (3.28) on the 
boundary of that region, determines a unique space
time (;,'0'1, gab), with two commuting Killing vectors, satis
fying Einstein's equation. 

We require the field equations only for perfect fluids, 
described by (2.6), Decompose the four-velocity ua into 

Substitution into the field equations gives 

Dm(T-1 DmAAB) = T-3AAB(DmAMN)(DmAMN) + 2T-3CACB 

(3.30) 

- 167TT-1[(J.L + P)UAUB +t(J.L - p)AAB], (3.31) 

DacA=-8.f27T(J.L+P)TuA€'amVm, (3.32) 

p =tT-2(DmAMN)(DmAMN) - 6T-4AMNCMCN + 87T(J.L +p), 

(3.33) 

VaDm[(J.L +p)Tvml + (Jl +P)TvmDmv. 

- (J.L + p)TvmD.v m + T-1(J.L +p)AMND.(UMUN) 

+ T DaP - 2.f2 r 2(J.L +p)AMNcMCNEa mVm = 0, (3.34) 

DaDbT +tT-1(DaAMN)(DbAMN) - tT-1h.b(DmAMN)(DmAMN) 

+ T-3habAMNCMCN + 87TT[(J.L +p)vaVb +Phab ] = O. (3.35) 

Equation (3.34) can be simplified by substituting from 
(3, 32). This gives 

T-1(J.L + P )AMN Da(UMU N) 

= - T(ha m +v.vm)Drn/J + (J.L + plEa mVm(T€.nPDnvp 

- 2{2T~AMNCMUN)' (3.36) 

(J.L +P)VmDmUA = - uAvmDrn/J, (3.37) 

Dm(TJ.Lvm) =-pDm(TV m). (3.38) 

Equations (3.36) and (3.37) are the equations of hydro
static support in the directions perpendicular and paral
lel to the flow of convective circulation, respectively. 
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Equation (3. 38) expresses the conservation of convective 
flux. 

We now specialize to the case of vanishing convective 
circulation, i. e., va = O. The four-velocity then takes 
the form 

(3.39) 

the field equations become 

Dm(r1 DmAAB) = T-3 AAB (DmAMN)(DmAMN) + 2T-3 C ACB 

+ 87TT-1[(J.L + 3p)AAB + (J.L + p)T2<J! -lS ASB]' 

(3.40) 

DacA=O, (3.41) 

R. =tT-3(DmAMN)(DmAMN) - 6T-iAMNCMCN + 87T(J.L +p), 

R. =tT-2(DmAI')(DmAI') + 87T(J.L +p), 

t(J.L +p)<J!-lDaw=-D,p. 

4. THE KILLING INEQUALITIES 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

We now return to the question of the sign of 17 = A01 

+ nAu which determines the sign of the angular momen
tum density. We assume uniform fluid rotation with po
sitive angular velocity n. The problem then is to show 
that 17 is positive throughout the fluid interior. 

Equations (3.46)-(3.48) are the entire set of field 
equations for such a system. The key equation for our 
purpose results from skewing Eq. (3.46) with AS and Sy 
to obtain 

(4.1) 

(3.42) This is equivalent to 

HJ.L +P)<J!-lDa<J!- t(J.L +p)<J!-lAMNDa(SMSN) =- D,p, (3.43) JVf." sSlAsDm(T-1DmAex) = 0, (4.2) 

DaDbT +tT-1(DaAMN)(DbAMN) - tT-1hab(DmAMN)(DmAMN) 

+T-3habAMNcMCN + 87TPThab= O. (3.44) 

Roughly speaking, SA represents the angular velocity of 
the system with respect to infinity,7 and <J! the Newtonian 
plus centrifugal potentials. We further assume that the 
system rotates rigidly, so that the second term in (3.43) 
vanishes. 

We now impose the condition that the system possess 
a regular axis of symmetry, 8 where T = O. We take as 
our axis conditions that the manifold S be extendable to 
a manifold with boundary S, the boundary corresponding 
to the axis, and that S have a regular metric hab which 
agrees with hab on the interior. 9 We henceforth assume 
that S has been so extended, and delete the carets. 

Several results follow immediately from the axis as
sumptions. First, since the Killing vectors are linearly 
dependent on the axis, C A vanishes there. Thus, in the 
absence of convective circulation, cA vanishes every
where. Next, the regularity of the left-hand side of 
(3.14) requires that (3.44) be satisfied on the axis. 
Thus, we need only satisfy (3.44) on some curve, bound
ing the region of interest, with end points on the axis. 
We take this to be a curve at infinity, on which (3.44) is 
again automatically satisfied by virtue of asymptotic 
flatness. Furthermore, since AAB" J.L, p, SA, and <J! are 
all well-behaved fields on M, they must have vanishing 
normal derivatives on the axis. 8 

Finally, we simplify our notation by identifying a 
Greek index witheach symmetric pair of upper-case 
Latin indices. 4 Greek indices are raised and lowered 
with the symmetric metric Gas defined by 

(3.45) 

In this spirit, we write Sa = S AS B. The field equations 
for a stationary axisymmetric, asymptotically flat, ri
gidly rotating perfect fluid then take the form 

Dm(T-1 DmXa) = T-3Xa (DmAI')(DmA,J 

+87TT-1(J.L+3p)Xa +(J.L+p)r<J!-lSa ], (3.46) 
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where 

so that 17 = XaN"'. Also, note that <J! = XaS". Because N'" 
and S' are constant matrices, we can rewrite (4.2) in 
the form 

(4.3) 

Viewed as an elliptic equation for <J!-1 17, (4.3) becomes 

(4.4) 

This is a well-behaved equation to which the Hopf theo
rem10 is applicable in the open region D bounded by the 
axis T = 0 and the velocity of light curvell <J! = O. Conse
quently, each point of D has a neighborhood in which 
<J!-1 17 is either constant or does not have a maximum. 

Consider the boundary of D. On the axis <J!-1 17 vanishes. 
On the velocity of light curve, 

Aoo + 2nAo1 + n2AU = 0, 

which implies that 

17=tn-1(n2All- AOO) > O. 

Consequently <J!-1 17 - - 00 as the velocity of light curve is 
approached from the interior of D. Furthermore, as
ymptotic flatness implies that 17 > 0 for all points in D 
sufficiently far from the source. Consequently, the set 
of points E cD for which <J!-1 17 > 0 must have compact 
closure. If E were nonempty, then <J!-1 17 would attain a 
maximum at some interior points. But this would vio
late the Hopf theorem. 12 

We conclude that <J!-1 17 < 0 in D. Since any fluid source 
must be restricted to the region D plus the axis, this 
establishes the required result concerning the angular 
momentum density. 

Furthermore, in the region <J! > 0 outside the velocity 
of light curve, the same argument implies that <J!-1 17 > O. 
Consequently, 17 > 0 throughout the space-time except 
on the axis where 17 = O. 
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Similarly, consider the Killing scalar 

II = AOO + nA01 = l/! - n7jo 

Then l/!-1 11 satisfies Eq. (4.4) when 7j is replaced every
where by II. Repeating the above argument, the Hopf the
orem then implies that II < 0 throughout the space-time. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The global inequalities for the Killing scalars 7j and 
II obtained in Sec. 4 provide fundamental restrictions on 
the possible interior and exterior geometries for uni
formly rotating fluid stars. In particular, the inequality 
for 7j insures a positive angular momentum density for 
such systems. There are, however, two conditions un
derlying our derivation of this result which deserve fur
ther investigation. 

First is the condition of completeness of the space
time as a stationary manifold and the resulting implica
tions for the manifold of trajectories S. This rules out 
not only the possibility of singularities but also the ex
istence of black holes interior to the fluid region, as 
described by Bardeen. 13 The existence of black holes 
would complicate the establishment of the necessary 
boundary conditions on the Killing scalars needed for 
application of the Hopf theorem. 

Second is the uniform rotation condition n = const. If 
this were weakened to the condition n ~ 0, would our re
sults still hold? In the general case of differential rota
tion with uniform sense, Eq. (4.2) still applies but the 
steps leading to Eq. (4.3) would no longer be valid. Con
sequently, the arguments presented in Sec. 4 are not 
applicable to this case. One might expect on the basis 
of the Newtonian limit that the angular momentum den
sity remain positive. But in the Newtonian case this re
sult follows from strictly local arguments whereas even 
in the case of uniform rotation non-local features play 
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an important role in the general relativistic case. The 
problem can be restated in terms of the velocity v, in
troduced by Bardeen, 13 which measures the rotational 
velocity of the fluid relative to local zero angular mo
mentum observers. The angular momentum density has 
the same sign as v. It is conceivable for differential ro
tation with n ~ 0 that global inertial effects might cause 
portions of the fluid with small angular velocities to be
have as if they were counterrotating (v < 0) with respect 
to the local observers. 

lJ. Winicour and L. Tamburino, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 601 
(1965). 

2A. Komar, Phys. Rev. 113, 934 (1959). 
3Because of the surface independence of the Komar integrals, 
this choice does not limit generality. 

4R. Geroch, J. Math. Phys. 13, 394 (1972). 
5More precisely, we regard the upper-case Latin indices as ab
stract indices over the Lie algebra of Killing vector fields on 
M. 

6B. Carter, J. Math. Phys. 10, 70 (1969). 
7We scale SA so that its component in the Killing direction 
which is timelike at infinity is unity [cf. (2.7) and (2.8)1. 

8B. Carter, Comm. Math. Phys. 17, 233 (1970). 
9It appears that our conditions are equivalent to the usual axis 
regularity conditions. However, on the axis, hab becomes a 
direction-dependent tensor field on M, so that the equivalence 
is not immediately evident. 

lOSee, e.g., S. Bochner and K. Yano, Curvature ami Betti 
Number (Princeton D.P., Princeton, N.J., 1953), p. 26. 

11 In the Newtonian limit, this curve is a straight line parallel 
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B. S. DeWitt (Gordon and Breach, New York, 1973), p. 241. 
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Lattice Green's function for the body-centered cubic lattice 
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We have shown that the lattice Green's function at an arbitrary site with nearest neighbor 
interactions for the body-centered cubic lattice is expressed as a finite sum of products of the 
complete elliptic integrals of the first and the second kinds with real values of moduli for the entire 
range of energy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A lattice Green's function at a lattice point (1, m, n) 
for a body-centered cubic (b. c. c.) lattice with nearest 
neighbor interactions is given by 

G(l m n) = 1. r' r' .r dx dv dz ~oslx cosmy cosnz 
" 1T3 Jo Jo Jo . E - to - cosx cosy cosz ' 

(1. 1) 

where 1, m and n are zero or integers, E is a real num
ber, and 0 is an infinitesimal number. Maradulin et al. 1 

proved that the above function at the origin G(O, 0, 0) is 
reduced to a product of the complete elliptic integral of 
the first kind. In this paper, we show that G(l, m, n) for 
an arbitrary point (I, m, n) is expressed as a finite sum 
of products of complete elliptic integrals of the first 
and second kind. In proving this, we use the method de
veloped previously for the case of a face-centered cubic 
lattice, 2 in which the knowledge of a group of the 
Green's function G(2p, 0, 0) (p = 0 or an integer) is suf
ficient to determine the rest of G(l, m, n) by successive 
applications of two recurrence formulas. From (1. 1), 
G(2p, 0, 0) is real for 1 E 1 > 1 and is complex for 1 E 1 < 1. 
However, by extending the procedure of analytical con
tinuation it is shown that G(2p, 0, 0) is expressed in 
terms of the complete elliptiC integrals of the first and 
the second kind with real values of moduli for - 00 < E 
< 00. 

2. RECURRENCE FORMULAS 

For a cubic lattice, nonequivalent lattice sites are in 
a portion of 1/48 of the entire space, and it is generally 
possible by successive applications of two recurrence 
relations for the Green's function to determine the whole 
family of G(l, m, n) in terms of G(2p, 0, OJ's for a zero or 
positive integer p. 2 

For a b. c. c. lattice the first formula holds for 
G(l, m, n)' s connecting the nearest neighbor sites and 
is given by 

G(l + 1,111 + 1, n + 1) + G(Z - 1, m - 1, n - 1) 

+ G(l + 1, m + 1, n - 1) + G(l- 1, m - 1, n + 1) 

+ G(l + 1, m - 1, n + 1) + G(Z - 1, 111 + 1, n - 1) 

+ G(l - 1,111 + 1, n + 1) + G(l + 1, m - 1, n - 1) 

= 8EG(1, m, n) - 80, OOmOonO' 

where 0, ° is Kronecker's delta. 

(2.1) 

The second fur mula holds for Eq. (1. 1) on nine lattice 
sites which lie inside and on the edges of a square 
formed by lines joining the 2pth and the 2p + 4th sites 
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along the x and y axis on the (0, 0, 1) plane. This recur
rence relation enables one to express any G(21, 2m, 0) in 
terms of G(2p, 0, OJ's for p.;; I, and the derivation is sim
ilar to the derivation for the f. c. c. lattice, as described 
in Ref. 2. 

Assume 1 EI > 1, and we integrate (1. 1) over z to get 

_ 11'[' cos2lx cos2my 
G(2l, 2m, 0) -::2 dx dy (E2 2 2 )172 

1T 0 0 - cos x cos y 

11' =::z dxcos2IxFm(E, x), 
1T 0 

where 

F (E x) =1' d cos2my 
m' 0 Y (E2 _ cos2x cos2y)1 /2 • 

Next, we introduce an integral 

which is written in terms of Fm(E, x): 

r.2 cos2x [ 
fm(E, x) = n-Fm(E, x) --4- F m+1(E, x) + F m_1(E, x) 

+ 2F m(E, x)]. 

For m '" 0 we integrate (2.4) by parts, so that 

f, (E x) = _ cos2xI~ d ,sin2my cosy siny 
m' 2m ° J [E2 _ cos2x cos2y]1 /2 • 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

After combining (2.2), (2.5), and (2.6) and rearranging 
terms, we get 

2(4& - 1)G(2l, 2m, 0) - G(21 + 2, 2m, 0) - G(21- 2, 2m, 0) 

- -HI + 1/2m)[G(21 + 2, 2m + 2,0) + G(21- 2, 2m + 2,0) 

+ 2G(21, 2m + 2,0)]- i(l- 1/2m)[G(21 + 2, 2m - 2,0) 

+ G(2l - 2, 2m - 2, 0) + 2G(21, 2m - 2, 0)] 

=0. (2.7) 

For m = 0, we calculate directly from (1. 1): 

41'1' G(2, 2, 0) = -::z dx dy[E2 - cos2x cos2y]1 /2 
1T 0 0 

+ (4& - l)G(O, 0, 0) - 2G(2, 0, 0). (2.8) 

The integral on the right-hand side of (2.5) is expressed 
in terms of the generalized hypergeometric series, 

1= [. [r dxdy[&- cos2x cos2y]1 /2 
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= E1f2 '£ (~)nWnWn --kn 
n=O (l).(1)n(l)n En 

_ E1f2 ;.. (~) • [(1.) ( 1) + (1) (1) 1-L 
- 2 ~ (1).(1).(1). 2. - 2. 2 n 2 nJ E!-. 

= ~1f2[3F2(~' i, -~; 1, 1;~) +3F2(~'~'~; 1, l;~)l 
(2.9) 

By use of the formula3 

3F2(a, c - a, ~c; c, ~c +~; z) 

= [2Fl (a, c - a, ~c + ~; ~ - ~ vt=Z) ]2, (2.10) 

and the Gauss' transformation for 2Fl(a, b, c;x), we get 
for I 

with 

'l02=~_ ~(1_1/E2)l/2. 

Then, G(2, 2, 0) is given by 

G(2, 2, 0) = (4E2 - l)G(O, 0, 0) - 2G(2, 0, 0) 

24E 
--2 ([K(k o)]2- 2K(ko)E(ko) + 2[E(ko)]2)-. 

1f 

3. CALCULATIONS OF G(2p,O,O) for IE I> 1 

From (1. 1), we have 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

1 lVi' cos2px G(2p, 0, 0) =~ dx dy (E2 2 2 )172' (3.1) 
1f 0 0 - cos x cos y 

Integration of (3. 1) over y leads to 

1 (. (cos
2
x) G(2p, 0, 0) = 1f E Jo dx cos2px 2Fl ~,~, 1; --w:- . 

(3. I') 

By expanding 2Fl(~'~' 1; COS2X/~) in a power series and 
integrating over x term by term, we get 

G(2 0 0) __ 1_ ~ WnWn {'d 2 2n 
p" - 1fE ~o (l)n(1)nE2n }0 x cos px cos x 

_~b(-I)'P (2p-r)22J>-2r(~)p~ F(l lp_r+l. 
- E r=0(2p-r) r (l)p ... 3 22' 2' 2' 

l,p-r+l; 1IE2). (3.2) 

Next, we show that 3F2(~' ~,p - r+~; 1,p - r + 1; z) 
(p - r= 0 or a positive integer) can always be expanded 
in a finite sum of products of simple hypergeometric 
functions 2Fl(a+~, b +~, c;~- ~~) with integers a, 
b, and c. We start with an identity which holds for 
3F2(~' ~,p + i; 1, P + 1; z) with p a postive integer, 

3F2(~' i,p +~; l,p +1;z) 

810 

q 

=2:; u..q 3F2(~' i,P - s - i; 1,p - s; z) 
5=0 

r(p + l)r(q + i)r(p - q - ~) 
+ [rW]3[r(p + i)]2 

X 0 [r(n +~) ]2r(n + p - q - ~) n • ( 1) (3 3) 
~o [r(rz + l)fr(n +p + 1) z'::o n +8 +2' . 
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where q < p and 

u..q (- 1)5r(p + l)[r(p _ s- ~) ]2 
r(p - s)[r(p + ~)]2 

xE(r+s)(p _ 2r- 2s -1{(P - r- s) . (3.4) 
r=O S r(p - r- 2s) 

Validity of (3.3) and (3.4) is readily proved by induc
tion. Now, if we put p = 2m and q = m - 1 in (3.3), we 
get after some calculations 

m-l 

=[; D~7m-13F2(~'~' 2m - s -~; 1, 2m - S; z) 
s=0 

+ (r(m + ~») 3 1 
r(~) [r(2m + i>]2r(m + 1)22m 

x25 (2m) rea + t)r(2m - a + i) 
a=O a 

x3F2(a+~,2m-a+i,m+~;2m+1,m+1;z). (3.5) 

Similarly, for p = 2m + 1, and q =m, Eq. (3.3) is 
written as 

3F2(~'~' 2m + i; 1, 2m + 2; z) 
m 

= Et D~~';;l 3F2(~' ~, 2m - s + i; 1, 2m - s + 1; z) 
5=0 

+[ r(m+ l)]2 r(m+i) 
r(2m + 1) [rW ]3r(m + 1)22m +l 

2m+l (2 + 1) 
x~o ma r(a+~)r(2m-a+i) 

x 3F2(a +~, 2m- a+i, m +~; 2m + 2, m + l;z). (3.6) 

Then, by successive use of (3.5) and (3.6), we can 
reduce 3F2(i, i,p +i; 1,p + 1 ;z) to a linear combina
tion of 3F2(r+i, 2q - r+ i, q +~; 2q + 1, q + l;z) and 
3F2(r+~,2q-r+i,q+i;2q+2,q+l;z), whereq and r 
are zero or positive integers satisfying 2q - r + i~' O. 
Furthermore, those generalized hypergeometric func
tions are reduced to a sum of products of a simple hy
per geometric functions. By use of (2.10), we get 

3F2(r+ i, 2q - r+ i, q +~; 2q + 1, q + l;z) 

= [2Fl(r +~, 2q - r+~, q + 1; i- iv'T=Z)]2, (3.7) 

and we also have 

3F2(r+~, 2q - r+ i, q +i; 2q +2, q + l;z) 

= [2Fl (r + i, 2q - r +~, q + 1; i - i v'T=Z)l2 

+ (z: :\y z[zF1(r + i, 2q - r +i, q + 2; i - ~ ·rr=z)l2. 

(3.8) 

The relation (3.8) is easily obtained by applying Gauss' 
transformation of the simple hypergeometric series to 
the formula derived by Burchnall and Chaundy.4 Finally, 
we note that F(a + i, b + t, c; k 0

2) for integers a, b, and 
c is reduced to a linear combination of K(llO) and E(h o)' 

To illustrate, we give below the explicit expressions 
for G(2p, 0, 0) for p = 0, 1,2, 3 calculated by our method 
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1.0 Complex kl plane 

E= (X) 

-1.0 o 1.0 

E=O 

-1.0 
'E= I 

FIG. 1. The values of kj in the complex plane. 

described above: 

2.0 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

4. ANALYTICAL CONTINUATION OF G(2p,O,O) FOR 
lEI <1 

The Green's function G(l, m, n) represented by (1. 1) 
has a nonvanishing imaginary part for I E 1< 1, Notice 
that the real and the imaginary parts of G(l, m, n) satisfy 
the following relations with respect to the change in sign 
of E, namely, 

ReG(l, m, n, E) = ReG(Z, m, n, _ E)(_l)l+m+n+l 

and (4.1) 

ImG(l, nz, n, E) = ImG(l, m, Il, _ E)(_l)l+m+n, 

so that it is sufficient to evaluate G(l, m, n) for 0.; E 
< + 00, The two recurrence relations in Sec. 2 are valid 
for all values of E, applying analytical continuation to 
G(l, 111, Il)' s, 

The expressions for G(2p, 0, 0) derived in the preced~ 
ing section are valid for 1 < E < + 00. In order to obtain 
G(2p, 0, 0) for 0.; E.; 1, we extend the procedure of an
alytical continuation5,6 to transform K(k o) and E(k o) 
having real modulus ko for E> 1 given by (2. 11') into 
K(q) and E(q) with real modulus q for 0.; E.; 1. By ap
plying a transformation, 

(4.2) 

we get K(k1) and E(k1) for which the modulus kl = k o/ 
..; k 0

2 - 1 is on a line along the negative imaginary axis 
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for E> 1 and on a circle of unit radius for 0.; E.; 1 in 
the complex kl plane, as shown in Fig. 1. When kl is a 
complex number with I kl I = 1, it is possible to map kl 
into a line along the real axis starting from the point 
greater than unity in the complex q plane by the 
transformation 

(4.3) 

The functions K(k1) and E(k1) are accordingly trans
formed to 

and 

(4.4) 

In applying the above transformations, care is to be 
taken to put 

(E _ e)1/2 = (E _ e)l 12 for E - e? 0, 

and (4.5) 

(E_ej1/2=_i(e_E)1/2 for E-e<O, 

when we take the limiting values E - i 6 as 6 - ° for 6> 0. 
Furthermore, K(q) and E(q) with q > 1 are expressed in 
terms of K(l/q), E(l/q) and those with the complemen
tary modulus 1/ q' = (1- 1/ q2)1 12 as 

K(q) = (l/q)[K(l/q) - iK'(l/q)] 

and 

E(q)=q [EG) +iE'G) - (l-~)KG) - i~K'G)]· 
(4.6) 

Finally, by combining (4.2), (4.4), and (4.6), we write 
K(k o) and E(k o) in terms of K(l/q), K'(l/q), E(l/q), and 
E'(l/q) as 

K(k o) = E~/2 (1 +i) [K(~) - iK'G)] 

and 

E(k o) = 2i1/2 {(1- i) [EG) +iE'G)] 

+ 1[(1- E)1/2 + i(l + E)l 12]{[(1 + E)l 12 

where 

_ (1- E)l 12]K(1) _ [(1 + E)l 12 

+ (1- E)1/2]K'(1/q)+ (407) 

l/q = H(l + E)1/2 + (1- E)1/2]. (4.7') 

Clearly, l/q is real and smaller than unity for 0.; E.; 1. 
Therefore, by simply replacing K(k o) and E(k o) by the 
expression, (4.7) and (4.7') together with Eq. (4.5) in 
the relevant coefficients involved in G(l, Tn, Il) in the pre
ceding section, we can evaluate G(Z, m, n) in terms of the 
complete elliptic integrals of the first and the second 
kinds with real moduli for 0.; E < 1. 

5. SUMMARY 

We have developed a general method to express the 
lattice Green's function (1, m, n) at an arbitrary site 
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(l, m, n) for b. c. c. lattice as a finite sum of products of 
the complete elliptic integrals of the first and the secono 
kind with real moduli for the entire range of values of 
energy. The present method is particularly useful for 
high-accuracy numerical evaluations of G(l, m, n) and 
can be extended to evaluation of the lattice Green's func
tions for non-cubic symmetryo 

Note added in proof: Since this paper was written, the 
author has learned that G. So Joyce had already shown 
that G(l, m, n) given by our Eqo (10 1) was expressed in 
terms of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kind for I E I > 1, and that he also derived the an
alytical continuation of G(O, 0, 0) for I E I < 1 [J 0 Phys, C1, 
1510(1971) ; J 0 Matho Physo 12, 1390 (1971) L The author 
is grateful to Professor So Katsura for pointing out the 
papers of Joyce. 
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We prove that a projection of the solutions to a linear functional equation of the Fredholm type with a 
compact kernel, projected into the Cini-Fubini subspaces, converge strongly to the solution in the whole 
space. Here either the whole sequence converges for all nonsingular points of the functional equation with 
at most one exceptional point, or by selecting at most two infinite subsequences we can obtain 
convergence for all nonsingular points. We then prove that the diagonal Pade approximants to the inner 
product of the solution with another element converge. For certain kernels of trace class, the numerator 
and denominator separately converge. As applications of these results, we prove the pointwise 
convergence of the Pad€ approximants to a wide class of meromorphic functions. We also prove the 
convergence, for decent potentials, of the Pade approximants to the scattering amplitudes for 
nonrelativistic quantum mechanical scattering problems. The numerators and denominators of the Pade 
approximants to the partial wave scattering amplitudes for single signed potentials converge separately to 
entire functions of the coupling constant. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

In this paper we discuss the relation between Padl! 
approximants and the solutions of linear functional 
equations. Our discussion is substantially different in 
approach than the classical matrix theory of continued 
functions 1 and different in results as well. Our study 
had its genesis in an effort to remove a number of un
necessary restrictions in the work of Garibotti and 
Villani2 on the convergence of Padl! approximants in 
nonrelativistic quantum mechanical scattering theory. 

Since Chisholm3 first considered the solution of in
tegral equations by Pade approximants, the field has 
developed in two directions. On one hand, there has 
been considerable study of the definition and properties 
of Pade approximants to matrix formal power series, 
as Chisholm originally had conSidered. For a recent 
review, see Bessis. 4 The alternative approach was to 
consider the Pade approximants to the matrix elements 
separately. It is this latter approach that we shall take. 
Tani5 and Nutta1l6 soon realized that the matrix element 
of the solution to an integral (or more generally a lin
ear functional) equation when properly projected is 
exactly a Pade approximant to the solution to the equa
tion in the whole space. In the scattering theory con
text, the proper projection is the Cini-Fubini one. 7 

In the second section of this paper we review, in a 
more general setting, the relationship between Pade 
approximation and projection in Hilbert space as it re
lates to the solution of linear, functional equations of 
the Fredholm type. 

In the third section we review some of the known 
properties of the trace class of compact operators. In 
the fourth section we prove that the solutions to proper
ly truncated Fredholm equations with a certain subclass 
of the trace class of kernels converge strongly to the 
correct solution. Furthermore, the numerator and de
nominator to the [M - 1/}"!] Pade approximants separate
ly converge to entire functions as M - 00. 

In the fifth section we consider general Fredholm
type equations whose kernels are only assumed to be 
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compact. We again prove strong convergence of a pro
jection of the solutions to properly projected equations. 
Either the whole sequence converges everywhere not a 
singular point of the functional equation with at most 
one exceptional point, or by selecting at most two in
finite subsequences we can obtain convergence for all 
nonsingular points. The convergence of the Pade ap
proximants, to the matrix elements is then immediate, 
but the numerators and denominators do not necessarily 
separately converge. This result proves a modification 
of a theorem conjectured by Chisholm. 3 

In the sixth section we consider a wide class of mero
morphic functions which can be associated with func
tional equations with compact kernels. We prove conver
gence for the Pade approximants in the same pointwise 
sense as in the fifth section. This result proves a modi
fication of a theorem conjectured by Baker and 
Gammel. 8 It also improves (for a narrower class of 
functions) Nuttall's results 9 which proved convergence 
in measure (or capacity, Pommerenke10) for the whole 
class of meromorphic functions. For a more restricted 
class we prove numerator and denominator converge 
as well. 

Finally in the last section we treat nonrelativistic 
scattering theory. For decent potentials we prove con
vergence of the Pade approximants to the scattering 
amplitude for all real, physical momentum plus for 
short-range potentials for a strip about the real axis. 
In addition, we prove for single-signed potentials con
vergence for the partial wave scattering amplitude in 
the same region, where the numerator converges and 
the denominator converges to the Jost function. This 
last result extends the results of Garibotti and Villani2 

for real momentum. 

, 
2. THE PADE APPROXIMANT AS THE EXACT 
SOLUTION IN THE CINI-FUBINI SUBSPACE 

We are concerned with the solution of the functional 
equation 

f=g+AAf, (2. 1) 
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where f is an element of a. Hilbert space II and A is a 
linear operat or whose properties we shall detail latter. 
It has been known for some time, Tani5 and Nuttall, 8 

in the context of scattering theory that the Pade approx
imants 3 in \ to (h, f) are the exact solution to the trun
cation of Eq. (2.1) in the Cini-Fubini7 subspace where 
hE H. We repeat these arguments here in a more ab
stract setting to free them from a number of unneces
sary restrictions. 

Let us introduce the elements 
rpj = Aj-l g, rp: = (At)i-l h, 

where At is the Hermitian conjugate of A. 

Let us further define the NXN matrix 

R jj = (cp;, CPJ) = «At)j-l h, AJ-l g) 

= (h, Aj'J-2 g) '" wi+J_2' 

If det I Rij I *- 0, we can define the operator 
N 

P N = 6 CPj(WI)jj(rp;, L 
j, j=1 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

We can verify easily by direct computation that P~ = P N, 

that is, P N is an idempotent, Further, since P N rpi = CPi, 
the range of P N is the space spanned by the rpj and no 
larger than (2.4). Hence, by known results, 11 P N is a 
projection operator on the space SN spanned by the rpj. 
It may happen that P N is an oblique, rather than an 
orthogonal, projectiono Then liP Nil> 10 The operators 
P N define a nesting sequence of spaces as PNPM=PMPN 
= PM, if Iv["'; N. 

Let us now consider the truncated equation 

4=g+\PN APN4· ~.~ 

By construction, the solution of (2.5) must be of the 
form 

(2.6) 

By direct substitution we get 
N N 

6 aJ rpj=g+\P N 6 ajAcpj; (2.7) 
j=l J=l 

to obtain a convenient set of equations, we may take the 
inner product of these equations with the elements CPl' 
If we use the definitions (2.3) and (2,4), we obtain the 
equations 

N 

6 a j (Wi+j_2 - AWi+i_i) = Wi_I' 
J=! 

If we introduce the NXN matrix 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

and the adjoint matrix V lj composed of the first order 
minors of U, then we may write the solution of (2.8) as 

iN = (E If CPi Vijw J-1) / (det j Uij I)· (2.10) 

Now, it follows directly from Eq. (2.9) that, as a 
function of A, the coefficient of each CPi is a rational 
fraction whose numerator is of degree at most N - 1 
and whose denominator is of degree at most N. This 
solution is possible as, for A = 0, det I U jj I = det I Rij I 1- ° 
by hypothesis. 
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Of particular interest in the rest of this section is 
the inner product 

(h, fN) =(t t w/_1 ViiWt-1)1 /(det I U/ J j). 
101 j=1 !j 

(2.11) 

Next let us consider forming the [N - liN] Pade 
approximants to the Liouville-Neumann series to the 
solution of (2.1). The Liouville-Neumann series is 

f=g+AAg+A2A2g+A3ASg+"'. (2.12) 

If we take the inner product of f given by Eq. (2.12) 
with some element h, we define a formal power series 

(h, f) = h(\) = Wo + AWl + \2W2 + A3 ws +"', (2.13) 

where we have used the definition (2.3). The defining 
equations for the [LIM] Pade approximants12 to a formal 
power series, s(z), are 

s(z) QM(Z) - PL(z) = O(ZL+M+l), 

QM(O) = 1. 0, 
(2.14) 

where QM is a polynomial of degree at most M and PL 

is a polynomial of degree at most L. If we apply these 
equations to the calculation of the [N -liN] Pade approx
imant to h(/I.), we obtain, after a little manipulation of 
the Cramer's rule solution of the linear equations (2,14), 
the Nuttall compact form8• 12 result 

[N-l/N]=(E E. w/_1 VijWj-l)/ (detjUijj) 

(2.15) 

Thus, provided det I W/+i _21 1- 0, we have shown that 
the (N - liN] Pade approximant to (h, f), where f satis
fies (2.1), is identically equal to (h, fN)' where fN satis
fies the truncated equation (2.5), of finite rank. Hence, 
in order to study the convergence of the Pade approxi
mants, we may replace the difficult procedure of Pade 
approximation by the more easily controllable procedure 
of proj ection. 

Now, with regard to the restriction det I W/+j_21 1- 0. 
If this determinant for a given N vanishes, then the set 
of N elements rpi is not linearly independent in the 
space Sir spanned by the elements cp~. Since this deter
minant is also the determinant for the Pade equations, 
the possibilities have been extenSively studied. 13 The 
case must be that either (h, f) is a rational fraction of 
finite degree (zero is specifically included in this case), 
or there exists an infinite number of N's for which that 
determinant is different from zero. When the determi
nant vanishes, the Pade approximant equations are 
either consistent or inconsistent. When they are con
sistent, the Pade approximant is unique, 13 though not 
the numerator nor denominator separately, and it is 
equal to a Pade approximant of lower degree. We will 
not treat this problem further here since we are assured 
that either a finite order Pade approximant is the exact 
function h(lI.) or that there exists at least an infinite 
subsequence of [M - 11M] to which we can, without loss, 
confine our attention. 

The results given above can be extended to any se
quence [}vl +J/ll1, J?; - 1, of Pade approximants as a 
nesting family of subspaces can be defined for it and a 
modified equation 
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(2.16) 

associated with it, by the elementary properties of the 
Pad6 approximant. 12 

3. TRACE·CLASS OPERATORS 

Since the properties of trace-class operators (see, 
Katoll) are not generally well known among physicists, 
we will review some of those that we need here. First 
suppose that the operator A is compact. That is to say, 
for every sequence of elements {fJ with the property 
that I!fnl! "" C, then the sequence of elements {Ai,,} con
tains a convergent subsequence of elements {gm}. The 
convergence is in the sense I!gj - gk II - 0 as j and k go 
to infinity. 

It follows by well-known theory14 that the operator 
At A = T is compact, self-adjoint, and nonnegative 
definite. Furthermore, it has at most a denumerably 
infinite number of eigenvalues. Thus we may write 

(3. 1) 

where the l/JI are the orthonormal eigenvectors and we 
take Oil"" 0i 1+1 "" O. The trace norm of the operator A is 
defined as 

~ 

IIA 111 = 6 QI. (3.2) 
i=! 

The trace class is all those operators of finite trace 
norm. It follows easily that II OiAll l 0= I Oi IIIAlil and that 
IIAlll~O and equals zero only if Afo=O for all f inH. In 
the study of the properties of this norm, it is conven
ient to introduce the canonical expansion of A. First 
define 

(3.3) 

The l/I; can easily be shown to form an orthonormal set 
of elements. Then, we have the canonical expansion 

(3.4) 

Since the trace norm is sometimes difficult to evaluate, 
it is convenient to bound it. Let us consider IIABIl 1, 

where A and B belong to the Hilbert-Schmidt subclass 
of compact operators, defined by 

~ 

I/Alb = 6 Oi~ <00. 
1=1 

Then by using the canonical expansion 

AB= 6 (/J:Yi«(/JI, ), 
I 

we have by (3.6) 

IIABlll 

=6 YI =6 «(/J:,AB(/JI) =6 (At(/J:, B(/JI) 
iii 

""61I At(/JIIIIIBq;111 
i 

"" (0 IIAt (/Jj 112)112 (0 II Bq;f 112)1/2 
i I 

where the properties of the inner product, the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the basis indepen-
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(3. 5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

dence of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm have been used. 
Clearly any operator of trace class is also in the 
Hilbert-Schmidt class. It is also true that any opera
tor of trace class can be factored into two operators of 
Hilbert-Schmidt class. To see this result, introduce 
the operator 

IAI =6l/!jQj(l/Jj, ), (3.8) 
I 

which has the property IAI2 = T. As the Qi> 0, we may 
take the square root of I A I in an obvious way. Further 

A= 6lfJ:(l/!~,l/!j), Qj(l/Jj, )=UIAI, (3.9) 
l,j 

where as !/i; and l/Jj are orthonormal sets, U is unitary, 
By factoring A = (U I A 11 12)( I A 11/2 ), we then have both 
factors of Hilbert-Schmidt class, if A is of trace class, 
Finally, we note that it can be shownll that 

(3.10) 

There is one further inequality which we will need. It 
is 

(3.11) 

which can be proved by use of (3.7) and factoring AB 
=AUIB 11/21B 11/2 so that 

IIABIl1"" I/AuIBI1/21/2111BI1/2112 

"" a 1 (AU) /I I B 11/2
// ~ = Oi 1 (AU) /I B //1' (3.12) 

but as Oi 1 (AU) = Oi 1 (A) we have (3.11). If we apply (3.11) 
to Ak, we have 

(3.13) 

Next we see that for A of trace class that the trace 
is a well-defined function of A. We define 

(3.14) 

where (/Jj is any complete orthonormal set of elements 
in H. Using the !/if defined in (3.1), we can now show 
that the sum in (3.14) is absolutely convergent, for 

6 I «(/JpA(/Jj) I =6 I «(/JpAt(/Jj) I 
i i 

=6 I L: «(/Jpl/l)(l/Ij,At(/Jj) I 
j j 

""~61«(/Ji,l/!j)II(l/Jj' At (/Jj) I 
• J 

""y(F I (q;l'l/Ij)12) 1/2(~ I (l/IJ,At (/JiW) 1/2 

=L Qj(A)= I/Alll (3.15) 
J 

or 

I tr(A) I ""~ I «(/JI'A(/Jj) I ~ IIAlll (3.16) 
• 

for any operator of trace class and any orthonormal 
family. Since the sum in (3.16) is absolutely conver
gent, the usual arguments can be applied and we con
clude that tr(A) is independent of the basis set. 

We conclude this section by defining the determinant 

D(;\.) =det I I + A A I = limDN (A), (3,17) 
N~~ 

where I is the identity and A is of trace class, and by 
showing that D(A) is an entire function of A. 
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We may write the definition 

DN(A) '" exp{trN[ln(I + AA)J}, (3.18) 

which is an identity for small enough A, where trN(X) is 
a partial trace over the first N elements of an arbitrary 
orthonormal set. To give meaning to this definition, we 
expand the logarithm in a power series in A. By use of 
inequalities (3.13) and (3.16) we may bound this series 
term by term by 

(3.19 ) 

which converges absolutely for I AI < IIAllj!. Thus at 
least for small A, the function D N(A) is an analytic func
tion of A, uniformly in N. We will now show that in fact 
D N(A) is uniformly bounded in N for all A. 

Following Dunford and Schwartz15 we may write, at 
least for I A 1< IIAlljl where the relations hold term by 
term in A, 

IDN (A)12= IdetNII-;>cAI12 

=detNI(I- A*At)(I- AA)I 

=exp[IAI 2 trN(AtA)-trN(A*At +AA)] 

xdet$r 1(1- A*At)(l- AA) I, 

where we have used the definition 

det$rII+BI =exp{trN[- B+ln(I+B)]}. 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

In the case (1 + B) = 11- X A 12
, In (1+ B) is well defined 

for all X since as A is of trace class it is also bounded. 
As noted above, we can evaluate the trace using any con
venient complete orthonormal basis. If B is Hermitian 
and nonnegative definite, then we choose the eigen
vectors of the truncation of B as our basis set. Then, 
if B; > 0 are the corresponding eigenvalues, 

tr[- B+ln(I+ XB)] 

=6 [- B; +In(l +B;)] "" 0 
; 

(3.22) 

since In(l +x) - x is monotonically decreasing for x ~ 0 
with a maximum at x = O. 

Thus we obtain the inequality from (3.20) and (3.22) 

IDN(X)I""exp(tlxI21IAII~+ IxIIIAlll) (3.23) 

uniformly in N. From inequality (3.23) it is a simple 
matter to derive from Cauchy's integral formula for the 
coefficients 

N 

DN(X) = '6 dN,iXi (3.24) 
i=1 

the term by term bounds 

IdN,i I"" (j-1I 2 exp(t II A II ~ +r1/2 II A 111)]i. (3.25) 

We can now see that 

limDN(X) =D(X) (3.26) 
N- ~ 

exists and is an entire function of X. The argument is 
that for any fixed A we can, by Eq. (3.25), given any 
~:> 0 find an M'(~) such that 

M 

I DN(A) - '6 dN,JXJ I <~. (3.27) 
j=! 
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However, by Eq. (3018) every dN,j is a polynomial func
tion of Tr N(Ak) , 1 ~ k "" j, which by (3. 16) must converge 
to a limit as N - COo Thus as M is independent of N we 
deduce that (3.26) holds for any finite X and that, as the 
limiting coefficients must obey (3.25), the limit is an 
entire function of X. It is plainly sufficient that the basis 
set used in the definition spans the range of A for the 
result to be unique. 

4. CONVERGENCE OF THE SOLUTION OF THE 
TRUNCATED PROBLEM FOR TRACE CLASS 
OPERATORS 

In this section we examine by Fredholm methods 
for trace-class operators (Sec. 3) the strong conver
gence of the solutions fN to the truncated equation (2. 5) 
in the Cini- Fubini subspace to a limit f", and show that 
this limit satisfies Eq. (2.1). This result will then im
ply the convergence of the Pade approximants. In this 
section we will need the condition that IIPNAPNIi I be 
uniformly bounded for any sequence of N's that we con
sider. We do not know a convenient way to express this 
condition, and so we will actually treat a less general 
case in which it must hold. We shall assume in this 
section that the spaces defined in Sec. 2 are equal, i. e. , 
S N = Sir. This assumption implies that P N is an ortho
gonal projection, and PN=P~, IIPNII =L If A=A' and 
h = g (of Sec. 2), then 5 N = 5$r directly from the defini
tion (2.2). A more general condition which will assure 
the equality S N = S'N is that if A is expressed in terms 
of the infinite set of orthonormal basis vectors ei , the 
first N of which span S N for all N, then A is represented 
by a tridiagonal matrix. In other words, given g = h as 
the starting vector, the upper Hessenberg form of A is 
tridiagonal. 

In order to make this investigation, let us introduce 
the orthonormal basis Xi for the Cini-Fubini subspace 
S N = Sir introduced in Sec. 2 (it is the space spanned by 
the elements A i-I g, i = 1, 0 .. , N). We then resolve the 
operator P NAP N in this space as an N x N matrix (it 
may be a smaller space, as pointed out in Sec, 2, but 
we may restrict our attention to the NXN case): 

Aij = (Xi' A Xi)' i,j = 1,,,, ., N. 

Then Eqo (2.5) becomes 
N 

fN= L; bjXj, 
i=! 

N 

b,=(X"g)+X '6 Ajkbk• 
k=! 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

The Fredholm solution of these equations is directly 
given, 14 provided 

DN(X) =detNI 0i'- XA;JI * 0 

by the formula 
N 

fN = g +.\ :0 X, D N, 'k('\)(Xk, g)/D N(X) 
irk=! 

as g lies in S N by construction, where 
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Ai~ Au Aim 
Ark Au Arm 
Amk Amr Amm 

(4.5) 

Naturally the terms in X n, n ~ N, vanish identically, in 
conformity with Eq. (2.10). The definition (4.3) agrees 
with that of Eq. (3.18). That (4.4) is a solution of Eq. 
(2. 5) may be verified by direct substitution through the 
usual arguments. We next wish to show that the opera
tors DN.ik(X) are uniformly bounded in N. 

We have not yet specified which basis set we wish to 
choose for the Xi' We can select this set as we wish 
without loss of generality. We choose to define the Xi 
by 

TNXi=(ajN»2Xi TN=(P~Atp~)(PNAPN)' (4.6) 

the eigenfunctions of the analog T of Eq. (3.1) in the 
Cini-Fubini subspace. Analogously to (3.3) and (3.4) 
we have the canonical expansion 

(4.7) 

where X~ is also an orthonormal set. Then we have the 
inequality for the matrix elements Aik 

IAikl ""(E IAi112) 1/2 

= (E I(XI,xi)!2(aY»2) 1/2 =Q~N>. (4.8) 

To establish that DN.ik(X) is a bounded operator, we 
need the result of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 

IE Aikhk l2 
\~ Ihk l

2 E IAjkl
2 

= IlhI12(a~N»2 (4.9) 

by (4.8). We are now in a position to apply Hadamard's 
determinant inequality 

I det 

(4.10) 

to Eq. (4.5), acting on an arbitrary h of unit norm in 
5 N. Thus, using (4.9), we have 

It: DN.ik(X)hkl 

""a~N)+ 'IX!' E [(a~N»2+IAjlI2J1/2 
x[(ay»2+ IAII12]1/2 

, ,2 N N +-;- 66 [(ay»2+ IAnI2+ IAJmI2]1/2 
2. 1=1 k=1 

x[(a:N»2 + IAII 12 + [AlmI2]1/2 

x[(a~N»2+ IAm,12+ IA mmI 2]1/2+ •••• (4. 11) 

If we now apply (4.8) to the remaining matrix elements, 
we obtain 
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as the characteristic values a j are monotonically in
creasing as functions of the subspace size. Thus the 
square norm implied by (4.12) is 

IIDN(X)hll"" IIAI12 (1+ 'tIl 22/211A1I1 

+ '2
Xr' 33

/
2 II A II i + •• .) (4,13) 

and thus DN(X) are a sequence of uniformly bounded 
operators in N for any A, provided the series (4.13) 
converges. But as IIAI11 is finite (which makes IIAII2 
finite also), this convergence follows immediately by 
the ratio test. That the operators D N(A) converge in 
the norm follows directly, as we can show by standard 
arguments that for j < J the coefficients of Aj tend uni
formly to limits (N - 00); by selecting J large enough 
we can make '2,7=.r a~ as small as we like, which suffices 
to prove that II [DN(A) - DM(X)] h II - 0 as M, N - 00, for 
all h, IIhil =L 

It is then easy to show [D(A) '* 0] that the fN converge 
strongly to a limit f~, as we have already shown in the 
previous section that the determinant DN(A) converges 
to a limit D(A). That the limiting function satisfies the 
original equation (2.1) follows [D(A) '* 0] directly as it 
does term by term in A, and the square norm of the re
mainder can be made arbitrarily small by taking enough 
powers of A since the bounding series in (4.13) con
verges absolutely for all A. 

Thus it follows immediately from Sec, 2 and this re
sult that the sequence of [N -liN] Pade approximant to 
g(X) = (g, f) = (g, f~) converges for all A, D(A) '* 0, and 
furthermore the numerator and denominators converge 
separately to entire functions of A, When D(A) vanishes, 
we expect a pole in the Pade approximant Since D(A) 
is entire, it has only a finite or denumerably infinite 
number of zeros with no limit point in the finite A plane. 
In the context of scattering theory which we discuss in 
a latter section, D(A) is the Jost function, as Garibotti 
and Villani2 had previously shown. 

5. CONVERGENCE OF THE SOLUTION OF THE 
TRUNCATED PROBLEM FOR COMPACT 
OPERATORS 

In this section we assume only that A of Eq. (2.1) 
is compact, rather than restricted to a portion of the 
trace class as we did in the previous section. We also 
assume (5.11L In the previous section we showed that 
the solution fN of the truncated problem (2.5) converged 
strongly to the solution and the Pade numerator and 
denominator converged separately to entire functions. 
Here we will prove that either the projection P'N of the 
fN converges strongly to the solution of (2.1) for all 
finite A not a singular point of (2. 1) with at most one ex
ceptional value of A, or there exist two infinite subse-
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quences, for one or the other of which the projection of 
fN converges strongly to the solution of (2.1) for all 
finite A not a singular point of (2. 1). 

From the general theory14 of Eq. (2.1) for a compact 
operator we know that there are only a finite or denu
merably infinite number of singular values of A for 
which Eq. (2.1) fails to have a unique, bounded solu
tion. These singular values do not have a limit point 
in the finite A plane. Suppose A is not a singular value 
of Eq. (2.1). Let us first suppose, with at most a finite 
number of exceptions, that all of the solutions of the 
truncated Eq. (205) are uniformly bounded o Then, re
calling (2.1) and (2.5), we have 

(5.1) 

Let us introduce the orthogonal projection operators 
PN and P'N which project onto the spaces SN and S'N. 
One may verify directly the properties 

P;'PN =P;" PNPN =Pk (5. 2) 

from the definition (2.4) of P N, as long as detlRijl *0. 
By multiplication and subtraction we derive from (5.1) 
and (5.2), by use of P:"A=P:"AP~, 

P:"f -P;'fN = (P:.,g -P;, g) + A p:., A(P'.,f -P;'fN) 

+ A P'.,(I -P'.,)AfN -AP'.oAP:"(I -P'.,)fN 

+A(p:" -p;,) AfN -A P'.,A(P:a -P;')fN). 

(5.3) 
If II fN11 is uniformly bounded for all, then we have: 
(i) The first term on the right-hand side of (5 03) tends 
to zero as N_oo. (ii) The third and fourth terms are 
zero identically. (iii) The last two terms tend to zero 
as A is compact by standard arguments .16 Thus under 
this assumption (5.3) reduces to 

lim Al(P'.of -P;, fN) - A A(P:"f -P;'f)] = 0, (5,4) 

and thus, as A is not a singular value of (2.1), we con
clude by the uniqueness of the solution to 

d=O+AAd (5.5) 

that 
lim II P~fN -P'.,f II = 0, 
N~ ro 

lim (h, P'NfN) = lim (P'Nh, fN) (5.6) 
N .. co N ... co 

= lim (h, fN) = lim [N - l/N] = (h, f) 
N ... oo N ... oo 

as P'N h = h, for any sequence of N's for which IIfN II is 
uniformly bounded. 

Next we must consider the question of the existence 
of a sequence of N's for which IlfN II is uniformly 
bounded. In order to do so, it is helpful to discuss the 
structure of P NAP N acting on 5 No First, by definition 
(2 0 2), AP N CPi is in 5 N when i ~ N - 1, and so for these 
elements the left-hand PN acts like PNo Thus if we in
troduce the orthonormal set of elements e j defined by 
the requirement that {eJ,j = 1, .. , ,N} span 5 N, any effect 
of the possible obliqueness of the projection P N in this 
situation is felt only on elements in the direction eN. 
Thus we may write 
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(5.7) 

for any I/! in 5 N. The element, 51. N, is necessarily in 
5 N and is taken to be of unit norm. The magnitude of 
the last term is given by P N?- 00 It is to be noted that 
there may only be a finite number of eJ• This case cor
responds to the case where a finite order Pade approxi
mant is the exact solution, and, as the convergence 
question does not then arise, we shall assume we are 
not treating this case. 

Now, suppose there is an infinite sequence of fN such 
that II fNII'-oo. For this sequence define dN=fN/1l fN11 of 
unit norm. For these elements, (5.1) becomes, by 
using (5.7), 

dN =g/II fN11 +APNAPNdN+ A~NPN(eN,dN)' (5.8) 

which, as PNAPN is a compact operator and A is ex
plicitly assumed not to be a singular value of (2.1), may 
be rewritten as 

dN= [1- APNAPNl-1
[ g/II fN II + A hPN(eN, dN)]. (5.9) 

Now as IIdNl1 =1 and II gil/II fNII-O by assumption, we 
must turn our attention to the second term. By (502) 
and (5.7), we have 

lim IIp'N.eNPN II =0, (5.10) 
N~ ro 

where I/! was selected as eN. To see this result, we 
multiply Eq. (5.7) on the left by P~ and use (5.2) to 
eliminate P N. Then by taking the inner product with eN 
we get Eq. (5.10) from the compactness of A and the 
fact that the e j are an orthonormal set. As we need not 
consider at this point the possibility PN- 0, as that 
would immediately preclude, by (5.9), IldN II = 1, we con
clude from (5.10) that 

lim IIP~rN 11=0 
N~~ 

also. Thus, as IIRNII =1, it must be that the projection 
oLe. N into S~- 0 in norm. We now assume that 

V!:,!infIIPNAPNAeNII=o. (5.11) 

Thus, in the limit as N - 00 there is a subsequence for 
which we may set A = 0 and g= 0 in (5 09) and conclude, 
from the normalization condition on dN and.e N, that 

lim II dN - ~ N II = 0, (5.12) 
N- ro 

lim I\.PN(eN,£N)=L (5.13) 
N-ro 

An explicit calculation in terms of dN = a£N + bcN, 
(.eN' eN) '" 0, and condition (5.11) forces the error in 
(5013) to zero, even in the case PN - 00. 

Since the only dependence of (5.13) on I\. is that explic
itly exhibited, for the particular sequence considered 
Eq. (5013) can hold only for a particular value of A and 
is a contradiction to the assumption that II fN II - 00 for 
all other values. For those other values which are not 
singular values of (2.1), the arguments of (5 0 1)- (5.6) 
imply convergence. Of course, there may be other se
quences of N's which correspond to other values of 11.0 

We may now summarize our results in the following 
theorem. 

Theorem: Let A be any closed, bounded region in the 
complex A plane not containing a singular point of Eq, 
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(2. 1). If fN is the solution of Eq. (2. 5), P'N is the ortho
gonal projection onto the space 5'N spanned by the ele
ments Cflf, i=1,.",N, ofEq, (2,2), and (5.11) holds, 
then either a finite order fN is exact, or 

l~m IIPNf -PNfN II = 0, (5.14) 
N- ., 

where the limit is over all of the infinite number of N's 
for which P N exists, 13 or for each X in A for which 
(5. 14) fails, there exists an infinite subsequence of N's 
for which (5. 14) holds for every other X in A. 

By Eqs. (2,15) and (5,6), Eq. (5.14) directly implies 
the convergence of the [N - liN] Pade approximants. The 
two cases allowed by this theorem are: (a) The entire 
sequence of fN satisfy (5.14) everywhere in A with at 
most one exception, or (b) by selecting at most two in
finite subsequences of fN' we may obtain convergence 
at every point of A. 

If we make a stronger assumption, then we can prove 
convergence of the entire sequence, f N• Let us assume, 
instead of (5. 11) that 

lim II (1- P'N) P'N II = O. (5,15) 
N- ., 

This condition holds automatically if for example A is 
Hermitian, or the upper Hessenberg form of A is tri
diagonal, as discussed at the beginning of Sec. 4. As
sume that II fNIl are not uniformly bounded; then there 
must exist a subsequence d" =fN (n/1l f N (n)1I for which, 
as IIfN(n)ll- 00, we have 

dn - XP N(n) Adn - O. (5.16) 

Now since A is compact, there is a subsequence of the 
d., dm such that 

(5,17) 

By Eq. (5.2), (5.16), and (5,17) 

lim P'N(m) dm = lim P'N(m) d = P'., d = d (5,18) 
m- 00 

as condition (5.15) implies 5'., ~ 5000 Now 

lim II dm - P'N(m) ~ II ~ lim II (I - P'N(m» P N(m) II (5.19) 
m"OO m~ 00 

as Ildmll = 1. Thus by (5.15), (5.18), and (5,19) for the 
subsequence dm , we have 

lim dm =d 

or by (5.17) 

d=O+xAd, 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

which implies, as X is not a singular value of (2,1), 
that d = 0, but IIdll = 1 which is a contradiction, There
fore, it must be that (5. 15) implies that II fN II is uni
formly bounded and we obtain convergence by the argu
ment (5.1) to (5.6). 

If we only assume (5.15) to hold for a subsequence, 
then, for that subsequence, the IIfNIl is uniformly 
bounded and convergence is again obtained. 

The results of this section prove a modified version 
of a theorem conjectured by Chisholm3 a decade ago. 

No{e added in proof: An intermediate assumption be
tween (5.11) and (5.15) would be that A is compact and 

lim infll (I -PN)PN II = a < 1. (5,22) 
N_~ 
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As arguments (5,2) through (5,6) are valid for these 
assumptions, we need further analyze only the case 
where II fN 11- 00 for all N for which the fN are defined; 
otherwise we could find a bounded, and hence conver
gent, subsequence in the sense of (5.14). Thus we may 
consider a subsequence for which both (5.16) and (5.22) 
hold. By multiplication by PN(n), we may rewrite (5.16) 
as 

PN(n) dn -xPhn)PN(n)Adn- X PN(n) (p N(n)+l - PN(n»Adn 
(5.23) 

where use was made of the fact that as dn E 5N (n)l then 
Ad, E 5N (n)+1' The right-hand side of Eq, (5,23) tends to 
zero, by the compactness of A and II dn II = 1, Now, by 
the triangle inequality and (5,22) we have 

IIPNPNkll~ IIPNkll-II(I-PN)PNkll 
~ IIPNkll -II (I -PN)PN II ·IIPN II ~ (1- 0') IIPNkli. 

(5.24) 

By the compactness of A, we may select a subsubse
quence dm of the dn with property (5.17), where dE 500 
necessarily, Consider now by (5,23), (5.24), and the 
compactness of A 

O=Um IIPN(m)PN (m)(dm -XAdm)1I 
m- OO 

~ (1 - 0') lim IIPN(m)(d m -X Adm) II 
m_ OO 

= (1 - 0') lim II dm - X Adm II 
m- OO 

(5,25) 

since X is not a singular value of A, 0' < 1, and II dm II = 1. 
But this is a contradiction. Therefore (5.22) implies 
that there exists at least a subsequence of fN which are 
uniformly bounded; hence by (5.6) those [N -liN) Pade 
approximants converge. 

6. CERTAIN MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS AS 
SPECIAL CASES 

In this section we apply the results of the previous 
sections to prove the convergence of the Pade approxi
man ts to a certain class of meromorphic functions. 
Consider any function, regular at the origin and mero
morphic with only simple poles in the whole complex 
plane, which is bounded on a series of contours Cn which 
tend to infinity. Then17 there exists a representation of 
it of the form 

f(z) =f(O) + t (~ _!!Jr.) 
n=1 an- Z an 

(6.1) 

where we suppose that the an are ordered, I an+11 ~ I an I , 
and thatbbna~2 converges by the existence off'(O). In 
terms of the vector g and matrix A 

Ail = 0;/ ai' gi = (b i )1 /2 aj-!, hi = gt, 
we may write the equation 

f=g+z Af 

and verify directly that 
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fez) = f(O)+z(h, f). (6.4) 

Since as f(z) is meromorphic, there can be no point of 
accumulation of the an in the finite complex plane; there
fore, 1/ I an I - 0 and hence A is a compact operator. 
Here when we have (5.11), then, by the results of the 
previous section that if R is any finite, closed, bounded 
region in the complex z plane not containing a pole of 
f(z) , then either a finite order [N -1 /N] Pade approxi
mant is!(z) exactly, or the entire sequence of (N-1/N] 
Pade approximants (those which exist) converges every
where in R, or for any point in R for which (N - l/Nl 
fails to converge there exists a subsequence of the 
[N - l/N] Pade approximants which converges at every 
other point of R. Therefore, either the entire sequence 
of (N - l/N] Pade approximants converges everywhere 
in R with at most one exception, or by selecting at most 
two infinite subsequences we may obtain convergence at 
every point in R. This result proves a modification of 
a theorem conjectured by Baker and Gammels over a 
decade ago. If the ai are real and bi > 0, then A = At, 
g = h, and we have 5 N = 5~ so that the entire sequence 
must converge. This case is the Hamburger moment 
problem. 

The case where multiple poles occur is dealt with by 
a variant of the above method. First note that the NXN 
matrix identity 

(
1 1 0" 1) "+1 ° 1 000 1 

0"+1 == (I 0" I) 

o I) " " 

o 0 " 0 

° ° .00 1 

(-;) (-;) 

1 (-;) 

0 1 (6.5) 

° ° 1 

where (~) is the usual binomial expansion coefficient. 
The power series expansion for 

N 

6 A/(1-z)J (6.6) 
j=1 

is formally generated by the expression 
~ 

(h, 6 z"U"+lg),h=(a,O,O'o,O), gJ=A/a. (6.7) 
n=0 

By including such NXNblocks U/aJ for Nth order poles 
in place of l/a j in the definition of A, we may reproduce 
the higher order poles without destroying the compact
ness of A. 

One may either, as e" = limN_ ~(1 - X/NJ-N, work out 
the application of the theory of the relationship of com
pact operators to the convergence of Pade approximants 
by a limiting form of (6.5), or directly as 

!(x)=1 +AJ~" f(y)dy (6.8) 

has the solution f(x) = el.". The operator fo" dy is compact, 
as it has II fo" dx Ib = 1 over the range 0,,; x, y"; 1. Thus, 
the Pade approximants to e" converge, as is well known 
from the work of Pade. 18 Since the sum of two compact 
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operators acting on disjoint spaces is again compact, we 
can deduce that in addition the sum of any meromorphic 
function plus a finite number of exponentials is again 
represented by a compact operator and hence if (5.11) 
holds has convergent [N/N] Pade approximants. Since, 
by the invariance theorem12 Pade approximation is'in
variant under linear fractional transformation, any func
tion which is representable as (A + Bf)/ (C + Df) 
(AD - BC * 0) with f of class (6.1) plus a finite number of 
exponentials again has convergent [N/ N] Pade approxi
mants. It seems likely that the class of functions to 
which these results can be applied can be greatly ex
tended. The entire -function examples of Gammel and 
Wallin13

,19 show that we cannot prove convergence of the 
entire sequence of Pade approximants for the whole 
class of entire functions. 

If we restrict the class of meromorphic functions 
given by (6.1) by the further requirements that L:n 1/ I an I 
converges, the poles are simple, the ai are real, 
and the bi > 0, then A given by (6. 2) is of trace class, 
and by Sec. 4 the Pade numerators and denominators 
separately converge in addition to the approximants 
themselves. Edrei20 has very recently also shown con
vergence of the numerator and denominator separately 
for this same special case, but over a wider set of 
Pade approximants. 

We note in passing the interesting case of eZ. Pade18 

showed that for the [2\11/1\11] Pade approximant that as 
M-co 

P M- ed2 , QM-C-z/2. (6.9) 

Furthermore, since 1/(1 +e Z
) is of the class (6,1) as 

en can be taken as a square contour (z = x + iy), x, y 
= ± 27Tn, we have by the results of this section and in
variance the convergence of the [AI/Ml Pade approxi
mants as described above. The convergence of the nu
merator and denominators separately is not established 
as the poles are at z =± (2n + 1)7Ti so that 2:,1=1 1/ I a j I di
verges logarithmically as N- co so that A of (6.2) is not 
of trace class, even though Tr(A) = O. It may be that 
the trace -class condition and our other conditions can 
be somewhat weakened for the convergence of the Pade 
numerator and denominator, 

7. QUANTUM SCATTERING THEORY 

In this section we shall consider nonrelativistic, 
quantum mechanical scattering by a fixed potential 
source. This scattering is governed by the Schrodinger 
equation which is 

(7.1) 

where v 2 is the Laplacian operator, <J; is the wave
function, r is a three-dimensional vector, A is the 
coupling constant, V(r) is the potential energy, and k 2 

is the energy. To complete the description of the scat
tering problem, we must specify the boundary conditions 
for (7.1). The standard ones are that at large distances 
<J; should look like an incoming plane wave. That is, 

<J;(r) "" exp(ik 0 r) - (1/47Tr) exp(ik'r) T(k', k), (7.2) 

where k is the wave vector of the incoming wave and 
k' = I k I r/ I r I is thought of as the wave vector describ
ing the outgoing wave. One may derive from the bound-
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ary conditions and Eq. (7.1) the Green's function equa
tion. It is 

l/J(r) == exp(ik 0 r) _ A f exp(ik I r - r' I) 
47T I r - r' I 

x V(r') l/J(r') dr' , 

which we may write symbolically as 

l/J== qJ- A GVI/J. 

The quantity of physical interest is the scattering 
amplitude 

T(k', k) == A f exp(- ik' 0 r) V(r) l/J(r) dr = A(V 'X, I/J). 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

In order to use the results of the previous sections to 
discuss the convergences of the Pade approximants in 
A to T(k', k) we must show the kernel is a compact ope
rator. Instead of concerning ourselves with this general 
case, we will content ourselves with the well-known 
conditions for the Hilbert-Schmidt class IIAI12 <00, 
which implies compactness. 

First, let us recast Eq. (7.4) slightly, as the kernel 
is not Hilbert-Schmidt as it stands, by introducing 

f==V 1 / 2 l/J, g=V 1 / 2qJ, h=(V 1
/

2)tX. (7.6) 

Then we have, multiplying Eq. (7.4) by V 1!2, 

f=g- AV 112GV 1 / 2 f, T(k',k) = (h,f), 

where V 1 /2 is any square root of V. The Hilbert
Schmidt norm is then 

7= Ilv 1
/

2 GV 1
/

2 11;= 1:7T2 f f drdr' I V(r) I 

(7.7) 

x exp(- 2vl r - r' I) I V(r') I (7.8) 
1 r- r' 12 , 

where v=Im(k). Also IIglb and IIhllz are finite if 

f dr I V(r) I exp(21 vrl) < 00, (7.9) 

where for II h 11 2 , the Im(k') replaces v. Following 
Scadron et al., 21 we may rewrite (7.8) in the momentum 
representation 

(7.10) 

for v"" 0, where 

U(q) = f exp(- iq 0 r) I V(r) I dr, (7.11) 

The implication is that for v=o (7.9) and (7.10) are 
finite for decent potentials where V(r) is less singular 
than I r 1-2+€, E > 0, as 1 r 1 - ° and goes to zero faster 
than Irl-3-., E> 0, as Irl -00. For vi-O, it suffices to 
impose (7. 9) and the condition that V(r) be less singular 
at the origin than 1 r 1-2+€, E > 0. 

Thus we conclude from Sec. 5 that if V(r) satisfies 
the above conditlOns of being short ranged and not too 
singular at the origin and for reasonable choices of 
qJ and X so that (5,11) or (5 0 22) hold, that the [M/MJ 
Pade approximants in A to the scattering amplitude 
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T(k,k) converge for all k, k' in a strip around the real 
axis determined by (7,9). By converge, we mean here, 
as in Sec. 5, that either the entire sequence conve rges 
when A is not a singular value except for at most one 
value Ao(k, k'), or we may obtain convergence everywhere 
(fixed k, k') by selecting at most two infinite subse
quences. In the special case of forward scattering where 
k 2 < ° and V(r) is of fixed sign, the kernel of Eq. (7.7) 
can be chosen to be Hermitian. As we have remarked 
previously, in this special case 5N = 5" so that we can 
conclude conve rgence of the entire sequence. 

Next we will treat the partial wave scattering ampli
tudes. Since the partial wave decomposition reduces the 
general case to block diagonal form, the partial wave 
kernels are automatically still compact, and so aU the 
above results still apply. We get in fact, a slight loosen
ing of the restrictions on the potential when we impose 
spherical symmetry in order to study the partial wave 
scattering amplitudes. In the case of a single-signed 
potential we can prove in addition the separate conver
gence of the numerator and denominator, The denomina
tors converge to the Jost function. This result places 
the result of Garibotti and Villane within our general 
framework, 

If we expand in partial waves 

l/J(r) =6 (2l + 1) P z (cosB) 1/Jz (r)/kr, (7.12) 
z 

then Eq. (7.3) becomes, if V has spherical symmetry, 
the uncoupled set of equations22 

'Mr) =krjz(kr) 

- AIa~ gz(r, r') V(r') <pz(r') dr', 

where 

gz(r, r') =krr' jz(kr) kz(kr'), r' "" r, 

= krr' j z (kr') k z (kr) , r' < r, 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

is the Green's function. By using known inequalities22 

for the spherical Bessel functions we may bound 

(7.15) 

through the whole complex k plane, where r< is the less
er and r> the greater of rand r' 0 

We will now proceed to show that, for decent poten
tialS, the kernel of an equation closely related to (7. 13) 
is of trace class and so the lth partial wave scattering 
amplitude 

Tz(k) = ,\k-1 fD ~ jz(kr) V(r) l/Jz(r) rdr (7.16) 

has [A1/M] Pade approximants in A whose numerators 
and denominators converge. First we slightly recast 
Eq. (7.13) as 

V(r)1/2 1/J1 (r) = V(r)1!2 kr j z (kr) 

- A fo ~ [V(r)1 /2 gz (r, r') V(r,)1/2] 

x V(r,)1 /21/Jz (r') dr', (7.17) 

where we take any square root of V(r) for the present. 
If V(r) "" 0, we will later mean V(r)1 /2"" ° also, and if 
V(r) '" 0, we will later mean i V(r)l /2", 0. Then we factor 
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the kernel as 
K(r, r') = (V(r)1/2 r 10e (1 + 1')<+6) 

X [ro1 +E (1 + r)"e-6 gl (1',1") 

x (1 + r,)"e-6 (r,)-I+E] 

x[(r,)I-e (1 +r,)e...., V(r)1!2]. (7.18) 

By the first part of inequality (3.11), we have for 
lJ =Im(k) ~ 0, 

\\ K(r, r') \11 .; (~~ (I VCr) 11/2 r 1-e(1 +r)e+6)) 
2 

x Ilr-1+e (1 +1')"'-6 C2r«r,)"I+E (1 +r'te-6 11 1> (7.19) 

where bound (7.15) has been used. Now it is elementary 
to show that the potential independent term in (7. 19) is 
a Hermitian, positive definite operator, so that its trace 
norm is just its trace. Direct calculation shows this 
trace to be finite, if E, 15 > O. Thus by considering the 
other factor in (7.19), we see that if VCr) is better be
haved than 1'-2 at 0 and co, the kernel of Eq. (7.17) is of 
trace class. Thus as the kernel is necessarily compact, 
we have, for lJ = 0, again the convergence results ob
tained above. For lJ different from zero, we must im
pose the normalization condition at infinity 

(7.20) 

in order to prove the convergence. 

Now, to apply the results of Sec. 4, we need to show 
that S N = Sfv. Garibotti and Villani2 have shown the equi
valent of this result for a single-signed potential and k 
real. We retain the restriction to a single-signed po
tential, but generalize to nonreal k. First, for real k, 
we write out (7. 14) explicitly in terms of its real and 
imaginary parts as 

gz (1', y') = hY1"(j z (hr) nz (k1") 

+ij I (kr)jz (k1") 1, 
= hrr'(j I (k1") nz (In) 

r'>-:- "Y, 

(7 0 21) 

1" <1' 

It is to be noticed that the real part is Hermitian and 
the imaginary part is purely one-dimensional. In fact 
we may write, for a single signed potential, the struc
ture of the kernel of Eq. (7< 17) as 

K(r, 1") = H + (ilk) g(g, ) (7.22) 

where H is Hermitian and g is the inhomogeneous term 
in (7. 17). Then, constructing the qJi of (2.2), we have 

qJo = g, qJl = Hg + (ilk) CPo II CPo 112 (7.23) 
CP2 = H2 g + (ilk) qJl II CPo 11', .• 0 

so that the space S N is plainly the same as that gene
rated by H alone. An analogous argument shows the 
same result for Sk. Thus the upper Hessenberg repre
sentation of k in terms of the orthonormal basis e j 

which spans the S N is tridiagonal. Since for the study 
of the analytic continuation scattering amplitude, we 
may simply analytically continue the kernel in this 
representation, and as the analytic continuation of zero 
is zero, we find that the kernel stays tridiagonal. Hence, 
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we conclude that S N= Sk, and so the results of Sec. 4 
apply. Thus, under the same restrictions on the poten
tial as given above [near (7.20)] we conclude from Sec. 
4 that the entire sequence of numerators and denomina
tors converges. We remark that, for k pure imaginary, 
it follows directly from (7.21) that gl (1',1") is real and 
so Hermitian. As VCr) is of a single sign -IV gl -IV may 
be chosen as Hermitian, and so we verify directly that 
the upper Hessenberg form is tridiagonal, in agreement 
with our analytic continuation argument. 

That the Pade denominators converge to the Jost 
function (see Newton,2 or Goldberger and Watson, 23 for 
example, for a definition of the Jost function) follows 
from the work of Sec. 3. As the (!'vIIM] Pade are the 
exact solutions to a sequence of truncated problems, 
their denominators are given by 

limDM(I- ;tA) =D(I- ;tAl, 
M- ~ 

which is one definition of the Jost function. 
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Experimental uncertainties in the problem of the unitarity equation 
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In this article the question of how experimental uncertainties affect the construction of the scattering 
amplitude from the differential cross section and unitarity at a fixed energy is examined. It is shown that 
in most cases in which the solution can be found by the method of Newton and Martin, the problem is 
"well-posed" in the sense that the solution depends continuously on the data. A new proof is given of the 
fact that if the differential cross section is nearly constant and small enough, there is a unique solution of 
the problem. Some estimates for the scattering amplitude and other functions of interest arc given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this article is to show that the 
problem of determining the scattering amplitude from 
the differential cross section and unitarity at a fixed 
energy is "well-posed" for spin-zero elastic scattering 
under conditions which allow the integral operator 
which expresses the unitarity to be inverted. 

A well-posed problem in the sense of Hadamard is a 
functional equation which, in some class of functions, 
has a unique solution which depends continuously on any 
given data. Historically, this notion was first in
troduced in connection with initial-value problems for 
elliptic partial differential equations. Here we will con
sider the behavior of solutions of a Hammerstein-like 
nonlinear integral equation under perturbations of the 
kernel of the linear part of the integral operator, be
cause in this problem the kernel is obtained directly 
from the data, namely the differential cross section. 
For the sake of economy, we will call the problem de
scribed in the first paragraph of this introduction the 
problem of the unitarity equation. Accordingly, the 
problem of the unitarity equation will be said to be well
posed in the function space X and for the class C; of 
differential cross sections if: 

(1) To each differential cross section G in C; there 
corresponds a unique scattering amplitude F in X which 
satisfies the integral equation of unitarity and I FI = G; 

(2) if Gj is a differential cross section which is close 
to G in the topology of C;, then there corresponds to Gj 

a unique scattering amplitude F j in X which satisfies the 
integral equation of unitarity, I Fjl = Gl> and F j is close 
to F in the topology of X. 

As always, uniqueness is taken in Newton's sense of 
"essential uniqueness" as in Ref. 1. 

This problem of continuous dependence of the solution 
of the integral equation of unitarity on the data, i. e. , 
the differential cross section, is an interesting one be
cause the differential cross section is obtained from 
measurements made with the aid of actual instruments 
and is therefore known only approximately. In previous 
treatments of the problem of the unitarity equation (in
cluding Refs. 1-4) it has been supposed that the differ
ential cross section is given with "infinite accuracy. " 
We will show that in many cases such a supposition is 
justified because the problem is well-posed. 

Section 2 of the article is preparatory. In it we re
write the unitarity integral equation in such a way as to 
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eliminate the need for dealing with the inverse sine 
function, which appears in all previous works on this 
equation. In this section we also obtain some simple but 
useful estimates on the imaginary part of the scattering 
amplitude and on some other related functions. In Sec. 3 
we complete the program of showing the well-posedness 
of the problem of the unitarity equation in cases in which 
it is possible to invert the integral operator of unitarity 
by the Banach contraction mapping principle. In Sec. 4 
we develop some results about branching of solutions of 
abstract equations of the form u - KN(u) = 0, where N is 
a nonlinear operator and K is a bounded linear opera
tor. In Sec. 5 this material is applied to the problem of 
the unitarity equation. Our results are prinCipally for 
the case in which the scattering body or potential has 
spherical symmetry, although we will also indicate 
some results under less restrictive hypotheses. In con
clusion, we obtain a new proof that if the differential 
cross section is nearly constant and small enough, 
there is a unique scattering amplitude that corresponds 
to this cross section and satisfies the unitarity integral 
equation. 

We will now give a brief review of the background of 
the problem of the unitarity equation. This will also 
serve to exhibit the notation we will use. By the 
"unitarity equation" we mean the nonlinear integral 
equation 

(1. 1) 

where S is the unit sphere in :IR3
, nt> n2, and n are unit 

vectors in S, and F is a complex-valued function on 
SXS which is proportional to the scattering amplitude. 
The scattering body or potential is supposed to possess 
inversion symmetry, so that F(n2, n j ) = F(nj, n2). 5 The 
problem of determining the scattering amplitude from 
the differential cross section and unitarity is then that 
of finding those solutions of (1. 1) which also satisfy 

where G is a nonnegative function on S x S which is 
proportional to the differential cross section. 

(1. 2) 

Equating real and imaginary parts in (1. 1), we obtain 

417 ImF(n1> n2) = Is [ReF(n1> n) ReF(n2, n) 

+ ImF(n j , n) ImF(n2, n) 1 rIn 

0= Is [ReF(nt> n) ImF(n2 , n) 

- ReF(n2, n) ImF(n1> n)]rIn. 

(1. 1 ') 

(1. 1°) 

It is well-known that (1. I") is identically satisfied by 
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any integrable complex-valued function of the real 
variable nl . n2, and so in the case of a spherically sym 
metric body or potential, Eqs. (1.1) and (1.1') are 
equivalent. We shall concentrate primarily on this case, 
although we shall also give some results for the case in 
which the scatterer has only inversion symmetry. In 
this case, F will depend on nl and n2 independently, and 
(1. 1") will no longer be identically satisfied. Our re
sults for this case will be confined to those which we can 
obtain by continuing to take (1. 1') as the unitarity condi
tion; in other words, by supposing that (1. 1) and (1. 1') 
are still equivalent. (1. 1") then represents an additional 
necessary condition to be satisfied by F if it is to be a 
solution of (1. 1). For some further remarks about this 
situation, see Ref. 4. 

2. THE UNITARITY CONDITION 

If we write F = Ge i w, then from (1. 1') we obtain 

sinrp(nb n2) 

= Is H(nb n2, n) cos[ rp(nb n) - rp(n2, n)] dn, (2. 1) 

where H(nb n2, n) = [47TG(nb n2)1-1G(nb n)G(n2, n). One way 
to attack (2. 1) is to look for fixed pOints of the trans
formation;}'], defined on a function space X, by 

;}'] (rp)(nb n2) = sin-1{Is H(n1, n2, n) 

xcos[rp(nbn)- rp(n2,n)]dn}. (2.2) 

This has been done, and results were obtained by New
ton and others by using the Banach contraction mapping 
principle. We will show in the next section that, under 
the most general conditions known which allow (2.1) to 
be solved in this manner, the problem of the unitarity 
equation is well-posed in the sense we have indicated in 
the Introduction. 

Before doing this, however, we will rewrite the uni
tarity equation in a way which will enable us to avoid 
dealing with the inverse sine function. The advantages 
of this become more apparent in Sec. 4, but for the 
sake of consistency we will make the change now and 
work with one form of the equation throughout the whole 
article. Assume I sinrp I < 1, and write F= G[(l- U2)1 12 
+iu], where u=sinrp in the polar form F=Gexp(irp). 
Then (2.1) becomes 

1I(n" n2 ) = r H(n" n2 , n)<1>(u(n" n), u(n2 , n») dn, (2.3) . s 

where q,(x, y) = (1- X2)1 12(1_ y2)1 12 + xy for x, y E [- 1, 1], 
and the positive square root is chosen. For I simp 1<1 
the two equations (20 1) and (2.3) are completely equi
valent because if rp is a solution of (2.1), then u = sinrp 
is a solution of (2.3), and if u is a solution of (203), then 
rp = sin-lu is a solution of (2.1). 

Temporarily we will denote the right-hand side of 
(2.3) by T(u)(nb n2): 

T(u)(nb n2) = 1s H(nl' n2, n)cl>(u(nb n), u(n2, n) dn. (2.4) 

We devote the rest of this section to obtaining some 
estimates on the imaginary part of the scattering am
plitude and on functions of the form T(u). 

Proposition 2. 1: Let F: S x S - cr: be square-integrable 
in the measure d2n =dn xdn and satisfy Eq. (1. 1). Then 
I ImF(nb n2) I -'" max{ImF(nj, nj) :j = 1, 2}. 
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Proof: From (1.1) and the Schwartz inequality, 

47T 1 ImF(nb ~) 1 

-'" Us IF(nb n) 1
2dn)1!2Us 1 F(n2, n) 1

2dn)1/2 

-'" max:{Is 1 F(nj> n) 12 dn:j = 1, 2} 

-'" max{47T ImF(nj , nJ):j = 1, 2}. 

In the spherically symmetric case this inequality 
gives us even more information, because then Imf(nl • n2) 
-'" max{Imf(nJ ' nj) :j = 1, 2} = Imf(l). Thus in this case, if 
f is a square-integrable solution of (1. 1), them Imf at
tains its maximum at the point x = 1, that is, in the 
forward direction. 

We shall continue the practice of denoting the quanti
ties F, G, and H in the spherically symmetric case by 
lower-case lettersf, g, and h respectively. 

Proposition 2.2: Let u: SXS- [-1,11. Then G(nb n2) 
x T(u)(nb n2) -'" max{G(nj, nj)T(u)(nj , nj) :j = 1, 2}. 

Proof; To prove this, begin with Eq. (2.4) and use 
the Schwartz inequality as in the proof of Proposition 
2.1. 

Again in the spherically symmetric case we obtain 
the further information g(nl' n2)T(u)(nl 0 n2) -"'g(l)T(u)(l) 
for every nl and n2 in S. Thus the product of the differ
ential cross section with a function in the range of T 
attains its maximum value over [- 1, 11 at the point x 
= 1, the forward direction. 

3. SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION 

We will suppose the differential cross section G is 
continuous. Let Q(H)(nb n2)=fs H(nl,n2,n)dn, m(G) 
= min{Q(H)(nb n2) ; nb n2 E S}, M(G) = max{Q(H)(nb n2) : 
nb n2 E S}, and 

M2(G) = (l/27T)M(M - m)2[l_ 2mM +m2 _ M2 +M41-1 

x max{ Is G(nb n) dn: nl E s}. 

We will continue to write m and M instead of m(G) and 
M(G) if there is no possibility of confusion. The most 
general conditions known under which Eq. (1. 3) [and 
therefore also Eq. (2.3)1 can be solved by using the 
Banach contraction mapping principle are given in Sec. 
3 of Ref. 4 and in Ref. 6. We will show that under these 
conditions the problem of the unitarity equation is well
posed, as previously described. 

Theorem 3.1; Let I-Lu=[i(ffi-1)]1/2"'0.6248. Let 
X = C(SXS) with IIxll = max{lx(nb n2) I : nb n2 E S} and let 
Go be a positive function in X satisfying }H(Go) = I-Lo-1) 
for some 1) > O. Then there is a unique solution U o in 
X of Eq. (2.3) which corresponds to Go by (1. 2), and 
for each £ > 0 there is a 5 = 5(£, Go) > 0 such that for each 
G in B(Go, 5) ={G EX: IIG - Goll < 5} there is a unique 
solution u in X of Eq. (2.3) which corresponds to this 
G by (1. 2), and Ilu - uoll < £. 

Proof: Select a E ]0, 1[. Since Go'> 0, the map G 
- M(G) is continuous at Go, and so we can choose 51 
'> 0 so that if G EB(Go, 51) then M'(G) -'" I-Lo - 0'1). Then by 
Theorem 3.2 of Ref. 4, the existence and uniqueness of 
a solution u of (2.3) corresponding to such G by (1. 2) is 
assured. It remains to show that u is close to Ito. 
Letting 
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Ho(nl> n2, n) = [41TGo(nj, n2)]-1GO(nb n)GO(~' n), 

we obtain 

I u(nb n2) - uO(n1, n2) I 

= I Is H(nb~' n)iI>(u(nt, n), u(n2, n)) d~ 

- Is Ho(nt> n2, n)iI>(uo(nt, n), UO(n2, n)) d~ I 

"" I Is HO(nh n2, n)[ iI>(u(nb n,), u(n2' n» 

- iI>(UO(nb n), UO(n2, n»] d~ I 

+ Is I HO(nh n2, n) - H(nb n2, n) I 

x I iI> (u(~, n), u(n2, n» I d~ 
"" II Is Ho(' , *, n)[ iI>(U(' ,n), U(*, n» 

- iI>(uo(', n), uo(*, n»]d~1I 

+ j~ I HO(nb n2, n) - H(nh n2, n) I d~ 

""collu-uoll + IIQ(IHo-HI)II, 

where Co = 21Yl(Go)2[1- M(Go)2]-1!2 < 1 since M(Go) < 110' 
Now choose E> 0 and 0"" 01 so that if IIG - Goll < 0, then 
IIQ(IHo- HI)II < (1- COlE. We then have lIu- uoll 
"" collu - uoll + (1 - COlE, so that finally lIu - uoll < E, which 
completes the proof. 

This theorem shows that the problem of the unitarity 
equation is well-posed in the space C(SXS) and for the 
class of differential cross-sections C; ={GE C(SxS): 
G" 0 and M(G) < Ilo}. It is also possible to show that the 
problem of the unitarity equation is well-posed in the 
space L2(SXS,d2~) and for the class of differential cross 
sections 92 ={ G E C(S xS) : G > 0, M(G) < 1, and M2(G) 
< 1}. This is proved using Theorem 2 of Ref. 6. The 
estimate in Theorem 3. 1 above is modified for the use 
of the L 2(sxS, GOd2~)-norm instead of the maximum 
norm. However, we cannot obtain the result for the 
class of differential cross sections {G E L 2(SXS, d2~): 
G'> 0 a, e., M(G) < 1, and M2(G) < 1} because the map 
G - }VI( G) is not continuous in the topology of L 2

0 

To summarize, what we have shown is the following: 
If Go is a continuous differential cross section for which 
N/(Go) < 110 [or M(G o) < 1 and M2(GO) < 1], then there is a 
unique scattering amplitude Fo which corresponds to 
Go by (1.2) and which satisfies unitarity in the form 
of Eq. (1. 1 '). Furthermore, this is true for any 
continuous differential cross section G which is suf
fiCiently close to Go in the uniform topology, and the 
scattering amplitude F corresponding to G by (1. 2) and 
(1. 1') is close to F o in the uniform topology (or the L2_ 
topology, respectively). So if Go is the differential cross 
section as measured by the instruments, and if the in
struments are fine enough, then the true cross section 
is (uniformly!) near the measured data Go. If in addi
tion Go satisfies either of the above conditions, then the 
true scattering amplitude is near the scattering ampli
tude Fo constructed from Go by unitarity via the Banach 
contraction mapping principle. 

4. THE EQUATION u - KN(u) = 0 

Let X, Y be Banach spaces, let K be a bounded linear 
operator from Y into X, and let N be a nonlinear map 
from X into Y. In this section we will obtain some re
sults for equations of the form u - KN(u) = 0, principally 
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concerning the branching of solutions of this equation as 
the infinite-dimensional parameter K is varied. In the 
next section we will use this material to study the prob
lem of the unitarity equation. In this problem the mea
sured data G enters into the kernel of K in a continuous 
fashion and so a change in G amounts to a perturbation 
of K. This is the motivation for considering the above 
branching problem. 

Proposition 4.1: Let X, Y be Banach spaces and U be 
a subset of X which has non empty interior. Let N be 
a bounded not necessarily linear map of U into Y, and 
suppose N is C1 on an open subset D of U. Let Ko 
EL (Y,X), the Banach space of bounded linear maps 
from Y into X. Suppose there is a solution U o in D of 
the equation u - KoN(u) = 0 for which 1 is a regular value 
of KoN'(uo). Then there are positive numbers Po and 1" 

such that for every Kin B(Ko, Po) there is a unique solu
tion UK in B(uo, r) of the equation u - KN(u) = O. Also, 1 
is a regular value of KN'(uK), and UK depends continu
ously on K in the sense that for each E> 0 there is a 
0= O(E, Ko) > 0 such that whenever 11K - Koll < 0, then 
IluK-Uoll <E. 

Proof: Define z: L (Y,X)xD-X by z(K, u) =U -KN(u). 
Then z(Ko, uo) = O. The Frechet partial derivative of z 
with respect to the first argument at (Ko, uo) is the map 
z1 (Ko, uo)H = - HN(uo), and the Frechet partial derivative 
of z with respect to the second argument at (Ko, uo) is 
the map 1- KoN'(uo). Since 1 is a regular value of 
KoN'(uo), z2(Ko, uot 1 is in L (X, X), and so we may apply 
the implicit function theorem (Ref. 7, Theorem 4) at 
(Ko, uo). We get positive numbers Po and r, and a map 
u: L (Y,X) - D such that u(Ko) =uo, z(K, u(K» = 0 for 
each Kin B(Ko, Po), and there is no other solution be
sides u(K) which is contained in B(uo, r). Put UK = u(K). 
Then 1 is a regular value of KN'(uK) for each Kin 
B(Ko, Po), and since u is C1 on B(Ko, Po), it follows that 
UK depends continuously on K. This completes the proof. 

Proposition 4. 1 is the main tool used in the next sec
tion for investigating questions about continuous depen
dence of the solution of the unitarity equation (2.3) on 
the data G. It says that there is no branching of the solu
tion at any of the points (K, UK) for K E B(Ko, Po), and 
hence the solution varies continuously with the data as 
long as the data is close to the data of Ko. However, 
it should not be inferred that this theorem precludes the 
existence of any other solutions of 11 - KN(lI) = 0 for K in 
B(Ko, Po), K i-Ko• For example, for some K* in B(Ko, Po), 
K* i-Ko, there may be a solution ll* in U satisfying 
Ilu* - lIoll )0 r. If now E c D is a closed set containing 1/0, 

we will show that, under certain conditions, UK is the 
only solution of z (K, u) = 0 in E for K in B(Ko, PI), where 
PI "" Po may depend on E. A modification of this result 
will have application to the problem of the unitarity 
equation in the spherically symmetric case, 

Definition 4.2: If E is a subset of U = domain(N), we 
denote by n(E,K) the number of solutions in E of z(K,u) 
= o. 

Note that n (E, K) is a nonnegative integer, or may be 
+00 

Theorem 4.3: Suppose Uo is the unique solution of 
z (K 0, u) = 0 in U = domain(N) and that U II cD. Suppose 
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that 1 is a regular value of z2(Ko, uo), and that there is 
an 1) E ]0, Po] for which 

Cn ={u E U: z(K, u) = ° for K E B(Ko, 1)} (4.1) 

is relatively compact. Let E c D be a closed set con
taining un. Then there is a positive number Pb which 
may depend on E, such that if K E B(Ko, Pl), then n(E,K) 
=n(E,Ko) =1. 

Proof: First of all, if E c B(uo, r) (from Proposition 
4.1), then n(E, K) =n(E, K o) =1 for K E B(Ko, Po), so that 
Pl = Po works. Suppose E is not a subset of B(uo, r). Then 
by Proposition 4. 1 there is a positive number T ~ 1) such 
that if K E B(Ko, T), then n(E, K)?- n(E, K o) = 1. Suppose 
there is no such PI as claimed. Then for every P E la, T[ 
there is a Kp E B(Ko, p) with n(E, Kp)? 2. In particular, 
there is a sequence {Kj }J.l cB(Ko, T) with K j - Ko in 
L (Y, X) and n(E, Kj)?- 2 for each j. From Proposition 
4.1 we have the sequence {U j }j=l = {u(Kj )}%l cB(uo,r), 
with uj-UO, accounting for one solution, for eachj. 
Let {u1};'1 be a sequence composed of other solutions of 
U = KjN(u) in E. We have {Uj};'1 C Cn and since C

T 
is 

compact, there is a subsequence {U~}~=1 converging to 
some u* E E. Since Ilu1- uoll? r for each j we have u* 
*uo• Since z is continuous and z(Kj , uj) = a for every j 
we have z(Ko, u*) = a, so that n(E, Ko)?- 2. This contra
diction completes the proof. 

5. APPLICATION TO THE UNITARITY EQUATION 

Let X=C(SXS) and Y=C(SXSxS). For ubu2E [-1,1], 
let cI>(ub u2) = (1- ui)l /2(1 - u~)l /2 +ulu2, choosing the 
positive square root Let U be the closed unit ball in X. 
Define N: U- Y by 

(5.1) 

for u E U. Given a positive G E X, define K E L (Y, X) by 

Ky (nb n2) = [47TG(nb n2) ]-1 is G(nb n)G(n2, n)y (n1, n2, n) dn 

(5.2) 

for y E Y. Then the unitarity equation (2.3) may be ex
pressed as 

11 -KN(u) = a. 

For any UE U, 

liN(u;h)(nb n2, n3) 

(5.3) 

= [u (n2 , n3) - u(n1, n3)[1 - u(n2, n3)2]1 /2[1_ u(nb n3)2]-1 /2] 

xh(nl, n3) + [u(nl' n3) - u(n2' n3)[1 - u(nl, n3)2]1 /2 

x [1- u(n2, n3)2]-1 /2]h(n2 , n3) 

is the Gateaux variation of N at u in the direction h. 
Select b1 < 1 and let ~ =B'(a, b1) ={u EX: lu(nj, n2) I ~ bj, 
nb n2 E S}. For u E~, h - liN(u;h) is linear and continu
ous, so that we have liN(u;h) =DN(u;h), the Gateaux 
derivative. Furthermore, if u, U' E~, we have 

IDN(u;h)(nl' n2, n2) - DN(u';h)(nb n2, n3) I 

~2(I-bi)-3/2[lh(nl,n3)1 + Ih(n2,n3)1] 

x[ lu(nb n3) - u'(nj, n3) 1+ lu(n2, n3) - u'(n2, n3) I], 

and ~o 

IIDN(u;.) - DN(u';.) II ~ 8(1- bit3/21lu - u' II, 
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giving DN(u;.) =N'(u), the Frechet derivative of Nat 
u (see Ref. 8, Sec. 1). Thus N is C1 on any ball B(a, b) 
where b < 1. 

We will now state a basic continuous dependence re
sult for Eq. (5. 3), and later turn to the more compre
hensive results we can obtain by impOSing the additional 
restriction of spherical symmetry. 

Theorem 5.1: Suppose Go EX is positive, Ko arises 
from Go by (5. 2), and U o is a solution of the unitarity 
equation u-KoN(u) =a in B(O, b), b <1, for which 
I-KoN'(uo) is regular. Then there are positive numbers 
1), r such that if G E B(Go, 1) there is a solution U c in 
B(a, b) of Eq. (5.3) with data G, and this solution is uni
que in B(uo, r). For each E::> a, there is a Ii = Ii(E, Go) '- a 
such that if IIG-Goll<li, then lIuc-uoll<E:, 

Proof: This result follows directly from Proposition 
4.1, noting that 11K - Koll ~ IIQ( I H - Ho 1)11, since 

IIK-Koll =sup{IIKy-Koyll: Ilyll =1} 

= sup{ II J~ ([ 47TG(nb n2) ]-lG(nb n)G(n2, n) 

- [47TGo(nb n2)]-lGo(nb n)GO(n2, n» 

xy(nb n2,n)dnll: Ilyll =1} 

~ sup{is I H(nb n2, n) - Ho(nb n2, n) I dn: nb n2 E S} 

= IIQ(IH-Hol)ll. 

Since G - H is continuous at Go and H - Q(H) is continu
ous at zero, we can choose 1) > a such that if II G - Goll 
< 1), then 11K - Koll is small enough so that Proposition 
4.1 may be applied. This completes the proof. 

Remarks: (1) Since Go is positive, min{Go(nj, n2): 
nb n2 E S} = Yo> a. 1) is chosen so that 1) < Yo. 

(2) We can recover part of Theorem 3. 1 from this 
theorem by making the observation that if IIKoN'(uo)11 
< 1, then 1- KoN'(uo) is invertible. This is because if 
we try to make IIKoN'(u)1I < 1 for all U E B(O, b), we are 
led to impose the condition M( Go) < Ilo [or M( Go) < 1, 
M2 (GO) <1], which is the condition under which we can 
solve (5.3) by the Banach contraction mapping principle 
(see, for example, the end of Sec. 2 of Ref. 1). How
ever, this does not give the full result of Theorem 3.1-
the statement about uniqueness in the whole space is 
unavailable. However, Theorem 5.1 might be more 
widely applicable because 1- KoN' (uo) may well be in
vertible under conditions other than IIKoN'(uo)11 < 1. 

We turn now to the spherically symmetric case for 
continuous functions, where we will get better results 
by adding some conditions and taking advantage of the 
spherical symmetry. Recall our practice of using 
lower-case letters in this case. We will show that if 
Uo E interior(domain(N) is the unique solution in 
domain(N) corresponding to the data go by (1. 2), then, 
for g from a certain class of functions and sufficiently 
close to go, the solution ug corresponding to the data g 
by (10 2) will also be unique in domain(N). We use the 
change of variables (5) of Ref. 1. Let X = C[ - 1,11 and 
Y=C([-I, l]x[-I, 1]). Then for UEX, lui ~ 1, and 
VE Y, 

N(u)(y, z) = cI>(u(y), u(z)), (5.4) 
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~
f h(x,y,z)v(y,z)dydz, -1<x<1 

Kv(x) = E(x) (5.5) 

2g~x) i1 g(y)g(xy)v(y, xy) dy, x = ± 1 

where 

[ () ( 2 2 2 2x )1 /2]-1 h(x,y,z)=g(y)g(z) 21TgX I-x -y -z + yz 

and E(x) is the interior of the ellipse on which 1 _ x2 _ y2 
_ Z2 + 2xyz = 0. The unitarity equation is then (5.3) again. 

Theorem 5.2: Suppose go E: X is positive, Ko E: L (Y, X) 
arises from go by (5. 5), Uo is the unique solution in do
main(N) =B'(O, 1) of u-KoN(u) = 0, IluolI< 1, I -KoN'(uo) 
is regular, and there is a {3 < 1 for which {3go(x) ~ t f:l 
xgo(t)2dt for every XE: [-1, 1]. Then there is a positive 
number 77. such that if gE: B(go, 77.), there is a solution 
ug of (5.3) corresponding to the data g by (10 2), and ug 

- Uo as g - go. Furthermore, ug is the only solution of 
(5. 3) with data g in all of domain(N). 

Proof: We only need to prove the uniqueness part, 
because from Theorem 5. 1 there is an 77 > 0 such that if 
gE: B(go, 77), then there is a solution ug of (5.3) which has 
all the other required properties. 

Let {31 E: ]{3, 1[ and choose 77. ~ 77 so that for each 
XE: [-1, 1], {31g(X) ~ t f:lg(t)2dt for every gE: B(go, 77.). 
Now select cl and b so that Iluoll <cl <b <1 and {31 <Cl 
< b < 1. We have domain(N) =B'(O, 1); put D=B(O, b) and 
E =B'(O, Cl)' We will show first of all that if gE: B(go, 77.), 
then ug is the only solution in E of (5.3) with data g. 
This proof is modeled on that of Theorem 4.3, but a 
modification needs to be made since the set (4.1) of 
Theorem 4. 3 is not, in general, relatively compact be
cause u-KN(u) is not a compact map. However, in 
compensation we have that, for all u E: D satisfying (5.3) 
with data g, there is a C > 0, independent of u, for 
which 

IU(Xl)-U(X2) I 

~ C[ IXl - x21 1 /211 - x~ 1-1 / 2 + I g(Xt) - g(x2) I], (5.6) 

for xi ~ x~ < 1. This follows from (4.22) of Ref. 3, 
the remarks following (2.3), and the mean value 
theorem. 

Suppose that in every ball in X about go there is a g 
[with corresponding K, by (5.5)] such that n(E, K) ~ 2. 
Then there is a sequence {gJ7=1 (with corresponding 
{Kj}7=1) with gj -go and n(E, K) ~ 2 for every j. Note that 
K j - Ko in L (Y, X). For U E: E, write U = vw where w(x) 
= (1- X2)-1 /2, and write z(K, v) =vw - KN(vw). Note that v 
solves z(K, v) = ° if and only if U = vw solves z(K, u) = O. 
Let {Uj}7=1 be the sequence of solutions {U g );=1 from The
orem 5.1, and let {U1};:'1 be a sequence composed of other 
solutions of (5.3) in E. Put vj = (l/w)uj. Then from 
(5.6), forxi~x~<l, 

I vj(Xl) - vj(x 2) I 
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= I (1- xi)1 /2u1(X1) - (1- X~)1 /2 Uj(X2) I 
~ I (1_xi)1/2_ (1- ~)1 /21 +Il-~ 11/2 Iuj{xt) - uj(X2) I 
~ 1 (1 - xi)l /2.;.. (1- x~)l /21 + C[ I Xl _ x 2 1

l /2 

+ Igj{xt) - gj(X2) I], 

and 

I vj(z) - vj(x) I = 1(1- x2) "'uj (x) I 
~ctll-x21"', z=±1. 

Since gj-go in C[-1, 1], the set {gi};:'l u {go} is equi
continuous. Therefore, the set {Vr}7=1 is equicontinuous; 
being a subset of E' ={u E: X: I u{x) I ~ {1- x2

)'" cl } it is 
uniformly bounded. Thus there is a subsequence {V);};:! 
converging uniformly on [- 1,1] to some v* E: E'. But 
z is continuous onL(Y,X)XE' (since WE:Lt[_I, 1]), and 
so u* - KoN(u*) = 0, where u* = wv*. Also U* E: E and 
u*"* Uo since u j is bounded away from Uo independently 
of j. Thus n{E, Ko) ~ 2, a contradiction, so the uni
queness of ug in E is established. 

Now we show that for gE: B(go, 77.) ug is the only solu
tion of (5. 3) with data g in all of domain{N). Suppose 
there is another solution u* (besides Ug) of (5.3) with 
data g in domain(N). Then since ug is the only such solu
tion in E, max{ Iu*(x) I: x E: [- 1, I]} must be strictly 
larger than {3t. Say this maximum is attained at xo. 
Since by the remarks following Proposition 2. 2 we have 
I u(x) Ig(x) ~ u(1 )g(1) for every U satisfying (5.3) with 
data g, it follows that Iu*(xo) Ig(xo) ~ u*(1)g(1), or 
{3tg(xo) <u*(1)g(1) = t J:lg(t)2 dt, a contradiction. This 
proves the theorem. 

This theorem is primarily about continuous depen
dence. It says that in the spherically symmetric case, 
the problem of the unitarity equation is well-posed in 
C[ - 1, I] for the class of differential cross sections 
{gE: C[-1, 1]: g(x) > t f:1g(t)2dt for every XE: [-1, 1] and 
there is a unique solution ug of (5. 3) in B (0, 1) with data 
g}. The next corollary gives a more specific result, 
and gives another proof of the fact that if the differen
tial cross section is nearly constant and small enough, 
there is a unique scattering amplitude that corresponds 
to this cross section by (1. 2) and satisfies the unitarity 
equation. 

Corollary 5.3: If go is identically a constant c < 1, 
there is a unique solution in domain(N) of the unitarity 
equation (5.3) with data go. Also, if IIg - cll < 77., there 
is a unique solution ug in domain(N) of the unitarity 
equation with data g, and ug - Uo as g - go. 

PrOOf: In Theorem 5.2, {3=c works. Put {3t = (1 +c)/ 
2, say, and choose c 1 and b as before. Trying for a 
constant solution U o -= d, we get 
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=c, 

so that Uo =c is a solution of (5.3), and Imfo =uo' c =c2
• 

C ., 1 is necessary for solution since I Imfo I "" go = c. For 
c < 1, U o is the only solution of (5.3) in domain(N) (by 
Corollary 3 of Ref. 6). Then since lIuoll < cl < b < 1, 
n(U, Ko) = 1, and 1- KoN' (u o) = 1- 0 = I, the result follows 
from Theorem 5.2. 

It is interesting that this corollary gives an existence 
and uniqueness result, because Theorem 5. 2 is basical
ly a statement about continuous dependence. It applies 
to cross sections which are "slowly varying," or which 
may oscillate rapidly but with small amplitude. Of 
course, Theorem 2 of Ref. 6 says the same thing, and 
even gives hard numerical estimates, which this 
corollary does not. However, we include it to point out 
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how the regularity of 1- KoN' (u o) is exploited: It may be 
possible to do this for other Ko and Uo as well. 
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The spin coefficient fonnalism of Newman and Penrose is employed to obtain a direct derivation of 
the most general confonnally flat solution of the source-free Einstein-Maxwell equations for null 
electromagnetic fields. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous article1 it was shown, using the 
Newman-Penrose2 formalism, that the solution of 
Bertotti3 and Robinson4 is the unique conformally flat 
solution of the Einstein- Maxwell equations for nonnull 
fields. In this article we treat the case of null fields 
using the same formalism. We prove that the only con
formally flat solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equa
tions for null fields are the conformally flat members 
of the exact plane wave family of solutions5 of the 
Einstein- Maxwell equations. This result has been 
stated without proof by Cahen and Leroy6 who found the 
above solutions by applying a limiting process to cer
tain type N solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. 

2. NOTATION AND EQUATIONS 

A tetrad system of null vectors (lI',nIL,mIL,mIL ), 
where ZIL,n IL are real and mIL,iiiIL are complex vectors, 
is defined by the relations 

ZILnIL =-m IL m
IL =l 

with all other inner products zero. 

If F ,.LV is the electromagnetic field tensor, then the 
three Maxwell scalars are defined by 

¢o = FILvZILmv, ¢2 = F ILV mILnV, 

¢1 = ~F ILv(IILnV + mILmV). 

In the case of a null field the tetrad can be chosen so 
that ¢o = ¢1 = 0, ¢2'" ¢ *" O. In this case ZIL is a repeated 
principal null vector of the electromagnetic field. 

By a suitable choice of units the Einstein-Maxwell 
field equations may be written in the form 

<PAB = ¢A¢ B, 

where <P AB are the complex tetrad components of the 
Ricci tensor and A, B take the values of 0,1,2. In the 
presen.!. case the only nonzero component of <P AB is 
<P22 = ¢¢. 

The twelve complex spin coefficients are defined by 
the expressions 

ZIL;V= (y+y)lILZv+ (OE)ZILnv- (0' +/3)ZILmv- \a +(3)Z,,inv 

- rmILZv - Km"nv+umILmv+pmILiiiv- Tiii,,!v 

- Km ILnv + am ILmv, 
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nIL;v=- (y+y)n,,!v- (OE)nILnv+ (0: +{i)nILmv+ (a + (3)n"mv 

+ lIm,,!v + rrmILnv - AmILmv - /.l1n IL mv + vmILZv 

+1TmILnV-iimILmV->:'mTmV' (2.1) 

mIL;v = Vl ILZV + rrZILnv -liZ ILmv - Xl ILmv - TnILZ v - KnILnv 

+pn"mv+anILmv + (y- :y)mILZv + (E- E") m"nv 

+ (/3 - 0:) mILmv + (Q - (3) mILmv' 

Using the facts the five complex tetrad components 
of the Weyl tensor are zero and <P22 = ¢i is the only 
nonzero component of <PAB' we find from Bianchi's7 
identities that 

K = a = p = O. (2. 2) 

Four differential operators D, A, 6, 6 are defined 
by 

D¢=¢;ILZIL, 6¢=¢;ILmIL, 5¢=¢;"m IL , A¢=¢;ILn". 

By taking into account the conditions (2.2), the follow
ing commutation relations (integrability conditions) 
hold: 

(AD - DA)¢ = (y + y) D¢ + (0 E) A¢ - rr6¢ -1i6¢, 

(6D-D6)¢=(i'i+[3-'ff)D¢-(E-E)6¢, 

(M- A6) ¢ =- vD¢- (0. +(3) A¢ + (J.1. - y+y) 6¢ +>:'5¢, 

(66 - B6) ¢ = (J.1. - Ii) D¢ + (/3 - 0') 6¢ + (a - (3) 75¢. (2.3) 

Maxwell's equations are 

D¢ =- 2E¢, 

6¢ = (T- 2(3) ¢. 

Combining (2. 5) with Bianchi's identities 

B(¢cp) = (7'- 2/3- 20') ¢cp, 

we obtain 
6¢ =- 20'¢. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
If we evaluate the commutator (66- 56) ¢ using (2.3), 
(2.4), (2. 5), (2.6), and the field equations, 7 we obtain 

T= O. (2.7) 

The remaining nontrivial field equations are 
DO'- 6E= (€ -2E)a -i3E + Err, 

Df3- 6E =- €f3- (0 - rr) E, 

Dy - AE = 1TCl'+ rr{3 - (0 f) y - (y + y) E, 

DA - Brr = rr2 + (0' - {i) 1T - (3E - €) A, 
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DJ-L - Orr = rr1T - (E+ E) J-L - 1T\a - (3), 

DII- A1T = 1TJ-L +1TA+ (I' - 'Yh- (3HE) II, (2.8) 

A'\- 611=- (J-L + Ii),\- (31'- y)'\+ (3(l'+ i3+1T) II, 

Oa - 6(3 = aa + (3i3 - 2a(3 + E(J-L -Ii), 

OA- 6J-L = (J-L -Ii) 1T + lJ.(a + i3) + A(a - 3(3), 

011- AJ-L = J-L 2 + AX + (I' + y) IJ. - II1T - (3 (3 + a) II + ¢ 1) , 

01'- A(3=- (n + (3)y- EV- /3(1'- Y- IJ.) + aX, 

Aa - 61' = Ell - /3,\ + (y - Ii) Q + j3y. 

3. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE EQUATIONS 

The tetrad rotations preserving lll- as the principal 
null direction of the electromagnetic field are the 
spatial rotations 

lll- -Rl", 

n"-R-1n", 

mlJ. _eISmlJ., 

(3.1) 

where R> 0, S are real functions, and the null rotations 

llJ. -lll-, 

nIL -n" + Tm" + Tm" + iTl" (3.2) 

where T is a complex function. 

We now show that by means of a rotation of the form 
(3.1) we can eliminate the spin coefficients a, (3, E, y. 

Under this rotation these spin coefficients transform 
as follows: 

_ -IS ( 1 - i - ) 
a = e a + 2R I5R +"2 I5S , 

~ = e I S ((3 + 2~ OR + ~ I5S) , 

E =RO.! DR + i. RDS 
2 2 ' 

_ -1 1 i 1 
I' = R I' + 2W AR + "2 Ii AS. 

To set ii, i3, E, y to zero we must choose Rand S to 
satisfy 

DA =- 2£, AA =- 21', I5A =- 2(3, 6A =- 2a, 

where A = logR +is. By applying the commutation rela
tions (2.3) to these expressions and using equations 
(2.8), we find that all the integrability conditions are 
satiSfied. Hence we can always choose Rand S so that 
a, (3, E, I' vanish. These conditions are preserved by 
rotations for which A is constant. 

Consider a rotation of the form (3.2). Under this 
rotation the remaining spin coefficients transform as 

830 

rr=1T+DT, 

IJ. '" J-L + T1T + 151' + TDT, 

X = ,\ + T1T + 6T + TDT, 

Z; = 11+ TA+ TIJ. + TT1T+ AT+ T6T + T6T + 1'151'+ TTDT. 
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We now show that by a suitable choice of T, the spin 
coefficients 'iT, /l, ~ can be made to vanish. For thiS to 
be possible, T must satisfy the differential equations 

o=1T+DT, 

° = J-L + T1T + 01' + TDT, 

0=,\+ T1T + 61'+ TDT. 

These equations may be rewritten in the form 

DT=-1T, OT=-J-L, 01'=-,\. 

By applying the commutation relations to these expres
sions and using equations (2.8), remembering that now 
Q = (3 0= E 0= I' = 0, we find that all the integrability condi
tions are satisfied. Hence we can always choose T so 
that 1T, J-L, A vanish. Under this rotation II becomes 

v= 11+ AT. 

The presence of the ¢¢ term in the tenth equation of 
(2.8) ensures that T cannot be chosen so that v = 0. The 
vanishing of 1T, IJ., and ,\ is preserved by rotations satis
fying DT = OT = aT = 0. 

Thus II is the only nonzero spin coefficient, and from 
the expressions (2.1) we find 

which imply that both llJ. and mlJ. are gradient vectors, 
i. e. , 

where u is a real function of the four coordinates and z 
is a complex function of the four coordinates. Labelling 
the coordinates x" (IJ. = 1, 2, 3,4), we now choose coordi
nates such that u = xl, z = x3, zoo x4 so that the tetrad 
vectors take the form 

llJ.=(l,O,O,O), nlJ.=(n1,n2,n3,n4), 

n1jJ. = (0, 0, 1, 0), mIL = (0, 0, 0, 1), 

where the components of nIL are each functions of the 
four coordinates. 

Since II is the only nonzero spin coeffiCient, the 
expressions (2.1) also give 

(3.3) 

which implies 

(3.4) 

Since only the first components of llJ. is nonzero, Eq. 
(3.4) leads to 

where a, b = 2, 3, 4. This implies that the three compo
nents na form a three-dimensional gradient vector with 
u fixed, i. e. , 

where r is a function of the four coordinates. We can 
choose the coordinate x 2 = r; then n" becomes 

nlJ. = (F, 1, 0, 0), (3.5) 

where F is a function of the four coordinates. However, 
by antisymmetrizing equation (3.3) and putting the suf-
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fixes J1., 1/ = 1, 2 we obtain nt,2 - n2,t = 0 which implies that 
F=F(u,z,z). 

4. THE SOLUTION 

The metric tensor g ,"v is given by the expression 

from which we find that the metric of the space-time 
solution has the form 

ds2 = 2 Fdu2 + 2du dr - 2dz rIZ. 

In view of (3.3) and (3. 5) the nonzero spin coefficient 
1/ is given by 

1/= - F,z' (4.1) 

The remaining nontrivial Newman-Penrose equations 
are 

- - 2 
Dv=l5v=O, 151/=¢¢=q (u). (4.2) 

The fact that ¢¢ is a function only of u results from the 
remaining Bianchi identities, which are D(¢(f» = 6(¢(f» = O. 

Equations (4. 1) and (4. 2) lead to 

F, zz = 0, F, zz = q2(u) 

so that F has the form 

F=q2(u) zz + p(u) z +p(u) z +h(u). 

By a transformation of the form 

z' =Z - b . . 
r'=r-zb-zb+c, 

(4.3) 

where band c are functions of u only and the dot denotes 
differentiation with respect to u, it is possible to trans-
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form away the last three terms of expression (4.3). 
Thus the metric takes the final form 

ds2 = 2q2 (u) ZZ du2 + 2du dr - 2dz rIZ, (4.4) 

which is precisely the general solution given by Cahen 
and Leroy. 8 The solutions (4.4) are the conformally 
flat members of the exact plane wave family of solu
tions5 of Einstein- Maxwell equations. 

Note that the Maxwell equations (2.4) and (2. 5) now 
take the form D¢ = 15¢ = 0 and, from Eq. (2. 6), we have, 
in addition, 6¢ = O. These equations imply that ¢ is a 
function only of u. 
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Algebraic approach of the infrared-problem for external 
currents 

J. P. Provost, F. Rocca, and G. Vallee 

Physique Theorique. Universite de Nice. *t 06034 Nice-Cedex. France 
(Received 4 November 1974) 

The infrared problem for external currents is shown to be a consequence of the nonexistence of a 
particle number in the correct representation. A natural procedure for obtaining nondivergent results 
is then given. 

Generalized coherent states have been introduced in 
the study of the problem of the electromagnetic field in
teracting with a prescribed c-number current J ,Jr, I). 
By working in the Heisenberg picture the resolution of 
the coupled field equation in the radiation gauge leads to 
the re lation 1 

(1) 

where j(k) is the Fourier transform on the mass shell of 
the transverse part of the current. Therefore, the in
vacuum Fock state Q is a coherent vector state for the 
out-field operator whose mean number of photons at 
time t = + 00 is equal to IIJI12: 

IIJI1
2 

= (j, j) = f :I~I j*(k)' j(k). (2) 

For accelerated charged particles, j(k) behaves like 
1/ I k I when I k I goes to zero and the mean number of 
photons is strictly infinite: Q does not belong to the Fock 
representation space of the out field. In this situation a 
von Neumann's infinite tensor product representation 
has been introduced and generalized coherent vector 
states have been rigourously defined. 2,3 We present in 
this note a simpler algebraic approach of this infrared 
problem. 

LetA be the subspace of the one photon Hilbert space 
L such that the scalar product (f, j), f ~ A, is finite. A 
is dense in 3 ,4 L, and we can take for the photon field 
algebra the C*-algebra il(A, a) constructed as in Ref. 
5: il(A, a) is the *-algebra generated by the elements 
6[, f ~ A, which satisfy the Weyl relation 

ofog=expl-ia(f,g)j0r.g, (3) 

where a is the antisymmetric real bilinear form on A : 

a(f, g) = (1/2i) [(f, g) - (g, f)l. 

il(A, a) is the closure with respect to the C*-algebra 
norm which exists on il(A, a). 

Now, by starting with the vacuum Fock vector state 
Q as initial vector state, all measurements at time 
1= + co can be deduced from the functional E(f) on A: 

E(f) = (Q, exp! iA out (f)]Q), ire A, 

(4) 

= exp[ - ~(f, f) + 2i Im(f, j)]. (5) 

This functional E (f) defines the generalized coherent 
state Wj on il(A, a) through the relation 

wJ(or)=E(f), Ofr=: il(A,a), (6) 

The G-N-S triplet associated with the state w J is 
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(H F' HI' Q), where H F is the Fock representation space 
and the representation II J is given by 

H1(or)= II F (o,)expl2i Im(f, j)] (7) 

(H F is the usual Fock representation). 

As j does not belong to L the linear form on A: 
f- (f, j) is not continuous with respect to the norm in! 
and the state WI is not quasiequivalent to a Fock state. t; 

Furthermore, the *-automorphisms corresponding to 
gauge transformations of the first kind: 

(8) 

cannot be implemented in the representation III' i. e. , 
there does not exist a weakly continuous group of 
unitaries such that 

(9) 

Indeed it is easy to show that the existence of such 
unitaries would imply that the representations II (l-e- w) I 

and H F are equivalent. Consequently, no infinitestimal 
generator N of Va' i. e., no particle number for the 
representation III' can be found. 7 All questions con
cerning measurements connected with the particle num
ber (mean-value, counting probability, etc.) are then 
meaningless in this representation. This is the ultimate 
reason why the (incorrect) use of the Fock representa
tion in describing these measurements leads to infrared 
divergences. 

However, it is possible to extract from the state Wj 

a noninfrared divergent Fock part. In this way let us 
define a projector P A such that 

(PAf) (k)=O Ulkl<A 

=f(k) if Ikl?: A>O. (10) 

One can write 

w I (l)r)=w j (op)' W/O(l_PAI[)' (11) 

Actually wJ is the product state w~ @ w~, 
w} (resp. wn being the restriction of Wj to 
il(P tJ1, a) [resp. il«1 - PAM, all. Thus the G-N-S 
triplet associated with W j can be written (H~ <2l H~, 
H~69H~, Ql 69Q2), where (H~, H;' ~i) is the G-N-S 
triplet associated with wi (i = 1, 2). The interesting fea
ture of this decomposition is that the representation II~ 
is a Fock one since the linear form on P Ali: P Af - (P Af,j) 
is now continuous with respect to the norm in L. Thus 
for any observable A of the form Ai 0 12 , the mean 
value in the state Wj: (Q,AQ)=(Q',A , Q1

), is simply a 
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Fock average. Such a situation is in particular en
countered in considering the probability p~ that n photons 
of arbitrary polarization and momenta greater than 
A (A> 0) and everything with momenta less than A is 
radiated by the current. In this case, the observable to 
be considered is A = p~ Gll 12 , where P~ is the projector 
onto the subspace of H~ spanned by the n-photons vec
tor states with aU momenta greater than A. Then 

(12) 

and a standard calculation gives the expected Poisson 
distribution 1 

A 1 -)n (-) Pn = ,(nA exp -nA n. 

with 

- f nA = 

I kl ~A 

:,3:, j*(k). j(k). 

(13) 

(14) 

This result is evidently not infrared divergent whatever 
is A strictly positive. If A is equal to zero, there is no 
longer a decomposition of WI with a Fock component and 
as already noted the previous calculation is meaningless 
in the actual representation. 

Let us note that the previous analysis and particularly 
the decomposition (11) is still valid if one starts with 
an in- Fock vector state different from the vacuum !1 
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(neither the representation space nor the representation 
change, only ,the cyclic vector does); this enables us to 
construct a scattering operator which admits a product 
decomposition very similar to the one defined by Reents 
in his recent paper. 8 

In conclusion, this algebraic approach of the infrared 
problem for external current is certainly the most 
natural and economical one. It permits to recover all 
previous results without introducing a von Neumann's 
infinite tensor product representation, and, further
more, it rigourously stresses the fact that the infrared 
divergence in the Fock representation is nothing but the 
consequence of the nonexistence of a particle number 
operator in the actual representation. 
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NUT-like generalization of axisymmetric gravitational fields * 
C. Reina and A. Treves 

Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita di Milano. 20133 Milano. Italy 
(Received 5 October 1974) 

The complex potential formulation of the axisymmetric problem discussed by Ernst enables us to 
construct new solutions from a given one, by mUltiplying the corresponding potential by a unit 
complex number. This rotation introduces naturally the NUT parameter in the metric. The 
generalized Kerr, Weyl, and Tomimatsu-Sato solutions are explicity constructed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1963 Newman, Tamburino, and UntP found a family 
of solutions of the Einstein equations, which contains as 
a special case the Schwarzschild solution. The interest 
in the NUT fields is mainly mathematical, since the 
only member of the family which is flat at infinity is the 
Schwarzschild solution itself. 

A generalization of the Kerr field, analogous to that 
proposed by NUT, was obtained by Demianski and New
man2 by means of a mathematical trick, involving a 
complex coordinate transformation. 

In this paper it is shown that the complex potential 
formalism introduced by Ernse leads naturally to the 
NUT and to the Demianski and Newman solutions, the 
NUT parameter being related to an arbitrary phase con
stant in the Ernst potential ~o. The generalization can 
be extended to any axisymmetric solution, and in partic
ular it is given here for the Tomimatsu-Sato field. 

II. NUT AND DEMIANSKI-NEWMAN FIELDS 

In canonical cylindric coordinates the most general 
axisymmetric electrovac line element reads4 

ds 2 = rl[e21' (dp2 + dz2) + p2 dq>2] - j(dt - w dq»\ (1) 

where the potentialsj, Y,w are functions of p, z. It was 
shown by Ernse that the potentials can be derived from 
a complex function ~o, satisfying the equation, 

(2) 

where 'V 2 is the flat space three-dimensional operator. 
The equations relating j, w, Y to ~o are 

~ -1 
/= Re ~oo + 1 ' 

Vw= (~o~;P-l)2 Im[(~ci -1)2nxV~o], 

where n is the azimuth direction. 

(3) 

(4 ) 

(5) 

(6) 

It was noted by Ernst5 that from a given solution ~o of 
Eqo (2), one can generate in a number of ways new solu
tions, which, however, in general are not phySically 
meaningful. In particular we show that the transformation 
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(7) 

yields the NUT and Demianski-Newman fields for ~o 

corresponding to the Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions 
respectively. 

In prolate spheroidal coordinates (x, y) [p = k (x2 _ 1)1/2 
X (1 - y2)1 12; Z = kxy, k being a scale factor] the Kerr 
solution corresponds to 

~o=px+iqy, 

with p2 + q2 = 1. The transformation (7) together with 
Eqs. (3) and (4) gives 

-1-2 pcosO!x-qsinO!y+l (8) 
j - (px + 1)2 + q2y 2 + 2p (cos O! - l)x - 2q sinO!y' 

2 ~ sinay. (9) 
p 

Since Eqs. (5) and (6) are independent of O!, the potential 
y is unchanged by the transformation (7), and therefore, 

By the coordinate transformation 

x= (r - m )/k, Y= cos,,) 

the metric is mapped into the form 

ds2 = ~2 ~ (a COS'')2 -l): rlr2 + [r2 + (a cos,,) -l )21 
r - mr+a -l 

x (rl,'!2 + r2 - 2mr + a 2 
_l2 dcp2\ 

r2 _ 2mr + a2 cos2,,) _ l2 } 

_ (1 _ 2 mr + l (l - a cos,,!») 
r2 + (a cos,') - Z)2 

(10) 

2 

x [rlt _ (2a sin2,<J[mr+l(l-a cos,,)] _ 2l cos'))rlcpl 
r2 _ 2mr - F +a 2cos2,'} J ' 

where m, l» and a are related to p, q, O!, and k by 

k 2 = m 2 + l2 _a2 , 

p=k/(m2+F)1/2, q=a/(m2+l2)1 /", 

cosO! = m/(m2 + l2)1 12, sinO! = l/(m 2 + [Z)1 12. 

(11) 

The line element (11) coincides with the Demianski
Newman uncharged metriC, which reduces to the usual 
Boyer and Lindquist form of the Kerr metric for l = 0 
and to the NUT generalization of the Schwarzschild 
metric for a = 0, 
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III. GENERALIZED WEYL AND TOMIMATSU-SATO 
FIELDS 

The transformation (7) can be applied to algebraically 
general fields as welL We consider the special family 
of Weyl solutions 

~o==[(X+1)6+(X_1)6]/[(x+1)6_(x-1)6], (12) 

which for 6 == 1 is the Schwarzschild solution and for 
6 == 2, 3, 4 are the static counterparts of the 
Tomimatsu-Sato solutions. 

Applying the transformation (7) and solving for the 
potentials /, w, Y, we have 

/== 2(X2 _ 1 )6j[(cosO! + 1)(x + 1)26 + (cosO! - 1)(x - 1 )26], (13) 

w == 2M sinO! y, (14) 

exp(2 Y)== (x2 _ 1 )62 /(x2 _ y2)62• 

For 6 == 1 this reduces to the NUT field. 

The Tomimatsu-Sato complex potential for 6 == 2 
reads6 

~o== (u + iv)/(m + in), 

where 

U==p2X4 +q2y4 -1, v == _ 2pqxy(x2 _y2), 

m ==2px(x2 -1), n== _ 2qy(1- y2). 

The rotation (7) yields 

~==[cos(J u-sinO! v+i(sinO! u+cOSO! v)]/(m+in) 

and therefore 

/==Ao/B, 

where 

B==Bo+ 2(cosO! -1)1) - 2 sinO! E, 

Bo== (u + m)2 + (v +n)2, 

1)==mu+nv, E==mv -nu. 

(Hereinafter a subscript 0 indicates the quantities 

(15) 

which are unchanged with respect to the Tomimatsu
Sato case 0 ) The potential Y is that given by Tomimatsu
Sato, 

exp(2yo) ==AoIp4(X2 - y2)4 0 

Equations (4) in prolate spheroidal coordinates yield 

o (1- y2) r. /, OE (1)) 
ox (w - cosO! wo)== -k ~ e(1 - cosO!) \1)oy - E oy 

(16) 
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. IB (1) ~\J + SinO! , 0ox-1) ox} , (17) 

where Wo reads 

Wo == - 2mq (1 ~ y2) {p3X(X2 _ 1)[2 (x4 _ 1) + (x3 + 3)(1 _ y2)] 
o 

+ p2(X2 _ 1)[ 4x2(X2 - 1) + (3x2 + 1)(1 - y2)] 

_q2(px+1)(1_ y2)3]}. (18) 

From Eqs. (16) and (17) it can be easily shown that w 
must be of the form, 

(1 _ 2) 
w == cosO! Wo +kQ+[2(cosO! -1)C + sinO! D] + h sinO! y, 

o 

(19) 

where C, D are polynomials of x, y and h is a constant 
independent of o!. The presence of the last term in Eq. 
(19) and the condition that it must reduce to the form 
(14) for q == 0 is sufficient to show that also this metric 
is not asymptotically flat. It does not seem therefore 
very interesting to work out the explicit form of w. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that the Ernst formulation of the 
axisymmetric problem leads directly to the generaliza
tions of Schwarzschild and Kerr fields given originally 
by NUT and Demianski and Newman. An advantage of 
this derivation is that it can be extended to algebraically 
general fields as the Weyl and Tomimatsu-Sato fields. 

It is obvious that the method can be applied also to 
electrovac solutions. In fact, by using the results of 
ErnsF it is clear that, multiplying ~o by a complex num
ber with modulus different from 1, one obtains the 
charged NUT-like generalization of any given solution. 

*Work partially supported by Laboratorio di Fisica Cosmica 
e Tecnologie Relative del C. N.R., Milano. 
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Nonexistence of dissipative structure solutions to Volterra 
many-species models 

Gerald Rosen 

Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 
(Received 23 September 1974) 

Subject to boundary conditions of practical interest, the only temporally periodic solutions that may 
be admitted by a generic system of Volterra n -species reaction-ditTusion equations are spatially 
uniform solutions, and thus dissipative structures are precluded as solutions to Volterra n -species 
models. 

Considerable interest has been attached to the recent 
experimental1 and theoretical2 studies of "dissipative 
structures, " temporally periodic but spatially nonuni
form solutions to certain systems of nonlinear reaction
diffusion equations. The purpose of the present com
munication is to report a concise proof which shows that 
a generic Volterra model system, 3 extended in the 
natural way to include species diffusion, cannot admit 
a dissipative structure as a solution. 

With inclusion of species diffUSion, a Volterra n
species model is governed by coupled nonlinear equa
tions of the form 

where the enumerator index i runs from 1 to n, C i 

(1) 

= C i(X, l) denotes the concentration of the ith participating 
molecular or biological species. D I is the diffusivity of 
the ith species. k; is the (positive or negative) growth 
rate constant associated with the ith species, i3j1(> 0) is 
the so-called equivalence number of the ith species [the 
ratio of i's lost (or gained) through encounters per unit 
time to j's gained (or lost) through encounters being 
i3~1/i3/], and O'ij~ - aJi are the (positive, negative, or 
zero) interaction rate constants which describe how 
rapidly encounters between the ith and jth species change 
the local concentration of the ith species. It is assumed 
that the system (1) admits a constant equilibrium solu
tion with the C i = c; ~ (positive constants) satisfying the 
algebraic equations implied by (1)4 

n "i = - 13/ 6 O'li cj' 
j=l 

(2) 

For problems of practical interest the Eqs. (1) are re
quired to hold through a spatial region R (one-. two-. 
or three-dimensional) with either C 1= C i or n . Vc = 0 at 
all points on the boundary of R, where n denotes a vec
tor normal to the bounding surface; thus, we consider 
boundary conditions such that 

(3) 

for all x~ oR. all t:2: 0 and all i=1, .... n. 

Suppose that Eqs. (1) subject to (3) admit a temporally 
periodic solution 

with the period T a positive constant. Then it follows 
that the functional 

(4) 
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a(t)~ 1 
R 

(5) 

must also be a periodic function of t, i. e., a(t + T) = ail). 
But Eqs. (1) imply that 

da(t) = 1 t 13 i (1- cici 1)(oc/at)dx 
dl ."1 

R 

=f 
R 

n 
"0 13/(1- Cic;1)Di'V2 C I dx 
i=l 

(6) 

in view of the conditions (2) and the antisymmetrical 
character of the O'ij's. 5 Integrating the final member of 
(6) by parts and making use of the conditions (3) on the 
boundary of R, we obtain 

da(/) f ~ - -21 12 < 0 -dt = - L.J 13 ic iD ic i Ve i dx = . 
R i"1 

(7) 

and thus a(l) is monotone-decreasing with time for all t 
so long as any e i varies with x. Hence, a Volterra n
species reaction-diffusion system of the form (1) sub
ject to boundary conditions which imply (3) may admit 
only spatially uniform periodiC solutions and cannot ad
mit a dissipative structure. 
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There can be only one maximally random ensemble in a given convex-closed family of ensembles. 
because the mixing of several ensembles increases entropy. Hence. if the family is acted on by a 
group which does not modify randomness (entropy). the thermodynamic ensemble is invariant. This 
is clear only over a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. prior to thermodynamic limits. Hence. in this 
situation. strictly spontaneous breakdown of symmetry is impossible. 

INTRODUCTION 

My thesis will be that the literal "spontaneous break
down of symmetry" is impossible. Nevertheless, a 
Slight bias away from symmetry exogenously imposed 
may be greatly magnified. My context will be thermo
dynamiC. The single familiar example of ferromagnetism 
will make the phYSical point clear, then mathematical 
argument will make it general and precise. 

The ferromagnetic alignment of N spin-t's is often 
cited as an illustration of the spontaneous breakdown of 
rotational invariance. The aligned "state" has total 
angular momentum tN, and hence is (N + I)-fold de
generate. 1 The statistical ensemble in which each "z
component" of angular momentum (- tN, - tN + 1, ... , 
t N) is equally weighted, a mixed state with entropy 
In(N + 1), is however rotationally invariant, and is fur
thermore the ensemble which has the greatest entropy 
among all ensembles which can be built from this 
(N + I)-fOld degenerate system. 2 A pure state, e. g. , 
the state with z-component of angular momentum tN, 
of course has entropy O. Hence, specifying this ro
tationally noninvariant oriented state in place of the ro
tationally invariant mixture involves negentropy 3 or in
formation In(N + 1), and thus constitutes an exogenous 
bias. The information per spin here is N-1ln(N + 1), 
which approaches zero as N - 00: The exogenous bias 
involved is in this sense slight. In thermodynamic 
limits, an entropy which like In(N + 1) is o(N), is 
dropped or neglected. Hence thermodynamic limits and 
discussions which set N = 00 tend to obscure the exogen
eous source of asymmetry. That is a phYSical reason 
why the dimenSionality of the system's Hilbert space in 
the sequel is taken to be finite, and why no attempt is 
made to battle technical difficulties so as to seek the 
conclusion in more general cases. 

The basic mathematical tool is #4 below: convexity of 
entropy in quantum statistical mechanics. Inasmuch as 
the application represents some sort of denial of the 
very popular notion of broken symmetry, 4 the simple 
mathematics is set forth in detail. Any correct discus
sion of breakdown must in some way circumvent this 
simple mathematiCS; the "cause" of breakdown is likely 
to become better understood by examining the point of 
departure from the present mathematical format. 

A second purpose is to show how #4 may be derived 
from #2, a lemma from measurement theory. The 
proofs are fortunately so brief that all can be done here. 
A reader ready to accept #4 may omit #2, #3, and #5. 
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The usual context for discussions of symmetry break
down is Lagrangian dynamiCS. The Lagrangian is in
variant under a group G which acts on the dynamical 
variables, whereas states are discussed which are not 
G-invariant, most notably a ground or "vacuum" state. 
(The breakdown of symmetry is often achieved by an 
explicitly asymmetric "infinitesimal" term added to the 
Lagrangian; this is of course in line with my comment 
referring to slight exogenous bias. ) The relationship 
between properties of the Lagrangian and properties of 
the associated phYSical system may however be thought 
too technical to take the symmetry of the Lagranian as 
a physical symmetry of the system. This philosophical 
point may be an incidental motivation for studies 5 which 
seek to find explicitly physical symmetry in solutions 
at unusual thermodynamic conditions-e. g., high tem
perature-for systems which show broken symmetry in 
other conditions, for then the symmetry under G would 
be more than a merely technical artifact of a Lagrangian. 

In my context here there will be no reference to 
Lagrangians, only to physical states of the system, in
cluding mixed states or ensembles. Symmetry under 
group G is defined by action of G on a set H of ensem
bles: To each state PEH and each element g-= G, there 
corresponds a state gP E H. If the orbit {gP : g E G} has 
more than one element, then P itself is G-asymmetric, 
which is the context for broken symmetry; otherwise, 
gP=P, 'fI gE G, and P is G-symmetric. 

The specification of a state without exogenous bias I 
will take to mean the choice of an ensemble with maxi
mum entropy consistent with the physical specifications. 
By the judicious use of reservoirs, this subsumes cases 
frequently described by minimizing various "free ener
gies. " The "physical speCifications" of the states will 
explicitly be barred by assumption from referring to 
the statistical weights, as follows: Any convex combina
tion (mixture) of states P which meet the physical 
specifications must also meet the physical specifica
tions. This assumption, introduced as closure of H 
under convex combination in #8, rules out the dodge of 
specifying that, e. g., only pure states will be con
sidered, which indeed would find the states (many of 
them, all of "maximum" entropy zero), asymmetric in 
the ferromagnetic example. It is also assumed that the 
group action does not alter entropy. This is most likely 
to be attained by having G act on pure states, then 
promoting the action of G to mixtures by requiring it 
to commute with convex combination. 
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This argument, already given very briefly in the 
Abstract, is in essence only this: The homogeneous 
mixture of all the states in an orbit will at once have 
maximum entropy and will be G-symmetric. Selecting 
the other less symmetric states requires accepting less 
than the maximum entropy, and so constitutes an exo
genous introduction of information. The technical 
development of this idea follows, culminating in the 
corollary, #8 below. 

THE ARGUMENT 

#1. Definition: Let f be a strongly convex real-valued 
function on [0,1], 1. e., f((x + y)/2) > Y(x) + tf(y) if 
x* y. We will be interested in the f entropy of a density 
matrix P, defined as Tr f(P). 

The case of physical interest is, of course, f(x) 
= - x lux. Items #2-5 below are given to establish the 
basic convexity theorem, #4. 

Von Neumann's "process 1" or measurement process 
increases f entropy 6: 

#2. Lemma (von Neumann): If (E1 , ••• ,En) is a list of 
orthogonal Hermitian projections such that Z i E i = I 
(the unit matrix) and if LEIPEi*P, then 
Tr f(LEIPEi»Trf(P). 

#3. Proof: Since the EiPE I commute. they may be 
simultaneously diagonalized on an orthonormal basis, 
(u1 , u2 • ... ). Let P be diagonal on the orthonormal basis 
(VI' V2 , 0"). The lemma states that the f entropy of the 
u-basis diagonal part of P exceeds that of P. Indeed, 
the diagonal element (ua I P I ua> = Z I (ua I v i>P I(V i I ua> 
=Zi I(ua I Vi> 12pI is a convex combination of the P eigen
values PI' Hencef(uaIPlua»~Zil(ualvj>12 f(Pi)' Since 
P is not diagonal on the u basis, it can be shown that at 
least one (ua I P Iu.) is a nontrivial convex combination of 
the Pi' whence the inequality holds at least once. Hence, 
La f(ua I P Iua» > Z ;!(Pi) Za (Vi Iua> (Ua Iv i> =L f(Pi)' QED 

#4 Theorem (Convexity of entropy); If P, L are non
negative Hermitian matrices, O~P~l, O::;L::;l, and 
P",L, then Tr f((P+L)/2»tTrf(P)+t Tr f(L). 

#5. Proof: If PL = LP, diagonalize: P = diag(plo P2' ... ), 
L = diag(a1 , a2, ... ), with Pi * ai for at least one i. Then 
the result follows by summing f((Pi + a )/2) ~ tf(PI) 
+ tf(a

l
), with the inequality holding at least once. This 

establishes the commutative case. 

If PL '" LP, let (E1O E 2 , ... ) be a list of one-dimensional 
orthogonal Hermitian projections with Z lEi =1, which 
diagonalizes (P + L)/2. Thus 

P+L =6 EiPEi+EiLEi 
2 I 2 

Then 

(
P+L) Trf -2-
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+ tTr f(6 EILE I) 
i 

follows from the commutative case, since Zi E IPE I and 
ZiEjLEi commute. Furthermore, P- l,IEIPEI is a 
von Neumann measurement process, and P*ZIEjPEi; 
otherwise, P and (P+ L)/2 would commute, contradic
ting PL*"LP. Hence Tr j(P)<Trf(ZiEIPEI)' Similarly, 
Trf(L)< Tr f(ZiEiLEJ Hence Tr f((P+ L)/2) > tTrf(P 
+ tTrf(L). QED 

The physical point related to the impOSSibility of sym
metry breakdown without even slight exogeneous bias is 
now easily achieved through a series of obvious 
corollaries. 

#6. Corollary of #4: P, L as before, P*L. If Tr f(P) 
=Tr f(L)=So, then Tr f((P+ L)/2»So' 

#7. Corollary of #6: In any set of ensembles closed 
under convex combination, there can be no more than 
one of maximum f entropy. 

#8. Corollary of #7 (Symmetry of the ensemble of 
maximum entropy): Let H be a set of ensembles closed 

under a "symmetry group" G and under convex com
bination; i. e., there is a group G whose elements g 
act on the H ensembles, gP c:: H for every g c:: G and 
Pc:: H, and any convex combination of elements of H be
longs to H. Furthermore, let the f entropy be preserved 
by these G transformations. Then the ensemble Po of 
maximumf entropy is G-symmetric, i. e., gPo=Po 
for all gc:: C. 

POSSIBLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS RELATED TO 
MEASUREMENT THEORY 

The introduction of a small biasing term in the 
Lagrangian is a generally familiar device for producing 
breakdown. Here, other devices, which may seem more 
deserving of the qualification "spontaneous, " are 
suggested. 

The most obvious device, but one which may be dif
ficult to use, is to explore all ensembles at a fixed 
small nonzero negentropy from the equilibrium en
semble. In such an approach information would be 
acknowledged, yet without specifying the nature of the 
bias. 

The ferromagnetic example suggests a description in 
terms of easy polarizability or of long-range corre
lation. More generally, one may explore correlations 
between two successive measurements. This suggests 
that appropriate intrinsic "quadratic" matrix elements 
be related to the breaking of symmetry by an exogenous 
bias. 

The topic of breakdown of symmetry is commonly in
troduced by noting that in the ferromagnetic example 
the alignment is automatically evident to an observer 
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living within the sample, without any imposed bias. Yet 
discussions of Maxwell's demon show that internal ob
servers may not function without some negentropy. 3 
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T~e method of moments is applied to pairs of linear permutable self-adjoint operators A and B in a 
Hilbert space};l. An apprOXImate expression for the diagonal matrix elements of the operator (1 -
w A -: z B ) , where w, z are complex numbers, is taken as a guide to the definition of rational 
approxlmants from general formal power series in two variables. Starting from an operator 
convergence theorem in a certain Hilbert space, we prove the convergence of our approximants to 
analytiC functions of two complex varia~les with the integral representation G (w ,z) = f f d CT( a,/3) 
/ (1 -w a. - z /3), under SUitable restnctlOns on the positive measure CT(a,f3). The same 
approximatIon scheme can also be applied to the diagonal matrix elements of the operator [( I -
w A) (1 -. z B )]-': leading to a different.!ational approximant which we prove to converge to 
functions With the mtegral ~epresentation G (w,z) = If d CT(a,/3) / (1 - wa) (1 - z /3). In both 
cases the convergence IS umform on appropriate compact subsets of C'. The extension to the 
n -di~ensional c~e is straightforward for both approximants. The connections with a standard 
vanatlOnai pnnclple are also briefly discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years the technique of Pade approxi
mants (PA'S)1-3 for the approximate summation of power 
series of one complex variable has been looked at with 
some interest by physicists as an effective tool for many 
quantum mechanical and field-theoretic models whose 
solutions are only available in the form of a perturbative 
series. We recall that, given the formal power series 
f(z) ""'2,rlnzn, the [N/M]{z) PA is the rational function 
PN(Z)/QM(Z), where PN(z) and QM(Z) are polynomials of 
degree Nand M, respectively, such that PN(Z)/QM(Z) 
= '2,~=+oMf~n + O(ZN+M+l). A simple closed expreSSion is 
available for the [N/M](z) PA and it can be shown that 
the PA's have some significant formal properties, e. g., 
if N = M they are invariant under homographical trans
formations both of the variable and of the function. The 
PA's converge uniformly on compact sets to extended 
Stieltjes functions, i. e., the functions g(z) of the form 
g(z) = L:da(t)/1- zt where a(t) is a positive measure 
with finite moments Il n = L:tn da(t) not too fastly increas
ing with n; moreover, in a suitably generalized sense, 
they converge to meromorphic functions. 4 Unfortunately, 
the extension to the multidimensional case is not 
straightforward. In fact, the simplest generalization of 
the usual definition of the PA's, even in the case of two 
variables only, does not, in general, determine uniquely 
a rational approximant: additional constraints must be 
provided. To this problem, very interesting alternative 
solutions have been recently proposed. In one of 
these5,6 the constraints are chosen in such a way that the 
many variable approximants retain the main formal 
properties of the usual PA's. In spite of this the study 
of the convergence properties is not easy and, up to 
now, only generalizations of de Montessus theorem are 
available. 7 For another kind of approximant8 the con
vergence to holomorphic functions has been proved un
der the stringent assumption of uniform boundedness of 
the approximants themselves. 

In this paper, we would like to indicate a different 
approach to the construction of many-variable rational 
approximants starting from the following remarks. Con-
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sider a linear self-adjoint operator A and a vector f on 
a Hilbert space H. Let '2,:'0 zn(t, A"j) be the Neumann ex
pansion (not necessarily convergent) of the diagonal mat
rix element (t, (1- zAtlj). Then, for every NO? 0, the 
(N/N+1](z) PA for this series coincides (a) with the 
matrix element (t, (1 - ZANtlj) where AN is the (N + 1)
rank operator obtained at the Nth order in the approxi
mation scheme known as the method of moments9,10; (b) 
with the stationary value of an appropriate functional on 
a certain finite-dimensional subspace of H. 11 Therefore, 
we suggest generalizing the PA to the multidimensional 
case by starting from the definition in terms of the meth
od of moments rather than from the usual definition; 
more precisely, we suggest that the direct extension of 
the method of moments to the operator (1- wA - zB)-l 
with A and B linear self-adjoint permutable operators 
should be taken as a guide to the definition and justifi
cation of two variable rational approximantso As a re
sult, although some formal properties of the usual PA' s 
are lacking, we still have the same connection with the 
method of moments (and the variational method) 0 This 
enables us to give, for a relevant class of functions, a 
convergence proof which is both simple and of practical 
use since it involves only assumptions about the analytic 
properties of the functions to be apprOXimated rather 
than about the behavior of the approximants themselves. 
Furthermore, our approximants have a simple explicit 
expression in any order of approximation. 

We shall not study here any application of our approxi
mation scheme, but let us just remark that a natural 
field of application should be the approximate summa
tion of the perturbative solution of quantum mechanical 
and field-theoretic models with more than one coupling 
constant. However, whether the physically interesting 
models fulfill all the requirements of our convergence 
theorem, is a question which requires further study. It 
is also worth mentioning that there are classical special 
functions which, for a particular choice of some of the 
defining parameters, have the integral representation 
required in our convergence proofs, i. e., the two
variable Appel hypergeometric functions and their n-
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variable generalizations, the Lauricella functions. 12 The 
numerical computation of such functions is therefore 
another possible application of our approximation pro
cedure which, in this case, provides a direct generali
zation of the classical Jacobi continued fraction expan
sion of the Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1(1, (3, Y, z). 

In Sec. TI we consider the method of moments for a 
pair of self-adjoint permutable operators A and Band 
we give the "approximate" expression for the matrix 
element (f, (1- wA - ZB)-lf) where f is a suitable vector 
of the Hilbert space. From this we obtain a rational ex
pression which can be associated with any double power 
series. In Sec. TIl we prove a convergence theorem for 
operators in a Hilbert space and we use this result to 
state in Sec. N a convergence theorem of our approxi
mants to functions of two complex variables with a well
defined analytic structure. In Sec. V we present the tri
vial extension to the n-dimensional case; the connection 
with a standard variational principle; and another kind 
of approximant, suggested by the application of the meth
od of moments to the operator [(1- wA)(1- zB) ]-1. 

II. THE METHOD OF MOMENTS 

Let A and B be two linear self-adjoint permutable 
operators with domains D (A) and D (B) in the Hilbert 
space fl. Then there exists a dense subset (! of vectors 
of Ii which are quasi_analytic13 ,14 for both A and B. Let 
f E (!15 be such that 

fp-q,q=Ap-qB'f, p=O,···,N, q=O,···,p, (1) 

are linearly independent vectors for any N. Then, the 
vectors Vr,J generate a sequence of [(N + 1)(N + 2)/2]
dimensional Hilbert spaces Ii N <:::; Ii and the related ortho
gonal projection operators P N • Let us consider the 
equation 

(1- wA - zB)if!=f (2) 

where wand z are complex numbers. For any {w, z} 
such that the operator R(w, z) '" (1 - wA - zBt1 exists and 
is bounded, the solution of Eq. (2) is 

Iji=R(w, z)f. (3) 

In order to obtain an approximate solution of Eq. (2), let 
us consider the following equation in the finite-dimen
sional subspace liN: 

(4) 

where 

AN ",PNAPN, BN"'PNBPN. (5) 

The solution of Eq. (4) is 

if!N = (1- WAN - zBN)-lf",RN(w, z)f (6) 

for {w, z} such that RN(w, z) exists and is bounded. Since 
IjiN Eli N we can also solve Eq. (4) explicitly by expanding 
if!N on the complete set Vr,.J-: 
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(7) 

By substituting (7) into Eq. (4) and then taking the scalar 
product of both sides successively with fr-s,s (r= 0, 1, •.. 
N; s = 0, 1, ... r), we arrive at a system of linear equa
tions for the ap,q and finally we obtain 

(8) 

where 

Fr_s,s'" if, Ar-sBsf), (9) 

p, r= 0, '.', N, q = 0, .•• ,p, s = 0, .. ', r. 

If we project Eq. (8) on the vector f we obtain the sim
ple expression 

with obvious definitions for the column matrix F N, its 
transpose~, and the matrix M N. The corresponding 
matrix element of the operator R(w, z) has the integral 
representation 

if R(w Z)A=lfd(f, E(a,Mf) , ,'J' 1 _ wa - z{3 (11) 

where E(a, f3) is the spectral family associated with the 
self-adjoint permutable operators A and B. 

In Sec. TIl we prove the strong convergence of RN(w, z) 
to R(w, z) in a subspace of Ii for {w, z} in a suitable do
main and, as a consequence, the convergence of IjiN to 
Iji and of if, IjiN) to (f, Iji). Since in the latter case we have 
a rational approximation converging to an analytic func
tion of two complex variables, we are naturally led to 
introduce for any formal double power series 

G(w z)=~ (m +n)G wmz n (12) 
, m,n m m,n 

the rational approximant GN(w, z) by the formula 

GN(w, z) '" G~QjlGN (13) 

where GN , G~ and QN are a column matrix, its trans
pose, and a matrix defined in terms of the coefficients 
Gm,n by 

(GN)p,q '" Gp-q ,q, 

(Q N)p,q;r ,s '" GP+r-q -S,q+s - wGp+r+1-q_s,q+s - Z GP+r-q_S,q+S+l' (14) 

p,r=O, ••• ,N, q=O, ••• ,p, s=O, ..• ,r. 

Let us write explicitly Go(w,z) and G1 (w,z): 

Go,o - wG1,o - ZGO,l' 

(15) 
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It is convenient to notice that this rational approximant 
has some obvious formal properties, e. g., GN{w, z) is 
real analytic if G{w, z) is a real analytic function of w 

and z and it is symmetric in wand z if G{w, z) is. One 
may also notice that the approximant to a factorized 
function does not in general factorize and that no simple 
analog of the homographical covariance properties of the 
Pade approximant seems to hold. 

Finally, it remains to be investigated whether the 
GN{w, z) might also be defined by matching their power 
expansion to that of G{w, z) according to some definite 
prescription. 

III. SOME RESULTS ON OPERATOR CONVERGENCE 

In this section we shall extend some results of Refso 
9 and 10 where the case of a single self-adjoint operator 
has been studiedo Let Lf be the linear manifold of all 
finite linear combinations of the vectors {jr s} defined in 
Seco IL The closure of L f is a Hilbert spac'e H f,,=H. 16 

Consider now the restrictions A' and B' of the operators 
A and B to L f and their closures A' and jj'. Since f is 
assumed to be a quasi-analytic vector for both A and B 
then, by the Theorems 4 and 6 of Ref. 13, A' and B' 
are still self-adj oint permutable operators on H f' and 
from now on we shall simply call them A and B. These 
operators and the related ones AN ==P NAP Nand B N 

==PNBPN define inh f the operators T{w, z) ==wA + zB, 

T N{W, z) ==PNT{w, z)PN, R{w, z) == (1- T{w, z»)-\ RN(w, z) 

== {1- T N{W, Z)t1 where {w, Z( E: C2 is a pair of complex 
numbers. For simplicity we shall occasionally drop the 
{w, z} dependence from our operatorso Let us also 
stress that, throughout the paper, by operator conver
gence we shall always mean strong operator conver
gence. T is a normal maximal operator and, since it is 
closed,17 it is the closure of the operator wA' + zB'. TN 
is a bounded operator and, in general, it is not normaL 

In order to prove that RN{w, z) converges to R{w, z) 

on It f we need some information on the behavior of 
T N{W, z) as N - co, which is given by the following: 

Theorem 1: T N{W, z) - T{w, z) in Lf> uniformly with 
respect to {w, z}. 

Proof: Any vector g E: L f can be written as g 

=L:~=o2:;=oam,;tm-nB"f. If N? M + 1 then TN{w, z)g==PN{wA 
+ zB)P Ng= {wA + zB)g= T(w, z)g. Of course the conver
gence is uniform with respect to {w, z}o 

Let us now recall that 6(0), the closure of the numer
ical rangelB of a linear bounded operator ° is a convex 
set containing the spectrum 0(0) of 0. 19 If ° is a normal 
maximal operator (not necessarily bounded) 6(0) is the 
convex hull of 0(0), i. e., 6(0) is the smallest closed 
convex set containing 0(0).20 Theorem 1 and the follow
ing theorem enable us to prove that RN{w, z) -R(w, z) in 

L f • 

Theorem 2: For all {w, Z( such that the point 1 is at a 
positive distance d from 6(T{w, z», R(w, z) and RN(W, z) 

exist as bounded operators and satisfy the bounds 
IIR(w, z) II'" d-t, IIRN(w, z) II'" 6-1 where 6-1 == max{l, d-1

}. 
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Proof: Since 6{T(w, z» is the closed convex hull 6f the 
spectrum of a normal maximal operator, the point 1 is 
at least at a distance d from the spectrum itself, and 
therefore the operator R(w, z) exists and is bounded. If 
gef. 0 then R{w, z)gef. 0 and we can consider the normal
ized vector h = R{w, z)g/IIR(w, z)gll. By assumption 

0< d", I (h, T(w, z)h) - 11 I (R(w, z)g, g) I IIgll 
IIR{w, z)g112 '" IIR{w, z)gll 0 

Therefore, IIR(w, z) II", d-l • A similar result also obtains 
for RN(w, z) from the remark that I (h, RN(w, z)h) I 
'" IIR~{w, z) 1IIIhNI12 + II/lLI12 where R~{w, z) is the restric
tion of RN{w,z) tofi N, Ilhll=l, IzN==PNh, and ItL=(1 
- P N)h. Since e N(T N) ~ 6(T), where eN{T N) is the numer
ical range of TN in ANI then IIR;(w, z) II'" d-l • Therefore, 
IIRN{w, z) II '" 6-1. = max{1, d-1

}. 

Next, a lemma will be used to extend the convergence 
from L f to the whole space It fo 

Lemma 1: Let O(w, z) be a linear bounded operator de
fined on a Hilbert space II and depending on the two 
complex variables {w, zL Let {ON(W, z)} be a sequence of 
such operators, uniformly bounded with respect to N. 
If, for a given {w, z}, 0N(W, z) - O(w, z) on 5 (w, z) where 
5 (w, z) is a dense subset of H, then 0N(W, z) - O(w, z) 

also onll. If, for all {w, Z( in a domain llL C2
, (a) 

O(w, z) and {ON(W, zl} are uniformly bounded, (b) 5 
=5(1.1.', z) does not depend on {w, z}, (c) 0N(W, z) - O(w, z) 
on 5 uniformly in ll, then ° N(W, z) - O(w, z) on II uni
formly in llo 

Proof: Consider a fixed {IV, z)'. Then for all J{(Ch there 
exists a sequence {gJ. F S(w, z) such that J{n-,!',' 

Therefore, 

II{ON(ZC, z) - O(w, z»gll "'II 0N(W, z)(J{ - Mn) II 

+IIO(w, z)(J{- J{n)II+II{ON(w, z) - O(w, z)lKnll 

'" 2M(w, z)llg- g)1 +II{ON(W, z) - O(w, z»gnll, 

where 110(w, z) II "'M(w, z), IION(w, z) II "'M(w, z) for all No 
Let us fix Ile in such a way that IIJ{- gne "'" E/4M(w, z). 
Since J{ne E:5(w,z) and 0N(W,Z)-O(w,z) inS(w,z), we 
can choose Ne(w, z) such that II(ON(W, z) - O(w, z»gne II 
< E/2 for all N:> Ne(w, z) 0 Then the first part of the theo
rem follows. If, for {w, z}c ll, the operators are uni
formly bounded, the set 5 =5(w, z) does not depend on 
{w, z} and the convergence is uniform on 5, then A1, ne, 
and Ne do not depend on {w, z} and the convergence is 
uniform on ll. 

Before applying Lemma 1 to our case we need the 
following: 

Lemma 2: If 1 (= p(T(w, z», where p(T(w, z» is the re
solvent set of T(w, z), then 5 f(w, z) == (1- T(w, z» L f is a 
dense linear manifold of It. Moreover, for any finite 
{w, z} and {w', z'}- such that 1 E: p{T(w, z» and 1 
c: p{T(w', z '», 5 /(w, z) coincides with S f(w', z '). 

Proof: By assumption (1- T(w, Z))-l exists as a bound
ed operator on It f. Therefore, any vector h Fh f can be 
written as Ii = (1- T)g with J{= (1- T)-lh. Since L f is 
dense in I I f and T is the closure of an operator with do-
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main L" there . 1ts a sequence gn - g with gn ELI such 
that hn = (1 - T)gn - h, The second part of the theorem is 
proved by a direct check that any vector in 5,(w, z) also 
belongs to 5,(w', z ') and vice versa. 

We can now state the main theoremo 

Theorem 3: Let ~ be a domain of C2 such that the 
point 1 is at a positive distance d from 0(T(w, z)lo Then, 
for {w, z} E~, RN(w, z) converges strongly to R(w, z) on 
H" uniformly on any bounded subset r c ~. 

Proof: For a fixed {w, z} E~, let R(w, z)g be in L,: 

II[RN(w, z) - R(w, z))gll=IIRN(W, z)(T N(W, z) 

- T(w, z))R(w, z)gll 

.; IIRN(w, z)IIII(T N(W, z)- T(w, z))R(w, z)gll. 

From Theorem 1 we have that TN - T in L, and from 
Theorem 2 that IIRN(w, z) II.; 6-10 Therefore, RN(w, z) 
-R(w, z) on 5,(w, z) =' (1- T(w, z))L,o Since, by Lemma 
2, 5,(w, z) is dense in H" it follows that RN(w, z) 
- R(w, z) on h ,. To prove uniform convergence let us 
remark that T N(W, z) - T(w, z) uniformly with respect to 
{w, z} and that, for {w, z} E r, 5, ='5(w, z) does not de
pend on {w, z}. It follows that RN(w, z) -R(w, z) in 5 I, 
uniformly in r. By Lemma 1 we conclude that RN(w, z) 
-R(w, z) on the whole H" uniformly in r. 

IV. CONVERGENCE OF APPROXIMANTS FOR 
DOUBLE POWER SERIES 

In Sec. II convergence theorems have been formulated 
for operators in an abstract Hilbert space, Let us now 
turn our attention to the approximant GN(w, z) defined by 
Eq. (13) starting from the formal double power series 
(12) associated to a function of two complex variables 
G(w, z). Under suitable hypotheses we can prove the 
convergence of GN(w, z) to G(w, z), by reducing the prob
lem to the Hilbert space problem considered in Seco III. 

For this purpose let us restrict to the class of func
tions with the following representation in some domain 
of C2 

G(w z) = f f da(a., i3) 
, _ 1- wa. - zf3' 

(16) 

where a(a., 13) is a bounded positive Radon measure in 
R2 and the formal (not necessarily convergent) double 
power series expansion 

(17) 

where :0a is the convex hull of the support of a(a., (3) in 
R2. We can state now the following convergence theorem 
for the approximants GN(w, z) defined by Eqo (13): 

Theorem 4: Let ~ be a domain of C2 such that the 
point 1 is at positive distance d from 0 a(w, z). If 
L::,O(G2m ,O)-1 12m = co, L:;'O(GO,2nr l 12n = 00, and {w, z} E~, 
then GN(w,z) converges to G(w,z) as N-co. The conver
gence is uniform in any bounded subset r c ~. 

Proof: Let L 2(R2, a) be the Hilbert space of the func
tions on R2, square integrable with the measure a(a., i3lo 
Consider the multiplication operators ci and ~ defined by 
cig(a., (3) =' a.g(a., (3) and ~g(O!, (3) ='f3g(a., I3lo They are self
adjoint permutable operators in L 2(R2, a) and the con
stant vector u(O!, (3) =' 1 is quasi-analytic for both ci and 
~ by assumption, since II cim~nu II~ = f f a.2mf32n da(O!, 13) 
= G2m,2n' Therefore, the operators ci and ~ and the vec
tor u( a., (3) satisfy the same hypotheses as A, B, and f 
considered in Sec. III. Clearly, G(w, z) = (u, (1- w& 
- z~rlu)a and GN(w, z) = (u, (1- waN - Z~N) -lu)a, where 
aN and ~N are defined like AN and BN by Eq. (5)0 Fur
thermore, it is easy to see that 0 a(w, z) =0(wa + zS) and 
the theorem follows from Theorem 3. 

Instead of assuming the integral representation (16), 
we could as well start from the series (17). In this case 
sufficient conditions for the double sequence {Gm J- to be 
a determined moment double sequence have been given 
in Theorem 10 of Ref. 13. {Gn,m} must satisfy a certain 
positivity condition and both the sequences {Gm,o} and 
{Go,n} must satisfy the Carle man criterion: 
L::,o(G2m ,o)"1/2m = co and L:':o( GO,2n)"1/2n = co. Since the posi
tivity condition is necessary for {Gm,n} to be a moment 
sequence, the two starting points are equivalent. 

V. GENERALIZATIONS AND FINAL REMARKS 

The extension of our results to any number of self
adj oint permutable operators Al> A 2, 0 • 0 ,Ap is straight
forward. The operator T<P) = zlAl + Z02 + ... + zpAp is 
still normal maximal and we can repeat all the consi
derations of Sec. III, ending up with convergence theo
rems which generalize Theorem 3. The structure of the 
matrix element (f, RN(Zl, Z2, ..• ,zp)j) still suggests an 
approximation scheme which can be used for any func
tion of p complex variables given by its formal multiple 
power series expansion 

(19) 

exists, i. eo, the moments Gm,n = f f a.m(3n da(a., (3) are In fact, we can still write the expression 
finiteo The class of functions with the integral represen-
tation (16) may be considered as one possible generali-
zation of the extended Stieltjes functions to the case of GN(zl> z2, .• 0, zp) = G~(QN)-lGN' (20) 

two variables, 

Let us define the subset 0 a(w, z) of the complex t
plane 
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(18) 

where the vector GN and the matrix QN are now defined 
by 
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P 

,(QN)"l '" n..''''1 '" "" G • • - 2:)z j G 
I ,. -p' "mp nt-na 7nl"""'a,na"""s+mz-ms.···.PIp mp i=l "1-n2+ml-mZ+Oil'"2-na+mZ-m3+6i2, ••• ,ns·ns+l+ms-ms+l-t6is, ••• ,~+mp+6iP' 

rzt = 0, . , . ,N, ~ = 0, .. " rzt, np = 0, .. " np_1 ; 

m1=0, ••• ,N, m 2=0, .•• ,mh mp=0, ••• ,mp_1' 

As in the p = 2 case the convergence properties of 
GN(Zh Z2, .•• ,zp) to G(Z1' Z2' •• " zp) can be obtained from 
the study of (t, RN(zh Z2, "', zp)j). 

Since RN(w, z) converges strongly to R(w, z) on the 
Hilbert space H f' we can also apply the method of mo
ments to the equation 

(1- wA - zB)1/!=g (22) 

where g is any vector in fI f. Then 
N T N P 

(g, RN(w, z)g) =2..J££LJ E:_s,s(MN);!.;t>,.Ep"". 
T,Os=Qp,()q,o 

==ET*MiJE (23) 

where the matrix M is defined as in Eq. (10) in terms of 
the matrix elements (t, A'" Bnj) only, while the column 
matrix E m _n •n is 

(24) 

Although Eq. (23) does not seem relevant for the study 
of approximants to a general power series, the freedom 
in the choice of the generating vector j can be used to 
improve the approximation in purely Hilbert space prob
lems. In fact, a simple variational formulation is avail
able for the approximation procedure we have been dis
cussing. More precisely, consider the functional 

J=(g, ¢) +(¢',g) - (¢', (1- wA- zB)¢) (25) 

and choose the following natural ansatz: 
N m 

¢ =£ £ am,llm-"B"j, 
m'O",O (26) 

N m 
¢ I = L £ a~,Il m-" B"j. 

m'O ",0 

Then the stationary value J of J with respect to the pa
rameters {amJ and {a~"} coincides with formula (23). J 
can still be made stationary even with respect to the 
chOice of the vector j. 21 The extension of these consider
ations to the n-dimensional case is immediate. 

In Sec. II, instead of starting from Eq. (2), we could 
as well start from the equation 

j= (1- wA)(l- zB)1/!. (27) 

All convergence theorems of Sec. III hold with obvious 
modifications for the normal maximal operator TN(w, z) 
==PN(wA + zB - wzAB)PN and a simple sufficient condition 
for 1 ri e(T(w, z» is in this case that both 1m w ~ ° and 
Imz ~ O. Therefore, we are led to consider functions of 
two complex variables with the following integral 
representation: 

-( ) II da(a,13) - .;., G m " (2 ) 
G w, z = (1- wa)(l- z(3) - ",~,o m.n

w 
Z 8 
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(21) 

IWhere, again, a(a, (3) is a positive bounded Radon mea
sure in R2 and Gm ," are its moments. For these func
tions we introduce the approximants 

GN(w, z) == G~Q;:GN (29) 

which differ from the approximants GN(w, z) defined in 
Eq. (13) only for the matrix QN which now reads 

- zGP+Toq_S,q+s+l + wzGp+r",_S+l,q+s+l' (30) 

If the Carleman condition is satisfied for both the se
quences {Gm o} and {Go J, we can repeat the proof of 
Theorem 4 ~nd conclude that GN(w, z) - G(w, z) at least 
for both 1m w ~ 0 and Imz ~ O. Again the convergence is 
uniform in compact sets of C2

• 

Also for these approximants the extension to the 1/

dimenSional case as well as the variational formulation 
are straightforward. 
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We consider initial-boundary value and boundary value problems for transport equations in 
inhomogeneous media. We consider the case when the mean free path is small compared to typical 
lengths in the domain (e.g., the size of a reactor). Employing the boundary layer technique of 
matched asymptotic expansions, we derive a uniform asymptotic expansion of the solution of the 
problem. In so doing we find that in the interior of the domain, i.e., away from boundaries and away 
from the initial line, the leading term of the expansion satisfies a diffusion equation which is the 
basis of most computational work in reactor design. We also derive boundary conditions appropriate to 
the diffusion equation. Comparisons with existing results such as the asymptotic and PI diffusion 
theories. the PN approximation, and the extrapolated end point condition for these approximations 
are made. Finally the uniform validity of our expansions is proved. thus yielding the desired error 
estimates. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We consider the motion of neutrons traveling through 
a material medium. In their travels the neutrons may 
collide with the nuclei of the medium, they may be ab
sorbed by the nuclei, or they may cause fissions thus 
giving birth to secondary neutrons. The neutron distri
bution is a solution of the transport equation, 1,2 some
times referred to as the linear Boltzmann integrodif
ferential equation, and appropriate initial and boundary 
conditions. 

Though initial boundary value problems for the trans
port equation are simple in form, their solution poses 
numerous difficulties. Indeed, solutions for only a very 
few problems are known. Therefore, one seeks approxi
mate solutions to these problems. Alternatively, one 
may formulate approximate theories and then seek solu
tions of the approximating problems. That is, instead 
of considering the mathematical model consisting of an 
initial boundary value problem for the transport equa
tion, one considers a new mathematical model, general
ly simpler, whose solution, it is hoped, is close in 
some sense to the solution of the transport problem. 

One of the most important and widely used such ap
proximate theories is diffusion theory. Its formulation 
has been based on ad hoc physical assumptions such as 
Fick's law which states that the gradient of the neutron 
flux is proportional to the neutron current. The result
ing model is then an initial boundary value problem for 
a diffusion type differential equation for the neutron 
flux, It is found that in practice diffusion theory often, 
though not always, yields good working results. If one 
wishes to determine the accuracy of this "approxima
tion," and indeed the relation of diffusion theory to 
transport theory, it is appropriate to ask the following 
questions, In what sense is diffusion theory an approxi
mation to transport theory? When is this approximation 
valid? What are estimates of the error? Finally, how 
can one improve on the results of diffusion theory? 

It should be mentioned that there have been other at
tempts to derive diffusion theory from transport theory. 
One such approach involves an expansion in the Legendre 
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polynomials P "(cosO). When the expansion is truncated 
at P N, the result is referred to as the P N approxima
tion. 1-3 In particular, the P 1 approximation leads to a 
diffusion equation for the stationary (time independent) 
problem. This is referred to as the P 1-diffusion ap
proximation. However, the P 1 approximation for the 
time dependent problem does not lead to the diffusion 
(parabolic) equation but rather to the telegraphers (hy
perbolic) equationo Then it is argued that the velocity 
approaches infinity and the mean free path and absorp
tion cross section both approach zero in such a way that 
the diffusion equation results in the limit. It is then 
hoped that the P N approximation (N::- 1), which describes 
the behavior of the first N + 1 Fourier coefficients, pro
vides an improvement on diffusion theory, which de
scribes the behavior of the first two Fourier coefficients 
(the flux and the current). We note that the coefficients 
in the P N approximation satisfy a system of coupled 
equations whose number increases with N. Further, 
boundary conditions appropriate to the P N approximation 
have not been derived. Rather, two different sets of 
ad hoc conditions due to Marshak3 and to Mark4 are gen
erally employed, though their validity has not been es
tablished and no error estimates for them are known. 

Another approach to diffusion theory involves the use 
of Fourier transforms to obtain integral representations 
of the flux for constant coefficient stationary problems 
in infinite domains. An asymptotic expansion of the in
tegral for points arbitrarily far away from the boundary 
then leads to a diffusion equation. 1,5 However, the dif
fusion coefficient in this equation, which we call the 
asymptotic diffusion equation, is different from the co
efficient in the P 1-diffusion equation. Under the addi
tional assumption that the average number of secondary 
neutrons produced per collision is close to one, the two 
coefficients approach one another. In each of these ap
proaches the questions posed above remain unanswered. 
Furthermore, we may inquire about the basis for the 
use of this approximation in finite domains. 

Finally, Pomraning,6 and Pomraning and Clark7 em
ploying a variational formulation with the Legendre 
polynomials P n as trial functions, have also obtained the 
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diffusion equation. They also derive boundary conditions 
from the variational formulation. 

In this paper we answer the questions posed above by 
a systematic formal derivation of diffusion theory from 
transport theory. Specifically, we show that diffusion 
theory for the distribution function itself, and not mere
ly its first few Fourier coefficients, emerges as the 
leading term of an asymptotic expansion of transport 
theory in powers of two small parameters E and O. Here 
E is a measure of the ratio of the mean free path (in
verse of the scattering cross section) to a typical length, 
e. g., the size of a reactor, in the problem. The param
eter 0 is a measure of the ratio of macroscopic to mi
croscopic velocities or alternatively the collision and 
observation time scales. When these two parameters 
are related in a definite manner, diffusion theory re
sults. Higher order terms in the expansion then pro
vide correction to diffusion theory, thus yielding the de
sired improvement. 

We then consider boundary value problems for the 
time independent transport equation, and show how to 
derive boundary conditions appropriate to the approxi
mating diffusion equations. Among the problems consi
dered are problems in inhomogeneous media, for which 
exact solutions are not available. We derive uniform 
asymptotic expansions of the solutions of these prob
lems. In so doing we find that diffusion theory holds in 
the interior of the domain. The diffusion boundary con
ditions are obtained by matching the boundary layer ex
pansion to the interior expansion. We establish rigor
ously the validity of the formal expansions for certain 
classes of boundary value problems. 

Our derivation, in addition to adding unification and 
clarification, has several advantages over the other 
schemes mentioned above. The polynomial expansion 
will arise naturally in that the dependence on the angular 
variable is derived rather than assumed as in the P N 

approximation. Moreover, our derivation is valid for 
problems in inhomogeneous media with sources. In ad
dition, the higher order terms in the expansion satisfy 
a system of uncoupled equations, in that they depend 
only on already computed lower order terms. This 
yields computational Simplification in obtaining correc
tions to diffusion theory. Furthermore, our method does 
not appear to be restricted to special geometries. 
Thus, for example, extensions to higher dimensions 
follow in a straightforward manner. 

Finally, for a specific boundary value problem, we 
present comparisons with other methods, of the numeri
cal value of a certain constant, called the extrapolated 
end point, which is a measure of the diffusion boundary 
condition. 

2. THE FORMAL EQUATIONS 

To simplify the presentation, we consider the one 
group transport equation in a homogeneous, isotropic, 
source free medium with slab symmetry. Other prob
lems may be treated by similar methods. Thus we seek 
a solution of the initial boundary value problem governed 
by the integrodifferential equation 
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1 
~(x, )J., T) + )J.z/Jx(x, )J., T) + a(x)z/J(x, )J., T) 
V 

_ c*(x)a(x) (1 z/J(x, )J.', T) d/J.'= 0, 
2 1-1 

° < X < d, - 1 <:= /J. <:= 1, 

subject to the boundary conditions 

</1(0, /J., T) =f{(/J., T) for /J. > 0, 

</I(d, /J., T) = ft(/J., T) for /J. < ° 
and the initial condition 

z/J(x, /J., 0) =g*(x, /J.). 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Here z/J(x, /J., T) denotes the neutron distribution function, 
i. e., the probable number of neutrons at position x at 
time T traveling with speed v in direction /J. = cosB. a is 
the total macroscopic scattering cross section, and the 
function c*(x) is the average number of secondary neu
trons produced in a collision. 

3. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS 

We introduce the nondimensional variables 7), t, E, 

and 0 by defining 

7)=x/d, 

t =VT /d, 

E=l/ad, o=v/v, 

a* =a(x)/a. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Here a is a typical scattering cross section of the prob
lem, and v is a typical macroscopic velocity, e. g., 
d /(1 unit of T). We assume that E and 0 are small pa
rameters, i. e., the mean free path is much smaller 
[O( E)] than a typical elngth in the problem, and the mi
croscopic time scale l/av of collision is much smaller 
[O( EO)] than the macroscopic time scale T of observa
tion. Alternatively, the macroscopic velocity is much 
smaller [0(0)] than the microscopic velocity v. In terms 
of the nondimensional variables the Eqs. (1. 1)-(1. 4) 
become 

EOz/Jt(7), /J., l ; E, 0) + E /J.z/J~(7), /J., t ; E, 0) + a(7)z/J(7), /J., t ; E, 0) 

a(7))c(7), E) 11 ,/.( , I' 0) d ' = ° { 0< 7) < 1 - 2 'f 7), /J., ,E, /J. , 
4 -1<:=/J.<:=1 

</I(O,/J.,t;E,O)=/l(/J.,t) for )J.>O, 

z/J(1, il, t; E, 0) =/2(/J., t) for /J. < 0, 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

z/J(7), il, 0, E, 0) =g(7), il). (3.8) 

Here a(7) == a*(7)d), c(7) == c*(7)d), /j(il, t) ==Jj(/J., dt/v) and 
g(7), /J.) == g*(vd, /J.). We assume that 0 == O(E). Thus we 
assume that 5 = KE with K a constant, and that </I and C 

are represented asymptotically by 

and 

</I - L z/Jj(7), /J., t)E j 
j=O 

C - L C j (7)E
j

• 
j=O 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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Note that we have allowed c to depend on Eo We shall 
show that choosing the coefficients c o(1/) and C1 (1/) ap
propriately will lead to diffusion theory. 

We note that Eq. (3.5) is of singular perturbation 
form, so that the expansion (3.9) cannot in general sat
isfy the prescribed boundary conditions (3.6) and (3.7) 
nor the initial condition (3.8).8 Thus, there will be 
boundary layers near 1/ = 0 and 1/ = 1 and an initial layer 
near t = O. The representation (3.9) is to be valid in the 
interior of the domain and not in the boundary or initial 
layers. Inserting (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.5) and equating 
the coefficient of each power of E separately to zero, we 
obtain a recursive system of equations for the determi
nation of the functions zpi(1/, J.l, t): 

(3.11) 

(j=1,2,3 ... ). (3.12) 

From (3.11) we see that zpo is independent of J.l, i. e. , 

zpO(1/, J.l, t) = zpOO(1/, t) 

and that 

co(1/) = l. 

Equation (3. 12) with j = 1 implies that 

zpl(1/, J.l, t) = zpll(1/, t)J.l + zp10(1/, t) 

where 

zpll = (_ 1/a)zp~0 

and that 

c1 (1/) = O. 

Equation (3. 12) with j = 2 implies 

1jf(1/, J.l, t) = 1jf2(1/, t)J.l2 + 1jf1(1/, t)J.l + 1jf0(1/, t), 

where 

1jf2 = (_ 1/ a) <p~1, 

1jf1 = (-1/a)<p~o, 

</r2 + 3C2<p00 _ (3K/a)<p~0 = O. 

Employing (3.16) and (3.19) in (3.21) we obtain 

! (! <p00) + 3c <p 0o _ 3K iJ!~o = O. 
(Ja",2 a 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

Equation (3,22) is a diffusion equation. It is homogene
ous since (2. 1) was homogeneous. Clearly if (2.1) con
tained an D(E) source, (3.22) would be inhomogeneous. 
We note that (3.16) is an asymptotic statement of Fick's 
law. Thus the leading term in the expansion of the dis
tribution function <p satisfies the diffusion equation. We 
note that (3.22) was derived under the conditions (3.14) 
and (3.17), i. e., that the system must be close to cri
tical. No conditions are put on C i (j? 2). Conditions 
(3.14) and (3.17) are necessary for a nonzero flux to 
be maintained in the interior of the domain, in the ab
sence of a source. (With a source present, it is possi
ble to have nonzero flux in the interior even if c < 1. 
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This problem has been treated by the authors. ) 

To obtain improvements on diffusion theory, we can 
calculate higher order terms in the expansion for <p. 
Thus proceeding as above, we find that 

! (!<p~o\ + 3C2iJ!10 _ 3K iJ!}O = _ 3c
3

iJ!0o. 
a a }" a 

(3.23) 

Continuing in this manner we find that iJ!i is a jth order 
polynomial in J.l with coefficients fk depending on 1/ and 
t. The leading term <p 0o satisfies the homogeneous dif
fusion equation. The functions fO satisfy inhomogeneous 
diffusion equations, whose inhomogeneous terms have 
been determined at an earlier stage in the recursive 
scheme. The functions <pik (j? /(? 1) are derivatives of 
the functions <prO (r < j). Note that the dependence of 4) 
on J.l is derived rather than assumed and the equations 
for the functions fk are completely uncoupled. 

Now the functions fk are not determined until bound
ary and initial conditions for them are specified. In the 
following section we show how to derive boundary con
ditions for the stationary diffusion equations which are 
obtained by setting K = 0 above, by performing boundary 
layer analyses near 1/ = 0 and 1/ = 1. We shall not consi
der the initial layer problem since in fact, problems of 
reactor start-up are much more complicated than the 
linear problem we consider. Indeed, during start-up 
the problem is nonlinear in that a depends on </' and is 
further complicated by the fact that c changes in time. 
Finally, during start-up the power level is sufficiently 
low that statistical fluctuations must be taken into 
account. 

4. BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS AND THE 
DIFFUSION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

To determine boundary conditions for our diffusion 
equations it is necessary to perform boundary layer 
analyses in the neighborhood of the boundaries 1/ = 0 and 
1/ = 1. Then the required boundary conditions are ob
tained by matching the boundary layer expansion to the 
interior (diffusion) expansion. We consider the boundary 
layer at 1/ = O. The analysis near 1/ = 1 is obtained in a 
similar manner. 

We introduce 

(4.1) 

so that the time independent transport equation becomes 

~ ~ c(s; E) 11 ~ I ( 2) EJ.l<Pe+<P--
2
- <pdJ.l =0, 4. 

-1 

where 

and 

Now we employ the stretching transformation 

Y = S/E 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

{for the boundary layer at 1/ = 1 [s = soc:: Jb aU) ilt j, we 
employ the transformation z = (so- s)/d in (4.2) to ob-
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tain the boundary layer equation for p(y, IJ. ; E) = $(E:l;, IJ. ; E) 

as 

~(EY' E) i1 IJ.py+p- 2' p(Y,IJ.';E)dlJ.'=O, 
-1 

O-""y<oo, -1-""1J.-""1. (4.6) 

We note that the coefficient c in this equation is slow
ly varying and assume that p and C are given asymptot
ically by 

and 

p(y ; IJ. ; E) - ~ pj(y, IJ.)E j 

joO 

C(EY, E) -1 + E Cj(EY)E j = 1 + C2(0)E:2 + O(E:3). 
j 0 2 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Inserting (4.7) and (4.8) into (4.6) and equating the co
efficient of each power of E separately to zero, we ob
tain the following system of equations for the recursive 
determination of the functions pj(y, IJ.). 

MPO=IJ.P~+PO_~ (1pOdlJ.'=O, 1-1 
0-"" Y < 00, - 1 -"" IJ. -"" 1, 

Mp1= 0, 

Mpj =Rj (j? 2) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4. 11) 

where Ri depends on pO • •• pi-1 and on the function C and 
its derivatives. The functions pi must also satisfy the 
boundary conditions at 1/ = 0, namely, 

pO(O, IJ.) = !(IJ.) , IJ. > 0, 

pj(O, IJ.)=O, IJ. >0 (j? 1). 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

A similar expansion can be constructed at l; = /;0 (1/ = 1), 
which will satisfy the given boundary condition at that 
end. 

We note that the operator M defined in (4.9) has con
stant coefficients. This fact is the basis for the use of 
the constant coefficient half plane problem [cf. (4.9)] in 
asymptotic diffusion theory. The solution of (4.9) is 
given by (Ref. 9, see Ref. 10 for a proof of the validity 
of this solution) 

pocy, /J.) = ao + bo(y - IJ.) + f~ Ao(v)<pv(/J.) exp(- ylv) dv, 

(4.14) 

where 

(4.15) 

The representation (4.14) is an eigenfunction expansion 
of the solution of (4.9) where P denotes the Cauchy prin
cipal value and 6 the Dirac delta function. The functions 
1 and 6' - J.l) are classical solutions of (4.9) and corre
spond to the discrete spectrum of the transport operator 
while the functions tPv(lJ.) exp(- y Iv) are a one parameter 
family of singular or distributional solutions, which are 
the contribution of the continuous spectrum. The con
stant ao and b o as well as the function A(v) will be de
termined by the boundary condition at y = 0 and the 
matching condition as y - 00. Clearly, the diffusion ap-
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proximation contains no growing exponentials, so that 
the matching condition implies that 

Ao(v) =: 0 for v < O. (4.16) 

Employing (4.16) in (4.14) and applying the boundary 
condition (4.12) at Y = 0, we have 

!(IJ.)=ao-bo/.1-+ J
0
1 A o(v)tPv(J.1.) dv, /.1-'>0. (4.17) 

We multiply (4.17) respectively by Y(IJ.) and tPv.(IJ.)Y(IJ.) 
to obtain 

(4.18) 

and 

Here 

2X(-IJ.) 
(4.20) 

with 

X( ) _ 1 1 (1 1 -1 1T IJ. ' , 
z -1-z exp;Jo IJ.'-z tan 2(1- {..l/tanh-l{..ll)d{..l, 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

and 

(4.23) 

To obtain (4.18) and (4.19) we have made use of the 
orthogonality relations 

(4.24) 

and 

(4.25) 

Indeed, it was to enable us to use these orthogonality 
relations that we showed (4. 16) without completing the 
matching at that point. Equations (4.18) and (4.19) may 
be solved for ao and Ao(v) as 

b y1 1 f ao =~ +:-:u !({..l)Y(IJ.) d{..l 
Y Y 0 

(4.26) 

and 

(4.27) 

Thus far the constant bo is undetermined. We shall now 
determine it by completing the matching procedure. To 
do so we assume the existence of a domain of overlap in 
which both the boundary layer and interior (diffusion) 
expansions are valid. Then by comparing the expansions 
at a fixed value of 1/ (or equivalently /;) we obtain the 
matching conditions. We first consider the behavior of 
p0(y, {..l) as y _00 since (4.5) implies that v _00 for fixed 
1/ as E - O. Thys as y - co, pO(y, {..l) behav~s like 

(4.28) 
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Now we examine the behavior of the interior expansion 
for I: fixed in the neighborhood of I: = O. We recall that 
the leading term of the interior expansion is given by 

IjiO(T/, IJ.) = ljioo(T/) 

which is a solution of (3.22) with K = 0, 

1: (1:ljioo) + 3c ljioo = 0 a a ~ ~ 2 , 

or, equivalently, uSing (4.1), as a solution of 

ljigg + 3c2 ljioO = O. 

(4.29) 

Near b = 0, IjiOO(I:) behaves like IjiOO(O). Thus the match
ing condition implies that 

(4.30) 

and 

bo = O. (4.31) 

Equations (4.30) and (4.31) with ao given by (4.26) yield 
the leading term of the diffusion boundary conditions. 

We now proceed to the next term pl(y, IJ.) in the bound
ary layer expansion. Since Eq. (4. 10) is the same as 
(4.9), we have that 

pl(y, IJ.) = a1 + b1 (y - IJ.) + P A 1(v)¢v(lJ.) exp(- y/v) dv. 
° (4.32) 

The boundary condition for pl is now zero, so that fol
lowing (4,28) and (4.29) we find that 

~=blY/Yo (4.33) 

and 

A 1(v) = - b1v2yO/2y(v)N(v). 

The behavior of pl(y, IJ.) as y - 00 is given by 

pl(y, IJ.) 1.,= a1 + b1(y - IJ.). 

The interior expansion is given by 

1ji(1:, IJ. ; E:) = 1ji0(1:, IJ.) + E:ljil(l:, IJ.) + O(E:2) 

= ljio0(b) + dl/f°(b) + l/fl(b) IJ.] + O(E:2), 

Near I: = 0, it is given by 

1ji00(0) + d<J!10(0) + IjigO(O)y + Ijill(O),l 1 + O(E: 2). 

(4,34) 

(4035) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

Employing (3,16) with K = 0 or its equivalent in terms of 
I: which states that 

.,11 _ ,},oo 
'+' -- 'l'e, 

1ji(1:, IJ.) 1 e=o = IjiOO(O) + dljil0(0) + IjigO(O)(y - IJ.) 1 + O(E:2). (4.38) 

Matching the O(E:) term to pl(y, IJ.) I., implies that 

(4.39) 

and 

(4.40) 

Thus the leading terms of the boundary conditions 
appropriate to diffusion theory are given by 

111 <J!00(O) = a o =:-:u f(IJ.)y(IJ.) dlJ. 
y ° 

(4.41) 

and 
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(4.42) 

Using (4.22) and (4.20) and formulas (1), (23), and 
(16a) in Ref. 9(pp. 125, 138, 171 respectively), we can 
evaluate 1'0 and Y as 

and 

1'1 = 11 IJ.Y(IJ.) dlJ. =~ 11 X(~21J.) dlJ. = (0, 7104), 

so that (4.41) and (4.42) become 

ljioo(O) = (1 f(IJ.)Y(IJ.) dlJ. =~ (1 IJ.f(lJ.) dlJ. 
)0 2)0 X(- IJ.) 

and 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

In terms of the original variable x, these boundary 
conditions are 

(4.47) 

and 

(4.48) 

The boundary conditions at the other end point x = d, are 
obtained by symmetry considerations as 

1ji00(d) =~ il IJ.g(- IJ.) dlJ. (4.49) 
2 ° X(- IJ.) 

and 

(4.50) 

We note that the boundary conditions at each end point 
involve the local scattering cross section, i. e., a*(O) 
and a*(d). The function X(- IJ.) appearing in the boundary 
conditions is tabulated (see, e. g., Ref. 9). Higher or
der terms in the boundary layer expansion can be cal
culated in a similar manner. Then by matching these 
terms to higher order terms in the interior expansion, 
higher order terms in the diffusion boundary conditions 
can be calculated. 

5. THE ASYMPTOTIC EIGENVALUES 

In the above problem, we have assumed the existence 
of a unique solution, i. e., that we are not at an eigen
value [following standard practice, we set c(T/; E:) 
= X(E:)c(1) with c(1) appropriately normalized; then X is 
the eigenvalue parameter] of the problem. This implies 
that, (3.22) with K = 0, (4.47), and (4.49) have a uni
que solution. Equivalently, this means that the matching 
can be performed. Of course, at an eigenvalue, this is 
not true. The asymptotic eigenvalues are clearly given 
by X= 1 + AzE:2 + ~E:3 + O(E: 4

). Then to first order we seek 
nontrivial solutions of the diffusion equation (3.22) with 
K = 0 subj ect to the homogeneous boundary conditions, 
given here in terms of the variable T/ as 

(5.1) 
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Letting u(T/) and v(T/) be a basis for the solution space of 
(3. 22) with K = 0, we see that the eigenvalues are ob
tained from the conditions 

O!U(O) + /3v(O) = 0, 

au(l) + /3v(l) = o. (5.2) 

This yields a countable number of discrete eigenvalues 
A2 [obtained from c2(T/)], which we denote by A2. A sim
ilar condition on AS is obtained by considering the next 
term in the expansion. Thus, given A2 =~, we seek sol
utions of (3.23) with K = 0, with boundary conditions 

1 1 
.p10(0) _L .p00(O) = .p10(1) +L .p10(1) = 0 

a(O) " a(d) " . 

Thus AS = A~ are determined in terms of A~ from the 
conditions 

O!U(O) + (3v(O) = r(.p~O(O), .p~O(l), A~, As), 

O!u(l) + !3v(l) = s(zjJ~O(O), zjJ~O(l), ~, As), 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where the right-hand sides are functions of the variables 
indicated. From (5.2), it follows that the right-hand 
side must satisfy an orthogonality relation in order that 
solutions of (5.4) exist. This condition determines As 
= AS in terms of A~. For the constant coefficient problem, 
the asymptotic eigenvalues are given by 

A"=c"=1+E2n27T2/3+0(ES). (5.5) 

6. THE UNIFORM EXPANSION 

We have obtained expansions in the interior and bound
ary layer regions. We now construct a composite ex
pansion which is to be uniformly valid throughout the 
region. To do so we add together the separate expan
sions and subtract those terms which the two expansions 
have in common, so that they are not counted twice. 
These latter terms are precisely the terms of the bound
ary layer expansion which were matched in the overlap 
region, i. e., the terms p I ~ of the boundary layer ex
pansion which did not approach zero as y became infi
nite. Thus the N term uniform expansion is given by 

(6.1) 

The leading terms of our uniform expansion are given 
by 

zjJunH = zjJ0o(T/) + p0(y) _ pO(y) I ~ + d.p10(T/) 

+ ll.pll(T/) + p1(y) _ p1(y,) I ~] + O(E2) 

= .p00(T/) + 101 A o(v)¢v(ll) exp(- y Iv) dv 

+ J01 B o(v)¢v(ll) exp(- (1- y)/v + d.p1°(T/) 

+ IlzjJll(T/) + g A 1 (v)¢v(ll) exp(- y/v) dv 

+ J
0
1 A1(v)¢v(ll) exp(- (1- y)/v) dV] + O(E 2

), (6.2) 

where .p00(7) is a solution of the homogeneous diffusion 
equation (3.22) with K= 0 and the boundary conditions 
(4.47) and (4.49), zjJ10(T/) is a solution of the inhomogene
ous diffusion equation (3.23) with K= 0, and the boundary 
conditions (4.48) and (4.50), and .p11(T/) is given by 
(3.16). The functions Ao(v), Bo(v), A1(v), and B1(v) are 
given by 
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v (1 
y(v)N(v)jo 1(1l)¢v(Il)Y(Il) dll, (6.3) 

(6.4) 

v2 .p~O(O) 
2y(v)N(v) a(O) , 

(6.5) 

and 
v2 >1,00(1) 

B (v)- '1'" • 
1 - 2y(v)N(v) a(l) , (6.6) 

while ¢v(ll) is given by (4.15). 

We shall now prove that the formal expansions ob
tained are in fact uniformly valid. First, we state a 
positivity result which will be useful in the analysis of 
these problems. 

7. A POSITIVITY RESULT 

Theorem: Let zjJ(x, 11) be a solution of 

a.p c(x . E) i1 
Ell ax +a(x).p=-'2-'-a(x) -1 .p(x, Il') dll' +S(x, 11), 

x E: (0, 1), 11 d- 1, 1J 

zjJ(O, 11) =1(11), Il > 0, 

.p(d, 11) = R(Il), Il < 0, 

, 
(7.1) 

with ° ~ c(x) ~ C < 1 and a(x) ~ a > O. Let S, I, g be contin
ous nonnegative functions. Then .p is nonnegative. This 
theorem was essentially stated in Ref. 11 where plausi
bility arguments for its validity were given. Those argu
ments can be made rigorous in a straightforward man
ner and therefore shall not be presented here. 

8. PROOF OF VALIDITY OF THE ASYMPTOTIC 
EXPANSION 

We consider the problem 

[1 Eh:(x)J £1 
L.p=EIl<iJx+.p- - 2 zjJ(x, 1l')dll'=O, 

-1 

I/J(O, Il) =/(1l), 11 > 0, 

zjJ(l, 11) = RUl), 11 < 0, 

(8. 1) 

with c(x) ~ c1 > 0 throughout [0, 1J. [Clearly, the problem 
with C = L;j:oc j(X)E J can be treated with no additional 
difficulty. J 

Employing the methods described in the previous sec
tions, we can construct N term interior expansions 
I/JN -L;i:OcYE j and boundary layer expansions p -L;f:opiEi 
for the above problem. Then an N term uniform expan
sion I/J'j,nu can be constructed as described in Sec. 6. 

We define the error RN as 

(8.2) 

The expansions zjJN and PN have been constructed so that 

(8.3) 

RN = 0 on ~ ={x = 0, 11 > ° ;x = 1, 11 < O} 

with all the coefficients in the composite expansion uni-
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formly bounded. We wish to show that RN==0(f.N+
1). We 

write (8.3) as 

(8.4) 

Next we write (8.4) in terms of the constant coefficient 
operator L 0' 

_ (1 - f. 2CO) i1 I 
LoRN=f.jJ.(RN)x+RN- 2 RNdji 

-1 

(805) 

where CO == max[O,lJc(x}. Let S° == max[O,l) IS I and let r be 
the solution of 

Lor=so, r=o on n. 
It then follows from our positivity result that 

r±RN"" 0 

or 

pointwise, so that 

max IRNI '" maxr. 
[0,1) [0,1) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

To bound r, we consider the function w",r _ SO/E2 CO 
and find that 

The positivity result now implies that 

W",O 

or 

r "'SO/f.2C2, 

so that 

+ f. 2max(cO 
- c(x» max I RN I]' 

(0,1) (0,1) 

where NI = max[O,l) j}\rfi. Thus 

(8.10) 

(8. 11) 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

M .'1-1 

maxlRNI'" 0 E 1 0 ()1=0(EN-1), (8.14) 
c - max(O,l) c - ex 

since max(o,l)i CO _ c(x) I is < CO [recall CO = maxc(x}). 
Now, the estimate in (8. 14) can be improved by noting 
that 

2 
RN =RN+2 + L EN+k(ijJN+k + pN+k _ pN+k I ~}. (8.15) 

k=l 

Thus 

(8.16) 

Now IRN+zl = O(f.N+l) by (8.14) and the second term in the 
right-hand side of (8.16) is also O(E:N+l) since the co
efficients in the expansion are uniformly bounded. There-
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fore, there exists a constant K (independent of x and f.) 
such that 

(8.17) 

9. THE EXTRAPOLATED END POINT CONDITION 

We shall now show how the notion of the extrapolated 
end point condition is related to the boundary conditions 
derived above. We recall that the flux 4>(1) is defined as 

4>(1) j f.) = ~ n ijJ(1), jJ., f.) djJ. 

=~ J.~{ijJOO(1) + E:[ijJ10(1) + /l~,11(1)] + 0(f.2)} dji 

(9.1) 

We note that 4> satisfies a diffusion equation since all the 
tJlk do. We would now like to derive boundary conditions 
for 4>. We expand the right-hand side of (9.1) in a Taylor 
series about 1) = 0 obtaining 

4>(1) j f.) = ijJOO(O) + w~O(O)1) + 0(1)2) +f.ijJ10(0) + O(E1) + 0(E2). 

(9.2) 

Now we employ (5.3) in (9.2) to obtain 

1 
4>(77; E} = ijJOO(O} + ijJOO(O}1) + 0(1)2) + :~) ijJ~o + 0(f.1) + 0(f.2). 

We set 

1) = f.1)0, 

so that 

4>(f.1)0 ; f.) = ijJOO(O) + f.wgO(O{ 1)0 + a~o)] + O(d. 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

(9.5) 

A condition on ijJOO(O) has already been derived in terms 
of the prescribed functionf(ji), namely 

",00(0) = ~ [jif(ji) d/l (9.6) 
'I' 2 -1 x(- /l) , 

however, ijJgO(O) is not known. Therefore, choosing 

1)0=- yl/a(O), (9.7) 

we find that 

"'( .) 311 
/If(jJ.) d O( 2) '" (1)o ,E ="2 -.(--) jJ. + f. . 

_1·\-/l 
(9.8) 

Continuing in this manner we can obtain corrections to 
1)0 by expanding in a series in f., and choosing the co
efficients in the series so that 4> satisfies the same 
boundary conditions as J'oo. The value of 1) so determined 
is referred to as the extrapolated end point. Thus to 
leading order, the extrapolated end point 1) = (1)o is given 
in terms of x by 

d - Eyid - Ed(O. 7104) 
xo=f.1)o = a*(O):= a*(O) (9.9) 

This defines the usual extrapolated end point condition. 
We note that this condition involves the local scattering 
cross section a*(O). The condition at the other end will 
be 

_ d + Ey
1d _ d f.d(0.7104) 

Xd - a*(d) - + a*(d) (9.10) 
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Improvements on these conditions can be obtained by 
retaining more terms in the asymptotic expansion of the 
solution and employing them in (9. 1) and the equations 
that follow. We note that the above formulas are valid 
even for inhomogeneous media (a =/:. 1) with capture 
(c =/:.1). It is clear from the above and from (4.8) and 
(4.11) that variations in a{1J) and c{1J) affect the extra
polated end point at O(e:2). 

We shall now compare our extrapolated end point with 
that obtained by other methods, for a specific constant 
coefficient problem, since not all the other methods are 
capable of treating variable coeffiCient problems. The 
problem we consider is the Milne problem, which is the 
problem for a homogeneous, noncapturing (c = 1), 
source free medium occupying the half space x> 0, with 
boundary condition <P(O, IJ.) = 0 for !J. > O. The source of 
neutrons is considered to be at infinity. This problem 
is exactly our boundary layer problem (4. 9) subject to 
(4. 12) with j{lJ.) = O. Further, since c = 1, all the func
tions pjC)', 11) = 0 (j? 1) so that p(y, 11; e:) =pI)Cv, 11). Final
ly, since we are in a homogeneous medium a* '" 10 Thus 
the extrapolated end point is given, to all orders in e:, 
by 

- x I) = e:d(O. 7104) = O. 7104/a, (9.11) 

This value of Xo is exact, i. e., the value determined 
from the exact solution of the Milne problem obtained 
by the Wiener-Hopf method. It is to be compared with 
the following values determined by other methods. 
These values are taken from Table II in Ref. 6. 

10. ASYMPTOTIC DIFFUSION THEORY 

In the special case of the time independent homogene
ous problem (i. e., a = 1 and c constant), we can cast 
our diffusion equations into a form which is more amen
able to numerical calculations. In so doing, we will find 
that the resulting asymptotic expansion satisfies the 
asymptotic diffusion equation mentioned in the introduc
tion. Thus, we consider the boundary value problem for 
the equation 

c i1 e:1lI!J~+<P-2 1!J(1J,Il')rlll'=O. 
-1 

We introduce the variable ~ defined by 

~ =1J/e:vo 

where 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

where the constants dj are chosen so that the resulting 
diffusion equations for Jlo are all homogeneous, with 
diffusion coefficient equal to one. That is, we assume 
an asymptotic expansion of the form 

<P(~,!J., e:) -~ Ij!(~, !J.)e: i
, 

c-Lcje: j 

j=O 

j=O 

(10.4) 

valid in the interior of the region. Proceeding as above 
by inserting (10.2), (10.3), and (10.4) into (10.1) and 
equating the coefficient of each power of e: separately to 
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TABLE 1. The linear extrapolation distance (in units of mean 
free paths) for the Milne problem. a 

Mark Marshak Variational 

P-1 0.5774 0.6667 0.7071 
P-2 0.7746 0.6667 0.7071 
P-3 0.6940 0.7051 0.7118 
P-4 0.7297 0.702 
P-5 0.7039 0.7082 
P-6 0.7198 
P-7 0.7069 
P-8 0.7159 

aThe exact result is 0.7104. 

zero, we obtain 

j-l 1 j [ 

11 L dj-kl/l: + J,j - -2 [; ci-k ifl'(~, 11 ')dll' = 0, j = 0, 1, 2, ..• 
k=1) k=O-l 

(10.5) 

with ifJ-1 '" O. 

In order to have nontrivial solutions, we must have 

co= 1 

and 

with 
i 

~(~, 11)=2:.; ifJik(~)lJ.k. 
k=O 

Then the constants dj are chosen so that 

DifJjO '" iV~~ + ifJjO = O. 

The first few dj are given by 

d1 = (3cY /2, 

d2 = c3d1/2c2 , 

_ - d1 C 3
2 4c/ 

d3 - (2C
2

)2 4c
2 

- -5- - c4 • 

The functions J)ik are then given by 
i-/l+l 

ifJik=_ 6 d
n
ifJtn ,k-1 (l?? 1). 

n=l 

(10.6) 

(10.7) 

(10.8) 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

(10.11) 

(10.12) 

(10.13) 

Thus all the coefficients ~k, and therefore the entire 
expansion for iV, satisfies the same diffusion equation 
given by (10.9); Similarly, the flux satisfies 

<1>,,+<1>=0. (10. 14) 

In terms of the original variable x, Eq. (10.14) becomes 

(10.15) 

which is the usual asymptotic diffusion approximation to 
transport theory (cf. Ref. 5, where the expansion for 
vo, though derived in a different manner, agrees with 
ours). Since the diffusion coefficient in (10.15) contains 
v o, i. e., a full series in e:, while the P 1 diffusion co
efficient contains only the leading term of that series, 
we may compare the difference between the P 1 and as
ymptotic diffusion approximations to the difference be
tween the Born and Rytov approximations in wave 
propagation. 12 
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On the strength of a system of partial differential equations 
Bernard F. Schutz 

Department of Applied Mathematics and Astronomy. University College. Cardiff. Wales 
(Received 4 November 1974) 

It is shown that Einstein's concept of the "strength" of a system of differential equations is directly 
related to the number of dynamical degrees of freedom the equations permit. It may become a useful 
tool for investigating the structure of the system. 

In a recent paper, Mariwalla1 discussed Einstein's2 
concept of the "strength" of a system of partial dif
ferential equations. Although both suggested that the 
strength was related to the amount of arbitrariness in 
the solutions to the system, neither Mariwalla nor 
Einstein made that relationship satisfactorily quantita
tive, and both were surprised to find that the Maxwell 
and Einstein equations had the same strength, twice that 
of the scalar wave equation. The purpose of this paper 
is to show that the strength is related in a well-defined 
manner to the number of arbitrary functions of d - 1 
variables (where d is the dimension of the manifold) 
necessary to determine a solution locally. For hyper
bolic systems this is the amount of Cauchy data; it de
fines the amount of dynamical freedom in the system. 
The strengths of the scalar, Maxwell, and Einstein 
systems are then readily understood in terms of the 
number of polarization states available to the massless 
particles associated with them. When extended to ex
amine arbitrariness in fewer than d - 1 variables, the 
method may become a useful tool in examining the 
structure of the system of equations. 

Suppose we have a system of equations for n unknowns 
U A on a d-dimensional manifold. If all the equations 
can be placed in the normal form 

(1) 

[where {x, y", (O! = 1, ... ,d - In are the d coordinates, 
k is fixed, and l + m .,; k, l < k 1 in some coordinate 
system, then a local analytic solution is always uniquely 
determined by giving analytic functions for U A and their 
first k - 1 derivatives with respect to x in the hyper
surface x=const (Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem). That 
is, the sytem allows kn free functions of k -1 variables. 
However, it may not always be possible to choose co
ordinates {x, y '" ~ such that all the equations of the system 
take the form (1). In the Maxwell or Einstein equations, 
for example, some equations represent constraints, of 
the form 

(2) 

Associated with the existence of these contraints are 
gauge functions, whose values are arbitrary everywhere. 
These gauge functions are physically unmeasurable, but 
must be eliminated before the Cauchy-Kowalewsky 
theorem can be brought to bear on the problem. The 
existence of the constraints, moreover, means that not 
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all the initial data is freely specifiable. We shall show 
that Einstein's concept of the "strength" of the system 
provides a direct, if somewhat heuristic, method of 
discovering just how much real freedom there is in a 
complicated system of partial differential equations. 

Consider the Taylor expansion of an analytic function 
of d variables about a point. The total number of terms 
of nth order in the expansion is 1 

[
dJ := (n+d-l)! = (n+d-l). 
n n!(d-l)! n 

(3) 

If the function is completely unconstrained, then all of 
these coefficients in the Taylor series may be given 
arbitrarily. If for any reason the function can be given 
arbitrarily on a (d - I)-dimensional hypersurface, but 
its behavior in the remaining dimension is determined, 
then only [d~ll coefficients of order n are arbitrary. The 
converse is not necessarily true (the ld~ll free coef
ficients need not form a (d - I)-dimensional Taylor ex
pansion), but in the context in which we shall use it we 
can suppose it will generally be true. The fraction of 
free coefficients in such a function is 

[d - IJ / [dJ = d - 1 , 
n n n+d-l 

which goes to zero for large n. 

In order to determine the amount of freedom in a 
system of partial differential equations, Einstein2 sug
gested one should expand all the dependent variables in 
Taylor series and determine the number of relations 
among the various coefficients of order n that are im
plied by the differential equations of the system. By 
subtraction there remains a number Zn of free coef
ficients of order n. Einstein2 and Mariwalla1 have com
puted this number for several physically interesting 
fields. After removing all the gauge freedom in the 
fields, they found that the ratio Z i[ ~ 1 always went to 
zero as lin for large n, and they interpreted this to 
mean that there were no completely free functions of d 
variables left in the theories. They then defined the co
efficient of lin to be the "strength, " but did not interpret 
it satisfactorily. It is clear, however, from the dis
cussion of the previous paragraph, that the limit for 
large n of Z i[ d~ll. which differs from the Einstein 
strength by a factor of (d - 1), is in fact the number of 
free functions of d - 1 variables in the theory. We can 
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formulate this precisely as follows. It is clear from Eq. 
(3) that [~l is a polynomial in n of order d - 1. Since 
Zn is always a sum of such terms, 1.2 it- is also a poly
nomial in n of maximum order d - 1. Therefore, it has 
a unique representation of the form 

Zn= t Nk [kl . 
k=1 nJ (4) 

Then, at least heuristically, the number of free func
tions of k variables in the solution is N k • (In the Ap
pendix we show that all Nk are integers, as they must be 
for this approach to make sense. ) 

As a concrete example, let us consider the Maxwell 
field in four dimensions. When the equations are formu
lated in terms of a vector potential and the gauge free
dom is removed from Z n explicitly, one obtains 1 

Zn(1)=4[!] - [n!l] -4[n~2] + [n~3J . 
If we were not to subtract the gauge freedom, the sec
ond term would not be present. If the vector potential 
is not introduced at all, one obtains 1.2 

Z n 12 ) = 6 [4J -8 r 4 ] + 2 r 4 J. 
11 Ln - 1 Ln - 2 

Writing these in the form of Eq. (4) gives 

Zn
l

!) =4 [!] -2 [!J -2 [~J. 
Z n (2) = 4[!J + 2 [!J . 

Neither Z n contains any free functions of four variables, 
and both have four free functions of three variables. 
These correspond to the two dynamical degrees of free
dom in electromagnetism: On a Cauchy hypersurface 
one can specify two variables and their time derivatives 
freely. On the other hand, the two versions of Maxwell's 
equations appear to differ at the two- and one-dimen
sionallevel. In fact they do not: Because Zn(1) refers 
to a potential version of the Z n (2) equations, a term of 
order n in the latter is of order n + 1 in the former. To 
"lower" the order of the former, we rewrite Z~l) in 
terms of In = Il - 1 and find 

Z (1) = 4 [3J + 2 [2J . 
m rn In 

So in this sense both versions are equivalent. The in
terpretation of this two-dimensional term is not at all 
clear, but in view of its independence of the use of a 
potential, it appears to contain some real information 
about Maxwell's equations. We may conjecture that it 
describes the freedom to set a boundary condition on the 
elliptical constraint equation in the initial hypersurface, 
but it should bear a more thorough investigation. There 
is another tantalizing suggestion in the Einstein equa
tions of general relativity. for which Zn 1,2 takes the 
form 

Z GR=4[3J -2[2J -8[lJ. 
n n n n 
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This is derived using the metric tensor as the funda
mental variable; but the metric may be considered to be 
a second-order potential for the Riemann tensor, which 
is physically measureable. Shifting the order by two 
(m =n - 2), we get 

The coefficient of [~l is zero, and the other coefficients 
are positive, just as for electromagnetism. 

Whatever the significance of the lower coefficients 
may be, it is clearly not surprising that for the Einstein 
and Maxwell equations, as well as for the Weyl and 
Dirac equations, 1 one finds N3 = 4, while for the scalar 
wave equation N3 = 2. All are field theories for spinning 
particles: for zero spin particles there is only one 
dynamical degree of freedom, while for massless 
particles with spin there are two possible helicities 
and hence two degrees of freedom. 

APPENDIX 

The expressions given by Einstein2 and Mariwalla1 

are always of the form 

[ 
d ] Z = 6 Km , 

n integer n - m 

where d is the dimension of the manifold and the Km are 
always integers. This is in fact the general form for 
Z n' because each term results from Km equations (al
ways in d dimensions) containing In derivatives of the 
field variables. We wish to reexpress this in the form of 
Eq. (4). By using the definition of L~j it is easy to 
derive the basic relation 

d?: 2. (Al) 

By iteration of this we find 

Equation (AI) can be rewritten as 

from which follows by iteration 

r d ] -t( l)P(In\ rd -
p] 

~l- In p=o pJ L n 

Since all the coefficients are integers, the coefficients 
Nk in Eq. (4) are also integers. 

IK.n. Mariwalla, J. Math. Phys. 15, 468 (1974). Note the 
error in Eq. (23), where (q) should everywhere be replaced 
by (di l ). 

2A. Einstein, Meaning of Relativity (Methuen, London, 1956), 
6thed., Appendix II; also (PrincetonU.P., Princeton, N.J., 
1955),5thed. 
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Nonspreading solutions of the inhomogeneous scalar wave 
equation* 

W. E. Couch and R. J. Torrence 

Department of Mathematics, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N IN4 
(Received 25 November 1974) 

A simple condition that is necessary and sufficient for the solution of the inhomogeneous wave 
equation to be a nonspreading wave is derived for a class of driving terms that arise in certain 
physical problems. The condition is applied to the analysis of the self-scattering of gravitational 
multipole radiation at second perturbative order. It is proved that there is no scattering at the 
multipole component of highest order in the second-order gravitational field. It is conjectured that 
there is no scattering for every component of the second-order field. A mathematical expression of 
this conjecture, derived from the condition for nonspreading, is given and it implies conjectured 
identities on Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The homogeneous wave equation 

(1. 1) 

has what has been called the characteristic propagation 
property, or, equivalently, its solution can be described 
as nonspreading. 1 In physical terms this means that a 
field satisfying Eq. (1.1) can, with the appropriate 
boundary conditions, be nonvanishing for only a finite 
time for a fixed observer. This property is of such ob
vious physical interest that Kundt and Newman1 looked 
for more general linear homogeneous hyperbolic equa
tions for which it holds, and found that there are others 
which, however, are comparatively rare. 

In this paper we consider a related problem for the 
inhomogeneous wave equation 

(1. 2) 

More specifically, we shall consider Eq. (1. 2) where 
o satisfies2 

(1. 3) 

This condition is pictured in Fig. 1 where 0 is nonvan
ishing only in the region labeled Bo Equation (1. 3) might 
seem an unnatural assumption to make about 0; however, 
important quasilinear hyperbolic equations, or systems 
of equations, such as Einstein's equations or Maxwell's 
equations in a nonlinear medium, can lead to Eqs. (1. 2) 
and (1. 3) if a weak field perturbative approach is used. 
The retarded linearized solutions will satisfy equations 
like Eqo (1. 1) and may be assumed to have the support 
pictured in Fig. 1. The second-order corrections will 
satisfy equations like Eq. (1.2), where 0 will be bilinear 
in, and thus have the same support as, those linearized 
solutions 0 Such a 0, and the solutions of Eq. (1. 2) which 
it generates, will be called nonspreading if one can 
choose boundary data in such a way that </i also has the 
support pictured in Fig. 1. 3 Physically, we are looking 
for a class of driving terms for which a fixed observer 
can, depending on boundary conditions, observe a non
vanishing </i for only a finite time. We, also, shall find 
that they exist but are comparatively rare. 

For Simplicity we aSSume that 0 and </i are axially 
symmetric and expand them in spherical harmonics. 
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Equation (1. 2) becomes 

2~- o2</i +~(o</i _ o </i) + L(L + 1) </i=o 
Guor or r OU or r2 , (1.4) 

where L denotes the Lth multipole and L subscripts on 
</iL and 0L are suppressed in this and the next section. 
We note that if 0=0, Eq. (1.4) is solved by the retarded 
and advanced multipole fields 

L C rJL- a 

</iret = 6 :+~ d.L-a a(u) YL 0 
acOr u-

(1. 5) 

and 

where a(u) and b(v) are arbitrary profile functions, the 
CLot. are given by 

CLa =K!(L)/2"a!, K,,(L)= [(L + a)!/(L _ a)!]1/2, 

and the YLS denote spherical harmonics. Because the 
retarded solutions are series in l/r, and the cor
responding solutions for higher spin equations are too, 
the quasilinear problems described above would lead to 
o's which are also series in 1/r. Therefore, we now 
restrict ourselves to4 

t 

,-----7 
r 
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(1.7) 

FIG. 1. The sup
port of o. 
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where the dn (u) satisfy Eq. (1. 3). We see from Eq. (1.4) 
that the corresponding </> will be of the form 

</>=tfn(l~) • 
nd r (10 8) 

We now argue that </J is nonspreading if and only if, ex
pressed as in Eq. (1.8), it is afinite series in l/r, that 
is, if there is an integer l' such that 11? 1'=>fn(u)= 0. 

The argument has two parts. First, since <5 = ° in re
gion C, </J in C must be a sum of retarded [Eq. (1. 5)] and 
advanced [Eq. (1. 6)] fields. The only fields in region C 
which cannot be eliminated by a choice of boundary data 
consistent with </>= ° in region A are fields which are 
advancect and are not retarded. 5 Hence our definition of 
nonspreading can be replaced by the statement that 4' is 
nonspreading if and only if </> is a retarded field in Co 
But a retarded field is, from Eq. (1. 5), seen to be a 
finite sp.ries in l/r of the form of Eq. (1. 8) and, con
verselv, every finite series of the form Eq. (1.8) that 
solves Dw= ° is a retarded field of the form Eq. (L 5). 
Therefore, w is nonspreading if and only if 1/1 is a finite 
series in l/r in region C. 

Second. any discontinuity in </> across the surface u 
= u2 (Fig, 1) must have the structure of a retarded field, 
and theRe are necessarily finite series in l/r. Thus </> 

is a finite series in l/r in C if and only if it is a finite 
series in llr in B. We conclude that </J is nonspreading 
(in C) Vand only if it is a finite series (in B). We are 
lookinl! for those Ii's for which this is the case. 

In the next section we derive a simple condition, Eqs. 
(2,6) and (2,12), on the d,,(u) of Eq. (1. 7) which is 
equiv~1.ent to nonspreading. 

In Sec. 3 we consider a particular application of our 
condition. If we treat Einstein's empty-space equations 
as indicated above, <5 's are obtained which can be sub
stituted into Eq. (2,12). The resulting equation [Eq. 
(304)] involves Clebsch-Gordon coefficients (since the 
l5's are bilinear in spherical harmonics) and can be read 
as a possible identity whose verification would be equiva
lent to a proof of the nonspreading of gravitational waves, 
to the second perturbative order. 

In Sec. 4, we consider Eqo (3.4) in detail. Since it 
has already been shown6

•
7 that a finite number of cases 

involving quadrupole, octupole, and 16-pole gravitational 
radiation fields are nonspreading, Eq. (3,4) must be 
identically satiSfied in certain cases, which it is, and 
we conjecture it to hold in general. We actually prove 
here that it is an identity for a twofold infinity of new 
special cases, but our rather direct approach has not 
established it in the general case, although there can be 
little doubt if its validity. It is not clear if the relation
ship is of mathematical interest in its own right, or 
merely an adjunct to the type of spreading wave problems 
we have been discussing. 

2. THE INHOMOGENEOUS WAVE EQUATION 

We begin with Eq. (1. 4) where <5 is restricted by Eq. 
(1.3) and Eq. (1.7). In order to study particular solu
tions of the inhomogeneous equation it is sufficient, and 
convenient, to assume 
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Substituting these series [Eq. (1. 7) and (2.1)], we 
obtain 

"\' 2(n-2). '" (n-3-L)(n-2+L) 
L1 -'-'-n---'"fn-l + L1 n f"-2 
nc~ r n::4 r 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where the dot stands for differentiation with respect to 
1l. Equation (2.2) is equivalent to 

2f2=d" (2.3a) 

2(n - 2)in-l + (n - 3 - L)(n - 2 + L)fn_2=dn, 

(2.3b) 

and 

2(n- 2)jn-l + (n - 3 -Ll{n - 2 + L)fn_2=dn, 

(2.4) 

It is easy to see that Eqs, (2,3) determine the fn, 2 ~ n 
""L + 1, in terms of the dn, 3"" n"" 2 +L (or vice versa). 
Thus we have the simple result that if the driving term 
for the Lth multipole stops at the L + 2 power of 1/ r, the 
then the Lth multipole solution, itself, stops at the L + 1 
power of 1/ r. In addition it is clear that whether the 
solution is a terminating series depends only on the dn , 

3 + L "" n. Since this is the question which interests us, 
we can restrict our attention to Eq. (2.4). 

We now assume that </> is a terminating series in 1/1', 
that is we assume that 

(2.5) 

where l' is a positive integer. It follows from Eqs. (2.4) 
and ;2. 5) that 

dn=O, T+2""n, 

dT+1 = (1' -2 - L)(1'-l + L)fT_U 

dn= (n - 3 - L)(n - 2 + L)fn-2+ 2(n - 2)jn-u 

and 

d'+L = 2(L + 1 )]2+L. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

It can be seen that Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) determine the 
fn' 2 + L "" n "" l' - 1, which are all the fn which have not 
been assumed to vanish, in terms of the dn , 4 + L '" n 
~ l' + 1, which are all the dn which have not been shown 
to vanish, except for d 3+L • In particular f2+L is deter
mined, and its substitution into Eq. (2.9) must not lead 
to a contradication. In other wordS, </J can terminate if 
and only if Eq. (2.6) is satisfied and the dn, 3 + L Z n ~ l' 
+ 1, satisfy a single condition which must now be 
derived. 

If we differentiate Eq, (2. 8) n - L - 3 times and define 

dj 

Xj=='du j d(U)L+,+j, 0"")""1'-L-2, 

and 
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Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) can be combined and written in the 
form 

T-L-2 

Xl = ~ M j ·7)i' 
J.l 1 

(2,10) 

where 

0:: ............ 9 

i(i + 2L + 1) 2 (i + L + 1)' .. 6 

6.: .......... ::·.0 

Solving Eq, (2.10) for 7)1 yields, after some calculation, 

T"jj-2 (_ly+12J-1(L + j)! (2L + I)! 
7)1= N j!(j+2L+l)!(L+l)! Xj' (2.11) 

In terms of the XI and 7)i Eq. (2.9) becomes Xo= 2(L 
+1)7)1 and this, withEq. (2.11), gives 

T-L-2 (_2)i(L+j)! dJ 

J'fj, j!(j+2L+l)! dzl d(U)L+3+J' (2.12) 

where some nonvanishing factors present in every term 
have been removed. Equation (2.12), along with 

(2.6) 

are necessary and sufficient for </! to terminate at the 
T-l power of l/r, 

3. AN EXAMPLE OF A NONSPREADING WAVE IN 
GENERAL RELATIVITY 

In this section we apply Eq. (2.12) to a problem 
arising in general relativity. The nonspreading condi
tion resulting therefrom is discussed on its own merit 
in Sec. 4. A reading of that discussion does not require 
all of the details of the calculations of this section. 

The problem we investigate is whether a linearized 
retarded gravitational field composed of a set of radiat
ing multipoles gives rise to a nonspreading gravitational 
field at second perturbative order. In other words, we 
ask whether the first-order radiation scatters at second 
order. This is a generalization of previous work6

,7 in 
which the radiating multipoles concerned were specific 
ones of low order. 

In order to fit the problem into the framework of Sec. 
2 we collect together here some well-known facts con
cerning general relativity in a weak field approximation 
scheme, The Einstein equations for the first-order part 
of the metric tensor can be replaced by the linearized 
Bianchi identities regarded as field equations for the 
Weyl tensor, and these field equations are the usual ones 
for a spin-S field, 8 S = 2, The higher order corrections 
to the linearized field satisfy the spin-2 field equations 
with driving terms. Solutions to the spin-2 field equa
tions can be generated from a potential9 satisfying the 
scalar wave equation, and similarly solutions to the 
driven spin-2 equations can be generated from a poten-
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tial that satisfies an appropriately driven scalar wave 
equation, Hence we need to deal only with Eqs, (1. 1) 
and (1, 2), This is true even for the question of spread
ing because.the procedure whereby the components of 
the field are generated involve, as regards operations 
with respect to r, only integration and differentiation 
and do not change finite series in 1/ r into infinite series 
(or vice versa). 

We take the linearized axially symmetric gravitational 
field to be a retarded 2' -pole field (l;. 2) plus a retarded 
2" -pole field (l' ;. 2) with complex profile functions of 
compact support a(u) and a'(u), respectively, [The real 
parts of a(u) and a' (u) give the electric type moments 
and the imaginary parts give the magnetic type mO
ments. J An answer to the question of nonspreading for 
this field of two arbitrary multipoles immediately pro
vides an answer for a field composed of any number 
of different multipoles. 

Expressed in terms of first-order complex quantities 
U, W2 ,X

i , etc" of the null tetrad formulation of general 
relativity10 the driving term of Eq. (1, 2) is 

2 a { 3 [ ~ i a aW 3 

6=;:ar r -u ar- X axrW2 + W ay 

+ (~l a~l -2j:l+ 2T)W3 + 2vWi - 3/.Lw2 + 0'J!4J} 
-r V2(5[ria!i W2 -2AWJ, (3.1) 

where ~ja /ax! = ~8a /a e + ~"'a /a 1>, and Similarly for )Cia / 
axl, the bar denotes complex conjugation, and (5 is an 
angular operator, 11 which in this instance has the form 

(5=- (cote+aae+i a!), 
For the retarded 2'-pole field each of the tetrad quan

titites U, W
2

, Xi, etc., is a finite power series in l/r 
and can be simply expressed linearly in terms of the 
retarded 2' -pole scalar wave, </!, given by 

'C d,- a 

</!= 6 !~1 d '-a a (u)YlO' a.or u 

For example, w2 =r-2 zp. The expliCit form of the other 
quantities may be found in Ref. 7. For the 2' -pole field 
some of these quantities have the angular dependence 
of spin-weighted spherical harmonics12 sYIO , - 2 ~ s "" 2, 
rather than simply Y\ll dependence (oY10 = Y10 ); e.g., W3 
has -1 Y , 0 dependence. However, because of the axial 
symmetry, s Yz 0 is the associated Legendre polynomial, 
~= Y1sexp(-iscp), so that we have to deal only with 
ordinary spherical harmonics. 

Now consider the tetrad quantities to be those of our 
problem; namely a 2' plus 21' -pole field. Then Eq. (3.1) 
involves the products ~P~ = Y,. Y!, .... , - 2 "" s ~ 2, of 
spherical harmonics. We expand13 these products 
themselves in spherical harmoniCS YLO : 

(
2l + 1 )(21' + 1)) 1/2 

YIS YI •S' = 41T 

1_" (l 
x 2) v 2L + 1 

L =II-Z'I 0 
l'L) 

° 0 

( 
l l' L) 

x , YLO ' 
-s -s 0 

S +s' =0, (3.2) 
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(.!. :;. ~) are the 3j symbols 14
; and we see that ° is a 

finite sum of spherical harmonics, 

From Eqo (3.1) we find 0L to be13 

_ ~ 1~2 (;1",(;1'"" (a + a' -1)(a + a' - 2)Q 
6 L ~ L.J L.J a+o:' 

0:=0 a'=o r 

dl +2-", dZ' +2-"" 

X .1 1 +2- '" a (u) d 1 I +2- ",I a' (u), 
Mt u (3.3) 

where 

I l' L) 
t,! = ( (j(.)(' 2)2 (a2 + a,2 - 4 O! a' + a + O!') o 00 

( I l' L) 
+ 2K lK~ 1 _ 1 0 (K2KIK;K~1)2[1' (I' + 1) 

X (a2 - aa' - 2a + a') + 1(1 + 1)(a,2 - O!a' - 2a' + a)] 

(
l I' L) 

+K.)(~ [(I' + 2)(Z' + 1)1' (I' -1)a(a - 3) 
2 - 20 

+ (I + 2)(1 + 1 )l(l- l)a' (a' - 3)] , 

(;1"'= (K"'_2)2/2"'a!, Kp = Kp(l) , K~=Kp(I'). 

We omit any overall factors in 0L that depend only on I, 
l', and L. 

We have actually written down in Eq. (3.3) only a part 
of 0L 0 We have not shown some terms that may be 
ignored anyway, as regards the question of spreading. 
for part of the set of possible values of L, namely, 

whenever L '" m, m = maxll + 3, I' -+ 3]. Also we have not 
shown terms arising from Eq. (3.1) that involve (i or (i' • 

Such terms occur in a series similar to Eq. (3.3). It 
can be shown that if there is no spreading then the two 
sets of terms, one with and one without complex con
jugation, must separately give no spreading. Hence Eq, 
(3.3) is a prototype of 0L and is an independent part of 
0L for a large class of L values, I and I' remaining 
arbitrary. In what follows it will be seen that interesting 
results may be obtained from Eq. (3.3) alone. 

We now substitute Eq. (3.3) into Eq, (2,12). Coeffi
cients of powers of y-1 IBss than (y-lf +3 in Eq. (3.3) do 
not contribute to Eq. (2.12) as shown in Sec. 2. The jth 
derivative of 

occurs in Eq. (2.12), and we write it as a sum involving 
binomial coefficients. Then Eq. (2.12) becomes a 
quadruple Sum. There are, however, two constr aints 
on the sums. One constraint (L + 3 + j = a + QI') arises 
from picking out the coefficient of r- CL +3"1) in Eq. (3.3). 
The second constraint arises from using the fact that 
a (II) and a' (u) are arbitrary within the interval of sup
port so that each coefficient of 

dN dM - N 

-d Na(U) I M_Na'(U) u (U 

occurring in Eq. (2,12) must vanish separately. When 
these two constraints are properly applied the non
spreading condition on the driving term of general re
lativity becomes the following unconstrainted double 
sum: 

Ii, A/-S (-1)8+13' (I +l' + 3 - (3- P')! (21- i3)! (21' - fl')!Q -0 
a~ s~ (l + I' + L + 2 - f3 - fl' )! i3! fl' ! (I + 2 - i3)! (I' + 2 - P')! (N - (3)! (M - N - fl')! - , 

where Ai = I + I' + 1 -L and N is any integer for which 0 
~ N ~ AI. In arriving at Eq. (3.4) we have shifted the 
sumS in Eq. (3.3) by p= l + 2 - o!, {3' = I' + 2 - a' and have 
used L ? In. Note that Q is independent of N, and its de
pendence on (3 and P' is simply quadratic. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Equation (3.4) is our main result for general relativ
ity. In the case L = I + I' , Eqo (3,4) is easily proven to 
hold by straightforward evaluation. The sums may be 
performed and simple expressions 14 used for a ~ Z +r). 
Furthermore, we have found that for L = I + I' the cor
responding expression for the complex conjugate terms 
also holds, so that there is no spreading in the L = l + l' 
part of the whole second-order field. 

We conjecture that Eq. (3.4) holds for all possible L 
values l1 satisfying 111 ~ L ~ I + l' , for all integers I? 2, 
l' ". 2, and for all integers N, 0 ~ N ~ ,"vI. More generally, 
we conjecture that the whole second-order field is non
spreading. Equation (3,4) has several obvious sym-
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(3.4) 

I 
I 

metries, e. g., N <-> ,VI - N so that one only need prove 
it for N < 1JVI. 

The 3) symbols occurring in Q are independent of (3 

and fl' and so may be taken outside of the sums so that 
Eq. (3.4) may be regarded as a linear identity on the 3) 
symbols. Equation (3.4) was derived by basing the 
analysis on the YLO part of the field, but we could have 
placed a finite series condition on anyone of the sY10 S 

=0, ± 1, ±2 parts of the spin-2 field. In this way four 
further conditions (identities?) similar to Eq. (3.4) 
would be obtained on 3) symbols U~: _(S~'»' -2~s+s' 
~2, -3~s~3. 

In addition there must be more, simpler, identities 
related to the Einstein-Maxwell equations which are 
also known to have nonspreading radiation fields in the 
sense used above. 15 A systematic presentation of all of 
these identities may be justified by a more elegant de
rivation of them and their verification. Both are being 
investigated. 
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Factorization-method treatment of the perturbed Morse 
oscillator* 
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By transforming the Morse oscillator from type B to type F factorization. we obtain operators for 
raising and lowering the vibrational quantum number v, and a recursion relation. This permits the 
calculation of matrix elements needed for perturbation of the Morse oscillator to any order for 
perturbations of the form (e a" - 1)". Explicit calculations are presented for n = 3 and n = 4, 
analogous to the usual cubic and quartic anharmonicity perturbations of the harmonic oscillator. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are at present three standard theoretical ap
proaches for treating the vibrational motion of a di
atomic molecule. First is the Dunham method,l in 
which the vibrational potential energy is expressed as 
a power of series, 

where ~ = (r - re)/ r e, and where r is the instantaneous 
internuclear separation and re its equilibrium value. 

(1) 

The energy eigenvalues and rotation-vibration param
eters for this potential have been calculated via the WKB 
approximation,2 and can be matched with empirical val
ues to determine the coefficients an of the series. Draw
backs of this method are the unverified reliability of the 
WKB apprOXimation and the lack of analytic eigenfunc
tions. The second approach involves the use of a 
"realistic" potential with analytic solUtions, such as 
the Morse potential, 3 given by 

U(Il)=DJexp(-2au) -2exp(-au)], (2) 

where Il = r - r e, involving the three parameters De 
(well depth), re , and a. The drawback to this approach 
is that there are not enough parameters to accurately 
reproduce experimental results. The third approach, 
called the RKR method, 4 is a computer calculation in 
two steps: first prodUCing U(r) from the observed vibra
tional spectrum via "classical" turning points and the 
WKB approximation, then obtaining eigenfunctions. 

An alternative approach would be the application of 
perturbation theory to the Morse oscillator, permitting 
as good a fit to experiment as the Dunham method, while 
retaining analytic eigenfunctions. This approach has not 
been pursued very far, however; only first-order en
ergy corrections have been published. 5 Off-diagonal 
matrix elements of powers of u have been calculated, 6 

but since they are nonvanishing between all pairs of 
states, higher-order perturbation calculations are 
impractical. 

The factorization method described by Infeld and 
Hull7 (hereinafter referred to as IH), is a powerful 
algebraic technique for handling certain second-order 
linear differential equations, including such exactly 
solvable quantum-mechanical problems as the Morse 
oscillator. Using a variation of this method, we dis
covered a way to perturb the Morse oscillator in a man
ner analogous to the perturbation of a harmonic oscil-
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lator. In our method, all matrix elements can be calcu
lated, and all but a few off-diagonal matrix elements 
vanish, so that perturbation can be carried out to all 
orders. 

II. FACTORIZABILITY OF THE MORSE OSCILLATOR 

The factorization method involves replacing a second
order differential operator with two equivalent products 
of first-order operators. Thus, following IH, we define 
the equation 

where A/ is an eigenvalue and 1 and mare positive
valued parameters (which are to be varied in integer 
steps), to be factorizable if it is equivalent to the two 
equations 

(3) 

H+(m + l)H-(m + 1) Y,m=lA, - L(m + 1)] Y,m, (4a) 

H-(m)H+(m) Y,m=lA,-L(m)] Y,m, (4b) 

where L(m) is independent of x, and where H«m) are 
first-order differential operators of the form 

H«m) = k(x, m) ± d/ dx. (4c) 

The operators H«m) play the role of raiSing and lower
ing operators, but they act on the parameter m, not 
the eigenvalue index 1: 

H-(m) y1m-l ex: Y,m, 

H+(m) Y,mex: Y,m-l, 

where Y,m<l is the solution of a different eigenvalue 
equation with the same eigenvalue as Eq. (3): 

(5a) 

(5b) 

~Y, m±l / dx2 + r(x, m ± 1) Y,m<l = -A ,Y,m<l 0 (6) 

By investigating the possible forms of k(x, m), IH 
showed that there are six general types of factorizable 
equations, which they labeled with the letters A, B, C, 
D, E, and F 0 For each factorization type, they obtained 
explicit expressions for r(x, m), k(x, m), and L(m}, For 
example, type B factorization is specified by 

r(x, m) = - ~ exp(2ax) + 2ad(m + c + 1) exp(ax), (7a) 

k(x,m)=dexp(ax)-m-c, (7b) 

L(m) = - (l2(m + C)2. (7c) 

Writing the Schrodinger equation for a Morse oscil
lator in the form 
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cflJ!/ du2 + (2iJ./fl2 ){E - D)exp(- 2au) - 2 exp(- aU)]}1J! = 0, 

(8) 

ill showed that the definitions 

s + t = (2iJ. D e )1/2/(alf), 

n2 = - 2iJ. E/ (af[)2, 

x= -au +ln2(s + t), 

permit one to rewrite Eq. (8) in the form 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

cfR(x)/ dx2 + [- n2 - (1/4) exp(2x) + (s + t) exp(x)] R(x) = 0, 

(10) 

which is recongnizable as type B factorization with 
a=l, c=O, and d=t, and where m is replaced by s, 
and Al by _n2 • From Eqs. (7b) and (7c) we obtain 

k(x, s) = texp(x) - s, 

L(S)=-S2. 

III. IDENTIFICATION OF CLASSES AND 
ORTHONORMAL EIGENFUNCTIONS 

(lla) 

(llb) 

Having determined that a differential equation is fac
torizable, the next step is to determine whether it is 
what IH call a class lor a class II problem. If L(m) is 
an increasing function of m, one has a class I problem, 
for which the eigenvalue AI is given by 

A I =L(l+l), (12a) 

where I can have any of the infinite set of values 

1= 10, 10 + 1 , 10 + 2, •. " ° < 10 ,,; 1, 

and where, for fixed I, m can range over the finite set 
of values 

m=lo, 10+1, ••. , 1-1,1. 

The solution for m = I satisfies the first-order differ
ential equation 

(12b) 

If, on the other hand, L(m) is a decreasing function of 
nt, one has a class II problem, for which AI is given by 

where I has the same range as before, but where m 
can range over the infinite set of values 

m=l, 1+1, 1+2,···. 

For class II problems, Y/ satisfies 

(13a) 

(13b) 

Given one normalized eigensolution, such as obtained 
from Eq. (12b) or (13b), one can generate others, also 
normalized, if one uses the normalized raising and low
ering operators Hi<m) defined by 

(14) 

where AI is given by either Eq. (12a) or (13a) depending 
on whether one has a class lor a class II problem. 

For the Morse oscillator we recognize that, by Eq. 
(llb), L(s) is a decreasing function of s, so that we 
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have a class II problem, Thus by Eqs. (llb) and (13a) 
we find that 

AI=L(1)=-12, 

and we recognize that I coincides with the quantity n 
defined in Eq. (9b). Using n in place of I, we see that 

for fixed n the minimum value of $ is no The corre
sponding eigensolution Rnn(x) satisfies 

(d/ dx + texp(x) - n) Rnn(x) = 0, (15a) 

with normalized solution 

Rnn(x) = [r(2n)]-1/2 exp{nx - teXL (15b) 

Defining the appropriate normalized raiSing and lower
ing operators by 

B~(s) = l(s + n)($ - n)]-l /2(t& - s ± d/ dx), (16a) 

we can raise and lower s for fixed n (so long as s '" n) 
according to 

Rn s =Bn -($) Rns-1
, 

R:-1 =B:(s) R:. 
(16b) 

(16c) 

For a given Morse oscillator, the parameter s is a 
constant [see Eqo (9a)], while n takes the values 

n = s, $ -1, 00 • ,no, ° < no ~ L 

The vibrational quantum number v is defined by v = s - n, 
and thus takes values v = 0, 1,2, 0 0 0 , s - no, showing that 
the number of bound states for a Morse oscillator is the 
greatest integer in s + 1. Writing the eigenvalue - n2 

as -($ _V)2, we see from Eq. (9b) that the energy eigen
value can be written 

(17a) 

(0) 

5=3.8 n=OB,V=22h;:=====;7"-- + 
n=1.8,V=1 lJ:S<1.8) 

JJ:.8(2.8) 

5=2.8 

FIG. 1. Effects of various raising and lowering operators on 
Morse potential eigenfunction. In (a). effects of the s-changing 
operators f5 n ± (s) are shown, while (b) shows the effects of the 
n-changing operators 0 s ± (n). 
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where 

(17b) 

Thus the parameter S + i can be related to empirical 
parameters8 by the equation 

1 1 / 
S + z= zWe w"xe' (18) 

The procedure for obtaining the normalized eigen
function <Pv(x) is as follows: Noting that <Pv(x) = R._v·(x), 
first obtain R._vS-v(x), using Eq. (15b), then apply Eq. 
(16b) over and over a total of v times. Here, Rs_v'-v is 
the ground state of a different Morse oscillator (say 
with a different well depth De), and each intermediate 
stage in the calculation will be an excited state of a 
different Morse oscillator. The process is illustrated 
in Fig. l(a). Note that the orthonormality properties of 
the functions Rn'=<Ps-n are 

.r: RnsRn,s dx= lin,"" (19a) 

corresponding to the physical orthonormality condition 

(19b) 

In addition to producing the eigenvalues and eigenfunc
tions of the Morse oscillator, the above approach can 
also be used to calculate certain matrix elements. In 
addition to some obtained by IH, we present in the Ap
pendix a calculation of the diagonal matrix elements 
(v I eX I v) and (v I e2x I v), These results can be used to cal
culate the first-order perturbations obtained by Pekeris.5 

Unfortunately, matrix elements (vII eX I v) are nonvanish
ing for all v', so that higher-order perturbation calcu
lations in eX are not practicable. 

IV. TRANSFORMATION FROM CLASS II TO CLASS I 

Given a factorizable class II problem, it should be 
possible to transform to a factorizable Class I prOblem, 
and vice versa. In this process, the roles of the param
eters l and m are reversed, so that m labels the "eigen
values" and l is raised and lowered. Starting with Eq. 
(10), we consider a transformation of the type 

x=f(y), R(x)=K(y)W(y), (20) 

and consider the differential equation satisfied by W: 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to y. 
IH performed a transformation to C-type factorization, 
but this did not lead to an exactly factorizable result. 
Following a suggestion by Carls tone , 9 we considered a 
transformation to F -type factorization, which IH speci
fied by 

r(x, m) = - 2q/x - m(m + 1)/x2, 

k(x, m)=m/x + q/m, 

L(m) = - (q/m)2. 

Making the substitutions 

f(y)=ln[y/(s+i)l, K(y)cx:[(S+ i)/y]1/2, 
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(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

(23) 

so that 

y=(s+i)ex, W(y)cx:ex/ 2R(x), 

we obtain 

(24) 

(25) 

which is equivalent to Eq. (22a) with q= - i, m =n -~, 
and Ar=-(2s+1t2

• Equations (22b) and (22c) thus take 
the form 

k(y, m) =m/y - (2mtl, 

L(m) = - (2mt2. 

(26a) 

(26b) 

As L(m) is an increasing function of m, this is a class 
I problem with eigenvalues 

A 1= L(l + 1) = - (2l + 2)-2, (27) 

and we see that l = S - i. Labeling the function W with 
nand s, as Ws", we observe that W: satisfies 

Us - ~)/y - (2s -lt1 -d/dy] W:=O, 

with normalized solution 

W:( y) = [2r (s + i) J-1 12(s + i)-<s+Uys+l 12 

Xexp[-y/(2s + 1)]. 

Other normalized solutions are related by 

W."=] s-(n) Wsn -1, 

W."-l =].:(n) Ws", 

where the appropriate F -type raising and lowering 
operators are given by 

(28a) 

(28b) 

(28c) 

(28d) 

~ ±( ) 2(n - J)(s + i) (n - i 1 d ) 
.1., n =[(8+n)(s-n+1)Y/2 y -2n-1±dy . 

(28e) 

Note that these raising and lowering operators act on n 
while leaving 8 unchanged, thereby raising and lowering 
the vibrational quantum number for a particular Morse 
oscillator. 

Since the "eigenvalue" of Eq. (25) depends on s, the 
orthonormality condition for Ws" is that 

( 00 W W "d -6 
. 0 5 $' Y - s, s' , 

(29) 

in contrast to the physical normalization of Rns lEq. 
(19)]. In order to relate W." with Rns, we introduce a 
constant Cs" into Eq. (24) and write 

W."(y) = Cs" ex/2R:(x). 

Obtaining the differential relationship 

dy = (s + ~) e" dx 

(30a) 

(3Ob) 

from Eq. (24) and substituting into Eq. (29), we obtain 
for s =8' 

JoOO (Ws")2dy=C."2(S+i)L: e2x(R:)2dx=1, 

Cs"= [(8+i)J: e2x(R:)2 dx]-l 12. 

Using the value of the integral from Eq. (All), we 
obtain 
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c.n=[4n(s + ~)2]-1/2, 

W."( Y) = [4n(s + ~)2]-1 /2ex /2Rn ·(X). (32) 

This result is easily checked by comparing Eqs. (15b) 
and (28b). 

Substituting this result into Eq. (28e), we obtain 
another set of raiSing and lowering operators for n (or 
v), but which now act on the physically normalized 
solutions R n': 

R n_1 s = g;(n) Rn', 

Rn' = g. -(n) R n-1', 

where 

g/(n) 

( 
4(n-~'F~}(n-W )1/2 

= n-t±t}(s+n)(s-n+1) 

(33a) 

(33b) 

(33c) 

These raising and lowering operators produce a finite 
ladder of eigenfunctions, as shown in Fig. 1(b), con
sisting of the bound states of a particular Morse 
oscillator. 

V. ANALOGY WITH HARMONIC OSCILLATOR AND 
PERTURBATION CALCULATION 

The harmonic oscillator was one of the first systems 
treated by the use of raiSing and lowering operators, 10 
albeit of a simpler sort than those of the factorization 
method. Where the oscillator has mass m and potential 
energy U(u)=tku 2

, one defines a dimensionless 
coordinate 

Q=au, 

where 

a 2=mw/n, w=(k/m)I/2. 

The groundstate eigenfunction <Po(Q) satisfies 

(d/ dQ + Q) <Po ( Q) = 0, 

with normalized solution 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(34c) 

(34d) 

The other normalized eigenfunctions are generated by 

<pv(Q) =A+(v) <Pv-1(Q), 

<pv-1(Q) =A-(v) <pv(Q), 

where 

(35a) 

(35b) 

(35c) 

A recursion relation satisfied by the harmonic oscil
lator eigenfunctions, which is important for perturba
tion calculations, is obtained by the following procedure: 
In Eq. (35a) replace v by v + 1 and multiply by (2v + 2)1/2 
to obtain 

(2v + 2)1 /2 <Pv+1 = (Q - d/ dQ] <Pv. 

Multiply Eq. (35b) by (2v)1/2 to obtain 

(2V)1 /2 <p v-1 = (Q + d/ dQ) <PV. 
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(36a) 

(36b) 

Finally, add Eqs. (36a) and (36b) and solve for Q<pv, to 
obtain the desired recursion relation, 

Q<Pv d~(v + 1))1/2 <Pv+1 + (~V)I/2 <pv-1' (36c) 

Repeated use of this recursion relation, together with 
the orthonormality condition, 

1: <Pv<Pv' dQ=ov,v" 

permits the algebraic calculation of matrix elements 
(v'l Qn I v) for any desired power n of the coordinate. 

In light of this procedure, note the similarity between 
Eqs. (33) and (35). In an analogous fashion to the deriva
tion of Eq. (36c), we can derive a recursion relation 
satisfied by Morse eigenfunctions: Rewriting (33a) and 
(33b) by replaCing n by n + 1 in the former and taking the 
quantities in square brackets to the other side, then 
adding and solving for (e"" -1) I/!v' one can obtain 

(e au -1) I/! v = BV+11/!V+l + Avl/!v + BvQ)v-l' 

where 

B _1:. (s+~) ( v(2s+1-v) )1/2 
V-2 (s+~-v) (s-v}(s+l-v) , 

2(s + ~}(v +~) -v(v + 1) 
(s+~-v)(s-~-v) 

(37a) 

(37b) 

(37c) 

Repeated applications of Eqo (37), together with the 
orthonormality condition of Eq. (19), permit the calcu
lation of matrix elements of the type (v' I (e au - l)n I v), 
hence perturbations in powers of (e au -lL Another 
formula needed for perturbation calculations involves 
the energy differences between levels of the Morse os
cillator, which is obtained from Eq. (17a): 

Ev - Ev-n = nt[(s + ~) - v + ~(n -1)], n = ± 1, ± 2, ' .' . 

(38) 

It can easily be shown that Eqo (36c) is a limiting case 
of Eqo (37), just as a harmonic oscillator is a limiting 
case of a Morse oscillator. Expanding the Morse poten
tial [Eq. (2)] in a power series in au, we obtain 

U(u) =D)-l + (au)2 - (auF + (7/12}{au)4 +" , 1 (39) 

Thus the force constant of the equivalent harmonic oscil
lator is 

k= 2De a2 , 

and the harmonic oscillator parameter a 2 is related to 
the Morse oscillator parameter a2 by 

(40) 

Using this relationship, along with the approximation 
(e aU _1)"'au and the limit s»v, we see that Eq. (37) re
duces to Eq. (35). 

In order to illustrate the perturbation method, we 
consider a perturbation 

V(u) =:I.(e au _1)3 + JJ.(e au -1)\ 

which should correspond in the above limit to the usual 
cubic and quartic anharmonic perturbation of a harmonic 
oscillator. Multiplying Eq. (37a) by (e au -1) and expand
ing the right-hand Side, we obtain 
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(e a" -1)2~o=B2B1~2 + B 1(A1 +Ao) ~1 + (B12 + B02 +A02)~O 

+ Bo(Ao + A_1)~_1 + BoB_1~_2' 

where An, B n, and ~n stand for A.,.n, B v+n, and ~v+n' re
spectively. Repeating this procedure and then using the 
orthogonality of the wavefunctions, we obtain the follow
ing expression for the first-order energy correction due 
to the "cubic anharmonicity" term: 

Ev (1) =xlB12(A1 +Ao) +Ao(B12 + Bo2 + A02) 

+ B02(Ao +A_1)t (41) 

Substitution of the exact expressions for the quantities 
An and Bn from Eq. (37) leads to an intractible resulL 
Instead, one can expand in powers of v = (v + t)/(s + t), 
recalling that the unperturbed energy [Eq. (17a)] can be 
written 

Ev(O) =De(-1 + 2v - v 2 ), (42) 

where we used Eqs. (9a) and (17b) to obtain 

(8 + Wt=2De • 

Making the apprOXimation S2» 1, we obtained the follow
ing expansions for An and Bn 2: 

A - 2 v+n+t 3~v+n+i) 2 - i + i + " .. 
n 8+2 S+2 ' 

. 1 v + n 7Q' + n) 2 B""'----:-r+--- +0.' 
n 28+ 2 4s+t . 

To this order, Eqo (41) can be approximated by 

Ev (1) zX(6v2 + 38v3 ), 

(43a) 

(43b) 

(44a) 

which in spectroscopic notations involves contributions 
to WeXe and WeY e • By a similar process, the second
order energy correction was found to be 

(44b) 

Finally, the "quartic anharmonicity" produces a first
order correction 

E~(1)zhl(3v2+69v3). (44c) 

Defining dimensionless perturbation parameters 

T/=tx/De , y=ifJ./De , 

we obtain the following expression for the perturbed 
energy level to second order in T/ and first order in y: 

Ev =De {-I + 2v -ll -12T/ - 3y + (15/2) T/2]V2 

+ l76T/ + 69')1 - 3311J2 ]v 3 + .. o}. (45) 

As a partial check of the above perturbation result, 
we considered a perturbation which changes the param
eter a to a' =a(1 +~) and De to De' =De(l + ~)-2, which 
is equivalent to 

(s' + })= (8 + ~)(1 +~r2, 

t'=t(1+~)2o 

(46a) 

(46b) 

Since in this case the perturbed oscillator is still a 
Morse oscillator, the energy shifts are exactly known, 
and given by 

(46c) 

Recalling Eq. (39), this perturbation is equivalent to 
the power series perturbation, 
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V(u) == - De~(au)3 + (7 /12) De(2~ + ~2)(au)4 + •.. 0 (47a) 

The quantity (e a" _1)3 has the power series expansion 

(e a" _1)3 = (au)3 + (3/2)(au)4 + ... , (47b) 

from which we deduce that the perturbation of Eq. (47a) 
is equivalent to our cubic plus quartic perturbation with 
the following values for the perturbation parameters: 

T/ = - t~, y = (4/3) ~ + (7/24) ~2. (47c) 

Substituting these values into Eq. (45), we obtain 

~Ev = De( - 2~ - ~2) v2 + l54~ - (641/8) ~21 v3 + .•. , 

(48) 

which agrees with Eq. (46c) to order v2
• (To obtain 

agreement to order v", one would have to include higher
order perturbations and higher-order power series 
terms. ) 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated a practicable method for ap
plying perturbations of the form (e a" _1)n to a Morse 
oscillator and obtaining perturbations of any desired 
order. Since a linear combination of such perturbations 
is equivalent to a power series for small au, the meth
od may conveniently be applied to potentials describing 
actual diatomic molecules, yielding analytic expres
sions for both eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. The re
sulting expressions are power series in (v + t)/(s + t), 
which makes for easy comparison with empirical formu
las, as well as indicating the convergence properties of 
the approximations. 

APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS 

In order to relate the type-B and type-F solutions in 
Eq. (31), we need the value of the integral 

J: IRn'1
2

e2X dx. 

In a manner analogous to our derivations of Eqs. (36c) 
and (37), we can derive the following recurrence rela
tion from Eq. (16): 

ex Rn' = l (,<; + n + 1)(,<; - n + 1)]1/2 Rn'+1 + (2,<; + 1) Rn' 

+l(8+n)(,<;-n)]1/2Rn,-1. (Al) 

Multiplying this expression by ex and expanding each 
term of the form eXR/ on the right-hand side, we obtain 

e2xR/ =l(8 + n+ 1)(8 + n+ 2)(8 -n+ 1)(8 -n + 2)]1/2 Rn'+2 

+4(8 + 1)[(8 +n + 1)(8 -n+ 1)11/ 2 Rn'+1 

+ l(s + 11 + l)(s - n + 1) + (28 + 1)2 + (8 + n)(,<; - n) 1 Rn S 

+ 4sl(s + n)(s _ n)]l /2 R;,-1 

+l(s +n)(s -n)(s +n -1)(s -n _1)]1/2 R n·-2• (A2) 

Multiplying Eq. (A2) by Rn' and integrating, we obtain 
integrals of the form f Rn'Rn·+k dx, with k= 0, ± 1, ± 2. 
For k = 0 the integral is unity, due to the normalization 
of Rn·. The other integrals do not vanish, as the ortho
gonality property of Rn' is for different n, not different 8. 

We evaluate the integrals for ki- 0 by using a modifi
cation of a technique used by IR, involving an extensive 
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use of raising and lowering operators. For k= -1 we 
replace R.& with B.-(s)R.&-l, and write 

J R/-1R/ dx = [(s + n)(s - n)r /2 

x J R.&-l(tex -s -d/dx)R.&-ldx. (A3) 

Using the mutually adjoint properties of the raising and 
lowering operators, we integrate by parts, then add and 
subtract a te rm: 

J R/-1 R. & dx = [(s + n)(s - n)]-1/2 J [(t~ - s + d/dx)R .. -1 dx 

=[(s +n)(s _n)]-1/2 J {[tex - (s -1) 

+ d/dx]R/-1}R.&-1 dx - [(s +n)(s _n)]-1/2 

x J (R.&-1)2 dx. 

(A4) 

The last integral has the value unity while by Eq. (l6a) 
the operator in the other term is proportional to 
B. +(s - 1). Thus we obtain 

f R &-lR &dx= ((s+n-l)(s-n-l») 1/2 
n. (s + n}{s - n) 

X f Rn &-2R/-1 dx - [(s + n)(s - n)]-1/2. 

(A5) 

If we apply this procedure over and over a total of (s - n) 
times, we finally obtain 

f R.--1 
R.& dx =((s ::)7s

1
_ n) r /2 

x f [(tex-n+d/dx)R:]R:dx 

- [(s + n)(s - n)]-1/2 (s - n). (A6) 

The first term on the right-hand side vanishes because 
R: satisfies Eq. (15a), and we obtain 

J R:-1Rn&dx=-[(s-n)/(s+n)]1/2. (A7) 

In similar fashion, we evaluate J R.&-2R.& dx by re
placing R.& with B/(s), then integrating by parts, to 
obtain 

f Rn&-2Rn&dx=[(s+n)(s-n)]-1/2 

x f {[ tex - (s - 2) + d/ dx] Rns-2Rns-t dx 
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_2[(s+n)(s_n)]-1/2 f R:-2R/-1dx 

= ((s + n -2)(s -n -2) )1/2/ R &-3 R &-1 dx 
(s+n)(s-n) n. 

( 
4(s-n-l) )1/2 

+ (s +n-l)(s +n)(s -n) , 

(A8) 

where we used Eq. (A 7) to evaluate an integral. Apply
ing this procedure over and over (s - n -1) times, we 
finally obtain 

f R.·-2Rn"dx=(const) f B/(n)R:R:+1dx 

+ 2[(s + n)(s - n)(s + n -1)(s - n _1)J-1/2 

&-.-1 
X L: (s-n-k) 

k=l 

_ ((s -n)(s _n_l»)1/2 
- (s + n)(s + n -1) . 

(A9) 

Multiplying Eqs. (AI) and (A2) by R." and integrating, 
and then using Eqs. (A7) and (A9) to evaluate integrals 
of the form J R.· R. s' dx, we obtain 

(AID) 

1.: Rn" e2x Rn" dx = (2s + 1) 2n. (All) 

*This work based in part on a M. S. Thesis by P. H. Dwivedi 
at Oklahoma University, Norman, Oklahoma, 1973. 
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A variational method for the two-body density matrix is developed for practical calculations of the 
properties of many-fermion systems with two-bodY interactions. [n this method the energy L ~ 
"2:-fIijklPijkl is minimized using the two-body density matrix dements Pijkl = <...p i(ataia A a,) i 'Ji) 
as variational parameters. The approximation consists in satisfying only a ,ub,et of necesSary 
conditions-the nonnegativity of the following matrices: the two-body denslty matrix. the "two
hole matrix" Qiikl ~ (qtja}aiakatjqt) and the partick-holc matrix G,jkl ~ (qt I(u:ai -Pi;)+ 

(ak at - Pk ) I'll). The idea of the method was introdu~cJ earli~r; ill'r<: 'OIl1~ further physical 
interpretation is given and a numerical procedure for calculations within a ,mall ,ingle-particle 
model space i, described. The Illethou is illustrated on the ground sbtl' 01' Be atoill using 
Is, 2s, 2p orbitals. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We shall concern ourselves with the problem of cal
culating the phYSical properties of a many-fermion 
system in the ground state or certain excited states. 
We shall consider systems where the Hamiltonian has 
one-body and two-body interactions: 

(1. 1) 

The operators ai and a; are creation and annihilation 
operators in a chosen single-particle representation. 
In the matrix elements Tij the kinetic energy and the 
one-body interaction are contained. We shall express 
the energy associated with any N-particle state I <J.~ as 
a linear function of the elements of the two-body density 
matrix 

Pijkl=(<P I a;aiak azI1) 

in the form 

E="£H;iktPiikl' 
i < j 
k<l 

The coefficients HiikE are given by 

HUk t = (N - 1)_1 (T ik I5 j t- T; ZOjk + l5 ik T j 1- l5 u Tjk) 

(1. 2) 

(1. 3) 

(1. 4) 

In this paper we present the elements of a method 
of computing the two-body density matrix PUkE directly 
without using the wavefunction (Sec. 1I). We shall refer 
to the method as the density matrix approach. In the 
density matrix approach we minimize the energy with 
respect to the two-body density matrix elements. The 
calculated two-body density matrix can then be used to 
compute several properties of the system. The idea of 
the method was introduced in Ref. 1, where several 
formal properties are discussed. Here we develop ttle 
method for practical calculations. 

The motivation for this method comes from the fact 
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that the two-body denSity matrix contains a much 
smaller number of independent parameters than the 
wavefunction (unless N is quite small). In order to il
lustrate this let us quote the number of parameters in 
both methods for the case of lV fermions having at their 
disposal L single-particle states. There are 
: L(L - 1J[~L(L - 1) + 11 two-body density matrix ele
ments while there are (~) parameters needed to define 
the wavefunctions. Furthermore the symmetry proper
ties of the system (rotational, spin, isospin, space 
inversion invariance, etc., if applicable) reduce the 
number of independent density matrix elements more 
efficiently than the number of parameters in the 
wavefunction. 

However, variational calculations of density matrices 
have the major disadvantage that the two-body density 
matrix, in order to correspond to an N-fermion state, 
must satisfy certain complicated subsidiary conditions 
which are called in the literature N-representability 
conditions. This mathematical problem has been ::;tudied 
extensively by mathematicians, physicists, and quan
tum chemistsl

-
4 (and fUrther references therein). The 

full set of necessary and sufficient conditions is not yet 
known explicitly. We present in Sec. III a set of neces
sary conditions which are manageable and with whose 
effectiveness we have Some good experience,5 By satis
fying only a set of known conditions we can calculate an 
apprOXimate solution to the variational problem. Be
cause the set of restrictions is incomplete too much 
freedom is given to the variational parameters; there
fore the approximate energy lies below the exact energy 
value obtainable with the chosen Single -particle basis, 

We discuss in Sec. IV the computational problems 
in the variational calculation of density matrices and 
we describe an algorithm based on linear programming. 
As an illustration we present in Sec. V the results of 
some calculations 011 the Be atom to show the feasibility 
of the method. 
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The density matrix approach can be used not only to 
calculate the two-body density matrix of the ground 
state, but also of those lowest excited states which have 
a different set of quantum numbers compared with the 
ground state. In this case one has to add the subsidiary 
conditions that the corresponding symmetry operators 
have the prescribed expectation values. 

We would like to mention that there have been several 
attempts to calculate the properties of the N-particle 
system using the elements of the two-body density ma
trix as variational parameters. In the early attempts 
fewer conditions were used which were reasonable for 
simpler systems. The first lower bound formula was 
derived by Bopp6 and it was successfully applied to 3-
electron ions. Weidemann7 and Hall and pose made 
variational calculations of systems of particles inter
acting by different kinds of potentials, but without a 
central field. In particular they calculated a lower 
bound to triton energy. While these attempts dealt 
mostly with 3-particle systems, some more recent ap
proaches introduce necessary conditions important for 
many-body systems (e. g. Refs. 8-10). 

The status of all direct calculations of the two-body 
density matrix is still in a pioneering stage. 

II. FORMULATION OF THE METHOD 

While a wavefunction </J uniquely determines the two
body density matrix the inverse is not true in general. 
There may exist no wavefunction, one or several wave
functions related to a given matrix Pijkl by the Eq. 
(1. 2). Those matrices Pijk I which have a solution for </J 
are acceptable for an exact description of physical 
states. 

The central problem in the variational calculations of 
density matrix is to find and satisfy the conditions which 
insure that the trial two-body density matrix corre
sponds to an N-fermion wavefunction. 

It was shown2 that the set of acceptable denSity ma
trices is a convex set and therefore all necessary con
ditions may be expressed as linear equalities and 
inequalities. 1 

A. Inequality constraints 

We shall write the linear inequalities in the form 

6 hlil! Pm! "" E:v, (v = 1, ... ,00). 
;<} 
H! 

(2.1) 

The right- hand sides can be evaluated in principle for 
any choice of the coefficients hiil! by introducing the 
two-body operator 

(2.2) 

and by taking for E:v the lowest eigenvalue of h (V) in the 
N-body space. 1 For any choice of coefficients hiilz. Eq. 
(2.1) is a nece,>sary condition because for any N-body 
wavefunction </J the expectation value (</J I .Ii(V) I </J) is larger 
than or equal to the lowest eigenvalue of h(V) and the 
same is true for 2:hlill Pijk! '" (</J I h(V) I </J) if P/jk! is derived 
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from </J. The theorem has been proved1 that the set of 
conditions (2.1) is also sufficient if .Ii(V) are all possible 
two-body operators. 

The above theorem in the form presented does not 
seem useful, because in order to solve the desired N
body problem, one has to know the solution of an infinity 
of equally difficult N-body problems defined by h(V), 
(v = 1, ... ,00). However, the theorem is a useful gUide, 
if one is looking for a good approximate solution in 
which case one might employ only a subset of necessary 
conditions. The basic approximation is then defined by 
the choice of the subset fi("'). 

Let us call E the energy of the approximate ground 
state obtained with the conditions arising from the 
chosen set of operators h("'l. As the number of condi
tions defined by h ('" I may still be infinite one has to con
struct a procedure for selecting a finite sequence of 
h('" ~ so that the successive approximations if; converge 
to E. A possible procedure will be described in Sec. IV. 

B. Equality constraints 

In one type of equalities we impose the desired ex
pectation values of the symmetry operators such as the 
number operator N and the angular momentum operator 
j 

( </J I N2 1 </J) = JVl , 

(</J1~21</J)=J(J+1)} , 

(</JIJ3 1 </J) =M 

(</JI Q(~ - M) I </J) = O. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Here Q is anyone-body operator. These equalities are 
linear equalities for the two-bOdy denSity matrix. 

By imposing these equalities we are looking for the 
solution only within a chosen subspace. Equation (2.3) 
normalizes the two- body density matrix corresponding 
to N particles. With Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) we can dis
tinguish the calculation of the lowest excited state with 
chosen quantum numbers J and M from the calculation 
of the ground state. 

If necessary and sufficient conditions (2. 1) and (2.3) 
are satisfied the variational calculation without restric
tions (2.4) and (2.5) would automatically give the ground 
state with the correct expectation value for the expres
sions (2.4) and (2.5). In the calculation of the ground 
state these restrictions reduce the number of indepen
dent variational parameters. If, however, only a subset 
of conditions (2. 1) is taken into account, the expecta
tion values (2.4) and (2.5) would sometimes come out 
wrong; imposing the a priori known correct values then 
improves the approximate result. 

The second type of equalities refers to those N-body 
states I </J) whose energy is stationary with respect to 
one-body transformations I </J) - exp(aQ) I </J), so that in 
the expansion 

(exp(aQ)</J I ii I exp(aQ)</J) = (</J I ii I </J) + a(</J I [ii, QJ i </J) 

+ (a2 /2)(J; I [Q, [ii, Qlli </J) +, •. 
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the linear term vanishes: 

(1jJ1 [fi, Q]I1jJ)= o. (2.6) 

For eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, such a relation is 
valid for any operator Q, but we can use the relation 
only with one-body operators Q because only then is the 
relation expressible in terms of the two-body density 
matrix. If the two-body density matrix is a solution of 
a variational calculation, the energy is a fortiori mini
mized with respect to one-body transformations and the 
relation (2.6) is satisfied automatically. But it is a use
ful restriction because it reduces the number of free 
parameters for trial density matrices. 

III. BASIC APPROXIMATION-RESTRICTION TO 
SOME MANAGEABLE CONDITIONS 

Weare able to satisfy only some necessary conditions 
for the trial two-body density matrix. Therefore there 
will in general exist no wavefunction 1jJ corresponding to 
the trial two-body density matrix through the relation 
(1. 2). The resulting two-body density matrix has a 
physical meaning in the sense that it offers an approxi
mation to the expectation values of one and two-body 
operators. 

We present here a subset of necessary conditions 
which is numerically manageable, with whose relevance 
we have had some good experienceS and for which we 
can give a physical interpretation. The conditions have 
the form (2.1) and are defined by the following operators: 

h(S) = AsA;, 

TicY)=B;By, By=~ z~j(a;aj-G~j). 
it j 1 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3 0 3) 

Here the coefficients xij' Zij, and Gij assume all possi
ble values. The lowest eigenvalues of the operators h<a) 
and hCB) in the N-body space are Ea = 0 and Es= 00 The 
eigenvalues of the operators heY) cannot be obtained 
easily, but they are obviously larger than or equal to 
zero. In this paper we replace Ey on the ro ho so of Eqo 
(2.1) by zero, which leads to a slightly weaker neces
sary condition. 

It has been shownl that the conditions generated by 
the operators heY) with Ey put equal to zero are all con
tained in the subset in which one takes Gij = Pij, where 

Po = ~ Plkjk/(N - 1). 
k 

(304) 

It would be sufficient to consider only operators Ii(Y) 

with Gij = Pij, but the corresponding inequalities would 
then be nonlinear. As we use an iterational procedure, 
we keep the conditions linear by choosing G lj equal to 
the value of Po from the previous iteration. When Pi} 

converges towards the solution this is equivalent to 
choosing Glj = Plj. 

Let us give some further interpretation of these con
ditions. The condition generated by Eq. (3.1) is equiva
lent to the nonnegativity of the two-body density matrix. 
This can be seen by writing the coefficients hlclNI in the 
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form h~'N, = xlj X~h so that the corresponding inequality 
can be written as 

~ x" _~a '" 0 
i<j,k<1 IJPijkr-kl ~ 0 

(3.5) 

This implies that all eigenvalues are nonnegative. 

The condition generated by Eq. (3.2) is equivalent 
to the nonnegativity of the "two-hole density matrix" 

Qijkl = Pijk 1- Pk/ Ojl + P/I 0jk + 0ik(Oj 1- Plj) - 0n(OJk - PkJ). 

(3.6) 

By rewriting the operator (3.2) so that the creation and 
annihilation operators appear in normal order one gets 
the inequality (2. 1) in the form 

(3.7) 

Let us note that when a wavefunction 1jJ exists the two
hole density matrix takes the form: 

(3.8) 

Similarly, the condition generated by Eq. (3.3) where 
Gij = Plj is equivalent to the nonnegativity of the "parti
cle-hole matrix" 

G ijk 1= P Jkil + 0ik PJI - PIJ PH 

in the following way 

(3.9) 

~ZljGlJklZk/~O. (3.10) 

It is instructive to write also the particle-hole matrix 
in terms of the wavefunction. 

It is worthwhile to point out that for N-representable 
PIJkl the first subset of conditions (3.1) guarantees 
the nonnegativity of the norms of the states A 11jJ) having 
N - 2 particles, which is evident from the form 
(1jJI(LXijaiaJnLXklakal)I1jJ)~O. Similarly, the second 
subset of conditions guarantees the nonnegative norms 
of the" (N + 2) -particle" states A + 11jJ) and the third 
guarantees the nonnegative norms of "particle-hole" 
states B 11jJ). Let us conclude by listing three types of 
manageable inequality constraints which we know so far. 

(i) The constraints generated by the operators ii Ca ), 

TiCS), and iicn , Eqso (30 1), (3.2), and (3.3) which we 
use in the present paper. 

(ii) The constraints generated by the Casimir opera
tors for certain Lie algebras or such operators which 
mix only few representations of the group. Important 
inequality constraints are probably generated by those 
groups, which have already been used to derive approxi
mate wave functions for the problem under 
consideration. 

(iii) The constraints generated by general two-body 
operators which have nonzero matrix elements in a 
smaller single particle basis and hence may be diagonal
ized numerically. These constraints ensure all neces
sary conditions at least in the subspace in which the two
body density matrix has dominant components. The con-
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TABLE I. The Hamiltonian and the two-body density matrix elements of the Be atom. a 

1lt 1 j rl<j12 ~13 n414 LS Hf}~,/1]i/lkl b rff,.,/1]ij1]k I 

Density matrix approach Complete diagonalil!:ation 

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 -3.0217238 0.999918 0.999916 
2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 0.1767351 - O. 002355 - O. 002382 
2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 - 2.6707742 0.929191 0.929222 

2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.0253498 0.000495 0.000498 
2 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0.0843677 - O. 000016 - O. 000017 

2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 - O. 7160670 0.929116 0.929145 

2 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 0.0250858 0.002017 0.002025 
2 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 - O. 0394407 0.008525 0.008622 
2 1 2 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 - O. 1325608 0.256489 0.256437 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 - O. 5878038 0.070887 0.070859 

2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 - 2.7214738 0.929113 0.929142 
2 2 1 2 1 2 1 - O. 6990588 0.000000 0.000000 
2 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 - 2.6516514 0.023615 0.023605 
2 1 2 0 2 1 1 0 0 0.0440854 - O. 000559 - O. 000565 
2 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 1 0 - 0.7682196 0.000014 0.000015 
2 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 -2.6226850 0.023615 0.023605 
2 2 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 0.0762886 - O. 000559 0.000565 
2 2 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 - O. 6151516 0.000014 0.000015 
2 2 1 2 1 2 2 0 - O. 6545568 0.000000 0.000000 

aFor notation see Appendix B. 
b1]i}~ (1+(\)112. 

straints (ii) and (iii) are to be studied in future. 

IV. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 

In the variational calculation of the two-body density 
matrix we use an iterative numerical procedure which 
contains linear programming. We were motivated to 
use this procedure because the energy (1. 3) to be mini
mized is a linear function of the variational parameters 
Pi}., and the subsidiary conditions can be written as 
linear equalities and inequalities. 

In order to obtain the zeroth approximation we im
pose all equalities of the type (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and 
(2.6) and we confine each matrix element Pi}kl with in
equalities 0 ~ Pili} ~ 1, - 1 ~ Pi}_' ~ 1 which are contained 
in the inequalities (3.5) and (3.7). With these conditions, 
the minimum of the energy is calculated with linear 
programming. 

The successive approximations are obtained by the 
following iterative cycle: we construct the most violated 
condition, add it to the previous ones and minimize the 
energy with linear programming. In order not to work 
with an increasing number of conditions, we then dis
card one of the old conditions" A program for linear 
programming which at each iteration adds one new con
dition and discards one old condition is presented in 
Appendix A. 

The most violated condition (3.5) is obtained by 
diagonalizing the two-body density matrix from the 
previous iteration. The eigenvector xmln corresponding 
to the most negative eigenvalue A",ln then generates the 
condition Xmln=l',X'{'rPiikIX':ln"" 0 which is violated by 
the amount A",ln' The coefficients of the inequalities in 
the form (2. 1) are hilk 1= x'{'r x!:'r. Optionally one can 
add several conditions in each iteration by constructing 
them from the eigenvectors of several lowest negative 
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eigenvalues. New conditions (3.7) and (3.10) for the 
two-hole density matrix Q and the particle-hole matrix 
G are constructed in a similar way. One constructs the 
Q matrix or G matrix from the parameters Pjjk" diag
onalizes it and constructs the coefficients for the in
equality from the eigenvector corresponding to the most 
negative eigenvalue. The construction of the G matrix 
and of the corresponding coefficients hi}kl usually re
quires the recoupling of angular momentum. The corre
sponding formulas are given in Appendix B. In our pro
gram we add the p-matrix, Q-matrix and G-matrix con
ditions sequentially in consecutive iterations. 

V. ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD 

The proposed method faces two major problems: (i) 
As the approximation we satisfy only some necessary 
conditions on the two body density matrix. The question 
is whether the conditions proposed in this paper are 
adequate for a system of physical interest. (ii) The 
iterative procedure described in Sec. IV selects a finite 
sequence from an infinite number of conditions. It 
should be examined whether and how fast this procedure 
converges. 

Our present experience is that both answers depend 
on the properties of the physical system. The results 
of our variational calculations on the nuclei 160 and 20Ne 
using a model with four valence particles are quite 
satisfactory compared with several other methods. In 
calculations with more valence particles (24Mg and 28Si) 

further conditions seem to be needed. 

For illustration of the method we present here a cal
culation for the Be atom. As a model we restrict the 
single-particle space to three orbitals (ls, 2s, 2p) simi
lar to the oribitals ls, 2s, and PI in Ref. 11. The cor
responding matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are giv
en in Table I. The small single-particle basis is not 
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TABLE II. Ground state energy of the Be atom, calculated 
within the 15, 25, 2p shells. 

Density matrix approach 

Complete diagona lization 
Hartree-Pock 

Experimental 

-14.60999 atomic units 

-14.609987 
-14.57299 

- 14.66745 

sufficient for a precise description of Be, but it does 
give the ground state energy half-way between the 
Hartree-Fock value and the experimental value. Thus 
the illustration has some physical relevance. In addi
tion, it contributes to the compilation of examples which 
have as a purpose to test the new methodo Results are 
given in Tables I and II. The agreement with the exact 
result of the model is good which shows that the chosen 
conditions are adequate for this modeL 

In the calculation of the Be atom the convergence of 
the algorithm is satisfactory (270 iterations for the rel
ative accuracy of 10-6)0 We have used this algorithm for 
systems of up to 70 variational parameters. For a larg
er number of parameters we are preparing a faster 
procedure. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have shown the feasibility of the den
sity matrix approach. The method provides the energy 
and the two-body density matrices of the ground state 
and some excited states. 

Regarding the calculation of the energy, this method 
gives a lower bound to the eigenenergy of the Hamil
tonian restricted to a chosen single-particle basis. In 
this sense it is complementary to the variational meth
ods with wavefunctions (such as configuration mixing, 
projected Hartree-Fock, generator coordinate method) 
which yield an upper bound to the energy. In cases 
where the results of a wavefunction calculation are 
available and where the gap between the lower and upper 
bound is small the two methods provide a rather com
plete answer which is useful especially for those models 
of physical systems where a complete diagonalization is 
no longer feasible. 

Since the energy determined by this method will in
crease as the number of restrictions is increased but 
decrease as the orbital basis is increased it may turn 
out to be either larger or smaller than the true ground 
state energy. 

The calculated two-body density matrix provides the 
expectation value of anyone and two-body operator. 
This suffices to calculate most static properties of 
physical interest. In addition the two-body density ma
trix of the ground state offers the required input data 
for the calculation of those excited states which can be 
described within the particle-hole space. 12 Recently 
excellent ionization energy calculations have been 
made13 using a method which requires only the two-par
ticle density matrix of the neutral atom as input. 14 

Our present experience with the approximation of sa-
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tisfying only some necessary conditions is encouraging 
in most cases. In some cases, for which preliminary 
calculations have been performed, some important 
class of conditions still seems to be lacking. We have, 
however, not used all presently known explicit condi
tions in these calculations. Only further study will show 
which conditions are relevant for individual physical 
systems. Some examples of classes of conditions which 
have not been employed in the calculations of the authors 
are: 

(i) The constraints of the form 

~BiJGijkl Bk/? €B, 

where Bij is any Hermitian matrix and EB is a positive 
constant which can be explicitly calculated. 9 In this 
paper we have used the weaker condition EB = O. 

(ii) The constraints generated by the Casimir opera
tors for certain Lie algebras or such operators which 
mix only a few representations of the group. 

(iii) The constraints generated by general two-body 
operators which have nonzero matrix elements in a 
smaller single particle basis and hence may be diagonal
ized numerically 0 
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APPENDIX A 

An alf{orithrn for linear prof{rarnming with inequalities 
f{enerated in consecutive iterations. We minimize the 
function 

E=tHiVi, 
i=l 

where Hi are given coefficients and Vi are variational 
parameters. The variational parameters must satisfy 
the following equalities and inequalities: 

L.: a': Vi = b"', a= 1, ... , e 
i 

L.:a~Vi?bS,i3=e+1, ... ,oo. 
i 

The coefficients of equalities ai and bOi. are given in ad
vance, while the coefficients of inequalities a~ and bS are 
generated in consecutive iterations. 

(i) In the zeroth iteration, the function E is minimized 
with the constraints li ~ Vi ~ Ui' The lower and upper 
bound Ii and Uj are given in advance. They are not taken 
care of in consecutive iterations unless the program 
which generates inequalities presents them as an in-
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~--- ------ ---------

FIG. 1. 

equality when then get violated. In the zeroth iteration, 
we get 

{V9= li if Hi> 0 
t ui Hi <0 

H·>O 
if H~ < 0' 

t 

m=l, ... n. 

The quantity d has the geometrical interpretation as the 
set of rn edges pointing upwards from the vertex V 
(Fig. 1). 

(ii) The equalities are imposed one in each iteration 
by intersecting the edges with the corresponding hyper
plane and choosing the lowest intersection 

V~i =V';-l + ~-lW - ~ a j Vj-l)/0 rijd",;l. 
j f 

~ = V~I for that index m = m" for which L:i v~jHi = min 
under the condition that 

W - ~ ajVj-l)/~ aj d~jl > O. 
j j 

a';:l = ± (V~i - V';) if W - 0 ajVj_l)/ 0 rij d"",-l 
j j 

~j = dv",i [y (J~j)2J -1/2. 

>0 
<0 

In each iteration, the index m runs over m = 1, 0 0 • , n, 
m "* ml> m2 ••• mV_l so in each iteration one additional 
value of m is omitted. 

(iii) After having introduced all equalities, in each 
iteration one inequality is imposed by the same algo
rithm as in step (ii) except that the index m = mv is no 
longer omitted. The index runs m = 1, ... , n;m 
"* ml ... in •. In this way, the inequalities for i3 = II 

- n, ... II are satisfied while some of the previous ones 
may get violated again. 

(iv) The program is terminated when one of the fol
lowing conditions is fulfilled: 

(a) E"-'SEv-10+ f (we take E=10-6), 

(b) when no inequality violated by more than ~ is 
found, 

(c) II ~ IImax' where IImax is given in advance. 

In the calculation, precaution is taken against divi
sions with too small denominators. If for any m, 
I 'if aj d";:ll (~, it is avoided to choose in = m and we put 
put a/:ri = d"ii. If an equality is almost linearly dependent 
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on the previous ones (if 11:1 df ~jl 1< E for all m and 
I bV 

- 1:f rij V;-ll (€) it is ignored. If an equality is incom
patible with the previous ones (if 11:1 df ~jl I < E for all m 
and I b - 1:1 dfVJ-11)E) the calculation is terminated. 

APPENDIX B 

Recoupling of angular momenta for the Q and C ma
trix and the coefficients h. (We present the formulas 
only for orbital angular momentum coupling. Similar 
coupling must be done for spin, leading to the matrices 
pLS, QLS, and CLS .) Single particle wavefunctions are 
defined by the quantum numbers i = (nj, li) and mi. Due 
to the time reversal symmetry, all quantities are taken 
to be real. The following definitions and phase conven
tions are used: 

QtJkl= 2L\ 1 ~ (01 C~jC~jIJmj aj"'i aJmf) 

x (~I ctk~kllml akmk a l ml) + 10), 

The relations are as follows: 

The coefficients for inequalities are constructed from 
the following eigenvectors: 

for the inequality corresponding to (3.1) 
to (3.1), 

~QfjkZY:I= >..'yfJ for the inequality corresponding to (3.2), 
kZ 

~CffkIZ:Z = >""4; for the inequality corresponding to (3.3); 
k Z 
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(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(21 j + l)(N - 1), € =- 2, 

-L ()I.-I/Ik-I I ( ) ( .r .r hlJkl=- -1 • 2L+1 W1/k1;11,JL)zkjzH 

+ ~ Z~jZ~1 01 II O;k (2L + 1)/(21j + l)(N - 1) 
m J 

- 2[(21; + 1)(21k + 1)]1/2 O.rO [~ZmnPmn] Zjl O/jll 0ik 

X (2L + 1) /(21 j + l)(N - 1), € = _ [(21; + 1)(21k + 1)]1/2 

X 0"0 [~ZmnPmn] 2. 
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Adiabatic expansions of solutions of coupled second-order 
linear differential equations. 1* 

S. A. Fullingt 

Physics Department, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 
(Received 30 July 1974) 

A generalized higher-order WKB approximation is found for the set of equations hi' (tJ + u2 
');// : I 

Mjk (t )hk (t) = 0 (u ~ (0), when the coefficients Mjk form a positive definite Hermitian matrix M 
satisfying a smoothness condition as a function of t. In the construction, essential use is made of a 
transformation introduced by Kato to connect smoothly the eigenvectors of M(t) at different values 
of t. Eigenvalue degeneracies which exist for all t are covered by the method. The expansion breaks 
down at points t where the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of M( t) change; this phenomenon, 
analogous to the "turning point" problem of the ordinary WKB method, will be studied in a second 
paper. The asymptotic nature of the expansion is proved; error bounds can be extracted from the 
proof but are not studied here. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We shall consider a system of coupled differential 
equations, 

d;:/ + u2 t Mjk(t)hk =0 (j = 1, ... ,N), 
kzl 

(1) 

and seek approximate solutions which are valid in the 
limit of large u. (Mjk and h j may take complex values; 
t is real; u is a positive real number.) Equation (1) can 
be written 

(2) 

where h(t) is an N-component vector (h E (!;N) and M(t) is 
an N x N matrix. Setting T = ut converts the equation to 

tJ2h +M(!..)h(T) =0. 
dT2 u (3) 

The problem of the limit of large u in Eq. (2) is thus 
equivalent to the problem of the limit of slowly varying 
coefficients, or adiabatic limit, in an equation of the 
same form. The distinguishing feature of either limit 
is that the "wavelengths" characteristic of the solution 
are small compared to lengths characteristic of the vari
ation of the coefficients. We use the word "adiabatic" to 
designate this particular sort of problem in asymptotic 
analysis. 

When N = 1, the familiar WKB approximation is valid 
up to terms which decrease as u-1

, provided the function 
M(t) is twice differentiable and bounded away from zero. 
Higher-order apprOXimations, forming an asymptotic 
sequence with the WKB as first term, have been studied 
rigorously by Blumenthal1 and Olver. 2 The results are 
summarized in Appendix A for the case that M(t) is 
strictly positive. [In that appendix M(t) is allowed to de
pend on u and is denoted by p(u, fl.] Our aim is to derive 
similar expansions for systems of equations (N) I), 

A standard method of studying second-order differen
tial equations is to pass to an equivalent system of 
(twice as many) first-order equations. Indeed, many of 
the results of this paper could be extracted from the 
extensive literature on the adiabatic problem for first
order systems. (Especially relevant are the books of 
Feshchenko et al. 3-discussed further in Appendix B
and of Wasow. 4) That approach is probably the most ef
ficient for proving theorems on the existence and uni
queness of asymptotic expansions. From the point of 
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view of the physicist (or other user of applied mathe
matics), however, there are advantages, aesthetic and 
practical, in working with the second-order equations 
directly. The solutions and approximate solutions are 
more easily visualized-i. e., their qualitative features 
more profoundly appreciated-both because they are 
more intimately related to the original motivating prob
lem, and because the space of the dependent variables 
has smaller dimension. Our formulas may appear com
plicated at first glance, but after close study they are 
seen to have a simple and elegant structure. 

Only a special class of matrices M will be considered 
here (generalizations being discussed briefly in Sec, 7): 

Positivity condition: M(t) is a positive definite Hermi
tian ~atrix for each t. [Thus M(t) has an orthonormal 
complete set of eigenvectors, and the eigenvalues Pk(t) 
are strictly positive.] 

As in the one-dimensional case (Appendix A), the vali
dity of the mth order adiabatic approximation depends on 
differentiability of M(t) to a certain order. In fact, one 
is compelled to make a more cumbersome technical as
sumption, to the effect that the eigenvectors of M(t) at 
different values of t are related to each other in a suffi
ciently differentiable way: 
Smoothn~s condition (Ltll order): There is a family of 

projection operators, {Pk(t)} (k= 1, 2, ... ,K <sN), such 
that: (1) 1::.1 Pk(t) = 1 (the identity matrix); (2) each Pk(f) 
is the orthogonal projection5 onto a space of eigenvec
tors of M(t) with eigenvalue Pk(t); (3) all the Pk(t) and 
Pk(t) are differentiable L times, and the Lth derivatives 
are at least bounded on the interval considered, 

A Simpler but stronger smoothness assumption6 is 
that M(t) is an analyth .. function of t [1. e., each Mjk(t) is 
analytic for t in some neighborhood of the real axis]. In 
such a case the eigenvalues of M(t) are also analytic 
functions; since M is Hermitian, these functions have no 
branch points at real t'values. 7 As a consequence of an
alyticity, if two eigenvalues are distinct at one t, they 
remain distinct except possibly at isolated points of 
"crossing" (defined preCisely in Sec. 6). Let Pk(t) (k 
= 1, ... , K) be the distinct eigenvalues in this sense, 
Then the corresponding Pk(t), which are unambiguously 
defined except at the crossing points, are analytic, and 
they can be defined at the crossing points by analytic 
continuation. 

The complications which can arise when M(t) is not 
analytic are discussed by Kato. 8 The eigenvalues may 
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split and merge in a complicated way instead of simply 
crossing or touching, Also, the eigenprojections Pk(t) 
may be less smooth than the matrix elements of M, even 
discontinuous, It is the latter pathology which motivates 
our complicated statement of the smoothness condition, 
However, Lth order smoothness of M(t) implies that of 
Pk(t) except in the neighborhood of a point of crossing or 
splitting. 9 

The adiabatic expansions constructed in this paper ap
ply only when Pk(t) * Pk,(t) for all t (kif' k'). [Note that any 
Pk may be a degenerate (multiple) eigenvalue, provided 
that the degeneracy is "permanenC" J When two eigen
values cross, a different method is needed, very much 
as at the turning points [zeros of M(t)l in the one-dimen
sional problem, This situation is described in Sec, 6, 
and a full treatment of the Simplest special case will 
appear separately. 10 

2. KATO'S ADIABATIC TRANSFORMATION 

If M(t) had eigenvectors which were independent of t, 
then an adiabatic expansion of a particular solution of 
Eq, (2) could be constructed by multiplying such an 
eigenvector by the one-dimensional adiabatic expansion 
(A3) with p=pk(t), the corresponding eigenvalue. In the 
general case, we shall find, as one would expect, that 
the t-dependent instantaneous eigenvectors of M(t) play 
an important role in the adiabatic expansion, But how 
are those eigenvectors to be specified uniquely? The 
phase of an eigenvector is always arbitrary, and when 
the eigenvalue is degenerate, there is even greater free
dom in choosing an orthonormal set of eigenvectors, In 
the special case first mentioned, it would clearly be 
perverse to choose an eigenvector with (for instance) 
a t-dependent phase, when a constant vector is available. 
In general, however, there seems at first glance to be 
no natural way to choose the eigenvectors, 

Nevertheless, there is a very useful way to specify a 
canonical set of orthonormal eigenvectors at each t in 
terms of an arbitrary set given at an initial value of t. 
This procedure was introduced by Kato in the study of 
the adiabatic problem in quantum mechanicsll and treat
ed in detail in his book on perturbation theory. 12 The 
eigenvectors for a general t are related to those for the 
initial value, t=c, by an operator U(t), the Kato adia
batic transformation: 

a(t) =U(t)a(c). (4) 

The guiding principle behind the definition of U(t) is that 
as t varies, the eigenvectors should change only in a 
minimal manner; specifically, that the derivative of an 
eigenvector should contain no component parallel to the 
vector itself [see Eq. (9) l. In Sec. 3 this condition will 
arise naturally in our heuristic derivation of the adia
batic expansions. The appearance of Kato' s transfor
mation in the approximate solutions is the most distinc
tive feature of our approach to the adiabatic analysis of 
coupled equations. 

Before giving a formal definition of the Kato transfor
mation' we review some properties of projection oper
ators 0 A projection is an operator P satisfying p 2 = P. 
It is intimately associated with a certain subspace, its 
range pa;N 0 If a is a vector in pa;N, then Pa = a, P is 
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called mthogonaZ if it annihilates the vectors orthogonal 
to pa;N: 

(5) 

A projection is orthogonal if and only if it is Hermitian, 

If {Pk} are the eigenprojections of M (see the smooth
ness condition, Sec, 1), and if DMD-1 is a diagonal ma
trix, then each DPkD-1 is a diagonal matrix with l's and 
0' s on the diagonaL Some readers may find it helpful 
to re -express various statements of this paper in terms 
of such a diagonal representation of M and the P's, In 
fact, we shall see that U(tr1 can be regarded as a t
dependent diagonalizing transformation in a representa
tion where M(c) is diagonal, 

If {e~i)} (j = 1,2, ... , Nk := dimpka;N) is an orthonormal 
basis for the eigenvectors of eigenvalue Pk' then in the 
notation common in quantum mechanics one has 

Nk 

Pk =,0i eV»(e~i) i· (6) 
i,1 

For examples of eigenprojections in explicit matrix no
tation see the beginning of Sec, 4, P k is an intrinsic, 
uniquely defined object, independent of the particular 
choice of the complete orthonormal set {e~i)}; this is one 
of the advantages of working in terms of eigenprojec
tions, Nevertheless, even when one avoids choosing a 
particular baSis, Kato's transformation U(t) still is de
fined, as an abstract operator, and is important, 

For clarity we shall define U(t) first as a transforma
tion of eigenvectors, in accord with the motivation given 
at the beginning of this section, and later characterize 
it more abstractly, Let M(t), Pk(t), and Pk(t) be as de
scribed in the positivity and smoothness conditions of 
Sec, 1. For a particular k let a vector ao (independent 
of t) satisfy M(c)aO=Pk(c)aO [equivalently, Pk(c)aO=ao], 

Then a(t), defined by 

a'(t) = P~(t)a(t) and a(c) = ao (7) 

(where the primes denote differentiation), satisfies 

and 

Proof: p 2 =p implies PP'+P'P=P', which Implies 
PP'P=Oand PP'a=P'a-P'Pa, Let w=Pa, Then one 
has w(c) = ao and w' = P'a + Pa' = P'a + PP'a = 2P'a - P'Pa 
= 2a' - P'w; these two equations form a first-order ini
tial-value problem for w which is satisfied by a itself. 
Therefore, by the standard uniqueness theorem, a=w 
=Pa. Moreover, it follows that Pa'=PP'a=PP'Pa=O. 

This construction can be applied to all the eigenvec
tors of M and extended by linearity to the whole vector 
space a;N, thereby defining a linear operator U(/) lEq, 
(4)), This operator, the Kato transformation, has the 
properties 

U(t)Pk(C)U(tf!=Pk(t) for all k, 

Pk(t)U'(t)Pk(c) =0 for all !?, 

U(c) = 1, 
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K 

U'(t) = ~ P~(t)Pk(t)U(t) =Q(t)U(t)o (13) 

[Equations (12) and (13) can serve as a definition of U 0 

Equations (10) and (11) express the fundamental prop
erties (8) and (9) of an a satisfying Eqo (4L] Further
more, U is unitary (when M is Hermitian, as assumed 
here)o If D diagonalizes M(c) [i. e., DM(c)D-l is dia
gonal], then DU(tr1 diagonalizes M(t). 

In the absence of degeneracy, the Kato transformation 
can be written down explicitly. If the eigenvalue Pk is 
not degenerate, then a normalized eigenvector a(t) is al
ready determined up to phase. The proper phase is found 
as follows. Let e(t) be an arbitrary differentiable nor
malized eigenvector of M(t) with etc) =ao, and let 

a(t) = exp(iB(t»e(t). (14) 

By Eq. (9) the scalar product (e(t),a'(t» = (Pk(t)e(t) , 
a'(t)) must vanish. (P k is Hermitian since M isL Differ
entiating Eq. (14), one therefore obtains B'(t) = i(e(t), 
e'(t», or 

B(t) =i r dt'{e(t'), e'(t'». 
c 

(15) 

Thus the action of U(t) on a nondegenerate eigenvector 
has been determined o For a (permanently) multiple 
eigenvalue one must solve a system of coupled first
order equations < 

Note that the possibility of crossing of eigenvalues of 
M(t) is irrelevant to the construction of the Kato trans
formation, as long as the smoothness condition is satis
fied by the eigenprojections to order L ~ 1. In fact, the 
Kato transformation is determined by the system of 
eigenprojections and has nothing to do with the eigen
values at all. 

3. CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS 

It is a natural conjecture that for each eigenvalue 
Pk(l) there exist solutions of Eq. (2) which possess adia
batic expansions analogous to Eq. (A3): 

h±(t) = p~l /4(t) exp[± illf p}, /2(t') di'] 
m 

x£(± illrsa~(t) + O(U-<m+l», (16) 
5=0 

where the a; are now vectors and Ma~ = Pka~. (We shall 
omit the indices k and ± and the argument t whenever 
there is no chance of confusiono A prime will denote dif
ferentiation with respect to t.) Let us determine the co
efficients as formally, postponing the question of validity 
of the expansion to Sec. 5. 

Substituting the conjectured expansion (16) into Eq. (2) 
[see Eqo (52) below] yields, order by order, the 
equations 

(M - p)ao=O, 

(M - p)a1 = 2pl /2a~, 

(M - p)aS+2 = 2jJ /2a;'1 + pl /2 d~ W1 /2a~) - PIa" 

where 
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(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

pI! 5(P')2 
= 4p2 - 16p3 0 

(20) 

Equation (17) says that ao is indeed an eigenvector in 
H =H k(t) = Pk(t)a:N• Denote by HJ. the orthogonal comple
ment of this subspace; every vector can be decomposed 
as 

a=P(t)a+aJ.(t), PaEH, aJ.EHl. 

We have 

(21) 

Equation (18) can be divided into two equations by oper
ating on both sides with P and with 1 - P; 

P(a~) = 0, (22) 

(23) 

The second of these equations makes sense at any t at 
which P is distinct from all the other eigenvalues, since 
(M - pr1 is then a well-defined operator in Hl. (That is, 
"crossing" is excluded from the present discussion. ) In 
the same way, Eq. (19) for each s yields a recursive 
formula for P(a;+l) and one for a!+2' When N = 1, Eqs. 
(A4) are recovered. 

The perpendicular part of each coefficient, a~, is thus 
completely determined when the coefficients for all 
smaller s are knowno To complete the recursive deter
mination of the coefficient, therefore, it remains to de
termine the parallel part, Pa" using the known expres
sion for P(a~). Since 

P(a;)=P[(Pas)']+P[(a~)'] (24) 

and the latter term is known, the problem is to solve for 
a vector (namely, b'" Pa.) which at all times lies in the 
t-dependent space H, when that portion of its derivative 
which lies in H is prescribed. When this "parallel deri
vative" is zero, as is the case for s = 0, the solution is 
given by the Kato adiabatic transform of an initial value: 

b(t) = U(t)b( c). 

Indeed, U is designed precisely to guarantee properties 
(17) and (22) [cf. Eqs. (8) and (9)L To solve the more 
general problem where P(b') is a prescribed function of 
t, we write 

bet) = U(t)a(t) (b '" Pas), (25) 

where a(t) is inH(c) and a(c) =b(cL Then P(b') 
=PU'P(c)a + PUa'=UP(c)a'=U(a'), where Eqso (11) and 
(10) have been used. Hence one has 

a(t) =.r dt'U(t'r1p(t')b'(t') +a(c). (26) 

In particular, from Eq. (24) with s = 1 and the paral
lel part of Eqo (19) with s = ° one obtains [using Eqs. 
(17) and (22)] 

P[(Pal)'] = - P[(ai)'] + tlpl /2Jao - pOl /2P(a~')], (27) 

where ai is given by Eq. (23). One then finds Pal by 
substituting into Eqs. (25) and (26). 

When (as in the example in Sec. 4) a calculation is 
done in terms of a particular t-dependent basis of eigen
vectors satisfying Eqo (4), the effect of the U operators 
in Eqs. (25) and (26) will be simply to move the basis 
vectors outside of the integral [see, e. g., Eq. (42)]. 
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The only nonmechanical part of this construction is 
finding U(t). For a given Pk only the part of U(t) that 
maps H k(C) onto H k(t) is needed. The differential equa
tions defining it [Eqs. (13) or (7)] reduce, once the pure
ly algebraic task of finding a complete set of eigenvec
tors for M(t) has been completed, to a set of coupled 
equations, dim H k in number, which can often be solved 
by inspection. In particular, when Pk is not degenerate 
only a quadrature is required [Eqs. (14) and (15)]. 

The general solution of Eq. (2) is 
K 

h(t) =.0 [kh+(t) + "h-(t)], 
kal 

(28) 

where the "h' have the form (16) (a; now carrying an ad
ditional index, k, which we shall write as a superscript 
on the left). The still undetermined initial values 
Pk(C)[ka:(C)] can be fixed by matching given initial values 
of h(c) and u-lh'(c) [treated as of order O(Uo)] up through 
order u- m , just as in Appendix Ao 

4. AN EXAMPLE 

Let 

C = cost, S = sini, 

and consider 

M(t) = I~ tC2: S2 (t - ~)cJ , 
~ (t-l)CS tS2 +C2 J 

(29) 

(30) 

which is analytic and satisfies the positivity condition 
when ° < i < 00. In the usual way one finds that M has the 
eigenvalues 

Pl=t (double) and p2 =1. (31) 

An orthonormal basis of eigenvectors is 

,:"~m ':"~~l ',+:J (32) 

(33) 

and also 

(34) 

It follows that the vectors (32) all satisfy Eq. (7) without 
fUrther adjustment. If we choose as the initial point 

(35) 

then the operator which maps e~ll(7T) onto e~l)(t), etc., 
is 

u= I~ _oc :1 
l~ -s - C 

[which indeed satisfies Eqso (12) and (13)L 
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(36) 

Let us find the first two terms of the adiabatic expan
sion of a solution of the lh+ type for t> 1. Equation (16) 
becomes 

1h+ = r l /4 exp[ %iu(t3 /2 _ 7T 3 /2) ][la~ + (iufl la~] 

+ 0(u-2 ). 

From Eq. (21) we know that 

la;;(t) = ~~e~ll(t) + ~;e~2)(t); 

(37) 

(38) 

~~ and ~; are independent of t, because the t development 
of ao(t) is given entirely by the Kato transformation U(t) 
[see Eqs. (22), (25), and (26)L We then have (omitting 
the index +) 

Thus, by Eqo (23), 

a~ = 2tl /2(1 - tfl~2e2' 

Equation (27) now yields 

P1l(Plal) I] = 2t1 /2(1 - trl~ 2e~2) 

+ Jerl/2,. e(2) _ ~ r 5 / 2a 
2 ~ 2 1 32 0· 

So, by Eqs. (25) and (26), we have 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

Plal =U(t)al(c) +F(t)~2e~2) + (5/48)(r3/ 2 -7T-3 /
2)ao, (42) 

where 

F(t) = t f t dt ' (t'f1l2(1 - t'fl(l + 3t'). . (43) 

In analogy to Eqo (38), U(t)al(c) can be written 

U(t) la~(c) =1J;e~ll + 1J;e~2) 0 (44) 

Finally, we assemble the desired approximation (sup
pressing the t dependence of all the vectors): 

lh+=rl/4exp[~iu(t3/2 -7T3/2)Wa~ 

+ (iurl[1J~e~l) + 1J;e~2) + F(tg;e~2) 

+ (5/48)(r 3 / 2 -7T -3/2) la; + 2t1 /2(1 - tr1~;e2J} 

+ 0(u-2
), 

where 1a; is given in Eq. (38). 

Similarly, one finds 

2h+ =expliu(t -7T)1{~;e2 + (iur1[1J~e2 + G(t)~;e2 

- 2(t -1f1~;e~2)]} + 0(1[2), 

where 

G(t) = t 1,t dt'(t' - If1(3 + t') 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

and ~~ and 1J; are arbitrary constants. The expressions 
for 1h- and 2h- are the same except for the sign of iu, 
with different coefficients, ~; and 1Jj. 

The solution of the form (28) which satisfies 

h(7T)=7T-l/4e~2)(7T) + O(u-2 ), 

h'(7T) = ilt7T1/4e~2)(7T) + 0(11-1) 

is found to be 

h(t) = r 1 /4 exp[~iu(t3/2 _7T 3 /2)]{e~2) + (iufl 

xlh-3/2e~2) +F(t)e~2) 

+ (5/48)(r 3 / 2 _7T-3/2)e~2) + 2t1/2(1 - tpe2]} 
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+ r1/4 exp[ _ hU(t3 / 2 _ lT3/2)]( _ iU)"1trr -3/2e~2) 

+ exp[iu(t -IT )](iU)"1[ trr-1/4(lT + 1) + lT1/4](lT -1)"1e2 

+exp[-iu(t -IT)](-iu)"l[trr-1/4(lT + 1) _lT1/4](7T -1)"le2 

(49) 

Note that terms proportional to e2 enter in the order 
u-1 , despite the "pure e~2)" initial conditions (48L 

Equation (49) is valid only on closed intervals which 
lie to the right of the pOint t = 1, where the eigenvalues 
cross. On closed subintervals between t = 0 and t = 1 the 
solutions have expansions of the same form as Eqs. (45) 
and (46), of course; to determine the coefficients (anal
ogous to 1:j, 1J~) corresponding to the solution satisfying 
Eq. (48) requires investigation of the behavior of that 
solution near t=l (see Sec. 6 and Ref. 10). 

5. PROOF THAT THE SERIES IS ASYMPTOTIC 

We shall now establish to what order L the smooth
ness condition (Sec. 1) must be satisfied in order that 
the error term in Eq. (16) really be of order u-<m+1). 

Theorem: Let P(t) = Pk(t) , one of the eigenvalues of a 
matrix function M(t) which satisfies the positivity condi
tion, let j = ± i, and let 

171 

hm(t) =p-1I4 exp[ju J/ pl/2(t')dt'],G (ju)"'as(t), (50) 
-,=0 

where the coefficients satisfy Eqs. (17)-(20). Here t 
varies in a closed interval containing c and containing 
no point of crossing of the eigenvalues. Let h(t) be the 
solution of Eq. (2) such that h(c)=hm(c), h'(c)=h~(c). 
Then if M satisfies the Lth- order smoothness condition 
with L == m + 3, the error Zm in the approximation, 

(51) 

is 0(u-<m+1» (i.e. ,um+1 IIZml1 is bounded as u- 00, where 
II II denotes the Hilbert-space norm or 2-normL The 
same statement holds for u-1 (h' -h~) [cf. Eq. (A7)]. 

We begin the proof by finding a differential equation 
satisfied by Zm' One calculates that 

= exp(ju ft p1/2(t') dt') (p3//fj (ju)"" a 
c ,,+2 

,5:.-2 

m-l m 

+2p1/4,G (jursa~+l-fP3/4E(ju)"" as 
Ss-1 S=O 

171 

- tP-S/4p' £(ju)"s a; 
m m-l 

+p-1/4 E(ju)"' a;'- p-1/4 E (ju)"' Mas+2), (52) 
S::I:O -,,,,-2 

The as are constructed so that the lower-order terms 
cancel; using Eqs. (17)-(20) up to s = m -1, one reduces 
Eq. (52) to 

879 

= exp(ju P pl/2(t') dt') 
c 

x{ (jur<m-1)p-1/4(M - P)a
m

+
1 

+ (jUrmp-1/4(a;': - tp-1p'a~ - fPa
m

)} 

'" exp(ju J: pl/2(t') dt') 
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X [(ju)"< m-l)g:;) (t) + (ju)""'g:"o)(t)] 

'" -gm(u, t). 

Hence one has 

Z;':+u2MZ m=g"" Z(c)=Z'(c)=O. 

(53) 

(54) 

Since the construction of a~ [according to Eqs. (17)-(20), 
(25)-(26), and (13)] requires derivatives of the p's and 
p's of order s + 1, gm involves derivatives of order m 
+ 2. The term in Eq. (53) proportional to u-<",-ll (absent 
in the one-dimensional case treated in Refs. 1 and 2) 
will eventually force us to increase by 1 the order of 
differentiability assumed. 

The solution of Eq. (54) may be represented in the 
form 

where G is a matrix defined by 

a~: G(t, t') + u2M(t)G(t, t') = 0, 

G(t, t) = 0, a~ G(t, t') I t.t·=u1. 

We have 

Z~(t) = : it dt' a~ G(t, t')g",(t'). 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

If the operator norms IIG(t, t')11 and u-11IaG/atll have up
per bounds independent of u, one finds immediately that 
Zm = O(u-m) and u-1Z~ = O(u-m). To prove that these error 
terms are o(u-<m+1», we must let L = m + 3 and use the 
above argument for Zm+1; then combining the u-<m+ll term 
in hm+1 with Zm+1 yields the desired result. 

To show that G and aG/at behave as desired, we note 
that G satisfies a matrix version of Eq. (2) and hence 
possesses a formal expansion of the type we are study
ing. Let {dj(t}} (i = 1, ... ,N) be a basis of eigenvectors 
of M(t) with the Kato t dependence [Eq. (4)]. Denote the 
corresponding eigenvalues by Pj(t). (In the present con
text p' s with distinct indices may coincide.) Incorporat
ing the initial conditions (57), we find that G has the 
form 

N 

G(t, t') = E sin(u J/.P; (t")1/2 dt") 
i=1 

x [Pi(tr1/4 d l (t)0 dt(t')Pi(t'P/4 

+u-1Ai(t, t')] 
N 

+ ~ cos(u J:.P1(t")1/2 dt")u-1B I (t, t') + Zl' (59) 
i=l 

where Z1 is expected to be of order u-2 , although it 
would be circular to assert that at this point. AI and B; 
do not concern us except that they are independent of u. 
Now Zl must satisfy Eq. (55) (where Zl and g1 are now 
matrices). One therefore has from Eq. (59) a bound of 
the form 

IIG(t, t')11 "" C(t, t') + u-1 D(t, t') 

+u-1 J;:dt"IIG(t, t")11 Ilg1 (t ")11. 

Recall [see Eq. (53)] that g1 = O(UO) if the smoothness 
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condition holds to order L = 3. Introducing 

Gmu = supIIG(t, t')11 (60) 

(sup over all values of t and t' in the "closed interval" 
of the theorem), one obtains 

Gmu <S C + u-l D + u- l Gm3J.E, 

where C, D, and E are independent of u, and thus for 
sufficiently large u 

C +u-ID 
Gmax <S 1 _ u-l E O(Uo) , (61) 

A similar argument appl', 3 to the derivative, This com
pletes the proof. 

Remark: This proof corresponds to the method used 
in Ref. 1, rather than that of Ref. 2, which does not 
generalize so easily. 

6. THE PROBLEM OF CROSSING OF EIGENVALUES 

By "crossing" we mean any change in the multiplicity 
structure of the eigenvalues of M(t). The simplest case 
is the first-order crossing of two eigenvalues at a point 
to: 

(62) 

where C is a nonzero constant, For complete generality 
one must also be prepared for tangency, 

PI (t) - P2(t) - (t - to)2, 

and for higher-order intersections, When M(t) is not 
analytic, PI (t) and P2 (t) may even coincide on a whole 
interval-e. g., 

P1 =t 3+1, p2=ltI3+1 (t> -1). 

Of course, in the most general case more than two 
eigenvalues may be involved. 

The expansions derived in this paper do not apply near 
a crossing point to' Right at such a point Eq. (23), for 
instance, is meaningless. Near the point, Eq. (23), be
cause of its small "denominator", contributes (in gen
eral) a large term to the error Z1(t) Lsee Eqs. (55) and 
(53) 1. For a fixed [oF to the series is still asymptotic as 
u- 00, but it is not asymptotic Lin the case (62)] in a 
limit such as 11- 00, t - to ex u-e, E? t. The lowest-order 
term in the series, p~1/4exp(±iuf ~/2)kao (k=l or 2), 
is still meaningful at to, however, and one can show, 
using Eq, (55) with m = 0 for It - to I <S AU-e, E'" i, and 
using the previous estimate outside that region, that the 
error still vanishes uniformly as u- 00. In general it 
will not vanish as fast as u-1 • That is, not only is it im
possible to construct the higher -order terms in the se
ries' but also the first term cannot be expected to be as 
good an approximation as it normally is. An analogous 
situation is encountered in the lowest-order adiabatic 
approximation to the Schrodinger equation in quantum 
mechanics (an equation of first order in t), where it is 
found13 that one cannot obtain a uniform errOr bound of 
the order O(u-1) near a point of eigenvalue crossing, but 
only one of the type o(UO). LThe notation Z = o(u-m) means 
that um Z- 0 as u- 00.1 

When two eigenvalues cross as in Eq. (62), the trou
ble in the adiabatic series associated with one eigen-
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value arises from the appearance in the higher-order 
approximations of anomalously large terms proportional 
to the eigenvectors of the other eigenvalue. Evidently 
there is strong "mixing" of the two modes near the 
crossing point, A solution which to the left of to has the 
leading term p~1/4 exp(iu f p~ 12) lao should be expected to 
behave to the right of to like 

where S(u) approaches zero as u grows, but more slowly 
than u-l

• One must, therefore, study the behavior of the 
solution near to in order to know its correct continuation 
from one region of validity of the adiabatic expansion 
into another. The problem is similar to that of finding 
the WKB connection formulas, which continue a given 
exponential solution of Eq, (A2), valid in a region where 
P < 0, through a zero of p(t) into the correct linear com
bination of oscillatory solutions in the region where 
P>O, 

A sequel (Ref, 10) to this paper will present a proce
dure for dealing with the special case (62) of the cross
ing problem. 

7. GENERALIZATIONS 

Some of the restrictions placed on the coefficient ma
trix M(t) in this work are surely unnecessary, Even if 
it were in the author's power to cover all possible cases, 
however, the effect would be to complicate the formulas 
and proofs inordinately, It seems wiser to let each read
er construct the generalization needed for his specific 
problem, A few remarks are offered here concerning 
various directions in which the present work might be 
generalized or extended. 

Explicit error bounds and additiomd u-dependence: 
From Eqs, (55) and (58) we have 

IIZm(t)ll<s t[11 t - cl Gmaxsupllgm(t')II, (63a) 

IIZ~(t)ll<su-11 t - clsuplla~,G(t" t")llsupllgm(t/)II, (63b) 

where Gmw defined in Eq. (60), satisfies Eq. (61), and 
the derivative is Similarly bounded. From a detailed 
study of Eq. (59) for G, one could obtain upper bounds 
on the constants C, D, and E in Eq. (61) and the anal
ogous constants in the bound on aG/at. Thus one would 
have rigorous upper bounds on the error terms Zm and 
their derivatives-unfortunately much more complicated, 
in all probability, than those in Appendix A. 

As in Olver's study of the one-dimensional problem 
(see Appendix A of the present paper), error bounds 
could be used to judge the accuracy of the adiabatic ap
proximations h m when M itself is allowed to depend on u. 
For example, if all the derivatives of the Pk and Pk 

which appear in Zm are bounded as u- 00 and if the Ph 
themselves and their differences are bounded below, 
then the series will still be asymptotic. If some of the 
derivatives approach zero for large Ii, then the approxi
mation hm may be valid to higher than mth order. 

An alternative approach to u-dependent coefficients, 
adopted in Ref. 3, is to expand them in power series in 
U-l. The formulas for the terms as in the asymptotic se-
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ries become rather complicated for s> 0, but the meth
od is straightforward in principle. 

Infinite intervals: The error bounds provided by Eqs. 
(63) increase linearly with the length of the integration 
interval. They are unnecessarily pessimistiC if M(t)
constant (with its derivatives) as t- ± 00, since each 
term in g m involves a derivative of, ultimately, a PI< or a 
PR• In the one-dimensional case one obtains simple 
bounds of the total variation type, Eq. (A5). In the pre
sent more complicated context it will still turn out for 
some M(t) that the integrals (55) and (58) converge when 
extended over the whole real line, yielding bounds which 
are uniform in t. In such a case, moreover, c could be 
chosen to be ± 00. 

Relaxalion of the positivity condition: We consider 
three successive degrees of complication. 

If the eigenvalues Pk(t) can be negative or complex 
(but not yet zero), the proof in Sec. 5 will require modi
fications, because the trigonometric functions in Eq. 
(59) are no longer bounded by 1 as u - 00. A promising 
remedy (cf. Ref. 2, Theorems 1,3, and 5) is to get con
trol over these factors by choosing c to be an end point 
of the interval of t considered. (Which end point depends 
on the sign of jtY;. /2, and hence will be different for the 
two solutions ~+ and ~- 0) 

If M(t) is not normal, but is diagonalizable, then the 
eigenprojections, defined from the resolvent by a con
tour integral, 14 will not be orthogonal. 15 Again, some 
points in the construction and the proof will require 
modification. 

Finally, let us consider to lowest order the simplest 
example of nondiagonalizability, the case of a block 

jP(t) 1 l [p(t) > 0] (64) 

L 0 p(t~ 
in the Jordan canonical form of M(/). Let a1 (/) and a 2(t) 
be vectors such that 

Mal =pa1' Ma2 =P~ +a1· 

As with any eigenvector, there are solutions whose 
lowest-order approximations are 

To obtain linearly independent approximate solutions 
which permit fitting initial values proportional to a 2 , 

one must include terms of order u-1 : 

2b~ = ip-3/ 4(t - c) exp(± iu J: pi /2(/') dt' }a1 

± (iur1p-1 /4 exp(± iu J: pi /2(t') df'}a2• 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

The forin of Eq. (67) is suggested by the known exact 
solution of a system of two equations with a constant co
efficient matrix M of the form (64). The notation "term 
of order u- m" becomes ambiguous in this situation. One 
easily shows that [contrast Eq. (53)] 

(68) 

For an approximation near c which need not satify the 
equation uniformly well, therefore, one may consider 
± iu 2b~, rather than 2b~, to be zeroth-order quantities; 
then the fitting of initial conditions proceeds as in the 
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cases studied earlier. Otherwise, in fitting initial con
ditions order by order one must treat the components 
along a2 (c) of uh(c) and h'(c), rather than of h(c) and 
u-1h/(C), as zeroth-order quantities. Finally, the phases 
of a1 (t) and a2 (t) should be determined by studying the 
approximations of next highest order, in keeping with 
the philosophy of Sec. 3. We shall not carry the analysis 
any fUrther here, wishing only to demonstrate that the 
general method can be applied to such problems. First
order systems with nondiagonal Jordan forms are 
studied in Ref. 3. 

Vanishing eigenvalues: When an eigenvalue passes 
through zero, an entirely different approach to approxi
mate solutions of the equation is needed. The connection 
formulas used with the first-order WKB method in this 
situation are well known, and several higher-order gen
eralizations are available. 16 It should be possible to ex
tend such methods to systems of equations, but the prob
lem is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Other generalizations which are not discussed here 
are to equations of mOre general form (e. g., with in
homogeneous and first-derivative terms-cf. Ref. 3) and 
possibly to equations in infinite -dimensional vector 
spaces. 
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APPENDIX A: EXPANSION FOR A SINGLE EQUATION 

Combining Theorems 4 and 6 of ReL 2, one obtains 
the following: Let P(u, t) be a strictly positive function 
which is (piecewise continuously) differentiable m + 2 
times with respect to 10 Let 

f(u t)=_p-3/4~(p-l/4)= p" _ 5(p')2 
, dt2 4p2 16p3 0 

Then the equation 

d2h 2 ( ) dt2 + u p u, I h = 0 

has solutions h~(u, t) of the form 

h± = p-1 /4 exp(± iu J: pi /2(U, I') dt') 

x {~(± iur' a:(u, I) + (± iur< m+1> 

x [a:'+l(u, t) -a:'+l(u, c)] +E:'(u, t)}. 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

Here c is an arbitrary number in the interval of t consi
dered; the coefficients satisfy the equations 

and 

~-O 
dt -

da;+1=.!p1/2F ± _.! ~r -1/2 da~J' 
dt 2 J as 2 dt I? dt' 

and the magnitude of the error is 

I E:,I "" u-< m+ll V(a!,+1){2 exp[2 V(ai)/ u] - I}, 
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(A4b) 

(A5) 
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where the total variation V( <p) of a function <p between c 
and t can be defined adequately for our purposes as 

(A6) 

Moreover, the derivatives have the expansion 

h~ = - p' h ± iUp+l f. exp(± ill t pl/2 (It') 
4p . c 

x [.t<± iu)"' (a= + p-lf2 da~-l) 
•• 0 dt 

+(±iUt(m+ll(a' +p-lf2da'm 
m+l dt 

-a~+l(C)) +1)~(u, t)J. (A7) 

where 1)~ satisfies the same bound as (~lEqo (A5)L The 
differentiability condition on p assures that the coeffi
cients a' and the error bounds E± and 1)± are finite o 

The general solution of Eqo (A2) is of the form fl+ + iL, 
where the initial values a'(u, c) of the solutions of Eqs. 
(A4) can be determined by matching the initial data h(c) 
and u-1h'(c) order by order. For instance, if one 
requires 

h(c) = (2U)"1 f2p-l f4(C), 

!l'(e) = i(u/2)1/2 p+l/4( c) + U1 / 2 O(u-( m+ll) (A8) 

(a choice which has applications in quantum field the
ory17), then 

a~(c)=(2urlf2, a~(e)=O, 

a;(e) = a~(c) = (2U)"1/2p'(CW3/ 2(C)/8, 

a~( e) = - ~(2Ilrl f2p-l/2( e)[a::l (c) - ( - 1 )'a~:l (e) 1 
(s> 1). 

APPENDIX B: RELATION TO THE APPROACH OF 
FESHCHENKO ET AL. 

(A9a) 

(A9b) 

(A9c) 

Adiabatic analysis of systems of equations is the sub
ject of Ref. 3. The approach of that treatise differs 
from ours in several ways, of which the most important 
are the following; (1) Except for a preliminary chapter 
in which only nondegenerate eigenvalues are conSidered, 
second-order systems are treated only by reduction to 
a first-order system of twice the dimension, (2) The 
exponentiated integrand p\,2 in Eq, (16) is generalized 
to a power series in u- l o (3) The Kato transformation is 
not used; the eigenvectors at different t are not related 
uniquely. The mth-order approximations obtained con
sequently differ, in general, from those of this paper, 
but they must agree up to terms of the next higher or
der-laboriOUS manipulations sometimes being required 
to verify the agreemenL The case of crossing eigenval
ues is not considered in ReL 3, but some results along 
that line for first-order systems are given by Wasow 
(ReL 4L 

The present treatment leads rather inexorably to the 
Kato conditions on the eigenvectors ao(t) [see Eqs. (17) 
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and (22)L How is it possible, then, that the eigenvector 
can be left arbitrary in the approach of Feshchenko et 
al. ? The answer is hidden in the terms of next higher 
order in the exponentiated integrand. Let e(t) be an arbi
trary normalized eigenvector of M(t) with eigenvalue 
p(t). Let us carry out through the first two orders the 
expansion prescribed in Ref. 3 for a system of second
order equations without degeneracy 0 18 After translation 
into the notation of this paper one has 

h±(t) -leo Of 2iu-l (M - p)"lpl f2(eri)~ exp{± iu It rif' 
X lp/z ±~liU-lp-l p' ± iu- l (e, e')J) 0 (El) 

Because of the extra factor of u, the second and third 
terms in the exponential really should be considered 
part of the zeroth-order apprOXimation, rather than 
first-order corrections o Indeed, the term involving V/ f), 
which can be integrated, is needed to reproduce the fac
tor p-1/4 in our expansion (16), (In particular, such a 
factor appears in the standard zeroth-order WKB ap
proximation for a system consisting of a single equation, 
It is fundamentaL) The term involving (e, e') yields a 
phase factorl9 which, when it multiplies the leading term 
in the first factor in Eqo (B1), converts the possibly 
wayward eigenvector eo to the Kato eigenvector ao, as 
we have demonstrated in the discussion leading to Eq, 
(15). Since the Kato transformation in the event of eigen
value degeneracy requires more than a phase change, it 
is not surprising that the method of Ref. 3 for second
order equations is not easily extendible to the degenerate 
case. 
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We consider in this paper vector and tensor fields on the compactified Minkowski space M~ and 
investigate their transformation properties under the group SO (2,4) of conformal transformations 
which are well defined on the manifold M ~ contrary to their singular behavior on the 
pseudo-Euclidean noncompact Minkowski space M ,. In writing down field equations on the manifold 
M;, we get immediately the well-known conformal in variance of Maxwell's equations. Also the 
problem of gauge transformations of the vector potential is treated both from the global point of 
view on the manifold M ~ and from the local point of view on the Minkowski space M ,. There we 
show which gauge instead of the so-called Lorentz gauge one has to choose to get a conformal 
covariant formulation of Maxwell's equations on the pseudo-Euclidean noncompact Minkowski space 
M,. 

INTRODUCTION 

Besides its application in general relativityl,2 the con
formal group plays also an important role in elementary 
particle physics and quantum field theory. The starting 
point for the application there was the discovery3 that a 
field theory for very high energies could in some sense 
asymptotically be determined by a massless theory or 
that the interactions of particles become independent 
of their masses if the momenta are high enough. It was 
known already long ag04 that the group of conformal 
transformations is an invariance group of such a theory, 
in the sense that the field equations for these theories 
are invariant under these transformations if the fields 
are transformed in a certain manner, 

This problem was treated in two papers by Flato et 

al. 5 and Rosen, 6 who found the general solution for the 
transformation matrix acting on the fields. These 
authors work in the usual four-dimensional pseudo
Euclidean Minkowski space M 4 • From the definition of 
the conformal tranformations it is clear that certain of 
them are singular on this space, This fact seems to be 
the main reason for all the difficulties arising whenever 
one tries to apply the global conformal transformations 
to physical problems, 

A way out of this problem was in principle already 
found by Dirac7 and mathematically formulated in a 
rigorous way by Penrose in general relativity. 8 One has 
only to compactify the usual Minkowski space by adding 
points at infinity. There are different mathematical 
formulations of this compactification in the literature» 
Penrose for instance calls it light cones at infinity, but 
they are all topologically equivalent, For our purpose 
the compactification of M4 as a closed subspace of the 
five-dimensional projective space9 IP5 appears as the 
most convenient one, 

On this compactified Minkowski space M~ the con
formal group can act as a well-defined group of c~ 
transformations 0 It is therefore of some advantage to 
work not on the usual space M4 but instead on the com
pact manifold M~ when one is going to apply the con
formal group to physical problems. As a first step in 
this direction we wrote down in a recent paperlO the 
massless Klein-Gordon equation for scalar fields and 
got immediately the conformal invariance of this equa'
tion on the manifold~, Furthermore, we got also the 
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familiar transformation properties of a scalar field un
der the different conformal transformations on M4 by 
writing the quite natural transformation laws on the 
manifold ~ in local coordinates. 

The advantage compared to the common treatment of 
these problems in the literature is the fact that our 
formulation is mathematically rigorous and indeed quite 
natural on the manifold ~, In this paper we continue 
this work in the same spirit and discuss vector and 
tensor fields on the manifold M~, Here again we can 
write down field equations which are easily seen to be 
conformally invariant. In this way we can give a rigor
ous and detailed discussion of the long known invariance 
properties of Maxwell's equations4 under the group of 
conformal transformations, The difference from Dirac's 
treatment7 is that we are working in four space-time 
dimensions whereas he is working on a five-dimensional 
hypercone embedded in a six-dimensional space, 

In discussing Maxwell's equations for the vector 
potential and the related gauge transformations on the 
manifold M~, we can then deduce the correct Maxwell 
equations for the vector potential in 1'v14 in a gauge which 
is, contrary to the usually used Lorentz gauge, con
formally invariant, We show that this supplementary 
condition on the vector potential can be chosen to be a 
linear equation in the vector potential which gives as a 
special case exactly the Lorentz condition, This is in 
contrast to a comment of Flato et al, in ReL 5 where 
they introduce a nonlinear equation, 

In writing the transformation properties of the fields 
on the compactified Minkowski space M~ under the con
formal group in local coordinates, that means that, in 
the coordinates of the space M4 , we get the formal 
transformation properties of vector and tensor fields on 
the space 1'114 , formal because the expressions involved 
are generally not defined for global special conformal 
transformations, Compared with the result of Flato ct 
al, ,5 we can give the full transformation matrix and not 
only an expansion of it up to order two in the group 
parameters, Our results coincide with the heuristically 
written down transformation properties of these fields 
in different papers, 11-13 

In detail, the problems are handled in the following 
way: After a brief review of the compactification of the 
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Minkowski space M4 we discuss,in the first section the 
structure of vector fields on M~. 

In Sec. IT cotangent vectors and the tensor product of 
cotangent vector spaces on the manifold ~ are treated, 
especially the symmetric tensors and the antisymmetric 
tensors of rank 2. 

In Sec. m the different tensor fields are discussed. 
The results of these first three sections allow us to 
treat the problem of extending Maxwell's equations for 
the vector potential to the manifold ~ in Sec. IV. It is 
shown how these conformal covariant equations on ~ 
look in global coordinates and how they look if they are 
written in local coordinates of the space M4 • 

In Sec. V the notion of gauge transformations on M~ 
is introduced, and it is shown how their local version 
generalizes the Lorentz gauge in Minkowski space M4 • 

In Sec. VI we extend the Maxwell tensor field jli (,c) 
from Minkowski space M4 to an anti symmetric tensor 
field FIL"(T/) on the manifold M~ and discuss the mani
festly conformal covariance of the equations these fields 
fulfill. 

In the last section, VII, finally, we investigate the 
transformat,ion properties of scalar, vector, and tensor 
fields on the manifold M~ and discuss again their local 
versions in Minkowski space M 4 • 

I. VECTOR FIELDS ON M~ 

Let us first briefly recall the definition of the com
pactified Minkowski space ~. 2,8-10,14 Consider the 
space ~~ defined as 

(1 ) 

together with the metric gIL", gIJ0 = g55 = _ ~l = ... = _ g44 
=1 and all the gIL" = 0 for 11.*11, /l,IIE (0,1,",5), and 
the subset Q~ c m~, 

(2) 

We introduce the following equivalence relation - in Q~: 

ql-q2 iff 77r=p77~ for all /l and some pEmo:=m\{O}. 

Then the compactified Minkowski space ~ is defined as 

M~:= Q~/-. (3) 

Let be 1f the canonical map 1f: Q~ -~. 

In two paperslO
,14 together with Go and Kastrup the 

notion of conformal causality and the Klein-Gordon 
operator for scalar fields on this space M~ were investi
gated. Let us now consider vector fields on~. We de
note by X(Q~) the set of all C ~ vector fields X on the 
manifold Q~, i. e. , 

X(Q~): ={X=aIL('}OIL: 77ILaIL(q)=O 

Vq = (770 , •• ',775) E Q~,aIL (q) E C~(Q~)}. (4) 

Of special interest for the following discussion is the 
following subset Xl (Q6) CX(Q6): 

Xl (Q~): ={X =aIL (. )o,,:X E X(Q~), aIL (pq)= 

(5) 

i.e., the set of all vector fields whose components are 
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C" functions homogeneous of degree 1 in q. In the set 
Xl (Q~) an equivalence relation = is introduced as 
follows: 

Let Xl=alL('}01L and X 2=b IL ('}OIL EXl(Qg), then 

Xl =X2 iff bU (77)=a IL (77)+ O'(1])77IL 

for some C~ mapping u: Qg - m, 

homogeneous of degree 0 in 77. (6) 

Lemma: The quotient space X(~): =Xl(Qg)/=, whose 
elements we denote by [XJ, is isomorphic to the space 
X(~) of all ~ vector fields on~, so that we can 
identify the two spaces. 

Proof: It can be shown14 that the tangent bundle of the 
manifold ~ can be identified with the following set: 

T(M~):={[(q,aILolL)J, q E Qg,aILoIL E T.(Qg), 

where (q,aUa,,), (q' ,aIL'aIL ) belong to the same class 

[(q ,aUoIL)J iff 77 IL' = p1]" and a'" = pal' + C'TJ" 

for some p E Ro and some O'E R}. 

Consider an element [X] = [aIL (. )OJ,} E Xl (Q~)/'" and an 
element [q J E M~: ' 

[X]~q]):=[(q,a"(q)o,,)]E i(~), (7) 

It can be easily seen that this definition does not depend 
on the representative q of [q J nor on the representative 
a" ('}O" of [Xl: Take any other two representatives q' and 
a'" (. )a" of [q J and [X] respectively, then ~', a'" (q'}O.,) 
determines the same class as ~,a"(q)o,,) in f(~) be
cause 77'" = P77" and a'" (pq) = paIL' (q) = p(a" (q) + (J(q )77") 
=paIL(q) + 077" with pERo and some O'ER, The fact that 
a" (.)E C~ (Q~) ensures that the above mapping (7) is even 
a C~ section. 

On the other hand let [X] be a C~ vector field on ~, 
i. e., in local coordinates x= (XO ,Xt,X2 ,x3 ) [XJ has the 
form [XJ = Ai (x)o la xi, where the functions Ai (x) 
E C~ (1R4). The local vector field Ai ('}OJ can be expressed 
as a vector field a" ('}O", where aIL (P77)= paIL (77) and a" (.) 
E C" (Qg) for all /l = 0, 1, ••• , 5. The components of the 
vector field a" ('}O" E Xl (Q~) are given in terms of the 
components Ai (x) in the following wayl4: 

aJ (77) = KAl (1]1 K), a" (77) = 0, (8) 

a), (77 ) = 2~ A/I'll K), 1] = (770 ,1]1, 772 ,773
). 

This vector field a" (. )0" determines exactly one class 
[a" (. }O,,] in Xl (Q~)/"', This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 

II. COTANGENT VECTORS AND TENSOR PRODUCTS 

To treat the Maxwell tensor jlJ in a conformal way, 
we next have to investigate the 1- and 2-forms on the 
manifold~. For this reason let us first discuss the 
cotangent vectors w. of Qg in a point q, 

In the coordinates 17 a cotangent vector w. at a point 
q E R~ has the general form 

w. = b"d17" , b"ER for all /l=0,1, ''',5. (9) 

Consider next the cotangent vector w = 17"d7J • Applying 
q IL 0 

it to a general tangent vector X.=a"o" E T.(Qg)C T.(]R~), 
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we get 

w. (a "0,) = a ""T7" = 0 because a"o" E T.(Qg). 

Therefore, the cotangent vector 17"d17" = 0 on T .(Qg). If 
we therefore introduce in the set T * ~62) of all cotangent 

o • 
vectors in lR~ the equivalence relation -* 

b" d17" - *b'" d17~ iff b'" = b" + P17", P E lR, 'fI fJ., (10) 

the space T:(Qg) can be identified with T:(ffi~)/-*, the 
elements of which we denote by [b" d17,,]. 

To construct the space T: (M~) we apply a representa
tive b" d17" of [b" d17,,] to any representative a"o" of an 
element [a"o,,] of the tangent space T.(~); this gives 

As a special case consider the zero tangent vector 
a"o" =17"0,,: 

(11) 

b"d17,,(17VO)=17"'b,,=O for all b"d17". (12) 

Therefore b"17" = 0 is a supplementary condition for 
cotangent vectors acting on tangent vectors in M~. 

Consider the set T* (Qg) 

T*(Qg)={(q,[b"d17,,]):qE Qg,[b"d17,,]E T:(Qg)}. (13) 

This set is called the cotangent bundle of the manifold 
Qg. To get from it the cotangent bundle of the manifold 
~, we introduce again an equivalence relation Z* in 
T*(Qg): 

(q, [b"d17,,]) Z* (q' , [b'" d17,,]) iff 17'" = P17", b'" = p-1b" + CJ17" 

for some p E lRo and some (J E lR. (14) 

It can be seen very easily that the above definition of 
z* does not depend on the choice of the representatives 
b"d17" and b"'d17,,!.. As always we shall denote the ele
ments of the set T* (M~) defined as T* (Qg)/ =* by the 
symbol [(q, [b"d17" J)J or by [(q, b"d17,,)]. In the next step 
we want to show that the set T* (M~) can indeed be 
identified with the cotangent bundle T* (~). For this 
we consider the subset ft. I (~) C f* (M~) which is de
fined in the following way: 

ft. I (M~): ={[ (q, [b"d17 ,,1)] E r* (M~):[q] fixed} 

and the subset 

f[.1 (M~): ={[ (q ,a"o,,)] E f(M~):[q] fixed}. 

(15) 

(16) 

Ch.9ose any (q,[b"d17,,])] E ft.J~) and any [(q,a"o,")] 
E T[.I~) and two representatives (q,b"d17,,) and (q,a"o,,) 
of these classes. Then 

[(q, [b"d17,,])]{[ (q, a"o,.)]}: = b"d17" {(a"o" )}= a" b". 

If q' =pq and b"'d17" and a"'o" are other representatives, 
we get 

(q' , bIll dn,,){ (q' , a'" a,,)} = b'" a ,/ = (p-1b" + (J117" ) 

x (pa" + (J217,,)= b"a", 

because a"17" = b"17" =17"!1;. = O. Therefore. ft.I~) is 
contained in the dual of T[.J~). 

We can express any element [(q,[b"d17"J)]E Tt.I~) 
also in local coordinates x of the chart U" (for the de-
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finition of the different charts Ua., see Ref. 10): 

b"d17" = b" ~ dXk = ~dXk 
ox" 

where ~=Kb"-Kb"~ and~=1)kK-\ k=O,l, ···.3. 

(16' ) 

On the other hand, let there be given a cotangent 
vector V'dxi in local coordinates xi; then we want to 
express it in the coordinates 17. This can be done via the 
mapping 1Tt. J : 

1Tt .. l: Tt.I~)-T:(Qg), (17) 

1Tt~l)w[.I(X.) 

=Wr.J(1T*X.), where WI.IE Tt.I~) andX.E T.(Qg). 

(18) 

Taking W 1.1 = axi • we get 

1Tt. I (axi ) (a"il,) = axi {akK-1 _17kaKK-2)a" = ai K-1 -17i a"K-2 

= (bk d17k - 2-1b"dA - 2-1bAdK){a"il ) 
" 

=akbk - 2-1bKa A _ 2-1bAa". 

From this we get 

b"=O, bk=K-10ik. bl.=2K-217i • 

For the general cotangent vector Vidxi finally the 
result is 

Vidx,-b" d17 " 

with b"=O, bk=K-l~, bA=217iV,K-2. (19) 

This cotangent vector b"d1)" determines uniquely a 
class [(q,[b"d17"J)] in th~ set ft.I<M:) and therefore there 
is a one-to-one map of Tt.I(~) onto the set Tt.I~). 

Next let us construct the tensor product Tt.I(~)@ 
@Tt.I(M;). We proceed in the same way as we did in con-

structing the space Tt I(~). The general element of 
the tensor product T:~~)@ T:cR~) has the form: 

F"Vd17" @d1)v. (20) 

As a special case consider the expression 

F"V= b"1)v, (21 ) 

where (b") is any point in lR6
• Applying this tensor of 

rank 2 to an element of T.(Qg)@ T.(Qg), we get 

b"17vd1)" @ d1)v(a"o" @ aVov) = b"a" 1)va~ = 0, 

because aV'ov is an element of T.(Qg). The same happens 
for the tensor F"vd1)" @ d17v where 

(22) 

Therefore, the tensor (b"17V + bV'17" )d17" @d17v acts on the 
tensor product T.(Qg)@ T.(Qg) as the zero tensor F:v=O. 
It is therefore straightforward to introduce in T: (lR~) 
@ T: (ffi~) an equivalence relation -~ 

F"vd1),,@d17v-~G"vd17,,@d1)v iff F"v=G"v+b"1)v+b,v1)" 

for all v, fJ. = 0, o. ·,5 with b, b' E lR6
• (23) 

To get finally the tensor product Tt.J(M~)@ Tf.J(~)' we 
apply any tensor F"vd17,,@d17vE T:(Qg)@ T:(Qg) to the 
special elements 17"o"@a"il" and a"o,,@ 17vOvE T[.J(M~) 
@ T[.I(M~): 

(24) 
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(25) 

Since the elements 1/vo v 0 aJJ.0jJ. and ajJ.0jJ. 0 1/"ov are the 
zero element in T[ql(~)0 T[qlW:)' the general tensor 
FjJ. vd1/jJ. 0 d1/v applied to it must give zero: FjJ.va jJ.1/v= 0 
=FjJ.v1/jJ.av for all ajJ.1/" =0. From this it follows that the 
relations 

(26) 

and 

F"V1/v IT 1/" must hold. (27) 

The cotangent vector 1)vd1)vE Trql(~) is the zero cotan
gent vector, and therefore we can demand 

FjJ."1)" =0 = FjJ."1)v on Q~. (28) 

In the tensor bundle 

T*(Q5).= U T*(Q5)0 T*(Q5) 
2 o· qcOS q 0 q 0' 

whose elements we denote by the pair (q, F",vd1)" 0 d1/..}, 
we can consider the following equivalence relation "'~: 

(q, F",vd1)", 0 d1/..)::::~(q' ,F"'Vf d1)jJ. 0 d1)v) 

iff 1)'" = p1/u, FjJ.v, = p-2FuV + b"1/v + eV1)u 

with b"1/ jJ. = eV1/v = 0 and p E 1Ro. (29) 

We put T~(M:):= T~(Q~)/:4 and denote the elem~nts 
of this space by [(q ,F"vd1)" 0 d1),.}]. The space T~(~) can 
again be identified with the bundle T~ (M~): Take any two 
representatives (q ,a"o" 0 aV'd) and (q', e"o" 0 eV'ov) from 
the class [(q, (a"o" 0 aV1ov))] and any two representatives 
of the class [(q, F"vd1/" 0 d1))], say (q ,F"vd1)," 0 d1/v) and 
(q' ,F"v, d1/" 0 d1J,,): 

(q, F'""d1)jJ. ° d1/,,){(q ,a"o" 0 aV1o,,)}= F""a"a~, (30) 

(q' ,FjJ.v'd1J" 0 d1J){(ql ,e"a" 0 e"'o)}=F""'e"e~. (31) 

If q' = pq, then F"'" = p-2 F"" + b'"1/v + b'" 1/" and ejJ. = pajJ. 
+ 151JjJ., e'" = paIL' + 15'1)'", and therefore 

F"'" e "e~ = (p-2F"V + b lL 1)" + bVI 1)") 

x (pa" + (51))(pa~ + 15'1J..)=F,"va"a~, 

because 1)"F"" = 1)"F'" " = 1)"a'" = 1J"bv = 1)vbv, = 1)jJ.a'" = 1)" 1)'" 
=0. 

Next we want to give a description of the tensors of 
rank 2 at a point [q] E ~ in local coordinates. It is 
known15 that any such tensor can be written as llidxj 
o dx}' where the dx; constitute a basis of the cotangent 
space Ttq I (~). The connection of the components I IJ and 
the components F"V can be found by USing the formula 

a 1)". . I 
d1)'" = a;r- dx' with 1)' = KX , A = KX' X J , 

K independent of xlo 

Then we get 

F""d1/ 0 d1J 1~/ljdx 0 dx "V I j 

with 

(32) 

(33) 

From this we can also see that all representatives of an 
element [(q, F""d1)" ° d1))] correspond everywhere locally 
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to the same tensor and are therefore the same tensor on 

M!. 
On the other hand, given a tensor from T~[ql(M!) in 

local coordinates l lidxI 0 dxi , we can easily find a 
representative of this tensor in the 1/ coordinates, 
namely the tensor F"vd1)" 0 d1/v with 

FIJ = Iii K-2, FA} = K-321)l /
jj , 

F I ).. = K-321)kf ik , FAA = K-441/I1/kf ik, 

FI" = F"i = P" = FA. = p).. = o. 

This can be derived from relation (33) and from the 
properties (28). 

(34) 

Of special interest for us are the so-called skew
symmetric tensors and tensor fields which we want to 
discuss next. 

We have seen that every tensor of rank 2 on M~ can be 
represented as a class of tensors of rank 2 on Q~o From 
now on we make the identification 

Then every FIL"d1/1L 0 d1/v can be written as 

F ILVd1)" 0 d1)v = 2-1F""(d1/" 0 d1)" + d1Jv ° d1),) 

+ 2-1F"V(d1)" ° d1)v - d1)v ° d1)) 

(35) 

(36) 

One can see immediately that only the symmetric part 
of F "" contributes to the first term and only the anti
symmetric part to the second one. For the antisym
metric part we write, as is common, 

(37) 

The antisymmetric tensors of rank 2 which we denote by 
F""d1)" 1\11)" are therefore exactly the tensors F"vd1)" 
o d1)v where F"" = - FV" 0 Whereas the condition (28) is 
still Valid, two antisymmetric tensors, (q,F""d1)J\ d1)) 
and (q', F"'" d1),/\ d1)v), are equivalent iff 

F"'" = p-2 F"v + b"1)" - b"1)" 

for q'=pq and some b= (b") with 1)"b IL =O. (38) 

In local coordinates the antisymmetric tensor of rank 2 
can be expressed as SIJ dX I 1\ dXj , where Slj = - SJl 0 

Given an anti symmetric tensor (q, FIL"d1),,1\ d1)v) in 1)-CO

ordinates, the corresponding tensor in x-space reads as 
follows [see (33 )]: 

Slidxil\dxj, where SlJ = K2FIi - K2Fi"x' - K2 pixl. (39) 

Inserting pJ.VI from (38) gives again the same Si} for all 
b IL with 1J IL b IL =O. 

The inverse problem given SI} to find F"" is already 
solved in formula (34), For SI} = - S}i we get 

FiJ = K-2SiJ, F)..j = K-s21)
j
Sli = - K-321)/SJl = _ FiX, 

(40) 

III. TENSOR FIELDS ON M~ 

After the discussion of the different tangent, cotan
gent, and tensor spaces in the last sections, we consider 
next tensor fields on the manifold M;. Generally these 
are defined as differentiable sections of the correspond-
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ing tensor bundles. As a special case we have already 
discussed in Sec. I the sections of the tangent bundle of 
M;, the so-called vector fields. This procedure will be 
generalized now to tensor fields of rank 2 on the 
manifold M;. 

Let be T: (i'{~) the set of all tensor fields w of rank 
2 in R~, where 

w = F""(o )d7)" @d7)",F""(o): m~ -m (41) 

with the following properties: 

(l) PV(·)EC-(Q~), 

(2) F"V(pq)= p.2F"V(q hI q E m~ V pE ma , 

(3) F"V (7)7)" = PV(7) )7)v = 0 V (7) E Qg. 
We introduce an equivalence relation.! as follows: 

If W l = F"" (0 )d7)" @ d7)v and w2 = G" v (. )d7)" @ d7)v, then 

W l !W2 iff G"V(q)=F"V(q)+ b"(q)7)v+ c"(q)7)" , 

b" (0), CV(o) E c~ (Q~) 

homogeneous of degree - 3 in q, 

Denoting 

T:(~):={[w]} = T:(R~)/.! 

(42) 

(43) 

we show that f:(M~) can be identified with T:(~), the 
set of all differentiable tensor fields of rank 2 on the 
manifold ~. 

This can be seen immediately: Take q, q' E [q], q' = pq 
and F"v(o )d7)" @ d7)v. G"v(o )d7)" @ d7).; then 

[w]([q]) = [G7, P"(q )d7)" @ d7)] = 

= [G7' ,G"V(q' )d7)" @ d7)v)]o 

This is true because 

G"" (q') = F"" (q') + b" (q' )7)"' + c" (q' )7)/1.1 

= p.2 F""(q) + p.2(b" (q )7)" + c"(q )7)") 

and therefore G7 ,F"" (q)d7)" @ d7).) and G7', G""(q')d7)" 

(44) 

@d7) are representatives of the same class in T:[qJ(M~). 

On the other side it is clear that every differentiable 
tensor field w E T:(M~) determines one class of T:(it~)/ 
L. 

The same arguments as above show us also that the 
set of all C- -antisymmetric tensor fields of rank 2 
which are als~ called differential 2-forms is isomorphic 
to the set T~(lR~)/.!!. where the equivalence relation'!; 
according to (38) is given by 

wf':: w~ iff G""(q)= F""(q) + b" (q )7)v - bV(q )11" 

with b"(q)E COO (Qg) homogeneous of degree - 3 in q 

for all iJ. and 7)"b,,(q)=O on Q~. 

The set T~cm~) is the set of all tensor fields from 
T:cm~) which are antisymmetric o 

IV. MAXWELL EQUATIONS FOR THE VECTOR 
POTENTIAL 

(45) 

In Minkowski space Maxwell's equations for the anti
symmetric Maxwell tensor field jli (x)dx/\dxj in the 
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presence of an external current c(x)= (Ci(X» are 

aijli(x)= -cj(x), (46) 

To solve these equations, it is convenient to introduce 
the so-called vector potential field A! (x ), j = 0, 1, 0 .0,3, 
in terms of which the Maxwell field jli (x) reads 

jlJ(x)=aIAi(x)-iJiAi(xL (47) 

Equations (46) then become 

iJ1oiAi(x)-OAi(X)=-Ci(x), i=0,·o·,3. 

or, if we introduce the function X(x), 

X(x)= ajAi (x), 

Eqs. (48) are 

DAi (x)= aIX(x) + ci(x). 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

The set of equations (49) and (50) is equivalent to Max
well's equations (46). The potential Ai (x) is not uniquely 
determined because any gauge transformation 

(51) 

keeps the tensor field jij (x) invariant, a fact which is 
known as gauge invariance of electrodynamics. Working 
in Minkowski space with the Lorentz group as the rele
vant invariance group, one chooses the so-called Lorentz 
gauge which is defined by the function 

(52) 

To arrive at a Lorentz covariant procedure, one must 
then demand that the gauge function A(x) fulfill the 
equation 

(53) 

If one does not specialize the function X(x), then under a 
general gauge transformation (51) the function X(x) is 
transformed in the following form: 

x(.x)- X(x)+ [lA(x) (54) 

and the potential AjI (x)=Aj (x) + 'OJ A(x) therefore fulfills 
the equation 

(55) 

where X' (x) is given by (54) and A(x) is any differentiable 
function in M 4 , 

It has been known already for a long time4 that Max
well's equations are covariant with respect to the full 
conformal group. We want to show how this conformal 
covariance results when working on the manifold M~, 
This we shall do in two ways: First we investigate the 
set of equations (49) and (50) for the vector potential on 
~ and show that there is a natural generalization of 
these equations on the compact manifold which are mani
festly conformal covariant, In the second treatment we 
extend Maxwell's tensor jii to a conformal tensor F"V on 
~ which fulfills also manifestly conformal covariant 
equations on~. (See also Refs, 7 and 16") 

Consider now the equations 

nAj (x) = aiX(x) + ci (x). 

X(x) = aiAj(xL 

(56) 

(57) 

Discussing the vector fields on~, we have seen that a 
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vector field [X]=ajL(o)a" on M~ can be written locally as Po K-1a" (1/)= 1C-1Poa" (1/). (62) 

Ai (x)aJ' where AJ(x)=IC-IaJ(1/) -1C-211'a"(1/). (58) On the other hand we have shown in Ref, 10 that 

On the chart u" therefore we can express every vector 
field AJ (x)oJ in terms of the coordinates 1/ as we did in 
(8). In general the functions a"(1/) are not well defined 
on the whole manifold Q~; this depends on the behavior 
of the functions Ai (x) at infinity 0 For the forthcoming 
discussion we shall assume that the functions a"(T/) are 
even C""(!R6). 

We mention the fact that the choice of the function a"(I) 
in the relations (8) is competely free because we have a 
whole class of vector fields a" (0 )0" which locally have 
exactly the given form Ai (x)or To describe the vector 
potential AJ(x) in terms of a field a"(1/), we have there
fore the degree of freedom of a function. The question 
now is what function aK (1/) shall we take. The answer to 
this is given to us if we look at the set of equations (56), 
(57). There appears a function X(x) for which we also 
assume to be extendable to the whole manifold ~ and to 
belong to the class C .. (!R6) in the variables 1/. As the 
representative a"(')o" of the class [a"(·)o..] therefore we 
take the following: 

aK (T/) = - 2- 1KX(1), aJ (T/) = !CAJ (1)/ K) - 2-11/JX (T// Ie), 

aA(7]) = 211' A J (1)/ IC) - 1C-11/i T/i X (11/ K) + 2-1;\'X(11/ K). 

The function aA(1/) is determined by the requirement 

7]"a,,(I)=O. 

(59) 

(60) 

It would be enough for a" (0 )0" to be the representative 
of a vector field on ~ if the equality (60) holds on Qg as 
we have seen earlier. Now we demand (60) to hold on 
the whole space m~. This is of importance for the proof 
of the following Theorem: 

Theorem: Let [X] and [C] EX(M~) be C .. vector fields 
on M~ and let a"(')o", CU(·)o" be representatives of [X] 
and [C] with a"(') and CU(.) E C"(]RS) and 1/"a" ('1)= T/"C" (T/) 
=0 on ]Rs. Let A'(x)oi and Ci(x)oi be the local representa
tives of [X] and [C] in the coordinates x EM4 0 Then the 
following two sets of equations are equivalent: 

pua"(T/)=c"(T/)} 
VI./. 

DAj(x)= - 20i a
K(x) + CJ(x), 

iff oJAj(x)= - 2a"(x), 

LiaK(x)= C"(x) where a"(x)= K-1aK(T/) 

and C"(x) = K-
1
CK (T/). 

P, = Kl::J s + 4KO,(T/"il + 1) is the Klein-Gordon operator 
ouM" 10 u 

c· 

Proof: In the already mentioned paper10 we have shown 
that the Klein-Gordon equation uc,o(x) = 0 on the manifold 
M~ reads P u 1> ([7]]) = 0 with Po= K20s + 4KO).(7] u il" + 1) and 
1>([7]])= c,o(1)/K). A simple calculation gives the following 
important property of the differential operator Po: Let 
c,o(T/) be any C" (!RS) function homogeneous of degree n in 
7]. Then for any mE Z 

(61 ) 

as long as Kmc,o(T/) is still a C2 (!R6) function. Therefore, 
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Po K-IaK(T/) = c" ('1)IC-I iff oa"(x)= C"(x) 

where a"(x)=K-Ia"(T/), C"(X)=K-1C"(7]). (63) 

Next let us calculate the action of the operator Po on the 
expression K-Iai (11)-IC-2rraK(T/)=A'(x) for Ki'O: 

PO{K-IaJ (11) - lC-2rra" (T/» 

= K-
I P oaJ (T/) - K-2 (1I' Po a"(T/) + 21C(lCo j + 211'aJaK (T/). 

(64) 

In local coordinates x on M4 we get 

oAi(x)= K-IPoaJ(T/) -xJoa"(x) - 2-
a
_aK(x). (65) 

oXJ 

Therefore, the two equations 

oAJ (x) = - 20Ja" (x) + CJ (x), 

oa"(x)= CK (x) 

are equivalent to the two equations 

PoaJ(T/)=cJ(T/), 

Poa"(T/)=cK(T/). 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

Let us next calculate Poa'(T/) where aA (T/) = K-I (211'a
i 

(T/) 
- Aa"(T/» for Ki' 0 everywhere in]R6. An easy calculation 
gives 

Poa).(11)= K-I (2rr PoaJ (1/) - ;\'Poa"(T/) + 4K2(KO J + 211'0') 

x K-I (a/1/) - K-l T/,aK (11»+ 8Ka"(T/)). (70) 

In local coordinates this reads 

Po K-IaA(T/) = 1C-2211' Poa, (T/) - K-2AP o a" (T/) 

+ 4 _o_AJ (x) + Sa"(x). (71) 
ax, 

Therefore, under the condition Poa'(T/)=c'(T/) and 
Po a< (T/ ) = c" (T/) the relations 

P o aA(1/)=cA(T/) and 0JA'(x) = - 2aK(x) (72) 

are equivalent. 

The set of equations 

(73) 

are Maxwell's equations for the vector potential field on 
~. Let us add a corollary to the above theorem which 
shows explicitly the conformal covariance of Maxwell's 
equations on the manifold ~. 

Corollary: Let be [X] and [C]EX(M~) and a"(o)o", c"(-)a" 
representatives of [X] and [C] with the following prop
erties: a"(T/)=K2ii"(T/), C"(1/)=K4C"(T/), where ii"(T/) and 
c"(T/) are C"(!R6) functions homogeneous of degree -1 
and - 3 respectively. Then Maxwell's equations for the 
vector field Ai (x) in Minkowski space 

oA' (x) = - 2a Ja" (x) + Ci (x), 

aiA,(x)= - 2a"(x), oa"(x)= C"(x) 

are equivalent to Maxwell's equations in M~: 

ost1"(T/)=c"(T/), 1./.=0, "',5 with os=o"il". 
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Proof: Po.K2ii" (''1)=P o a'' (1)= K2P oa" (1). But for any 
function j(1) homogeneous of degree - 1 in 1) the differ
ential operator Po is exactly the operator K

20 • This 
6 

and the theorem proves, therefore, the corollary. 

The corollary gives us in a manifest way the con
formal covariance of Maxwell's equations: If [X] and [C] 
E X(~) are vector fields with representatives a" (')aj.L' 
cj.L(·)o", where aj.L(1)=K2jij.L(1) and C"(1)=K4Cj.L(1) for all 
/1, such that Eqs. (73) are fulfilled, the for every w 

ESO(2,4)/Z2 the vector fields [xt and [ct are also 
solutions of Eqs. (73), where the generating represen
tatives a~ (. )0" and c~ (. )OIL of [X]w and [ct are defined 
as follows: 

(74) 

The components ii~ (1) and c~ (1) indeed fulfill the equa
tions L6a~(1)=c~(1) for all /1 and therefore POK2ii~(1) 
=c~(1)L 

We want to add the following remark: The transforma
tion (74) is not the transformation which is induced by 
the mapping w* (see ReL 14). We can now say that the 
system of differential equations for the vector fields 
Ai (x) as they are written down in the theorem is a sys
tern of conformal covariant equations. The important 
fact is that the Lorentz gauge X (x) = 0 is not a conformal 
covariant gauge, One has indeed to take a whole class 
of functions X(x) with CX(x)=O. 

The conformal covariant equations L sal' (1) = cj.L (1) has 
been used already by some people some years ago. 
Mack and Salam take one further supplementary condi
tion for the fields ii"(1), namely, 

(75) 

We want to show that this condition follows already from 
the set of equations i.J eli I' (1) = C ,J1). To see this, let us 
consider the following expression: 

(Kilj + 21)ja~)(K-1aj - K-21)jaK) 

= Gja j + 2K-1()~ 2-1 (a~K + aK A) _ 4aK K-1 

- K-1 (1 - K(JK - Aa~)aK - 2AK-1a~aK , 

where we have used the identity 

;J~ 1Jjaj = c\ 2-1 (Ka~ + AaK), 

which follows from the condition 

(76) 

(77) 

The identity (76) is only true if the relation (77) is valid 
for the whole space ~~. If the relation (77) is true only 
on Q~, which is enough for a" (. )0" to be an element of 
X«(,)~), then we cannot use (76), and what follows must be 
modified, 

The right-hand side of the identity preceding (76) can 
be written as 

In local coordinates, then, we get 

i1j Ai (x) = H"a" ('1) - 417K (X), 

(78) 

(79) 

If we further have a I' (1)= K2aj.L(1) for all /1, then 

01' a I' (1) = K2aii" (1) + 2KaK (1)= 2KiiK (1), 

and therefore 

(81 ) 

(82) 

We have therefore shown that the relation (82) follows 
already from the equations 06iij.L(1)= cj.L (1) if the condi
tion (77) holds on the whole space R~, For vector fields 
a"(·)oj.L with a"(1)=K2ii"(1) and the condition (77) holding 
only on Qg the relation (75) is in contradiction to the set 
of equations 0siij.L (1)=cj.L (1)l"t1 /1. 

V. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS ON M~ 

It is quite natural to generalize the concept of gauge 
transformations to the manifold ~. Let [X] EX(M~) be a 
vector field with a representative a I' {1J)oj.L = K

2ii" (1)0" 
which fulfill Maxwell's equations 

0siij.L (1)= cj.L (7). 

Then we can introduce the transformation 

iiI' (1) - iiI' (1)+ 0 j.L¢ (7), 

where ¢ (7) is any Coo (1RS) function with 

0s¢(1)= 0 

and homogeneous of degree 0 in the variables 1J, 

The vector field al'l (1) )0" with 

a'" (1)= K2(iij.L(1) + o"¢(1)) 

(83) 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 

has the property 1)" a I' '(1) = 0 everywhere on ms and is 
therefore the generator of a vector field [X'] EX(M~L 
Furthermore, it fulfills Eqs. (83) because of (85) and is 
therefore a solution of Maxwell's equations on M~. Let 
us next see how the transformation (84) acts in local 
coordinates. From (85) and the theorem of the last sec
tion it follows that the vector field cpj (x)oJ' which is the 
vector field [K20j.L¢(1)0.,J in local coordinates x, fulfills 
Maxwell's equations 

o cpi (x) = - 2(J1 cpK(X), (87) 

(JI cpJ (x)= - 2cpK (x), [J cp" (x) = O. 

In terms of the function ¢(1) the components cpJ(x) read 
as 

(88) 
cpR (x) == - 2KO~ ¢(1) I ~J=K%J. 

X:KX2 

These expressions have to be interpreted in the sense 
that we first perform the differentiations and then re
place the variables 1) by 7Ji = KXJ and i\ = Kx"Xk' Inserting 
(88) into (87) gives 

ooJ ¢(x)= 20J cpK (x) = 20j (- 2K01. ¢ (1)) I ~:::" 

OJ Oj ¢ (x) = 4KO~ ¢ (1) I ~J ""xJ , 

~=Kxkxh 

(89) 

0(- 2KOl.¢(1))I.J=KxJ =0, 
~=KxkXk 

But iljAJ (x)= - 2aK (x), and therefore the relation (79) says and therefore 

oj.La"(1J)=2K-V(1Jlo (80) oo¢(x)=O. (90) 
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The transformation (84) [X] - [X'] induces, therefore, in 
local coordinates the transformation 

Ai (x) - Ai (x) + oi cP (x), 

X(x) - X' (x)= X(X) + ocp(x). 

with 

(91) 

1R6. If now 0iSiJ (x) = Ci (x), then from (94) it follows that 

1{30 "Fi" (1) - K21)iO" PI' (1) = l{-lC I (TJ) - 1{-21)IC· (17). (95) 

For given SIJ (x) in Minkowski space we have determined 
in (40) a representative of the corresponding class 
(F"Yd1/"l\d17y] on~. Because of the fact that the func
tions PI' (1/) can be chosen always such that they satisfy 
the equation OX' (x)= OX(x) + oocp(x)= 0, 

where the function cp (x) fulfills 

01/.> (x) = 41{0x CP('I1) ~~J .. xi. 
t AIIKX2 

a"F"" (17)= K-4C" (17), 

(92) we have the result 

K3a"FI" (1)= K-1C I (71) 

(96) 

(97) 
Equation (92) means the following: Take the function cp(x) 
then this defines a function cp(71)= cp(1)/I{), 1)= (71°,71\ 1)2,1)3) 
on 1R6. On this function the operator Ox acts, and after
wards we replace the 71 again by the x coordinates in the 
known way. 

It is trivial to go the other way round: We start with 
a transformation AJ(x)-AJ(x)+oJcp(x), where I/.> (x) ful
fills Eqs. (89); this determines a C"(JRB) function cp(71) 
and a vector field [cp"(1))a,J, where 

cp. (1/)= - 2K20x cp (1), cpi (TJ)= K20J I/.> (1), 

cpa (1/) = - 2K20x cp (1). 

Therefore, we can write 

CP" (1) = K20" cp (71). (93) 

Since P o cp"(1)=PO K20"Cp(1/) =0 it follows that Dscp(1)=0. 
Therefore, the transformations (91) and (92), on the one 
hand, and the transformations (84) and (85) are com
pletely equivalent. 

As is known, the transformation Ai (x) _AJ (x) + oj cp (x) 
keeps the Maxwell tensor jlif.;c) dx,AdxJ fixed. The 
equivalence of the gauge transformation in M4 and ~ as 
disucssed above suggests that the transformation ii" (1) 
- ii" (1) + ° " cp (1) also keeps a similar antisymmetric 
tensor fieldj"Yd1)",l\d1)y invariant. That this is indeed 
the case we want to show next. 

VI. THE MAXWELL TENSOR IN M~ 

In this section we use the results of our discussion of 
tensor fields on~. As we have shown in Sec. ill the 
antisymmetric tensor fields of rank 2 on ~ can be 
written as a class of tensor fields on Q~: 

(F"Yd1/"A d1/J, 

where the equivalence relation defining the different 
classes was given in (45). For the local coordinate 
representation we got the expression (39). Let us there
fore calculate in the 1) coordinates 

° ax' Sli (x)= (KaJ + 2TJA) 

x Vc2F£J(71) - K2FIK(71)K-11)i _ K2F"J(1)K-11)1). 

A rather trivial calculation gives 

a 
ax' Sii f.;c) = K3a" FI"(1/) - K21710"F"" (TJ), (94) 

where we have used the relations (28) on the whole space 
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and therefore 

a"FI"(TJ)=K-4CI(TJ) for i=0,···,3. (98) 

If, as we have assumed, the F"Y fulfill on the whole 
space 1R6 the conditions (28), then the relations (96) and 
(98) give that the equation 

a" F X
" (71)= I{-4C X(1/) 

also holds on~, where we have used the relation 
17"c" (1) = O. 

If, on the other hand, there is given an antisymmetric 
tensor field [F"Yd1/"Ad1/y] on ~ of rank 2 which has a 
representative F"Yd71"l\d71y that fulfills the equations 

a"F''' (1/)=cY(ry), cY(1/)= 1{4CY(71) (99) 

and 1/"F"Y (1/) = 0 on the whole space 1R6. then the anti
symmetric tensor field Sli (x )dx Il\dxJ• which is the 
tensor field [F"Yd1/"l\d71y] in local coordinates x of 
Minkowski space, satisfies MaxwelFs equations 0iSIJ (x) 
=Ci(X) for all i=O, ''',3, where CI(x)=K-1c l (17) 
_ K-271 IC" (71). 

Equations (99) can be solved by the standard procedure 
of introducing a vector potential ii" (17) such that 

puY(71)=a"iiY(71) - o"iiV(1/) (100) 

The functions ii" (17) must thereby satisfy the conditions 

ii" (p1/) = p-WL (71), 71"ii" (71)= 0, 

(101) 

Our discussion in Sec. IV shows that these are exactly 
the conditions a vector field a" (. )0" with aU (71)= K2ii" (1/) 
must fulfill to be a solution of the set of Maxwell equa
tions on M;. The gauge transformation ii" (1/) - ii" (1/) 
+o"CP(1/) therefore keeps the anti symmetric tensor field 
F"V(1/)d71"l\d1/y with F"y=a"iiY-oVii" invariant so that 
we have a complete analogy to the local situation in 
Minkowski space. 

The formulation of Maxwell's equations as the set of 
equations (83) for the potential or as the set of equations 
(99) for the components of the tensor field shows mani
festly the conformal covariance of these equations: 

If ii"(1/)o" and c"(1/)a" fulfill (83), then w~iiV(W-l1/) and 
w~cY(w-l71)do also for all w E SO(2,4), and, if F"Y(17)d1/" 
I\d71y and c"(71)o" satisfy (99). then w"w7pa (w-171) and 
w~ca(w-l71) also do the same. P 

Equations (8) and (33) allow us to write these trans
formations also in the local coordinates x in Minkowski 
space, which we shall do in the next section. 
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VII. TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF FIELDS 
UNDER CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

Let cp(x) be a classical scalar field on M4 that means 
a mapping CP: M4 - Co Under certain conditions which we 
have investigated in a recent paper10 this functioncp(x) 
can be extended to the whole compactified Minkowski 
space ~o The resulting function we denote by 1> ~T]]L 
The function1>~T]]) therefore has the property 

1>. CPK-1 (X)= cp(x), (102) 

where cp<: M;~ U< - cp.(U)=M4 is the local chart Cp«[1)J) 
= (T]°/K,··, 1)3/K)0 

We can now define what we mean by the dimension d 
of the scalar field 1>([T]]). 

Definition: A field 1> ([ T]]) has the dimension d if it 
transforms under the conformal group in the following 
way: If 1> ([T]]) = Kd¢ (T]), then 1>' ([T]J) = Kd¢t (T]), where 
1>' (T])= ¢ (w-1T]) for any w an element of the conformal 
group SO(2,4)0 

We see from the discussion of the free scalar field in 
Ref. 10 that the free scalar field has dimension 1, be
cause only then a solution of the Klein-Gordon operator 
will be mapped under any conformal transformation onto 
another solution of this equationo For any d"* 1 this is 
not the case 0 It is quite straightforward to write the 
transformation law locally in the coordinates x: For a 
Poincar~ transformation (A,a) we get 

cpt (x) = cp (A -1 (x - a)), 

for a dilatation D( p) 

cp' (x) = p-dcp(p-1X), 

(103) 

(104) 

and finally for a special conformal transformation C (c) 

the result is 

) ( 2 2 )-d ( X + cx
2 

) cpt (x = 1 + c x - 2c ' x cp 1 + C2X2 + 2c ' x 0 
(105) 

For infinitesimal c and p = 1 + E we get just the transfor
mation properties of a scalar field which many authors17 

have already postulated o The transformation property of 
a scalar field under any global conformal transformation 
as we have written down it in (103) to (105) has also been 
postulated by Todorov 0 13 

Let us next consider the case of vector fields [X] in 
i\t;;o Take any representative alJ. (T])3lJ. of this field. The 
dimension d of [X] is then defined as follows: If alJ. (T]) 
= K1+dalJ. (T]), then alJ. (T]) should transform under any con
formal transformation w as 

a" (T]) - a'" (1) = K1+d(i'" (T]), 

where ii'" (T]) = II';' Va" (w-1
1). 

(106) 

From our discussion of the free Maxwell equations in 
Sec 0 IV we see again that the dimension d of the free 
Maxwell field is equal to 1 since then a solution of 
Maxwell's equations is transformed under (106) into 
another one, 

The transformations (106) in local coordinates x are 
the following ones: Under a Poincar~ transformation 
(A,a), 
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Ai' (x) = Ai~A~ (A -1 (x - a», 

under a dilatation D( p) 

(107) 

Ail (x) =p-dAi(p-1X), (108) 

and under a special conformal transformation C(c), 

Ai' (x')= (1 - 2c' x + c2x 2)dAi (x) + 2xi (1 - 2c' x + C2X2)d-l 

X ck Ak (x) - 2xi (1 - 2c' x + c2x2)d"1 

X C2~ Ak (x) - 2cJ (1 - 2c' x+ c2x2'f1~ Ak (x) 

- 2ci x2(1 - 2c 0 x + x2c2)d-1ck Ak (x) 

+ 2cJ X2C2 (1 - 2c 0 x + c2x2'f1-1~ A~ (x), 

with x' = (x - cx2)/(1 + C2X2 - 2cxlo (109) 

For the special case of canonical dimension d= 1 this 
gives 

Air (x')= (1 - 2c' x+ C2x2)Ai (x) + 2xic~ A~ (x) 

- 2ci~ Ak (x)+ 2cJc 0 x~ A~(x) - 2C2xi~ Ak(x) 

+ 2cJc oX~Ak(x) - 2cix·XCkAk(x)0 (110) 

If we further restrict our attention to infinitesimal 
special conformal transformations, then the result is 

AJ' (x') =AJ (x) - 2c 0 xAJ (x) + 2XJCk Ak (x) 

- 2cJ~ Ak(x). 

This is exactly what other authors like such as those of 
Refs o 12 and 17 have also postulatedo 

Finally for the transformation properties of the anti
symmetric tensor field SIJ (x)dx/\dxJ we get: Under 
Poincare transformations (A,a), 

Slit (x)= A'kAi ISkl (A -1 (x - a)). (111) 

Under a dilatation D(p), 

SiJI (x) = p-2SIJ (p-1X), 

and under a special conformal transformation C(c), 

Slj, (x) = <r(x, c )-lSH (x' ) + a(x, c )"3Slk (x' ) 

(- 2xixkC2 - 2CJXk + 2xJck(1 + 2x' c) 

- 2cJ CkX2) + <r(x, c )-3~i (x' ) 

X (- 2XlXkC2 - 2ClXk + 2XlCk (1 + 2c' x) 

- 2C iCkX2) + 4 <r(x, C)"3 (x2)"lSIk (x' ) 

X (xkXI (xi c l - xici ) + XkC I (xi c l - xlci )x2), 

with x' = <r(x, C)"l (x + cx2) and <r(x, c) = 1 + X2C2 + 2c ' x, 
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By employing vector Lyapunov-like functions and the theory of systems of differential inequalities, a 
very general comparison theorem for Ito type stochastic differential systems is developed. 
Furthermore, sufficient conditions are given for conditional stability and conditional boundedness of 
solutions in the mean. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Stochastic differential systems provide a mathemati
cal formulation for sophisticated dynamical systems in 
physical and life sciences, In many circumstances, it is 
difficult to solve such stochastic differential systems 
(especially nonlinear systems) explicitly, in order to 
study qualitative and quantitative behavior of systems. 
Many cases, it is enough to know the behavior of the sys
tem rather than its explicit realization of solutions. 

By assuming just the existence of solutions, qualita
tive and quantitative properties of the system can be 
studied by emplying the second method of Lyapunov. 
This method has been successfully employed to study a 
variety of problems, in a unified way, of ordinary dif
ferential equations, functional differential equations 
(deterministic and stochastic), and parabolic differential 
equations. 1-4 This extension is based on the use of a 
single Lyapunov function. It is natural to ask whether it 
might be more advantageous, in some situations to use 
vector Lyapunov function. The answer is positive. In 
fact, Lakshmikantham and others 2

,3 have exhibited the 
fruitfulness of such a vector Lyapunov function for the 
deterministic case. So, it is natural to except such an 
important extension to stochastic differential systems. 

In this paper, we wish to exploit the above idea for 
Ito type stochastic differential systems. In Sec. 2, we 
define various notions of conditional stability and condi
tional boundedness of the solutions in the mean. These 
notions, include as special cases the usual notions of 
stability and boundedness of solutions in the mean, In 
Sec. 3, we develop a very general comparison theorem 
for Ito type stochastic differential systems based on the 
vector Lyapunov function and the theory of systems of 
differential inequalities. In Sec. 4, we give sufficient 
conditions for conditional stability and conditional bound
edness of solutions in the mean, These results are di
rect extensions of the Theorems 5.1, 5.2 of Ladde, 
Lakshmikantham, and Liu,l and are analogous to deter
ministic results of Lakshmikantham. 2,3 Finally, exam
ples are worked out to illustrate the fruitfulness of our 
results. Furthermore, an example is given in order to 
show the advantage of a vector Lyapunov function over 
a single Lyapunov function. 

2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

Let R" denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space with 
a convenient norm II. II. We also denote by the same 
symbol II , II the corresponding norm of a matrix, Let 
R+ and R denote the nonnegative real and real line re
spectively. Let (n,J, P) be a complete probability space, 
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By the symbol E[x II< J, we mean the conditional mean of 
x, where I< C J is a sub a-algebra of J. Let ( . ) T stand 
for the transpose of a vector or a matrix and let 1 denote 
the identity matrix. Let M(n-k) denote a manifold of (n 
- k) dimensions containing the origin, 

Consider the stochastic differential system of Ito type 

dx =f(t, x) dx + a(t, x) dz(t), x(ta) =xa, (2.1) 

where dx is a stochastic increment in the sense of Ito, 5,6 

x, fER", a(t,X) is an nXm matrix and z(t) is a normal
ized m-vector Wiener process with 

E[(z(t) - z(s» . (z(t) - z(s))TJ =11 t - s I. 
Assume that the functions f and a satisfy the following 

assumptions: 
(al ) The m column vectors of a and f belong to 

C[R+xR",R"J; 

(a2 ) for (l,x) E R+xR", 
11f(t, x) II + Ila(t, x)II"': L(l +11 x II ); 

(a3) for (l,x), (t,y)E R.x}(,n, 
Ilf(t, x) - f(t, y)11 + Ila(t,x) - a(t, y)11 .,,: Lllx - yll. 

Under these hypotheses, it is known6 that the solution 
x(t) =x(t, ta,xa) of the Ito system (2.1) is: 

(I) a strong Markov process with killing time equal to 
infinity; 

(II) continuous with probability one, separable and for 
anyO.,,:to.,,:b<oo, 

E ~~"~~bIIX(t)112/Xa) < 00; 

(III) independent of z(s) -z(r) for all s>r? t; 

(IV) uniformly stochastically continuous in any com
pact set; 

(V) continuous in probability with respect to the initial 
data. 

We shall now formulate the definitions of conditional 
stability and boundedness in the mean. 

Definition 2.1: The trivial solution x=O of (2,1) is 
said to be: 

(CSM1 ) conditionally equi-stable in the mean if, for 
each E> 0, to E R+, there exists positive function 5 
= 5(ta, E) that is continuous in to for each E> 0 such that 
xa E MC"-k) and the inequality Ilxa II .,,: 5 implies 

Elil x(t, to, xa)lI/xaJ < E, for t?- to; 

(CSM2) conditionally uniformly stable in the mean if 
the 5 in (CSM1) is independent of to; 

(CSM
3

) conditionally quasi -equi-asymptotically stable 
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in the mean if, given E> 0, Oi > 0, to EO R., there exists a 
positive number T= t (to, E, Oi) such that Xo EO M(n-k) and 
the inequality Ilxoll '" Oi implies 

ElIlx(t, to, xo)ll/xo] < E, for t ~ to + T; 

(CSM
4

) conditi<mally quasi-uniformly asymptotically 
stabl e in the mean if the T in (CSM3) is independent of 
to; 

(CSM
5

) conditionally equi-asymptotically stable in the 
mean if (CSM1 ) and (CSM3) hold simultaneously; 

(CSM
6

) conditi<mally uniformly stable in the mean if 
(CSM2) and (CSM4 ) hold at the same time. 

Definition 2.2: The stochastic differential system 
(2.1) is said to be: 

(CBM1 ) conditionally equi-bounded in the mean if, 
given Oi ~ 0, to EO R., there exists a positive function (3 

=.B (to, Oi) that is continuous in to for each Oi such that 
Xo E M(n-k) and the inequality Ilxoll '" Oi implies 

ElIlx(t, to, xo)ll/xo] < (3, t ~ to; 

(CBM2) conditionally uniformly bounded in the mean 
if the (3 in (CBM1 ) is independent of to; 

(CBM
3

) c<mditionally quasi-equi-ultimately bounded 
in the mean if, given Oi ~ 0, to cR., there exist positive 
numbers Nand T = T(to, Oi) such that Xo EO M (n-k) and the 
inequality Ilxoll '" Oi implies 

ElIlx(t, to, x o) 11/ x o] < N, t ~ to + T; 

(CBM
4

) conditionally quasi-uniformly-ultimately 
bounded in the mean if (CBM1) and (CBM3) hold at the 
same time; 

(CBM
6

) conditionally uniformly-ultimately bounded in 
the mean if (CBM2) and (CBM4 ) hold simultaneously. 

Remark 2.1: Note that if k=O so that M(n-k) =Rn, our 
definitions reduce to the usual definitions of stability and 
boundedness of solutions of (2.1) with respect to the ori
gin and we denote by (SM1)-(SM6) and (BM1)-(BM6L 

Consider now the auxiliary differential system 

(2.2) 

where gC C[R.XR;", Rm] and g(t, u) is quasimonotone non
decreasing in u, for fixed tEO R.. Let u(t, to, uo) be any 
solution of (2.2). 

Relative to auxiliary differential system (2.2), we 
need the corresponding definitions (CSi}-(CS:) and 
(CBi}-(CB:) in our discussion that may be defined an
alogously. For example, the definition of conditional 
equi-stability (CS:) runs as follows: 

Definition 2. 3: The trivial solution u = ° of (2.2) is 
said to be conditionally equi-stable if, given E > 0, to EO 

R., there exists a positive function 0 = o(to, E) that is con
tinuous in to for each E such that 

m 

L1 u iD '" 0 and u iO = 0, for 1 '" i '" k, 
i=l 

implies 

895 

m 

~ ui(/, 10 , uo) < E, t ~ to. 
i=l 
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Definition 2.4: A function b(r) is said to belong to the 
class VI<., if b EO C[R., RJ, b(O) = ° and b( r) is a convex 
and strictly increasing in r. 

Definition 2.5: A function a(t, r) is said to belong to 
the Cj(, if a E C[R.xR., RJ, a(t, 0) = ° and a(t, r) is a 
concave and increasing in r for each fixed t E R', 

Definition 2.6: Let G be a function on Rn into Rm, The 
function G is said to be covex if each component G i> for 
1 '" i '" m is convex, and G is said to be concave if - (; j 
is convex. For more about convex functions, see Ref. 7. 

3. COMPARISON THEOREMS 

In this section, we shall develop some results which 
furnish a very general comparison theorem, This is 
achieved by employing the concept of vector Lyapunov 
function and the theory of system of differential 
inequalities. 

Let the function VE ClR.XRn, R;"J, VO Vx, Vxx exist 
and are continuous for (t, x) E R. x Rn, the calculus intro
duced by no6 shows that 

iJV 
dV(t, x) = L V(t, x) dt + -. a(t, x) dz(t), 

ax 

where 

av av In, (l2V 
LV(t,x)=OT+-,,-'f(t,x) +2' 2...J -Cl-Cl-biJ(t,X), 

u uX i,i.1 X X 

and (biP,x» = a(t, x) . a(t, X)T. 

Here and after, we shall assume that Eq .. (2.2) and 
the function V satisfy the following hypotheses: 

(H1) gE C[R.XR;", Rm], g(t, u) is concave and quasi
monotone nondecreasing in u, for each fixed t E R •. 

(H 2) Let r(t, to, uo) be the maximal solution of the auxi
liary equation (2.2) existing for t? to, to (cc R •. 

(H 3) Assume that g(t,O)=O. 
(H 4) vc C[R.xRn, R;"], (lV/Clf, (lv/ax, a2 V/Clx2 exist 

and are continuous for (f,x)CC R.XR". Furthermore, for 
(l,x) E R+xRn, 

LV(t, x) '" g(t, V(t, x», (3.3) 

where L is the operator as defined in (3.2). 
(H5) Assume that the hypothesis (H 4) holds except that 

the inequality (3.3) is strengthened to 

A(t)L V(t, x) +A'(t) V(t, x) '" gel, A(f) V(t, x», (3.4) 

where A(t) is continuously differentiable pOSItive matrix 
function such that A -1 (t) continuous and positive matrix 
for tER+. 

(H6 ) Vj(f,x)=O, for l",i<k<n, ifxcM(n_k)' where 
M(n-k) is an (n - k)-dimensional manifold containing the 
origin, 

(H7) For (t, x) E R+ x Rn, 
m 

b(lIxll) < E Vi(t, x) '" a(t, Ilxll), 

where bE VI<, aE CI<.. 
(H 8) For (t,X)E R/Rn 

b(lIxll) '" t Vi(t, x) ~ a(t, Ilxll), 
i=l 

where aECj(, bE VI<., and b(r)- 00, as r- 00. 
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(H9) In addition to the hypothesis (H7), we assume that 
a(t,r)==a(r). 

(Hla) Assume that (Ha) holds and further assume that 
a(t,r)==a(r). 

We shall state and prove the following comparison 
theorem. 

Theorem 3.1: Let the hypotheses (Ht ), (H2), and (H4) 

be satisfied. Assume that for the solution process x(t) 
=x(t, ta,xa) of (2.1), E[V(t,x(t»/xaJ exists, with proba
bility one, for t '" ta, ta E R+ and 

V(ta, xa) .:: uo' 

Then, we have 

E[ V(t,x(t)/xoJ .:: ret, to, uo), t'" to. 

Proof: Set 

met) = E[ Vet, x(t»/ xoJ, m(to) = V(to, xo). 

(3,5) 

(3.6) 

The existence of E[V(t,x(t))/xoJ together with the con
tinuityof V(t,x) and x(t) implies that met) is continuous 8 

for t'" too For small h> 0, we have 

m(t + h) - met) 

=E[ V(t + h,x(t + h»/xoJ- E[V(t,x(t»/xoJ 

= E[El Vet + h, x(t + h»/ x =x(t)J- V(t, x(t»/ xoJ. (3.7) 

Note that the system (2. 1) and the process x( t) satisfy 
the following properties, namely, 

E[(x(t + h) - x(i»/ x =x(t)J =f(t, x(t»h + o(h), (3.8) 

and 

The following variant of Theorem 3.1 is often more 
useful in applications, 

Theorem 3.2: Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold 
except (H.) is replaced by (Hs)' Then, V(to, xo) .:: Uo 
implies 

(3, 13) 

where R(t, to, vol is the maximal solution of the auxiliary 
differential system 

(3.14) 

existing for t'" to' 
Proof: Setting W(t,x)=A(t)V(t,x), Because of (3,4), 

we have 

L Wet, x) = A(t)L V(t, x) + A '(t) Vet, x) 

.::g(t, W(t,x». 

This together with the hypotheses of the theorem, one 
can easily verify that w(t, x) satisfies all the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3. 1 and consequently, we have 

Elw(t,x(t))/xo].::r(t,to,uo), t~to, (3.15) 

whenever 

w(to, xo) .:: uo' 

Here ret, to, uo) is the maximal solution of (2,2), In view 
of the properties of A(t), it is easy to see that 

A(t)R(t, ta, Va) = r(t, ta, uo) 

with A(ta)va = ua. 

(3.16) 

From (3,15), (3.16), properties of conditional mean 
E, the definition of W(t,x) and the properties of A(t), we E[(x(t + h) - x(t» • (x(t + h) - x(t)V / x =x(t)J 

= aCt, x(t»aT(t, x(t»h + o(h), (3,9) have 

and the fact that 

o[(x(t + h) - x(t» . (x(t + h) -x(t)VJ- o(h). (3.10) 

For more details about these properties, see Refs. 5, 
6. From the hypothesis (H.), we have 

Vel + h, x(t + h» - Vet, x(t» 

= Vt(i,x(t»h+ Vx(t, x(t»lx(t + h) -x(t)J 
m 

+} £ Vx.x (t,x(t))[xi(t + h) -xi(t)J 
it j=l t j 

x lx;U + h) -x j(t)J + o(h). (3.11) 

From (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11), the relation 
(3.7) reduces to 

met + Il) - met) = E[L Vet, x(t))/xaJIL + o(h). 

This together with the hypotheses (H l ) and (H.) gives the 
inequality 

m(t + h) - m(t) .:: get, m(t»h + 0(1l) , 

which yields the system of differential inequalities 

D+m(t) .:: get, m(t». (3.12) 

Moreover, m(to)':: uo. Hence, by Corollary 1.7.1 in ReI, 
3, we obtain 

m(t) .:: r(t, ta, uo), for t'" to' 

The proof is complete. 
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Thus the proof is complete, 
Remark 3,1: Note that the comparison Theorems in 

Ref. 4 are derived by using single Lyapunov function 
and the theory of functional differential and integral in
equalities and sufficient conditions are given for stabil
ity in the mean, In this respect, our present comparison 
theorems differ and give a wide range applicability for 
stability analysis of hierarchial stochastic models. 

Remark 3,2: Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are direct exten
sions to systems of the corresponding Theorems 3,4 
and 3. 5 in Ref. 1 respectively, Furthermore Theorem 
3.1 is analogous to deterministic Theorem 4, L 1 in Ref. 
3, and Theorem 3,2 has no analogy in deterministic 
theory, 

Remark 3.3: Note that the assumption that 
El Vet, x(t»/xoJ exists can be dropped. Under certain 
conditions, one could show that this assumption holds, 

For example, let 
m 

L V1(t,X) .::a(t, IIxll), where a fCC C[R+xR+,R.J 
1=1 

and a(t, r) is concave in r for fixed te R+. Then we would 
have 

m 

0.:: It El Viet, x(t»/ xo] .:: aCt, Elllx(t) 11/ xaJ), 
i=l 

which establishes the existence of El Vet, x(t))/ xo], in 
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view of the property (II) of x(t) and the additive property 
of mean. 

4. CONDITIONAL STABILITY AND BOUNDEDNESS 
IN THE MEAN 

Employing the comparison theorems developed in the 
preceding section, we shall present various results 
giving sufficient conditions for conditonal stability and 
conditional boundedness of solutions of (2.1). Some of 
our results may be viewed as stochastic analogs of the 
corresponding basic results in deterministic case [2, 3]. 

Theorem 4. 1: Let the hypotheses (HI)' (H 2), (H3), 

(H 4), (Hs), and (H7) be satisfied. Assume that f(t, 0) '" 0 
and a(t, 0) '" O. Then, 

(i) (CSt') implies (CSM1), 

(ii) (CSj) implies (CSM3), 

(iii) (CS:) implies (CSMs). 

Proof: Let x(t) be the solution process associated with 
(2.1). From (H7) and Remark 303, the existence of 
E[V(t,x(t»/xo] is assured. Hence by Theorem 3.1, the 
inequality 

ElV(t,x(t»/xol~r(t,to,uo) (4.1) 

is valid for t?o '0' provided that 

(4.2) 

It is obvious that the relation (4.1) yields the estimate 
m m 

£ El V ;(t, x(t»/ xo] ~ £ r;(t, to, uo), t?o to' (4.3) 
i:::l 

Let us first prove the statement (i) 0 Let E> 0 and to E 
R+ be giveno Assume that (CSt') holds o Then, given b(E), 
to C R+, there exists a positive function iiI = iiI (to, E) that 
is continuous in to for each E, so that 

m 

£ ui(t, to, uo) < b(E), l?o to, (404) 
i=1 

provided 
m 

£UiO~lil> u;o=O, for 1~i~k. 
1=1 

Let us choose U o = (u1a, U 2a , ... , uia, .. 0 ,uma) so that uia 
= 0, for 1 ~ i ~ k, V(ta, xa) ~ U a, and 

m 

6 U;a=a(ta, IIxa ll ) , forxOEM(n_k)' (4.6) 
1=1 

Note that this choice of Uo in (4.6) was possible because 
of (Hs). Since a ECI<., we can find a Ii= Ii{to, E) > 0 that is 
continuous in to for each E> 0 such that 

(4.7) 

Now, we claim that (CSM1 ) holds. Suppose that this claim 
is false. Then there would exist a solution process x(t) 
of (2.1) with xa E M(n-k) ' Ilxa" ~ Ii, and t1> to such that 

From (H 7 ), we have 
m 

b(E[lIx(t)II/xo])~£E[Vi(t,X(t»/xa], t?otoo (4.9) 
i=1 

The relations (4.3), (4.4), (4.8), and (4 0 9) lead us to 
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the contradiction 
m m 

b(E) ~}] E[ Vj(tl> X(t1»/XO] ~ £ r j(t1' to, ua) < b(E), 
i=1 i .. 1 

thus proving the statement (i). 

NOW, we shall give the proof of the statement (ii). Let 
E> 0, CI! > 0, to E R. given and let xa E M(n-k) and IIxall ~ CI!. 

From (H7), we can find a number of Cl!1 = Cl!1 (to, CI!) such 
that 

hold Simultaneously 0 As before, we choose ua so that 
(4.6) holds and one can obtain the estimate (4.3). Sup
pose that (CSi) holds. Then given b(E) > 0, CI! 1> 0, to E R+, 
there exists a number T = T(ta, a, E) such that 

m 

£ ui(t, to, ua) < b(E), t?o to + T, (4.11) 
;=1 

whenever 
m 

£uW~al> uw=O, 1~i~k. 
i=1 

We claim that (CSMs) holds. Otherwise, there exists a 
sequence {tn}, tn?o to + T, tn - co as n- co such that for 
some solution process x(t) of (2.1) satisfying Ilxa" ~ a 
and xa E M(n-k) will satisfy the relation 

(4.12) 

From (4,3), (4.9), (4,11), and (4.12), we have the 
contradiction 

m m 

b(E) ~£ E[Vi(tn,x(tn»/xa] ~£ r,(ln, 1o, uo) < b(E), 
i=1 i:1 

which establishes the statement (ii). 

The proof of the statement (iii) follows from the proof 
of (i) and (ii), thus proving the theorem. 

Theorem 40 2: Let the hypotheses (HI)' (H 2), (H
4
), (H

6
), 

and (Hg) be satisfied. Then, 

(i) (CBt') implies (CBM1), 

(ii) (CBj) implies (CBMi)' 
(iii) (CB:) implies (CBM:), 

Proof: Let a > 0, to E R+ be given. By following the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 4. 1, we conclude 
that every solution process x(t) of (2.1) satisfies the re
lation (4.3), whenever Ilxall ~ a and xa EM (n-k)' Assume 
that (CBn holds. Then, a 1 > ° that is obtained in (4.10) 
and to tCC R., there exists a {31 = {31 (to, a 1) that is continuous 
in to for each a 1 such that 

m 

£ ui(t, ta, uo) < {31> t?o to, 
u=! 

whenever 
m 

£ u ia ~CI!l' 
;=1 

(4.13) 

Since b( r) - co as r - co, there exists !3 =!3 (to, a) such 
that 

(4.14) 

To prove the statement (i), we assume that there is a 
solution process x(t) of (201) such that "xa" ~ a, xa C 
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M(n-k) ' and tl > to such that 

Elllx(tl)ll/xol =(3. (4. 15) 

The relations (4,3), (4.13), (4.14), (4.15), and the hy
pothesis (H 8 ) lead us to the contradiction 

b((3) ,,; £ El V i(tU x(tl ))/ xol ,,; L ri(tu to, uo) < b(!3), 
i=l i=l 

which proves the statement. 

The proofs of (ii) and (iii) can be given by following 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 and that given above. 

In general, we may not be able to find the auxiliary 
differential system (2.2) whose trivial solution has 
(CSi)-(CS:) properties. In such cases, the following 
result, which is based on the comparison Theorem 3.2, 
is useful in discussing (CSM1)-(CSM6 ) properties of 
(2.1). We simply state the result whose proof can be 
formulated on the basis of the proofs of the Theorems 
3.2 and 4.1. 

Theorem 4.3: Assume that the hypotheses of the The
orem 4.1 hold except that (H 4) is replaced by (H5) with 
IIA(t)11 - 00 as t- COo Then, (CSi) and (Cst) properties of 
the trivial solution of (3.14) implies (CSM1 ) and (CSM5) 

respectively 0 

In the following, we shall indicate some modifications 
necessary in order to obtain the usual stability in the 
mean and boundedness in the mean results, using vector 
Lyapunov function and a system of differential inequali
ties. We denote (CSi*)-(CSr) and (CBi*)-(CBr) by 
dropping the conditional character in (CSi) -(CS t) and 
(CBi)-(CB:) respectively, For example the definition 
(CSi*) would run as follows: For each (> ° and to E R., 
there exists a positive function Ii = 6(to, E) that is conti
nuous in to for each E such that the inequality 

m 

£ uio ,,;6 
i:::l 

implies 

m 

£ uj(t, to, uo) < c, t? too 
i =1 

In the following, we shall state a theorem that gives 
sufficient conditions, in terms vector Lyapunov function 
and a system of differential inequalities, for stability in 
the mean of the trivial solution of (201). 

Theorem 4.4; Assume that hypotheses (H l ), (H 2), (H 3), 

(H
4
), and (H

7
) hold. Further, assume thatf(t, 0) =0 and 

u(t, 0) '" 0. Then 
(i) (CSi*) implies (SM1), 

(ii) (CSi*) implies (SM3), 

(iii) (Cst*) implies (SM5 L 
Proof: The proof of the theorem can be formulated 

with the help of the proof of the Theorem 4.1. We omit 
the details. 

RemarFl 4 0 1; Note that one could formulate the results 
corresponding to uniform notions under the hypotheses 
of the previous theorems except that (H7) and (HB) are 
replaced by (Hg) and (H10) respectively and the corre-
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sponding notions relative to auxiliary equation (202) are 
uniform. 

Remark 402: Note that all these results are natural 
extensions of deterministic results due to Lakshmikan
tham2

,3 for Ito type stochastic differential system. Fur
ther, note that these results include the usual results on 
stability and boundedness in the meanl as special cases 0 

Remark 4.3: Observe that the concavity of a(t, r) is 
used only to show that Elv(t,x(t))/xol exists. However, 
if one knows the existence of El Vet, x(t))/ xoJ, then the 
concavity of a(t, r) can be dropped. 

5. EXAMPLES 

In this section, we shall present some examples in 
order to illustrate the fruitfulness of our results. Fur
thermore, we also give an example to show the advant
age of a vector Lyapunov function and system of differ
ential inequalities over a single Lyapunov function and 
a scalar differential inequality 0 

Example 5.1; Consider the system of stochastic dif
ferential equation 

dx =A(t)xdt + u(t, x) dz(t), (5 0 1) 

where 

A(t) = I~ :_~o:: :: :~tst :~tS~ ~ 1 J ' 
~OSI - e- t e- t - cost e- t + cost 

lXll ~Ul(t'X~ x= x 2 , u(t,x)= u2 (t,x) , 

X3 u3(t, x) 

z(t) is a normalized scalar Wiener process and u(t, x) 
satisfies the hypotheses (a l ) -(a3). Further, assume that 
u(I,O)=O and 

lUl (t, x) + u2(t, x) - u3(t, x) J2 ,,; A (t)(Xl + x 2 - X3)2, 

lu
2
(t, x) - u2(t, x) + u3(1, x)12 ,,; A(l)(xl - x 2 + X)2, 

and 

where A E elR., RJn Lllo, co], 

Take m=3 and 

~
Xl +X2 _X3)2l 

V(t,x)= (Xl -X2+X3)2 2 

(-Xl +X2 +x3) 

Since 

(502) 

t V;(t,x) =lXi +x; +x; + (X2 -X3)2 + (X3 -Xl)2 + (Xl -X2)2], 
i=l 

hence 
3 

(xi +x; +xD,,;6 Vj(t,x),,; 5(xi +x; +x~), 
i=l 
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Further, we deduce the vectorial inequality 

L V(t, x) ,,; g(t, V(t, x» 

with 

~
4 +A(t)]Ul l 

g(t,u)= [4COSt+A(t)]U2 , 

[4e- t +A(t)]U3 

whenever (5.2) holds. 

Now, one can easily see that g(t,u) is concave and 
quasimonotone nondecreasing in u for fixed tE R •. 
Choose k = 1. Then the solution of (2.2) satisfying u10 = 0 
is 

One can easily observe that the trivial solution of (2.2) 
is conditionally uniformly stable. In this case, M(n-k) 

= M(2) == {(xl> x 2 , x 3) E R3 : Xl + x2 ==x3}. Thus all the hypoth
eses of Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.1 are satisfied. 
Hence, we conclude that the trivial solution of the sys
tem (5.1) is conditionally uniformly stable in the mean. 

Example 5.2: Consider the system of differential 
equations 

dx ==F(t)xdt + a(x) dz(t) , 

where 

x~~J FII)~ [-;(1) -;'(lJ, 
i, E e[R .. R.I, b 1,2, 0«) ~ ~:~:~ 

(5.3) 

and a satisfies the Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz 
constant C and a(O) = O. Furthermore, assume that 

(5.4) 

where f = min{fl>f2}. 

Take m == 2 and 

VI', x) ~ ~~, All) ~oxp[2 1:,ils) dsiI, 

where I is 2 x 2 identity matrix. In view of the assump
tions on (5.3), we obtain that 

A(t)LV(t,x) +A'(t)V(t,x) ";BA(t)V(t,x), 

where 
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(5.5) 

The auxiliary system is u' == - 2f(t)u + Bu. Because of 
(5.4), u;: 0 is asymptotically stable. Hence by Theorem 
4.3 and Theorem 4.4, it follows that the trivial solution 
of (5.3) is asymptotically stable in the mean. 

Now, we shall present an example that shows the ad
vantage of vector Lyapunov function over a single 
Lyapunov function. 

Example 5.3: Consider the stochastic differential 
system 

dx =F(t, x)xdt + a(t, x) dz(t), (5.6) 

where lX~ r- t 
-f1 (t,x) sint J 

x== ,F(t,x)== , t -I-J'(t) x 2 Sln e l' X , 

f 1
E C[R.XR2 ,RJ, f 1(t,0)==0, 

z(t) is a normalized scalar process, and aE C[R·XR2, 
R2], it also satisfies the hypotheses (a1 )-(a3), a(t, 0) = 0 
and 

[a1(t, x) + (12(t,X)]2 ,,;(x1 +X2)2x.(/), 

[a1(t,x) - a2(t,x)]2,,; (Xl -x2)2x.(t), 

and x. E C(R., RJn LJO, 00). 

First, we choose a single Lyapunov function V(t, x) 
given by V(t,x)=xi+x;. Then, it is evident that 

L V(t, x) ,,; [2e- 1 + 21 sint 1 + x.(t)]V(t, x), 

using the inequalities (5.7), 

2Iabl,,;a2+b2 and f 1(i,x)", 0, for (t,x)ER.xR2. 

Clearly, the trivial solution of the comparison equation 

u' == [2e- t + 21 sint 1 + X.(t)]u 

is not stable. Hence, we can not deduce any information 
about the stability in the mean of (5.6) from the Theo
rem 5.1 in ReI. 1, even though it is stable. 

Now, we attempt to seek the stability information of 
(5.6) by employing vector Lyapunov function. We choose 

Note that the components of V, Vl> and V2 are not posi
tive definite and hence do not satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.1 in ReI. L However, they do satisfy all the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.4. In fact, 

2 

(xi + x;) ,,;£ V;(t, x) ";2(xi+xD 
i=l 

and the vectorial inequality 

L V(t, x) ,,; g(t, V(t, x» 

are satisfied, with 
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It is easy to observe that g(t, u) is concave and quasi
monotone nondecreasing in u, for fixed t, and the trivial 
solution of (2.2) is uniformly stable. Consequently, the 
trivial solution of (5.6) is stable in the mean. 
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Generalized free fields and the representations of Weyl group. 
II. Reducible representations 

J. Lukierski and W. Sienkiewicz 
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(Received 22 April 1974) 

The multiplets of generalized free fields, transforming according to triangle indecomposable 
representation of dilatation group are studied. Further, using the technique of Mellin transform, we 
represent an arbitrary generalized free field as a continuous superposition of fields with definite 
dimensionality. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are well-known! transformation properties of 
massless fields under the action of Weyl group, defined 
as 

(1. 1) 

where T denotes the group of translations, L4 the homo
geneous Lorentz group, and S the one-parameter dilata
tion group 

S :X" -x~ =Zx". (1. 2) 

We define the dimensionality parameter Ii of the field 
operator <I>o(x) by means of the relation 

U(l)<I>o(x)U-!(l) = 10 <I> (Z-lX) (1. 3) 

where U(l) is the unitary representation of S in the 
Hilbert space H 

(1. 3') 

Further, we assume the absence of spontaneous break
ing of dilatational invariance, i. e. , 

U(l) I 0) = 10). 

For massless fields we obtain 

Ii = 1 for bosons (helicity even), 

Ii = t for fermions (helicity odd). 

(1. 3/1) 

In our previous paper2 which we shall refer to as I, it 
has been shown that the relation (1. 3) with any value of 
Ii > 1 can be obtained if3 

(00 2 
<Po (x) = J

o 
(H2)0/2<I>(X;H2)~ (1. 4) 

where <I>(x;H2) is defined as 

(0 - H2)<I>(x;H2) = 0, (1. 5a) 

[<I>(x;H2), <I>(x';H,2)] = it:.(x - x';H2)Ii(H2 - H,2) (1. 5b) 

and has the dimensionality d equal to zero, 

U(l)cp(x;H2)U-l(l) = cp lx, 122 , (1. 5c) 

consistent with the canonical E. T. limit 

[ci->(x, t;H2
), cp(x', t;H,2)] = ili 3 r;x - x') Ii(H2 - H,2). (1. 5d) 

By using (1. 5c) the proof of (1. 3) for the field operator 
(1. 4) is reduced to the change of variables H2 -H,2 =H2j 
12. The field operator (1. 4) is a generalized free field 
with the following commutator function4 : 

[<I> 0 (x) , <I> 0 (x')] = it:.(x; {Ii}) 

=i J dH2(H 2)d-2 A(X;H2
) 
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= (2~)3 f. d4pE(PO)(p2)d-2 exp(ipx) 
v 

224-
3 r(d -1) 2 ~ 

= -7T- r(1- d) E(XO)(X ). • (1. 6) 

The restriction Ii > 1 follows from the requirement 
that the Kallen- Lehman spectral function should be 
positive definite. 5 

The field operator <I>o(x) generates from the dilatation
invariant vacuum state (1. 3'), the linear irreducible 
representation space R~o,O) of the Weyl group, related 
with orbit O2 (see I). Introducing <I>o(f], 

<I>o(f] = J d4x/(X)<I>d(X) (1. 7a) 

where suppj(P) E V+, j(P) E S and using (1. 4)-(1. 5) one 
can write the vectors belonging to R~o,O) as follows: 

(1.7b) 

In R~o,6) one can introduce various scalar products. 
The conventional choice 

(1. 8) 

is only invariant under (1. 3) if Ii = O. In order to define 
the representation space Hio,O) with invariant scalar 
product 0«/1/'»0, we should put into the definition of 
0«/11'»0 the weight function (p2)-Q, or define 

o<uil'»o '" -Qul/)o. (1. 8') 

The change Ii - - Ii defines the so-called shadow opera
tor. 6 One can say, therefore, that the dual space to 
(1. 7) is generated from the vacuum by shadow operator. 

The representation spaces His,O) where s denotes the 
spin value of irreducible representation can be intro
duced in analogous way. The assignment of spin for the 
orbit O2 is the same for the Wigner representations of 
POincare group with positive mass square, and for 
Simplicity we shall consider here only the spinless case 
(s = 0). 7 

Following I we can write that the generator D of 
dilatations as the sum of two operators 

D = Dgeom(t) + Dmass(t) (1. 9) 

where 

Dgeom(t) = J d 3xT av(x)XV (1.9') 

and8 

Dmas.(t) = - 2 f d3X;: 00 dH2H2 : o o <I> (x; H2) o~/2 <I>(x;H2): 

(1. 9") 
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Any generalized free field 

<I> en (x) = fo" HH2)<I>O(x;H2)dH2 

commutes with (1. 9) as follows: 

1 A A 

-;- [D, <l>en(x)] = (x"a" + d) <I> en (x) 
1 

where a denotes dimensionality operator 

A 1 A 

d<l>ef](O) = T [Dmass, <l>en(O)]. 

In particular, <l>o(x) satisfies the equation 

(d - 6)<1>0(0) = o. 

(1. 10) 

(1. 11) 

(1. 12) 

(1. 13) 

In this paper we shall introduce in Sec. 2 the multiplets 
of generalized free fields <I>!N; j) (x) (i = 1, 2, ... , N), 
transforming under the generator (1. 8) of the dilatation 
transformations as partly reducible indecomposable 
unitary representation. 9 

Further, in Sec. 3 we shall discuss fully reducible 
representations of Weyl group. We shall introduce the 
Mellin transform of the generalized free field with re
spect to the invariant mass square parameter. Such 
spectral decomposition of the generalized free field 
leads to the replacement of Kallen-Lehman representa
tion, describing mass spectrum by the spectral rep
resentation introducing the measure characterizing the 
dimensionality spectrum. 

2. MULTIDIMENSIONAL PARTLY REDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF DILATATION GROUP AND 
GENERALIZED FREE FIELDS 

Recently9-11 the following generalization of the formu
la (1. 3) was considered: 

U(Z)<I>o; nU -1 (l) = T~~; 0) (Z)<I>o; n' (l"1x) 

n-1 ( ). 
=zo 6 ~ <I>(N) (l"1 ) 

.=0 ki o;n-. x. 

The representation matrix12 

1 
lnl 

InlN- 1l 
(N-l)! 

a 

lnl 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

defines N-dimensional reducible indecomposable reali
zation of the dilatation group. If N = 1 we obtain to the 
case of irreducible representation, discussed in 1. If 
N> 1, the representation is reducible, but not complete
ly reducible. 13 It appears that the multiplets (2.2) have 
some importance if one tries to reconcile the scale in
variance with perturbation expansion or with the so
called "naive" canonical manipulations. 10 

In order to construct the field operator occuring in 
the multiplet (2.1) with n = 2 we should perform the 
following limit: 
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(2.3) 

The triangular representation (2.2) one obtains simply 
by differentiating the Eq. (1. 13). One gets the set of 
two equations 

A d 
(d - 6) d6 <1>0,1 (x) = <1>0,1 (x), (2.4a) 

(d- 0)<1>6, 1 (x) = a (2.4b) 

describing in infinitesimal form the transformation (2.1) 
for N=2. 

It is easy to show the following statement: 

The components of the multiplet defined by the 
formula 

<l>o;.(x) = (k-\)! UA)"-l<1>>.(x)!>.=o (2.5) 

transform under the dilatations in accordance with (2.1) 

Proof: Let us differentiate the formula (1. 3). We have 

U(l) [~:x) n-l<1>>.(x) U-1(l) 

n-l (n -1) [f} \ • >.J (_a \ n-~-1 
= E k '\f»..) l \aA} <I> >. (x). 

Because (n;;l) = (n - 1) Ilk I (n - k - 1) I, putting A = I) in 
(2.6), and substituting (2.5), one gets the formula 
(2.1). 

(2.6) 

QED 

The explicit formula for the field operator (2. 5) looks 
as follows: 

1 f 00 2 (InH2).-1 2 0/2-1 2 
<1>0; .(x) = (k _ 1) I 0 dH 2k-1 (H ) <I>(x;H ). 

(2.7) 

The formula (2. 7) introduces a definite set of field 
operators, satisfying the transformation law (2.1). The 
infinitesimal form of (2.0 has, however. the form 

(d - 0)<1>0; N(X) = <1>0; N-l (x), 

(d - 6) <I> 6; N -1 (x) = <I> 0; N -2 (x) , 

(d - 6)<I>o;2(X) = <1>6; 1 (x), 

(d - 6)<1>0; 1 (x) = o. 
The general solution of the set (2.8) has the form 

<1>0; 1 (x) = <1>0 (x) , 

or 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

The arbitrary coefficients C i can be obtained if we 
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look for the solutions of the following set of N2 equations 
(n, n' ~ N): 

n_1 n'-1 (Inl)k+1 
Wo;n.n'(x) = (Z2)0~o ~o ~ Wo;n_k,n'_I(Z-1x ), (2.11) 

generalizing the conventional condition of scale in
variance for the Wightman function (N - 1) 

Wo(x) = (l2)OWo(l-1X) 

to the case of Dell' Antonio multiplet. 14 

(2. 12) 

Remark 1: The introduction of Dell' Antonio multiplets 
does not lead to the appearance of indefinite metric. 
Indeed, the field operator (2.7), as well as (2.10), has 
positive definite spectral function. This nice property 
is not valid if we introduce multidimensional indecom
posable representations for the Poincare group by 
means of the formulas [compare with (2. B)] 

(p2 -1'v12)<PN(x) = <PN_1(X) 

(2.13) 

(p - lv12)<Pi (x) = 0, 

where p2 '" [J and M2 real. It can be shown that the field 
operators <Pi (x) ••• <PN(X) generate the space of states 
necessarily with indefinite matric. 14-18 A similar con
clusion can be reached if we assume that the multiplet 
(2.1) describes a conformally-invariant theory. 19 

Remark 2: The multidimensional representations, 
described in this section, can be constructed for the 
orbits °2, 03, and 04 of the Weyl group, but they do not 
exist for orbits 05 and 06, localized on the light cone. 
In particular (see Ref. 4), it does not exist for N> 1 the 
limit 0-1. 

Remark 3: There exists a four-dimensional integral 
kernel kn(x) which allows us to express the field opera
tors il>o;n (n> 1) as the convolution of k n and il>o. We have 

- ( ) __ 1_ 1 ( 2)n-1 
kn p - 2n-1 (n-1)! lnp+ . (2.14) 

3. MELLIN TRANSFORM OF THE GENERALIZED FREE 
FIELDS AND REDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 

Let us write positive-frequency part of an arbitrary 
generalized free field il> 

il>(+)(x) = fo ~ ~(H2)il>(+)(X;H2)j)2 (3.1) 

with the spectral function HH2) satisfying the condition 
for some k> 0 

(3.2) 

Then one can write, if c < k, 

HH2) = ~ fC+i~ G(A)(H2t""dA 
211"1 c-i~ 

(3.3) 

where 

(3.4) 

or 
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i
C+i~ 

<I>(+) (x) = -2
1 

. G(A)<I>~2~(X) dA. 
11'1 c-i <X> 

(3. 5) 

We see that any generalized free field with spectral 
function satisfying the condition (3.2) can be written as 
a superposition of the fields <I>~2~+i"'(X) (- 00 < Q < 00), 
generating from the vacuum irreducible representation 
spaces R~01-2c+i"') of the Weyl group. It is easy to see 
that all these representations are unitary with respect 
to the scalar product (1. B') with 0 replaced by - 2c, 
i. e. , H~01-2c). 

The fact that irreducible fields with respect to the 
Poincare group and with respect to Weyl group are re
lated by Mellin transform follows from t~e commutation 
relations of the generator of dilatations D and the mass 
operator ,vi: 

[n,!}l2]=2i,Vl2• (3.6) 

The relation (3.6) leads to 
A A 2 

[D, t InAl ] = i 

and the eigenvectors 

nl A) = AI A) 

t InlVl21 H2) = ~ InH21 H2) 

are related by Fourier transform 

I A) = ;11" J~oo d(t InH2) exp(ti InH2. A) I H2) 

which, as it is easily seen, is equivalent to Mellin 
transform. 

(3.7) 

(3. Ba) 

(3. Bb) 

(3.9) 

The formula (3. 5) describes as a special case the 
Dell'Antonio multiplet (2.5), which can be obtained if we 
choose c = 0 and 

. (- i)k-1 (k-i) 

Gk(O+lO') = (k_1)!o (a). (3.10) 

In the general case, however, G(A) is not localized in 
one point. In order to study the general case let us ob
serve that the commutator of the field 

<I> (x) = <I>(+)(x) +H. C., (3.11) 

where <I>(+)(x) is given by (3.1), can be written as 

1 1+00 1+00 

[<I>(x),<I>(0)]=411"2i _00 dO' _00 da'G*(c-iQ) 

(3.12) 

Introducing 

g(c + i {3, c - i f3) = r: G * (c - i ({3' + {3)G (c + i ({3' - {3), 

(3.13) 

we obtain 

1 1+00 

[<I>(x), <I> (0)] = 2- d{3g(c +ifJ, c - ij3) 
7T 1. ... 00 
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1 1+~ 
= 2- d{3g(c + i{3, c - i(3) 

'IT Z _~ 

x - i2 i 1l-2Cr(1 + (i{3- 2c)/2)r(2 + (i{3- 2c)/2) 
'lT2(- x 2 + ix 00)2+(l8-2c) /2 

(3.14) 

The formula (3.14) describes the Mellin transform of 
the commutator function, with the spectral function 
which is a bilinear form (3. 13) in the Mellin transform 
G(ll) of the field operator [see (3.5)]. 

The aim of this section was to show that the basic 
notion in the dimensional analysis of generalized free 
field is the Mellin transform of the field operator, and 
the Mellin transform of the two-point functions is its 
consequence. 20 

lSee , for example, G. Mack and I. Todorov, J. Math. Phys. 
10, 2078 (1969). 

2J. Lukierski and W. Sienkiewicz, J. Math. Phys. 15, 344 
(1974). 

3We shall restrict in Secs. I, 2 our considerations to the case 
of the real dimensionality parameter 6. However, in Sec. 3 
we also discuss extensively the case of complex 6 (Re6 > 1). 

4W. Gtittinger, Forsch. Physik 14, 483 (1966). 
'One can also reach the value 6 = 1 provided we introduce van
ishing norma lization factor. The following limit exists 

_. ( __ 1_)1I2<f>6(x) 
<p(x) -l~~ r(1- 6) . 

By performing such a limit we contract the orbit Oz of the 
Weyl group into orbit 05' This problem in the framework of 
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suitably chosen representation space has been discussed 
thoroughly in W. Runl, "The Canonical Dimensions of Field as 
the Limit of Noncanonical Dimensions," Trier-Kaiserslautern 
University preprint, March 1973. 

6S. Ferrara, R. Gatto, A. F. Grillo, and G. PariSi, Lett. 
Nuovo Cim. 4, 115 (1972). 

7The representation spacesH(S,6), where S denotes arbitrary 
physical spin value (S= 0, t, 1, ••• ), have been considered by 
W. Ruhl, Commun. Math. Phys. 30, 287 (1973). 

BIt should be mentioned that in the derivation of (1.9") we omit 
the term related with the boundaries ofH2 integration at 

Hz =00. Besides, in comparison with I, we introduce in (1. 9") 
Wick normal products. 

9Such multidimensional representations have been discussed 
recently by G. F. Del'Antonio, Nuovo Cimento 12 A, 756 
(1972). 

1~.A. Brandt and Wing-Chiu Ng, Nuovo Cimento 13 A, 1025 
(1973). 

llJ. Lopuszanski, Wroclaw University preprint No. 257, Feb
ruary 1973. 

12We changed the definition in 8 of multidimensional represen
tation matrix T<N;6) by reflection with respect to the diagonal. 
Such definition leads further to simple formula (2.5). 

13The extensive study of such triangle representations for gen
eral Lie group has been presented by I.C. Philips, Jr., 
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Colorado, 1971. 

14The most general solution of the functional equation (2.11) for 
N = 2 has been given in Ref. 10. 

I'M. Froissart,NuovoCim. Suppl. 14,197 (1959). 
16J. Lukierski, Acta Phys. Polon. 32, 551, 771 (1967). 
17N. Nakanishi, Brookhaven preprint, BL 14425. 
lBE. Iacopini, Trieste preprint IC/73/2 7. 
19S. Ferrara, R. Gatto, andA.F. Grillo, Phys. Lett. 42 B, 

264 (1972). 
200rhe Mellin transform of the two-point function has been 

studied recently extensively by Bo Andersson, Nucl. Phys. 
B 55, 195 (1973). 
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Electrostatic or gravitational interaction energy of coaxial 
ellipsoids * 
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(Received 17 June 1974; revised manuscript received 29 July 1974) 

An expression, which is appropriate for high-precision calculations, is derived for the interaction 
energy of two coaxial ellipsoidal distributions of charge or mass. By starting from Dirichlet's 
expression for the potential it is shown that the (in general) sixfold integration can be conslder~bly 
reduced by integrating over equipotential surfaces and introducing elliptic integrals. The evaluatIOn of 
the final expression requires only a double numerical integration. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of nuclear deformations requires the cal
culation of electrostatic self- and interaction energies 
of homogeneous distributions of charge. (Inhomogenei
ties at the nuclear surface can be treated by correc
tions. 1) The self-energy is essential for determining 
nuclear equilibrium shapes and related data, such as 
masses, binding energies, quadrupole moments, and 
rotational bands; the interaction energy is important 
for the motion of the fragments in nuclear fission as 
well as the collision of projectile and target in heavy
ion scattering experiments, 

The determination of electrostatic energies in such 
cases requires high numerical accuracy since the total 
energy of a nuclear configuration is determined by a 
balance of electrostatic and nuclear forces, such that 
the electrostatic and other contributions to the deforma
tion energy almost cancel one another. On the other 
hand one often has to compute the deformation energy 
for many different deformations of the nucleus (e. g., 
several hundred in fission theory). Therefore, great ef
fort has been expended in order to evaluate the energy 
of different distributions of charge in an analytical way 
or to reduce multiple numerical integrations as much 
as possible. 

For general solids of revolution the electrostatic 
energy can be calculated after the integration methods2- 4 

given by Hill and Wheeler, Beringer, Cohen and 
Swiatecki, Lawrence, Nix,3 and more recently by 
Davies and Sierk. 4 These methods, of course, can also 
be used to compute the interaction energy between two 
solids which are arbitrarily deformed but have a com
mon axis of symmetry. 

Spheroidal shapes are commonly used in those cases 
in which computational difficulties prevent the study of 
more complicated shapes. For these the self-energy is 
available as an elementary function. It was derived by 
Fliigge5 in 1951 employing the explicit expression for the 
electrostatic potential given by Dirichlet6 in 1839. More
over, expressions in terms of elliptic integrals are 
available for the self-energy of ellipsoids. The homo
geneous case has been treated by Rosenkilde, 7 Pal, 
Gotz et al., and Leander. s Carlson9 has also determined 
the self-energy of inhomogeneous distributions with 
ellipsoidal surfaces of constant density. 

Series expansions around spherical or spheroidal 
shapes have been given by Bohr and Wheeler, 10 
SWiatecki,l1 Present et al., 12 and by Businaro and 
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Gallone. 13 However, these expansions are applicable 
only to small deformations. Highly distorted nonellip
soidal shapes in general require multiple numerical 
integrations or multipole expansions. This is exten
Sively studied in the work of Nix,3 where also the ap
plication to spheroidal shapes together with a survey of 
the relevant literature is given. 

Up to now rapidly converging expressions are not 
available for the interaction energy between general 
nonaxial distributions of charge or mass even if they 
are homogeneous. However, if the distributions are 
well separated, Nix's fivefold multipole summation3 is 
applicable. In Ref. 3 explicit formulas for the case of 
arbitrarily oriented homogeneous spheroids are also 
given. 

In connection with gravitation, Darwin14 has developed 
an implicit formula for the interaction energy of homo
geneous ellipsoids. It consists of a twofold infinite sum
mation over increasing orders of mixed partial deriva
tives of (x2 + y2 + Z2)-1/2. In the case of coaxial spheroids 
these derivatives generate Legendre polynomials. Thus 
an explicit twofold multipole summation can be ob
tained15 for the axial case. 

The present paper deals with the electrostatic inter
action energy between two homogeneously charged 
ellipsoids with parallel axes, which are in contact or 
separated. Though originally carried out for nuclear 
fission theory, 16 the results are applicable to any dis
tribution of charge or mass of this kind. Therefore, 
the calculation is given without reference to nuclear 
physics. 

Starting from Dirichlet' s6 expression for the poten
tial, the (in general) sixfold integration for the inter
action energy is given in Sec. 2, By integrating over 
equipotential surfaces this expression can be reduced 
to a threefold integral and further to a twofold integra
tion over elliptic integrals. In practice only two inte
grations have to be performed numerically for the eval
uation of the final expression, since elliptic integrals 
can easily be obtained from standard routines. 17 The 
results are summarized in Sec. 3, so that the reader 
can refer directly to this section without going through 
the calculations of Sec. 2. 

2. METHOD 

The electrostatic1S energy E of a system of two dis
tributions of charge with densities Pl(r) and P2(r) which 
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Xl 

FIG. 1. Diagram of the distribution of charge or mass. In 
general all axes of the ellipsoids have different lengths. Note 
that the common axis, z, is not an axis of symmetry. 

are separated or in contact can be split up into self
energies EI I (i = 1, 2) and interaction energies Eo 
(i,j = 1, 2; i;< j) due to the repulsion or attraction be
tween them, i. e., 

E = Ell + E22 + E12 + E 21 , 

where 

E . = 1: f Pi(r)pj(r') d d ' (.. 1 2) 
'J 2 Ir-r'l r r 1,)=, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

involves in general a sixfold integration. By use of the 
electrostatic potentials 

() J PI(r') d' (. 1 2) 
C{Jlr= Ir-r'l r 1=, 

equation (2.2) can be rewritten as 

Eij =t J PI(r) C{Jj(r) dr (i,j= 1,2). 

Since the interaction energies are equal, 

E 12 = E 21 , 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

the total Coulomb interaction energy ECl is given by 

(2.6) 

The present paper deals with two homogeneously 
charged ellipsoids with semiaxes Xi' Y I, and Z i (i = 1, 2) 
respectively, which are coaxial but may be separated 
by a distance d (see Fig. 1). For the self-energies Eii 
of (2.1) one can evaluate Eq. (2.4) with the potential 
(2.15) given below. The result 

2 1 ~ ( x~ Y~ Z~) dA 
Eii = 7s 7f2X~V~Z~P~ 0 5 - x~ ~ A - V~ ~ A - z~ ~ A Di(A) 

(2.7) 

[for Di(A) see (2.16)) can be transformed into an ex
pression which involves an elliptiC integral of the first 
kind but no numerical integration, see Refs. 7-9. For 
the axial symmetric case (Xi =Yj) explicit formulas 
have been derived by Fliigge, 5 

E .. =.3....E (1_Efj1/3 ,In (1+Ei\ 
11 15 CO Ei 1 - E

i
) 

(2.8) 

with 

(2.9) 

and the self-energy Eco is that of a sphere of the same 
charge and volume. 

The interaction energies Eij in Eq. (2.1) are avail
able only for coaxial homogeneously charged spheroids 
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(Xi = Yi)' If the charges of the spheroids are denoted 
with Qi' the total Coulomb interaction energy ECl reads3 

E cl = ~lQ2+d [S(A1)+S(Az)-1+S(A1,Az)), 
Z1 Z2 

(2.10) 

where 
2 zt- X~ 

Ai = (Zl + Z2 ~ d)2 , (2. 11) 

and S(A1' Az) can be represented in the form of a twofold 
summation 

S A _.... 3 3 (2j + 2k)! 
( 1, Az) - jld E (2j + 1)(2j + 3) (2k + 1)(2k + 3) (2j)! (2h)! 

(2.12) 

The summands S(Ai) are different for prolate (Xi < Zl) 

and oblate (Xi> Zi) shapes: 

(2. 13a) i ~ G -;3) In i ~ ~ + ~ ;2' prolate, 

"(A) = 3 ( \ 
"2 ~ + ~3J tan-1w_~ ~2' oblate (w2 =_ A2). 

(2. 13b) 

For the general case without rotational symmetry the 
Coulomb interaction energy ECl shall be derived in the 
following: 

The two ellipSOidal surfaces sketched in Fig. 1 obey 
the following relations in Cartesian coordinates: 

and 

r l Z2 
-:J! + -:J! + -:-2 = 1 
Xl Y1 Zl 

(2. 14a) 

(2. 14b) 

Following Eq. (2.6) the total interaction energy can be 
determined either from E12 or from EZ1 ' To be definite, 
we calculate EZ1 in the following. The potential C{Jl (r) in 
a point r outside the ellipsoid (2. 14a) has been derived 
by Dirichlet6

: 

C{J1(X, y, z) = 7fX1Y1ZlPl 

f ~ (, r yZ Z2 ) 

X u ~ - Xi + A - yr + A - zr + A 
dA 

D
1

(A) , 

(2.15) 

where D1 (A) is given by 

DI(A) = [(x~ + A)(V~ + A)(Z~ + A) )1/2. (2.16) 

The lower limit u of the integral in (2. 15) is defined as 
the largest positive solution of the equation 

X2 v2 ZZ 
~ +-z-·-+~=lo 
Xl + U VI + U 21 + u 

(2.17) 

Thus the sixfold integration in (2.2) is reduced to a four
fold integral and EZ1 can be written 

f
~ dA 

x u D1(A) 
(2.18) 
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with the limits of integration 

(2019a) 

(2019b) 

(2.20) 

(2021) 

One further integration can be performed analytically 
by first integrating over equipotentials (with constant 
integrant) and then summing up the shares of all equi
potentials, which can be parametrized by the above
mentioned variable u [(2. 17)]. Since the equipotentials 
of an ellipsoid are confocal ellipsoids, this procedure 
mainly consists in integrating the Jacobian of x, y, Z with 
respect to x, y, u over the area of the end section of an 
ellipsoid. Explicitly one has to transform the set of 
variables (x, y, z) to the new set (x, y, u)o Thus the 
volume element dx dy dz becomes 

dxdvdu I a{x,y,z) I = dxdydu I aauZ I 
" a{x, y, u) 

(2,22) 

with 

~~ = ~ [1 + xt~u (Xi :~ -1) + l:u G~ :~ -l)J 
[~ x2 2 ) 1/2 J _1 

X 1-~ - ~+ {zr+u)1/2 
Xl u Yl U 

(2. 23) 

Consequently, formula (2. 18) goes over into 

1 Xmax [ Z2 + U (1 Z2 + u 1) x dx 1-~-x2 _~~ 
o Zl+A Xf+">c Xl+UZ1+A 

( 
1 zi + u 1 ) J I az I yf + A - yf + u zt + A au' 

(2.24) 

The integration over x can be evaluated analytically. 
One arrives at the threefold integral 

f u
max 

2 1/21 Ymax i W dA E21 = 7TPIP2X1YIZl dU{Zl + ut dy D (A) 
Umin 0 u 1 

x [A (A, y, U) 11 (y, u) + B(A, y, u) I2{y, u) 

+ etA, u) I 3(y, u)], (2.25) 

The limits u ml ., Urn ax' and Ymax in (20 25) are given by 

U ml• = d(2z1 + d), 

umax =4z2 {Zl + Z2) + 2d{Zl + 2z2) + a2, 

and by the solution y max of 

fl4Y~ax + fl2Y2 max + flo = 0 

with 
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(2.26a) 

(2. 26b) 

(2.27) 

(2. 28a) 

+ zf + U 2{Zl + Z2)(Z2 + d) - u + ~) (2.28b) 
yf +u 4 ' 

(3 - a4 + 4~{Zl + Z2) + 2Jl{2zr + 2z~ + 6Z1Z2 - u) 
0- 4 

4d{Zl + z2)(2z1Z2 - u) + u2 - 4UZ2{Zl + Z2) 
+ 4 • 

Z2 

(2.28c) 

The expressions Il{y, u), I2{y, u), and I3 {y, u) of (2. 25) 
are given by 

I2{y, u) = fo Xmax x2 rl/2 (x, y, u) dx, 

I3 (y, u) = fOXmaxX4j-l/2 (x, y, u) dx, 

x2 y2 
j(x, y, u) = 1- -:r-;--+ - z--+ ' 

Xi "t' U Yl u 

where the upper limit xmax is the solution of 

Y4X~ax + Y2X~ax + Yo = 0 

with the coefficients 'Y4, 'Y2, and 'Yo 

(
1 Z2+U 1) 2 

'Y4= ~-xl+u~ , 

_ 2 [2 (1 zf + u 1) (1 zr + u -.l) 
'Y2 - Y ~ - yt + u ZI ~ - xi + u z~ 

2(Zl + Z2)(Zl + d) + u + d2 
+ ~~~~~~~----

x~Z~ 

+ zr + u 2(Zl + Z2)(Z2 + d) - 11 + ~ J 
Xi+u Z~ , 

Yo = i34y4 + {32Y 2 + (Bo. 

(2. 29a) 

(2. 29b) 

(2. 29c) 

(2 0 30) 

(2.31) 

(2. 32a) 

(2. 32b) 

(2. 32c) 

The integrals 11 , 12 , and 13 can be determined analytical
ly.19 The result is given in the next section [formulas 
(3.1)-(3.6)]. 

In the following paragraphs it shall be shown how the 
numerical integrations in the Coulomb interaction en
ergy can be further reduced by introducing elliptic in
tegrals, for which excellent routines17 are standard in 
many computer systems. 

According to (2.15), (2,16), (2.23), and (2.24) the 
expression (2.25) for E21 is a sum of integrals over 
functions of (x~ + A)-1/2, (yf + A)-1/2, and (zf + A)-1/2 or 
powers of these up to the third degree: 

x (fu W dA[(X~ + A)(yf + A)(zf + A)]-1/2 foYmaxdy Co(y, u) 

+ f. ~ dA[{xi+ A)3(yr + A)(zf + 1<)]-1/2 f
o

Ymax dy C
1 
(y, u) 

+ fu~ dA[(xi+A)(yr+ A)3(zi+A)]-1/2 foYmaxdYC2(y,U) 

+ 1. ~ dA[(xi + A)( yi + A) (zr + 1<)3]_1/2 f/max dy C
3
(y, u», 

(2.33) 

In (2.33) the improper integrals over A can be replaced 
by expressions, which are free of (numerical) integra
tions but employ elliptical integrals of the first and 
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TABLE I. Transformations for the standard form of the inter
action energy (3.1) in the axial asymmetric case. If ellipsoid 
(1) is triaxial the required permutations of semiaxes 
P(xt>YI, zl) and the corresponding sequence of indices j, k, 
are given in entries 2 and 3. 

semiaxes P(xt>Yj, zl) j k 1 

xI >YI > zi (x1,Yj, ZI) 123 
xI> zi >YI (xI' ZI,YI) 1 32 
zi > xI >Yl (zj, xj, Yl) 312 

second kind F(Q,p) and E(Q,p). 20 If Xl > Yl > Zh the first 
one is equal19 to 

the second to 

the third to 

and the last one to 

+ 2 
yf - zr 

Here Q and p are defined as 

(
X2_ Z2) 

Q=arcsin ~+ 1 
Xl U 

p = (1- Y~) 1/2 
Xl- Zl 

1/2 

(2. 34a) 

(2. 34b) 

(2. 34c) 

1/2 

(2. 34d) 

(2. 35a) 

(2. 35b) 

For cases other than Xl > Yl > zl some reordering of 
the variables and indices in Ai is necessary. This will 
be discussed for the final expression in the next section. 

3. RESULTS 

In the following section we give the final expression 
for the electrostatic interaction energy Eel of two 
ellipsoids-which have constant charge densities PI 
(i = 1, 2) and parallel semiaxes xi> Yi' z! (i = 1,2), are 
coaxial with common z axes and are in contact or 
separated by a distance d (see Fig. 1). To be definite, 
Xl > Yl is assumed in the following [if Xl = Yl and x2 = Y2 
see (2.10) J. Then-apart from a particular case treated 
below-the interaction energy is given by 

J" d ( 2 + )-1/2 E CI =27TP1P2X 1Y1Z I max UZl U 
umin 
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X (AO(P(Xh Yl, Zl); u) Jo"maJ< dy Go (y, u) 

+ AAp(Xl, Yt. Zl) ; u) Jo"max dy Gl (y, u) 

+ Ak(P(Xb Yb Zl); u) Jo"max dy G2(y, u) 

+ A1(P(Xl, Yt. ZI); u) JoYmax dy G3( y, u». 

Here P(ab Gz, a3) is a permutation of real numbers 
(at. Gz, a3 ) which orders these with decreasing magnitude; 
(j, k, Z) is the resulting order of indices, i. e., 

(3.2) 

The factors Al (i = 0,1,2,3) are defined in (2.34), their 
indices j, k, l and the actual values of P(xl , Yb Zl) can be 
obtained from Table 1. 

The integrants Go, Gl , G2, and G3 in (3.1) are defined 
by 

G(v U)=1.(X2+U)1/2 [1+zf+u_L o . , 2 1 xf + u Yi + u 

(
1 + zf+u 2 zf+u)~ 

x xr + u - y~ + u 'J 

xarcsinxmax [(xf +u) (1-l: z)1 -1/2 

1/2 

(3.3a) 

1/2 

(3.3b) 

liZ 

r. (1 _ :\,Z \] _1 /Z, 
xarcsinxmax L(xi + II) :,,,i + 11) 

(3.3c) 

and 
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(3. 3d) 

The limits Umln and umu in (3.1) are defined in (2.26). 

{[- {32 + ({3~- 4f34i30)1/2J/2{34?/2 

if f3o~ 0, f34 "* 0, (3.4a) 

Ymu= (- f3 0/i32)1/2 if f3 0 ~ 0, /34= 0, f3 2 "* 0, (3.4b) 

° if f3 0 = 0, f34 = 0, f32 = 0, (3.4c) 

° if f3 o> 0, (3.4d) 

with f3 j (i = 0,2,4) from (2.28), and xmax is analogous 
to that if one replaces f3 with y from (2.32). 

The expression (3.1) cannot be applied to ellipsoids 
which are solids of revolution with symmetry axes per
pendicular to z. In this case the factors Ai in (3.1) have 
to be replaced in the following manner. If Xl = Zl: 

2 (1f (yf + U)l /2) 
Au = (X~ _ yr)l /2 "2 - arctan (X~ + U)l /2 , 

(3.5a) 

(VI +U)1/2 1 
Aj=Az=(yr-xrHxr+u) + 2(xr-yn Ao, 

(3.5b) 

2 1 
Ak=-(Y~_~)(Y~+U)1/2+ yf-xr Ao· 

(3.5c) 

The other factors A are analogous to (3. 5b, c) if one ex
changes the axes Xl and Vl and the indices j and k. 
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In this paper we justify the use of non unitary representations of the space-time symmetry group to 
describe physical systems, as, e.g., unstable particles. It is shown that such a generalization of the 
standard theory of symmetries is possible inside the approach to quantum mechanics recently 
developed by Ludwig. The Poincare semigroup turns out to be the fundamental symmetry group and 
only Lorentz transformations must be unitary, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of characterizing the kinematical be
havior of a particle by space-time symmetry consider
ations treating stable and unstable particles on the same 
footing has been recently considered by several 
authors. 1-3 

More specifically, one can describe a relativistic 
(nonrelativistic) particle by an irreducible linear con
tractive up to a factor representation on a Hilbert space 
,ti of the restricted Poincare semigroup2 (resp. Galilei 
semigroup); in particular stable particles correspond to 
unitary representations which can be immediately ex
tended to the whole group. In the nonrelativistic case 
one gets in such a way a quite natural and well-known 
description of the unstable particle in which the wave
function decays exponentially; the description of the 
relativistic particle is more involved and has been in
vestigated recently. However, both cases present a 
basic difficulty with respect to the axiomatics of quan
tum mechanics which allows only unitary representa
tions of the symmetry group. Furthermore, in the 
relativistic case one meets some difficulties in the 
physical interpretation: 

(1) Spacelike translations are not contained in the 
Poincare semigroup and can be represented a posteriori 
only on a proper subset of ,ti .2 

(2) The kinematics of the particle leads to define the 
following probability amplitude: 

I/Je(x) = (2rrn\3/2 f ~ exp[ - i(l - iy)(poxo -1?.~)!IfJCPc(l!) 
Po (1. 1) 

1 A 
Y = 2' CT' t = 1,2, ... ,2j + 1, 

° 
m being the mass, j the spin, A the Compton wavelength, 
To the mean lifetime of the particle. The integral in the 
rhs of Eq. (1. 1) converges for all cp(p) only for timelike 
x. Furthermore, the wavefunction (1-:-1) is not linked to 
a self-adjoint "position" operator. All these difficulties 
seem to be intimately connected; therefore, one expects 
that in a framework in which the use of a nonunitary 
representation of the Poincare semigroup is well 
motivated, also the difficulties (1), (2) can be 
overcome. 
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Such a framework can be found inside the approach to 
quantum mechanics recently given by Ludwig. 4 An im
portant feature of such an approach is the introduction 
of the so-called "effects" aside the usual "properties" of 
quantum mechanics. Such a generalization of quantum 
mechanics proves to be essential to our purpose. For 
a non relativistic particle the present analysis provides a 
more fundamental motivation of the treatment of Ref. 
5. 

In this paper we shall use the metric 

a' b= a",b'" =aobo -~. Q. 

and the following symbols: L!, P! are the proper ortho
chronous Lorentz and Poincare groups respectively, 
i. e. , 

L '='{A'x"-:x'''=A''r'ldetA=l 11.°",1 A" Av= ...... } + • • v ' 0 , va 15a' 

We indicate by I<s+ the Poincare semigroup 

and by P !s_ the Poincare "antisemigroup" 

P !._ = : {(a, AlE:: P! ! a2 = a~ - t ~ 0, aa -'S O}, 

C;: is the Galilei group 

C;!= :{( b,~,.!:'.R): ~-~' =R~ + vt +~, t - t' = t + b I 
bErn, !!..ER3' .!:',Ern3 , RE03 , detR=l}, 

and r.' the Galilei semigroups ':J +s± 

C;!" ={(b,~,.!:'"R)EC;:! b~O}. 

The subgroup of ~: {(O, a, v, R)} is called 9 c. 

Let ,ti be a Hilbert space and L (.ti) the set of the linear 
operators on,ti to,ti ; TC(,ti) is the Banach space of the 
"trace-class" operators on,ti : 

rc(,ti) is a base-norm space6 with base K: 

K={WETc(.ti)!W"'O, Tr(W)=l}. 

IB(~) is the Banach space of bounded operators on.f) ; 
IB(,ti) is an order-unit space6 and its [0, I} order inter
val L is 

L ={FEIB(~)! ° -'S F-'S 1}. 
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2. SPACE-TIME SYMMETRIES IN THE APPROACH 
OF LUDWIG TO QUANTUM MECHANICS 

Let us give first a very sketchy account of the 
approach of Ludwig, 4 emphasizing some points which 
are relevant for the discussion of space-time 
symmetries. 

Let us consider the set M of experiments which should 
provide evidence for the physics of a microobj ect. 
Each experiment can be abalyzed into two parts: a 
preparation part y and an effect part!. y if a certain 
macroscopic process by which the microobject is 
produced, f consists of a certain macroscopic pro
cess which can be suitably modified by the microobject 
and of such a modification to the process. Let b be the 
set of all f and!i the set of all y. One has that-M is 
contained in the Cartesian product of!i and l;: 

MeKxL. = = = 
(2.1) 

On the set ~ a real function J.L(y, f}, 0", J.L(Y, f} '" 1, is 
defined with the following interpretation: J.L(Y, f} gives, 
in physical approximation, the frequency of occurrence, 
in the experiment (y, f), of the modification associated 
with !. One assumes further that 

"YE!i, 3[~Eb: J.L(Y'f~}=1; 

3 QE b: J.L{J;,Q} =0, " yE If· 

(2.2) 

(2.2') 

Let us consider the following relation between V and 
r', r, r' E K: r - r t

, if J.L(V, f} = J.L(V', f), V F su~h 
that (Y,f) , (y/~E}E- M. Su~h a relation is assumed to 
be an -equivaiemce relation (it is an assumption since M 
*!ixk). Let!5 be the set of equivalence classes y. Let 
us consider the subset Me KXb: 

'::!. = : {(Y, E) I 3 Y E Y such that (y, K) EM}; 

on M one defines 

J.L(Y, E) = J.L(Y,f)· 

The the following axiom is formulated: 

M=KxL. 

As a consequence, the relation 

E-E': J.L(Y,E} = J.L(YE'} " KE!i 

(2.3) 

is an equivalence relation. Let L be the set of equiva
lence classes !; on !5x~ one defines 

J.L(Y,!} = J.L(y,E} , fE!. 
Building up from this basis, introducing physically rele
vant axioms on the sets K and L and mathematical 
hypotheses on the structures which are successively 
specified, Ludwig and co-workers prove a sequence of 
theorems leading to the following statement: A Hilbert 
space.\) can be found such that K is norm dense in the 
basis K of the Banach space Tc(~) and L is dense in the 
so-called weak* topology7 in the [0,1] order interval L 
of the dual space m(.\); the function J.L(Y,!) is given by 

(2.4) 

To discuss the problem of space-time symmetries 
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within this theory, let us give the space time charac
terization of effect and of preparation parts. We shall 
consider three different characterizations. 

A. Characterization I 

The usual treatment of symmetries in quantum 
mechanics is based on the following description of the 
experiments in terms of preparation and effect parts. 
Each preparation part (effect part) V(F) is defined as a 
production process (a modification ;;'f ~ given macro
scopic process) referred to a fixed reference frame R. 
The experiment (y, E) consists in the determination of 
the frequency of occurrence of the effect f in the frame 
R, as a consequence of the preparation y. The invari
ance of macroscopic physics under P! (g!) implies that 
K and L are the spaces of two representations of 
P: (~:)UK(g), U1.(g) defined in the following way: Let 
us consider a concrete realization of Y(E) in R and a 
transformed reference frame R' = gR ;tile realization of 
Y(E} is described in R' as a new preparation (effect) 
which is defined as U !(g)!:: (U ~ (g)D. 

The symmetry of the theory implies that 

J.L(y, E) = J.L( U 4(g)Y, U ~ (gU") , 
(2.5) 

from which it easily follows that U K(g), U L (g) preserve 
the equivalence classes so that, defining = 

U K(g}Y = :{U !f(g}K, yE y}, U !:.(g}!=:{U ~(g)E, EE !}, 
(2.6) 

where U rs.(g} and U!:. (g), are representation of P: (9":) 
on K and L respectively. Finally, in the realization of 
the theory in a Hilbert space .\) one can proves that U L (g) 
can be extended to IB(.\) with the form -

U (g)Y = U(g)Yu+(g), Y E 1B(.p), (2.7) 

where U(g) is a unitary up-to-a-factor representation of 
P: (9"!) on.\) . 

Within such a characterization of the experiments, 
axiom (2.3) is strongly restrictive. In fact, considering, 
e.g., the nonrelativistic case, one has couples (V,F) 
such that f follows y in time; axiom (2. 3) implie~ that 
for any t1 and any production process Y involving times 
t", t 1 , one can find a process Y' - Y involving only times 
t < t1 • E. g., if Y is a preparation-of an unstable particle 
at time t>t1' if must be, loosely speaking, the prepa
ration at time (1 of particles correlated in such a way to 
produce with probability 1 the unstable particle at time 
t. To require that preparations of this type are possible 
might be a too strong assumption especially for large 
t - t1 and in the case of a relativistic dynamics in which 
several channel for the time evolution are open. We feel 
that assumption (2.3) is connected with the difficulties 
to obtain a clear description of unstable particles in 
quantum field theories. 

B. Characterization II 

Ludwig9 considers the following different characteri-
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zation of the experiments in which axiom (2.3) is no 
longer restrictive. Each preparation part Y is charac
terized by a space-time frame R" (which we shall call 
preparation frame) and a productfon process a v re
ferred to Rv : Y = : (R v , a v )' Each effect part E IS a mod
ification of a given macroscopic process referred to R. 
The macroscopic physics which is involved into the 
description of Y and of F is assumed to be invariant un
der P! (g!); then If and '1 are the spaces of two repre
sentations V 4(g), V!,;, (g) of P: (g :). V ~(g) is given by 

V {);(g)Y = (gR!:,ar.)' "ft gEP! (g:). (2.8) 

V L (g) is defined as in the previous characterization. 
Tile experiment (V, F) consists in the determination of 
the frequency of ;cc~rrence of an effect which is de
scribed in Rv in the same way as E in R, as a conse
quence of the production process ago 

The schematization of an experiment as being com
posed by a preparation and an effect part is meaningful 
only if the effect part does not influence the preparation 
part. In the nonrelativistic case this can be assumed for 
every pair (y, E), prescribing that the production pro
cess involves times t,,:; 0 (obviously in Rv) and the effect 
part involves times t ~ 0 (in R). In the rei.ativistic case 
the space-time points of av must be outside the union 
of the forward light cones with vertices at space-time 
points of ~; this is obtained most simply, taking E in
side the forward light cone of R and Gil' outside the for-
ward light cone of R g. -

We stress that such prescriptions reduce the sym
metry group for the effects to a semigroup: in the non
relativistic case to the Galilei semigroup g;s ' in the 
relativistic case, to the Poincare semigroup pt . the 

+s+' 
positive direction of the time axes is then privileged. 
The symmetry of the theory under P! (g!) is expressed 
by the relation 

(2.9) 

and'fl F such that (Y,E)EM. Relation (2.9) implies that 
V~(g)f~y,'fIyE!S.,ltg-EP:(q:), and therefore one gets 
only a trivial representation of p:(q:) on!S. 

On the other hand, the symmetry condition does not 
give any restriction onVL(g), gEP:s.(q!s)' We see 
therefore that in the given description of the experi
ment, in which the effect part is referred to the prepa
ration frame, the symmetry condition has very poor 
consequences. 

However, features which in the characterization I are 
linked to the symmetry can arise by the very structure 
of the present one. In fact the experiment (y ,V L (g)E) , 
g E P :s+ can be described also as (y', l;) with Y'= 
= (glR;g;, Gig-l) , where arl is the description given in 
g-lRv of the production process which is described as 
a in~v' Therefore, there is an arbitrariness in the 
speciffCation of IS associated with a set of experiments; 
"minimal" choices of If are those in which each concrete 
preparation part corresponds only to one element of K. 
With such a choice nothing new about V L (g) arises. M~re 
fruitful choices are the two following ones: 

(a) If is such that if (R):;,a) Elf also (glRr.,ag_l)Elf, 
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'fIgE P:s.<g :s); then on the set of all production process
es a a representation of P t (I. t ) is defined. 

+8_ ':J +8_ 

(b) If is such that if (Rv, a) Elf, also (glRy:, Ctg-l)E IS, 
'fIgE C (go); then on the set of all production-processes 
a a representation of L! (go) is defined. 

We stress that the axioms of Ludwig, which require 
that certain relations hold 'fI Y E IS, as is the case for 
axiom (2.2), become the more restrictive the larger 
!i is. The consistency of the description requires that 
M(V,VL(g)F) =M(VK(g-t)V, F), 'fIFEL, V=(Rv,a)EK, = = = = == = == = = 

(2.10) 
with VJg(g-t)(R~, Gi) = <f(Rv, ag-t), where gE P:s'<~:s) in 
the case (a) and gE L+ (g~ in the case (b). 

In the case (a) it follows immediately that V,K(g) and 
V leg) preserve equivalence classes and yield ~espec
tively a refresentation V~(g-t) of P:sJg:s) on K and 
Vf(g) of P.s.Uj:s) on:f, such that -

J-!(V.K(g-t)~,£)= 1l0!.,U.L(g)£), 'fI~E~, £E!::,. (2.11) 

V~(g-t), Vl:.(g) are affine mappings. ill the Hilbert space 
realization of the theory, VL(g) is, by (2.11), continu
ous on!::. in the weak*-topology of lB(~); therefore, it 
can be extended as an affine mapping V dg) on L to L. 
Then one can showto that V L(g) can be extended to a 
linear contractive, weak* continuous, order preserv
ing, unity preserving operator V(g) on lB(.t» to lB(.t». 
Its adjoint leaves TC(.t» invariant and its restriction 
to TC(.t» is a positive linear endomorphism, i. e., it 
maps K in K; it provides the linear extension V(g-t) of 
V!f(g-l) to TC(.t». The correspondence 

P:s.<g:s) 3g-lj(g) 

is a representation of P:s. «(j:s) on lB(.t». The 
correspondence 

P:s-'~:s) 3g-V(g) 

is a representation of P!sJ0:s) on Tc(.~). For g 
E L:( q 0), Vi:. (g) is a bij ective application on!::.. Then 
V(g) is an automorphism of the order unit space lB(~). 11 
Such an automorphism has the following structure: 

V(g)Y=U(g)YU+(g), 'fIYElB(~), (2.12) 

where U(g) is a unitary up to a factor representation of 
L:(Yo)on~.to 

In the case (b) result (2. 12) holds for gEL: (00), 
whereas for g = (a, 1), a2 ~ 0 a°>- 0 [g = (b, 0, 0, I), b ~ 01, 
one cannot even show that U Leg-) preserves the equiv-
alence classes F. " 

C. Characterization III 

Our aim is to give a description of experiments inter
mediary between the two previously given, devised in 
such a way that axiom (2.3) is not too restrictive and on 
the other hand the space-time symmetry is as fruitful 
as possible. Let us investigate the reasons why, in 
characterization II of the experiments, axiom (2.3) is 
far less restrictive than in characterization I. In the 
second description, due to the fact that effects are re
ferred in the experiments to the preparation frame, the 
separation between V and F in each experiment is simp
ly obtained, e. g., in the Galilean case, considering 
preparations involving t < 0 and effects involving t - O. 
However, to meet such a situation, it is sufficient that 
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only the time specification of the effect part in the ex
periment is referred to the preparation frame; there
fore, in our new description we take preparation frames 
obtained from R only by time translations, so that V 
=: (b, a), where b is a real number and a a production 
process involving only negative times, referred to the 
frame Rb obtained from R by the time translation b. The 
relativistic version of such a characterization consists 
in taking preparation frames obtained from R only by 
space-time translations, so that: Z =: (b", a), where b" 
(}J. = 0, 1,2,3) is a 4-vector and a a production process, 
involving only points in the backward light cone, re
ferred to the frame Rb" obtained from R by the space
time translation b". As in the second description one 
conSiders effects involving only space-time points in
side the forward light cone of R and in the experiment 
the effects are referred to Rb". Therefore, the set 1:. 
as well the representation u.!;.(g) of the semigroup P':s+ 
(Y:sJ are the same as in characterizations I and II. The 
definition of U.K(g) is Simpler in the relativistic case, 
which we consider first. The preparation (b", 0) is 
described in a transformed frame R' = (a, A)R as 
(a" + (Ab)", a'), where 0' is the description referred to 
R~ + (Ab) of the production process which in Rb is de 
sctibed'by a. Since R~ +(Ab) =(O,A)R

b 
one haS a' 

"" " = u(A)cv, where u(A) is a representation of L! on the set 
of all production processes cv. In conclusion one has the 
following representation of P! on !f 

U!:.«a, A»)(b", Q) = (a" + (Ab)", u(A)o) 

'rI(a,A)EP:, (b",Q)EK. 
= 

(2. 13) 

By similar considerations one sees that the symmetry 
condition is now 

'rI(a, 1\) E P:, V E K, FE L. 
= = = = 

By conSidering the case 1\ = I, Eq. (2. 14) implies 

UK«a, I)V- V 'rIaE R4, VEK, 
= = = = = 

(2.14) 

and therefore one gets only a trivial representation of 
translations on!5.: U !S.«a, I)) = [)K' with [)K identity opera
tor on K. 

On the other hand in the case aIL = 0, by the same 
arguments given in connection to Eq. (2.5) one defines 
U K«O, 1\)) and U L«O, 1\)) and proves that in the Hilbert 
space realization of the theory U L«O, 1\)) can be extended 
to IB(.t'» with the form -

U«O,1\))Y= U(1\)YU*(1\) 'rIYE IB(.t'», (2.15) 

where U(1\) is a unitary up to a factor representation of 
L: on.t'>. The symmetry condition has no implication on 
the representation U.l<((a,J) of timelike translations into 
the future. -

In such a way we achieve by space-time symmetry 
the results obtained in characterization II with the as
sumption (b). [Sec (2. 12). J 

As in the characterization IT also in the present one 
different pairs (V, F) can exist which are related to the 

== 
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same concrete experiment. In fact (V,UL«a,J)F), 
a2 ~ 0, aO ~ 0, where J( = (b", a), can 1)e cfescribea also 
as ~',!l, with!' = (ii" +a", a( ...... n)' 0(-a,1) being de
finea as in characterization II. Then the same set of 
results which are obtained in the characterization IT 
with the assumption (a), now can be obtained with the 
following assumption: 

(a~):!i, is such that if (b", O)E~ also 

(bjL+a",Q(-a,n)E~ 'rIaER4, a2~0, aO~O. 

Let us consider now the definition of U K(g) in the 
Galilean case. By the same arguments-used to obtain 
Eq. (2.13), one gets the following representation of 
/-, K 
':::/+ on =: 

U!,.«T,!!;,!!.., R))(b, a) = (b + T, u~ + b!!..,!!.., R)a), 

(T,!!;,!!..,R)E ~:, (2.16) 

where u(a, v, R) is a representation, on the set of all 
production processes, of the subgroup {¢; of ~: of trans
formations (0, !!;, !!..' R). 

The symmetry condition is 

}J.(!,!)= }J.{lj 4«T,~, v ,R»,r, U f «0, a + ~b<K),"l! ,R»!), 

(2. 17) 

where b(V) is the specification b in the preparation V 
= (b, 0). In analogy with the relativistic case one has 
that 

(2. 18) 

The operators U £«0, !!;, !!..' R», which yield a representa
tion of <10 on!S, do not preserve equivalence classes 
when v"* 0, due to the term vb(V) in the rhs of Eq. 
(2. 17):" Therefore, the representation U K« T, a, v, R)) 
of <1: on !i does not induce in a natural way a -represen
tation of~: on K. On the other hand no nontrivial rep
resentation of q: exists compatible with (2. 18). How
ever, writing Eq. (2.17) in the form 

}J.'!,,D = }J.Wlf,«T,!!;- !!..b~,!!.., R»!,U!;.«O,!!;,!!..,R»,D, 

(2.19) 

one can define a mapping of !5. on !5. by 

UK~,!!..,R):!.= :!.', 
where :!.' is the equivalence class containing the 
elements 

UK«O,a-vb(V),v,R»V, VE V. = - - = - = 

Since 

Ulf,«O,!!; - !!..b~,!!.., R»)(b, 0) = (b, u(!!;,!!.., R)o), 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

'UK(!!;,!!..,R) is a representation of <10 onK. By Eq. (2.19), 
U L «( 0, a, v, R» preserves equivalence classes in Land 
yields a representation Uk~'!!..' R) of q 0 on~. T~n the 
symmetry condition implies that in the Hilbert space 
realization of the theory U L (a, v, R) can be extended on 
ID(.t'» with the form - - -

(2.22) 

where U(!!;,!!.., R) is a unitary up to a factor representa
tion of q 0 on ~. This is the result (2. 12), now obtained 
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only by symmetry considerations. The results on 
U.!,,«T,Q,Q,J) obtained in 2B with assumption (a) now 
follow from assumption: 

(ag)!5. is such that if (b, a)c!5., also 
- -

(l1+ T, a(_T.~~.l)c~, Vb?; 0. 

From our discussion the following new feature arises 
for the description of space-time symmetries in 
quantum mechanics: The usual requirement that space
time translations are represented by unitary operators 
on the Hilbert space of the system is a not well-motivat
ed restriction; instead one should consider timelike 
translations into the past of preparations ("states", 
statistical operators) given by positive linear endo
morphisms of TC(.p) and time like translations into the 
future of the effects given by the adjoints of these map
pings. In such a way one has a more fundamental moti
vation for the use of "dynamical semigroups" consid
ered, e. g., by Kossakowsky. 12 In such a more general 
context, energy-momentum conservation (energy con
servation in the Galilean case) is an additional require
ment. We stress, however, that what one calls experi
mentally energy-momentum conservation in a process 
concerns only ingoing and outgoing states, so that en
ergy-momentum conservation should become an asymp
totic condition in this theory. We observe that axiom 
(2.3) in the characterization I becomes less and less 
restrictive for increasing separation between the pre
paration and the effect parts, so that one can expect that 
by a more accurate formalization of axiom (2.3) sym
metry under space-time translation is again relevant 
for energy-momentum conservation. 

3. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATION OF 
P ts+ FOR AN UNSTABLE PARTICLE 

Let us consider first the case of a stable particle: 
The space-time symmetry of such a system can be 
described as in Sec. 2A and, since one expects that 
symmetry alone determines the description, one re
quires that the representation (2. 7) of P: «(j- 0) on.p is 
irreducible; then one chooses on physical grounds rep
resentations characterized by a finite spin j and a 
nonnegative mass m. If one does not assume a priori 
that the particle is stable, the characterization 2A is 
too restrictive and 2B or 2C must be used instead. We 
shall refer to 2C. 

One expects that the pure kinematical behavior of one 
(in general unstable) particle can be still characterized 
by symmetry consideration alone. 

Let iV!(j) be the set of experiments concerning the 
pure kinematics, i. e., no observations on possible de
cay products are made. For the set 1\II(j) in the case of 
an unstable particle the axioms of Ludwig and the condi
tion (aT) (ag ») are incompatible: e.g., (2.2) cannot be 
satisfied for £= (b u , 0) if 0 is removed to far into the 
past. One expects, however, that the axioms of Ludwig 
and symmetry considerations 2C without condition (aT) 
«ag ) I hold for :11(1) so that one can take the result (2. 15) 
for U«O,A)) [(2.22) for U«O,~,~,R»J. Since the theory 
for an unstable particle should be a possibly straight
forward generalization of the theory for a stable parti
cle, one is led to assume thatU~«a,I) preserves 
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equivalence classes in 1::., induces an affine mapping 
U L«a, 1» on L, so that it can be extended by linearity 
on 18(~); finally taking into account the Hilbert space 
structure of the theory, let us assume the following 
structure in the relativistic case, 

U«a, I)Y = U(a) YU+(a) , 

VYc 18(~), Va2~ 0, a°?; 0, 

and in the Galilean case, 

U«b, Q, Q, I)Y = U(b)YU+(b), 

VYc 18(.p), Vb?; 0, 

where U(a) and U(b) are linear contractive operators 
on .p. 

Defining U«a,A»=:U(a)U(A), U«b,a,v,R» 
= : U(b)U(a, v, R), one has then a (gene;:-ally) nonunitary
up-to-a-factor representation of P:s+ (9 :s), which, 
taking into account that we are describing only the 
kinematics of the particle, we shall assume to be 
irreducible. 

We consider now only the relativistic case for a parti
cle with positive mass, the Galilean one having been 
treated in Ref. 5, starting from a less fundamental 
point of view. 

Let us recall that a stable particle corresponds to a 
unitary representation of P: characterized by a mass 
JJ1 and a spin j. In the nonunitary case a systematic 
classification of the representations is still lacking. 

A representation,2 which is a straightforward gen
eralization of the forementioned unitary one, is the 
natural candidate to be associated with an unstable par
ticle of given mass 111, spin j, and mean-life time TO' 

The Hilbert space ~ of such a representation is 

with.p m = L2(R3,1h, Il), wherelYi is the Lebesgue a
algebra of m3, and 

Il(n)= 1 dsP.(e+I1~2C2)1I2' rlc!l1. 

Indicating by fe(P) an element of~, the representation 
of P:s+ is (almoSt everywhere in m3) 13: 

(U«a, A»f)e(P) 

(3.1) 

with 

jJ=(Po,P), p'=A-1p, 

1 A 
y=---

2 ToC ' 

Ii 
A=

mc 

Q(A,/!.) =D(j)(B-l(p) A B(i\ -lp», (3.2) 

where B(P) is the boost14 transforming the 4-vector 
(/II, 0, 0, 0) into P and D(j) is the (2j + 1)- dimensional 
representation of SU(2). To simplify the notation, we 
have always indicated the elements A of the homo
geneous Lorentz group instead of the corresponding 
element of SL(2, <I). We shall see that in this frame-
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work a completely satisfactory description of a single 
particle system can be given. 

For stable particle one associates also a linear "wave 
equation" to the particle (e. g., Klein-Gordon, Dirac 
equation). Such equations do not add anything to the de
scription of the particle, but become relevant if con
sidered as classical field equations. In fact the quanti
zation of such fields provides the theory for systems of 
many particles and antiparticles. The correspondence 
between the quantum mechanical description of the par
ticle and the classical field description is the following: 
There is a mappingill'l of the Hilbert space ~ onto a 
suitable set of solutions of the wave equation such that 
the wavefunction transforms as follows: 

(3.3) 

where 

U«a, A))ill'I=ill'IU«a, A)) (3.4) 

and D(A) is a representation of the homogeneous Lorentz 
group. 14 

In the case of unstable particle one can find an 
analogous mappingill'l and write Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) with 
the only difference being that the wavefunction is de
fined only in the forward light cone and that in (3.3) 
a2 ?- 0, ao'" 0 and that U«a, A)) on the rhs of Eq. (3.4) 
must be replaced by U+«_A-1a,A-l)) with a2 ?-0, ao'" O. 
In fact one looks for the correspondence in the Schro
dinger picture; in such a picture one has, with our 
characterization of space-time symmetries, only 
timelike translations into the past. We give explicitly 
the mapping\Dl in the case of a spinless particle: 

<flex) =ill'Il]; = f dsP. (P'2 + n~c2)1/2 exp[ - (i/ti)(1 - iy)P . x ]zp(p'), 

zP E. ~ , x2 ?- 0, X o?- 0 (3. 5) 

<flex) is a "positive frequency" solution of the Klein
Gordon equation with "complex mass." 

4. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SINGLE 
PARTICLE THEORY 

The key point of the physical interpretation of the the
ory of a single particle is the definition of the observa
bles momentum and pOSition. Usually an observable is 
associated with a self-adjoint operator. However, such 
an association is rather a consequence of a more funda
mental mathematical characterization of an observable, 
as it has been stressed particularly by Ludwig. 4 An ob
servable is a field of "coexistent" effects; such a field 
yields in the Hilbert space realization a measure with 
values in the [0, 1l] interval of lB( ol)). In particular, if the 
measure is projection-valued, it generates an Abelian 
algebra of self-adjoint operators. Such operators are 
then called observables. 

Let us consider first the case of a stable particle. To 
define a position observable at time t, one looks for a 
projection-valued measure Exo(n) on the Borel O'-algebra 
of IR3• The effect Exo(n) corresponds to the following 
property: The particle is at time t=xr/c inside the re
gion n. Since in our scheme the effects are inside the 
future light cone, one considers only regions n such 
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that, for x E. n, I ~ I '" ct. By its physical interpreta
tion Exo(01 must transform in the following obvious way 
under rotations and space-time translations: 

U«a, R))Exo(n)u+«a, R) = EXO+<lO (0 \ 

where 0' = :~' I~' =R~ +E.,~ E. n}. 

The family ExQ(n), which satisfies Eq. (4.1), is 
given explicitly by 

Exo(O) = : U«xo, 2; I))E(O)U+«x 0,2; I)) 

with 

E(O) =: P~I2T1E(0)JPo1l2, 

where 

(E(O)f)e(P.) = : Xn(P.)f{(P.), 

(Jf)e(~) =: (21T~)3/2 f dsP. exp[(i/FI)P.' ~]fe(P.), 

(J -Yh(P.) = (21Ti)3/ 2 f d~ exp[ - (i/ti)p' . ~]fe~), 
(Pof)e(P') = :Pofe(P.)· 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

In the theory of a stable particle according to descrip
tion I, in which effects are not restricted to the future 
light cone, E(O) can be interpreted as the measure as
sociated with the position operator g at time t = 0: 

(gf)e(P.) = : mG, - 2(P'2: m2C2)) ie(P.)· (4.4) 

Such position operator does not transform in a covariant 
way under velocity transformations. This is in no way a 
difficulty since the physical interpretation of the spec
tral measure of x requires only the transformation 
property (4, 1). -

A momentum observable at time t=xr/c is a projec
tion valued measure Exo(n) on the Borel O'-algebra of ffi3 
with the following physical interpretation of Exo(n): the 
particle has at time t momentum P. E. n. Then Exo(n) 
must transform in the following way: 

U«a, A))Exo(n)W«a, A)) = £xo(n'), (4. 5) 

where 

n'= :{P.'IP~= ~I A!p/+ AkQ(p'2 +m 2c2
)1/2, K=1,2,3, 

_ P'E. n}. 
Exo(n) is given explicitly by 

£xQ(O) =£(0), (4.6) 

where £(0) is given by (4.3). 

Obviously the selfadjoint operators k related to £(0) 
are 

(4.7) 

The operators g and k obey the canonical commutation 
relations. It is useful to introduce a coarse grained 
position- momentum observable, which is more adherent 
to the actual measurements of pOSition and momentum 
of a particle: It is given by the field of coexistent effects 
generated by the following projections: 

Exo0.,~) = : U(~o, 2; 1)E0:., ~)U+(xo, 2; 1), 
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(E~, '!.'Jfh({!) = : u('.!Ir.)(P) f d'J/!.' (P'2 +f~2c2)1 /2 

Xu (u, r.) ((()ft (!!.'), (4.8) 

where Xr(P) is the characteristic function of the cube 
Or. of volume (ap)3 centered in!?.r. = !ap (r; = 0, ± 1, 
±2,"', i=1,2,3) and X n = (27T/ap)nn (n;=0,±1,±2, ... , 
i = 1, 2, 3). -- -

The effect Exo~,!) corresponds to the following prop
erty: The particle at time t=xr/c has momentum p.. E: Or. 
and is somewhere in a region around Xn with volume 
-1f3/(ap)3. Such an interpretation is po-ssible since 

~ Exo(n, r) = ll. (4. 9) 
!!,t!: --

Obviously Exo~,!) is a meaningful effect if I~!!I <xo. In 
the case of an unstable particle, due to the way in which 
U( (a, A)) depends on y, one is led to consider the follow
ing sets of operators: 

Fxo(O) = : exp[(i/If)xo(l T iy)PoJP~ /2J;£(0) 

(4. 10) 

with 

(J yf)e(!.) = : (21T!)3!2 f d'J/!. exp«i/li)(l - iy)!?.· ~Jf(!?.), 

(J ;f)~(!?.) = (27T~)372 f d3~ exp[ - (i/n)(l + iy)!?.· ~lf~), 

o such that ~ E: 0 =}I~ I <xo; 

(4.11) 

(Fxo~, !)f)c(!?.) = : u;~ ;'(!?.) f d3/?.' (P"'2 + !2C2)1I2 

xU;;?(P"')fc(!?.'), (4.12) 

u~~? (!?.) = : exp[ - (i/n)(1 + iy)(!?. .~!! - poXo) J (a~)312 
xX!.(!!.)(!?.2 + m 2c 2)1I4. 

However, there is no evidence that Eq. (4.10) defines 
an operator < ll. On the other hand, one expects that a 
localization in arbitrarily small regions is not possible 
for an unstable particle which one describes in a model
istic way as a "resonance" of stable particles. 

There is no problem in connection to (4.11): It de
fines the field of coexistent effects of the observable 
"momentum. " The effects Fxo(O) are not projections. 

The operators Fxo0.,!:J are effects; in fact: 

2j+l If 1 
(f, Fxo("t}:, !)f) = ~ d3/?. (p2 + m 2c2)1 /2 

xu('.!I!.)(P'if, (;) /2 
x(1Y _I. e _ I 

2j+l f 1 
= ~ d3/?. (!?.2 + m2c2)1 /2 

xexp[(2/n)(p. Xn - PoXo)Y II f c(!?.) 12 

x f d3/?. (a~)3 Xr.(!?.) 
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(4.13) 

They provide the expected kinematical description for 
the unstable particle. In fact let us evaluate the expres
sion (f, Fxo(n, r)f) given by Eq. (4.13), using the method 
of the stationary phase. Let us choose fc(P..) peaked in 
e. = !?.!.o' such that its phase is practically constant; then 
the condition of stationary phase, which selects the ef
fects which have the highest frequency, is 

~~-p"!:xr/(!?.~+m2c2)1/2=0. (4.14) 

For the effect Fxo(n, ro), with xo,!:!:,!o satisfying Eq. 
(4.14), one has --

(f, Fxo~, !)f) 

= ~1 1 f d3/?. exp[(y/n)(pxn - PoXo) Xt(!?.) 
C=1 - - -- (ap)3 

x exp[(i/n)(P~!!- PoXo)l!e(P) I Z 

(!?.2 + m2c2)1 /4 

'" exp[ (2yjlf)(P.. t o .~!! - (P..~o + 1Il
2c2)1 /2x 0) J 

x 251
1 fd~X"!.(!:) exp[(i/If)(Px!!-PoXo)fe(P) 12 (4 15) 

e=1 -(ap)3 (!?.2+m 2c2)114 •. 

Equations (4.14) and (4.15) give the expected kinematical 
description of an unstable particle with mass 112 and 
mean-life time TO = 1/2ym. The effects FXo0:,!) generate 
a field of coexistent effects if for any subset I of vectors 
(!:!:'!) such that I~nl <xo, one has 

6 Fxo(n, r) ~ II . 
(!!. !.)E:I - -

(4.16) 

Such field defines a coarse-grained position-momentum 
observable. Condition (4.16) is immediately verified if 
the effect Fxo0:,!) is replaced by Fio0.,!) defined as 
follows: 

(F~o0:, !)fh(!?.) 

= : u;!!' !.)(P) exp{(2y/n)[Pr· Xn - (p~ + m 2c 2) 1I2x oj} o - -- -- --

frif'~)if') feif') (4.17) 
x 31 J1 xo - (t'2 + m2c2)172 

u;!!o!.)(P) =: exp(iPoxo)u<!,!·!.)(p). o - -
On the other hand one can see that expression 
2:!!1"!. I (f, [Fxo0.,!) - Fio ("t}: , !)If) I becomes arbitrarily 
small, uniformly with respect to f, by choosing ap 
small enough. 

One can give a connection between the effects (4. 12) 
and the operators (4.10), by which the practical use of 
the latter can be justified under suitable conditions. In 
fact let us take a state f, where fe(P) = Xr (p )fe(P) and 
let us consider the effect 1'10(0) = : 2:"a.r.. !n~;;- Fxo0., !), 
where 0 is a region such that::: E: 0 =} I ::: 1 ~ Xo' One has 

6 _1_ 
!!fr..~E(l (ap)3 

2j+l If E (l d3/?. exp[(i/Il) (1 +iy) if~'!.. - Pox ll) I 
2 

x (!?.2 + 1~2C2)1 /4 fc(!?.) I (4.18) 
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X (1:2 + ~2C2)1I4 f t (1:) 12 = (f, Fxo(O)f) , 

where Fxo(O) is defined in (4.10); tl.p must be chosen 
in such a way that F~o(O) ~ 11 and the continuous approxi
mation in (4.18) hold together. Then Eq. (4.18) defines 
in a natural way a position probability amplitude which 
coincides with the wavefunction (1. 1) introduced, e. g. , 
by Zwanziger and Schulman. 

The observable related to momentum and to position 
which we have introduced are coexistent with the spin 
observables, e. g., 5z defined by the field, generated by 
the following effects, 

(FxoWf)~(P) = exp[ - (2y/Ii)PoXoJo~tfe(P), ~ = 1,2, ... ,2j + 1, 

(4.19) 

so that, e. g. , the observable "coarse grained position
momentum and 5/' is associated with the effects 

Fxo0:,!; ~) = : U(x 0,.Q; I)F0:,!; ~)U+(x 0,.Q ;1), 

F0:,!; ~) = F o0:,.::.) . FoW. 
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Hilbert space . 

12A. Kossakowsky, Rep. Math. Phys. 3, 247 (1972); Bull. 
Acad. Polan des Sciences 20, 1021 (1972). 

13U«a, A» is a representation of P:1 on.\:'l: the set of operators 
U«a, A) can be "extrapolated" on the group P: by the rhs of 
Eq. (3.1) in which aIL is an arbitrary 4-vector; however, such 
extrapolated operators are unbounded and give a representa
tion of P!, e. g., on the linear manifold of elements f with 
bounded support. 

14G. Parravicini and A. Sparzani, Nuovo C imento A 66, 579 
(1970). 
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Let [(x) be a function of the form [(x) = f'O d <(!(u)/(l + ux), x;;' 0, where «!(u) is of bounded 
variation and piecewise differentiable on Osu <00; and suppose that the [N-I!N] and [NIN] 

Pade approximants (PA's) to f(x) can be constructed. Then correction terms bN (x) and CN (x) such 
that [N - I!N]-bs(x) s f(x) s [N IN]+cN(x). x 2':0. are considered. Suitable corrections are 
shown to have the structure x 2N [positive constant l I [denominator of corresponding PA l2 The nature 
of the constants is examined: They vanish when f(x) is a series of Stieltjes. and given appropriate 
information about f(x) they can be calculated. Applications are considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider the following problem: 
Suppose f(x) is a function of the form 

-1~~ f(x) - 0 (l + ux)' x? 0, (1. 1) 

where <;o(u) is of bounded variation and piecewise dif
ferentiable on ° -'S U < 00; and suppose that the [N-l/N] 
and [N /N] Pade approximants (PA's) to f(x) can be 
constructed. Then we ask if it is possible to evaluate 
correction terms b ,Jx) and c N(X) such that 

[N - l/N]- b ,Jx) -'Sf(x) -'S [N /N] + c N(X), x? 0. (1. 2) 

We will establish explicit formulas for such corrections. 
Except for a constant multiplier, at fixed lIT, these use 
the same information as is used to construct the PA's 
themselves. Given certain additional information about 
f(x), the requisite constants can be evaluated. 

The motivation for this investigation is that in the 
case f(x) is a series of Stieltjes, which corresponds to 
<;o(u) being a bounded monotone nondecreasing function 
in (1. 1), we have the inequalities l 

[N -l/NJ -'Sf(x) -'S [N/N], x? 0. (1. 3) 

These bounds have many applications2 both because they 
are in practice usually found to be tight and because 
they require a relatively small amount of information 
about f(x), namely the first 2N + 1 terms in the asymp
totic expansion of f(x) at x = 0. One is led to expect that 
the PA's themselves in (1. 2) will be good approxima
tions to f(x) and to hope that relatively small corrections 
can be found. Since functions of the form (1. 1) occur 
even more often than series of Stieltjes, the nature of 
simple correction terms such that (1. 2) is true is 
interesting, and explicit formulas for them should find 
many uses. 

Our approach involves a bivariational bounding tech
nique described recently by Barnsley and Robinson. 3 

In Sec. 2 we construct a real Hilbert space .fl with sym
metric inner product < , ), a pair of vectors ~ and 1) in 
.fl, and a positive, self-adjoint linear operator L in .fl, 
such that 

f(x)=<~,(l+xL)"l1), X?O. (1. 4) 

This latter quantity is in a suitable form for bounding by 
means of bivariational functionals. In Sec. 3 we show 
how formulas of the form (L 2) are obtained by choosing 
appropriate trial vectors in the functionals. We obtain 
the central result that the correction term s each have 
the structure 
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X
2N {positive constant} 

(1. 5) 
{denominator of corresponding PAY 

We show that the constants vanish when f(x) is a series 
of Stieltjes, thus redUCing the bounds (1. 2) to the usual 
PA ones in this case. 

In Sec. 4 we consider the evaluation of the constants 
in the correction terms. We find that the necessary 
constants may be calculated explicitly provided we know 
two sets of numbers, {J n}~~o and {F n};;6. The former 
are Simply coefficients from the formal expansion of 
f(x) about x=O, written 

~ 

f(X)=6 (-x)n!n' 
n=O 

(1.6) 

so that 

t n= J~ un d<;o(u), n = 0,1, .... 
. 0 

(1. 7) 

These numbers are precisely the ones used to construct 
the [N - l/N] and [N /N] PA's to f(x) (see beloW). The 
second set of numbers, {Fn}~~o' are coefficients from 
the formal expansion of the function 

F(x)= r Id<;o(u) I = t (-x)nFn, Jo (l+ux) n~O 
(1. 8) 

so that 

Fn=f un I d<;o(u) I , n=O,l, .. ·• (1. 9) 

where I d<;o(u) I denotes the absolute value of the incre
ment d<;o(u). 

Requiring the latter numbers is clearly too stringent 
a condition to be useful in most cases, However, in 
Sec. 4B we show that the set {FnK~'o may often be re
placed by a new set of numbers {Fn}~~o' obtained as 
follows. Let 8(u) be any function such that 

d8(u)? I d<;o(u) I, for all ° -'Su < 00. (1. 10) 

By this notation we mean that 8'(u)? I <;o'(u) I on all in
tervals where the derivative <;o/(u) exists and that 8(u) 
has a larger positive "jump" than the magnitude of the 
jump- in <;o(u) at each point of discontinuity of <;o(u). Then 
the F;s are given by 

Fn=Cun d8(u), n=O,l, .. ·, (1.11) 
. 0 

which should be compared with (1. 9). We assume that 
the requisite in's are finite. 

When all is established, we see that one is a/ten able 
to use PA's plus correction terms to derive bounds on 
functions of the form (1. 1) in much the same way as 
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PA's are usually used to bound series of Stieltjes: The 
point is that the additional information needed, the Fn's, 
is usually accessible. In Sec. 5 we test the method with 
an example, and briefly consider applications and 
extensions. 

For reference later on we give the definition and for
mula for the [MIN] PA to I(x). The approximant take 
the form of a polynomial of degree M divided by one of 
degree N. The coefficients, not all zero, are obtained 
by equating powers of x in the equation 

(
M+N \ E (- x)n In) Q(x) - P(x) = O(XM

+
N

+
1), (1. 12) 

where P(x)/Q(x) is the [MIN] PA tof(x). Provided that 
D(M -N + I,N -1)*0 we have4 

M-N 
[MIN] = 0 (-x)j fj_(_X)M-N+l 

j=O 

° f M- N+1 1M 

f M-N+l (fM-N+l + xfM-N+2) (lM+xIM+l) 

f+l (fM + xIM+1) ... (lM+N-l + xfM+N) 

X (1. 13) 

(fM-N+l + xfM-N+2) (1M + xfM+1 ) 

and the approximant displays the familiar property 

(1. 14) 

In the above we have the persymmetric determinants5 

fm fm+l fm+n 

D(rn, n)= fm+1 fm+2 fm+n+l 

and we adopt the convention fj = ° for j < 0. For 
simplicity we assume throughout that 

D(O,N-l)oFO and D(I,N-l)*O, 

(1.15) 

(1. 16) 

thereby ensuring the validity of (1. 13) in the case of 
[N-I/N} and [NIN] PA's. We will use the notation 

(1. 17) 

for the polynomial in the denominator of the [MIN] PA. 
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2. BIVARIATIONAL BOUNDS FOR {(x) 

A. Construction of a representation {(x) = <t (1+xL)-1 T/> 

Here we construct6 a real Hilbert space ~ with sym
metric inner product (, ), a pair of vectors ~ and 1] in 
4), and a positive self-adjoint operator L in 4), such that 
f(x) can be written in the form (1.4). 

Let ~ be the Hilbert space L2[0, 00) of real square 
integrable functions on [0,00), with the symmetric inner 
product 

(1:1,1:2) = Jo~ 1:1(u) t;2(u)du, 1;1 and t;2 in 4). (2.1) 

Now let L be the linear operator in 4) defined by7 

Lt;(u) =ul;(u), I; e j] (L). (2.2) 

Here j] (L) is the domain of L, and consists of all I: in 
4) such that 

\ILI;W=(LI;,Lt;)=.f {ut;(uW du<oo; (2.3) 

j] (L) can be shown to be dense in.p. It is then readily 
established that L is both positive and self-adjoint. We 
have, for example, 

(t;,Lt;)=J~~ u{t;(uWdu> ° for t;,tO, t;ej)(L), (2.4) 

and 

(t;1,Lt;2)= { t;1(U) uI:2(u)du = (Ll:u 1:2), 
o 

1:1 and t;2 inJ](L). (2.5) 

In particular, the operator (1 + xLr\ x'" 0, is a bounded, 
linear, self-adjoint operator whose domain is the whole 
of 4). 8 Its operation is simply 

(l+xLtl l:(u)=(I+Xlltl~(H), l:(u)E:4). (2.6) 

The final step is to select any pair ~ and 1] of vectors 
in 4) such that 

J" 1" ~(v)1](v)dv= dep(v), for all ° ~11< 00. 
o 0 

(2.7) 

Suppose for the moment that this has been done. Then 

(~,(I+xLt11J>=r ~(u)(1+xur11](u)du 
o 

=J: (1 + XU)-ld(r: ~(V)1](V)dV) 
= f (1 + XU)-l d (fa" dep(v)) 

[~ dep(u) x'" 0, 
= 0 (l+xu)' 

(2.8) 

which is just what we want. 

The existence of vectors ( and 1] in 4' such that (2.7) is 
true is easily established if we assume ep(u) is differ
entiable on ° ~ If < 00. In this case we can choose for 
example 

1](U) = 1 ep' (u) 11/2 and ~(u) = sgn{cp' (ul) lep' (u) 11/2, 
(2.9) 

where sgn{r} takes the values + 1 and - 1 according as 
the real number r is nonnegative or negative, respec
tively. Then these functions belong to 4' because 
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= [ 1 cp'(u) 1 du = .r 1 dcp(u) 1 < 00, (2.10) 
o 0 

where we have used the property that cp(u) is of bounded 
variation for ° :s u < 00. With this choice we have 

f 1/( vH( v)dv = r sgn{ cp' (u)} 141' (u) 1 du 
o 0 

= (" cp' (u)du = [" dcp(u). 
.10 '0 

(2.11) 

If cp(u) has discontinuities Vj at points Wj E [0,00), say 

cp(wj+)-cp(wj)=vj*O (i=O,I,"'), (2.12) 

then we may adjoin the contributions 

~ 

6 1 Vj 11/2 [o(u - W;)]1/2, 
i::O 

~ 

L sgn{v;} Iv;11/2 [o(U_W j )]1/2, (2.13) 
i=O 

to 1)(u) and ~(u), respectively. The inclusion of such 
functions in.p, along with the use of the usual rules for 
evaluating integrals involving delta functions, can be 
rigorously justified. 9 With these additions it is readily 
verified that 1)(u) and ~(u) satisfy (2.7) in the case 
where cp(u) is piecewise differentiable. 

We observe that ((x) being a series of Stieltjes cor
responds to the case ~ =1). Similarly, f(x) is the nega
tive of a series of Stieltjes when ~ = -1). We also note 
that the coefficients in the expansion of f(x), as in (1.6), 
are related to inner products in involving powers of L 
and the two vectors 1) and ~, by 

(Lm~, L"TJ) = r um+n dcp(u) =/m+n' m, n '" 0. (2.14) 
'0 

B. Bivariational bounds 

Let A be any linear self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert 
space.p, such that 

(2.15) 

Suppose ~ and 1) are vectors in.p. Then if cp satisfies 
the linear equation 

(2.16) 

bivariational upper and lower bounds can be imposed on 
the inner product (cp, 1) = (~, A -11). There are two pairs 

of bounding functionals3
: 

and 

y - {S,Sn}1/2 :s (~, A -11) Z P + S + {S,SnY/2, 

where 

and 

:; = J' (<I>, -It) = - (<I>, A -It) + (<I>, 1) > + (-It, ~), 

S (= S ,( <1» = (A <I> - ~, A<I> - ~), 

Sn =Sn(-It) = (A -It -1), A -It -1), 

S = S(<I>, -It) = (A<I> -~, A-It -1/). 

(2. 17a) 

(2. 17b) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

The trial vectors <I> and -It must belong to f) (A), and are 
approximations respectively to the solutions of (2.16) 
and the auxiliary equation 

(2.21) 
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We observe that the second pair of bounds may be de
rived from the first by using - ~ in place of ~, and then 
using the trial vector - <I> in place of <1>, (The need for 
two pairs of functionals will become clear in the next 
section. ) By writing <I> = cp + ocp and q, = IjJ + oljJ, the 
bounding properties of the functionals may be verified 
directly. 

If we set 

A = (1 + xL), x '" 0, (2.22) 

L being the operator discussed in Sec. 2A, then A is 
linear, self-adjoint, and satisfies (2.15). The func
tionals in (2.17) now impose upper and lower bounds on 

(2.23) 

which is just what we want. 

3. PADE APPROXIMANTS AND CORRECTION TERMS 

To obtain formulas like (1. 2) we will use trial vectors 

N-l N-l 

<I> = <l>N = 6 a~n~ and -It = -ItN = 6 b~n1), (3.1) 
n=O n=O 

in the functionals (2.17), where the parameters an and 
b n (n = 0, 1, ... ,N - 1) have yet to be chosen. Here we 
assume that both ~ and 1) belong to f) (L n) for 
n= 1, 2, ... ,N, and at the end of Sec. 4A we will show 
that this is assured by the assumption that F n' defined 
in (1. 9), is finite (n = 1, 2, ... ,2N). Rather than choosing 
the parameters in the trial vectors so as to optimize the 
functionals in each case, we will instead choose them 
so as to make either 

j (<I>N, q,N)= :;(a, b), 

or else 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

stationary. The reason for this is that when p(a,b) is 
made stationary with respect to variations of the an's 
and b;s, the value about which it becomes stationary is 
precisely the [N -1/NJPA tof(x). Similarly, making 
q(a,b) stationary yields the [NIN] PA to ((x). 

The above results are well known in the context of the 
Schwinger and Kohn variational principles, as described 
by Nuttall, 10 and their derivation follows familiar lines. 
As an example we will show how :; (a, b) yields the 
[N - liN] PA. We have 

(3.4) 

Here Ii is the N x.V matrix with elements Au 
=(Li~,(I+xL)Lj1)=fj+j+x(j+J+l (i,)=O, 1, ... ,N-l), c 
is the column vector with elements cj~<Lj~,1)=<Lj1), t) 
=fj (i = 0,1, ... , N - 1), where in both of the latter we 
have used (2.14), and a, b are the column vectors with 
elementsa j ,b j (i=O,l, ... ,N-l), respectively. We now 
find that :;(a, b) becomes stationary when 

a [) (a, b) 
oa 

and correspondingly 
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o 

== - to 

f N-l (J N-l + xf N) 

(IN-l + xf N) .•. (J2N-2 + Xf2N-l ) 

We see by comparison with (1. 13) that this is indeed the 
[N -liN] PA to f(x). The [NIN) PA is obtained in a 
similar way from <j(a, b). 

Let us introduce the notation <f>g, -vg, and <f>1!; , -v~, 
for the optimized pairs <f>N, \}TN, whicli yield the [N - liN] 
and [N IN] P A's on use in!) and <j, respectively. Then 
we will shortly require the formulasll 

o 

+ Q'N-l/ Nl(X) 

N N 
together with similar expressions for -vg and «I, 
wherein ~ is replaced by 11. Here we have used the 
notation (1. 17). 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

We are now in a position to obtain bounds on f(x) of 
the form (1. 2). We begin by rewriting our variational 
bounds (2. 17) as 

(3. ga) 

0 fo 
(UxLO (to +Xfl) 

N N (LN-l~ + XLN~) (J ll-l + xf Ii) 

and 

(3. 9b) 

for x;:. O. Now consider for example the lower bound in 
(3. gal. If we insert the pair of trial vectors <f>2' -VI' we 
obtain ' 

(3.10) 

where 

(3.11) 

Similarly, using the pair <f>~, -vq in the right-hand side 
of (3. gal, we obtain . 

f(x) <S [N/N] + c",(x), x;:.o, (3.12) 

where 

(3.13) 

A different pair of bounds on f(x) can be obtained from 
(3.9b). Using <f>1!;, -vI!; in the left-hand side of (3. 9b), 
and <f>g, \}Tg in the right-hand side, yields 

where 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

We now simplify the above expressions for the cor
rection terms b N(X), c ",(x), B ",(x) and C ",(x), by showing 
that each one can be written in the form (1. 5); that is, 

x2N positive constant 
denominator of corresponding PAY 

We will then explain the need for having the second pair 
of bounds (3.14). 

Consider first bN(x), (3.11). In the evaluation of this 
term we use 

fN-l t 0 0 

(IN-l + xf N) ° (to + Xfl) (t N-l + xfN) 

(J2 "'-2 + xf2 N-l) 0 (f Ii-l + xf Ii) (f~ 1l-2 + xf21i-1) A <f> J - ~ = (1 + xL)<f> J - ~ 
(Jo+xO (fN-l + xfN) 
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~ 

(UxL~) 
~ fa f N-I 

+ QIN-Il NI(X) = - X N L~ fl fN 
+QIN-I/NI(X), 

where in the last step we have subtracted the first row 
from the second, taken out a factor x, subtracted the 
resulting second row from the third, and so on. 
Introducing the notation 

s fm f m+ n- 1 

(3.18) 

we express (3.17) by 

;:\,1>;;- ~=- x ND,(O,V)/QIN_I/NI(X), (3. 19) 

In a similar way we obtain 

AIjIJ -1)=- x NDn(O,N)/QIN_I/NI(X), (3.20) 

the only difference being that ~ is replaced by Y/. In 
particular, we now have 

X2N 
{Q (.)}2<D~(0,N),D",0,N), (3.21) 

I N-l I NI X 

X2N 
= [ - ()J2 . IID,(0,N)112, 

QIN-1INI x 

and similarly 

Sn(<¥%)=[Q ~N( )[2.IIDn(0,N)!'2. 
dIN-II NI x 

Now substituting into (3.11), we have 

b",(x) = x2Nb Nil Q, N-l I NI(X) f, 
where 

In like manner we derive 

922 

C N(X) = X2Nc Nil (i, N I NI(X) J2. 
B N(X) = X2NB N/[ QI NI NI(X) 1

2
, 

C N(X) = X2NC N/[ QI N-l I NI(X) j2, 
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(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.26) 

LN~ fN I~N-I 

where 

CN= IID,(l,N)II'i1Dn(l,N)II- (DP,N),D n(1,N), 

B N= i1Dp, N)II' IIDn(1, N)II + (DP, N), Dn(l, N), 

C N= IID,(O, N)II· IIDn(O, N)II + (D1(0, N), Dn(O, N), 

(3.17) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

Thus, in each case, the correction term takes the form 
(1. 5): The numbers b N' C N' B HI and eN are independent of 
x and nonnegative by Schwartz's inequality. 

We now show how our bounds reduce to the usual PA 
bounds, see (1. 3), whenf(x) is a series of Stieltjes. In 
so doing we uncover the reason for having two pairs of 
bounding formulas. 

From Sec. 2A, the case f(x) is a series of Stieltjes 
corresponds to ~ = 1). On making this substitution in 
(3.25) and (3.27) we obtain bN=CN=O, and (1.2) be
comes the usual PA bounds. Making the same substitu
tion in (3.28) and (3.29) yields 

(3.30) 

and the resulting bounds on f(x) are certainly not the 
PA ones; indeed, these bounds can be shown to be 
broader than the PA bounds. However, if ~ = -1), which 
is the case where f(x) is the negative of a series of 
Stieltjes, then just the opposite of the above happens; 
(3.14) gives 

i. e. , 
[NI N] ~f(x) ~ [N - liN], 

- [N -liN] ~ -f(x) ~ - [N IN], x? 0, 

xC? 0, 
(3.31) 

while (1. 2) yields a pair of bounds which are distinct 
from the PA ones. Thus, our bounds reduce to the usual 
PA bounds in both the casesf(x) = ± a series of Stieltjes. 
This is the feature which one would naturally expect of 
"PA's + correction terms"; we see how, for this to oc
cur, two pairs of formulas are needed. 

4. EVALUATION OF THE CONSTANTS IN THE 
CORRECTION TERMS 

In this section we will be concerned with the evaluation 
of the constants b N' C N' B N' and eN' which occur in the 
correction terms. The ultimate objective is to show how 
suitable values for the constants can be calculated while 
assuming only a set of information about fIx) which is 
likely to be easily obtained, over and above the coef
ficients {fn};':a which are already needed to construct the 
PA's themselves. We begin by discovering that we need 
to know the coefficients {F n}~:a' described circa (1. 9). 
It is then shown that in many cases F n may be replaced 
by Fn, n=O, 1, ... , 2N, see (1.11), while preserving the 
bounding properties of the corrected PA's. 
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A. Evaluation of constants using lFn} ~~o 

The terms (Df(O, N), D,(O, N» and,(D f (l, N), D,(I, N» 
can always be evaluated using only {/n}~:o' We have for 
example 

~ fo f N-I 1) fo 

L~ (1 fN L1) 11 
=: 

fN f2N-l LN1) fN 

(4. 1) 

and, observing that 

f n 10 I N-l 

In+l 11 fN 
=0 

In+N IN 12N-l 

for n=O, 1, ... ,N -1, 

where we have made use of (2.17), we find that 

(D(O, N), D"(O, N» =D(O, N - I)D(O, N). 

In the same way we derive 

(D f(I,N), Dn(I,N» =D(2,N -1)D(O, N) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

and in each case only the coefficients {tn};~o are used. 

However, the constants also involve the quantities 
IlDiO,N)II, IID"(O,N)!I, IlD(I,N)II, and liD,(I,N)II, 
where for example 

liD (0, N)1I2 = (D (0, N), D 1(0, N» 

S 11 ... fN (4.5) L~ fo ... I N-l ) 

LN~ fN f 2N-1 

In order to evaluate these, we clearly need to know 

(~,Ln~) and (1),L"r) for n=O, 1, ... , 2N. (4.6) 

Choosing ~ and 1) as in (2.9) and using (1. 9), we have 

(4.7) 

and in this case 

IlDn(O,N)II=IID(O,N)11 and IID,(I,N)II=IIDP,N)II. 

(4.8) 

Given that we know {Fn}~~o' it is now a straightforward 
matter to evaluate the constants b N' C N' B N' and eN' For 
example, when N= 1, we have from (3.25) 

b1 = IID/(O, 1)11· 1IDn(0, 1)11- (D(O, 1), Dn(O,I» 

= (D (0, 1), D (0, 1» - D(O, 0) D(O, 1), 

by (4.3) and (4.8), 
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= (fl~ - laL~, 11~ - I aL~) - Mfof2 - fi) 

= U~ Fo - 2/0/1Fl + I~F2) - loUo!2 - I~), using (4.7); 

(4.9) 

and correspondingly 

b ( ) - x2
[UiFQ - 2/0/1Fl + f~?) - foUo/2 - In 1 . 

1 X - (fo + x/1)2 (4.10) 

Similarly we find 

( ) _ x2[U~Fo - 2/J2F l + fiF2) - fg(fof? - Ii) l. 
C1 x - (fl + X/2? (4.11) 

In general, there does not seem to be any succinct 
method for evaluating the inner products (D f(O, N), 
Df(O,N» and (DP,S), DP,N»; for each N one has to 
proceed straightforwardly via expansion of the cor
responding determinants, D1(0,N) and D(I,N), as 
illustrated above. 

We recall here the remark made at the beginning of 
Sec. 3. The assumption that F M is finite (n = 1,2, ... 2N) 
means in particular that (L m ~, L m 0 = (~, L 2m 0 
=F2 ", (m=I,2, ... ,N) is finite, using (4.7). Hence~, 
and similarly TI, belong to O(L m

) (m = 1, 2, ... N), as 
was claimed. 

B. Evaluation of constants using 1 F" f ~ N.. 0 

The requirement that in addition to {tM};~O' we also 
need to know {Fn};~o is a very stringent one. However, 
provided we know a function e(u) such that de(u) ~ I dcp(u) I 
for ° ~ u < 00, we can often still obtain suitable values for 
the constants b N' eN' B N' and eN' 

Let us suppose for Simplicity that cp(u) is constant 
outside ° ~ u ~ l1R, for some ° < R < 00, and that cp(u) 
possesses a continuous derivative cp' (u) over this 
interval. Then 

x _/11 R cp'(u)du 
f( )- (1 +ux) 

o 

(4.12) 

is the analog of a series of Stieltjes with radius of con
vergence R. Let e(u) be any monotone nondecreasing 
function with a continuous derivative e'(u) such that 

e'(u)~ Icp'(u)1 for O~u~IIR. (4. 13) 

It seems generally likely that, while not knowing I cpl(U) I 
and hence not knowing the F;s, one would still have 
available a bound e' (u), such as a constant M ~ I cp' (u) I 
for 0 ~u ~ liR. 

We now claim that, on defining 
- J1IR FM = unde(u), 

o n=O, 1, ... , 2lv, (4.14) 

and putting 

(~,Ln~>=(1),L"rJ)=Fn' n=0,1, ••. ,2N, (4.15) 

in place of the F:s used in Sec. 4A to evaluate b
N

, CN' 

B N' and eN' the resulting constants will be such that the 
bounding formulas (1. 2) and (3.14) remain valid. 

In the proof of this result the central idea is the 
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following. We consider replacing the distribution dcp(u) 
in the definition of f(x) by a distribution whose value at 
each point UE [0, I/Rl is either +d8(u) or -d8(u):f(x) 
may be approximated arbitrarly closely in this way for 
x>- 0. The result is then obtained by observing that the 
"F n' s" associated with the ± d8(u) distribution are 
exactly the F n' s. 

More precisely, given 8(u) and cp(u) as in (4.13), there 
exists a sequence of piecewise continuous functions 
{xM(U)}~=l with the property that for each M 

XM(u) = either +1 or -1, each UE [O,I/R]. (4.16) 

We define 

(4.17) 

and an associated sequence of functions {fM(x)};el by 

f (x) = t/ R dpM(U) , 
M 0 (l+ux) 

M=I,2,···. (4.18) 

Then the sequence {XM(U)}};=l is such that 

fM(X)~f(x), O""x""X, (4.19) 

for any 0< X < 00. We use H-'!." to mean uniform con
vergence with increasing M, over the stated interval. 
Moreover, if 

11/ R n 
fnM= UdPM(U), M=I,2,"', 

o 
(4.20) 

then 

limfnM=fn' n=0,1,2,···. 
M-~ 

(4.21) 

These results having been established, the rest is easy. 
For large enough M the PA's plus correction terms to 
f M(X) certainly exist [i. e., the associated determinants 
like (1. 16) do not vanish because of (4.21)]. Moreover, 
the requisite HFn's" needed to evaluate the constants 
in the correction terms are 

,1/ R -
=J

o 
und8(u)=Fn, n=0,1, ... ,2N, 

(4.22) 

independently of M. Hence we have 

[N - I/N]M - b~(x) "" fM(x) "" [N /N]M + c~(x), x>- 0, 

(4.23) 

where the M superscript indicates approximants to 
fM(X); and on taking the limit as M - 00 we obtain 

[N - I/N]- b N(X) "" f(x) "" [N /N] + C N(X), x >- 0, (4.24) 

where the tildes mean that Fn's are used in place of the 
F n' s in evaluating the correction terms. A parallel 
derivation applies to the other pair of bounds (3.14) and 
yields 

[N /N]- BN(X) "" f(x) "" [N - I/N] + C N(X), x >- 0, (4.25) 

in the obvious notation. 

To prove these results, we must establish the exis
tence of a sequence of functions {x(un~ =1 such that the 
requirements (4.16), (4.19), and (4.21) are fulfilled. 
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We assume, without any loss of generality, that R = 1. 
Then we begin by defining a set of partitions {~M}~=l of 
the interval ° ""u "" 1. We take ~M to be the set of points 

° = u~ < u1 < ... < u~ = 1, 

where 

U~-u~_l=I/M, m=I,2, ... ,M, 

so that 

u~=m/M. 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

Each ~M is now subdivided to form a new partition ~M in 
the following way: Let v~, w~ be such that 

U~_l .:% V~_l ~ W~_l ~ u~, m == 1,2, ... ,/'11, 

where 

UM_W
M 

=6M={(1/M)I<P'(u!)1/8'(U~) if 8'(u~)*O 
m m-l m ° if 8'(u~)=O 

and 

U'~_l - V~_l == V~_l - U~_l == y~ 

with 

Y~ = -H(u~ - U!_l) - o~l = -Hl/M - o~]; 

then ~M is the set of pOints 

a == u~ ~ V~ ~ W~ ~ uf ~ ... .:<S V~_l 

""W/:._1 ""U~ "" ... ""U~= 1. 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

We observe that the relationships (4.30) and (4.31) are 
in harmony with (4.29) because by assumption 

° "" I cp'(u) I "" 18' (u) I, 0"" u "" 1, (4.34) 

so that 

O""o~""I/M, m=I,2, ... ,M. (4.35) 

The piecewise contin20us function XM(U) on ° ~U "" 1 is 
now associated with ~M as follows. We define 

( - 1, 

, + 1 

tgn{cp' (~~)), 

U~_l < u "" V~_l 

V~_l < U ~ W~_l' 

W~_l < U -!S u~, 

m =1,2, ... ,,'VJ., (4.36) 

together with, say, XM(O) = - 1. Then it is clear that 
each XM(U) is piecewise continuous and satisfies (4.16). 
We must show that the sequence has the properties 
(4. 19) and (4.21). 

We will first establish (4.19). From (4.18) and (4.36) 
we have 

(X)-I
1 

dpM(X) _f1 XM(u)8'(u)du 
fM - 0 (l+ux) - 0 (l+ux) 

_ M t- rV~-l 8'(u)du + (W~_l 8'(U)dU) 
- ~ .Iu M ( 1 + ux) IM (1 + ux) 

m-l Vm_1 

M 
M fum sgn{cp'(u!n 8'(u)du 

+ 6 M (1 +ux) 
m.l Wm_l 

(4.37) 
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=gM(X) + hM(x), 

where gM(X) and hM(x) denote the first and second sums 
in the previous line, respectively. We claim that 

gM(X)l!... 0, 

while 

o ~x~X, 

hM(x).!!,. !(x), 0 ~ x ~X. 

Consider hM(x). Defining 

1 M cp' (u~) 
SM(X) = M ~ (1 +u!x) , 

we will prove first that 

hM(x).!!,. SM(X), 0 ~X ~X, 

and then that 

o ~X ~X, 
thereby proving (4.39). 

We have 

If we set 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

then we observe that the assumed continuity of e '(u) on 
o ~ It ~ 1 implies it is uniformly continuous over this 
interval, and hence there exists an integer M(e) such 
that 

/!1~-I'~<e, m=1,2, ... M, forallM>M(e) (4.45) 

for any e > 0, prescribed arbitrarily small. Further, 
let 

Iii = max{e'(u)1 0 ~u ~ n. (4.46) 

From (4.43) we now have 

I hM(x) - S M(X) I 

~ t f~ l(e'(u)-e'(U~»(l+U~X)+(u!-u)xe'(u~) /dU 
m.} M (1 + ux) (1 + u!x) 

Wm_1 

~ t ~ (e+ ~X/!1)=e+ ~X/!1 
mol M M M 

(4.47) 

for all 0 ~x ~X and M>M(e). The latter can be made as 
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small as we like by choosing M sufficiently large; this 
proves (4.41). 

Now consider 

/ / 
III cp'(u)du M 1 p'(u~) I 

!(X)-SM(X) =1 (l+ux) - ,?;M(1+u~x) I 

I M i~ (cp'(U) cp'(U~») I 
= I E JU~_l (1+ux) - (l+u~x) du I' 

(4.48) 

This last quantity has the same form as (4.43), and its 
uniform convergence to zero for 0 ~ x ~ X is implied by 
the same reasoning as was used in (4.47), except that 
this time one relies on the uniform continuity of rp'(u) on 
o ~ u ~ 1. Equation (4.42) is thus established, and 
together with (4.41), this completes the proof of (4. 39). 

We now prove (4.38). We have 

I x I _ I M (r~-l e'(u)du _ rW~-l e'(U)du) I 
I g( ) I - I ~.b (1 + ux) JvM (1 + ux) I 

m-l m-l 

(4.49) 

for 0 ~x ~X, 

where we have used (4.44). Since 

(4.50) 

we now have 

~ -2:; V)}~ - /~) + -Xiii 1 M ( 1 ~ 
2M mol 1\IJ. 

1 1 
~ 2: E + 2M Xiii for 0 ~ x ~ X (4.51) 

for all O~x~X andM~M(e), where we have used (4.45) 
and (4.46). The last quantity can be made as small as 
we please by picking M large enough, and hence we have 
(4.38). 

Equations (4.38) and (4.39) taken together yield the 
desired property (4.19). 

It remains only for us to establish the property (4.21) 
of the sequence {xM(U)}Zol' We have 

fn-!nM= t ({"~_1 u"e'(u)du- [~-1 une'(U)dU) _1 JA ~M 
"'m-l m-l 

M (LU~ l uM ~ + 2:; u"rp'(u)du- m u"sgn{cp'(u~)}e'(u)du , 
m=1 rJM M 

m-l w
m

_1 

(4.52) 

and, at fixed n, it can be shown by similar reasoning to 
that used above, that both sums here tend to zero as 
M - 00. In this way (4.21) is proved. 

This completes the proof that there exists a sequence 
{XM(U)};ol with the properties (4.16), (4.19), and (4.21). 
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o 
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u, 
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y>(u) 

l/R 
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FIG. 1. Sketch of 
how <;?(u). posess
ing discontinuities 
at ul and u2. might 
be altered to form 
a smooth function 
cp(u). The dotted 
lines indicate the 
modifications. 

Thus our result on the replacement of F n' s by F n' s is 
established for the case where rp'(u) and 8'(u) are con
tinuous on o:s;u:S; 1/R. 

We will now indicate how the above restrictions on 
rp(u) and 8(u) might be considerably weakened. First, 
we can certainly allow rp'(u) and 8'(u) to be only piece
wise continuous on ° :s;u :s; 1/R provided rp(u) and 8(u) 
are themselves continuous on the interval. Secondly, if 
rp (u) has discontinuities then, by replacing rp(u) by a 
similar but continuous and piecewise differentiable func
tion <P'(u) with steep slopes in the neighborhoods of the 
discontinuities in rp(u) (see Fig. 1), we visualize that 
I(x) may be approximated arbitrarily closely by 

- 11/R d(j)(u) ,c "" 

f(x)= 0 (1+ux) ' o~x~X. (4.53) 

We now use l(x) in place of f(x), construct PA's and 
modified correction terms, and then let f(x) approach 
[(x). Then the condition (4.13) becomes generalized to 

d8(u)? idrp(u)i, 0:s;u:S;1/R. (4.54) 

We are led to expect that our result on the replacement 
of F n' s by F n' s will hold true when rp(u) and 8(u) are 
related according to (4.54). Finally, with suitable re
strictions on the asymptotic behavior of rp(u) and 8(u), 
we can picture allowing R - 0. 

5. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION 

A. Examples 

Functions of the form (1. 1) occur in potential theory. 
The elect'ric potential V(x) due to a charge distribution 
of line density a(w) on the negative axis, - b :s;w :s; - a < 0, 
is 

V(x) = ra 
a(w)dw, x? 0; J b (-w+x) 

this can be rewritten 

V(X)=jl/a (1/u)a(-1/u)du 
lib (1+ux) 

which is of the form (1. 1) with 

drp(u) = {(l/U)at 1Iu), 1/b:S;u:s; 1/a, 
otherwise. 

(5. 1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Similar potential functions arise in two-dimensional 
ideal fluid hydrodynamics, when one has a distribution 
of sources and sinks on the negative axis, and in certain 
problems involving a scalar magnetiC potential. 
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Functions of the form (1. 1) also arise in scattering 
theory. Two examples are: (i) S matrix elements in 
Peres-model field theory, 12 (ii) Kp forward dispersion 
relations. 13 

Here we look at P A's plus correction terms for the 
potential V(x) in (5.1) with a= 1, b=4, and 

1
-1 

a(w)= 0,' 

+ 1, 

-4:S;w:S;-3, 
- 3 <w < - 2, 
- 2 :S;w :s; -1, 

(5.4) 

Then 

(
2+X)(3+X)) ~ n 

V(x)=ln (1+x)(4+x) =Po(-x) In' (5.5) 

where 

{ 
In(i), n=O, 

In= [1-(i)n_(t)"+Wn)jn, n=1,2, .... 
(5.6) 

The exact F n' s required in the evaluation of the constants 
in the correction terms are obtained from the expansion 
of 

F(X)=jl 1(1/u)cr(-1/u)ldu =In((2+X)(4+X)). (5.7) 
1/4 (1+UX) (1+x)(3+x) 

A suitable choice for the F n' s is obtained by taking 

dE!(u) = {( 1/u)du, 
0, 

1/4:s;u:S;1, 
otherwise, 

corresponding to which we find 

F(x) = lnl( 4 + x)/( 1 + x)]. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

In Fig. 2 we compare the upper and lower boundS as
sociated with the [1/2] PA to f(x), using a logarithmic 
scale in x. These are the exact bounds 

(5.10) 

evaluated with the aid of F o' F l , F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 • The 
correction constants themselves are 

~5~--------------------------. 

0·4 

0·3 

0'2 

0·1 

o 

-0·1 -ASYMPTOTiClOWERBOUNO---------------

-0·21..-------..----------1 

FIG. 2. Upper 
and lower 
bounds assoc
iated with the 
[1/2) PA to V(x). 

1 10 100 

x--
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FIG. 3. Com-
parison of 
bounds as soc-
iated with the 
[1/2] and [2/3] 
PA's to V(x) 

(5.11) 

and, when F n' s are used in place of F n' s, we obtain the 
modified constants 

(5.12) 

The modified bounds have approximately the same shape 
as the exact ones. The difference between the upper and 
lower modified bound is seen to be about sixty per cent 
greater than the difference between the exact upper and 
lower bound, and thus here the replacement of F n' s by 
F n' s does not crucially effect the tightness of the bounds. 

The bounds deteriorate rapidly around x = 4, and for 
comparison we note that the expansion of V(x), in (5. 5) 
and (5.6), has a radius of convergence R = 1. Asymptoti
cally the bounds tend to constants, as is easily deduced 
from the structure of the correction terms. 

On increasing N from 2 to 3 we find that the bounds 
improve conSiderably, as in illustrated in Fig. 3, where 
we compare the exact bounds associated with the 
[1/2] PA with those associated with the [2/3] PA. This 
time we use a logarithmic scale for the functional 
values. The range of x over which the bounds may be 
considered useful is increased from around x = 4 to 
around x = 30. In Fig. 4 we compare the exact bounds 
associated with the [2/3] PA with the modified ones. 
Again, the widening of the bounds is not drastic. 

The upper and lower bounds corresponding to the 
[2/2 J PA are interesting because the approximant has 
a simple pole located at X= 7. 27. Accordingly, both 
correction terms also have poles at this point, but of 
second order. The resulting bounds become very broad 
in the vicinity of the pole, as can be seen from Table I. 
The spurious pole blows up the corrections in its vicinity 
in such a way as to ensure that the corrected PA's dis
play the desired bounding properties. 

In general we expect that PA's plus correction terms 
will yield bounds which improve with increasing N, 
provided we omit those PA's with spurious poles. 14 
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1.10-1 

FIG. 4. Com-
parison be-
tween the ex-
act and the 
modified 

1'10-2 
bounds assoc-

[2/3](X)+<:3(X) 
iated with the 
[2/3] PA to 

[2/3] (X)+C3(X) 
V(x). The 
tildes mean 

1.10-3 modified cor-
rection terms. 

1.10-4.+-_..,..._ ...... -......,. __ ,......._.,..-l~...,...._~ 
o 20 

B. Discussion 

40 60 
X-

In this paper we have found a suitable structure for 
correction terms to [N - l/N] and [N /N) PA's for func
tions of the form (1. 1), such that the resulting corrected 
PA's impose rigorous bounds onf(x) for all x>O. We 
have further shown how, given appropriate additional 
information, explicit values for the constants in the 
correction terms may be evaluated. However, even when 
such additional information is not available, it is in
teresting simply to know what such corrections look like 
both from the point of view of P A theory and of applica
tions. 

One may still make progress in applications when 
neither the F: s nor F n' s are available. For example, 
one might estimate the values of the correction con
stants by using the difference between the PA's and r(x) 
observed at several x values. Alternatively, assumin~ 
that a particular P A has pole locations and residues 
which mimic the shape of the true distribution, then 
from these poles and their residues one may construct 
an approximation to 1 dcp(u) I. The latter may then be 
used to form approximations to the F n' s and hence ap-

TABLE 1. Bounds on V(x) associated with the [2/2] PA. 

x [2/2](x) - B 2(x) [2/2] + C2(x) 

0 0.40 0.40 
1 0.17 0.19 
2 0 0.24 
3 -0.38 0.66 
4 -1. 55 2.12 
5 - 5. 74 7.34 
6 - 28. 7 :i5.6 
7 -908 1103 
8 -173 207 
9 -40.2 47.8 

10 - 20. 5 24.1 
50 - 2.67 2.79 

100 -1. 94 2.81 
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proximations to the correction constants. The correction 
constants are not unduely sensitive to inaccuracies in 
the F,' s because they depend on them only linearly. Both 
of the above methods have been successfully applied to 
several different examples. 

The idea of forming correction terms to PA's can be 
extended readily in several directions. With alternative 
choices of trial functions in the bivariational functionals 
one can obtain corrections for arbitary [MIN] PA's 
to f(x). Again, following the method of Epstein and 
Barnsley, 15 it is possible to develop correction terms 
for multipoint PA's tof(x). The latter would be useful 
in obtaining bounds on Kp forward dispersion relations, 13 

where one has a function of the form (1. 1) and the given 
information, obtained experimentally, is typically 
{f(Xim~ with 0 < Xl < x2 < ... < X2N < 00. 
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From a "laboratory" Galilei-Hilbert bundle to an algebra of 
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After a schematic examination of the "physical" representations of the Galilei group, a quantum 
mechanical description is drawn from a "laboratory" one in the case of a free elementary system with 
spin, assuming that the kinematical group is the Galilei group, In fact, the "laboratory states" of the 
system naturally fit in a Galilei-Hilbert bundle, Then, according to the general theory of the unitary 
representations of groups in the framework of Hilbert bundles which is outlined in this paper, a unitary 
representation of the Galilei group is constructed which is shown to contain all the physical Galilei 
representations. The quantum mechanical description which has been obtained in this way gives rise 
to an algebra of observabies by means of a general procedure which connects a unitary representation 
of a Lie group with a Hilbert representation of the corresponding Lie algebra. The inner energy is 
shown to be a superobservable for the system under consideration. Moreover, the kinematical 
properties of such a system are independent of the values of the inner energy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this paper is the quantum mechanical 

description of the ldnematical properties of an isolated 
elementary system with spin, namely its behavior under 
translations, rotations, uniform motions, assuming as 
ldnematical group the Galilei group. However, such 
properties are completely described by a unitary 
representation of the group in a Hilbert space, and these 
representations are very well known. 1 Then what is the 
novelty of the present work? 

Before answering this question, we mention that in 
Sec, 3 it is shown that successful means in the construc
tion of a unitary representation of a group G is to find 
a G-Hilbert bundle, Now, we are in the position to ex
pound the somewhat unusual procedure we adopt here. 
Our starting-point is the remark that the "laboratory 
states" of an isolated elementary system naturally fit 
into a Galilei-Hilbert bundle. Then, we are led to con
struct a representation of the Galilei group, which is 
shown to contain all the "physical" representations of the 
the group. Moreover, an "algebra of observables" can 
be drawn from such a description. Finally, the inner 
energy is shown to be a superobservable for the system 
under examination and two such systems have the same 
ldnematical properties also if the relative values of the 
inner energies are different. 

The main physical significance and justification for the 
the present work are that it furnishes a concrete exam
ple of a procedure the extent of which is greater than 
the definite case which is the object of this work. Such 
a procedure is to derive, for a physical system, a quan
tum mechanical description (here this term means that 
ldnd of picture involving Hilbert spaces, self-adjoint 
operators, continuous representations of groups, and 
so on) from something to be interpreted as a "labora
tory" description of the system, inasmuch as it is this 
phenomenological information which forms in a sense 
the phenomenological definition of the physical system 
under consideration. To be definite, such a rather gen
eral procedure can be outlined in the following way: 
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(a) We consider a physical system and a group G as 
its symmetry group. 
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(b) The "laboratory" properties of the system lead 
us to construct in a rather naive way a "set 
bundle" with an action of G, namely to Single out 
a set (the "base set") whose elements can be 
interpreted as the "geometric" states of the sys
tem and, for any such geometric state, a set (a 
"fiber") whose elements are to be added to the 
geometric state to get a "total" state (the fibers 
then represent the inner variables of the sys
tem).2 Such a state can be called a "laboratory" 
state as it represents a definite phenomenological 
situation for the physical system. In addition, we 
find an action of G on this bundle in a natural way, 
namely looking at the fashion in which the states 
transform in connection with G. 

(c) We add mathematics (e.g., topological or 
analytical or Borel structures, measures of the 
elements of volume, connections among the 
emerging structures) to the structure of (b).3 
For instance, we can try to construct a G-Hilbert 
bundle. Suppose we succeed in this purpose. 

(d) According to the theory expounded in Sec. 3, a 
Hilbert space can be constructed as well as a 
unitary representation of G on it. Therefore we 
have a quantum mechanical description of the 
system. Suppose that G is a Lie group, Then we 
can draw a representation of the Lie algebra of 
G by essentially self-adjoint operators. 4 

(e) We take the von Neumann algebra generated by 
the range of the representation of the Lie algebra 
of G constructed in (d). We are then in the frame
work of the algebraic approach to quantum 
mechanics which has been developed by Jauch and 
others. 5 Therefore we can interpret the mathe
matical structure that we have got from the stand
point of the algebra of observables. In this way 
we can reach or recover phYSically interpretable 
results, as for instance the presence of super
selection rules and the way in which the super
selection sectors depend on the values of 
superobservables. 
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This procedure is applied in Sec. 4 to a free elemen
tary system with spin (namely the spin is the only inner 
variable), taking the Gali1ei group for the kinematical 
group. Then, in the "set bundle" of (b) the elements of 
the "base set" are the energy and momentum states and 
those of the "fibers" are the spin states. To perform 
the program of (e) it remains necessary to know what 
are the "physical" representations of the Gali1ei group. 
Therefore in Sec. 2 we sketch the arguments which lead 
to the classification and the construction of these 
"physical" representations. 

In Sec. 3 we expound some theory about G-Hilbert 
bundles. We show that in this mathematical structure 
a unitary representation of a group G can be easily con
structed. The scope of Sec. 3 is wider than its mere 
application to the Galilei group which is made in Sec. 4. 
In fact, Hilbert bundles can be of notable importance in 
theoretical physics, as can be inferred also from the 
generality of the scheme outlined above. 

2. PHYSICALLY MEANINGFUL REPRESENTATIONS 
OF THE GAll LEI GROUP 

In this section we shall outline the chain of arguments 
which lead to the phYSically meaningful representations 
of the proper Galilei group (which will be called the 
Galilei group in the sequel). Moreover, we shall write 
a definite expression for any such representation. Since 
the proof of any assertion of this section will be not 
even hinted here, to any assertion a definite reference 
is ascribed wherein the proof can be found. 

To avoid unessential complications, we replace the 
Galilei group with its universal covering group, which 
can be identified with the group g = (1Rx1R3)x ",(lR3 
x a5 U(2». By 1R" we denote the n-dimensional group of 
reals. By 5 U(2) the special unitary group of 2 x 2 
matrices. By xa the semidirect product relative to the 
homomorphism f3 of 5U(2) into Aut 1R 3 defined by f3(u'tv 
=DO)(u'tv, where D(l) is the spin 1 representation 
of 5U(2). By x", the semidirect product relative to the 
homorphism Ci of 1R3x

a5U(2) into Aut(1R1x1R3) defined by 
G'(v,u)(t,a)= (i,D(l)(u)a+vt). The composition law of 
g is (t' ,a' ,v' ,u')(t,a,v,u)= (t' + t,a' +D(l)(u/)a+V't, v' 
+ D(l) (u' 'tv ,u'u), denoting an element g of g by (t, a, v, u). 
The group g is a locally compact (1. c.), second 
countable (s.c.), and Simply connected Lie group. 6 

The representations of g of physical interest are pro
jective representations,7 namely Borel homomorphisms 
of g into the quotient group U / Z. Here U is the unitary 
group of a separable Hilbert space endowed with the 
strong operator topology and Z is the closed and normal 
subgroup of the elements of U which are multiples of the 
identity operator. The Borel structures we consider on 
9- and U / Z are those generated by the respective 
topologies. 8 

The study of projective representations can be con
veniently performed by the study of w-representations 
of g. 8 An w-representation of g is a Borel map V of g 
into U for which a multiplier w for g exists such that 
Vg.g=w(g' ,g)Vg, Vg• Similarity classes of multipliers 
exist, equal in number to the values of a label m which 
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ranges in 1R. A representative for the class labelled 
by m is wm«t' ,a' ,V' ,uI), (t, a, v, u)}= exp[im Hv' 2t + v'D(1) 
X (u' )a)l. 9 For m = 0 we have a representation of g which 
describes a nonlocalizable Galilei invariant system. 10 

Moreover, an w..".-representation and an wm-representa
tion, as antiunitarily equivalent, give two physically 
equivalent projective representations. 11 Therefore, it is 
enough to study the wm-representations with m> O. 

The study of the wm-representations of C; is convenient
ly performed by a central extension gm of T by g, where 
T denotes the one-dimensional torus and the composition 
law of gm is (Zl ,g')(z ,g) = (Zl zwm(g' ,gtt,g' g), with (z' ,g') 
and (z, g) in T xq. In fact, if V is a continuous unitary 
representation (CUR) of gm such that V(z, e) = z ~ fdr any 
z in T. its restriction to g is an wm-representation of 
(~ and any wm-representation of C; can be obtained in 
'::f 12 • 
this way. 

With the product topology of T and C;, qm results in 
a 1. c. s. c. Lie group. The group qm can be identified 
with the "regular" semidirect product (TXffixffi3)X 

x'" (ffi3 x ,i>U(2)}, where 0'1 is the homomorphism defined 
by 1O'l(V, u)(z, t, a) = (z exp[ - im(vl)O) (u)a + 1-v2t)], t, D(1) (u)a 
+ vt). Since c;m is a "regular" semidirect product, 
Mackey's standard procedure13 can be applied to obtain 
all the equivalence classes of irreducible CUR's (CUIR's) 
of qm. The results can be summarized in the following 
way. An action of q m can be defined on the dual Z x ffi 
Xffi3 (Z denotes the group of integers) of the group TXffi 
x ffi3. Then. take a point (n, Po, p) of an orbit and a CUIR 
L of the "little group" rim A ) [namely the group of "-:f nu·o,» 
the elements of c;m which lie in ffi3 x ,i>U(2) and leave 
(n, Po, p) invariant] and construct the representation 
U( ",Po·p)L of gm induced by the representation (n, Po, p)L 
of the subgroup (T x ffi x ffi3) x rm • As U( n,Po,plL is 

a{j (rr.Po'p) 
irreducible, this procedure results in the construction 
of a CUIR of gm starting from a CUIR of the little group 
of a point of an orbit. Moreover, all the CUIR's of qm 
are obtained by this procedure and anyone of them once 
and only once (upto equivalence), if all the orbits are 
taken and for any orbit all the CUIR's (up to equivalence) 
of the little group of a (definite but arbitrarily chosen) 
point of the orbit. 14 

For the case of interest (m > 0), the C;m-orbits are the 
sets 0 n,l = {(n, Po, p) EO Z X ffiX ffi3; p2 - 2nmpo = E} with E 

EO ffi and n EO Z, and {(O, Po, O)} with Po EO ffi (0 and 0 are the 
null elements of Z and ffi3, respectively). The little 
group of a point of the orbit 0 n,l is isomorphic to 5U (2) 
if n*"O and to the two-dimensional Euclidean group if 
n = 0, while the little group of {(O, Po, o)} is isomorphic 
to the three-dimensional Euclidean group. 

The CUIR's of qm which give rise to wm-representa
tions of C; are (up to equivalence) just those which can 
be constructed from the orbits 01,1' with E EO 1R. There
fore, considering the CUIR's V(e,!) = uO ,e/2m,O)D(j) 

[where D(J) denotes the spin j representation of 5U(2)] 
of c;m for any half-integer j and any real number E, we 
take in fact into account all the physically meaningful 
representations of q. The representation vtl,J) can be 
expressed conveniently in the Hilbert space L~2J+1(ffi3, v 3

) 

(v 3 denotes the Lebesgue measure on ffi3)16 as follows: 
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(V1!:~:j)(P ) 

=zexp i f2~ (P2-E)t+P~ DCJ)(u)f(D(l){u-1)(p-mv», 

vi E L~2J+1(1R3 ,v3 ). 17 

In Sec. 4 we shall present a method to get the physi
cally meaningful representations of q by means of a 
definite realization of the mathematical structure to be 
examined in Sec. 3. The important point is that such a 
realization can be construed from a "laboratory" point 
of view. 

3. G-HILBERT BUNDLES 

In the next section we shall draw representations of 
the Galilei group from a Galilei-Hilbert bundle? which 
will not be transitive. Since Hilbert bundles with the 
action of a group are not commonly treated in the litera
ture, at least in the nontransitive case, it is convenient 
to expound here the elements of this subject which are 
needed in the next section. 

First of all? we prove a theorem which provides us 
with a tool to construct a Hilbert space out of a field of 
Hilbert spaces. For the definitions of Borel field and of 
direct integral of Hilbert spaces and of any other re
lated concept that we use in this paper, see Ref. 16 
(hereafter denoted DW). 

Proposition 1: Let Z be a Borel space and {If (sHU; 
E z) a field of Hilbert spaceslS such that [denoting by 
d(S) the dimension of H(s)] Zp={sE Z; d(s)=p} is a 
Borel set of any p. For any p let Hp be a define p
dimenSional Hilbert space and for any S E Z let U(s) be 
a definite unitary isomorphism of H(s) onto HdCC )' De
noting by ITCEjI (s) the complex vector space of the 
fields of vectors, let 

a= {x E IT H (s); Zp 3 I; - U(I;)x(S) E Hp 
CEz 

is a Borel map for any p}, 

where in Hp the Borel structure induced by the norm is 
considered. Depending on a, {H(t)}(t E Z) results in 
a Borel field of Hilbert spaces on Z. 

Proof: From Lemma 8.4 in Ref. 19 we have that, for 
an element x of ITcEzH(s), xEa iff Zp 3 s - Vtl U(s)x(s)) 
EO: (where 0: denotes the complex plane) is a Borel 
function, VuE Hp and for any p. Then it is easy to show 
that a fulfills the conditions of Definition 1 and Rem. 3 
in DW -11.1.3. First we notice, in fact, that a is ob
viously a linear subspace of ITcE jI(1;). Next, for any 
xEa, Zp3 1;-llx(s)1I ER is a Borel function for any P? 
as IIX(?;)1I 2 =&n I (un(P) 1 U(s)x (s))1 2 for any orthonormal 
basis {un(P)} in Hp. Hence [lx(s)11 if '1 Borel function on Z, 
since the Zp's are Borel sets whose (countable) union 
is Z. Let, moreover, YEITCEZH(1;) be such that Z31; 
- (x (1;) I Y (1;» E a: is a Borel function, V x E a, For any p, 
take then X CP ) in Hp and define the field of vectors x(1;) 
= U(l;t1x(d(O). As x is obviously an element of a, 
(x(dcC» I U(I;)y(I;) is a Borel function on Z, whence (x CP ) 1 
U(I;)y (1;) is a Borel function on Zp for any x CP ) in Hp 
and for any p, namely YEa, For any p let finally {x,(P)} 
be a sequence of elements of H which span Hp ' Then the 
field of vectors xn (1;) = U(1;t1x~d&») is obviously an ele-
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ment of a for any nand {x,(1;)} span H(r,) for any 1; as U(1;) 
is a unitary isomorphism, This completes the proof, 

When the conditions of this theorem hold, we can con
struct a direct integral f tB H(1;)d/J.(I;) of the H{I;)'s when-z 
ever a a-finite measure /J. is given on Z.20 Take in fact 
all the elements y E ITcEzH(I;) such that the function Z 
31;- (y(I;)1 x (1;) is /J.-measurable for any x Ea. With 
the set of such elements, {H(s)}(s E Z) results in a /J.
measurable field of Hilbert spaces. Therefore, we can 
define f:H(I;)d/J.(1;) as the direct integral originating 
from this /J.-measurable field. It is remarkable that any 
element of JtBH(s)d/J.U;) is an equivalence class which z 
contains an element of a. We shall denote the elements 
of the direct integral and the representatives thereof 
with the same notation and, when it will prove useful, 
we shall choose representatives which lie in a. 

Now we define G-Hilbert bundles, assuming for G a 
1. c. s. c, group. 

Definition 1: A G-Hilbert bundle is a standard Borel 
space Z on which a field {If (1;)}(s E Z) of Hilbert spaces 
is given, such that, denoting by B the set B= UcEzH(1;) 
and by 1T the map 

the following conditions hold: 

(a) Z is a Borel G-space, namely a homomorphism 
t of G into the group of the automorphisms of 
Z exists such that GX Z 3 (g, z) - t(g)1; E Z is a 
Borel map. 

(b) B is a G-space, namely a homomorphism T 
exists of G into the group of the bijections of B 
with itself. 

(c) 1T is an intertwining map for T and t, namely 
t(g)o1T=1T o T(g) for eachgEG. Moreover, T(i 
restricted to H(1;) is a unitary isomorphism of 
H(s) onto H(t(g)r,) for each gE G and s E z. 

(d) Zp (defined as in Proposition 1) is a Borel set 
for any p and for each 1; E Z a unitary isomor
phism U(1;) of H(s) onto HdCC ) (Hp denotes a de
finite p-dimensional Hilbert space) exists such 
that 

is a Borel map for any p, if on the unitary group U (Hp) 
of Hp the strong operator topology is assumed, 

This definition seems somewhat different from the 
usual ones of G-Hilbert bundles. To recover, for in
stance, the definition of Ref. 19 (p.86), we have in fact 
to replace (d) in the definition above with the following 
condition: (d') Z is transitive with respect to t and B is 
a standard Borel space such that 1T is a Borel map, B 
is a Borel G-space with respect to T and, for each I; 
E Z, the natural Borel structure of H (1;) is the one 
induced on it by B. Definition 1 is indeed a generalization 
of Varadarajan's definition since they are fully equiva
lent when Z is a transitive G-space. In fact, if (a), (b), 
and (c) hold, it can be proved that (d) follows from (d') 
and that, whenever in (a) Z is transitive and (d) holds, 
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one and only one (up to isomorphism) Borel structure 
exists on B such that (d') holds. 21 

Such an equivalence is really also a motivation to 
call the structure defined in Definition 1 a G-Hilbert 
bundle, since this term is the usual one for the struc
ture of Varadarajan's definition. We notice in partic
ular that a result from the previous discussion is that 
in a transitive G-Hilbert bundle (namely in a G-Hilbert 
bundle with Z transitive) a Borel structure can be de
fined on B such that {H (t )}(t E Z) is a Hilbert bundle (in 
the sense of the definition in Ref. 19, p.86). 

Finally, we construct a CUR of G in a G-Hilbert 
bundle. 

Proposition 2: Let a G-Hilbert bundle be given (whose 
constituents we denote with the same symbols as in 
Definition 1) along with a a-finite measure /-L on Z and 
let /-L be invariant with respect to the action t of G. De
noting by H the Hilbert space f~HU;)d/-L(t), for gE G 
define the mapping Vg: H -H, (Vgx) (t)= T(g)x (t(g-l)t). 
For each gE G, V&, is a unitary operator and the mapping 
V: G - U (/-I), V(g) = Vg of G into the unitary group U (/-I) 
of H is a CUR of G. 

Proof: First we notice that the possibility of defining 
H in the framework of a G-Hilbert bundle derives from 
Proposition 1 and the remarks following it. Moreover, 
H results in a separable Hilbert space, as a consequence 
of the Corollary in DW-11.1. 6. 

Next we have to prove the consistency of the definition 
of Vg, namely that VgX is indeed an element of H, for 
each gE G and xEH. Take then xEH. For any p, GX Zp 
3 (g, t) - U(t(g-l )t)x (t(g-l )t) E Hp [whose definition is 
correct after (c) in Definition 1 J is a Borel map since 
it is the product of Zp 3 t - U(t)X (t) E Hp, which is a 
Borel map by definition of a in Proposition 1, and of G 
x Zp 3 (g, t) - t(g-l)t 3.Zp, which is a Borel map since 
Zp is a Borel set and (a) in Definition 1 holds. Hence, 
as a consequence of (d) in Definition 1, 

GX Zp 3 (g, t) - (U(t)T(g)U(t(g-l)t)-l, 

U(t(g-l )t) x (t(g-l )t) E U (Hp) x Hp 

is also a Borel map and this in turn implies that 

G x Zp 3 (g, t) - U(t)T(g) x (t(g-l )t) E Hp 

is a Borel map, as U(Hp)XHp 3 (V,u)- Vu EHp is easily 
shown to be a continuous map with respect to the strong 
operator topology and to the norm of Hp. Therefore, for 
each g E G, V.,x is an element of ileE/f (t) which lies in 
a [as follows from (c) in Definition 1 J. In fact, it is an 
element of H, since square integrability follows from 

I IIT(g)x (t(g-1)t)11 2 d/-L(t)= J Ilx(t)112d/-L(t)= Iix11 2, 
z Z 

which is a consequence of (c) in Definition 1 and of the 
invariance of /-L. 

For each g E G it is trivial to show that Vg is an iso
metric operator on H and that Vg (Vg-Ix) = x, 'if x co H, 
from which it follows that Vg is indeed a unitary opera
tor. Moreover, Vg1&'2 = Vg1 Vg2 , 'if gUg2 E G, as can be 
shown by an easy computation. Hence V is a unitary 
representation of G in H. To complete the proof of the 
proposition we have to show that V is continuous. 
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Now, let v be a finite measure on G equivalent to a 
Haar measure on G. Such a finite measure exists since 
in a 1. c. s. c. group a Haar measure is a-finite.- We 
notice also that, for any x and y in H, 

rp: G x Z - a:, rp(g, t)= «(V .,x)(t) I y (t» 

is a Borel map. In fact, since GX Zp 3 (g, t)- U(t)(V~) 

x (t) E Hp has been previously proved to be a Borel map 
and GX Zp 3 (g, t)- U(t)y(tk Hp is a Borel map by de
finition of a in Proposition 1, it can be easily shown that 
rp restricted to GX Zp is a Borel map for any p, whence 
rp itself is a Borel map as the Zp's are Borel sets whose 
(countable) union is Z. Then, by Tonelli theorem, 22 the 
integral 

I = Ie (Iz I rp(g, t) I d/-L(t»dv(t) 

exists. Moreover, by Schwarz and Holder inequalities, 

J Irp(g,t)1 d/-L(t)~ (J 1i(V~)(t)112d/-L(t»1/2 
z z 

X (J liy(t)112d/-L(t»1/2= Ilxllllyll, 
z 

whence I ~ v(G)IIXllllyll. Then, again by Tonelli's 
theorem, rp is vX /-L-integrable on GX Z. Therefore, by 
Fubini's theorem, 23 

G 3g-.~ rp(g, t)d/-L(t)= (v&,xly) 

is v-measurable for all x,y EH. Since this amounts to 
the continuity of V,24 the proposition is proved. 

To conclude this mathematical section, we point out 
that Proposition 2 would hold in a similar form also if 
the measure /-L were not actually invariant, but just 
quasi-invariant, Anyway, since in the quasi-invariant 
case the proof is slightly more involved than in the in
variant one and since the measure we shall use in the 
next section is invariant, we have preferred to assume 
IJ. invariant. 

4. A "LABORATORY" GAll LEI-HILBERT BUNDLE 
AND THE INNER ENERGY AS A SUPERSELECTION 
RULE 

In this section we shall be concerned with the de
scription of an isolated elementary system with spin, 
namely of a free system with no inner variables other 
than spin. In fact, we shall study its kinematical prop
erties in the framework of Galilean relativity. 

We shall present here a way to deduce, from the 
"laboratory" kinematical properties of a free elemen
tary system of spin j and mass m, its quantum mechan
ical kinematical properties in the following sense. A 
triple of values of the energy, the momentum, and the 
spin can be assumed to be a "laboratory state" of the 
system, while its quantum kinematical properties are 
completely described in the framework of a unitary 
representation of the Galilei group g in a Hilbert space. 
Then, we shall deduce a unitary representation of g 
from the behavior of the energy, the momentum, and the 
spin of the system with respect to the transformations 
of g. In this deduction we shall use the theory expounded 
inSec.3. 

From the conclusions of Sec. 2, the "right" group to 
study the physical representations of g is the extended 
group g m. Then, the approach to Galilean invariance 
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from the point of view of the Hilbert bundle techniques 
is to construct a gm-Hilbert bundle and a CUR of gm 
therein. 

With the notations of Definition 1, we assume Z = E4 
and construct on it a field of Hilbert spaces {H(po,p)} 
«Po,p)E1R4) setting H(Po,p)=(£2J+1 for each (Po,p)Elt4• 
On E4 and gm we take the standard Borel structures 
generated by the respective topolOgies. Moreover, we 
define a homomorphism t of gm into the group of the 
automorphisms of 1R4 setting t(z,g)(po,p)= (p~,P'), 
where P~=Po + (m/2)v2 + D(1)(u)pv and p' = D!l)p+mv, 
for each (Z,g)Egm and (Po,p)EE4• We also construct 
a homomorphism T of gm into the group of the automor
phisms of B= U(Po,P)E1I!4H(po,p), defining T(z,g)s to be 
the element cp(Po,p;z,g)D(J)(u)S ofH(p~,p'), where 
cp(po,p;z,g)=zexp[i{-p~t+p'a)J, for each (z,g) Egm 
and each s E Bwhich lies in H (Po,p). 25 Finally, for each 
(Po,p)E1R\ we choose the identity map of (£21+1 to be 
the unitary isomorphism U(Pa,P) of Definition 1. Then, 
all the conditions of Definition 1 are easily shown to 
hold. 26 

The action t we assume on the "base space" 1R4 can 
be easily interpreted from the "laboratory" viewpoint. 
In fact, t(z,g)(po,p) depends only upon the element g of 
the Galilei group and not upon z and represents the 
transformation of the laboratory values Po of the energy 
and p of the momentum of the system for two Galilean 
observers related by g. The action T we assume on the 
"total space" B is related to the laboratory behavior of 
the values of the spin, but it cannot be interpreted as 
easily as t could. Indeed, the rays in (£2.1 +1 and not the 
vectors represent the spin states. Therefore, in the 
"laboratory" determination of an action on B, a phase 
factor is at our disposal. We have in fact introduced the 
function cp in the definition of T. A motivation for the 
"z" part of cp can be found in the link between the rep
resentations of gm and the projective representations of 
g, which has been explained in Sec. 1. The convenience 
of adding to z the exponential part in cp can be under
stood after the following conSiderations. In fact, with
out this exponential part, T would provide a trivial 
action of time and space translations, Therefore, from 
the gm-Hilbert bundle a CUR of gm would be drawn in 
which the translations are represented in a trivial way, 
This is hardly acceptable since it can be easily shown 
to lead to a quantum mechanical picture without a posi
tion operator and without evolution, Finally, the definite 
form we have adopted for the exponential part is sug
gested by the classical relation of energy and momentum 
with time and space translations. 

To draw a CUR of gm from the Galilei-Hilbert bundle 
constructed above, according to Proposition 2 we need 
a a-finite invariant measure on 1R4. Let v4 be the 
Lebesgue measure on 1R4 and a the Borel automor
phism of 1t4 defined as a(po,p)= (P2 - 2mPo,p). The 
function IJ on the Borel structure of 1R4 , defined as IJ (~) 

= v4(a(~» for each Borel set ~ of 1R\ is obviously a 
a-finite measure un 1R4. Moreover, a brief calculation 
proves that )l is invariant with respect to t, since v4 is 
invariant with respect to the action T(Z,g)(Pa,P) 
= (pO,D(l) (u)p + mv) of qm on 1R4 and T= 0'0 t 0 a-I. 
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Then, from Proposition 2 it follows that 

VC.,K): H -H, (V(.,K)f)(Po,P)= z exp[i(- Pot + pall 

x DlJ) (u)f~o +; r - pv, D(1) (u-l)(P - mv») , 

is a unitary operator onH= fEB H(po,p)d)l(Pa,P) for each 
(z,g)Egmwhichgives risetolR~CUR Vofgm. We shall 
now show that V contains all the physical representa
tions of q for the values m for the mass and j for the 
spin. 

Let H ° denote the Hilbert space L~2J «l (JR3, v3
). Take 

the field of Hilbert spaces ffI (E )He E 1R), where H (E) =H a 
for each E E 1R. It is a Borel field with respect to the 
set of the fields of vectors which are Borel maps from 
1R into H o. Then we define H(1) = rffiH(E)dv(e), where v 
stands for the Lebesgue measure ~n It. This will re
sult in a Hilbert space where V decomposes into a 
direct integral of all the CUIR's of qm which give rise 
to physical representations of q. Construct in fact the 
map 

w:H - HCl), (Wf)(E) = 1EB f{ a-l(e,p» dv3(P). 
lR 

It is shown to be a unitary isomorphism of H onto H (1) 

in the following way. First, after some technicalities 
the definition of W is shown to be consistent. Next, W 
is shown to be isometric from the following equalities: 

f II (Wf)(e)1I 2 dv(e) = J (J Ilf(~-1(e,p)Wrlv3(p»dv(E) 
lR lR 1R3 

= 1 IIf{QI-l(E,p»Wdv4 (e,p)= I IIf(Po,p)Wd).l.(Po,p), 
lR4 lR4 

of which the second one follows from Fubini's theorem 
and the third one from 111,10,8 in Ref, 27, Finally, 
take three orthonormal bases V.}, {gT r and {Uk} for 
L 2(1R,v), L2

(JR3,V
3

) and (£2J+1, respectively. Then Vn,T,kr, 
where 

fn,T,k = f: fn(P2 - 2mPO)gT(P)Uk d).l.(Po,p), 

is an orthonormal basis for H. 28 Moreover {I/Jn, T,k}~ 
where ,I, k= W'J. k, is an orthonormal basiS for H(l), '+'n,T, n,T, 
since 

(Wfn,r,k)(E) 

=fn (E) .Cgr(P)Uk dlJ3(p) 

and {gT,k}, where 
EB 

gT,k=[ gT(P)uk dv3 (p), 
• 1R3 

is an orthonormal basis for Ho. 28 This completes the 
proof that W is unitary. 

Now, we can determine the form taken by the rep
resentation V, when it is transferred in H (1) through the 
unitary isomorphism W. We have, for each (z,g) ECjm 
and for any i]Jn,T,k, 
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= (B z exp[i«- tm)(p2 _ E)t + p a)] 
Jm3 

XD(j)(u)(W-IIj! k/~(p2_E)+mv2_pv 
n,T, \2m 2 ' 

D(I)(u- I
): _ mv~ dv 3 (P) 

= V~;~g) f <Pn,T,k(E,p) dv3(P) 
m3 

where V(E) is the cum of (jm introduced in Sec. 2.30 
First of all, from these results it follows that E - V(,) is 
a v-measurable field of CUR's of (jm (for the definition 
of v-measurable field of CUR's, see 18 0 7.1 in ReL 31,. 
hereafter cited as DC). The field of unitary operators 
E - Vi;;g) is in fact v-measurable for each (z,g) E(jm, as 
WV(z,g) W-I<Pn,T,k is obviously an element of H(I) for any 
<Pn,r,k and the representatives of <Pn,r,k make up a funda
mental sequence of v-measurable fields of vectors (DW-
11.1. Proposition 4, 11.2. PropOSition 1). Moreover, 
WV (.,g) W-I coincides with r: V(~',~) dV(E) for each (z,g) 
E (jm, since they are two umtary operators which 
transform in the same way the vectors of an orthonor
mal basis of H (1). Therefore, the representation V is 
unitarily equivalent, by means of W, to the CUR V(I) 

= I; V(e)dV(E) of (jm in H(I). 

In fact, the discussion above is the proof of the fol
lowing theorem. 

Theorem: For a Galilei-invariant free elementary 
system of mass m and spin j it is possible to introduce 
in a fairly natural way a Galilei-Hilbert bundle with a 
a-finite invariant measure, which leads to the construc
tion of a CUR V of (jm in a Hilbert space H. By a unitary 
isomor~hism of H onto a direct integral of Hilbert spaces 
H(I) = r H (ddv(d, where H(E)== L~2J+I (m3, v3

) for each 
E Em, ~ can be decomposed into the direct integral r; V(,) dv (E) of the cum's V('), which are all the spin j 
representations of (jm whose restrictions to (j are the 
physical representations of (j for the fixed values of the 
mass and the spin. 

Hence, a representation of (jm has been constructed 
which contains any physical representation of (j relative 
to the values m for the mass and j for the spin. We re
mark now that in correspondence to the decomposition 
of V into ['1: V(,) dv (E) we get a continuous infinity of 
copies of tYie same projective representation of (j in H 0' 

as in V(,) the index E is completely embodied by the term 
exp[i(E/2m )t] which is of no significance in passing to 
projective representations. Therefore, the quantum 
mechanical description of a free elementary system of 
mass m and spin j which is provided by V splits into a 
continuous infinity of mutually equivalent quantum 
mechanical descriptions. We shall now set forth an 
interpretation of this fact in the framework of the 
algebraic formulation of the foundations of quantum 
mechanics. 

From a foundational standpoint, the algebraic ap
proach to quantum mechanics based on W*-algebras32 is 
a very good one as it can be drawn in a sense from the 
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logical approach,33 which in turn is directly inherent in 
the phenomenological interpretation of the physical ex
periments. 34 We expound here just the few elements of 
the algebraic formulation based on W*-algebras that are 
used in the sequel. A detailed treatment can be found in 
Refs. 5 and 33. To a physical system a W*-algebraA of 
operators in a Hilbert space I< is asSigned, such that the 
self-adjoint operators affiliated withA (namely whose 
spectral projections belong to A) are a representation of 
the observables of the system; they are briefly called, 
in fact, observables of A . The observables which are 
not multiples of the identity operator and are affiliated 
with the center (A)==A' nA of A are called superob
servables. 35 When superobservables exist, namely when 
(A) is not trivial, the picture based onA is said to 
have superselection rules. In this framework not every 
W*-algebra is assumed to be a sensible algebra of ob
servables. It seems in fact necessary to assume that 
algebra of observables contains a complete system of 
commuting observables. 36 This assumption seemed to 
be denied in its generality by the case of parastatistics. 37 

On the contrary, a correct interpretation of the algebra 
of observables in parastatistics shows that no contradic
tion arises between this case and the general assump
tion made above about complete systems. 38 

In a W*-algebra of observables A, the existence of a 
complete system of commuting observables is equiva
lent toA' cA. When this condition holds, a unitary 
isomorphism of I< with a direct integral of Hilbert 
spaces K(I) == I; K("A)dP(>..) (A denotes a locally compact 
space and P a measure on it) exists through which ((;4 ) 
can be identified with the W*-algebra D(I<(1») e in the 
notation of DW) of the diagonal operators on 1«1). In 
this isomorphism A is found to correspond to the W*
algebra R (1«1») = D(I«I) Y of the decomposable operators 
onA. Hence, decomposing (A), we get in fact a de
composition of A. Moreover, the operator 

5(1):D (1) _1<(1), (5(1) <p)("A) = "A<p("A) , 

with D (1) == {<p E 1<(1); Im"A 2" <p("A) II 2 dp("A) < co}, is easily 
shown to be a self-adjoint operator which generates 
D(I«I»), since the range of its projection-valued measure 
coincides with the family of the projections of D(I«I»). 
Hence any superobservable is a function of 5, denoting 
by 5 the operator in I< corresponding to 5(1). For this 
reason 5 can be called "the" superobservable of the 
system represented by A. The physical interpretation 
of 5 depends obviously on the specific situation under 
consideration. As A corresponds to R (K(l»), it reduces 
to the family of the algebras of the bounded operators 
on the 1«"A)'s, which are called superselected sectors 
relative to the values "A of 5. 

We shall now associate to Va W*-algebra in such a 
way that it will be interpreted in a natural way as the 
algebra of the observables of the system described by 
V. 

Take the W*-algebraA == v((jm)* of operators on H. 39 

It will be possible to consider A as an algebra of ob
servables according to the scheme outlined above only 
if a complete system of commuting observables can be 
found in A, namely only if A' cA. To state that this is 
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indeed the case, we need the following proposition as a 
technical lemma. 

Proposition 3: Let 1>w be the isomorphism of the al
gebra L f/-!) of the bounded operators on H with the al
gebra L f/-!(l» of the bounded operators on H(l) defined as 
1>w (A) = WA W-l for each A E L f/-!). When restricted to 
v(ifmy it is an isomorphism of v(ifmy onto the W*-al
gebra Df/I(l» of the diagonal operators on the direct in
tegral of Hilbert spaces H(l). 

Prooj: First we notice that Cjm is a group of type 1. It 
is in fact a regular semidirect product whose little 
groups are SU(2), the two-dimensional and the three
dimensional Euclidean group. BeSides, for these 
Euclidean groups the little groups are, for the two
dimensional case, the one-element group and the group 
of the rotations in two dimensions and, for the three
dimensional case, the groups of the rotations in two and 
in three dimensions. Moreover, from DC-15.5.2,4.3.1, 
and 13.9.4, it follows that as. c. compact group is of 
type I. Then, as a consequence of Th.ll.l in Ref. 40, 
Cjm results in a group of type I. 

We shall now construct a direct integral of Hilbert 
spaces which will be suitable to study v(ifmy in a con
venient way. For any positive integer p let Hp be a de
finite p-dimensiollal Hilbert space and let H~ =Hoo Let 
Rep Cjm, Irr Cjm, Cjm have the same meaning as in DC-
18. Take the map. 

1):1R-gm, 1)(E)=V(el, 

where V( E) denotes the element of gm which contains V( E). 

This is a Borel map, since it results from the composi
tion of the canonical map of Irr({m onto qm with 1R:3f. 
_ VeE) EIrr<fm, which is a Borer map.41 Moreover, 1) is 
one-to-one as the CUIR's VeE) of Cjm are mu!ually in
equivalent. As Cjm is of type I, both lR and Cjm are stan
dardBorelspaces (see DC-18.5.3, 4.6.1,13.9.4). 
Then, from DC-B21 it follows that 1)(JR) is a Borel sub
set of qm and that 1) is a Borel isomorphism of lR onto 
1)(JR). Take now the measure ii on r;m d~fined as ii(A) 
= v (1).1 (A» for each Borel subset A of Cj m. It is a-finite 
as v is a-finite. Take also the field of Hilbert spaces 
{H(g)}(g Er;m) withH(g)=Hd(i)' where d(g) denotes the 
common dimension of the representations of g. As {g 
Egm; d(g)=p} is a Borel subset of rjm for any p (as it 
follows from DC-18. 5.1.), the set of th~ elements of 
II,ErjmH(g) which are Borel maps from Cjm into the sum 
Borel space of the H/s makes {H(g)}(gEr;mta Borel 
field of Hilbert spaces. Then we can define H = f'!'mH(iJ 
xdii(g). ':j 

We shall now construct a direct integral of CUIR's of 
Cjm on the direct integral of Hilbert spaces fl. Such a 
CUR of Cjm will be found to be ulJ.itarily equivalent to V(l). 
Define then the field fV(g}}C~'ECjm) of CUIR's of Cjm 
setting, for V(g), V(f/"l(i» if gE 1)(JR) and any representa
tion of if if if <i 1)(JR). This field of representations is ii
measurable as easily follows from v-measurability of E 
- VeE) and from the definition of v. Then it is integrable 
(DC-18. 7) and we can define V= fqm VCi)dii(g). To 

show the equivalence of iT with V(l), construct the map 

u:H _H(l), (U</J)(E) = </J(1)(E». 
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This definition makes sense, since </J. 1) is a Borel map 
of lR into H 0 whenever </J E fI as 1) is a Borel map and 
d(1)(E) = 00 for each E E lR, and since 

111</J(1)(E»1I2 dv(E) 
m 

which follows from 111.10.8 in Ref. 27, as 1) is on~-to
one and 1)(JR) is a Borel subset of Cjm, and from ii(Cjm 
-1)(JR»= O. Since UJs obviously linear, it is an iso
metric operator of H into H (1). Moreover, for each j 
E H (1) construct J E rri~mH (g) setting leg) = j(1)-l (g» if 
gE1)(JR) andJC~·)..;=Qifg<i1)(lR). It follows from an easy 
calculation that j E H and UJ = j. Therefore, U results in 
a unitary isomorphism of fI onto H(1). Finally, for each 
</Jel! and (Z,g)ECjm we have 

(UV (z,g) </J )(E) = (V(z,g) <J; )(1)(E))= V (Z,K) (1) (d)<J;(1) (E» 

= V\~;g) (U</J)(E) = (Vl!;g) U<J;)(E), 'fI E E lR, 

whence 

UV(Z,C)U- I = vi!;gp 'fI (Z,g)ECjm. 

Th~ main point gf the present proof is that v(ifmy = 
= Df/-!), where Df/-!l denotes the W*-algebra of the diag
onal operators on H. In fact, Cjm has been previously 
proved to be a group of type I and VCg) belongs to the 
class g for each g e rjm, since V(n-

l ri» c g by definition 
of 1). The result then follows from DC-18. 7.6, 8.6.4, 
13.9.4. 

It is now easy to prove that v(l)(ifmy = Df/-!(l), where 
Df/I(1» denotes the W*-algebra of the diagonal operators 
on H(1). Since V(1) and V have been proved to be unitari
ly equivalent through U, we have in fact that A E L f/-!(1» 
is an element of V(1) (ifmy iff U-lAU E DW), namely iff A 

EL~<r;m,~) exists sl!.ch that (U- 1AU</J)(g) = A(g)</J(g) for 
each gECjm and </JEH, which is equivalent to (Aj)(E) 
= A (1) (d)t(E) for each E ElR andjEH(1). BeSides, by de
finition of ii, we have that {A 0 1); A E L~ ~m, ii)}= L~ (JR, v), 
Therefore, we can conclude that A c V(1) (if my iff l 
E L ~ (JR, v) exists such that (Aj) (E) = l (E) j(E) for each E 
ElR andjeH(I). This shows that v(1)(ifmy and Df/-!(l» in 
fact coincide. 

Finally, since V and V(I) are unitarily equivalent 
through W, a brief calculation leads to 1>w(V(ifm)') 
= Vel) (Cjmy , which, along with the result of the last para 
graph, completes the proof of the propOSition. 

We are now in the position to prove that A' cA. We 
have in fact Df/-!(I»cR(H(I»=D(j-I(1)y (see the Corollary 
in DW-l1.2.5), whence 1>w(V(ifmY)C1>w(v(9-m)") and this 
in turn amounts to A' = (v(Cjm)")' = v(ifmy c v(ifm)" =A 
[the second equality holds as v(ifm)' is a W*-algebra]. 
Therfore A is suitable to be assumed as an algebra of 
observables. 

We shall now show how it is indeed possible to in
terpretA as the algebra of the observables of the free 
elementary system of mass m and spin j described by 
V. First, we notice that from V a representation of the 
Lie algebra LCjm of Cjm can be drawn. For each ll' E LCjm 
we have in fact a strongly continuous one-parameter 
group lR:3 t- V(exp ta) e U f/-!) of unitary operators on 
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H. By a theorem of Stone there is a unique skew-adjoint 
operator T(a) in H such that V(expta) = exp[tT(a)] for 
each t E ill. 42 A linear subspace Ih of H exists which is 
dense in H and contained in the domain of each T(a)43 
The restriction of each T(a) to Ih is essentially skew
adjoint.44 Moreover, /J1 is invariant with respect to each 
T(a) and the mapping U;m .3 a - T(a)r [the restriction 
of T(a) to /J1] is a representation of L(jm. Next, as the 
"right" Lie algebra for a free elementary system of 
mass m is the mass m extension of the Galilei Lie al
gebra and this in turn coincides with L(jm, 45 it is sensi
ble to associate with the representation V of (jm the 
W*-algebra B generated by the self-adjoint operators 
(1/i)T(a), a E L(jm, as the algebra of the observables 
of the elementary system of mass m and spin j. We 
point out that, since T(a) is not in general bounded, B 
is generated in fact by the spectral projections of the 
operators (1/i)T(a), and these observables are thus af
filiated with B. Finally, we can prove that A =B. In 
fact, the spectral projections of (1/i)T(a) coincide with 
the spectral projections of V(expa), as V(expa) 
=expT(a). Hence they are included in v(qm)" =A, 
whence B eA. Take conversely any element (Z,g)E(jm. 
Then elements at> a2 , ••• ,an of U;m exist such that 
(z,g)= (expa l )(expa2 )·· • (expan ) , 46 whence V <Z,.fl = [exp 
x T(a l )]··· [expT(a )]. Therefore, V(',K) reB for each 
(Z,g)E(jm, namely v(qm) eB, whenceJl = v(qm)" e B" 
=B. 

Thus, we have related in a definite way the algebra 
of observables A = v«(jm)1I to the representation V. We 
notice that C (A ) = v(q m)" as A' eA. Hence the reduc
ibility of V amounts to the presence of superselection 
rules in the picture based onA. Therefore, a decom
position of A through C (A) is possible in the way ex
plained above, with H in the place of K. From Proposi
tion 3 we get that H(l) is a direct integral of Hilbert 
spaces in which C (A) diagonalizes, since C (A)= v(qm)' • 
Correspondingly, A splits into a continuous infinity of 
algebras of observables. The superobservable which 
rules this decompoSition is S= W-l S(1)W, where S(1) is 
defined as above, with H(l) in the place of K(l). Its 
physical interpretation is easily performed by Simply 
looking at its form. It can be shown, in fact, in a rather 
trivial but lengthy way, that 

(S/)(Po,p) = (P2 - 2mPo)j(po,p) 

for each j in the domain W"1(D (1») of S. Hence it is 
natural to interpret S as the "inner energy" observable 
of the system, since p and Po have been introduced just 
from the outset as the momentum and the energy [to be 
definite, the inner energy would be the multiple - (1/ 
2m)S of S]. Therefore, the superselected sectors are in 
this case relative to the values of the inner energy. 

Finally, as to the problem from which our discussion 
has originated, we can conclude that the continuous 
family of representations into which V decomposes is 
in correspondence with all the possible values of the 
inner energy of the free elementary system of mass m 
and spin j whose kinematical group has been assumed to 
be the Galilei group. Therefore, the fact that all these 
representations generate the same quantum mechanical 
description for an elementary system amounts to the 
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fact that the kinematical behavior of a system, for fixed 
values of the mass and of the spin, is independent of the 
relative values of the inner energy, as long as it can be 
conSidered free and elementary. 
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resentation of Continuous Superselection Rules J. Math. 
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of Quantum Mechanics (Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 
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Nostrand, Princeton, 1968), Vol. 1. 

35Let L (H) be the set of the bounded operators on a Hilbert 
space H. Bye' we denot the set of the elements ofL (H) which 
commute with all the elements of a subset e of L (H). By C" 
we shall denote (e')'. 
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40G. W. Mackey's Appendix in 1. E. Segal, Mathematical Prob
lems of Relativistic Physics (American Mathematical Society, 
PrOVidence, R. 1., 1963). 

41From DC-18. 7.2 we have indeed that E- vIe) equals a Borel 
map only v-almost everywhere, as it is v-measurable. Any
way, such a Borel map can be replaced by it and the same 
symbols retained, since we are interested, in fact, just in 
the direct integral VU) and not in the field E- vIe) directly. 

42M. Stone, Ann. Math. 33, (2), 643 (1932); Theorem VIII 8 
in Reed and Simon's book of Ref. 28. 

43L. Garding, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. V.S,A. 33, 331 (1947), 
44I.E. Segal, Duke Math. J. 18, 221 (1951). 
45L.O'Raifeartaigh, ''Unitary Representations of Lie Groups in 

Quntum Mechanics," in Group Representations in Mathemat
ics and Physics edited by V. Barmann (Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin, 1970); see also Ref. 6. 
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The differential equations and boundary conditions describing the behavior of a finitely deformable, 
polarizable and magnetizable heat conducting and electrically semiconducting continuum in interaction 
with the electromagnetic field are derived by means of a systematic application of the laws of 
continuum physics to a well-defined macroscopic model. The model consists of five suitably defined 
interpenetrating continua. The relative displacement of the bound electronic continuum with respect 
to the lattice continuum produces electrical polarization, and electrical conduction results from the 
motion of the charged free electronic and hole fluids. Since partial pressures are taken to act in the 
conducting fluids, semiconduction boundary conditions arise, which have not appeared previously. The 
resulting rather cumbersome system of equations is reduced to that for the quasistatic electric field 
and static homogeneous magnetic field. In the absence of heat conduction, for the n -type 
semiconductor, nonlinear equations quadratic in the small field variables, for small fields superposed 
on a bias, are obtained from the latter, more tractable, system of equations. These small field 
equations reduce to four equations in four dependent variables. The linear portion of the small field 
equations is applied in the analysis of the propagation of both plane and surface waves in 
piezoelectric semiconductors subject to a static biasing electric field. On account of the 
aforementioned semiconduction boundary condition, the assumption of zero electric surface charge 
employed in previous treatments of the surface wave problem is not employed here. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Subsequent to the work of Toupin1 on the interaction 
of the electric field with a polarizable and deformable 
solid in the static case, numerous authors2

-
13 have ob

tained rotationally invariant descriptions of the interac
tion of the electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic 
fields with deformable solids under a variety of cir
cumstances. A discussion interrelating much of this 
work from the viewpoint of the present authors is given 
in Ref. 12. Although insulators, both electric and mag
netic, and ohmic type electrical conductors have been 
treated in the aforementioned rotationally invariant de
scriptions of the interaction of the electric and magnetic 
fields with deformable solids, none of that work treats 
semiconductors, Existing theoretical descriptions14- 18 

of deformable semiconductors simply consist of the 
equations of linear piezoelectricity coupled to the some
what nonlinear current density relation from semicon
ductor physics. 19 Although this theory has been useful 
in the description of the behavior of piezoelectriC 
semiconductors for small fields under a variety of 
circumstances, it is not rotationally invariant, lacks 
consistency in certain other respects also, and does 
not provide proper electrical boundary conditions, 
which are required when surfaces are present, as in 
the case of surface wave propagation among other cir
cumstances. Consequently, only linear deformation can 
be treated within the framework of the existing theory, 
and other limitations inherent in the description are 
unclear. 

In this paper the differential equations and boundary 
conditions describing the behavior of a finitely deforma
ble, polarizable, magnetizable, heat conducting and 
electrically semiconducting continuum in interaction 
with the electromagnetic field are determined by means 
of a systematic application of the laws of continuum 
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physics to a well-defined macroscopic model. The 
model consists of five suitably defined interpenetrating 
continua. The five continua consist of the positively 
charged lattice continuum coupled to four distinct 
charged continua. The four electrically charged con
tinua are referred to as the bound electronic continuum, 
the free electronic continuum, the hole continuum, and 
the impurity continuum, respectively. The negatively 
charged bound electronic continuum can displace 
slightly with respect to the positively charged lattice 
continuum and, thereby, produce the electric polariza
tion. The impurity continuum, which can be positively 
or negatively charged and is required for the general 
balance of electric charge in the semiconductor, is 
rigidly attached to the lattice continuum. Both the free 
electronic continuum and hole continuum are charged 
fluids that can move with respect to the lattice continu
um while experiencing a force of resistance. Naturally, 
the two conducting fluids are allowed to interchange 
charge with each other and with the impurity continuum 
in order to allow for a variable degree of semiconduc
tion. Electric current arises as a result of the motion 
of the free electronic and hole fluids and magnetization 
is taken to arise from a circulating current density as 
in Ref. 12. Since no material resonance effects are 
conSidered, the lattice continuum is assumed to 
possess all mass, i. e., linear momentum, and all 
other continua are taken to be massless, i. e., to have 
negligible linear momentum. The rates of supply of 
linear momentum and energy from the electromagnetic 
field to the deformable semiconductor are determined 
from the Lorentz force in the manner set forth in Ref. 
12. 

As in all continuum descriptions, the application of 
the appropriate equations of balance of charge, mass, 
and momentum to the respective continua yields the 
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material equations of motion, which, with the electro
magnetic field equations, constitutes an underdeter
mined system. The application of the equation of con
servation of energy to the combined material continuum 
results in the first law of thermodynamics which, with 
the aid of the second law of thermodynamics2o- 22 and 
the principle of material objectivity, 23, 24 enables the 
determination of the constitutive equations. These con
stitutive equations along with the aforementioned equa
tions of motion and electromagnetism and the thermo
dynamic dissipation equation result in a properly deter
mined system, which can readily be reduced to 18 
equations in 18 dependent variables. In order to com
plete the system of equations, jump (or boundary) con
ditions across moving, not necessarily material, sur
faces of discontinuity are determined from the appro
priate integral forms of the field equations, which are 
taken to be valid even when the differential forms from 
which they were obtained are not. These integral forms 
result in definitions of electromagnetic quantities, such 
as the Maxwell stress tensor, which are identical with 
those employed in Ref. 120 Since the very important 
fluid pressure terms, 25 which are directly related26 to 
the chemical potentials occurring in conventional semi
conductor theory, are included in the description of the 
conducting fluids in a rather fundamental manner, 
semiconduction boundary conditions occur at the surface 
of the semiconductor, which have not appeared in other 
works on this subj ect. Moreover, previous work16 in 
this area taCitly assumes that the electric surface 
charge density vanishes at an interface between a semi
conductor and the surrounding space. Since the materi
al is a semiconductor and not an insulator, this is a 
restrictive assumption. By virtue of the aforementioned 
semiconduction boundary condition, this restrictive as
sumption on electric surface charge denSity does not 
exist in the description of the semiconductor presented 
here. 

When the electric field is assumed to be quasistatic,27 
the number of dependent variables, differential equa
tions, and boundary conditions, respectively, is re
duced by five. Furthermore, in the special case of an 
n-type semiconductor, which conducts by means of the 
free electronic continuum only, in the absence of heat 
conduction and magnetic effects, the number of differ
entiaL equations is further reduced to four equations in 
four dependent variables. From these latter equations 
nonlinear differential equations and boundary conditions 
for small dynamic fields superposed on large static 
biasing fields have been obtained in the same manner as 
in Ref. 28. The small field equations are nonlinear be
cause they include terms quadratic in the small field 
variables. The linear version of these small field equa
tions under a homogeneous biasing electric field is ap
plied to the problems of the propagation of plane and 
surface waves in piezoelectric semiconductors with 
hexagonal symmetry. The plane wave analYSis indicates 
the existence of a term in the propagation relation not 
present in previous work15 on the subject. The term, 
which is probably small in all practical cases, is due 
essentially to a mechanical body force caused by the dc 
electric field and oscillating electric charge density. 
The surface Wave analysis employs the aforementioned 
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semiconduction boundary condition and does not make 
the assumption of zero electric surface charge denSity 
on the surface of the semiconductor, which was made 
in previous work on this problem. 16-18 Furthermore, 
previous workl6 - 18 in this area does not exhibit the de
pendence of the effective material coefficients on the 
biasing dc electric field, which arises naturally in this 
consistent treatment and in principle can serve to 
change the symmetry properties completely in many 
cases. However, the formalism presented here re
quires the measurement of material coefficients for the 
semiconduction boundary condition, which are not 
presently available. 

Finally, it should be noted that the present theory, 
which is for a semiconductor with one valence band only, 
can readily be extended to semiconductors with any 
number of valence bands simply by increasing the num
ber of hole and free electronic continua. In the absence 
of deformation this theory should be applicable in the 
description of high field effects in rigid semiconductors. 

2. THE INTERACTING CONTINUA 

As stated in the Introduction, the macroscopic model 
of the deformable semiconductor consists of five in
teracting, interpenetrating continua. The five identifia
ble continua consist of the following: 

1. The lattice continuum, which has a positive charge 
density and, since material resonance effects are not 
taken into account, is assumed to be the only continuum 
posseSSing a nonzero mass density. All other continua 
experience force interactions with this continuum only 
and not with each other. This continuum is denoted by 
the superscript l. 

2. The bound electronic continuum, which has a nega
tive charge denSity and a circulating current density 
and is denoted by the superscript b. In a (finite) motion 
this continuum can displace slightly with respect to the 
lattice continuum and thus produce electric polarization. 
It produces magnetization also by virtue of the circulat
ing current denSity it possesses. 

3. The impurity continuum, 19 which is rigidly bound 
to the lattice continuum and not allowed to displace at 
all with respect to it and is denoted by the superscript 
i. The impurity continuum can have either a positive 
or negative charge density and for many purposes can 
be regarded essentially as a part of the lattice continu
um. However, since it is a source of electric charge 
and is required in order that the degree of semiconduc
tion can be variable, it is advisable to treat it as a 
separate continuum. 

4. The free electronic continuum, which has a nega
tive charge denSity and is denoted by the superscript e. 
This continuum is a conducting compressible fluid 
possessing negligible inertia and experiencing a force 
of resistance from its motion with respect to the lattice 
continuum o 

50 The hole continuum, 19 which has a positive charge 
density and is denoted by the superscript h. This con
tinuum also is a conducting compressible fluid possess
ing negligible inertia and experiencing a force of re-
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing the relative displacement 
of the bound electronic continuum with respect to the lattice 
continuum. 

sistance from its motion with respect to the lattice 
continuum. 

Initially, the lattice continuum, the impurity continu
um, and the bound electronic continuum all occupy the 
same region of space and, hence, have the same refer
ence coordinates XL. The motion of a point of the lat
tice continuum is described by the mapping 

Yi ~Yi(XL' t), y=y(X, t), (2.1) 

which is one-to-one and differentiable as often as re
quired. In (2.1) the Yi denote the present coordinates of 
material (lattice continuum) points and XL' the refer
ence coordinates, and t denotes the time. We consis
tently use the convention that capital indices denote the 
Cartesian components of X and lower case indices, the 
Cartesian components of y. Both dyadic and Cartesian 
tensor notation are used interchangeably. A comma 
followed by an index denotes partial differentiation with 
respect to a coordinate, i. e. , 

ilYi X _ ilXK 
Y i, L = ax L ' K, j - ay j , 

(2.2) 

and the summation convention for repeated tensor in
dices is employed. In a (finite) motion the bound elec
tronic continuum is permitted to displace with respect 
to the lattice continuum by an infinitesimal displacement 
field 1) = 1)(Y, t), which, by virtue of the charge denSity in 
the bound electronic continuum, accounts for the elec
tric polarization. A schematic diagram indicating the 
relative displacement of the bound electronic continuum 
with respect to the lattice continuum is shown in Fig. 1. 
Although the bound electronic continuum and lattice con
tinuum can displace with respect to each other, 1) is 
constrained to satisfy 

TJk,k=O, (2.3) 

in order that the two continua have equal volumes at all 
times and the proper electric charge equation may be 
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obtained29 from the present bound charge model of the 
polarization. The lattice continuum is assumed to have 
a positive charge density IJ. I and the bound electronic 
continuum, a negative charge density IJ.b, which differ 
by a residual lattice charge density IJ.T, which in ele
mentary conduction is simply the positive charge den
sity that neutralizes the negative charge density of the 
free electronic continuum. Since the total lattice charge 
and bound electronic charge, respectively, are con
stants, we have the conservation of charge for the lat
tice and bound electronic continua, which, with (2.3), 
yields 

(2.4) 

In addition to possessing a negative charge density 
the bound electronic continuum possesses at each point 
a circulating current density, which in the appropriate 
limit accounts for the magnetization in the manner set 
forth in Ref. 12, i. e., we have 

lim Pc' r Xi'ds = lim i'nSo = M', 
r~O so~o 
i' .. oo i' .. oo 

(2.5) 

C' .. O in a plane n fixed 

where i' is the current in magnetic units, C' is an 
arbitrary vanishingly small circulating current loop 
taken to be stationary with respect to the instantaneous 
local rest system of inertia, 30 and M' is the magnetiza
tion referred to the same instantaneous rest system. At 
this point it should be noted that with the exception of 
the circulating current density i', which is in magnetic 
units, and Secs. 8 and 9, in which MKS units are em
ployed, Gaussian electromagnetic units are employed 
throughout this paper. Although the lattice continuum 
and bound electronic continuum have no charge source 
densities, the free electronic continuum, the hole con
tinuum, and the impurity continuum all have charge 
source denSities, which are denoted by ye, l, and yi, 

respectively. Then, in order to satisfy the overall con
servation of charge, we must have 

(2.6) 

t 

I ~.' L - -r Ids x8 
C C' 

y 

FIGo 2. Schematic diagram showing the linear momentum and 
force and couple vectors acting in the lattice continuum. 
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FIG. 3. Schematic diagram showing the force and couple 
vectors acting in the bound electronic continuum 

Since the free electronic and hole continua are fluids, 
only the present position is meaningful, which naturally 
is taken to be the present position of the lattice continu
um Yi' The charge densities of the free electronic and 
hole continua are denoted by iJ-e and iJ-h, respectively. 
Clearly, the present and reference locations of the im
purity continuum, which has charge density iJ- i, are 
identical with those of the lattice continuum. 

The free electronic and hole continua interact with 
the local lattice continuum by means of defined local 
electric material fields denoted by Ee and E\ respec
tively, which cause equal and opposite forces ± }.LeE

e 

and ± iJ- hEh to be exerted between the lattice continuum 
and each of the respective conducting fluids. Each con
ducting fluid interacts with neighboring elements of the 
same fluid by means of pressure forces pe and p\ which 
act across the surface of separation in the respective 
fluids. The impurity and bound electronic continua in
teract with the local lattice continuum by means of de
fined local electric material fields El and Eb

, respec
tively, which cause equal and opposite forces ± iJ- iEi 

and ± f.l bEb to be exerted between the lattice continuum 
and each of the two respective continua. No force of 
interaction is assumed to exist across a surface of 
separation in either the impurity or bound electronic 

f.Li E i 

y 

941 

FIG. 4. Schematic 
diagram showing 
the force vectors 
acting in the impu
rity continuum. 
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y 

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram showing the force vectors acting 
in the free electronic continuum. 

continuum. While the fields E", E\ and Ei act through 
the point Y;, the field Eb acts through the point (Yi +1);). 

In addition' a defined local magnetic material field BL 
exists, which causes equal and opposite couples ± M' 
XB L to be exerted between the lattice continuum and 
bound electronic continuum, which contains a circulat
ing current denSity i' as in Ref. 12. The lattice con
tinuum, which experiences the above mentioned forces 
and couples from its interaction with the other continua, 
interacts with neighboring elements of the lattice con
tinuum by means of the usual traction force per unit 
area t acting across the surface of separation. As noted 
in the Introduction, the Maxwell electric field E and 
magnetic induction field B exert the usual Lorentz force 
on all elements of charge and current density. Schemat
ic diagrams illustrating the above-mentioned interac
tions in the model are shown in Figs. 2-6. 

3. THE EQUATIONS OF BALANCE AND 
ELECTROMAGNETISM 

Since, as noted in the Introduction, all mass is con
sidered to reside in the lattice continuum, the equation 
of the conservation of mass may be written in the form 

y 

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram showing the force vectors acting 
in the hole continuum 
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:t [PdV=O, (3.1) 

where dldt denotes the material derivative31 for the 
lattice continuum, V is an arbitrary element of materi
al volume of the lattice continuum, and P is the mass 
density. The conservation of electric charge for the 
lattice and bound electronic continua, which do not in
terchange charge with the three other continua, has 
been discussed in Sec. 2, and the result is given in 
(2,4). Since the remaining constituents of the model 
consist of two conducting fluids with different velocities 
and the impurity continuum which moves with a third 
velocity, all of which interchange charge with each 
other, the only meaningful way to write the equations of 
the conservation of charge for the three continua is to 
consider a stationary element of volume. Accordingly, 
the equations of the conservation of charge for the im
purity, free electronic, and hole continua, respectively, 
may be written in the integral forms 

:t iiJ.idV + In,viJ. ids = i'/ dV, (3,2) 

:t J:iJ.edV + In.veiJ.e ds = J>e dV, (3.3) 

:t liJ.hdV + f.n.yhiJ.h d S = ir"dV, (3.4) 

where v = dy I dt is the velocity of the lattice continuum 
and v" and yh denote the velocities of the free electronic 
and hole continua, respectively. From (3.2)-(3.4), 
with the aid of the divergence theorem and the arbi
trariness of the spatial volume V, we obtain 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

a iJ. h at +VO (iJ.hyh)=y\ (3.7) 

where V = e1alay I and e£ is a unit base vector in the ith 
Cartesian direction, Equations (3.5)- (3.7) constitute 
the differential equations of the conservation of charge 
for the impurity, free electronic, and hole continua, 
respectively. Since, as noted in Sec. 2, the conserva
tion of charge holds for the bound electronic continuum 
and lattice continuum separately, we have, with the aid 
of (2.4), the conservation of residual lattice charge iJ.T, 
which may be written in the form 

a iJ.T 
-;-{ + V. (iJ.TV) = O. 

c 
(3.8) 

Since the electric charge equation derived in the Appen
dix indicates that the total actual electric charge den
sity iJ. is given by 

iJ. = iJ.T+iJ.i + iJ.e+ iJ.\ 

the total electric current density J is given by 

J= iJ.TV + iJ.iV + iJ.ev" + iJ.hVh, (3,10) 

which, with (3,5)-(3.9) and (2.6), enables us to write 

(3.11) 
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which is the equation of the conservation of total elec
tric charge32 that must be satisfied for consistency with 
Maxwells equations. In most cases the material velocity 
v is negligible compared with the velocities ve and yh of 
the free electronic and hole continua, and, consequently, 
for practical purposes the current density J can be 
written as 

(3.12) 

The equations of the conservation of linear momentum 
for the five continua are, respectively, 

f tds + f~1 (E + ~VXB) - iJ.bEb_ iJ.eEe_ iJ.hEh_ iJ.iE1JdV 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Iv iJ.i(E+~VXB+Ei)dV=O, (3.15) 

-f npeds+ fiJ.e(E+~v"XB+Ee)dV=O, 
s v 

(3.16) 

-i nphds+ liJ.h(E+~VhXB+Eh)dV=O. (3.17) 

The equation of the conservation of angular momentum 
for the bound electronic continuum takes the form 

+ Iv( t,rX(ifdSXB)+MfXBL)dV=O. (3.18) 

We do not write the equation of the conservation of 
angular momentum for the other continua because for 
three of them-the two conducting fluids and the im
purity continuum-the conservation of angular momen
tum yields the identical information as the conserva
tion of linear momentum and later we impose the condi
tion of invariance of a thermodynamic state function in 
a rigid rotation, which has been shown to be equivalent 
to, although more far reaching33,34 than, the conserva
tion of angular momentum in many circumstances, 1-13 

including one12 considerably more complicated than the 
one treated here. In the case treated here only the lat
tice and bound electronic continua are involved in any 
significant way and the result is well known. We have 
written the one equation of the conservation of angular 
momentum in (3.18) because one result of this equa
tion, which is independent of the above considerations, 
is needed for our purposes. Since T) is an infinitesimal 
displacement field, we expand E(y + T)) and B(y + T)) in a 
Taylor series about y and retain the first term to obtain 

E(y + T)) = E(y) + T)' VEry), 

B(y + T)) = B(Y) + T)' VB(y). 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

However, as in Ref. 12, since the infinitesimal dis-
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placement field T/ constitutes an integral part of the 
model of the polarization, but bears no relation to the 
model of the magnetization M', which consists of the 
circulating current density terms i'ds, the expression 
(3.20) is employed in charge density terms only and not 
in current density terms. In Ref. 12 it is shown that 

lim 
i' .. <Xl 

PC' i' dsXBoo M'· BV, (3.21) 

C""O in a plane 

lim Pc' rXi' dsXBoo M' XB. (3.22) 
r-+() 
i'-C/O 

C"-+{) in a plane 

Application of (3.13) to an elementary tetrahedron in 
the usual manner yields the definition of the ordinary 
mechanical stress tensor T; thus 

(3.23) 

Substituting from (3. 23) into (3. 13), taking the material 
time derivative of (3.13) while employing (3.1), apply
ing the divergence theorem to the surface integral 
terms in (3.13), (3.16), and (3.17), and employing 
(3.19)-(3.22) and the arbitrariness of V, we obtain 

V • T + III E + ~ v x B - 11 bEb - 11 eEe - 11 hEh - 11 i Ei = P ~; , 

(3.24) 

b b 

IlbE+llbT/'VE+ ~ vXB+ ~ vX(T/·VB) 

+ 11 b dT/ x B + "bEb + M' • BV = 0 
C dt"" , (3.25) 

i 

ll i E+ ~ vXB+ll i Ei ooO, 

-Vpe+ lleE+ ~ v"xB+lleEe ooO, (3.27) 

h 

_Vph+llhE+ ~ yhXB+ll hEh ooO, 

which constitute the differential equations of motion of 
the five defined continua consisting of the lattice con
tinuum, the bound electronic, the impurity, the free 
electronic, and the hole continua, respectively. Sub
stituting from (3.19)-(3.22) into (3.18) and employing 
(3.25) and the arbitrariness of V and M', we obtain 

BL = - B. (3.29) 

Adding (3.24)-(3.26), defining the electric polarization 
P by 

P = Il bT/, 

employing (2.4) and the relation35 

dTT _ b~ 
Pdt - 11 dt ' 

where TT is the polarization per unit mass given by 

TT oop/p, 

and retaining terms linear in T/ only, we obtain 

V· T + P . VE + !. x (P . VB) + 1!. dTT X B + M' • BV 
C C dt 

(3.30) 

(3.32) 

+(Ilr +1l1)E+(J..Lr +J..Li)~ xB- J..LeEe_llhEhoop~; , (3.33) 
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which are the stress equations of motion for our de
formable solid. The differential equations of linear 
momentum for the semiconductor system consist of 
(3.27), (3.28), and (3,33). We now note for later use 
that adding (3.27), (3.28), and (3.33) and employing 
(3.9) and (3.10) yields 

V. T- Vpe _ Vph + P . VE + !. x (P . VB) + 1!. dTT X B 
C C dt 

+ M' . Bv + " E + i!.. x B = P dv 
,... C dt ' (3.34) 

which are the stress equations of motion for the com
bined semiconductor continuum consisting of the de
formable solid and free electronic and hole fluids. 

The equations of electromagnetism, which must be 
included in the theory, consist of the Maxwell field 
equations, which in Gaussian units take the form36 

CVXHooiJD/at+41TJ, 

CvxEoo- aB/at, 

where C is the speed of light, 

DooE+41TP, HooB-41TM, 

and 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

M=M'- (v/C)XP', P=P'+(v/C)XM', J=J'+IlV, 

(3.38) 

are the low velocity limits of the relativistic transforma
tions37 from one inertial coordinate system to another. 
In (3.38) P', M', and J' are the polarization, magneti
zation, and current density, respectively, in the instan
taneous local rest system of inertia for the point y(X, t) 
moving with velocity v relative to our rest system of 
inertia and P, M, and J are the polarization, magneti
zation, and current density in our rest system of iner
tia. In addition to (3.35) and (3.36), the auxiliary 
Maxwell equations 

V·BooO, V.D=41T1l (3.39) 

are satiSfied identically. From (3.9), (3.10), and 
(3. 38ls it is clear that 

J'= Ile(v"-v)+ Ilh(yh-V). (3.40) 

Equations (3.35), (3.36), and (3.39), respectively, may 
properly be regarded as consequences of the integral 
forms 

C Pc H· dy = (a/at) fsn. Dds+41T J>. J ds, 

C Pc E· dy = - (a/at) fsn. Bds, 

J~n'Bds=O, fs n • Dds =41T fvlldV, 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

which are taken to be valid even when the field vectors 
are not differentiable, such as across moving surfaces 
of discontinuity. In (3.41)- (3.43) C denotes a closed 
curve surrounding an open area s, and S denotes a 
closed surface surrounding a volume V, all of which are 
stationary with respect to our inertial reference system. 

By means of a procedure essentially identical with the 
one employed in Sec. 4 of Ref. 12, the electromagnetic 
body force term 
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in (3.34) may be written in the form 

f · = T~~. - agJlat J IJt' , 

where 

and 

Tfr = (1/41T) [41TP;Ej + EiEj +B;BJ - 41TBiMj 

- t(EkEk+B~k- 81TM~Bk)1);j], 

gj =eJilEi B/41TC, 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

Ej=Ej+ejkIV~/C. (3.48) 

The quantity Tfr is the Maxwell electromagnetic stress 
tensor for our polarizable, magnetizable, and d~forma
ble charged semiconducting continuum and gj is the 
linear momentum of the electromagnetic field. Thus, as 
expected, the Maxwell electromagnetic stress tensor is 
identical with the one obtained for the insulator in Sec. 
4 of Ref. 12. Substituting from (3.44) and (3.45) into 
(3.34), integrating over an arbitrary material region, 
and employing the divergence theorem, the transport 
theorem, 38 and (3.1), we obtain the material integral 
form 

i n. [T- (pe+ph)l+TEM +vg]ds = ~ {(PV+g)dV, 
s dt~ 

(3.49) 

where I is the idemfactor. Similarly, integrating over a 
spatial region, which instantaneously coincides with the 
aforementioned arbitrary material region, we obtain the 
spatial integral form 

in. [T- (pe + ph)l+ TEM_ vpv] ds = :t i (pv + g) dV,(3. 50) 

which is entirely equivalent to (3.49). We now take 
either (3.49) or (3.50), it does not matter which, 39 to 
be valid even when the field variables are not differen
tiable and the differential form (3.34) cannot be ob
tained, such as across moving surfaces of discontinuity. 
As usual in any continuum theory, at this stage the sys
tem is underdetermined and constitutive equations are 
required in order to obtain a determinate system. To 
this end we consider the conservation of energy for the 
deformable semiconductor in the next section. 

4. THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

The principle of the conservation of energy for the 
combined semiconducting material medium-consisting 
of the lattice, the bound electronic, the impurity, the 
free electronic, and hole continua, respectively-states 
that, in any stationary volume V bounded by a surface s 
with unit outward normal n, the rate of increase of en
ergy, which consists of the kinetic plus the stored in
ternal energy of the deformable solid (lattice + bound 
electronic + impurity) plus the stored internal energies 
of the free electronic and hole fluids, is equal to the 
rate at which work is done by the mechanical surface 
tractions and fluid pressures acting across s, less the 
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flux of heat outward across s, less the convective flux 
of energies of the deformable solid and conducting fluids 
outward across s, plus the rate at which energy is sup
plied to the combined semiconducting continuum from 
the electromagnetic field. Thus 

l.. [(tPV'V+pE+lleEe+llhEh)dV at Jv 

= l[t.v-pen.ve-phu,yh-n,q 

- n· (vtpv, v +VPE +velleEe +yhllhEh) ] ds + 1 2: dV, 

(4.1) 

where tv -v is the kinetic energy per unit mass, E is 
the stored internal energy per unit mass of the deform
able solid (lattice + bound electronic + impurity), Ee is 
the stored internal energy per unit charge of the free 
electronic fluid, Eh is the stored internal energy per 
unit charge of the hole fluid, t, v is the rate at which 
work is done per unit area by the mechanical surface 
tractions, - pen' ve and - phn' vh are the rates at which 
work is done per unit area by the pressures acting in 
the free electronic and hole fluids, respectively, q is 
the heat flux vector, n' vp(tv· v + E) is the convective 
flux of energy of the deformable solid n· veil eEe and 

h h h ' n -VilE are the convective fluxes of energy of the free 
electronic and hole fluids, respectively, and 2: is the 
rate of supply of energy per unit volume to the entire 
semiconducting continuum from the electromagnetic 
field. In order to obtain the expression for 2:, we must 
return to our model of the combined semiconducting 
continuum, 

From the fundamental electric charge, current, and 
circulating current model of the continuum, the rate 
of supply of energy from the Maxwell electromagnetic 
field is 

2: = ll'E' v + Il b(E + 1/- VE)- (v + ~i) + Il iE' v 
+lleE've+llhE'yh+C 1 i'ds-E, (4.2) Ye' 

in which the entire supply is from the Maxwell electric 
field E. There is no rate of supply of energy from the 
magnetiC induction field B because fundamentally the 
force exerted on any moving charge element is always 
normal to the instantaneous total velocity of that charge 
element. The constant C appears in the last term of 
(4. 2) because i' is in magnetic units. In Sec, 5 of Ref. 
12 it is shown that 

lim C 1 i' ds. E = _ M'. aB . 
i'-~ Yo, at (4.3) 

c' -0 in a plane 

Substituting from (2.4), (3.30), (3.31), and (4.3) into 
(4.2), we obtain 

( 
r . d1T 

2:= Il +1l')E'v+P'VE-v+E'Pdt 

aB 
- M" at + lleE· ve + IlhE' yh, (4.4) 

Taking the time derivative in (4.1), substituting from 
(3.23) and (4.4), employing the divergence theorem, 
(3.6), (3.7), (3.27), (3.28), (3.33), (3.48), the arbi-
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trariness of V, and the relations 

d a a de a e a d" a ,,0 
dt = ol +Vkoy,, ' dt = at +V"OYk' dt = at +V"oy,.' 

and assuming 

E"=Ee(/J.e), E"=Eh(ll h), 

we obtain 

dE (e~ _ pe)delle +( h~ _ Ph)dhllh 
Pdt + Il aile Il e dt Il all h Il h dt 

drr; E' M' dB; eEe( e ) =T;jVj,i+P"dt" i- ;Tt-Il lVi-vi 

(4. 5) 

(4.6) 

-1l"E1(V~-Vi)-(Ee+ ~:)'l-(eh+ ~:)yh_ql.I' (4.7) 

which is the first law of thermodynamics for the de
formable semiconducting continuum. 

Since we are considering a heat conducting, electri
cally semiconducting, polarizable and magnetizable, 
deformable elastic continuum with a first law of thermo
dynamics of the form shown in (4.7), the mathematical 
expression of the second law of thermodynamics may be 
written in the form 40 - 42 

,drr; ,dBi ()dl1 
- EiPdt +Mi--;jt =P dt' (4.8) 

where () is the absolute temperature and 11 is the entropy 
per unit mass. From (4. 7) and (4.8), we have the dissi
pation equation 

er.€( e ) "Eh( h ) Ie pe) e - Il Li Vi - Vi - Il i V; - V; - \E + Ile Y 

_ ( " Ph) h _ _ ()!!!1 
e + Il h Y q i, I - P dt ' (4.9) 

and the entropy inequality may be written in the form 

p!!!1 +(qi) =_ ~r.qi()d +lleEe(v~-V')+Il"E~(vh_v) 
dt (), i () L () i.. · i i 

+ (Ee+ ~:)ye+(eh+ ~:)yh]=pr~O, (4.10) 

where r is the (positive) rate of entropy production. At 
this point it should be noted that this theory can readily 
be generalized43, 44 to account for more general func
tional constitutive response in the manner set forth in 
Ref. 11. 

Before proceeding to a determination of the constitu
tive equations, we will write the equation of the conser
vation of energy in a particularly interesting integral 
form in which no volume source terms appear. To this 
end we substitute from (3.10) into (4.4) and follow a 
procedure essentially identical with the one employed in 
Sec. 5 of Ref. 12 to obtain 

(4.11) 

From (3.35) and (3.36) in the usual way, with the aid 
of (3.37), we obtain 
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auF oPi oBi 
-h· .=-- +E.J·+E.- -M.-

.,' of •• • at • at ' 
(4.12) 

where 

h j = - (C/4rr)eij"EjH", UF 
= (1/8rr) (EkE" + B"B,,), (4.13) 

and UF may be interpreted as the electromagnetic field 
energy and hi is the usual Poynting vector. Equation 
(4. 12) is a particularly interesting and useful form of 
Poynting's theorem for conducting, polarizable and 
magnetizable continua. Since the form in (4.12) depends 
only on the validity of Maxwell's equations [Eqs. (3.35) 
and (3.36)] and the relations (3.37), and is independent 
of any particular constitutive assumption, it is always 
valid. Substituting from (4.11) and (4.12) into (4.1) and 
employing the divergence theorem and the transport 
theorem, 38 we obtain 

!!:... r (~pv'V+pE+lleEe+Il"eh+UF)dV 
dt Jy 

= in. [1" v- pev" - phy"- h- q - (v" - V)lleee 

- (vh
_ V)1l "E" +vp· E +vUF] ds, (4.14) 

which is the particularly interesting integral form of the 
equation of the conservation of energy we have been 
after. Similarly, integrating over a spatial region, 
which instantaneously coincides with the material re
gion considered in (4.14), we obtain the entirely equiva
lent spatial integral form of the equation of the conser
vation of energy for our deformable semiconductor 

:t Iv (~pv. v + pE + Il eee + Il he" + u F) dV 

= 1. n'[T'v-pev"-pY-h-q-vp(h'v+E) 

(4.15) 

5. CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

The state function constitutive equations may be de
termined from the thermodynamic state function equa
tion (4.8), which, by virtue of the relation 

Vj,; =XM,;d(Yj,M)/dt, 

may be written in the form 

dE + I e~ _ pe)delle + ( ,,~_ P")dhflh 

P dt ~ aile Il e dt Il all" Il" dt 

= .. .!!.. ) ,drr; _ ,dB; !!!1 
T'~M"dt(Yj,M +E;p dt Mi dt +pe dt' (5.1) 

Since the entropy inequality is of the form shown in 
(4.10) and Faraday's law (3.36) contains the electromag
netic field variables E and B only, it turns out to be 
convenient to define the thermodynamic state function 
X by the Legendre transformation 

(5.2) 

The substitution of the material time derivative of (5. 2) 
into (5.1) yields 

~ + ( e~ _ pe)delle + ( ,,~_ Ph)d"flh 
P dt Il aile Il e dt Il a IJ. h Il" dt 
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(5.3) 

Since (5.3) is a state function equation, we must have 

(5.4) 

Substituting the material time derivative of (5.4) into 
(5.3), we obtain 

(Ti7M'i - P a(~:'M)) ::t (Yj,lf) - P(7Ti + ~)~ 

(
, ~)dBi (~)de -P Vi+oB

i 
Tt-P 1)+ae dt 

_ f eK _ pe)defJ! _ ( hK _ Ph)dhll. h _ r aile Il e df 11 ollh Ilh dt -0, (5. 5) 

in which the magnetization per unit mass v; in the in
stantaneous local rest system of inertia, defined by 

(5.6) 

has been introduced. 

Since all the material time derivatives appearing in 
(5. 5) are independent and (5. 5) holds for arbitrary 
d(Yj,M)/dt, dE;/dt, dBjd!, de/d!, delle/dt, and dhllh/dt, 
we have 

Xu ·T·· =p i)v/a(v. '/) ,'r/, t tJ ,\. . J,,, , 

7Ti = - ilx/aE;' v; = - ax/OBi' 1) = - ax/a e, 

pe = (11 e)2 CEe/a 11 e, j)h = (11 h)2 iJEh/u 11 h. 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Solving (5. 7) for T, with the aid of the chain rule of 
differentiation, we find 

T··=pV· I/Gv/il(v· 1/). t.) _ f,. A _ J,. (5.10) 

Although Ee and Eh can be arbitrary functions of 11 e and 
Ilh, respectively, because such functions are automati
cally invariant in a rigid rotation, X cannot be an 
arbitrary function of Yk, L, Ek, B k, and e because in 
order to satisfy the principle of material objectivity,45,46 
E and, hence, X must be a scalar invariant under rigid 
rotations47 of the deformed, polarized and magnetized 
body, and any arbitrary function of the 16 variables 
(five vectors and a scalar at the point Yk) will not be so 
invariant. However, there is a theorem on invariant 
functions of several vectors due to Cauchy, 48 which says 
that X may be an arbitrary single-valued function of the 
scalar products of the vectors and the determinants of 
their components taken three at a time. 40 Application of 
this theorem shows that X is expressible as an arbitrary 
function of 15 scalar products and ten determinants, as 
well as e, for a total of 26 quantities. However, the 26 
quantities are not all functionally independent, and it 
can be shown, by means of procedures similar to those 
employed in Sec. 6 of Ref. 4, that the 26 variables are 
expressible in terms of the 13 arguments consisting of 

Thus we find that X may be reduced to the form 

X = x (J<;KL' WL,NL, e), 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

in place of the form shown in (5.4), and we have re
placed Green's deformation tensor CKL , which does not 
vanish in the undeformed state, by the entirely equiva
lent material strain tensor E KL, which does vanish in 
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the undeformed state, and is related to C KL by 

E KL = i(C KL - liKL ). (5.13) 

From (5.8) and (5.10)- (5.13), we obtain 

- ~ .-ZL, ~ 
Tij -PYi, LY j,M aE LM + PY;, La W

L 
E j + PY;, L aN

L 
B i , (5. 14) 

'- ~ vi--Y;,LaN
L

' (5.15) 

in which we have introduced the convention ax/iJE KL 

=ax/aE LK, and it is to be assumed that aERN/aENR=O 

in differentiating x. From (5.14), (5.15)1,2, (3.32), and 
(5. 6) note that 

(5.16) 

which is the equation that would have been obtained from 
the conservation of angular momentum had it been 
employed. 

This brings us to a consideration of the dissipative 
constitutive equations, which are obtained from the 
entropy inequality (4. 10) which with the aid of (5. 9) may 
be written in the form 

(q; e, j e) + Il e E1(1I1- IIi) + 11 hEZ(1!~ - 1';) 

(5.17) 

Motivated by (5.17), we take the dissipative constitutive 
equations in the form 

qi =qi(e,i' Il e, Ilh,E~,E~) 

V~ -1'; = V;'(e,;, Il e
, 11\ E1, E~), 

1'~-I'i = V~(e,i' Il
e
, 11\ EL E~), 

ye=ye(e,;, Il e, Ilh,ELE~), 

l = yh( e, i, 11 e, 11 h, E1, E~), (5. 18) 

but since the nondissipative constitutive equations (5. 14), 
(5.15) depend on the Y;,M, E;, Bi and e, there is no 
logical reason to exclude them from the dissipative con
stitutive equations. 50 Hence, on account of the chain rule 
of differentiation, we may write 

qi =qi(e,M' 11 e, 11 \ E~, E~, Y;,M, E;, B i , e), 

1'1- 1'i = V1(e, M, Il
e
, E~, Yi, M, EL B i , e), 

1'~ - l)i = v~(e, M, 11\ E~, Yi, M, E;, B i , e), 

ye=ye(e,M' ll e,ELYi,M' ELBi , e), (5.19) 
yh=yh(e,M' Il\E1'Yi,M,E;,B;, e), 

for the general functional dependence of the dissipative 
constitutive equations. Since the free electronic and 
hole fluids have been assumed not to interact directly 
with each other, we have excluded the dependence of 
V1 and ye on Ilh and E~ and ~ and l on Il e and E1. Now, 
in order that the dissipative constitutive equations 
(5.19) may be able to satisfy the principle of material 
objectivity, 45,46 all variables in (5.19) must be objec
tive,51 L e., they must transform as tensors under 
time-dependent proper orthogonal transformations. 47 All 
variables in (5.19), save (1)1-1'i) and (1I:-1I i ), satisfy 
this latter requirement trivially, since they are not 
time-differentiated quantities, and (1'~ - 11;) and (v~ - IIi) 

may readily be shown to be objective vectors. To see 
this, consider 
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(5.20) 

where Qjj(t) represents an arbitrary time-dependent 
proper orthogonal transformation and bi(t) represents an 
arbitrary time-dependent translation. In (5.20) the 
starred quantities represent either the motion as seen 
from an orthogonal coordinate system in arbitrary rigid 
motion with respect to ours or the motion plus a super
posed rigid motion as seen from our coordinate system. 
From (5. 20), we obtain 

(vi - v;)* = Qjj(v'j - Vj) + (dQjdt)(y'j - y j), 

but since at the point under consideration, 

yj =y j' 

we have 

(vi - v;)* = Q;j(v'j - v j), 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

which shows that (vi-Vi) is an objective vector. In the 
same way we may readily show that (v1- v;) is an objec
tive vector. Now, the quantities on the left-hand sides of 
(5.19) cannot be arbitrary functions of the variables 
shown because arbitrary functions of the variables shown 
will not satisfy the principle of material obj ectivity, 45,46 

which requires the constitutive equations to transform 
appropriately under proper orthogonal transformations. 
However, if qt, V1, and v1 are expressed in the form 

qj=Yi,KLK' V1=Yi,Kn 'k, r1=Y;,Kn t (5.24) 

where L K , n'k, and n~ are functions of the variables 
shown on the respective right-hand sides of (5.19), it 
may readily be shown using established methods52 that 
the principle of material objectivity is satisfied if L K , 

n'k, and n~ are vector invariants in a rigid motion and 
ye and l are scalar invariants in a rigid motion. Then 
the previous application of Cauchy's theorem on in
variant functions of vectors shows that the required in
variance is assured if L K, n'k, n~, ye, and yh, respec
tively, are of the form 

LK =LK(a,M' jJ.e, jJ.h, wi, wL ELM' WL, NL, a), 

n'k = n'k(a,lh jJ.e, Z{'~, ELM' WL, NL, a), 

n~= n~(a,M' jJ.\ l/}~, ELM' W L, NL, a), 

ye = ye(a, M, jJ.e, U'~, ELM' W L, N L> a), 

l=l(a,M' jJ.h,lci, ELM' wL, NL, a), 

where 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

and ELM' WL, and NL are defined in (5.13) and (5.l1h,3, 
respectively. NOW, it must be remembered that, al
though the dependence of L K , n'k, n~, ye, and l on E KL , 
W K, N L, and a is arbitrary, there are conditions on 
their dependence on a,M' w~, wi, jJ.e, and jJ.h on account 
of the Clausius-Duhem inequality (5. 17). Thus the dis
sipative constitutive equations in the general case are 
given by (5.26) and 

L e ~ h ~ 
q;=Yi,K K, vi-Vi=Yi,K'"K, vi-Vj=Y;,K'"K, (5.28) 

with L K, n'k, and n~ as given in (5. 25). 

Equations (5.14), (5.15), (5.26), and (5.28) determine 
the constitutive equations for our heat conducting, 
polarizable and magnetizable, deformable semiconduct-
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ing continuum. Thus, all that remains in the determina
tion of explicit constitutive equations is the selection of 
specific forms for Ee, Eh, X, L K, n'k, n~, ye, and yh. At this 
point it should be noted that the generation rates ye and 
l implicitly determine the degree of impurity of the 
semiconducting continuum. If ye + yh = 0, we have a pure 
(intrinsic) semiconductor, but if ye + yh* 0 we have a 
semiconductor with either a donor or acceptor density. 
Once the constitutive equations have been determined, 
we have a determinate theory, which by appropriate sub
stitution can readily be reduced to 18 equations in the 18 
dependent variables YJ> a, E j , B;, E1, E~, jJ.e, and jJ.h. 
The 18 equations are the three each of (3.27), (3.28), 
(3.33), (3.35), and (3.36) and (3.6), (3.7), and (4.9). 
Clearly, the system can be reduced further to 16 equa
tions in 16 dependent variables with the aid of the elec
tromagnetic potentials. 53 In order to have a complete 
field theory, the boundary (or jump) conditions at moving 
surfaces of discontinuity have to be adjoined to the 
aforementioned system of equations. This is done in the 
next section. 

Before proceeding we note that the quantities 
a(jJ.eEe)/ajJ.e and a(jJ.V)/ajJ.h are identical with the chemi
cal potentials qf and cph for the free electronic and hole 
continua, respectively, which are used in place of the 
partial pressures pe and ph in most literature19, 54 on 
semiconductors. Indeed, from (5. 9) and 

cpe = a (jJ.eEe)/ajJ.e, cph= a (jJ.hEh)/ajJ.h, (5.29) 

it is relatively easy to show that 

(1/ jJ.eW i = CP:i, (1/ jJ. h)P:i = CP~i' (5.30) 

which indicates that in the equations of the conservation 
of linear momentum (or conductivity equations) for the 
free electronic continuum (3.27) and hole continuum 
(3.28), the terms containing the pressure gradients are 
identical with the gradients of the respective chemical 
potentials. However, the use of the partial pressures, 
which are more fundamental than the chemical poten
tials, indicates the existence and proper form of semi
conductor boundary conditions, as shown in the next 
section, and results in the correct rates of working and 
attendant thermodynamic description appearing in Sec. 
4, which underlies the constitutive equations of this 
section. Moreover, it should be noted that the sub
stitution of (5.29) in the last two terms on the lhs of the 
rate of entropy production inequality (5.17), which was 
obtained from a systematic continuum thermodynamic 
treatment, results in terms identical with those present
ed in Section 3. 5 of Ref. 54 for the equivalent situation, 
which terms were obtained in a completely different 
manner. 

6. THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In this section we determine the boundary conditions 
which must be adjoined to the system of differential 
equations, as noted in Sec. 5, in order to formulate 
boundary value problems. As usual, these boundary 
(or jump) conditions are determined by applying the 
integral forms of the pertinent field equations to ap
propriate limiting regions surrounding the moving (not 
necessarily material) surface of discontinuity55 with 
normal velocity u"' and assuming that certain variables 
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remain bounded. The pertinent integral forms are 
(3.1)-(3.4), the integral form associated with (3.8), 
(3.41)- (3.43), either (3.49) or (3. 50), the integral 
form of (4. 10), which takes the form 

:t 1 prydV + J n~q; ds =/ pr dV~ 0, (6.1) 
y S y 

where pr is defined in (4.10) and integral forms are as
sociated with (3.27) and (3.28), neither of which can be 
used directly to find integral forms for the determina
tion of jump conditions without making some sort of 
physical assumption about the manner in which the 
Lorentz force for each conducting fluid and Ee and Eh 
become unbounded. However, before proceeding we 
observe that since we have the correct integral form 
(3. 50) for the combined semiconducting continuum, any 
assumptions concerning the integral forms for the con
dUcting fluids must be consistent with (3.50) and, indeed, 
can be expected to be related to the Maxwell tensor TEM

, 

which results in the force exerted across the surface by 
the electromagnetic field on the combined semiconduct
ing continuum. Since the conducting fluids possess no 
polarization or magnetization, the aforementioned sur
face force on each conducting fluid should be directly 
related to the Maxwell stress tensor TES which contains 
the terms in TEM independent of P and M', i. e. , 

T~l = (1/41T)[EiE j +E;Er ~(EkEk +E,.Bk)Oii]' (6.2) 

Although the jump in the Maxwell tensor across a sur
face of discontinuity depends only on the discontinuity in 
the field vectors and is not directly dependent on the 
surface charge, from a discrete microscopic viewpoint 
the resultant macroscopic surface force is due to the 
sum of the microscopic volumetric forces exerted by 
the electromagnetic field on the free electrons (and/or 
holes) and lattice charge in a microscopic volumetric 
region that can be identified with the macroscopic sur
face. As a consequence of this reasoning, the surface 
force on, say, the free electronic continuum and the 
residual charge of the lattice continuum must be op
positely directed because the above-mentioned micro
scopic charges are of opposite sign. In fact it can be 
reasoned that the magnitude of the surface forces on the 
separate continua can be considerably larger than the 
magnitude of the resultant force due to the jump in the 
Maxwell tensor TES on the two mentioned continua com
bined, In view of the above discussion it seems rea
sonable to assume that there are scalar material coeffi
cients ae, a\ and as, which are related to appropriate 
ratios of the above-mentioned microscopic volumetric 
charge densities within the macroscopic surface of the 
semiconductor, that when multiplied by the Maxwell 
tensor TES in (6.2) give the forces exerted by the elec
tromagnetic field across the surfaces of the respective 
continua. Thus, we postulate that the integral forms 
associated with the differential forms (3.27) and (3.28), 
respectively, which are valid in the vicinity of a surface 
of discontinuity are 

In. (_pel+aeTES)ds+ 1 fJ.eEesdV=l. ( aegdV, 
S y at Jy 

(6.3) 

(n. (_phl+ahTES)ds+ ( fJ.hEhSdV=l. ( ahgdV, ls ly at ly 
(6.4) 
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where Ees;<o Ee and Ehs;<o Eh in order that (6. 3) and (6. 4) 
be consistent with (3. 50), and we have introduced g in 
(6.3) and (6.4), even though we deem it to be negligible 
in actual cases, also for logical consistency with (3.50). 
Clearly then, in the vicinity of a surface of discontinuity 
in addition to (6.3), (6.4), and (3. 50), we have 

f. n· [7"+ TEM + (as - l)T
ES 

- vpv] ds - 1 (fJ.eEes + fJ.hE hs ) dV 

= :t j(pv+ aSg)dV, (6.5) 

as the integral form associated with the differential 
form (3.33), where 

(6.6) 

which assures that the sum of (6.3)-(6.5) yields (3.50). 
The scalar material coefficients ae, a\ and as can be 
regarded as either macroscopic quantities to be mea
sured or coefficients to be determined from a micro
scopic quantum mechanical surface state calculation. 56 

In any event in this description they are taken to be 
known parameters, which may be determined by either 
of the above mentioned means. 

Since the normal component of electric displacement 
can be discontinuous even across nonmaterial surfaces 
of discontinuity, the charge density fJ. and, hence, all 
the other charge densities, as well as the charge gen
eration rates, can become unbounded at nonmaterial, 
as well as material, surfaces of discontinuity. How
ever, at nonmaterial surfaces of discontinuity the ma
terial fields Ees and Ehs are assumed to remain bound
ed, while at material surfaces of discontinuity they can 
become unbounded. For all integral forms considered, 
except (3.41) and (3.42), a volumetric region is taken 
in the usual way, 55 and it is assumed that all pertinent 
variables remain bounded except the aforementioned 
charge densities and charge generation rates. The jump 
conditions obtained from the respective integral forms 
consisting of (3.1)-(3.4), the integral form associated 
with (3.8), (3.43), either (3.49) or (3.50), (6.1), (6.3), 
and (6.4) are 

n· [pv]- 11,,[ p] = 0, 

n. [fJ. iV]_ 1I"[fJ. i) + 2Qi/al = r i , 

n· [fJ. er] - U"[fJ. e
] + a Qe/at = r e

, 

n· [fJ.hVh] _ 1I"[fJ. h) + 2Qh/aL = rh, 

n. [fJ. r V] - 11"[ fJ. r] + a Qr / a I = rr, 

n· [E) =0, n· [D] =41TQ, 

n. [7"- (pe + ph)1+ TEM _ vpv] +lln[ pv + g] = 0, 

n· [(q/ 0) + vpry]- 11"[ pry] ~ 0, 

n. [- pel + (yeTES] + lln[ aeg] = 0, 

n. [- phl+ ahTES] + Zi n [ ahg] = 0, 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6 9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

where we have introduced the conventional notation [C] 
for C+ - C-, n denotes the unit normal directed from the 
_ to the + side of the surface of discontinuity, Qi, Qe, 
Qh, and Qr denote the surface charge densities for the 
impurity, free electronic, hole and lattice continua, 
respectively, while Q is the net surface charge den
sity, 57 i.eo, 
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and rr, r i , r e, and r h are the respective surfac e 
charge generation rates, which satisfy 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

The jump conditions on Hand E, respectively, are 
determined from (3.41) and (3.42) by considering the 
circulation around a limiting open surface intersecting 
the moving surface of discontinuity in the usual way, 58 

and are given by 

nX[H] + (ujC)[D] = 0, nX[E] - (ujC)[B] = O. (6.19) 

If the surface of discontinuity is material, 

Un = n· v+ = n· v-, (6.20) 

and (6. 7) evaporates, 

oQilot= r;, 
(6.8)- (6.11) and (6.13) reduce to 

(6. 21) 

n. [Ile(ve - v)] + oQelat = r e , 

n. (Il h(yh - v) J+ aQhlat = r\ 
(JQr lat = rr, 
n' [T- (pe+ph)I+TEM+vg]=O, 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

(6.12) remain unchanged, and (6.15) and (6.16) take the 
respective forms 

n. [- peI+ aeTES+vaeg]+ Je = 0, 

n. [- phI+ ahTES +vahg] + Jh = 0, 

where 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

J Jeds=limJ lleEesdV, J Jhds=limJ IlhEhSdV. 
S v~ v S v~ v 

(6.28) 

The vectors Je and Jh denote the surface forces that 
are exerted by the deformable solid on the free elec
tronic and hole fluids, respectively. Now, from (4.10), 
(3.27), and (3.28), with the aid of (5.29), (5.30), (3.6), 
(3.7), the divergence theorem and an integration over 
an arbitrary volume, we can write 

1 r d7) 1 ( e (J Il e h C )J. h )~ 
v l? dt + e q; at + q; at ~dV 

+ [n;~ (q; + q;ellev~ + q;hll h1'Z)ds 

= Iv (- :2 (qi + q;ellevf + q;hllhl'~) e,; + ~ (JleV~ + IlhV~)Ei 

+ ~ (Jle E1 + Il hE~)Vi) dV. (6.29) 

If 8 is continuous, i. e. , 

[e] = 0, (6.30) 

across the surface of discontinuity, the application of 
(6. 29) to the appropriate limiting region surrounding 
the moving material surface of discontinuity, along with 
the assumption that all current terms remain bounded, 
yields the jump condition 

(6.31) 
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provided we assume that the terms containing v, i. e. , 
j.J. eEe • v and Il hEh

• V are bounded in the limit even though 
Ee and Eh are not bounded. This is a reasonable physi
cal assumption since I v I is so much smaller than I ve I 
and I vh I. This latter situation, consisting of the jump 
conditions (6.12), (6.19), (6.21)-(6.27), (6.30), and 
(6.31) along with Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18), is of primary 
interest to us and these jump conditions are sufficient if 
the semiconductor abuts free space. However, if the 
semiconductor abuts another semiconductor, the addi
tional condition 

[y] = 0, (6.32) 

which states that the two bodies are attached, must be 
satisfied. The normal components of the surface forces 
Je and Jh exerted by the deformable solid on the respec
tive conducting fluids must be determined from constitu
tive relations, which, by virtue of considerations dis
cussed in Sec. 5, may be written in the form 59 

nJ1~=njYj,KG'k, njJ~=njYj,KG~, 

where 

(6.33) 

G'k = G'k(e,M' Il e, w~, ELM' WL, NL, 8), 

G~ = G~(e,M' Ilh, wl, ELM' WL, N L, e). (6.34) 

Since, by virtue of (509), (3.27) and (3.28) constitute 
first- order differential equations in Il e and Il h, re
spectively, the boundary conditions 

[_ pe + aen' (TES + vg) . n] + n· Je = 0, 

[- ph+ ahn. (TES+vg)' n] +n' Jh = 0, 

(6.35) 

(6.36) 

which are obtained by taking the normal components of 
(6.26) and (6.27), respectively, are sufficient when 
the semiconductor abuts either free space or another 
semiconductor. The tangential components of the sur
faceforcesJeandJh, i.e., nXJeandnXJ\ maybe 
determined a posteriori if desired when a solution has 
been obtained. Now, all terms in boundary expressions, 
which are not prescribed, may be expressed in terms 
of the same 18 field variables as the 18 equations men
tioned near the end of Sec. 5 by making the appropriate 
straightforward substitutions. 

Thus, at this point we have obtained the nonlinear dif
ferential equations and boundary conditions describing 
the interaction of the electromagnetic field with polariz
able and magnetizable, heat conducting, deformable 
semiconductors. The description consists of the afore
mentioned 18 equations and 20 boundary conditions, 
which are the one each of (6.12)1,2, (6.21)-(6.24), 
(6.30), (6.31), (6.35), and (6.36), the two each of 
(6.19)1,2, and the three each of (6. 25) and (6.32), all 
expressed in terms of the 18 field variables Yi' e, E;, 
B i , Ef, EZ, Ile, and Ilh. In addition, at a boundary, 
Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) must be satisfied. All that re
mains is the selection of specific forms for 
Ee, e\ LK , ~k, ~'k, ye, yh, G'k, G'k, r e, and rho 

7. THE QUASISTATIC ELECTRIC FIELD 

Since the wavelengths of elastic waves are much 
shorter than the wavelengths of electromagnetic waves 
at the same frequency and we are concerned with solu
tions at the shorter wavelengths, it proves convenient 
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to reduce the equations that have already been derived 
to those that hold when the electric field is quasistatic. 27 

Although in this section the magnetization M is assumed 
to vanish, the magnetic induction field B is permitted 
to exist but must be static and homogeneous. At this 
point it should be noted that since the velocity v of the 
lattice continuum is very much smaller than the speed 
of light C, to this approximation terms containing vic 
may be neglected without loss in accuracy and, from 
(3.38)1.2, (3.48), and (5.6), we have 

M=O, P=P', E=E, v=O, (7.1) 

In this approximation in place of (3,36) we have 

EI =- cp.;, (7,2) 

where cp is the electric scalar potential, and the 
Poynting vector h defined in (4.13)1 reduces to 

hi =- (cp/41T)aD/at, (7,3) 

Moreover, the electromagnetic momentum g defined in 
(3.47) can be neglected. Under these circumstances the 
resulting description becomes Galilean invariant. 

When the electric field is quasistatic and the magnetic 
induction is a static homogeneous field, Eqs. (2,6), 
(3,1), (3.5)-(3.12), (3,23), (3,27)-(3.32), (3.37), 
(3.38)3, (3.39), (3.40), and (3,43) remain unchanged, 
Eqs. (3.33) and (3,34) take the respective forms 

V. T+P, VE + (/lr + /li)E+ J!. d1T xB+ (/lr + fJ.1)'!'xB 
C dt C 

dv 
_/leEe_/lhEh=Pdt, (7.4) 

v. T - Vpe _ Vph + P . VE + fJ. E + J!. d1T X B + ~ X B = P dv 
C dt C dt ' 

(7.5) 

and it is understood that the prescribed homogeneous 
magnetic induction field B has a character in the de
scription mathematically analogous to that of a pre
scribed gravitational field in mechanical systems. In 
this description, primarily because of (7.2), Eq. (3.35) 
may be replaced by 

v,[(aD/at)+47TJ]=0. (7.6) 

Equations (3.41), (3.42), (3.44)-(3.46), (3.49), and 
(3.50), respectively, are replaced by 

(a/at) IsO' Dds + IsO' Jds = 0, (7.7) 

pcE.dy=O, (7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

TE 1 ( 1 
ij = 47T 41TPiEj +EiEJ - 2EkEkOU)' (7.11) 

j n'[T_(pe+ph)I+TE]dS+ ( .!.JXBdV 
s Jv C 

= :t lp(v- ~7TXB)dV, (7.12) 

1 n'(T- (pe+ph)I+TE_ VPV+~PXB)dS 
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(7.13) 

Except for the fact that the magnetic terms in Sec. 4 are 
dropped and hi in (4.13)1 is replaced by (7,3), all equa
tions in Sec. 4 are unchanged. Aside from the fact that 
the magnetic terms are dropped in Sec. 5 also and E' 
is replaced by E, the constitutive equations in Sec. 5 
are unchanged. The resulting theory in this section 
can readily be reduced by appropriate SUbstitutions to 
13 equations in the 13 dependent variables y. e ,n h J' ,'t', 
E~, E l , /le, and /lh, The 13 equations are the three each 
of (3.27), (3,28), and (7,4) and (3.6), (3,7), (4.9), and 
(7.6), 

At a moving nonmaterial surface of discontinuity the 
jump conditions (6.7)- (6.12) and (6. 14) remain un
changed, (6.13), (6.15), and (6.16), respectively, are 
replaced by 

n· [T- (pe + ph)I+ TE - vpv + (v/C)P XBl 

+ un[ pv - (I/C)P x B] = 0, (7. 14) 

n' [- peI+ aeTEQ] = 0, 

n' [- phI + QhTEQ] = 0, 

where 

TfjQ = (1/ 41T)(E i E j - tEkEkoij ). 

(7,15) 

(7,16) 

Equations (6,17) and (6.18) remain in effect, (6.19)1 is 
nonexistent, and (6. 19}z is replaced by 

[cp] = 0. 

At a material surface of discontinuity Eqs. (6,20)
(6.24) remain in effect and (6.25)- (6.27), respectively, 
are replaced by 

n'[T- (pe+ph)I+TE]=O, 

n' [_peI+ aeTEQ]+]e=O, 

n' [- phI+ QhTEQ]+]h=O. 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

The remaining equations, i. e., (6. 28)- (6. 34) are un
changed except for the fact that the dependence on NL 
in (6.34) is omitted and the vector g in (6. 35) and 
(6.36) is omitted. 

8. NONLINEAR EQUATIONS FOR SMALL FIELDS 
SUPERPOSED ON A BIAS 

In this section we obtain the nonlinear equations in 
the small field variables for small dynamic fields super
posed on a static bias for the n-type semiconductor from 
the equations for the quasistatic electric field presented 
and discussed in Sec. 7. For an n-type semiconductor 
/lh = /' = ° and since the semiconductor is intrinsic, i 
= ° and, hence, from (2,6) ye = 0, We ignore all tem
perature effects and thus eliminate e and the dissipation 
equation (4.9) and take the static homogeneous magnetic 
field B to vanish. Under these circumstances from (3.6), 
(3.9), (3.27), (3. 38ls, (3. 39}z, (3.40), (5.14), (5,15)1, 
(5.30), (7.1)3, (7.5), and (7.10), we may write the 
governing differential equations in the form 

OfJ.e/at+ (/levV,i = 0, 

(Tfj + Tfjs- peo!}).! =pdvidt , 

Ef = (cp + cpe).;, D;.i = /l, /l = /lr + /le, 
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J I = J.1.V I + J.1.e(V1- VI), 

where 

rtl = PYi,KYj, L ax/aEKL , 

Tfl=EOEiEJ- tEoEkEkOjj' 

DI =EoEI - PYi,L ax/aWL' 

V~ - 11 I = V1 = Y I, Kn~, J J.1. T = 0 J.1. T , 

n'k= n'k(J.1. e, wi, ELM' WL), J=detYi,K, 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

and in this section we employ MKS units in place of 
Gaussian units, EO is the permittivity of free space, 60 

and o/1 T is a constant for a given material. From (3.11), 
(8. 3h, 3, and (8.4) we obtain 

(8.10) 

which with (8. 2) constitute four governing differential 
equations for the n-type semiconductor. From (5.9)1> 
(5.11h, (5.13), (5.27)1, (5.29), (7.1h, (7.2), (8.3), 
and (8. 5)- (8.9) it is clear that the four differential 
equations can readily be expressed in terms of the four 
dependent variables Y j and f/J. At a moving material 
surface of discontinuity the pertinent boundary condi
tions that remain are 

aQe [e( e )] r e -at+ nl J.1.V I -v j = , 

nl[ rlJ + T~}s - peoiJ ] = 0, 

[- pe + Genj T~lnJ + nlJ1 = 0, 

nj[DI]=Q, nj[Jj]+aQ/at=o, [f/J]=O, 

where 

Q=Qe+QT, re+rT=o. 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

(8.14) 

(8.15) 

Clearly, the boundary conditions (8.11)-(8.14) can 
readily be expressed in terms of the same four depen
dent variables as the differential equations. 

At this point we note that in obtaining the equations 
for small fields superposed on a bias, certain results 
and equations contained in Secs. I-III of Ref. 28 are 
employed here. In fact the content of Secs. I-III of 
ReL 28 is assumed known in this section and the nota
tion is the same. As in Ref. 28, ~<r denotes the inter
mediate coordinates of material points and is related 
to the reference coordinates XL and present coor
dinates YI as shown in Eqs. (35) and (36) of Ref. 28. 
The small mechanical displacement field u B and small 
dynamic increment of electric potential cp are defined 
in Eqs. (37) and (38), respectively, of Ref. 28. Equa
tions (39)-(59), (61), and (62) of ReL 28 and the dis
cussion associated therewith apply here without essen
tial change, and in place of (60) and (63) we have 

K", j, '" - P ",j, '" = p
i 

riD }/ dt, 

A"" '" = J/1, 

where 

K"'i =p1~a,LY },M(ax/aE LM} +J~a, jTff, 

POI} =J ~""jpe. 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

We now define the intermediate relative velocity U"a of 
the free electronic fluid by 
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(8.20) 

from which, with (3. 11), (8.4), the chain rule of dif
ferentiation and the identity 

(J~""i),,,,=O, 
we may write 

(/1 eJU"",), '" + (J.1.J~"" IVl), '" + J a J.1./at = 0, 

(8.21) 

(8.22) 

which, with (8.3), (8. 17), the chain rule of differentia
tion, (8.21), (4.5), and 

Vi,1 = (1/J)dJ/dt = (l/J)dJ/dt, (8.23) 

enables us to write 

(8. 24) 

(8.25) 

Referred to the known intermediate coordinates, the 
jump (or boundary) conditions (8. 12)- (8. 14)1 at moving 
material surfaces of discontinuity take the respective 
forms 

V",[K"'j- P",J+j)" =0, 

[- v'" P ",jn} + aev ",J~"" j T~}nj] + Fjnj = 0, 

v",[A",]=q, 

(8.26) 

(8.27) 

(8.28) 

where Ii" and q are defined in Eq. (97) of Ref. 28, da 

and v", denote the magnitude of and unit normal to the 
differential element of material area in the intermediate 
configuration, the relation between n l and v", is given 
in Eq. (94) of Ref. 28, and Fj is defined by 

Jjds = Fjda. (8.29) 

In order to refer the boundary condition on current 
(8. 14)1,2 to the known intermediate configuration, it is 
advantageous to consider the integral from of the con
servation of charge 

(8.30) 

where V is an element of volume fixed in space and J I 

is given in (8.4). With the aid of the transport the
orem,38 Eq. (8. 30) can be written in the form 

fsnjJjds=- (d/dt)jv/1dV+ J sn j /1v l ds, (8.31) 

where V in (8.31) is an element of volume, which in
stantaneously coincides with V in (8.30) but is moving 
with the velocity v of the lattice continuum. Substituting 
from Eq. (89) of Ref. 28 into (8.31), employing (8.4) 
and (8. 20) and defining the surface charge densities Q 

and q, we obtain 

Ja v",J/1eU"c,da =- (d/dl) Jaqda. (8.32: 

The application of (8.32) to a limiting region surround
ing the moving material surface of discontinuity, with 
the aid of (8.3h, (8. 17), (8.25), and the material 
derivative of (8.28), yields 

v ",[(AB,B - /1 T1 )U"c, + dAn/dt] = 0, (8.33) 

which is the most appropriate form of the jump condi
tion on current for the electroelastic semiconductor. 

Since the equilibrium intermediate state is assumed 
known, we have Eqs. (64)- (70) of Ref. 28 along with 
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Il e ~ Il el + 'jJ. e, pe ~ pel + pe, 

p,,}~p~}+j5"i> U~= ~I+~, 

(8.34) 

(S.35) 

where 

pe1=(Ile1)2oEe/ollel, p~j=peIOai> ~1~O"i~l, (8.36) 

and Il el denotes the static intermediate free electronic 
charge density and pet the associated pressure, and 'jJ. e 

and pe denote the small dynamic increments of free 
electronic charge density and pressure, respectively, 
f5 "} is the small dynamic increment of intermediate 
Piola-Kirchhoff traction due to the free electronic 
pressure, ~1 is the steady relative velocity of the free 
electronic fluid, if" is the small dynamic increment of 
the relative velocity of the free electronic fluid in the 
intermediate configuration, and ~'" and E~ are known 
and t~8' ~~, P ~8' pel, and U"o,1 satisfy 

t~8, '" - P~fJ, '" = 0, ~~," = Il rl 
+ Il el, (ll

e1
T!';,!), '" ~ 0, 

(S.37) 

1I",[t~8- P~8] +t61 = 0, [_pel + O!ell"T!~tIl8] +F"all1,,~ 0, 

1I,,[~~]=ql, [cpl]=O, 1I,,[Il e1 V"j] =0, (S.38) 

and the quantities not defined here are defined in Sec. II 
of Ref. 2S. The small field dynamic variables satisfy 
the dynamic differential equations 

- - 1 2 / 2 K"},,,,-P,,},,,=P OjyO Uy ot, 

~"', ",= (J - 1)1le1 +J!ie, 

[(Il e1 + ';fJ,8)(V"j + ~)], ,,+ (a/ot)3:""" = 0. 

(S. 39) 

(S.40) 

(8.41) 

The small field constitutive equations for 1("1 and A" 
are given in Eqs. (75) and (76) with the coefficients de
fined in Eqs. (77) and (7S) of Ref. ~S. The small field 
constitutive equations for P "j and U"o, may be written in 
the form 

P"j ~ Ojr[{"y'jJ.e +~",yt35iJ.eUfJ,O +~"y(iJ.e)21, (S.42) 

if" = 1[1 "'8YUfJ, y + li1"8CP, 8 + lP"iJ. e +tf"8M: B + 1[l"BYoeUfJ,yUo, e 

"""' """"e -e 
+TI;I"BYOllfJ,yCP,o +r;z"8Yll fJ, yll +r¥"BYoUfJ,yll,o 

+ 1fl "B({; BM e + m "BY({; BM e v, 
13 ' 14 '" 

(S.43) 

where 
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f{"BY ~ Il:g [3 0 ~:E:):i) 1 + Il e1 0 ~~~rJ) J ~fJ, L ~y, N~o, K~", M 

o2n~ ) o2n~ ) 
X oELNoW'k 1 +~fJ,L~y,N~",MoELNOlle l' 

W"BYO = [2 ::ee\ + Il e1 a ~:~)2) J ~B, L~y, N~o, K~"', M oE ::~~'k) l' 
~"'B = Il:; ~ 0 ~:~)2) 1 + Il el 0 ~~~)3) J ~y, K~fJ, L~", M[O~~~~'k) 1 

02n~ ) ] 
- d WLdlfJk 1 ' 

(S.45) 

where it is to be noted that Eqs. (5. 25}z, (5. 27)j, 
(5.2S}z, (5.29), (7.2), (S.3}z, and (S. 20) were employed 
in obtaining the results presented in (S.45). From 
(8.40), with the aid of Eqs. (54) and (76) of Ref. 28, 
Me can be expressed in terms of the four dependent 
variables U", and CP. Now, the substitution of this latter 
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relation obtained from (8.40) into (8.42) and (8.43), 
which are then substituted into (8.39) and (8.41) along 
with Eqs. (75) and (76) of Ref. 28 yields four differen
tial equations in the four dependent variables ua and cpo 

The small field dynamic boundary conditions across 
moving material surfaces of discontinuity are obtained 
by substituting from Eqs. (64), (65), and (94) of Ref. 
28 and (8.35) into (8.26), (8.27), and (8.33) and em
ploying (8. 37h and (8.38), with the result 

- 1 -+ aell aM", in;] + F',. 5",j(nj - IIB5Bj ) + ~ni = 0, 
- 1 - -

II ",[(jl e1 + A/l, B)(V';. +~) + (a/at)A",] = 0, 

where 

and 

(8.47) 

(8.48) 

(8.49) 

(8.50) 

in which the ~ . .. may be obtained by taking only those 
portions of the respective H· .. given in Eq. (77) of Ref. 

N 
28, containing EO, e. g. , 

hGY'" = Eo(E~5",y - E~5YG - E~5",o), 
2 

(8. 51) 

The small field dynamic surface force Fjn] may be 
written in the form 

Fjni + P;5",j(n j - lIaliBj) 

= ~ "'B[U"" B] + r "'[ cp, "'] + { "'B'YG[U"" BUy, G] 

+ r "'BY[UB,yCP, a] + r "'B[<P, ",<P, B]' (8.52) 

where the r· .. are effective surface coefficients in this 
N 

description which is quadratic in the small field varia-
bles U a and cpo Although the effective surface coeffi
cients ~. .. can be expressed in terms of the funda
mental material surface constants with the aid of (6.33), 
(6.34), and Eq. (94) of Ref. 28, we do not bother to do 
this here. Moreover, we have simply assumed the 
static surface force II "'P; to be known and not even 
bothered to give a representation. At this point it should 
be noted that the tangential components of p;,,1 and Fj, 
i. e., IIxFe1 and nXFe , can be determined a posteriori 
if desired. The substitution of the constitutive equations 
(8.42), (8.43), (8. 52), and (75) and (76) of Ref. 28 into 
(8.46)-(8.48) enables the eight boundary equations con
sisting of (8.46)- (8.48) and (104) and (121) of Ref. 28 to 
be expressed in terms of the four dependent variables 
u'" and ;p on each side of the surface of discontinuity. 

Since the points of free-space remain fixed in a mo
tion, the known intermediate coordinates may be taken 
as the independent variables and we have28,61 

1 -
</Y''''''' =0, </Y, ",,,,=0, (8.53) 

as the intermediate static and dynamic small field equa-
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tions for points of freespace, where 

cp = </y
1 +~, (8.54) 

as in Eq. (81) of Ref. 28. Moreover, since the values 
of the variables immediately on the free-space side of 
the unknown present pOSition of a material surface may 
be obtained by means of a Taylor expansion about their 
values at the known intermediate position of the surface 
in the unknown displacement u'" of the material surface, 
Eqs. (105)-(118) of Ref. 28 hold and in place of (119) 
and (120), we have 

-, - - -1I",(K"'i - K",j + P "'i) + N5Bj = 0, (8.55) 

II "'[ (a/at) 3.~ - (jl e1 + ~B,B)(V';.1 + ~) - (a/at) Aa] = O. 

(8. 56) 

Equation (8. 56) is the counterpart of (8.48) at a free 
surface. The counterpart of (8.47) at a free surface 
may be written in the form 

[aell",T~~'15Bi(nj - lIy 5yJ) + aell ",K~Jni + II '" p~J(ni - IIB5Bi ) 

+1I",p"'jnJ- aell",T!~15Bj(nJ-lIy5yj)- aell)J",jnj ] 

+ P;o",j(n j - IIB5Bj ) + ~nj = 0, (8.57) 

where T!r1 denotes the static intermediate Maxwell 
stress tensor immediately on the free-space side of the 
intermediate position of the free surface and K{,j and E~ 
are dynamic small field variables in free space defined 
in Eqs. (115) and (116) of Ref. 28. Since matter exists 
on only one side of a free surface, the jump symbols in 
(8. 52) are omitted when substituted in (8. 57). 

9. BULK AND SURFACE WAVE PROPAGATION 

In this section we consider the propagation of both 
bulk and surface waves in n-type semiconductors, which 
have hexagonal symmetry and are subject to a static 
homogeneous biasing electric field along the hexagonal 
axis. Both the plane and surface waves are propagating 
in the direction of the applied dc field. The linear ver
sion of the equations obtained in Sec. 8 are applied in 
the analysis. In the problems under consideration, for 
simplicity we ignore the explicit representation of the 
static deformation gradients under the applied dc elec
tric field. When the static deformation gradients are 
ignored, we have 

(9.1) 

For linear electroelastic wave propagation the Simplest 
polynomial approximation for X that can be assumed is 
of the form 

X = (1/2po)c KLMNEKLEMN- (1/ pOle KLMWKE LM 

- (1/2p°)xLM W L WM' (9.2) 

in which the elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric con
stants C KLMN, e KLAf, and XLM must be functions of the 
applied dc field E1. On account of the use of the sim
plified expression for X and the fact that we do not pro
vide the explicit representation for the static deforma
tion gradients, a portion of the dependence of the re
sulting effective material constants on the biasing elec
tric field is exhibited explicitly and a portion is not. 
With somewhat greater effort the entire dependence of 
the effective material constants on the biasing electric 
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field can be exhibited explicitly. However, this is not of 
particular interest here and, consequently, we do not 
take the trouble to provide the relation. 

The functions E" and n~ are taken in the restricted 
forms 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

where 117MN, the electronic mobility, and a", which could 
quite properly be called the electronic pressure coeffi
cient, are functions of the biasing electric field. It 
should be noted that since the entropy inequality (4.10) 
holds for any process and /.I." is negative, positivity 
conditions are imposed on 117MN. 

Now, from (8.37) we see that the static intermediate 
equations are satisfied if we assume that all bias quanti
ties are homogeneous. Hence we have to be concerned 
only with the dynamic small field equations (8.39)
(8.41), which in the linear case reduce to 

( 1 o( [ 1 1 e.""q - EoE OI o. 8) fit U "', 8.) - (eOl,a- EoEJJOIa)117.yEy 

+ 2a"(/.I. le)2 117 •80",]u" ,,8< + 2a" /.I. le m.,,(e y'a - EoE~oY8)U,. ya",. 

(9. 5) 

[C vO ,,8 - eryoaE~o,," - EoE~E~ooa + 2a"(/.I.le)2 00"0"a]U", 86 

- 2ae 
/.I. le(e ,,'8 - EoE~o "B) U" ,,8" + (e "0" - EoEto "o)iP, "'0 

(9.6) 

where we have introduced the dielectric constant E"8' 
which is defined by 

(9.7) 

The linear dynamic small field boundary conditions 
for a semiconductor abutting free-space can Similarly 
be reduced to 

v.{(e.,,8 - EoE~o.B)(a/ot)(u '" B) - [m.yE;(e ",s - EoE!0",8) 

+ 20 e(/.I. 1e )2 m."oB' ]11" ",B + 2a
e 

/.I.lem•y(e ""B - EoE;o"B)u" "ay 

- E.", (n/(I t) ((f5, ,,) + /.I.lem ."<p, ,, + E"BII1 .yE;<p, ,,8 

- 2ae/.l. 1em n E"B<P,"BY}-=- Vr{E0a~,./iJt}+ (9.8) 

Vo{[~E\IE!E!(1iB"0"'5 - °0"°"'8) HoE~ (E~o"a - E105", - E~OOB) 

+EoE~(E100" - E~OB") +C"o"'B - eryoBE~o"," 
+ oe(/.I. le)2 (0 ,,0 0B" + a ",BOO")]U "" B - 2ae /.I. le(e ""8 

- EOE~O"Jl)oO"U" "a+ [(e "0" - EOE~o,,") + EoE~oov 
E l ~ ] - 2 e Ie - ~}-

- EO "v"O CfJ, '" + a /.I. E",SCfJ, "avov 

= voEo{[E~(E~o"'B- E10",0) + ~E;E;(oOOlOBV 

- 0o"O"B) ]u"" B + (E~oo" - E~o"," - E~05a)iP, J+, 
(9.9) 

vo{- ae(/.I. 1e )2( O"'OOB" + O"'BOoJU"" 8 - Eoae[E~(E~oov - E~oa") 

+ E~(E~0"'8 - E100", - E~008) + iE!E!( 08"0"'0 - 00" ° ",a) ]U"" a 
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+2ae/.l. 1e (e""8_ EoE!o"'B)OOVU', "'B- Eoae(E~06V- E~oow 

- Eto",o)<p, ",- 2ae /.I.leEaBOw,p, ",J-vv 

= r ",au " B+r",iP '" -Eoaevo{[E~(E~o"'B-E10",0) 
1 • 2 ' 

+iE;E;(oOOloav- oovo"a)]U""a 

+ (E~oov - E~oo," - E~OOOl)<P, ",Yv" , 

(<p)" = (~- E~u",r. 

(9.10) 

(9.11) 

We now apply these equations to the propagation of 
both plane and surface waves in a hexagonal crystal in 
class Csv = 6 mm with the axis of symmetry in the X3 

direction. The static biasing electric field is in the 
direction of the axis of symmetry and, in the surface 
wave problem where there is a surface, of equal magni
tude on both sides of the boundary, i. e. , 

(ED'=(E~)'=O, (Ei)'=E. (9.12) 

Since in the surface wave problem the surface is taken 
normal to X 2 , all variables are taken to be independent 
of XI' The four differential equations then take the form 

(a/at){(eI5 +e 31 )U2, 32 + et5u 3, 22 +e~3u3, d- 117 33 [(e15 +e31)E 

+ 2ae(/.I.l")2JU2, 233 - 2a"(/.I.le)2117llU2, 222 - [11733e t5E 

+ 2a"(/.I.lo)2 m11 ]U3, 322 - md e~3E + 2a"(/.I.le )2]U3 .333 

+ 2ae /.I. le[ 11711 (e 15 + e 31)U2, 2223 + m33 (e 15 + e 31)U2, 2333 

+ m11e t5u 3, 2222 + (11711e~3 + m33e t5)U3, 2233 

+ m33e~3U3,3333J- (a/at){E11<P,22 +E33,p,33} 

Ie - Ie - E- E-+ /.I. m11 CfJ, 22 + /.I. 11733CfJ,33 +E11 117 33 CfJ,223 +E33m 33 CfJ,333 

2 e le[ - ( )-- a /.I. 11711E11 CfJ,2222 + 11711 E33 +m33E11 CfJ,2233 

+ m3sEs3<P, 3333] = 0, (9.13) 

ctou l, 22 + Ct4Ul, 33 = P a2U/ at2, 

cttU2, 22 + ct4U2, 33+ (Ct3 + C 44)U3, 23 + (e 15 + e31)iP, 23 

- 2ae/.l. 1e[(el5 +e 31 )U2,223 +et5u3,222 +e~3u3,233 

- E11 <P, 222 - E33,p, 233] = P a2uzlat2, 

(ct3 +C44)U2,23 +CUU3,22 +Cr3*U3,33 +et5<P,22 +et3<P,33 

- 2ae/.l.le[(eI5 +e31)U2,233 +et5u 3,223 + er3U3, 333 

- E11 <P,m- E33 <P,333] =P a2u.jat2, 

where 

et5=e I5 -EOE, 

e ~3 = e 33 - EoE, 

Cil =C11- Ee31, Cil* =cij +2ae(/.I. 1e )2, 

cr3 = C33 - Ee 33 , Cr3* = Cr3 + 2ae(/.I.l")2 - EoE2, 

ct4 = c44 - Ee 33 , ct4* = C44 - Ee31 - EoE2, 

cts = C ss - Ee 310 

Ci3 = C 13 + 2ae(/.I.le)2, 

(9.14) 

(9.15) 

(9.16) 

(9.17) 

(9.18) 

(9.19) 

(9.20) 

(9.21) 

(9.22) 

(9.23) 

and the compressed notation for tensor indices62 has 
been employed. 

Since the boundary is normal to X 2 , we have 

(9.24) 
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and the jump conditions (9.8)-(9.11) can similarly be 
reduced to 

{(a/at)[e 15U2, 3 +e!5US, 2 - tl1~, 2] - 2ae (J.L le)2ml1 (U2, 22 + Us, 23) 

+ J.L 1emU~, 2 + 2a8 J.L 1emU[ (e 15 + e31)U2. 22S + etsUS. 222 

+egSU3, 233 - t11~, 222 - E33CP. 233)}- = - to{ (a/at)(~.2»+' 

(9.25) 

(u1,2r=0, (9.26) 

{ctl*U2. Z + ct3*Ua• a + ett $. s - 2ae IJ,le[ (et5 + e3t)uZ. 23 + et5ua.ll 

+eg3US. S3 - tl1 $.22 - ES3~, 3S]}- =hE~, 3Y, (9. 27) 

where 

cft = c 13 + EoE2 + ae (lJ,le)2 , 

ctt* =C44 +ae(J.L 18)2, 

eft =e3t HoE. 

(9. 28) 

(9.29) 

(9.30) 

(9.31) 

(9.32) 

(9.33) 

From Eqs. (9.13)- (9. 16) and (9.25)- (9.30) it is 
readily seen that the ul displacement completely un
couples from the three other variables. The solution 
for ul is elementary, and we are concerned only with 
the solutions containing U2, us, and cpo For a plane 
wave traveling in the direction of the applied dc electriC 
field in an infinite solid there is no dependence on X 2, 

and in this case u2 uncouples from Us and cpo Conse
quently, we take the plane wave solution of interest in 
the form 

U3 = Re{A I exp[i(kXs - wt) )}, cp = Re{A2 exp[i(kXs - wt»)}, 

(9.34) 

and substitute into (9.13) and (9.16) to obtain 

A 1[ wets + mssk(egSE + 2ae(J.L le)2) - i2ae J..L lemssessk2] 

+Az[ - WE33 - EmS3kt33 +i(2aeJ..Llem33E3Sk2 + J.L lemss) J = 0, 

(9.35) 

A 1[ pwz - cg3*k2 + i2ae J.L 1ekSegs] +Az[ - etsk2 - i2ae J..L tekSEss] = D. 

For a nontrivial solution the determinant of the coeffi-
cients of At and A2 vanishes, i. e. , 

(9.38) 

Equation (9. 36) determines the dispersion relationship 
for our plane wave. It has four complex roots k" (n 
= 1,2,3,4) for each value of wand has to be solved 
numerically in each specific instance. However, if we 
write (9.36) in the form 

where 

K2 = (efs)2/cta*Ess, we =a33/t3s, 

w D = w2/k 2D 3S, r '" 1 + mssEk/ w, 

(9.39) 

(9.40) 

we see that, except for the last term on the right-hand 
side, we get the same form White15 obtained uSing a 
Simplified theory. Another difference between White's 
result and the result obtained here by this more gen

eral theory is that we have taken into account the 
modification in the elastic and piezoelectric constants 
caused by the static electric field bias. However, as 
noted earlier in this section, we have not bothered to 
obtain the full explicit dependence of the effective mate
rial constants on the biasing dc field. Consequently, the 
dependence considered here is essentially implicit. 
Nevertheless, as noted earlier, the full explicit depen
dence can readily be obtained from the general descrip
tion, with some effort if desired. 

For a surface wave propagating in the X3 direction of 
the semiconductor occupying the region X2 '" 0 the three 
variables uz, us, and cp remain coupled on account of 
the three equations (9.13), (9.15), and (9.16) and the 
boundary conditions (9. 25) and (9.27)- (9.30). In this 
case we consider as a solution of (9.13), (9.15), and 
(9.16) 

Uz = Re{At exp({3Xz) exp[i(kXs - wt) )}, 

Us = Re{A2 exp({3X2) exp(i(kX3 - wt) J}, 

(p = Re{As exp({3X2) exp[i(kXs - wt) J}, 

which satisfies (9.13), (9.15), and (9.16) provided 

(9.41) 

A t{ (e 15 +e3t)k (.3[ w r - i (/) jj{32 - D 33k2) ) + (.3J..L te(/) 11{32 - D 33k2)} 

+A2{(etsk
2 - et5(32)[Djj{32 - D 33k2 + iwrJ 

+ ik IJ. te(/) 11{32 - D 33k2)} + As{ (El1{.32 - E33k2) 

X [D11{32 - D 33k2 +iwr]- (al1& - a3sk2)} = 0, 

At{pw2 +ctt*ff - ct4k2 - i2aelJ,le(e l5 +e31)k{32} 

(9.42) 

)a
l1 a12i =0 

a21 an ' 

where 

(9.36) +A2{- 2aelJ.le{.3(et5{32 - ersk
2

) +i(cts +C44){3k} 

+As{2aeJ..Lle{3(E jj {32 - E33kZ ) +i(e t5 + es1){.3k} = 0, (9.43) 

al1 =we!s + m ssk(Eet3 + 2ae(lJ.le)2) + iD sset3k2, 

a12 = - Wt33 - EmS3kE3S - i(D3SES3k2 + asa), 

a21 = pw2 - cts*k2 - i(/)3s!mSs)k3ets, 

an =- e!sk2 +i(/)33/m ss)kSEss , 

(9.37) 

and we have introduced the conductivity tensor a o:e and 
the diffusivity tensor D as, which are defined by 
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A t{2ae ).J.le(et5 +e3t)!3k2 +i(cts +C44){3k}+A2{PW2 +cU{32 

- ct3*k2 - i2aelJ, lek(et5{.32 - et3k2)}+A3{et5{.32 - et3k2 

(9.44) 

For a nontrivial solution the determinant of the coeffi
cients of Ai> A 2, and A3 in (9.42)- (9.44) vanishes, 
which leads to an algebraic equation of fourth degree in 
{32, which has eight complex roots that may be written 
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in the form 

±{3(n) =± {3(n)(k, w), n=1,2,3,4. (9.45) 

However, in order that the solution not become un
bounded as X2 - co only the {3(n),s with a positive real 
part are admissible. For each of these four roots we 
can then find the corresponding amplitude ratios from 
any two of the three equations in (9.42)- (9.44) 

(9.46) 

At the surface X2 = 0 the five boundary conditions 
(9.25) and (9.27)- (9.30) must be satisfied. Now, the 
electric field at X2 > 0 must satisfy the equation 

IP, en> =0, (9.47) 

which is satisfied by 

~ = Re{B exp(- kX2 ) exp[i(kX3 - wt)]}, (9.48) 

where k = ± k must have a positive real part. In order to 
satisfy the five boundary conditions at X2 = 0, all four 
solutions of the semiconductor equations are required 
in addition to the solution (9.48) in free space. Accord
ingly, we write 

U2 = Re (exP[i(kX3 - wt) t c(n)Ain) exp({3(n)X2~ , 

u3 =Re (exP[i(kX3 - wt) tl c(n)A~n) eXP({3(n)X2»), (9.49) 

IP = Re (exP[i(kX3 - wt)~ c(n)A~n) eXP ({3(n)X2»). 
Substituting from (9.48) and (9.49) into the boundary 
conditions (9.25) and (9. 27)- (9. 30), we obtain 

4 
~ C (n){Aln) [e Iswk+ Jl 1eD 11 ({3(n»2 - i (e 15 + e31)LJ 11 ({3(n»2k ] 

4 

+ A~n)[011{3(n)(et3k2 - et5(p(n»2) + i{3(n) (Jllej) 11k - et5w)] 

+A~n)[j)11p(n)(E11 (p(n»2 _ E33k2) - 011P(n) 

+iEl1Wp(n)]}+iEowkB = 0, (9.50) 

~ c(n){Ain){3(n)[ etr - i2ae Jl 1e (e15 +e31)k] +A~nl[2ae Jlle(eM2 

- et5(p(n»2) +iet3*k] +Ajn)[2aeJl 1e {E11 ({3(n»2 - E33k2) 

+ietlk]}-iEoEkB=O, (9.51) 
4 ~ 
~ C (n){Ain)i et4**k +A~nl eU p(n) +A~n)et5/3(n)} - EokB = 0, 

(9.52) 
4 
~ c(n){A(n)[2aeJl 1ep(n)(_ Jl 1e +i(e +e )k)- r p(n)] 
n=1 1 1531 111 

+A~n)[2aeJlle{et5(i3(nl)2 _ ej3k2) _ i{ae(Jlle)2 

+Eo Q!e E2 - r 33)k 1 + Ajn)[ - 2ae Jlle {E11 (p(nl)2 - E33k2) 
1 

-iEoQ!eEk- r 3ikj}+iEoO!eEkB=0, (9.53) 
2 

4 
6 c(n){A~n) + EA~n)} - B = 0, (9. 54) 
n=1 

which constitute five linear homogeneous algebraic equa
tions in the five constants C(1), C(2), C(3), C<4>, and B. 

This system yields nontrivial solutions when the deter
minant of the coefficients vanishes, which leads to an 
algebraic equation in k. The values of k at a given w 
satisfying the system must be determined numerically. 
In the absence of conduction, i. e., in the purely piezo
electric case, at least one surface wave almost always 
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exists, S3 and it is nondispersive. If in a calculation the 
imaginary part of k turns out to be negative, the sur
face wave is being amplified by the dc field E. The co
efficients r 11 , r 33 , and r 3, which appear in Eq. (9.53), 
have nevei beeJ measur~d. On account of the use of the 
normal force boundary condition on the free-electronic 
fluid, the condition of no electrical surface charge on 
the semiconductor assumed in earlier work on this 
probleml6

- 18 has not been employed in this treatment. 
Indeed, after a solution has been obtained numerically, 
the resulting surface charge can be determined a 
posteriori from the small field counterpart of (8.28). 
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APPENDIX 

The charge equation of electrostatics for the model, 
consisting of the five charged continua, may be written 
in the form 

E i , i = 41T[Jl' (y) + Jl b(y) + f..L i (y) + f..L ely) + f..L h(y)]. (Al) 

The substitution of (2.4) into (Al) yields 

E i , i = 41T[f..LT(y) - f..Lb (y +11) + f..L b(y) + f..L i (y) + f..L e(y) + f..L h(y)]. 

(A2) 

Expanding Jl b(y + 11) in a Taylor series about y, retaining 
the first term and substituting in (A2), we find 

(A3) 

Employing (3.30), (2.3), (3.9), and (3.37), we obtain 

(A4) 

which is identical with (3. 39}z, the charge equation of 
electrostatics for the electrically polarized continuum. 
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A method of generating static and isotropic solutions of the Einstein field equations is presented for 
the case in which the source of the field is a perfect fluid. A special case is exhibited. The general 
solution for vacuum is derived. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is the purpose of this paper to give a method of ob
taining solutions of the Einstein equations for the case 
where the source of the field is a perfect fluid described 
by the energy momentum tensorl TJ1." = (p + W)UJ1. u" _ PC", 
(greek indices range from 0 to 3, italic indices from 1 
to 3) where P is the pressure and w the rest energy den
sity. In the comoving frame the only nonvanishing com
ponents of the energy-momentum tensor for our metric 
[see Eq. (1) below] are 

Ti=T~=T~=-P, T~=w. 

The metric considered in this paper will be static and 
isotropic, that is, 

ds 2 = exp[2¢(x, y, z)] dt2 
- exp[2/f!(x, y, Z)](dX2 + dy2 + dz2), 

(1) 

where ¢(x, y, z) and /f!(x, y, z) are arbitrary functions of 
their arguments. No symmetry group is assumed in (1). 

It is useful to introduce the three dimensional trace
free Einstein tensor2 G~ = Gj - Go; (here G = GD which 
vanishes in the comoving frame for our metric and en
ergy-momentum tensor, allowing us to separate the 
field equations as 

and 

G;=O 

- 87TP = t exp(- 21/1){2'\72/f! + ('\71/1)2 _ 2('\7¢ )2}, 

87TW = exp(- 21/1){2'\72/f! + ('\7/f!)2}. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

This enables us to compute the pressure and rest en
ergy density once (2) is solved for the functions 
¢(x, y, z) and /f!(x, y, z) since neither p nor w appear in 
(2) . 

In Sec. II we describe a general method for solving 
Eq. (2), which is applied in obtaining a physically rea
sonable solution3 to Einstein's equations. 

In Sec. III the method is applied to obtain the general 
vacuum solution to the field equations for the spacetime 
given by (1). 

II. THE SOLUTION 

Writing Eq. (2) explicitly, we get 

(5) 
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where we have defined X =.f2 ¢, A = exp[ - (/f! + ¢)], and 
L = - t{'\72A - 2A(V¢)2}. The notation r ,I = ar lax j is 
used. The differential form of (5) is 

dA,j = AX,I dX - L dxj , (6) 

which implies the functional relations 

A, x = F(X, x) = - L 

A,y=G(X,y)=-L 

A, z =H(X, z) = - L, 

from which it can be seen that L depends on X alone, 
L = L(X). 

Now (6) takes the form 

d(A ,I + LXI) = (AX,I + Xli) dX, 

where L=dLldx. Equation (7) implies that FI =A,I 
+ Lx I depends on X alone, FI = FI (X). 

Equation (5) written in terms of FI takes the form 

(7) 

Xi - Fji = - (Ali)xi • (8) 

Multiplying this equation by dx l , we can write it as 

( ( 2 (dR~ . 2A) d x - Ro X» = dX - 2x . R - T dX, 

where Ro(X) = F Ii:.. From here it follows that 

(x - Ro(Xj)2 = R2(X), 

where 

dR2(X) = dR~ _ 2x . R' _ 2A 
dX dX i:. . 

(9) 

(10) 

Equation (9) is that of a sphere centered at Ro(X) with 
radius R(X), that is, the surfaces X = const are spheres. 
(We have assumed here that t -=J 0; It can be shown that 
the surfaces X = constant are planes in the case where 
i:. vanishes, but we do not consider this case here.) 

Equation (10) implies that A has the functional form 

A=A(X)+B(X).x, (11) 

where A(X) =~i:. did X {R~ - R2(X)}, and B(X) = - iRo. 

Replacing (11) in (5), after a long calculation we ob
tain that A(X) and B(X) must have the form 

A(X) =Aor(x)i 

and (12) 
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FIG. 1. The distribution of spheres A = const associated with 
the solutions of Eq. (5). m = q = 1 has been used in the formula 
for the radii. 

B(X) = Bor(x)i; 

with r{x) = 1/i; exp(f~/i; dA). Rewriting (12) in terms of 
R(X) and Ro(X}, we get 

Ro(X) = Co + BoJr(A) dX 

and (13) 

;; (R~ - RZ) = lAoJ r(x} dA + Do, 

where Ao, Bo, Co, and Do are constants. 

Equations (13) imply that the centers of the spheres 
X = const must lie along a straight line, that is 

Ro=xQ +ns, (14) 

and that the radii are distributed along the line accord
ing to the law (see Fig. 1). 

R2(X)=s2+2ms+q, (15) 

where s = f r(x) dX. Combining (14), (15), and (9), the 
formula for s is 

(16) 

Finally, introducing (14) and (15) in (11), we get 

A(s)=y(s)[n.(x-xo)+m], (17) 

where the function y(s) satisfies the ordinary differen
tial equations 

and 

_ :0(s) = dy(s) 
ds 

cf2y(s) = ( )(dA)2 
~ ys ds • (18) 

To generate solutions to Einstein field equations we 
procede as follows: Pick an arbitrary function of one 
variable y(s) such that y-ld2y/ds2~ 0, integrate (18) to 
get X = v2 ¢ (s); then from (17) we get A(s) and thus zf;. 
With the help of Eq. (16) we express ¢ and zf; in terms 
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of x, y, and z. Therefore, the solution depends on one 
arbitrary function of one variable and two parameters 
q, m. p and ware computed from (3) and (4). 

A s a particular example we choose y(s) = S2. The met
ric we get is 

2 (x2 - q) 2 2 z4 2 2 
ds = -z- dt -(x2_q)g{dY2+Y2d¢ +dz). 

From (3) and (4) we find 

8rrp = - 2ms 5 
- 3qs4, 

and 

8rrw = 12s5
117 + 15s4q. 

The Hawking-Penrose4 energy condition - RjJ.vvjJ.vv 

(19) 

~ 0 for any timelike vector vp. is satisfied for all values 
for 117 and q, showing that the solution (19) is physically 
reasonable. 

III. THE VACUUM SOLUTION 

Up to here we have derived a general method of solv
ing the field equations that reduces the problem of solv
ing Einstein's equations to that of integrating a second 
order ordinary differential equation, and specifying a 
distribution of spheres in space. We shall show in this 
section that for the vacuum there is a unique y(s) and a 
unique distribution of spheres that correspond to solu
tions of Einstein field equations. 

By combining (8) with (3) and (4) for p = w = 0, we get 

if. (s) + d~~ (s) (m + s) + d~;2(S) (S2 + 2111s +q) = 0 

(20) 

where f. (s) = exp(± ¢/2)/vYfSj. 

It is convenient to introduce the new variable s' -= " 
+ m/2 -./m2 - q + 1/2. In terms of s' (20) can be written 
as 

'(' 1) cf2f± (s ') 3(' .~) df. (s ') 
s s - ds I - S - 2 ds ' ~f±(s') = o. (21) 

The most general solution to (2) is5 

z 

y 

x 

FIG. 2. Distribution of spheres A = const associated with the 
vacuum solution. 
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f. =A./R + B'/,;r-::sr 

and 

f_=AjR+Bj~. 

Replacing y(s) = (jJy2 and ¢ = In(j./fJ in (18), we get 
for consistency m = q = O. In solving equation (20) with 
m = q = 0 we get y(s) = S2. Thus the metric for vacuum 
is (19) with m = q = 0, that is, 

x4 Z4 
ds 2 =-::2" dt2 

- -:-:rn (drZ + rZ d¢2 + dz 2
). 

Z X 

The associated distribution of spheres is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

Schwarzchild's solution is a degenerate case of our 
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calculation, the distribution of spheres is concentric 
and therefore s has no meaning. It can be obtained from 
(5) by assuming spherical symmetry for A and A. 
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Different treatments of the important potential l/r4 are correlated to understand their interrelations and 
to clear up the connection between the eigenvalues of Mathieu's equation and the poles of the S matrix. 
We also derive a new solution of the modified Mathieu equation. Mathematical and physical implications 
are also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Considerable attention has recently been paid to the 
scattering by singular potentials. 1 This interest arose 
mainly from the hope of gaining some deeper insight in
to the infinities which plague nonrenormalizable field 
theory, and for using it as a testing ground for regular
ization and peratization techniques. Although a nonrela
tivistic potential can hardly be compared with (say) a 
nonrenormalizable 4-fermion interaction, there is a 
definite analogy between them insofar as a neutrino
antineutrino loop Feynman diagram2 (for instance) be
haves like a "singular potential" l/r5 near the origin of 
coordinate space or like a correspondingly divergent 
quantity in momentum space. Particular attention3- 8 

has always been paid to the potential l/r4, since in this 
case the radial Schrooinger equation may be trans
formed into the reasonably well-known modified Mathieu 
equation, for which standard texts such as Meixner and 
Schafke9 (the most rigorous one, hereafter referred to 
as MS) are available. 

The present investigation was motivated on the one 
hand by a desire to correlate different treatments3- 5 of 
the potential I/r4 given in the literature, to understand 
their interrelation and to clear up the connection be
tween the eigenvalues of Mathieu's equation and the 
poles of the scattering matrix. On the other hand, our 
study received impetus from the new trend in semi
empirical Regge pole analysis of favouring linearly 
riSing, unitarity-violating trajectories which are be
lieved7

,8 to be more like those for singular potentials 
than for regular Yukawa-like interactions. 10 We wanted 
to understand in particular the relation between expres
sions for the S matrix as given by Spector, 3 Bertocchi 
e tal. , 5 and Challifour and Eden, 4 the relation between 
its poles and the eigenvalues of Mathieu's equation or 
its auxilliary parameters, and finally to see the be
havior of the Regge trajectories. Moreover, since 
Mathieu functions are by no means as popular as, e. g. , 
Bessel functions (or more generally functions of hyper
geometric type), we considered it profitable to rederive 
all required solutions as a means of opening the way for 
generalization to potentials l/rm

, m * 4. However, our 
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derivations are different from those given in the litera
ture-also the solutions differ formally in important 
aspects. We derive the solutions by using a powerful 
perturbation approachl1,12 which has proved (e. g., in 
application to Yukawa13 and Gauss14 potentials) to be 
superior to customary straightforward power (or 
equivalent function) expansion. This program is carried 
out in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we derive various expressions 
of the S matrix, in Sec. 4 we calculate the low-energy 
behavior of Regge poles, and in Sec. 5 the behavior of 
the phase shift. The corresponding high-energy solu
tions have been discussed elsewhere. 4-6 The calcula
tions show that the Regge trajectories rise into the first 
quadrant of the complex I-plane. Finally, in Sec. 6, we 
derive an interesting new solution of the modified 
Mathieu equation which could also be used in the pres
ent context-in fact, it is this solution which corre
sponds to the solution of the scattering problem for the 
potentiall/rm

, m *4. 

2. SOLUTIONS OF THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION 
FOR THE POTENTIAL 1/r4 

We start by considering the repulsive potential 

V(r) =g'2/r4. (2.1) 

The radial Schrodinger equation may then be written 

yll+{k2_ 1
(l:I) _a2/r4}y=o (2.2) r'" h , 

where E = k 2
, m = t and Ii = c = 1. It is useful to in

troduce the following substitutions: 

y=r1/2q;, r=ye Z
, y=ig/h, h2=+ikg. 

The Schrodinger equation then assumes the form 

d2q; 
dz2 +{2h2 cosh2z - (I + W}rp = o. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

In the literature this equation is known as the modified 
Mathieu equation. We now develop a simple procedure 
for solving this equation for sufficiently small values 
of I h21 so that the expansions exist. First we make the 
additional substitution 
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w =2h coshz, (2.5) 

so that (2.4) becomes 

d
2

cp + l dcp +{1- (l +:W} = 2h2 { +2~} 
dw 2 w dw w2 cp w2 cp dw2 0 

(2.6) 

Next we define a parameter lJ by the relation 

I} = (l + W - 2tlh2• (2.7) 

Thus lJ2 is to be a parameter possessing a power series 
expansion in h2 such that its zeroth-order approxima
tion is (l + ~)2. Alternatively, we may consider (l + ~)2 
as possessing a power series expansion in h2 such that 
its zeroth-order approximation is ,;.. To zeroth order 
in h 2 , (2. 6) therefore becomes 

Dvcp(O) =0, 

where 

Dv = d~2 + ~ d~ + {I - ;}. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

But (2.8) is the well-known cylindrical equation; hence 

(2.10) 

where Zv is a cylindrical function, e. g. , J v, Nv, H~1), 
H~2). 

The zeroth-order approximation (2.10) leaves uncom
pensated on the right-hand side of (2.6) terms amount
ing to 

(0) 2{1 2 d
2
Z v .:l } Rv =2h 2 ZV+2 -d 2 +2 Z v • w w w w 

(2.11) 

Using the recurrence relations for Bessel functions, 
i. e. , 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

we may rewrite (2.11) as a linear combination of vari
ous Zv. However, it is very much more convenient to 
use these relations in order to rewrite (2.11) in terms 
of functions Gv defined by 

(2.14) 

The expression (2.11) is now particularly simple: 

R~O) =h2(Gv_2 + 2.:lGv + Gv+2)' (2.15) 

Again for convenience it is now best to rewrite this ex
preSSion as 

R~O) = h2[ (lJ, lJ - 2)Gv _2 + (lJ, lJ)Gv + (lJ, lJ + 2)Gv+2l 
where 

(lJ, lJ± 2) = 1, (lJ, lJ) = 2.:l. 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

This apparent complication will pay rich dividends as 
will be seen later on. 

We now observe that 

but 

(2.18) 
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so that 

(2.19) 

Thus a term !lGv+", on the right-hand side of (2.6) or
for instance-in (2.15) may be cancelled out by adding 
to cp(O) the new contribution !lZv+c/a(2lJ+a) except, of 
course, when a or 2lJ + a = O. We assume now (in the 
following) that 2lJ + a * 0; the case 2lJ + a: = 0 will be con
sidered separately at the end. The terms (2.15) there
fore lead to first-order contribution 

cp(1) =h2[(lJ, lJ- 2)*Zv_2 + (lJ, lJ+ 2)*Zv+2)' 

the starred coefficients being defined by 

(lJ, lJ+ a:)* = (lJ, lJ+ a:)/a:(2lJ+ a). 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Now cp(O)=Zv left uncompensatedR~O); therefore, cp(j) 

leaves uncompensated 

R~j) = h2[ (lJ, lJ - 2)*R~~~ + (lJ, lJ + 2)*~~n (2. 22) 

The next contribution therefore becomes 

cp(2) =h4[(lJ, lJ- 2)*(lJ- 2, lJ- 4)*Zv_4 

+ (lJ, lJ- 2)*(lJ- 2, lJ- 2)*Zv_2 

+ (lJ, lJ + 2)*(lJ + 2, lJ + 2)* Zv+2 

+ (lJ, lJ+2)*(lJ+2, lJ+4)*Zv+4l. (2.23) 

Proceeding in this manner we obtain the solution (the 
terms in R(o>, R(1), •. " left uncompensated so far will 
be considered below) 

cp = cp(O) + cpH) + cp(2) + ... 

ro i 

= Zv + ~ h2i .6. P2/ (2j)Zv+2j, (2.24) 
1=1 1=-1-

NO 

where 

P2(± 2) = (lJ, lJ± 2)*, 

P4(± 4) = (lJ, lJ± 2)*(lJ± 2, lJ± 4)*, 

P4(±2)=(lJ,lJ±2)*(lJ±lJ±2)*, etc. (2.25) 

These coefficients may also be obtained from the re
currence relation 

Pzi(2j) =P2i_2(2j - 2)· (lJ+2j - 2, lJ+2j) 

+ P2i_2(2j)· (lJ + 2j, lJ + 2j) 

+P2i_2(2j +2), (lJ+ 2j +2, lJ+ 2j), 

subject to the boundary conditions 

P2i(2j)=0 for Ijl>i, Po(O)=I, 

(2.26) 

Po(2j * 0) = 0, Pwo(O) = o. (2.27) 

The relation (2.26) may be obtained either directly 
from (2.27), or by substituting (2.24) into (2.6). 

Finally, we have to consider the terms in Gv which 
were left unaccounted for in R(O), R(j), etc. Here we 
Simply add all these terms and set the coefficient of 
Gv = O. This gives the equation from which we can deter
mine .:l and hence lJ. Clearly, 

0= h2 (lJ, lJ) + h4[ (lJ, lJ - 2)* (lJ - 2, lJ) + (lJ, lJ + 2)* (lJ + 2, lJ) 1 
+h6[(lJ, lJ- 2)*(lJ- 2, lJ- 2)*(lJ- 2, lJ) 
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+ (v, v+2)*(v+2, v+2)*(v+2, v)]+"" (2.28) 

Higher terms of this expansion may again be obtained in 
a manner analogous to that for the eigenvalues of the 
periodic Mathieu equation. 12 Evaluating the first five 
terms of (2.28), we obtain the expansion [cf. (2.7)] 

l 2 2 h4 (5112 +7)h8 

(1 + 2) = II + 2(v2 _ 1) + 32(v2 -1)3(v2 _ 4) 

(9v4 + 58V +29)h12 16 
+ 64 (lJ2 _ 1)5(v2 _ 4)(v2 _ 9) + O(h). (2. 29) 

The expansion (2. 29) is seen to be familiar from the 
theory of periodic Mathieu functions where (1 + ~)2 rep
resents the eigenvalue. We now reverse (2.29) to 
calculate v: 

J h4 (13a - 25)h8 

= a - 2(a -1) - 32(a - 1)3(a - 4) 

(45a3 - 4550'2 + 1291 a - 1169)h
12 

+ 0(h16) (2.30) 
64(0' - 1)5(0' - 4)4(a - 9) 

where 

a= (1 +W. 
The solutions rfJ of the modified Mathieu equation are 

now completely determined-apart from a normaliza
tion factor which we have chosen (so far) such that the 
coefficient of Z"+<Jt in rfJ is 1 for a = O. 

We are still left with the question as to what will 
happen if [cf. (2.21)] 211+a=0 or v=±1,±2,···. We ob
serve that the latter are precisely those values of for 
which successive terms of (2. 29) become more and 
more divergent. On the other hand, we observe from 
(2.30) that-since h2 is assumed to be moderately 
small-v is approximately a half- integer (i. e., 1 + ~ for 
1 physical). Thus phYSically these conditions are un
likely. But mathematically they have a clear signifi
cance which we discuss later on. 

For later purposes it is advantageous to derive yet 
another type of solutions. Substituting (2. 7) into (2.4) 
we obtain 

d2 rfJ dz 2 -1I2rfJ=2h2(~-cosh2z)rfJ. 

Thus to 0(0) in h we have 

rfJ (0) = rfJ" = coshvz, sinh liZ , or e±"Z, 

so that 

It follows that 

so that 

D"rfJv+2n = 4n(v +n)rfJv.Zn' 

Also since 

2 cosh2z . coshllz = cosh(v + 2)z + cosh(v- 2)z, 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

2 cosh2z . sinhllz = sinh(1I + 2)z + sinh(v- 2)z, (2.36) 

2 cosh2z· em =exp[± (1I+2)z] +exp[± (v- 2)z], 
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we may say that the first approximation rfJ(O) leaves 
uncompensated terms amounting to 

R~O) =2h2(~- cosh2z)rfJv 

= 2h2 ~rfJ" - hZ{ rfJv+z + rfJ"-2} 

= h2[ (v, V - 2) rfJ"-z + (II, II) rfJ" + (v, II + 2) rfJv+2]' (2. 37) 

where 

(II, II) =2~, (v, v± 2) =-1. (2.38) 

The from of R~O) is seen to be almost identical with that 
of the corresponding expression for solutions in terms 
of Bessel functions. In fact, we could have got the same 
R~O) by starting with the modified Mathieu equation for 
hZ replaced by - h2

• In order to avoid confusion arising 
from the use of different equations, we prefer to dis
cuss one equation but different solutions. The use of the 
symbols (v, II± 2), etc. in the present context should not 
lead to confusion with the same symbols having a dif
ferent meaning in the case of solutions in terms of 
Beseel functions since it is generally clear which type 
of solutions and hence coefficients is being discussed. 
Sometimes, however, we shall use subscripts Band h 
indicating that coefficients of solutions in terms of 
Bessel functions or hyperbolic functions are implied. 
Defining 

(II, v + a)* = (v, II + a)/ a(2v + a), (2.39) 

we now obtain the solution 
ro i 

rfJ(z, h) = rfJ"+ ~ h2i .~ P2i(2j)rfJ"+Zj, 
.=1 )=-. 

i'O 

(2.40) 

where 

P2i (± 2) = (v, v± 2)*, etc. 

We now compare this solution with our earlier solution 
(2.24) and examine the relationship between their co
efficients p, p. We have 

P2i(2j) =P2i_z(2j - 2)· (v+ 2j - 2, 11+ 2j): 

+Pu_2(2j). (v+2j, v+2j): 

so that 

+ P2i_z(2j - 2)· (v+ 2j + 2, II + 2j): 

=- P2i_2(2j - 2)· (1I+2j - 2, v+2j)~ 

+ P2i_2(2j)· (v + 2j, v + 2j)~ 

- P2i_z(2j + 2). (II + 2j + 2, v + 2j)1, 

(- 1)1p2i(2j) = (- 1)i-1 . P2i_2(2j - 2)(11 + 2j - 2, v + 2j)~ 

+ (- 1)i pzi _2(2j). (v + 2j, II + 2j)~ 

+ (-1)i-1 p2i _2(2j + 2)· (1I+2j + 2, v+ 2jn. 

Thus 

satisfies the equation 

P2i(2j) =P2i_2(2j - 2)· (v+2j - 2, v+2j)Z 

= P2i_2(2j)· (v + 2j, V+ 2j)~ 

=P2i_2(2j + 2)· (11+ 2j + 2, v + 2j)~, 
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and the hyperbolic solution becomes 
~ i 

CfJ(z,h)=CfJy+~ h2i .6.Pu(2j)(-I)jCfJv+2j 
'/.=1 J=-Z 

(2.42) 

j"O 

or 
~ i 

CfJ(z,h) = <py+ 6 h
Zi .6. Pu(2j)CPy+2j, 

i=l J=-Z 
(2.43) 

j"O 

where 

CPY+2j == (- l)i CfJY+2j. (2.44) 

One can easily convince oneself [by looking at (2.28) 
and observing that (v, v± 2n =- (v, v± 2)t] that the ex
panSion (2.29) follows again from the necessary sub
sidiary condition. The solutions CfJ for CfJy = coshvz, 
sinhvz are generally9 denoted by Cey(z, h), Sey(z, h). 

We now consider the following solutions (in the 
notation of MS) 

i 

CfJ(z, h) = exp(vz) +~ h2i .6. Pu (2j)(- l)j exp[ (v + 2j)z] 
1=1 J=-t 

==Mev(z, h) 

[Me,.v = (Ce v ± Se v)], 

j"O 

(2.45) 

CfJ(z, h) =Jv(2h coshz) + f; Jz2i .t. P2i (2j)Jv+2j (2h coshz) 
i=1 )=-1. 

NO 

Clearly, 

lvlev(z + nrri, h) = exp(vnrri)lvlcv(z, h). 

Also, since 

Jv(2h cosh(z +nrri» = Jv(2h coshz' exp(inrr)) 

= exp(invl1-)Jv(2h coshz), 

we have 

M~ll(z + nrri, h) = exp(invrr).'11~1 )(z, h). 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

;vlev(z), ;H~1)(z) are therefore proportional to each other: 

(2.50) 

where clearly 

O!v(h*) = Mev(O, h) / M~1)(O, It). 

We define solutions Mv(j)(z, h) for j = 2, 3, 4 by Zv 
= Nv , H~l), H?), respectively. Then, by using analogous 
properties of Bessel functions, we have 

M~~' 4) = exp(± irrv)M~3.4>, M~3. 4) = 1\1~1) ± i;H~2), 

and thence (for v nonintegral) 

± i sinv1T' 1'vI~3, 4)(z, Il) = M~~ )(z, lz) - exp('F iV1T)M~1)(z, h). 

(2.51) 

We still have to deal with the case 2 v + O! = 0 or v 
=± 1, ± 2, .. '. As an example we discuss the case v = + 1, 
choosing the zero- order solution CfJv = coshvz. Proceed
ing as before we have 

R(O) = 2h2(~ - cosh2z)CfJy = h2[_ CfJ-l + 2~CfJl - CfJ3). (2. 52) 
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This is the part left uncompensated by the zero-order 
approximation in h2• We observe immediately that
since CfJ-1 = CfJ1-we now have a completely different 
situation. Thus 

R(O) =h2[(2A-l)CfJ1 - CfJ3], 

so that 

CfJ(1)=- h
2

CfJ3 =_h2ll =_112 CfJv+2n I ' 
8 8 4n(v+n) v,n=1' 

This contribution leaves uncompensated the terms 

(2.53) 

(1) h2 
2 h4 ( 1 1 

R = - 8' 2h (~- cosh2z)CfJ3 = - 4" ACfJ3 - "2CfJ5 - "2 CfJ1), 

(2.54) 

so that 

(2) = _ h4 r ACfJ3 _ CfJ51 
CfJ 4 l 8 48J . 

(2.55) 

Proceeding in this manner we obtain the complete solu
tion. ~ then follows by equating to zero the sum of co
efficients of CfJ1 in R(O),R(1),···. It then follows that 

')2 2 h4 h
6 

(l +"2 = 1 +11 - "8 - 64 -" . , (2.56) 

in agreement with formulas (36) of MS (p. 120). 

If we choose instead of the above zero-order solution 

i{Jy = sinhvz, v = 1, 

we have 

h(O) = 2lz2(A - cosh2z) sinhz = h2[ (2~ + I)CfJ1 - CfJ3] (2. 57) 

and again obtain the above eigenvalue expansion with h2 

replaced by - h2• This applies to all odd-v eigenvalue 
expansions and is a direct consequence of the relations 

Ce2n+1(z, - h2) = (-1)"(- i)Se2n+1(z +i1T/2, lt2
), 

(2.58) 

which are easily verified, For even values of v the 
eigenvalues have to be recalculated separately in each 
case, since now 

CC2n(z, _lz2) = (-I)nCe2n(z +i1T/2, Jz2) 

(2.59) 

thus the symmetry between Ce, Sc is destroyed. Ex
plicit expansions for any of these cases may be found in 
the standard literature. Meixner and Schafke also deter
mine their regions of convergence. 

Of course, we could also have started with a solution 
in terms of Bessel functions and used, for instance, the 
,'elation J_n = (- l)nJn to derive corresponding eigenvalue 
expansions. In fact, one can show (cL MS, pp. 200, 
205) that for m =0, 1, 2,'" M~)(z, h) is proportional to 
(. em (z, h 2) and similar relations hold for other functions. 
For rigorous convergence and validity discussions of 
any of the solutions discussed in this section we again 
refer to MS. 

3. CALCULATION OF THE S MATRIX 

We now proceed in the manner of Spector3 to calculate 
the scattering matrix for the potential 1/1'4. For this 
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purpose we seek first the regular solution of the radial 
Schrooinger equation at the origin, and then its analytic 
continuation to infinity. 

We obtain the regular solution by choosing Zv(w) 
~H~l)(w) for Re(z) <0. Then 

Y ~r1/2M(3l(z h)~r1!2IH(1l(W)+th21 ± 
reg v, ~ v 1=1 J=_I 

J*O 

where by (2. 5), (2.3) 

w ~ 2h coshz ~ (kr + ig/r). 

(3. 1) 

(3.2) 

Thus r - 0 implies I wi - <Xl. The asymptotic behavior 
of the Hankel functions H<1·2l(w) for I wi» I vi, I wi» 1, 
and - 71 < argw < 71 is known to be given by 

H(1.2l(w) ~ - exp ±i w- - --(
2 )1/2 ~ V71 71) 

v 71W 2 4 

The behavior of Y reg near r '" 0 is then found to be 

Y reg "'(;gf/
2 
exp(-g/r) (exp[- i(v+1)71/2] 

(3.3) 

+Eh21 JE pu(2j)exp[- (71/2)i(V+2j +1)]) (3.4) 

i"O 

which tends to zero with r. 

In a similar manner we may define solutions y(3.4l 
by setting for Re(z) > 0 

y(3. 4l ~ r1/2M~3. 4l(z, h) 

=r1/2 (H<1.2l(w) + t h2! t P .(2j)H<1.~l(W)\ (3. 5) 
v ;=1 J=-1 2. V+lJ ~ 

i*O 

Using the above asymptotic expressions for the Hankel 
functions these solutions are found to have the required 
asymptotic behavior for r - <Xl: 

(
2)1/2 

y(3.4l", 71k exp(±ikr)exp['f(i71/2)(v+~) 

~ i ~ 
X [1 + E h2i j~P21(2j) exp ('fi71j )J' 

'"0 
(3.6) 

In fact, we can derive y(4l from y(3l since one can show 
from the circuit relations of Hankel functions that 

M~3l(z + 71i, h) ~ - exp(- i71V)M~4l(Z, h). 

We now require the analytic continuation of the regu
lar solution to solutions behaving like y(3.4) at infinity. 
From the relation r ~ (ig/h)e Z we see that r = 0 corre
sponds to Re(z) - - 00, and r - <Xl to Re(z) - + <Xl. We re
quire, therefore, the continuation of M~3l through the 
whole range of Re(z). 

Now the series M~j) can be shown (MS, p. 178) to be 
convergent for I coshz I '" 1 but uniformly convergent only 
when I coshz I > 1 for otherwise complex values of z. 
Sincez=lnvk/gr'fi71/4, the condition Icoshzl >1 implies 

vk/gr>(2+v'3)112>1 and v'k/gr«2-v'3)1/2<1. (3.7) 

Thus there is a gap between the two regions of validity 
which has to be bridged by using another set of solu-
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tions. A suitable set is the pair of fundamental solutions 
Me"v defined by (2.45). These solutions converge uni
formly for all finite complex values of z (MS, p. 130). 
Before we proceed with the actual matching we have to 
decide which Riemann sheet we want to choose, since 
Illeads to a double-valuedness of the variable z. We 
shall choose the upper Sign, i. e. , 

Z = lnvk/gr- i71/4. (3.8) 

We note that if we replace z by - z in w, kr is replaced 
by ig/r and vice versa. Thus if we let Re(z) - - <Xl in 
Yreg (i. e., r - 0) and then replace z by - z, the solu
tion has the asymptotic behavior of y(3" i. e., exp(ikr). 
To obtain the continuation of Y reg to this solution, we 
consider the variables z, - z and choose the sheet with 
Re(z) > O. Then by (3.7) we have to choose 

z = -lnv'k/gr +i'7T/4 for vk/ gr < (2 - ..[3)1/2 

and 

z=+lnv'k,7ir-i71/4 for vk/gr> (2 +v'3) 1/2. 

We may write therefore for 0 < v'k/ gr < (2 _ V3)1/2 

r1l2 M~3l(r) = rl/2(O'Me)r) + (3Me_v(r», 

(3.9) 

!i... [r1l2 M(3l(r)] = O'!i... [rl/2 Me (r)] + (3!i... [r1!2 Me (r)] 
dr v dr v dr -v, 

(3.10) 

and determine 0' and {3. The right-hand side now rep
resents the solution M~3l as continued to the right of 
v'k,7i r = (2 - ..[3)1/2. In the region (2 + ..[3)1/2 < v'k/g r < co 

we require a solution of the form rl/2[AM~3l +B~4l], 
A, B '* O. This solution may be continued into the region 
below vk/ g r = (2 + ..[3)1/2 by writing 

y1!2[ 0" Mev(r) + (3'Me v(r)] = rl/2[AM~3)(r) + BNI~4l(r)], 

d d 
0"- rl/2Me (r) + (3'- rl/2 Me (r) 

dr v dr -v 

We next have to join the branches 

r1!2[ O'Mev(r) + (3Me_)r) Hz = -lnv'k,7ir + i71/4) , 

rl/2[ 0" Mev(r) + (3'Me_v(r) l(z = + lnvk/gr - i71/4). 

At Re(z)=O, r=Mi. Then 

r 1
/
2[O'A1e v(r) + {3Nle_v(r)]z=h/4 

= rl /2[ 0" Mev(r) + (3' Me _v(r) ]z=-ir /4, 

~!i...r1!2Mev(r) + {3!i...rl /2Me_v(r~ 
L dr dr 'J z=ir/4 

= [O"!i... r 1/ 2Me v(r) + (3'!i... r1!2 Me -v (r)l . 
dr dr 'J z=-iF /4 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

But since Mev(z) = Me_v(- z) (MS, p. 131) these relations 
may be reexpressed for one and the same point z = - i71/4: 

where we have used the fact that for r = v'g/k 
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~ = :r:(!!') 
1 

/2 ~ 
dr g dz 

at z =±irr/4. 

One now derives readily 

0"= {3, (3'=0', d"'W[Me_",Me"]W(M~3),M~4)], 

together with the replacement k - - k, the latter being 
equivalent to the interchange h - - ih. Of course Z is 
assumed to have real integral (i. e., physical) values, 
and v is real by (2.30). Hence 

.f'(k, l) = f(- k, l). 
dA = W[M~3>, Me"] W[Me" , M~4)]_ W[M~3), Me_"] W[Me_", M~4)], . 

Next we observe that the S-matnx may be reex-
dB = W[M~3), Me_"]W[Me_", M~3)] = - W[M~3), Me"]W[Me", M~3)]. pressed in another important form first given by 

(3. 14) 

Using the relation (2. 50) the Wronskians (MS, p. 171) 

[1,3]=-[1,4]=2i/rr, [3,4]=-4i/1T, (3.15) 

and the relations (2.51), we find [with Me"(O,h) 
=Me_"(O, h)], 

R2 _ 1 R2 _ e-2i"v 
A = 2iR sinvrr' B = 2iR sinvrr ' 

where 

R = a/a =lW(1)(O h)/M(1)(O h) '" ... ", -v, ",. 
The asymptotic behavior of the regular solution is 
therefore given by 

Yreg = rl /2[AM~3)(r) +BM~4)(r)] 

'" (2kV /2{2 ~2 -: 1 exp[ _ irr/2(v +~)] exp(ikr) 
1T :; l smvrr 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

+ R2 ;i~X;i~V!iV1T) expr~(v +~) - 2ikrJ} • [1 + O(h2)]. 

(3.18) 

Defining H J ost function equivalents" f(± k, l) by 

+ _i_ Y reg '" exp~-:!rrv/2) [j(k, l) exp(ikr) - f(- k, l) exp(- ikr)l 
fk l 

(3.19) 

(since Jost functions in the sense of regular potentials 
do not exist for singular potentials), we find by 
comparison 

(
2)1/2 R2 _ 1 

f(k,l)= - R' exp[-irr/2(v-~)]exp[(irr/2)v], 
1T smvrr 

(3.20) 

The S matrix then becomes 

(2 ') ('Z)f(k,l) R2_1 
S = exp lO = exp l rr f( _ k, l) = R2 _ exp (_ 2i V1T) 

xexp[-i1T(V-Z-~)]. (3.21) 

Of course, it would have sufficed to calculate just the 
ratio A/B, but for a discussion of Regge poles, it is 
essential to have the numerators and denominators 
separately. 

We now note that the S matrix is unitary. To show 
this, we use the relation (Aly et aZ. 3) 

R* =R exp(ivrr), (3.22) 

where the asterisk on R as on S in S* S = 1 indicates 
complex conjugation of the functional form of R or S 
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Bertocchi et al. 5 To derive this, we require the follow
ing relation between modified Mathieu functions and 
their derivatives: 

M~1),(O) MS1)(O) 
M~~)'(O) =- lW~~)(O)' (3.23) 

To prove this relation, we recall the following relations: 

M~1)(z) =M~1)(O)Mev(z)/Mev(O), (2.50') 

Me~(O) = Ce~(O)+Se;(O)=_l(' C '(0)=0) 
Me~"(O) Ce~(O) _ Se~(O) sm ev (3.24) 

by (2.45). Then (3.23) follows immediately. It is now a 
simple matter-again using the circuit relations for 
modified Mathieu functions, i. e., (2. 51)-to derive the 
following formulas: 

R - exp(:r: ivrr) = ± i sinv1TM~3.4)(0)/M~1)(0), 

R + exp(:r: ivrr) =:r: i sinvrrM~3. 4), (0)/ M~1), (0). (3. 25) 

It then follows that 

S = (;z [M~3)(Z)lvI~4)(z)]z=o/:z [M~3)(Z)M'~3)(z)lz=~ 

xexp[-i1T(V-l+~)]. (3.26) 

To clear up the relation between the derivation of S as 
given above and another method used in the literature, 5 

we now rederive this form of the S matrix by the latter 
method. This is not a triviality, since the plurality of 
modified Mathieu functions and their properties can 
easily lead to considerable confusion. Moreover, it is 
extremely instructive to understand this connection for 
dealing with potentials l/rm

, 3 < m '* O. 

Our regular solution is again Yreg=rl/2lvl~3)(z,h) 
'" r1!2cpreg(z, Il). Further, since the modified Mathieu 
equation is invariant under the interchanges (a) z - - z, 
h - - It (invariant point Z = 0) and (b) Z - - Z - irr/2, 
h - ± ih (invariant point z = - i rr /4), we may define
using (a)-two solutions cp",(z, h) by 

cp",(z,h)=/\1~3)(-z,±h). (3.27) 

We note that (by the circuit relation for Hankel 
functions) 

cPjz, h) = - exp(- irrv)M~4)(z, h). (3.28) 

rl /2cp", are therefore solutions possessing the large - r 
asymptotic behavior of Jost solutions, i. e., exp(± ikr). 
The S matrix then follows by setting 

CPreg(z, h) =Acp.(z, h) + Bcpjz ,h) (3.29) 

and requiring continuity at the invariant point z = O. One 
readily finds 

~ =(:z (;'~1~3)(z)lW~4)(Z)]z=o/~z [M~3)(Z)M~3)(z)]z=o)exp(- irrv). 

(3.30) 
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The S matrix S'" exp(2i 6) being defined by the limiting 
behavior 

Yreg '" C sin(kr -l1T/2 + 6), C const, 

is then again found to be given by (3.26). 

On the other hand, if we choose the interchange (b) 
(invariant point z '" - i1T/4), we define the solutions 
<p~(z,h) by 

<p~(z, h) '" M~3)(_ Z - ~i1T, ± ih). (3.31) 

The asymptotic behavior of these solutions for large r 
is 

'" -./21~ 1Tk exp(~ikr) exp[- irr/2(v+ ~)] 

x [1 + ~ (- h2)i. j~ Pu (2j) exp(i1Tj~ • 
J'O 

(3.32) 

Proceeding as before, and demanding continuity at the 
invariant point z "'- i1T/4, we now have 

S= exp(2i6) 

=(:z [M~3)(z, h)M~3)(z, ih)lz=_ir 14/ 

:z [M~3)(Z, h)M~3)(z, - ih)]z=_i</4) exp(i1T/l- ~), 

which is the expression we have used before. 5 

Here we have calculated S only in terms of small - h, 
i. e., low-energy expansions. The equivalent high-ener
gy derivation has been discussed elsewhere. 6 

4. REGGE POLES 

In order to determine the Regge poles and their be
havior with varying energy, we next have to investigate 
the zeros of the Jost function equivalent f(- k, 1). These 
are given by 

0- R2 - exp(- 2i1TV) (.) 
- R sinv1T exp Z1TV 

_ . sinv1T' M~3)(0, h)M~3>' (0, h) 
- exp(z1Tv) Mm,(O h)M(1)(O h) 

II , -v, (4.1) 

Clearly v=n, n=0,±1,±2,··· are zeros off(-k,I). 
However, they are "phoney" zeros or indeterminacy 
points, being also zeros of f(k, 1) as a glance at (3. 26) 
shows. We next determine the zeros of M~3>(O, h). The 
zeros of M~3)'(0, h) can be determined in a similar man
ner and will not be considered here. We also assume 
that the zeros of the functions in the numerator do not 
coincide with those of the denominator-which is plausi
ble for small h 2 since J v , H~1), etc., have different 
zeros. Thus we consider 

o =M~3)(O, h) 

= H,~1) (w) + "" h2i ~ P (2' )H(1) ( ) • L.J .L.J. 2i ;y, V v+2j W , 
i:::1 ]=-1 

(4.2) 
NO 

where W = 2h coshz = 2h. It is clear that as h2 - 0 the 
zeros of M~3> approach those of H~1). Let Wno n = 1,2,' .. 
be the positive zeros of H(!>(w) or, alternatively, those 
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values of W which correspond to zeros v = vn of H(! > in 
the v plane. Then these are also zeros of M~3)(z, 0). In 
view of their analyticity in h2

, we may write for the 
nth zero 

2h = W '" Wn + 6 a}n>h2J. 
i=! 

(4.3) 

The coefficients a}"> may be determined by substituting 
the expansion into (4.2), expanding around W = wh, and 
equating coefficients of the same power of h2• Particular 
care is necessary with our coefficients P2i (2j, v), since 
a factor (v + 2, v + 2), for instance, contains A which is 
proportional to hZ. Since H(J)(w i ) = 0, we obtain 

(n) dH~!) I <1 > (1) 
0= (]I! ~ w +P2(V, 2)Hv+2(w n ) +P2(V, - 2)Hv_2(w n), 

n 

0 - (n) __ V_ ~ __ v_ P ( 2) (n)~ dH(!) I (n) d2H(!) I dH(!) I 
- a2 d + 2 d 2 + 2 v, (]I! 

W Wn W Wn dw Wn 

(n) dH~:~ I ' \1) + P2(v, - 2)a! -Z- + P4(v, 4)Hv +4(w n) 
(W Wn 

+P4(v, - 4)H~:1(wn)' (4.4) 

[Note: Terms P4(v, ± 2)H~!~ contain by (2.25) a factor 
(v± 2, v± 2) which is 2A by (2.17) and is therefore pro
portional to h2

; these terms therefore belong into the 
next equation. ] With the help of the recurrence relations 
(2.12), (2.13) one can show that the following relations 
hold at the zero point wi=n of H(!) (w): 

H<1 >( ) = 2(v - 1) dH~!) I 
v-2 Wn W dw ' 

n "'n 

H(!)( )= -±-{( 2)- 2(V:t:l)(V:t:2)(V±3)}' dH~1) I 
v±4 Wn ± V:t: 2 , 

Wn Wn dw w. 

~ \ = _ ~ dH~1) I ' 
dw wn Wn dw w. 

dH~~ I = L 1 + 2(v± 1)2(V± 2») dH~!) I . 
dw w. \ w. dw "'n 

(4. 5) 

Substituting these expressions into (4.4), we see that 
all factors (dH~!>/dw) I w cancel out, and we obtain • 

0= G)n) - l/w., 

_ (n) (Gln»z 1 (1 ,6) (n)( 2 1 \ 
0-(]I2 -~- 4wn v2-1 -rw~ +G! w~+2(v2-1)r 

We thus have for (4.3) 

h 2 h4 
2h=w.+-- 4( 2_1) +0(116

). 
w. V wn 

(4.6) 

Hence 

(4.7) 

The zeros w = wn of the Hankel function H~!) may be 
determined in the manner of Keller et al. !5 or Magnus 
and Kotin. 16 We start from the relation 

(4.8) 
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and substitute for the Bessel functions the power series 

Jv(w)=£ (_1)m(~2)v+2m rr( 1 1)" 
moO m. lI+m + 

(4.9) 

We then have for 

0< Iwl «1 (or 1111 »1+ IwI 2), 

w "" w., H~1)(wn) = 0, 

(~yv exp(- illrr) (1 + E (_l)m(~rm m! r~~:::~ 1») 

= r(1I+ 1) (1 + £ (_ l)m(~) 2m r(- II + 1) \ 
r(-II+l) m=l 2 m!r(-II+m+l») . 

(4.10) 

Taking the logarithm of both sides, this becomes for 
w/2=rexp(i<p) 

( 
w . rr) . r(1I + 1) 

211 In"2-zz +2mn-In r (_1I+1) 

= 2(w/2)2 _ 211(2112 + 1)(w/2)4 + O(w6) 

(1- v2) (1 - 112)2(4 _ 112) . (4. 11) 

Here n is an integer "* O. We now use the following series 
for the logarithm of gamma functions: 

In r(II+1) =2y -2£ {,"(2m+l) Jm+l 1111 «1, 
r(-1I+1) v m=l 2m+l ' 

(4. 12) 

where y is Euler's constant and {," is the Riemann zeta 
function. Substituting this expansion in (4.11), we 
obtain 

w irrn irr ;,. {,"(2m+l) 2m 
In-=--+--y-LJ II 

2 II 2 m=l 2m + 1 

(W/2)2 (2112 + 1)(w/2)4 O( 6) 
+ - + w 11(1 - 112) (1 _ 112)2(4 - lI2) • 

Inserting w/2=rexp(i<p), we have 

I irrn. (rr) -.0 {,"(2m + 1) 112m nr = - - +Z - - <p - y - L1 
II 2 m=l 2m + 1 

r2 exp(2ip) (2J + 1)r4 exp(4i<p) O( 6) 
+ - + r 11(1- lI2) (1 - lI2)2(4 - lI2) • 

Reversing this series, we obtain for n"* 0, II "" lin, 

__ irrn ~ [(.E: _ ) _ _ I, r 2exp(2ip) 
lin - lnr + lnr ~ \2 <p y LJ + lI(l _ lI2) 

(2J + 1)r4 exp(4ip) O( 6)~ 
- (1 _!})2(4 _!}) + r 'J 

= _ irrn (1 + [i(rr/2 - <p) - y] + [i(rr/2 - p) - yf 
lnr lnr (lnr)2 

+ [i(rr/2-<p)-y]3-{,"(3)rr2n2/3 + .•. ) 
(Inr)3 

(4.13) 

(4. 14) 

+ r2 exp(2i<p) (1 _ rr
2
n

2 + 0 •• ) + irrn r4 exp(4i<p) +. 0 0 

lnr (Inr)2 4 (Inr)2 , 

Izl<l, IlIl<L (4. 15) 

We now recall that wn"" w = 2r exp(i<p) is the position 
of the nth zero of the Hankel function of the first kind in 
the w plane. Alternatively, if w is given, (4.15) gives 
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that value of II for which H(1)(w) vanishes. Similarly, the 
Mathieu function M~3) vanishes for those values of II, 
for which the zeros of the Hankel function are given by 
(4.7). Thus M~3) vanishes for those II of (4.15) for which 
w = wn is replaced by (4. 7). Hence 

h2 

2rexp(i<p)=h± v'ii2=-r +O(h3) 
2112_1 

= !kg exp(irr/4) ± kg/2...;r:::v'X + O(h3). (4.16) 

Substituting this expression into (4. 15) and thence II 

into (2.29), we find l"" am the Regge trajectories. By 
(2. 29) 

(4.17) 

or to lowest approximation 

1 rrn(rr/2 - <p) 
a. = - "2 + (Inr)2 

. (rrn lnr kL2. eg2y) 
+ z - lnr + 4nn ;; + 4rrn ' (4.18) 

where 

and 

<p = tan-1[h (kg/2)1 /2] for I kg I «1, n"* 0, y = O. 577. 

(4.19) 

In Table I we give some values of a calculated from 
this formula in the region O. 08 < kg < O. 1. The last 
column in the table gives 0'1 for kg = 0.2; we believe 
this value to be already too large to give a reliable 
estimate. We observe that in the region under consider
ation and for a fixed coupling constant, the real part of 
the trajectory risesl7 with the energy k2

• At kg-0.15 
(approximately) our formula presumably becomes 
meaningless-in agreement with the behavior of the 
zeros of the Hankel function observed by Keller ct ai. ,15 

who found it necessary to use a completely different 
approximation scheme in the higher (though not infinite) 
region of kg. We shall not explore this here. The find
ing that Regge trajectories for a singular potential do 
definitely have a reasonable behavior in the low energy 
region is reassuring for models where such a property 
is assumed. 

Keller et al. 15 have also derived zeros of derivatives 
of Hankel functions, which are seen to have similar 
characteristics as those of Hankel functions. Thus a 
similar analogy may be expected between zeros of 
Mathieu functions and those of their derivatives. 

Finally, we remark for the sake of completeness that 
the high-energy behavior of the trajectories is con
siderably easier to study-in fact, one can use simply 

TABLE I. Hegge poles for I kg 1« 1. 

kg 0.08 0.09 0.1 (0.2) 

He O!t -0.2 -0.15 0.73 (1.1) 
1m O!t 0.75 0.9 1.5 (1.1) 
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the large-h expansion of the Mathieu eigenvalues as ob
served by various authors. 4. 6-8 

5. TH E PHASE SH I FT 

We obtain the phase shift 6 and hence the scattering 
amplitude by componendo et dividendo applied to the S 
matrix element (3.21). Then 

1 R2 exp(ilnr) 
cot[61+7T/2(v-l-z)]-cotll7T=-. ,(5.1) 

SlUII7T 

where 

R =Rv(h) = [M~~)(O, h)/M~1l(O, h)] 

_ J_v(2h) +~j=1 h21 ~j=-i*OP2i (- 1I,2j)J_Vt2j (2h) 
- J,,(2h) + L;'.1 h21 L;j=-m P2i (II, 2j)Jv+2j(2h) 

Thus for energy k 2 
- 0 

J ...,(2h) 15(- II) r(l + t )6(- II) 
R,,(h) - J,,(2h) ~ - (ikg)I+1/2r(-1 + t)6(1I) , 

where 

f', (_1)i(lI-i-1)! 
15(11) = 7-J v 4" '( _ 2')' ,=0 1. II 1. 

and hence (for integrall) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(_1)1+1 (- r(l + t) \ 2 (15(-1- t») 2 
cotBI - (kg)21+1 r(- 1 + tjJ '\ 0(1 + t) for k 2 

- O. 

The scattering length a{l) defined by1,18 

_1_ =limk21+1 cotBI 
a(l) k-O 

is therefore given by 

1 (-1)1 {r(l+t)}2 {6(-1-t)}2 
a(l) = g21+1 r(-l + t) . 0(1 + t) . 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

To minimize confusion we recall that some authors19 

define the scattering length as A(I) = - a(l). The series 
(5.3) may be rewritten as 

0()_r(l-II/2)r[(l-v)/2] ( II v+1 ~ 
II - 7T1/22v+1r(_II) 2F11-2,1--2-;1-1I;1;' 

(5.7) 

By Raabe's test of convergence it may be shown that the 
hypergeometric function on the right is only conditional
ly convergent for the argument and coefficients given 
here-i. e., the series of moduli diverges. One finds, 
however, that the series here has in any case (1. e. , 
for physical 1) all terms real and positive. Thus the 
series (5. 7) diverges. In the special case 1 = 0 we find 
that the ratio 6(- 11)/6(11) is finite. To see this, we 
recall the formulas 

cosaz =coszF[t+ta, t- ta; t; (sinz)2], 

sinaz = a sinz coszF[l + ta, 1 - ~a; t; (Sinz)2]. (5.8) 

Thus although the ratio cosat7T/ sina~7T does not exist, 
the limit of (cosllz/sinaz) as z -7T/2 does; in fact, set
ting a = t, we have 

(5.9) 
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On the other hand, 

6(!) _ FH,idjlJ 
0(- t) - - F[t, t; t 1} . 

Hence by (5. 6) 

(0) = (r(!»)2 (COt7T/4)2 = 
a g r<'!) \: 2 g. 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

This [or rather A(O) = - gJ agrees with the value given in 
the literature. 19 

If we now tried to compute higher terms of the expan
sion (5.5), we would soon stumble into infinities. This 
is due to the fact that the effective range expansion is 
not ideally suited for phaseshift calculations in the case 
of singular potentials. In fact, the detailed study of 
O'Malley et al. 18 shows that even a scattering length, 
i. e., the first term of the low-energy expansion, can 
be defined only for n > 21 + 3, where n is the integral 
power of the singular potential. Corresponding inequali
ties hold for the existence of higher terms. The source 
of these difficulties, of course, lies in the long-range 
character of these potentials which competes with a 
power falloff of the solutions. Thus new calculational 
techniques are generally required-such as approxima
tion suggested by Calogero20-since the phase shift is 
otherwise well defined. 

6. A NEW SOLUTION OF THE MODIFIED MATHIEU 
EQUATION 

The modified Mathieu equation 

~~ + {2h2 cosh2z - (1 + W} cp = 0 (6.1) 

may be transformed into yet another equation with solu
tions having interesting properties. Setting 

z =In(r/y), r=a/R, y as before, 

and 

It is important to note that Y satisfies the equation 

d
2y +(k2_ 1(1+1) _ g2)y=o 

dr2 r2 r4 

or, since Y= (r/a)lji, 

~Iji +~ dlji +(k2_1(1+1) _g2)Iji=O 
d? r dr r2 r 4 • 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

The symmetry relating (6.4) to (6.7) may be seen by 
writing 

(6.8) 
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Then (6.4) becomes 

~ l ~ (_ (l + ~i _ g2k2) _ 
dR2 + R dR + 1 ~ R4 rp - 0 (6.9) 

and (6.7) 

~ 1 drp ( (l +i)2 g2k2) 
d(kr)2 + kr d(kr) + 1 - (kr)2 - (kr)4 rp = O. (6.10) 

Thus, if rpz(gk, R) is a solution of (6.9), a solution of 
(6.10) is rpz(gk,kr). This implies, of course, that both 

rpz (gk, R) and rpz (gk, ± igk/R) (6.11) 

are solutions of the same differential equation (6. 9). We 
note again, that the solutions rp are modified Mathieu 
functions in terms of the variable R. 

We now proceed to solve (6.9) by our perturbation 
method. Setting 

(I + i)2 = /1
2 + t:~h\ 

we may rewrite (6. 9) as 

d2 rp 1 drp ( /12) h4 
dR2 + R dR + 1 - R2 rp = R2 

Proceeding as before, we have the zeroth-order 
approximation 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

and the right-hand side of (6. 13) leaves uncompensated 
the terms 

R(O) = ~4 [(/I, /1- 2)Gv_2 + (/I, /I)Gv + (/I, /I + 2) Gv+2], (6.15) 

where 

(6.16) 

and 

(/I, /I - 2) = - 1//1(/1- 1), (/1,11+ 2) = - 1//1(/1 +1), 

(/I,/I)=4~-2/(/l2-1). (6.17) 

The calculations now proceed along exactly the same 
lines as in Sec. 2, the main difference being the power 
h4/4 instead of 112; the coefficients (/I, /1+ a), of course, 
also differ and are now given by (6. 17). Hence 

rp(R) =Zv(R) + E (~4y j~ P2i(2j)Zv+2j(R), (6.18) 

j#O 

and ~ again follows from the expansion 

124 (114)2 0= 4 (/I, /I) + 4" {(/I, /1- 2)* + (/I, /I + 2)*(11+ 2, /I)} + .... 

(6.19) 

Evaluating the first few terms we again obtain the ex
pansion (2.29) for (1 +Z/2)2-precisely as one would ex-
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pect. Also, the solution rpz(h4, ± h2/R) remains un
changed under the simultaneous interchanges R - - R, 
h2 

- - h2
, a property which the solutions of Sec. 2 do 

not possess. 
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A simple physical model is derived which has a finite signal speed for a heat pulse in a linear medium. 
The most general £3 invariant constitutive equation for energy flux C which allows the finite signal speed 
is given. The assumptions which are required include continuum mechanics, thermodynamics of adiabatic 
processes, and a generalized Fourier heat law for the energy flux C . Then we use singular perturbation 
theory with the finite signal speed u-1 as a parameter to reduce the hyperbolic heat equation to the usual 
parabolic heat conduction eq uation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One venerable question concerning the heat conduction 
equation, which Cattaneo1 seems to have first raised, 
is that it implies an infinite signal speed for a thermal 
pulse. Cattaneo added a small "inertial term" of €2(a2 I 
atz) to the heat conduction equation based on long argu
ments from his previous papers using both thermody
namics and statistical mechanics. 2 

Since Cattaneo's original work there have been sev
eral other approaches to this problem. First, Gurtin 
and Pipkin3 showed that the addition of a nonlinear mem
ory to the medium that the heat pulse propagates through 
produces a finite signal speed for the pulse. This leaves 
open the question of obtaining heat propagation at a 
finite speed in linear media. Next, Muller4 showed that 
special relativity restricted the heat pulse velocity u to 
values equal to or less than the speed of light c. Most 
recently, Meixner' has shown that certain modifications 
in continuum mechanics of the medium of propagation 
also produces the desired finite signal speed. Since the 
present writer believes continuum mechanics to have a 
far more sound foundation, both mathematically and 
physically, then most of phYSics, it seems desirable to 
seek some other mechanism to generate the finite signal 
speed. 

In Sec. 2, we will present our notation and assump
tions. In Sec. 3, it will be shown that replacement of the 
Fourier heat law for energy flux t in terms of tempera
ture T as 

t =- KVT, (1.1) 

where K is the heat conductivity function, by the gen
eralized Fourier heat law6

•
7 

~ 1 a aT 
{,. = - KVT - hVp - hij ax at ' (1. 2) 

t 

where h is a small, positive constant hu is a constant 
matrix and p is the mean stress of an elastic body 
(which reduces to the pressure of fluid) produces the de
sired result. We emphasize that Eq. (1. 2) is the most 
general E3-invariant generalization of Fourier's law 
which produces a finite signal speed. It includes 
Chapman and Cowling6 and Roetman7 as a special case 
when all h ij = 0 and Ruggerill •

12 whenever h = O. That is, 
one gets the hyperbolic generalized heat conduction equa
tion of the form 

1 a2T aT 
17 ~ +~ =- v . (KVT) +terms. (1.3) 
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For comparison the ordinary heat conduction equation is 
of the form 

aT 
-=- V(KVT) +terms. 
at 

(1. 4) 

This raises the mathematical question of how Eq. (1. 3) 

which is hyperbolic, approaches Eq. (1. 4) which is 
parabolic. 

In other words, Eq. (10 3) requires knowledge of both 

T(x, 0) = gl (x) (1. 5) 

and 

aT(x,O} 
at =g2(X) (1. 6) 

whereas Eq. (1. 4) only requires the first. Let T 1(x, t, E), 

with €2 = 1/u2
, denote a solution of Eq. (1. 3) and let 

T 2(x, t) denote a solution of Eq. (1. 4). In Sec. 4, we will 
study the singular perturbation theory8.9 of the limit 

lim[T1(x,t,E)]=T(x,t}, (t.7) 
.. 0 

in the parameter E, for the special case of a one-dimen
sional spatial coordinate x. Our arguments only hold for 
linear media. Then in Sec. 5, our conclusions will be 
presented. 

2. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 

Notation 

e and A are the symmetric stress and strain tensors, 
respectively, v is the velocity field, u is the speed of 
the heat pulse, T is the temperature distribution func
tion, F is the external force denSity, C is the energy 
flux vector, ~ is the internal energy denSity, q is the 
internal heat source density, K is the heat conductivity 
function, x locates points in R3

, V and v 2 are the gradi
ent and Laplacian operators on R3 functions, I is the 
identity tensor in R3

, a is the volume coefficient of ther
mal expansion, cp and Cv are the constant pressure and 
constant volume specific heats, respectively, p is the 
volume density function, W = lip is the specific volume, 
€2 is defined as llu2

, t is the instantaneous time and":" 
denotes the contraction of a pair of tensors. 

Assumptions 

Our model is based upon three sets of assumptions: 
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(i) continuum mechanics, 

(ii) the thermodynamics of adiabatic processes, and 

(iii) the generalized Fourier heat law, i. e., Eq. 
(1. 2). 

From one of the classic sources of modern continuum 
mechanics10 we take the equation of continuity, 

ap - + V • (pv) == 0, 
at 

the equation of motion, 

a (pv) 
~+V. (pvXv) =="1 .e+pF, 

and the energy flow equation, 

(201) 

(202) 

(2.3) 

We restrict attention to linear media which are iso
tropic, homogeneous and free of shear stresses so that 

(2.4) 

Also, the thermodynamics of adiabatic processes im
plies that the equation of state is given by 

~ = Hw, T) (2.5) 

and 

(2.6) 

because 

p = peT) (only) (2.7) 

for adiabatic processes. We shall also use the local 
relation 

peT) = Po(l- aT), (2.8) 

later but only to simplify our analysis. Although Eq. 
(2.8) is very much a special case of Eq. (2.7), it is 
still far more general than p = Po which follows from 
Meixner's second assumption that, "we shall neglect all 
notion of deformation." 

Given the preceeding assumptions one now has 

I :A=V.u. (2.9) 

Our other assumption is the generalized Fourier heat 
law 

C =- KVT- hVp. (2.10) 

In the next section, these assumptions will be used to 
derive a hyperbolic heat conduction equation. 

3. A HYPERBOLIC HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATION 

Applying the assumptions in Eqs. (2.4)-(2.10) to 
Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) produces the equations 

Jp + V . (pv) = 0, (3. 1) 
at 

a(pv) = _ Vp + pF, (3.2) 
at 
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and 

pCv~= (Cp 
- Cu +P..) V· (pv) =-q _ v·c. at a p 

(3,3) 

Next, take the gradient of Eq. (3.2) and interchange 
space and time partial derivatives to obtain that 

V 2p = V· (pF) -~ [V. (Pv)]. at (3.4) 

Using the continuity equation, Eq. (3.1) above, for the 
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4) yields 

a2p 
V2p = V . (pF) - a?"" , (3.5) 

which has the desired second derivative with respect to 
time. Now using the local behavior of p in Eq. (2.8), 
we find that 

a2p a2T 
ap:=-poa~. (3.6) 

Define the function g3(P,P) as 

(p p) '" (cp - cu)p - ap 
g3 , pp' (3.7) 

and define the speed u through the relation 

l/u2 "'p oha. (3.8) 

Putting Eqs. (3.5)-(3.8) into Eq. (3.3) yields the hyper
bolic heat conduction equation 

1 a2T aT 
-;;'l-~+PCVat=- V· (KVT) -q- V· (pF) 

+ g3(P, p)V. (pv). (3.9) 

One last Simplification occurs if one uses the formula 
of Truesdell and Toupin10 for heat conductivity, with s 
a constant, 

K=sT /1) (3.10) 

in Eq. (3.9), one finds that 

1 a2T aT s s 
::2--;;-;J! +pc _=_-(V2T) --(VT). (V, T) - q 
u al- v at p p 

+ g3(PV) - V· (pF). (3.11) 

In Eqo (3. 11) the temperature T is completely decoupled 
from the properties of the particular bulk medium under 
consideration, 

Let us emphasize that Eq. (2.10) for C was the crucial 
ingredient in Eq. (3.3) which give the finite speed II in 
Eq. (3.9). Furthermore, since the physical validity of 
this model requires that both lz and a be small the heat 
pulse must propagate at a relatively high speed com
pared to any local motions of the medium. The reader 
can easily verify that use of the ordinary Fourier heat 
law implies the ordinary heat conduction equation. 

4. RELATION OF HYPERBOLIC HEAT EOUATION 
TO THE PARABOLIC HEAT EOUATION 

In this section we will study the details of how our hy
perbolic equation approaches the parabolic heat equa
tion. A "physical treatment" would be to set E = 0 in Eqo 
(1. 3) which implies Eq. (1. 4) directly. Boillat and 
Ruggerill have given a discussion of relativistic heat 
equations in which they simply add the (2(a 2/ot2) term, 
but they gave no physical model beyond their mathemati-
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cal observation that the more general equation cannot 
be obtained from the less general equation continu-
ously. Also, Borghese, Denti, and Ruggeri12 have treat
ed the hyperbOlic Klein-Gordon equation and Schrooing
er equation by similar methods. They obtained the limit
ing equations by a "physical treatment" in both cases.ll ,12 

We shall show that Hadamard's study of the Cauchy 
problem together with the asymptotic expansions of the 
Bessel functions of the second kind of order n, Zm imply 
this in a more mathematical manner. 

For convenience let us specialize the 3-vector x to 
the one space dimension variable x, and rewrite Eq. 
(3. 11) as 

with the initial conditions 

T1 (x, 0, E) =.f{1 (x) 

and 

Similarly, Eq. (1. 4) reduces to 

aTz = o2T} +G 
at ax ' 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

in this case. Physically, it seems quite reasonable that 
as the inertia of the wave in Eq. (4.1) is smoothly de
creased to zero, i. e., E'" 0, it must reduce to Eq. 
(4.4). Using a method due to Hadamard, 13 this can be 
proven in the linear case. Gurtin and Pipkin3 have treat
ed the nonlinear case. 

Let l"(x) denote the modified Bessel function of the 
first kind of order n, with argument x. These functions 
are given by 

l"(x) = exp(- i7rn)J"[x exp(i7T /2)] = i (h)2m
+n 'r( 1 + ,+ 1)' 

m=O rn. m L 

(4.5) 

and let 

y = y(x, t) = (1- E2x 2/i2)1 /2. (4.6) 

The formal solution to the initial value problem in Eq. 
(4.1)-(4.3) is 

1 [t rx~ 
--2 at' G(r,t')exp[-(t-2)/2E:2 ]Zo 

E 0 -'xi 

x [(t - t ')y(x - Y, t - t') /2E2] dr, 

where integration limits are 

X1=X-t/E, 

X 2 =X+t!E, 

x{=x + (t- t')/E, 
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(4.7) 

and 

x~ =X - (t - t,)/E:. 

Consider t> ° and define the three kernals K, K1, K2 as 

K(x, t) = (47Tw1 /2 exp[ ct _ x 2 / 4t], (4.9) 

l
2~ exp(- t/2(2)l0[ty(x - r, t)/2(2] 

K 1(x, t) = 

° (E 2x2 ~ t2), 

(4.10) 

and 

(4.11) 

USing Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11) the Riemann function for Eq. 
(4.7) from Hadamard, 13 implies that 

T(x, t, E) =H&(x + tiE) + &(x - t/E)] exp(- t/2(02) 

- Jot dt' L:K1(x - x', t - t', 4O)G(x', t') dx'. (4.12) 

Setting E: = 0 in Eq. (4.1) gives Eq. (4.4) whose solution 
only allows initial data of the form of Eq. (4.2). This 
solution is 

T 2(x, t) = r:K(x - x', t)g1(X') dx' 

- (t dt' J ~ K(x ~ x', t - t')G(x', t') dx'. Jo _Cl 
(4.13) 

Since for r real, small, and positive the Bessel func
tions 10 in Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11) satisfy 

0", lo(r) '" er 

and for r real, large, and positive they satisfy 

o "'lo(r) '" e Nr, 
we can bound K1 and K2 by 

0'" K1 (x, t, E) '" D1 exp( I c I t1)K(x, t) 

and 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4. 17) 

for real til such that 0 < t '" tll and for D1 and D2 real 
constants. Hence, the solution in Eq. (4.12) is bounded 
by the solution in Eq. (4.13), and must approach, as 
pointed out by Hadamard, 13 This is one more example 
of a singular perturbation in which the vanishing terms 
is one of the highest derivatives with respect to one of 
the variables so that a change of equation type occurs. 
This is reminiscent of Klauder's phenomenon14 in which 
solutions are irretrivably lost due to an interaction 
which is too singular. However, this case differs from 
Klauder's case in that he has a function which is singu
lar in a vari able whereas we have a vanishing param
eter which kills one initial condition function. Both ef-
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fects, of course, share the feature that domain changes 
occur for the operators involved. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A specific model has been derived which gives a hy
perbolic heat conduction equation by modifying the 
Fourier heat law, entirely without the draconian mea
sures involving changes in continuum mechanics or 
thermodynamics. We emphasize that the generalized 
Fourier law used in this regard was suggested on phy
sical grounds6 and was not especially contrived for our 
purpose. 

By changing a mere constitutive relation, a hyper
bolic heat conduction equation was produced. This is a 
considerable improvement over present derivations of 
finite signal speed3

- 5 for the following reasons; 

(i) The modification of continuum mechanics5 obscures 
an otherwise clear and fundamentally motivated 
physical theory. That such measures are unneces
sary is the central point of the present work. 

(ii) The addition of special relativity4 produces a 
finite signal speed, but it is the speed of lifiht 
and not the heat pulse speed. Again, the present 
model could be generalized to include special re
lativity but it is not necessary for heat propa
gation. Also, ordinary continuum mechanics to
gether with Maxwell's electrodynamics are 
known10 to imply the Lorentz transformation, 
providing the constitutive relations 

D=E:oE, 

B=J.LoH, 

retain this form in all inertial frames. 

(5,1) 

(5,2) 

(iii) The addition of a nonlinear memory3 also pro
duces a finite signal speed, but Eq. (2,18) shows 
that even in a linear heat conduction theory finite 
signal speed occurs, Thus, memory is a suffi
cient condition but is not necessary for finite heat 
conduction speed. 

The mapping of our hyperbolic equation back into a 
parabolic equation was studied, including the initial con
ditions. The asymptotic expressions and continuity of the 
In Bessel functions in the parameter E: = 1/u was found 
to imply this result, 

In this work we have made some tacit assumptions 
about stability, 12 but neither stability nor entrophy pro
duction13 has been studied. Both of these deserve study, 
but beyond Eq. (2.4), neither is required for the two 
effects exhibited here, (1) finite Signal speed of heat 
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conduction, and (2) the reduction of the hyperbolic heat 
equation to the usual heat equation as the parameter 
E:. O. 
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A complete description of quantum kinematics on a homogeneous G -space M is presented using 
imprimitivity systems for G based on M. The kinematics on M is considered (if possible and 
consistent with this quantization) as kinematics on a G -orbit equivalent to M in some Euclidean 
space R n' This method gives a physically justified and mathematically well-defined method of 
connecting the free Hamiltonian of a quantum system in R n with an operator proportional to the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator on M (with the Riemannian structure inherited from R n) which is 
proposed to be the free Hamiltonian on M. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

(1) A quantum mechanical description of a nonrela
tivistic system moving on a C~ -manifold is of physical 
importance and becomes mathematically feaSible if a 
Lie group C acts with a transitively on Me Then the 
triple (C, M, a) is a differentiable C-transformation 
group and Mackey's theory of imprimitivity systems 1 

yields all representations of (C, M, a). This and his con
struction of representations of regular semidirect prod
ucts with an Abelian invariant subgroup2 provide a 
mathematical framework suited to formulate in a 
Hilbert space H quantum kinematics for a system bound 
on a homogeneous space M. The kinematical observ
abIes obtained in H are phySically well justified and are 
connected with momentum, pOSition, and generalized 
spin. 

Dynamics has to be introduced on M conSistently with 
its quantum kinematics via Hamiltonians being functions 
of the kinematical observables. The identification of 
such Hamiltonians with certain phySical systems is 
difficult. Especially for the Hamiltonian lHo of a "free 
system on M" various procedures are known with differ
ent phySical and mathematical background and with 
different results for lHo. 

(2) It is the purpose of this paper to present a com
plete description of quantum kinematics on M through 
representations of (C,M,a) and to conSider, if possible 
and consistent with this quantization, the kinematics on 
M as kinematics on a submanifold (C orbit) equivalent 
to M in some Euclidean space Rn. This method gives a 
physically justified and in many cases mathematically 
well-defined method to characterize and to connect ob
servables on Me Rn with corresponding observables on 
R., e. g., the free Hamiltonian on Rn and on M. 

(3) Quantum systems on M correspond phySically to 
systems with constraints. We quote two significant 
mechanisms which yields constraints: the bound state 
mechanism, e. g., the two-atom bound state (or mole
cule) which moves like a rigid body on a sphere, and 
the collective state mechanism present in certain many
body systems and interacting (quantum) fields, which 
produces substructures (collective states). They move, 
if the noncollective coordinates are frozen or decoupled, 
on a manifold, like string models, or on a homogeneous 
C space, as is the case for a meson field bound strongly 
to a fixed baryon source 3 with internal symmetry group 
C. Here a set of collective variables <Q, = f u(r)cp ,(r) d 3r 
is constructed from the real meson fields CPA (>t 
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= 1, . 0 e ,n; n is the dimenSion of the meson multiplet) 
such that for large values of the coupling constant their 
eigenvalues are bound to a certain G orbit M in Rn' 

Quantization in space-time manifolds as used in 
gravitation theory4 or in rotator models for particles5 

will not be discussed here. Our approach is not applica
ble to manifoldS which are not homogeneous spaces. 

(4) The material is organized as follows: Differen
tiable C-transformation groups are defined in Sec. 2Ao 
There also their representation theory via imprimitivity 
systems and their physical interpretation are given. 
(G,M, a) is embedded in a differentiable C-transforma
tion group (C,Rn, r) on Rn in Sec. 2B. We derive neces
sary and sufficient conditions such that the representa
tions of (C,M,a) can be constructed from (C,Rn,r) in 
Lemma 2. Extrinsic methods, as the embedding in R n , 

and intrinsi.c ones, as G-invariance, to characterize 
lHo, are described in Sec. 3A. The most promising 
approach is a submersion of free Hamiltonian in Rn to 
Me Rn conSistent with quantum kinematics (Sec. 3B, 
Lemma 3). G-invariant operators on M are treated in 
3C. The summary for the kinematical part is in Sec. 2D 
and for the part dealing with free systems in Sec. 3D, 
Section 4 gives a discussion of related results. Proofs 
and more technical definitions are collected in Appendix 
A and Appendix Bo 

2. QUANTUM KINEMATICS 

We introduce differentiable G-transformation groups 
(G, M, a) as geometrical structures for the kinematics 
of a system moving on M and develop along the lines of 
Mackeyl,2 and Varadarajan6 a representation or quanti
zationy(C,M,a) of (G,M,a) in some Hilbert space, 
which gives the quantum kinematics together with 
momentum operators and position projections. To 
utilize extrinsic properties of (C,M,a) we define an 
equivariant embedding of (C,M,a) in (C,Rn,r) and derive 
necessary and suffiCient conditions to derive j(C,M,a) 
from j(C, Rn , r). The representation theory is given in 
Secs. 2A and 2B. Some examples can be found in Sec .. 
2C and a summary in 2Do 

A. Representation theory for (G,M,a) 

(1) Let M be a (connected) C~ -manifold7 
,8 of dimension 

;n, let C be a (connected) Lie group acting transitively 
on M, i. e., M is a homogeneous space of C; denote by 
a n the nonsingular differentiable action of a E C on M and 
assume in addition that the mapping a: C 3a - an E diffM 
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be a homomorphism [such that L:: G xM => (a,p) - aa(P) 
E M is continuous]. Hence the triple (G, M, a) is a 
differentiable G-transjormation group. 9 

Take now the homogeneous G space M as classical 
configuration space of a quantum system. Let H be its 
separable complex Hilbert space lO such that the states 
of the system are in one-to-one correspondence with 
raysll {j}cH, given by the set of all vectors of the form 
AI with f E H fixed and ,\ complex, 1,\ I = 1. 

(2) To define momentum operators the group structure 
in (G,M,a) is utilized; An infinitesimal transformation 
an shifts a representative point p EM of the system in
finitesimally to p' E M and the elements X of the Lie 
algebra Q of G acting on M should correspond to G
momenta on M. We assume that there exists for each 
X E Q an (in general unbounded) observable ID( X) in H, 
the (G-) momentum operators ID(X) having the property 
that each D(X) is essentially self-adjoint on a common 
dense invariant domain [) cHand can be integrated to 
a unitary representation U(s) of the corresponding one
parameter subgroup exp(sX) of G. Bounded momentum 
observables can be constructed via the spectral mea
sures of ID(X). 

From the physical point of view it is desirable that 
this set of unitary representations llJ(s) of one-parame
ter subgroups builds a representation U(G) of G which 
is unitary (faithful, continuous) and, because U(G) acts 
on rays {f} in H, furthermore projective. But even if 
all unitary projective representations of G are unitarily 
equivalent to vector representations, the one-parameter 
subgroups will in general not yield12 a representation of 
G. So we strengthen the assumption and demap.d that 
there exists a unitary projective representation llJ(G) of 
G in H with generators being the G-momentum operators 
of the system. Under very mild restrictions ll projective 
representations of G are unitarily equivalent to vector 
representations of the central extension G of G. 13 

(3) To construct position projectors we require, as in 
Refs. 1, 6, 14, the localizability of the states of the 
system in M: A suitably chosen field [J =- B(M) of Borel 
sets S in M is represented in H by projection-valued 
measures 15 IE(S). Then an observable IE(S) corresponds 
to each S and its identification as a position projector 
to be applied to states {f} is obvious. 14 Operators 
corresponding to local coordinates on M will not be in
troduced, except for M = R. (see Sec. 2C). 

In (G,M,a) the action of G on B is given by a. So we 
have to connect U(G) and lEW) correspondingly and de
mand U(a) and IE(S) to be such that 

IE(aa(S» U(a) = U(a) IE(S) (2.1) 

holds for each S E B and each a E G. Hence in our physi
cal interpretation (G, M, a) contains the covariance of 
the system with respect to G: if U}cH is a state local
ized in S, then {U(a)j} is localized in aa(S), 

(4) Mackey l,2 considered the representation U(G) of G 
and the set of position projectors IE(!J) on [J fulfilling 
(2.1) as a pair (U, IE) called system oj imprimitivity 
(SI) for G based on At. The notation (llJ, IE) is shorthand 
for the triple (U, lE,a)' If G acts transitively on At, SI 
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is called transitive. Each SI gives a natural realization 
of H as a linear space of equivalence classes of complex 
vector-valued functions f over M under the inner 
product 

(j,g) = J
M 

(f(p),f?{p»d/l(p), 

where /l is a G-quasi-invariant measure on Mo 

There is a connection between the differentiable G
transformation group (G, At, a) and the SI for G based on 
At in H : Using [J given above, we define from (G, M, a) 
the triple (G,[J, a). Then (llJ(a), IE(!J),a) is a represen
tation of (G,[J, a) in H, as there exists an isomorphism 
!) mapping the pair (a, S) E (G, B) into a pair (U(a), E(S» 
of bounded operators in H, 

j ; (G, [J) :J (a, S) - (U(a), lE(S» E (llJ(G), lEW», 

such that 

(i) !): G - U(G) is a G-isomorphism and U unitary, 

(ii) !): [J- IE([J) is a Borel isomorphism, and 

(iii) G acts on B as U(G) on lEW) [Eq. (2.1)]. 

We call the geometrical object (G, B(M), a) the Izinc
matical structure of the quantum system and its repre
sentation!) in H, denoted by !)(G, M, a), a quantization. 

(5) The question is (1) to construct all inequivalent 
representations of kinematical structures (G, 13, a), and 
(2) to select the physical ones and to introduce Hamil
tonians, i. e., quantum dynamics. 

The answer to the first question was given by 
Mackey. 1 He constructed all (inequivalent) canonical Sf 
(see Appendix A) and proved that each SI is unitarily 
equivalent to one canonical SL However, Mackey's 
construction is not suited for all phYSical applications 
and for an attempt to answer the second question. This 
is mainly because a quantization of (G, B,a) relies on 
some of its not apparent geometrical properties which 
should have some impact on the phySiCS of the system. 
For applications it is therefore useful to formulate 
(G, B, a) and !)(G, At, a) closer to geometrical concepts. 
A group structure is quite promiSing for this and is 
discussed in the next section. 

B. Construction of quantum kinematics via embedding 

(1) Let T. be an n-dimensional real vector space and 
T. its dual 'A respectively; conSider Tn as an Abelian 
group and Tn as its character group, and let GT 

c Tn 05 T G 
be a semidirect product where T: a - Tn is a homomor
phism from G into the linear i?roup of automorphisms 
of T •. The action of a E G on Tn induced by Tn is denoted 
by Ta:X-Ta(X), XETn, 

(2) Consider a representation j(G, in' T) 
= (llJ(G), IE(Bn),T), B(i.)=Bn, with linear action T in Tn 
and a unitary representation (UR) U(G T

) of GT
• Both 

representations are intimately related. To indicate this, 
suppose llJ(G T

) is given. Then one can obtain U(G) from 
U(G T

) + G and IE(B.) from harmonic analySiS of U(G T
) 

f Tn' The semidirect product ensures that U(G) acts via 
f covariantly on IE(Bn ). Hence U(G) and lE(f3n) build a 
representation of (G, Bn , f). The reverse construction 
is also possible. The exact formulation is16 
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Lemma 1 (Mackey): 

(a) Let (llJ, IE) be a system of imprimitivity for G in 
H based on Tn' Then there exists a unique unitary 
representation llJ(G T) of GT = T',{;!T Gin H such that 

1. U(GTHG=u, 

2. IE is a projection-valued measure on Tn corre
spondingl7 to 1J(GT) + Tn. 

(b) Let U(GT) be a unitary representation of GT. Then 
it determines uniquely a system of imprimitivity 
(U,IE) for G based on Tn with 

1. 111= U(GTH G, 

2. IE being a projection-valued measure on Tn 
correspondingl7 to llJ(G') + Tn' 

(c) (U,IE) is irreducible if and only if U(G T) is; two 
systems of imprimitivity (Wi,lE i), i=l, 2, are 
unitarily equivalent, if and only if the correspond
ing 1IJ i(GT) are. 

(3) Consider the sets 

S(G,M)={SI(U,lE,a) of G based on M}, 

U(GT)={UR of GT}; 

S(G, Tn)::J S(G, MO) 

holds with MO being any G orbit in Tn and Mackey's 
lemma implies a one-to-one mapping p of 5 onto U 

p: S(G, Tn) 3 (U, IE, a) _ U(G T
) E U(GT

), 

with restrictions 

pO: S(G,MO)_U(GT), pirr: Sirr(G,Tn)_u'rr(GT). 

Hence all (irreducible) representations of the kinemati
cal structure (G, B, a) together with a realization of H 
can be derived from (irreducible) UR of an inhomogepi
zation of G, if M can be identified with a G orbit in Tn. 

However, this identification is not possible in general. 
Consider an embeddinglB t : M _ L Me Tn; then the action 
u of G on M and the action i of G C GT on L M can be 
different. For an identification they must be compatible, 
i. e., L is equi variant La a = TaL; the diagram 

M~M 

d ~ L ~ 
LM~LM 

is commutative. 

To formulate and to prove this, assume GT to be 
regular l9 and recall l

•
6 that 

(i) the irreducible UR (IUR) of GT in H are uniquely 
classified and each given by a G orbit ~ = G//('l in 
Tn and an IUR L(/('l) of /('l in a Hilbert space L 
(/('l is the corresponding isotropy subgroup); in 
short, irreducible lIJ(GT) are labelled by (~, L); 

(ii) irreducible SI for G based on M = G/K are unique
ly classified and each given by an IUR L(K) of K 
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in L; in short, irreducible (1IJ, IE, a) are labelled 
by (L); 
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(iii) the SI for G based on T" determined from U(GT
) 

with (~, L) is unitarily equivalent to an SI based 
(only) on the G orbit MO and is labelled by (LL 

Lemma 2: Consider U°(GT) with (MO,LO) and the SI 
(UO(G),lEO(BO), i) determined from U°(GT). Let 
(U(G), 1E(8), a) be an SI based on M = G/K with (L). 
Suppose K to be isomorphic to /('l and L unitarily equi
valent (bJ) to L 0

• Then 

(U,IE,aH~ (U,lEo, r) 

if and only if there exists an embedding L: M - Tn with 

(i) LM =Mo, 

(ii) L is equivariant with respect to a and T. 

The proof is given in Appendix A. 

(4) A mapping 

L:(G,M,a)-(G,M',a'), L(G,M,u)=(G, LM,u') 

for equivariant L is called an embedding of (G,M,u) in 
(G, M', a'). 20 We define accordingly an embedding LB for 
kinematical structures 

LB:(G,B,a)-(G,B',a'), lB(G,B,a)=(G, LB,u') 

with equivariant L. 

With Y connecting unitarily equivalent SI and the 
mappings!) ,!)O , po defined before, we have the follOwing 
quanti zation diagram (M = G /K, ~ = LM): 

(G,B(M), a) ~ (G,B(Tn ), f)} geometrical level 

!) 1 !)Ol 

(U(G), IE (B(M», a) -I{ - (U(G), IE(B(MO», r)} quantum level 

pO! 

~ 

system moving on M 

U(GT
) 

--------------system moving in R" 
bound on ~ C Rn 

Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that for given!) and L B the re 
exist !)O, pO, and Y if and only if L is equi variant. In this 
case the diagram is commutative. We formulate this 
as 

Corollary: The representations of a kinematical 
structure (G, 13, a) can be determined uniquely (up to 
unitary equivah~nce) from U(GT), if and only if there 
exist an integer n > 0 and T such that (G, B, a) can be 
embedded in (G,B", 7'). 

It is known2l that for compact G for each (G,M,u) an 
embedding L in a Euclidean G space (G, Rn, T) exists. 22 

A construction of L for homogeneous M can be found in 
Ref. 20. For a useful necessary and sufficient condition, 
if a G orbit is contained in a linear representation of 
G in some Euclidean space, see Ref. 23. 

C. Examples24 

(1) ConSider the kinematical structure (T",B(Rn), a) 
-R" is the group space of Tn-with 

u:T,,3b-ab• ab(q)=q+b, qERn • 

Its quantization is given by (U(Tn ), 1E(8), a) and is uni-
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que (if irreducible). The position projections lE(S) can 
be used to define self-adjoint operators Q., K == 1, ... ,rt, 
on [) dense in H by the spectral decomposition 

CR.== r~dJE(SJ where S~=={qlq.~A}o . -
Because of the covariance condition (201) the CR, trans
form as 

and give infiniteSimally an integrable representation of 
the Lie algebra !!n == (f G:l2n) '1 ~ of the Heisenberg 
group Hn; Qn is Abelian and f is a central element. 

(2) A slightly more general kinematical structure on 
R" is (C,13(RJ,oo) with C=Tn &S<\(n), i.e., Rn 

= G/SOo(n) and with a as standard linear action of the 
Euclidean group in Rn. Its quantization is characterized 
by L(SOo(n». Operators Q. can be defined as before and 
the covariance condition gives infinitesimally an inte
grable representation of the Lie algebra Co = (C(B Qn) 
j (Tn 8- sg(n» of the geometrical Galilei group Go. The 
interpretation of L(SOo(n» as physical spin group is 
obvious. 

(3) !)(C,Rn , a) has interesting properties~ 

(a) The spin of the system in Rn appears after quanti
zation; it is part of the quantized kinematical structure, 
not present on the geometrical level, and its possible 
existence depends on the choice of the group C in 
(G, Rr,a). 

(b) C acts linearly on M == Rno Hence (C, R n, a) can be 
consid~.red as a Lie group: (Tn,Rn,oo) as Hn and 
(Tn c< SOo(n),Rn,oo) as Co, and quantization yields repre
sentations of these Lie groups. Therefore, the con
struction of CR. is possible. For general (C,M,oo) global 
position operators defined intrinsically on M need not 
exist. 

(c) The noncommutativity of lP. and CR. is the result 
of the covariance condition and of the linear action of 
Tn or Tn '," SOo(n) in Rno It is independent"5 of the fact 
that the states of the system have to be identified with 
rays in H, 

D. Summary 

(1) A quantum system 

(i) having a homogeneous space }vi == CIK as configura
tion manifold, 
(ii) being covariant with respect to C, 
(iii) being localizable in M, 

has on the geometrical level a kinematical structure 
(G,B,a) constructed from a differentiable C-transform
ation group (C, M, 0') with 8 being a suitably chosen 
field of Borel sets Sin M, The quantization of the kine
mati cal structure is a representation in H: !) (C, 13 ,0') 
= (U(C), lEW), 0') with llJ(G) being a UR of G and JEW) 
being a set of projection-valued measures on M, both 
satisfying (2.1); they are systems of imprimitivity, 
completely classified by Mackey. The quantum kine
matics2G is independent of any coordinatization of the 
configuration space M. 

(2) If (G,M,a) can be embedded into a Euclidean G 
space (C, Tn' :f), the kinematical structure can be quan-
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tized using a UR of the group GT = Tn ~T C, i. e., U(G) 
and EW) are uniquely determined from U(C T

) and vice 
versa. 

(3) The quantization of (C, 13,0') yielding an SI based 
on M can also be formulated in a more abstract (alge
braic) way27: From (C,M,a) one can construct a 
Banach *-algebra L(C,M,a) called the (C,M,oo)-lrans
formation group alf{ebra. Its nondegenerate * -repre
sentations can be constructed via a generalized inducing 
process, and are in natural one-to-one correspondence 
with (U(C),JE, (13),0'). L(C, M,O') is the completion of the 
convolution * -algebra of all continuous complex func
tions on C XM with compact support. Hence it contains 
(a) the group algebra L(C), (b) the C*-algebra Co(M) 
of all (continuous) complex functions on M with com
pact support, and the representations of L(C) and Co(M) 
obtained from a representation of L(C, M, 0') uniquely 
correspond to U(C) and 1E(13), respectively. So there is 
a formulation in which M is determined by Co(M) which 
is more reasonable than Borel sets. However, the 
quantization on M with L(C,M, 0') is more complicated 
than the approach used here and will lead to the same 
results. 

3. FREE QUANTUM SYSTEMS 

A Hamiltonian for a system with!) (C, M, 0') is an 
essentially self-adjoint (e. s. a. ) operator and a function 
of the momentum operators and position projections of 
!) (G, M, a). To define a free Hamiltonian 1Ho on M con
sistently with j(C, M, a) we discuss different methods 
on the geometrical and on the quantum level: Extrinsic 
ones which try to project properties of systems in Rn 
to an embedding LM of M in R n, and intrinsic ones 
which rely only on properties of !)(C, Ai, 0'). 

A general outline of the different methods is given in 
Sec, 3A, for an extrinsic and an intrinsic method see 
Secs. 3B and 3C, respectively, Examples are treated 
in Sec. 3D and a summary is given in 3E. 

A. The Hamiltonian 

(1) We propose first an I'xlrinsic method on the quan
tum level to define the free Hamiltonian JHo on M. Con
sider a quantum system moving on Rn with !)(C,R", r), 
C = Tn 0: SOo(n). Its free Hamiltonian is JH~ =q An ~th 
An being the Laplacian and q = (2motl being a factor of 
dimension [rn-1]; 1110 is the mass of the system in Rn' 
Following Sec. 2B, (G,13,oo) can be quantized in two 
steps: An embedding L : M - Rn in (C, 13(Rn ), T) and 
a restriction of!)(C,Rn,r) to LM. An application of 
this result (Lemma 2) to a calculation of JHo is reason
able: Take JH~ defined in !)(C,Rn, r) and restrict 1H~ to 
M with a submersion 1T: Rn - M. The unique result is 
an operator on M which, if e. s. a. may be identified 
with JHo. 

(2) An intrinsic method on the quantum level uses 
an in1lariance argument. For a given!)(G,M,a) a dif
ferential operator ID e. s. a. on [) may be identified with 
JHoif 

(0 lD is G-invariant: llJ(G)IDllJ(Ct1=lD on[), 
(ii) ID is a differential operator of minimal order. 

If momentum and energy conservation for "free system 
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on M" is enforced, assumption (i) is necessary. As
sumption (ii) is motivated only by the poor analogy to 
the free system in R". If there is no G-invariant dif
ferential operator on M, the conservation laws fail for 
free systems on M. 

(3) In both methods discussed so far the Hamiltonian 
was introduced on the quantum level (see the quantiza
tion diagram), so an additional quantization of the 
Hamiltonian was not necessary. Howeve r, it is possible 
also to introduce dynamics on the geometrical level 
and to quantize it in a second step, USing, e. g., a pro
cedure similar to the correspondence principle. The 
difficulty is that one has to justify both the classical 
Hamiltonian and its quantization. It is well known that 
the quantization of a classical observable is in general 
not unique and need not be compatible with the quantized 
kinematical structure. However, there are also unique 
and compatible quantizations. 

To indicate this we sketch shortly a method starting 
on the kinematical level. Consider M, (R", gJ and L : 

M - R". Then the Riemannian structure g on M [and its 
associated (2, OJ-tensor field g'] are uniquely given by 

g= L*g", L*: T(M)- T(Rn), 

L*gn(X,Y) =gn(L*X,L*Y), X,YET(M). 

The classical free Hamiltonian on Rn is given by qg~, so 
as a first step we define q . (L * gn)' as classical free 
Hamiltonian. 

To reach the quantum level in a second step, we give 
two quantization procedures: 

(a) j(G,M, a) contains a natural mapping dj of vector 
fields Xi on M at pinto dU(G) considered as an r
dimensional vector space 

dj: T p(M)3X i -X i =dID(X)EdU(Q), i=l, ..• ,r. 

Hence dj applied to Tp(M) XT.(M) sends L, ig(Xi , X)p to 
an operator gp in H, and gives a "Riemann operator" g 
which is a second-order polynomial in the generators 
of ID(G) with p-dependent coefficients. qg can be used 
as quantized free Hamiltonian. However, g is not 
symmetric in general; it has to be symmetrized, and 
this can be done in various ways with quite different 
results. 

(b) The Laplace-Beltrami operator lAM on (M,g) is 
unique. 1H~ is proportional to IAn on (R",g,,), L e., the 
quantization of g"' is IA". The corresponding procedure 
applied to (L*g,,)' gives uniquely 

HO=qlA,\/ on (M,L*gn) inC~(M)CL2(M,IJ), 

d jig =! -j det( gba) dmx. 

lAM is a second-order differential operator, For (M,g) 
being a complete Riemannian manifold, e. g., a 
Riemannian homogeneous space, lAM is e. s. a, in 
L2(M, jig) of vector-valued functions. 28 Note that lAM is 
not necessarily G-invariant. The justification of the 
procedure is weak [see Sec. 3B(6)]; however, the result 
is reasonable. 

B. Hamiltonians via submersion 

(1) Rn is a Euclidean Riemannian space (Rn,gn) if the 
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Euclidean Riemannian structure g" is imposed on R", 
Because the Laplacian IA" on (R",g,,) and hence 1H~ are 
directly related with properties of (R", g,,), we introduce 
a Riemannian structure g on M. If g is G-invariant, 
(M,g) is a Riemannian homogeneous space. Note that a 
G-invariant g determines a G-invariant Riemannian 
measure jig on M which can be used as quasi-invariant 
measure on M = G/K for the inner product in H (see 
Appendix A). 

(2) We explain the submersion in a Simple example, 
Consider (R 2, g2) and the circle 51. Map 51 with L onto 
the unit circle in (R 2,g2)' Take the manifold W=R2\{0} 
with 0 as origin of R 2 • Define a mapping 7T: W - 51 such 
that all points r of a fixed ray N. in W starting from 0 
are mapped into its intersection p with 51, i. e. , 
7T(r) = p. It is easily checked that 7T is a submersion 
(see b€iow) of Wonto 51 along totally geodesic fibers 
7T- I (P). The tangent spaces Tr(W) can be decomposed 
in (here one-dimenSional) orthogonal subspaces T~ and 
T; such that 7T induces a mapping 7T*r on Tr(W) sending 
T: onto T,(r)(51

) and T; to the null vector O,(r) of 
T'(r)(5 1

); 7T is even a Riemannian submersion (see 
below), 

Take now the Laplacian 1:>.2 on R 2 , i. e .• in Cartesian 
coordinates, IAJ = (a 2 /aq~)j + (a 2 /aq:)l with j(q) 
EC(R 2 ) and qER2 • Then 1A2(jo7T)(q)=(a2/aq~)(jo7T)(q) 
+ (a 2 /aq~)(J 0 7T)(q) is a "restriction" of 1:>.2 in R2 to 51 and 
because of 7T (Riemannian submerSion along totally 
geodesic fibers) the second term vanishes. With dO an 
R 2 -geodesic perpendicular to Np and parametrized by t, 
the first term is (1A2 f)(r) = (d2 /dt 2)(j 0 7T)(c(t)) I toO and the 
introduction of the polar angle rp leads to the known 
result. 

(3) In a general setting, let Wand M be C~ -manifolds. 
A mapping 7T: W - M is called a submersion at point 
r E W, if there exist charts (V, ~) at rand (U, x) at 1)'(r) 
such that ~ determines an isomorphism of the set V on 
a product VI x V2 where VI> V2 are open subsets of some 
model Euclidean spaces and the mapping 

is a projection. 29 A submersion 1)' at r can also be 
characterized by its differential 1)'*r being surjective 
and its kernel decomposing Tr(W). 

If 1)': W - M is a submerSion, and if (W, gn) is a 
Riemannian manifold, then Tr(W) has a canonical 
decomposition 

where MT is the subspace of Tr(W) which is orthogonal 
to the kernel of 1)'* ' O,(r) is the null vector in T ( )(M) 
and 1)'*, induces anrisomorphism of M, onto T,()in. ' 

A submersion 1)' is called Riemannian submerSion, if 
7T *r induces an isomorphism of Euclidean spaces from 
Mr on T,(r)(M). 

A connected submanifold 5 of a Riemannian manifold 
W is geodesic at p E: 5, if each W geodesic tangent to 5 
at p is a curve in 5; 5 is totally geodesic if it is geodesic 
at each of its points. 
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(4) The following theorem is essential for a restriction 
of the Laplace operator lb., to M C R,. 

Theorem 130 ,31,32: Let M be a homogeneous space and 
Wa sub manifold of dimension n in Rn; lb., and Ib.M the 
Laplace-Beltrami operators on (Rn,g,,) and on (M,g), 
resp.; 11: (W,g,,) - (M,g) a Riemannian submersion; 
1f-1(p) totally geodesic in W for each p E M; f(P) E C~(M) 
c: L2(M, I1g). 

Then 

(3,1) 

(5) To apply this to a quantized kinematical structure 
j(G, M, a) note that the above Riemannian submersion 
11 (along totally geodesic fibers) determines an asso
ciated isometric embedding L: (M, g) - (W, gn) defining 
the same sub manifold M in Rn as 11. However, the 
quantization of (G, B(M), a) via an embedding in 
(G, B(Rn ), T) already determines an (equivariant) map
ping of M onto a given G orbit (or an orbit of the same 
type) and one must ensure that 11 yields an associated 
embedding which maps M onto an orbit of a given type. 
Insofar as the existence of 11 is known, this is the case. 
ConSider the set of G orbits of one type. Suppose that 
they build a submanifold, (called "orbit manifold") Win 
Rn with dim W = n. Then 11: (W,g,) - (M ,g) exists33 with 
11-

1(P) totally geodesic in W for each P E M and the asso
ciated embedding L is equivariant. G orbits with orbit 
manifold of dimension n exist, e. g., for G = 50(2) and 
R 2 , where the circles centered at 0 are 50(2) orbits of 
one type and dense in R 2 • More generally, for compact 
G the principal G orbits build an orbit manifold with 
dimension n dense in R", and all nonprincipal G orbits 
build a topological submanifold in Rn' 20,21 The re are no 
results for noncompact groups. 

For the application of Theorem 1 we formulate: 

Lemma 3: Let L be an equivariant embedding of 
(G,M, a) in (G,Rn , T). Consider j(G,R n , T) labelled by a 
trivial L(K) and by a G orbit LM with an orbit manifold 
of dimension '1; j(G, Rn, T) is unitarily equivalent to 
some j(G, M, a). 

Then a Riemannian submersion along totally geodesic 
fibers restricts H~ on C~ (Rn) to a free Hamiltonian H O 

on C~(M) with j(G, M, a) as quantized kinematical struc
ture. H O is up to a constant multiple the Laplace
Beltrami operator AM on (M, L *R') and L is associated 
with 1T. 

(6) The submersion 11 is (up to now) applicable to 
(G,M, a) with compact G, with quantization on prinCipal 
G orbits and with a Hilbert space spanned by scalar 
functions. For the self-adjointness of/AM see Sec. 3A(3). 
Generalizations to vector-valued functions and hence to 
j(G,M,a) with nontrivial L(K) are possible. 

(7) We add a remark concerning quantization by em
bedding and submersion. The calculation of H O is a 
special case of a more general (extrinsic) procedure34 

to describe quantum mechanics on AI: Embed M in Rn' 
Then the physical observables on LM are restrictions of 
the corresponding observables in Rn which are known 
from !)(Tn,Rn, T). There are examples in which this 
procedure fails. 
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We give the momentum and the position operators 
P,;, Q;, K=I, ... ,n, onLMcRnwhichrefertoCarte
sian coordinates qK of the ambient space R n , not to local 
coordinates onM, as, e.g., xain UCM. The Q,; are 
easily calculated from L: M .3 P - L (p) E Rn , 

Q;f(L(P» =qK(L(p»f(L(P» on C~(LM), 

and can be constructed also from U(G T
) ~ Tn = U(Tn) if 

j(G,M,a) is determined from U(G T
) with (LM,L), L 

being trivial. One can check that dllJ(Tn ) acts as Q,; on 
C~(LM). 

To derive IP,;, express 1T and L in local coordinates 35 

(xa
), a=I, ... ,m, atpEMand(e), K=I, ... ,n, at 

rE Was 

L*p Tp(M)-Tr(W):ilb>--B~il)., r=dp), 

1f*": Tr(W)-T.(M):ilKt--B~ila, p=1T(r), 

where B:=OKxa, B~=oa~)., iJa=il/iJxa, iJ).=a/iJ~A. As
suming that Land 1f determine the same sub manifold M 
of W, we can define the product mapping 

L* ,(") ° l1*r : T"( W) - T Lo,(r)( W) : ilK t-- B;Ci)., 

where B; = B: B~ is a perpendicular projection of rank 
m <no 

With this projection we have (in symmetrized form) 

IPt=~(B~IPK+IPKB~) onC~(LM), IP.=-i-f-. 
(j(j. 

The free Hamiltonian was given above for special cases 
only. The result is generalized to 

HO =(j Ib.,~ on (LlVl, L *,1;) on C~(LM). 

Ib.~ can be expressed in CarteSian coordinates q. as 
(for a proof see Appendix B) 

(3.2) 

Because IP .. Q. and H~ are related for the free particle 
as IP. = - imo[QKlH~l on C~(Rn)' our ansatz for H O should 
be consistent with IP /; = - imo[Q;, HO I on C~( LM) and this 
is in fact the case as can easily be checked using (3.2). 

C. G-invariant operators 

(1) We discuss systems withj(G,M,a) with trivial 
L(K) and with Hilbert space L2(A1, I)). The application 
of the mapping d to llJ(G) in j(G, M, a) gives (first-order 
differential) operators Xi' i = 1, ... ,r on C~(M) repre
senting the generators of G. In our case there are no 
invariant linear differential operators of first order on 
C~(M). 36 So we start with second-order ones denoted by 
JI. 

(2) For some classes of homogeneous spaces we give 
now a list for JI on C~(M). 

(A) M being a group manifold of a connected serni
simple Lie group G, 

(3.3) 

where qii is any Ad(G)-invariant symmetric tensor on 
fJ. If G is Simple, qii is proportional to the Cartan
Killing metric tensor and 

(3.4) 
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I~M is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M = G for the 
canonical Riemannian structure. For G semisimple 
with G = G, 0· . ·0 Gk and Gj simple, JI can be written 
as a real linear combination of the Laplace-Beltrami 
operators on M j = G j. 37 

(B) M being a reductive homogeneous space38 GIK 
[i. e., in the Lie algebra fi there exists a subspace M 
such that Q=KEBM and AdG(k)McM for all kEKj, 
JI has the form (3.3) where qij is an AdG(K)-invariant 
tensor on To(M) = M. The simpler form (3.4) is obtained 
if the Riemannian homogeneous space (M = GIK ,g) is 
isotropy irreducible,39 i. e., if G =Io(M) = component of 
identity in the group of isometries of M, and the con
nected component of AdG(K) acts irreducibly on M. For 
a classification of such manifolds see Ref. 40. 

(C) M being a Riemannian globally symmetric space, B 

JI has the same properties as in (B); there exist 1 
algebraically independent (l is the rank of M) invariant 
symmetric differential operators which commute. 

(D) M being of rank 1 (or Euclidean space), Is it 
uniquely given by (3.4). 

(3) The list shows that JI is unique and proportional to 
the Laplace -Beltrami operator on (M, g) for M == G and 
G simple and for M being an isotropy irreducible 
Riemannian homogeneous space. For the self-adjoint
ness see Sec. 3A(3). 

D. Summary 

(1) The problem was the following: Consider a quan
tized kinematical structure j(G, M, a), M == GIK. It is 
possible to define a Hamiltonian EO of a free system on 
M, i. e., of a free particle, moving on M, consistently 
with the j(G, M, O")? 

The answer is not affirmative. The best one can say 
is: For a larger class of M and G, depending on the 
method used to select EO and for j(G,M,O") obtained from 
U(TnlS ,G) with trivial L(K) and a labelling G-orbit 
LM eRn, e. g., for a spinless particle moving on M, lHo 
is uniquely given as the real multiple of the Laplace
Beltrami operator on (M, L*gn)' e.s.a. on C~(M) 
C=L2(M, /1). 

Because different methods, if applicable and if the 
solution is unique, give the same result, the ansatz 

lHO == q tb.M on (M, L *J;n) in C~(M) 

is well justified. 

(2) We discussed three methods: 

(3.5) 

(1) An intrinsic method on the quantum level was based 
on transformation properties of j(G,M, a). We assumed 
EO to be G-invariant and of minimal order. Result: For 
Ai = G and for M being an isotropy irreducible Rieman
nian homogeneous space, lHo is uniquely given by (3.5). 

(II) An extrinsic method on the quantum level is based 
on a submersion 1T: Rn - M. The idea was to restrict 
conSistently with j(G, M, a) the free Hamiltonian E~ in 
Rn via a submersion to an operator lHo on M. Result: 
For compact G and j(G,M, (7) induced from principal 
orbits EO is uniquely given by (3.5). 
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(III) An extrinsic method on the geometrical level is 
based on an embedding L : M - Rn' The Riemannian 
structure L *gn is imposed on M. The claSSical Hamil
tonian on M is q' (L *gn)' and for its quantization the 
same procedure is applied as for the claSSical Hamil
tonian on Ro' Result: For all Riemannian homogeneous 
spaces and for all G, EO is uniquely given by (3.5). 

4. DISCUSSION 

(1). We give a short (and not complete) account of 
previous attempts to quantize systems on manifolds. 

(A) One of the first was formal quantization of classi
cal generalized coordinates x 11 and canonical momenta 
Pa done in close analogy with the canonical quantization 
in Rn' 41 For given (M, g) the result is 

/Rb=X
b

, Pa=-i1fiJ a -h1fiJ a(lng), g=det(gba), 

and the operators are symmetriC in L2(M, /J.g}. 

In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics this "quantiza
tion in curvUinear coordinates" has been applied to 
special systems with constraints like the rigid body, the 
rigid rotator and the symmetric top, 42 and further, in 
the strong coupling theory3 and the rotator models of 
elementary particles. 5 

Another, more recent, generalization of canonical 
quantization when the system satisfies supplementary 
conditions has been proposed by Dirac43 and applied to 
the quantization of gauge fields. 44 A more rigorous 
approach to the quantization on a Riemannian manifold 
(M,g) was indicated in Ref. 45. 

The main difficulty of formal quantization of general
ized coordinates and momenta is connected with the fact 
(mentioned in Sec. 2A) that on M the coordinates can, in 
most of the cases, be defined only locally. In the usual 
curvilinear coordinates the operators corresponding to 
them may not be well defined as can be exhibited in the 
simplest case of the unit circle M == S', where the 
multiplication by the angle x == cp is not an operator in 
the Hilbert space L 2(S',dcp) of periodic functions46 j(cp) 
==f(cp +21T). 

(B) A second and promising approach generalizes 
Feynman's patTz integral method47 to manifolds48 and was 
applied to define the free Hamiltonian on M. The results 
obtained are different from ours: The Hamiltonian EO on 
M has an additional term depending on the (intrinsic) 
scalar curvature R of (i'vl, i[), 

° 1 ( I) E ==- 2m tb....,-r;R. 

° 
However, the path integral method has mathematical 

problems; it was originally formulated as a set of rules 
which define the measure on the space of classical 
paths by means of a special procedure. 49 The connection 
to the proposed method is not yet clarified. 

(C) Two further methods are to be mentioned: 

The dynamical group approach, 50 in which the kine
matics and, if pOSSible, also the dynamics are given by 
a unitary representation of a Lie group such that mo
mentum, position operators, and the Hamiltonian are 
among its generators. If (G, M, a) can be replaced by a 
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Lie group, it is the kinematical subgroup of a dynamical 
group, 

The "Kostantification, ,,51 i. e., the construction of 
certain representations of Lie groups using a method 
developed by Kostant and Souriau based on properties 
of the phase space considered as symplectic manifold, 

(2) The results of our attempt to tie up the group
theoretical approach to quantum kinematics with the 
differential-geometrical approach 52 to free particle 
dynamics are collected in Secs. 2D and 3D. 

A generalization to locally compact separable group 
G is possible 1 because the SI exist in this case but the 
mapping QI: G/K - M is only a homeomorphism. So this 
is excluded by physics where we need a differential 
structure on M. According to Arens' theorem, 53 in 
order that QI be a diffeomorphism we have to assume 
that G is a transitive differentiable transformation group 
of M, i. e., G is a Lie group. 
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APPENDIX A 

(1) With the definitions of Sec. 2 the canonical S[1,2 

(U(G), IE(B), a) based on M = G/K and given by L(K) in 
L with inner product (, , .) is defined in H spanned by 
vector-valued functions I: M - L with finite norm given 
by the inner product 

(f,g) = JM (j,g) (p)d/J.(p) 

where Jl denotes a G-quasi-invariant measure on M, as 
as follows: V(G) is given by [Pa=d/J.a/d/J., J.l.a(S) 
= J.I.(aa(S»)] 

{
I (a E G, a ~ K) 

[U(a}j](p) =v'pa-dP) f(aa-dp») _ 
L(a) (a E K) 

IE(B) is given by 

[lE(S}jj(p) = (Xsf) (p), 

where the characteristic function 

{
I (p E S) 

Xs(p)= 0 (p¢S) • 

An SI (lIJ, E) is called irreducible, if there are no non
trivial subspaces in H which are invariant with respect 
to both lIJ(a) and lE(S) for all a E G and all S E B. Two SI 
(lIJ;, lEi), i=1,2, are unitarily equivalent, if there exists 
a unitary operator Yon H such that 

lIJ 2 (a) =y U1(aW-1 and 1E 2(S)=YE 1(S)y-1 

for all a E G and all S E B. 

(2) The IUR lIJ(G T
) induced by XEMo=G/Ko and LO(~} 
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in L ° with inner product (. , .) ° is defined in H ° spanned 
by vector -valued function I: ~ - L ° with finite norm 
given1 ,2,6 by the inner product 

(pE~), 

where J.l. 0 denotes a G-quasi-invariant measure on M 0, 

as follows [aT = (t, a) E GT
]: 

)

1 (aT rj T" <2TK) 
[V(a' )f](P) =,; P~-l(P) I Cr a-I (p») _ 

L(a)x(t) (aT E Tn0TK) 
, 

(3) Proof of Lemma 2: Define an isometric mapping 
jf of H onto HO [see (1) and (2)] jf: f(P) - fO(LP) = fO(pO) 
[=f(P)]. The projections lEo constructed from VO(G') 
are unitarily equivalent to [IEO(SO}j°](pO) =(Xso/O)(pO), 
pO E MO, fO E H ° and coincide with the canonical IE in 
(U,lE,a) if the same Borel field is used for MO and M, 
which is possible. 

For representations of G we find 

U°(GT) ~ G: [UO(a}f°](pO) 

(a E G, a Et K 0) 
=,; P~-l (pG) fO(T a-I (j)0»)\~ 

t L O(a) 

U(G): [U(a)f](p) 

=,;pa-1 (p}J(aa-d P'J)1.1 
L(a) 

(a E G, a EtK) 

(a Et K) 

where p~ and Pa denote the appropriate Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives. 

Suppose now L to be equivariant, thenfO(Ta-l L(P») 
=fO(Wa-l (p») = f(aa- 1 (p~, and the G-quasi-invariant 
measures /J. 0

, /J. on 13°, 13 are equivalent, which, be
cause of Y and L O bi L, implies unitary equivalence of 
HO and H, and of 1IJ0(G) with lIJ(G). If Laa* raL for at 
least one a E G, then there are f(P) E H such that 
[UO(a )/° ](pO) * [lIJ(a)f](p) and the representations cannot 
be unitarily equivalent. 

APPENDIX B 

Proof of tt,.~l = flK auB~ ilK 1, IE C1u'l1): The 
Laplace-Beltrami operator on (M,g) is 

[f>Mf](p) = g"" Vb Vaf(P)= goa(aboa- {~a}ac}f(p), 

where Va is the covariant derivative on (M,g), {E C~(M). 
USing relations (van der Waerden-Bortolotti formal
ism35

) as, e. g. , 

gba=B~B~(ffn)\K' {~a}=B~B~B~{~"}" - B~abB~, 
we get (f={o1T) 

f>~l=ffn\KBnavB~ 0" -B~{~utB~aa]l 

- g"\"B~(o~ - B~)(avB~) B~ oJ. 
The last term is zero because of the idempotence of the 
projection B~, hence 
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t.11 =gnA"B~ovB~ 'OJ -B~~,.}nB~ aJ, 
and in Cartesian coordinates qA in Rn 

t.11 =0)." au B~aJ 

because gn>-' = c;A" and av B~ = m1) A is perpendicular to 
B~ [1). = -; H aO 

). is the mean curvature normal of (M, g) 
in (Rn,gn) expressed in terms of the second fundamental 
tensor H:A=VbB~, m=dimM]. 
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A general Hermitian scalar field, assumed to be an operator-valued tempered distribution, is 
considered. A theorem which relates certain complex Lorentz transformations to the T C P 
transformation is stated and proved. With reference to this theorem, duality conditions are 
considered, and it is shown that such conditions hold under various physically reasonable 
assumptions about the field. A theorem analogous to Borchers' theorem on relatively local fields is 
stated and proved. Local internal symmetries are discussed, and it is shown that any such symmetry 
commutes with the Poincare group and with the T C P transformation. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE 

The so-called duality condition in quantum field theory 
and in the theory of algebras of local observables has 
been discussed by many authors, 1-8 From these studies 
it appears that it would be a desirable, if not essential, 
feature of a local theory that such a condition holds. 
Very roughly stated the duality condition for a region R 
in spacetime says that the set of all operators which 
commute with all operators locally associated with R is 
equal to the set of all operators locally associated with 
the causal complement of R. It was first shown by 
Araki2 that conditions of this nature do hold for a class 
of suitably restricted regions R in the case of a free 
Hermitian scalar field. It is the purpose of this paper 
to discuss the duality condition in quantum field theory 
in the general case, i. e., without making the assump
tion that the field is free. 

Our considerations are within the framework of con
ventional quantum field theory, as formulated by 
Wightman and others. 9-11 We shall restrict our discus
sion to the case of a single local Hermitian scalar field, 
assumed to be an operator-valued tempered distribu
tion. We will state the assumptions in some detail in 
Sec. II, i.n which we also explain the notation to be fol
lowed. Our discussion can readily be extended to more 
general cases, but, in order to avoid complications 
which might obscure the main line of argument, we pre
sent our ideas in what appears to us to be the simplest 
possible setting. 

In Sec. III we consider some implications of the 
"spectral condition", i. e., the assumption that the 
spectrum of the 4- momentum operator P associated 
with the translation subgroup of the Poincare group is 
contained in the closed forward light cone. We here re
view some facts, by and large well known, which will 
be of interest in the subsequent diSCUSSion, and we con
sider a slightly modified version of a well-known theo
rem of Reeh and Schlieder. 12 

In Sec. IV we cO'1sider complex Lorentz transforma
tions, and a connection between these and the antiunitary 
inversion transformation (TCP-operation). Since the 
Hilbert space of physical states carries a strongly con
tinuous unitary representation of the Poincare group, it 
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follows that there exist dense sets of analytic vectors of 
the associated Lie algebra and of sub-Lie algebras of 
this Lie algebra. It is a characteristic feature of quan
tum field theory that such sets of analytic vectors can 
be constructed "naturally" in terms of suitable multi
linear expressions in the fields and the vacuum state 
vector n. We Shall in particular consider the following 
issue. Let WR be the wedge-shaped region WR ={xlx3 

> Ix4 j} in Minkowski space, and let Po(WR ) be the poly
nomial algebra generated by field operators averaged 
with test functions with support in WR' Let V(e3, f), t 
real, denote the velocity transformation in the Poincare 
group whose action on Minkowski space is described by 
the four x four matrix 

[

1 0 0 0 l o 1 0 0 
o 0 cosh(t) sinh(f) 
o 0 sinh(t) cosh(t) 

(1) 

The set of all V(e3, t)' is thus a one-parameter 
Abelian group of velocity transformations in the 3-
direction which maps the wedge region WR onto itself. 
To the element V(e3, f) corresponds the unitary operator 
U(V(e3, f), 0) = exp(- ifK3) on the Hilbert space, where 
K3 is an (unbounded) self-adjoint operator. We shall 
show that every vector xn, with X E: Po (W R), is in the 
domain of the normal operators exp(- izK3) for the com
plex variable z in the closed strip rr '" 1m (z) '" O. The 
vector-valued function exp(- izK3)Xn is a strongly con
tinuous function of z on the above closed strip, and an 
analytic function of z on the (open) interior of the strip. 
We shall furthermore show that for any such vector 

where J is the antiunitary involution defined by 

J = U(R(e3, rr), 0) 8 0 

(2) 

(3) 

where R(e3, rr) is the rotation by angle rr about the 3-axis 
[and U(R(e3, rr), 0) the corresponding unitary operator on 
the Hilbert space 1, and where 8 0 is the TCP-operatoL 

The relation (2) is the main result of Sec. IV. It 
holds, in fact, for a somewhat larger class of field 
operators, as stated precisely in Theorem 1. 
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Section V is devoted to a discussion of some mathema
tical questions relating to (2), We consider families of 
operators which satisfy the relation (2), and, in particu
lar, we discuss the properties of any von Neumann alge
bra AR of bounded operators X which satisfy (2), and 
such that furthermore ,IARJ =Ak, where Ak denotes the 
commutant of AR' The main results, relative to the sub
sequent discussion in Secs. VI and VII, are stated in 
Theorem 2 and Lemma 15. Our discussion is closely 
related to a theory of Tomitai3 on the structure of von 
Neumann algebras (and of modular Hilbert algebras), 
and we discuss the connection. 

In Sec. VI we discuss a particular duality condition, 
for the wedge region WRo Let WL be the causal comple
ment of if'R' i. e" the wedge region WL ={x Ix3 < - Ix4 1}, 
and let Po(WL ) be the polynomial algebra generated by 
field operators averaged with test functions with support 
in WD • We consider four particular conditions on the 
quantum field under which the polynomial algebras 
Po (WR), respectively Po(WL ), of unbounded operators 
define von Neumann algebras A (WR ), respectivelyA(WL ), 

of bounded operators which can be regarded as locally 
associated with the wedge regions WR and WL , and we 
prove that these von Neumann algebras satisfy the dual
ity conditionA(WR)'=A(WL ). We also show that the TCP
symmetry of the field carries over to the system of 
bounded local operators in the sense that JA (W

R
) J 

= A (W L)' These results are formulated in Theorems 3 
and 4. 

Theorem 3 includes in particular the following re
sult, which holds generally, i. e., without any addi
tional assumption about the quantum field beyond the 
minimum assumptions discussed in Sec. no If X is a 
bounded operator which commutes with all (linear) field 
operators averaged with test functions with support in 
WL , and if Y is a bounded operator which commutes with 
all field operators averaged with test functions with sup
port in WR , then X commutes with Y. This statement is 
analogous to a well-known theorem of Borchers on the 
local nature of fields which are local relative to a local 
irreducible field. 14 

We have not solved the problem of whether the von 
Neumann algebras (of bounded operators) associated 
with wedge regions, or other regions, always exist, and 
we are thus forced to make additional assumptions, 
which, however, are not unreasonable physically. This 
question appears to be intimately related to the hitherto 
unsolved problem of whether a sufficiently large set of 
quantum field operators have local self-adjoint exten
sions (within the framework of the customary minimal 
assumptions of quantum field theory). We discuss the 
notion of a local self-adjoint extension of the field, and 
we show that it implies the existence of a system of 
local von Neumann algebras which satisfies the duality 
condition. We also show that the existence of such a 
system follows from other conditions which appear to 
be less restrictive than the condition that the field has 
a local self-adjoint extension. 

In Sec. VII we discuss the duality condition for a 
particular set of bounded regions, namely the set of 
all so-called double cones. The von Neumann algebras 
associated with the bounded regions are constructed 
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from the von Neumann algebras associated with the 
wedge regions. We describe the properties of these 
algebras in Theorems 5 and 6, and we show that the 
duality condition for the algebras associated with the 
wedge regions implies an appropriate duality condition 
for the algebras associated with double cones. 

Finally, we consider the notion of a local internal 
symmetry, and we prove (Theorem 7) that if the duality 
condition holdS for the wedge algebras, then every local 
internal symmetry commutes with the Poincare group, 
and with the TCP-transformation, 

II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS; DISCUSSION OF 
NOTATION 

Minkowski space If1 is parametrized by the customary 
Cartesian coordinates x = (xi, x 2, x 3, x 4). The Lorentz 
"metric" is so defined that x. y =x4y4 - xiyi _ x2y2 _ x3y 3. 

The elements !I.. = !I.. (AI,y) of the proper Poincare group 
Lo are parametrized by a four-by-four Lorentz matrix 
M, and a real 4-vector y,_such that the image !I.. x of a 
point x E: If1 under any !I.. E Lo is given by !l..x = !I.. (lvI, y)x 
= Mx +y. 

The Hilbert space H of physical states is assumed to 
be separable. It is assumed to carry a strongly contin
uous unitary representation !I.. - U(!I..) of the Poincare 
group Lo. We write U(!I..(M, x» = U(M, x), and we employ 
the special notation T(x) = U(I, x) for the representatives 
of the translation subgroup, The translations have the 
common spectral resolution 

T(x) = U(I,x) = J exp(ix' p) /l(d4P) (4) 

and it is assumed that the support of the spectral me~
sure /l is contained in the closed forward light cone V+ 
(in momentum space). This assumption about the sup
port of /l will be referred to as the "spectral condition" 
in what follows, 

We assume the existence of a vacuum state, repre
sented by the unit vector n, uniquely characterized by 
its invariance under all Poincare translations: thus 
U(!I..)n=n. 

We denote by f)(Rn) the set of all complex-valued in
finitely differentiable function of compact support on n
dimensional Euclidean space R", and we denote by 5(R") 
the space of test functions on R n in terms of which tem
pered distributions are defined. The space 5(R") is re
garded as endowed with the particular topology appropri
ate to the definition of tempered distributions, 15 and we 
employ the notation 

5 -limf" =0 (5) 
,,~ 00 

to state that a sequence of test functions f" converges 
to zero relative to this topology. We shall be concerned 
with test functions on R 4n , where R 4" is regarded as the 
direct sum of an ordered n-tuplet of replicas of 
Minkowski space, and the points of R 4n are accordingly 
parametrized by an ordered n-tuplet (Xt.X2,'" ,xn) of 
4-vectors x k • A specific interpretation of R 4n in this 
manner is always understood, as reflected in the above 
parametrization of the space. In accordance with the 
above we define an action of Lo on 5(R4

") by 

f(xt. ... ,xn) - !l..f(xt. 0 • , ,xn) = f(!I.. -Ixt. ... ,A -Ix.), (6) 
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This mapping is continuous relative to the test 
function space topology, and 

5 -lim Af=f. 
A~1 

(7) 

Throughout this paper it will be important to keep 
track of the domains of unbounded operators. To deal 
effectively with such issues we shall frequently employ 
the unorthodox notation (X; D) for an operator X defined 
on a domain D. The adjoint of (X, D) is denoted (X, D)* 
and if D(X*) is the domain of the adjoint we can write 
(X, D)* = (X*, D(X*». If (X, D) is closable we write 
(X, D)** = (X**, D(X**» for the closure. This notation is 
never employed for manifestly bounded operators, which 
are regarded as defined on the entire Hilbert space. 

We shall consider a theory of a single local Hermitian 
scalar field cp(x), assumed to be an operator-valued 
tempered distribution. 9-11,j6 Such a theory is charac
terized by the following features: 

(a) There exists a linear manifold Db dense in the 
Hilbert space H, and an algebra pun) of operators 
(X, D j ) defined on D j • The domain D j contains the vacu
um state vector n. For each n;:,. 1 there exists a linear 
mapping of 5 (R4n) into pun). The image of any f E 5 (R4n) 
under this mapping is denoted cp{f}. We note here that 
cp{j} is the operator which is customarily defined sym
bolically by the integral at right in 

cp{f} = J(~) d4(xj) •• 'd4(xn)f(Xb ..• ,xn) cp(Xj) , , , cp(xn). (8) 

The domain D j is precisely equal to Pun) n, and the 
algebra pun) is precisely equal to the linear span of 
the identity operator I and the set of all operators cp{f}. 
IffE5(R4n) andgE5(R4m ), and if hE 5 (R4n+4m) is given 
by 

then 

We note that this is consistent with the symbolic 
definition in (8L 

(9) 

(10) 

(b) Let (X, D j ) - (Xt, D j ) denote the antilinear involu
tory mapping of p((n) onto itself uniquely determined by 

where 

ft(Xb X2"" ,xn) =f*(xn>'" ,X2,Xj) 

for any f E 5 (R4n ). 

(11) 

(12) 

The domain D j is contained in the domain of the ad
joint (X, D j )* of every (X, D j ) E pun), and 

(Xt , D j ) = (X*, D j ) e (X, D j )*. (13a) 

In particular, 

(cp{ft}, D j ) e (cp{f}, Dj)*. (13b) 

Every operator (X, D j ) E pun) is thus closable, and 
(Xt,DI ) is the Hermitian conjugate of (X,DI ). 

(c) The domain Dl is invariant under the Poincare 
group: U(A) Dl = Dl for all A E Lo. The action of Lo by 
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conjugation on pun) (and hence the action of Lo of the 
Hilbert space H) is uniquely determined by the condition 

(14) 

(d) The mappingf- cp{f} is such that if {f",lf", E 5(R4n ), 
a = 1, ... ,oo} is any sequence of test functions which 
tends to zero in the sense of the test function space 
topology, i. e., such that (5) holds, then 

s-lim xcp{f,,}<P=O (15) 
,,-~ 

for any (X,DI)EPun) and any 1j!EDj • 

(e) Let R be any open subset of Minkowski space. Let 
P(R) denote the linear span of the identity operator I 
and all operators (~f},DI)' wherefE5(R4n) for some 
n;:,. 1 and such that supp(f) e {(Xl, ... ,Xn) I X k E R, 
k = 1, ... ,n}. 

Then, if Rl and R2 are any two open subsets of 
Minkowski space which are spacelike separated [i. e. , 
(x - y)' (x - y) < 0 for any x E Rb Y E R2], we have 

[X, Y] 1j!= 0, all1j!EDb (16) 

for all X E P(R j ) and all Y E P(R2). 

Our purpose with the preceding account was to state 
precisely what we assume, and not to formulate a mini
mal set of postUlates for field theory. It will be noted 
that the conditions which we have stated are in fact not 
all logically independent of each other. It should also be 
noted that we do not assume anything beyond what is im
plied by the usual minimal assumptions for quantum 
field theory. 

Since operators linear in the field will be of particu
lar interest, we employ a special notation for the case 
fE 5(R4), namely, 

cpU] = cp{j} = J(~) d4(x)f(x) cp(x). (17) 

For any open subset R of Minkowski space we denote 
by Po(R) the polynomial algebra generated by the identity 
I, and all operators (cpU], D j ) such that supp(f) cR. 
With reference to the definition of the algebra P(R) in 
(e) above, we then have po(R)e P(R) epun). We state 
some well-known properties of these algebras as 
follows. 

Lemma 1: (a) (Theorem of Reeh and Schlieder j2
) Let 

R be any open, nonempty subset of Minkowski space /11. 
Then Po(R) n is dense in the Hilbert space H. 

(b) Let (X, D j ) E P(R). Then there exists a sequence 
of operators {(X"' D j ) I (X"' D l ) E Po(R), Q = 1, ... , oo} 
such that 

s-lim YX,,1j! = YX1j! (18) 
,,-~ 

for every Y E P(!I1) and every 1j! E D j • 

(c) The linear manifold Do eDI defined as Do = Poun) n 
is dense in the Hilbert space, and 

(X, Do)* = (X, Dj)*, (X, Do)** = (X, D l )** 

for every (X, D j ) E PVn). 
(19) 

The above is of interest with reference to other ap
proaches to field theory, in which the initial object of 
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interest is cpU], defined on Do, and where the commu
tation relation (16) is at first assumed only for opera
tors X and Y of this special form. After the appropri
ate extensions and constructions one arrives at the 
equivalent of our formulation. We preferred to intro
duce the domain D j immediately, and to regard all field 
operators as defined on precisely D j • The symbols 
X*, X**, and X t, for (X, D j ) E P<!r1), thus refer to the 
adjoint, closure and Hermitian conjugate defined rela
tive to this domain. 

Whereas the domains Do and D j are Poincare invari
ant, this is, of course, in general not the case for the 
domain D(X*) of (X, D j )* and the domain D(X**) of 
(X, D j )* *. We have the relations 

(U(A)XU(A)"i,D j )* = (U(A)X*U(A,-t, U(A)D(X*» (20a) 

(U(A)XU(At1, D1)** = (U(A)X**U(A,-t, U(A)D(X**». (20b) 

We finally note that it trivially follows from (13a) 
that 

(21) 

For a particular operator (X, D1) equality obtains in 
(21) above if and only if D j is a core for (X, D1)*. [For 
a Hermitian operator this means that (X, D1) is essen
tially self-adjoint. ] In general discussions of field the
ory no assumption is made about the possible existence 
of a set of field operators for which (21) might hold as 
an equality. 

III. ABOUT SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE 
SPECTRAL CONDITION 

It is well-known that the unitary representation x 
- T(x) of the translation group can be extended to a 
representation of the semigroup of all complex transla
tions z = x + i:v, with x and y real, y E V., by 

T(z) co J exp(iz . p) /l (d4P) co exp (iz . P) (22) 

where the operator-valued function T(z) satisfies II T(z )11 
co 1 and is a strongly continuous function of z on the 
closed forward imaginary tube V+I = {z I Im(z) E V+}. 
Furthermore, the function T(z) is analytic in the sense 
of the uniform topology on the open forward imaginary 
tube V. i , which implies in particular that the vector
valued function T(z );J' of z is strongly analytic on V+i 
for any ~) EH. 

LetfES(R4n ). We define a Fourier transformJ off 
by 

J(Pj, ... ,Pn) 

co J(oo) d4(Xl)' •. d4(xn)f(xi>' .• , xn) exp(i E Xr ' Pr)' (23) 

We consider the following: 

Lemma 2: Let z E V'i' i. e., z is any complex 4-vec
tor in the closed forward imaginary tube. Then 

(24) 

(25a) 
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for (Pi> ..• ,Pn) E V", where Vn is the subset of R 4n de
fined by 

Vn = {(Pi>'" ,Pn) I t Pr E V" k = 1, .. > ,n} (25b) 
r:k 

and for every such fz we have 

(25c) 

The above facts are well known, and we refer to the 
monograph by Jost17 for a discussion of these and 
related issues. Here we only note the following. It is a 
consequence of the spectral condition that any vector 
cp{J}n only depends on the restriction of J to the set 
Vn defined in (25b), i. e., if J = 0 on Vn, then the vector 
vanishes. It is of interest to exhibit a particular func
tionfz which satisfies (25a), and hence (25c). Let uo(t) 
be an infinitely differentiable function of t on Rl such 
that uo(t) = 1 for t~ 0 and uo(t) = 0 for t< -1. We define 
a function E(p;z) of the real 4-vector P and the com
plex 4-vector z by 

(26) 

This function satisfies E(p;z) = exp(iz' P) for P E V,. 
It is easily seen that for any z E V+i the function E(P;z), 
as a function of p, is included in S(R4). Furthermore, 
if f E S (R 4n), then the function fz with the Fourier 
transform 

n 

Jz(Pt, ... ,Pn) =E(P;Z)J(Pl" >. ,Pn), P = 6 p" (27) 
r~1 

is, as a function of (Xl> .. > ,xn), included in S(R 4n ) for 
any Z E V'i' Now (25a) holds trivially, and it follows 
that (25c) holds. 

The next lemma can be regarded as a generalization 
of the preceding lemma. 

Lemma 3: Let Tn be the open tube region in 4n
dimensional complex space C4n , regarded as the direct 
sum of n replicas of complex Minkowski space, which 
is defined by 

Tn = {(Zl> . >., zn) IZk E V'i' k = 1, .. >, n}. (28) 

Let {fk Ifk E S (R 4), k = 1, ... ,n} be any n-tuplet of test 
functions. Then we have the following: 

(a) The vector 

13 (z l> ••• , Z n) 

co T(ZI)CPUdT(Z2)CP[h]' .. T(zn)cp(fnln (29) 

is well defined (thro~gh successive left multiplications) 
for all (ZI,' .• ,zn) E Tn> and 

(30a) 

where f = f(xl> ... ,xn; zi> ••• ,zn) is the function whose 
Fourier transform with respect to the variables 
(xl> .•. ,xn) is given by 

J(Pl' ... ,Pn; zl> ••• ,zn) = n lk(Pk)E(t Pr; Zk\ (30b) k=1 r~k ,) 

and where E(P;z) is the function defined in (26). 

(b) The vector-valued function j3(z1> ... ,zn) of 
(ZI, ... ,zn) is strongly continuous on the closed tube 
Tn, and analytic on the open tube Tn. 
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Proof: (1) The assertions in part (a) follow trivially 
from Lemma 2, by induction on n. 

(2) The proof that (3 is strongly continuous on Tn re
quires an examination of the function I given by (30b). 
We regard this function as a vector-valued function on 
Tn> i. e., as a function of (Z1>'" ,zn) with range in 
5(R4n). In view of the simple nature of the function 
E(P; z), as given by (26), it is now easily shown that 1 
is continuous on Tn in the sense of the test function 
space topology; since this topology is invariant under 
the Fourier transform, the same holds for f, regarded 
as an 5(R4n)-valued function on Tn. It follows, in view 
of the assumption expressed in (15), that (3 is strongly 
continuous as asserted. 

(3) Sinc e {3 is strongly continuous on Tn it follo~s that 
(3 is bounded on any closed polydisc contained in Tn. To 
show that (3 is analytic on Tn it therefore suffic es to 
show that the function (771 (3(Zl,'" ,zn» is analytic in 
each complex 4-vector Zk separately for each 77 in a 
dense set of vectors in the Hilbert space. We select Dl 
as the dense set and we then have, for k = 1, . 0 0 , n, 
(771 {3(Zl," . ,znD =(~k 1 T(zk)!;;k) , with i;k' ~k independent of 
zk' This scalar product is trivially analytic for Zk E V. i , 

which establishes the second assertion in part (b). 

We are specifically interested in vectors of the form 
shown in (29), but it is worth noting that the lemma has 
an obvious generalization, in which the operators rp(jkl 
in (29) are replaced by arbitrary operators X k E P0J). 

We next consider an almost trivial extension of the 
theorem of Reeh and Schlieder, 12 which will be needed 
later. 

Lemma 4: Let {Rn1n = 1, ... , co} be any set of open, 
nonempty subsets of Minkowski space. For such a set, 
and for any n ~ 1, let Sn denote the linear span of all 
vectors of the form 

if! = rpLttlrp[f21 C •• rpLtnlR (31) 

with fk E 5 (R 4), suPP(fk) c R k , for k = 1, ... ,n. 

Then the linear span of the vacuum vector R and the 
union of all the linear manifolds Sn is dense in the Hil
bert space H. 

This version differs from the original formulation 
only in the circumstance that the regions Rk need not 
all be the same. We feel justified in omitting the proof 
since it requires only a very minor modification of the 
proof in the case of equal regions, as presented in the 
monograph of Streater and Wightman. 18 The lemma can 
also easily be proved on the basis of Lemma 3. 

We next consider an interesting family of vector
valued functions on Tn discussed by Jost. 19 

Lemma 5: (a) For each n~ 1, let En be the set of all 
functions f(xt. ... ,xn; zt. ... ,z n) defined for (xt. . .. ,xn) 
E R 4n and (zl,"" zn) E Tn, and such thatfE 5(R 4n

) and 
such that the Fourier transform J of f relative to the 
variables (xl, .. , ,xn) satisfies the condition 

f(Pt,.·.,Pn;zt. ..• ,zn)=exp i6 6 Zk'Pr 
_ ( n n ) 

k=l r=k 
(32a) 

for all (Pt. . .. ,Pn) E Vn, with Vn defined as in (25b). The 
set En is non empty , and it contains in particular the 
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function fo defined in terms of its Fourier transform by 

where the function E(P;z) is defined as in (26). 

To the set En corresponds a unique vector-valued 
function cp(Z1>' •. ,zn) on Tn> defined by 

where f is any element of En. 

(32b) 

(32c) 

(b) The vector-valued function cp(zt. . . , ,zn) is strong
ly continuous on Tn. 

(c) Let {fk Ifk ED(R4) , k = 1, ... ,n} be any n-tuplet of 
test functions of compact support. Then, for any 
(zt. ... ,zn) E Tn> 

J d4 (Xl) ..• d 4(xn)fl (xl)f2 (X2) ... fn(xn) 
(00) 

(33) 

where the integral at left exists as a vector-valued 
Riemann integral relative to the strong topology for H. 

Proof: (1) The function fa trivially satisfies (32a). 
That it is included in 5 (R 4n ), as a function of (x t. ... ,x n), 
for any (z 1> ••• ,zn) E T", follows readily from the fact 
that E(p; z) E 5(R4

), for any Z E V.i' That the vector at 
right in (32c) is the same for allfE En follows from the 
fact that this vector depends only on the restriction of 
1 to Vn• 

(2) That the function cp is strongly continuous on Tn is 
easily established through an examination of the prop
erties of the function fo, as defined in (32b). The con
siderations are the same as in the proof of the strong 
continuity of the vector {3 in Lemma 3, and in fact some
what simpler since (zt. ... ,zn) is now restricted to the 
open tube Tn. 

(3) The assertion about the integral in (33) is now 
trivial, and the identity follows from a well-known con
volution theorem for tempered distributions. 20 We note 
that the restriction that the functions fk be of compact 
support is in fact unnecessary, but since we shall only 
require the lemma as stated, we selected this version 
in order to make the matter completely trivial. 

We conclude this section by a statement of some 
well-known facts about the vector-valued functions c/J, 
which will be of crucial importance in our subsequent 
discussion. 

Lemma 6: (a) The vector-valued function c/J(zj, ... ,zn), 
defined as in Lemma 5, is an analytic function of 
(zl"" ,zn) on Tn. 

_ (b) For any element A =A(N!,x) of the Poincare group 
Lo, 

U(A)c/J(Zl,'" ,zn) = c/J(Mz t +x, Mz 2, Mz 3, .•. , MZn). (34) 

(c) For any (zj, ••• ,z.) E Tn the vector ¢(Zt> .•• ,Zn) is 
an analytic vector for the Lie algebra of the group 
UCLo). 

About the proof: A detailed proof of the assertion (a) 
based on an examination of the properties of the func-
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tion fo defined in (32b) is straightforward but somewhat 
cumbersome. For this reason it might be worthwhile to 
note that there is a simple proof based on Lemmas 3 
and 5, as follows. Let g(x) ED (R4) be such that i(O) = 1. 
Let A> 1. We construct the vector (3(z1> •.. ,z.; A) as in 
(29), with fk(x) = A4g(Ax) , for k = 1, ... ,n. This vector
valued function of (Z1> ••• ,zn) is an analytic function of 
these variables on Tn, by Lemma 3. It is easily seen, 
in view of (33), and in view of the strong continuity of 
¢ on Tn> that (3(Z1> .0. ,zn; A) tends to ¢(Z1> .•• ,Zn) as A 
tends to infinity, uniformly on any closed polydisc con
tained in Tn, and hence ¢ is analytic on Tn. 

The assertion (b) of the lemma is trivial, and the 
assertion (c) follows trivially from (a) and (b). 

We finally note that the vector ¢ might be written as 

¢(zh"" zn) = CP(zl)CP(zl +Z2)'" CP(zl +z2 + .•. +zn)~l (35) 

This formula has a proper interpretation within dis
tribution theory, but it is here offered for heuristic 
purposes only. 

IV. COMPLEX LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS AND 
THE INVERSION TRANSFORMATION 

We define a "right wedge" W R, and a "left wedge" 
WL , as the following open subsets of Minkowski space: 

(36) 

These two regions are bounded by two characteristic 
planes whose intersection is the 2-plane {x Ix3 =x4 = O}. 

For any subset R of Minkowski space !11 we define the 
causal complement RC of R by 

RC={xl(x-y)'(x-y)<o, allYER}. (37) 

We note that with this definition WRc= WL and WLc 
= Hi R, where the bar denotes the closure. We shall say 
that W R and W L form a complementary pair of wedges, 
despite the fact that W R is not precisely the causal 
complement of WL within our definition of this notion. 21 

To the pair of wedges W Rand W L corresponds a 
four-dimensional subgroup Lo(WR) =Lo(WL) of the group 
Lo, namely, the group of all Poincare transformations 
which map W R onto W R, and W L onto WL. It is easily 
seen that this subgroup contains, and is generated by, 
all translations in the 1- and 2-directions, all rotations 
about the 3-axis, and all velocity transformations 
V(e3, t) in the 3-direction. We consider the one-param
eter Abelian subgroup {V(e3, t) I t E Rl} of these velocity 
transformations, where V(e3, t) is the four-by-four 
Lorentz matrix given in (1) in Sec. 1. To V(e3, t) cor
responds the unitary operator U(V(e3, t), 0), which we 
shall also denote by the shorter symbol vet), since it 
will play an important role in our discussion. By 
Stone's theorem there exists a unique self-adjoint opera
tor (K3, DK ) such that 

V(f)=U(V(e3,t),0)=exp(-itK3), all real t. (38) 

We shall consider the analytic continuation of the 
function V(t) to the complex plane. It is well known that 
to any self-adjoint operator (K3, D K ) corresponds a 
representation T - exp(- i TK3) = V( T) of the additive 
group of all complex numbers T by (in general unbound-
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ed) operators. These operators have the common spec
tral resolution 

V(T) = exp(- iTK3) = I exp(- iTS)I-J.K(ds) (39) 

where I-J.K is the spectral measure in the spectral 
resolution of the operator (K3, D K ). The domain of the 
closed operators V(T) depends only on Im(r). Hence, 
for any r = p + iA, with p, A real, let Dy(A) be the linear 
manifold such that the operator (V(r),Dy(A» is closed 
and normal. The domain Dy(A) is given by 

(40) 

for any real A. 

Let Ai- ° be real. Then Dy(A) is a core for all opera
tors (V(r), Dy(Im(r») such that O~Im(r)/A~ 1. If 
I/JE Dy(A), then the vector-valued function V(r)1/J of r is 
well defined, strongly continuous and bounded on the 
closed strip ° ~ 1m (r)/A ~ 1, and an analytic function of 
r on the interior of this strip. 

Common cores exist for the operators VCr). For 
later reference we state as a lemma some well-known 
facts about a particular family of such cores. 

Lemma 7: (a) Let c(s)EL)(R1), and let the bounded 
operator c (K3) be defined by 

C(K3) = I c(s)I-J.K(ds). (41) 

Then c(K3)H CDy(A) for all real A. The function 
exp(- irs)c(s) is also inD (Rl) for any complex r, and 

V(r)c(K3 ) = I exp(- irs)c(s)I-J.K(ds). (42) 

The operator-valued function V( r)c (K 3) is a bounded 
operator for every complex r, and it is an entire analy
tic function of r in the sense of the uniform topology. 

(b) Let D be any dense linear manifold, and let the 
linear manifold Dc be defined by 

Then Dc is dense, and a core for every operator 
(V(r),Dy(Im(r»), i. e., DccDy{Im(r)) and 

(V(r), Dc)** = (V(T), Dy(Im(T))). 

(c) If c(s) ED (Rl), then c(K3) is also given by 

C(K3) = J ~ dtc(t)V(t) 
-~ 

(43a) 

(43b) 

(44a) 

where crt) is the Fourier transform of c(s) defined by 

c(t)= :7T l~~dsexp(its)C(S). (44b) 

We shall next consider the action of the complex vel
ocity transformation V(r) on the vectors ¢(ZI, ... ,zn) 
introduced in Lemma 5. We first note that the matrix
valued function V(e3, f), defined in (1) in Sec. I, is an 
entire analytic function of t. Let Z =x +iy, x and y real, 
be any complex 4-vector, and let r be any complex 
number. We shall write 

(45a) 

and we then have, for T = iA, 

zl(iA) =x1 +iyt, z2(iA) =x2 +il, 
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z3(iA) = (x3 COS (A) - y4 sin(A» + i(y3 cos (A) +X4 sin(A», 

(45b) 

z4(iA) = (x4 COStA) - y3 sin(A» +i(y4 cos (A) +X3 sin(A». 

We have written the explicit transformation formulas 
in the above form because we are particularly interest
ed in the case of a real A, i. e., the case of a pure 
imaginary velocity transformation. We can now state 
the following: 

Lemma 8: Let (zl,'" ,zn) be an n-tuplet of complex 
4-vectorszk =xk +iYk, wherexk'Yk' real, Yk

1
=Yk

2
=0, 

Yk4> IYk31, fork=l, •.. ,n. 

(a) If XkE WR (i. e., XI< 3 > 1 x k
41), for k=l, ••. ,n, then 

(zl(iA), •.. ,Zn(iA» E Tn for all AE [0, 1T/2]. The vector 
<{>(zj, ••. ,zn) is in the domain D y(1T/2), and 

V(iA)<{>(zj, ... ,zn) = <{>(ZI (iA), ... ,zn(iA» 

for all AE [0,17/2]. 

(46) 

(b) If x k E WL (i. e. , xI< 3 < - IXk 41), for k = 1, ... ,n, 
then (z1 (iA), ... ,Zn(iA» E Tn for all A E [- 1T/2, 0]. The 
vector <{>(zl, •.. ,zn) is in the domain D y(-1T/2), and the 
relation (46) holds for all AE [- rr/2, 0]. 

Proof: (1) We consider the assertions in part (a). By 
inspection of the explicit formulas (45b), it is easily 
seen that if z =x+iy is a complex four-vector such that 
yl=y2=0, y4>ly 3 1, andx3 >lx4 1, then Im(z(iA»EV+for 
all A E [0, 1T/2]. Hence, in view of the stated conditions 
on (zj, ... , zn), we have (ZI (iA), ... ,zn(iA)) E Tn for all 
A on the closed interval, with Tn defined as in Lemma 3. 
Since Tn is open there exists a connected open neighbor
hood N (in the complex A-plane) of the closed segment 
[0,1T/2] such that (ZI (iA), ... ,Z.(iA)) E Tn for A E N, and 
hence the vector <{>(zl(iA), ... ,Zn(iA)) is well defined for 
A E N. By Lemma 6 this vector, regarded as a function 
of A, is an analytic function on N. 

(2) Let Dc be defined as in (43a), with D =/1. For any 
1}EDc the functionfl(A)=(V(iA)*1}I<{>(ZI,'" ,zn» is an 
entire analytic function of A, by Lemma 7. We define 
the functionf2 (A) on N by f2(A) = (1} 1 <{>(ZI (iA), .•• ,zn (iA»). 
By Lemma 6 we have fl (A) = f2(A) for iA in some real 
neighborhood of A = 0, and it follows that fl (A) = f2 (A) on 
N. Since this holds for any 1} E Dc, and since Dc is a 
core for every (V( T), D y(Im (T))), it follows that 
<{>(zj, ... ,zn) EDy(Im(iA» for AEN, and that (46) holds 
for all A EN. This proves the assertions in part (a). 

(3) The assertions in part (b) are proved in an entire
ly analogous fashion. 

We next consider an involutory mapping x - f)x of 
Minkowski space onto itself, defined by 

f)x=- R(e3, 1T)X or f) (x1,x2,x3,x4) = (x1,x2, _X3, _x4) 

(47) 

where R(e3, 1T) denotes the rotation by angle 1T about the 
3-axis. We see that!) maps WR onto WL , and the map
ping can be described as a reflection in the common 
"edge" {x Ix3 =x4 = O} of the pair of wedges W Rand WL • 

By inspection of (45b) we see that 

(48) 
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and this circumstance suggests the heuristic idea that 
something akin to V(i1T) cp (X) V(i1Tt1 = cp(f) x) might hold. 
This formula is, of course, pure nonsense as it stands, 
but in the following we shall establish some facts which 
in a sense reflect the above heuristic idea. 

Lemma 9: Let (Xj, .•. ,xn) be such that XkE W R for 
k = 1, ... ,n. Let v be the real forward timelike 4-vector 
with components 11 = (0, 0, 0, 1), and let I be a real 
variable. Then 

s-lim V(i1T/2)<{> (XI +itv,X2 +itv, .•. ,x.+itv) 
t -0+ 

= <{>(ZI, ••. ,zn) (49) 

where Zk = (Xk1
, x k

2, iXk 4, ixk
3), for k = 1, ... ,n. 

Proof: By Lemma 8, part (a), we have, for t> 0, 

V(i1T/2)<{> (xI +itv, ... ,xn + itv) = <{>(z1, •.. ,z~) (50a) 

where 

z~ =z~(t) =Zk- (0,0, t, 0), for k =1, ... , n. (50b) 

Since f)XkE W L if XkE W R , we similarly have, by part 
(b) of Lemma 8, for any t> 0, 

V(- i1T/2)<{> (f)Xl +itv, ... ,f)xn + itv) = <{>(zl', ... ,z;) 

(50c) 

with 

z; =z;(t) =Zk + (0, 0, t, 0), for k = 1, .. , ,n. (50d) 

We note that (z1, • •• ,z~) E Tm and (z{" ... ,z;) E Tn, 
for all real t, and it follows from Lemma 5 that the vec
tors at right in (50a) and (50c) have well-defined strong 
limits as t tends to zero. The equalities in (49) then 
follow from (50b) and (50d). 

Lemma 10: Let Rl be a bounded, open, non empty sub
set of W R, and let Xo E W R be such that (x - xo) E WL for 
all x E R1• For any integer n > 1 we define the set Rn by 

(51) 

(a) Then Rn C W R for all n, and if n > k, then (x' - XU) 

E W R for all x' E Rm XU E Rk. In particular, Rn is space
like separated from Rk (i. e" RnCRkC) if n*k. 

(b) Let Vk I k = 1, ... , n} be an n- tuplet of test functions 
such that fk E S(R4) and suPP(fk) CRk' for k = 1, ... ,n. 
Let f/ denote the test function defined by f/ (x) = fk (f) x). 
Let c(s) ED{R1). Then 

V(i1T)c(K3)cp[Jl]CP[i2]' •. cp[Jn]n 

(52) 

Proof: (1) The assertions in part (a) are trivial, and 
need not be proved here. 

(2) Let v = (0, 0, 0, 1). We consider the string of 
equalities: 

V(i1r/2)c (K3) cp[Jdcp[i2] ... cp[Jn]n 

= s-lim V(i1T/2)c(K3)T(itv)cp[JdT(itv)rp[i2]' .. T(itv) 
t -0+ 
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x 1>(itv +Xl> itv +X2 - Xl> itv +X3 - X2, ..• , itv + Xn - Xn_1) 

= I(~) d4(X1) ... d4(xn)ft (x1)/2(X2) •. ·In(xn) 

xs-lim V(i7T/2)c(K3) 
t -0+ 

X1>(itv +Xl>itv +X2 - Xi> itv +X3- X2, •.. , itv+xn- Xn_1) 

= I(~) d4(X1)· •• d4 (xn)N (x1)1/(X2) •. ·I/(xn) 

Xs-lim V(- i7T/2)c(K3) 
t -0+ 

x ¢(itv +x1, itv +X2 - Xi> itv +X3 - X2, .•. , itv +Xn- Xn_1) 

= s-lim V(- irr/2)c(K3 ) T(itv) 
t -0+ 

x rp[j/] T(itv) rp[tz!] •.. T(itv)rp[j/]n 

= V(- i7T/2)c (K3)rp[j/]rp[j/] .•. rp[j/]n. (53) 

That the first member in (53) is equal to the second 
member, and that the last member is equal to the next 
to the last member, follows from Lemma 3 (i. e., from 
the strong continuity of the function there denoted {3), 
and from the fact that the operators V(irr/2)c(K3) and 
V(- i7T/2)c(K3) are bounded. That the second member is 
equal to the third member follows from the formula 
(33) in Lemma 5. In view of the properties of the inte
grand in the third member which follow from the facts 
stated in Lemma 9, and from the nature of the functions 
Ik, it is permissible to let the bounded operator 
V(irr/2)c(K3) act on the integrand, and to take the strong 
limit before integration. We note that the relationships 
between the supports of the function Ik, as expressed in 
the assertions (a) of the present lemma, are essential 
at this step. Because of these relationships the argu
ments of the function ¢ appearing in the integrand 
satisfy the premises of Lemma 9, which is thus applica
ble. The third and the fourth members are thus equal. 
In a similar fashion we conclude that the fifth and the 
sixth members are equal. The equality of the fourth 
and the fifth members follows from Lemma 9. (Note the 
trivial change in integration variables). 

(3) We finally note that the vector in (53) is in the do
main of (V(irr/2), D y(rr/2)}, and if we multiply the first 
and the last members in the string by this operator we 
obtain (52). 

It should be noted that the condition that the field be 
local has played no role in our discussion so far, and in 
particular the formula (52) does not depend on the as
sumption of locality. We shall now consider some addi
tional conclusions which can be drawn if we take into 
account the locality condition (16). 

From the work of Jost22 it is well known that in a 
local field theory based on our general assumptions 
there exists an antiunitary involution 0 0, which can be 
interpreted physically as an inversion transformation, 
or TCP-transformation (with respect to the origin in 
Minkowski space). This operator satisfies the conditions 

(54a) 

and 
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0 0rp(x)00 = rp(- X), (54b) 

where the last relation refers specifically to the case of 
a Hermitian scalar field. 

We shall introduce another antiunitary involution J, 
defined by 

(55) 

where, as before, R(e3, 7T) denotes the rotation by angle 
rr about the 3-axis. It is easily seen that 

J2=I, In=n, JU(M,x)J=U(9M9,9x) (56a) 

where 9 is defined in (47). Furthermore, JD1 =D1, and 

Jrp[j]J= rp[ji]* on D1 (56b) 

for any IE.5(R4), and whereli(x)=/(9x), 

We consider the third relation in (56a) for the case of 
a (real) velocity transformation in the 3-direction. We 
have 

JV(t)J = Vet), all real t. 

From this relation, and from the fact that J is an 
antiunitary involution, we readily conclude that 

(57a) 

(57b) 

JDy(A) =Dy(- A), J(V(T), Dy(A)J = (V(-r*), Dy(- A)) 

(57c) 

for any complex T=p +iA, p and A real. 

As the formula (52) suggests, the complex velocity 
transformations V(irr) and V(- irr) will be of particular 
interest. We shall employ the special notation 

(58) 

for the domains of these operators, and (V(i7T), D.) and 
(V(- irr), DJ are thus self-adjoint. We then have 

and 

J(V(i7T), D.)J = (V(- irr), DJ, 

J(V(- irr), DJJ = (V(i7T), DJ. 

(59a) 

(59b) 

The antiunitary involution J can be regarded as asso
ciated with the pair of wedges W Rand W L, or, if we 
like, with their common "edge," whereas the involution 
0 0 is associated with a point, the origin of Minkowski 
space. J is the Hilbert space object corresponding to 
the involution 9 on Minkowski space, as revealed by 
(56b). We note that if supp(f) c W R , then supper) c WL , 

and vice versa. Conjugation with J thus maps operators 
locally associated with the right wedge W R into opera
tors locally associated with the left wedge WL • We also 
note that 

(60) 

where LO(WR ) is the group of all Poincare transforma
tions which map W R onto W R' 

We shall next consider an extension of Lemma 10 
which incorporates the condition that the field be local. 

Lemma 11: Let {Rn ln=l, ... , oo} be ajixed set of 
bounded, open, nonempty subsets of W R, constructed as 
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in Lemma 10. Let Q be the linear span of the identity 
operator I and all operators (Q,Dl ) of the form 

(61) 

where Uk I k = 1, .. 0 ,n} is any n- tuplet of test functions 
such that fk E 5 (R4) and suPP(fk) c Rk, for k = 1,0 .. ,n. 

Then: 

(a) The linear manifold Dq =Qn is dense in the Hilbert 
space H, and DqC = span{c(K3)Dq lc(s) ED (Rl)} is a core 
for every operator (V( 7"), Dy(Im( 7"))). 

(b) (Q*,D1)EQ if (Q,D1)EQ. 

(c) If (Q, D l ) EQ and c(s) ED(R l ), then 

V(i1T)C(K3)Qn = c(K3)JQ*R (62) 

Proof: (1) The assertions (a) follow directly from 
Lemmas 4 and 7. 

(2) The assertion (b) is trivial if Q is a multiple of 1. 
If Q is of the special form (61) we have 

Qt = cpUnt] . .. cpuncpu/J 
(63) 

where the second member is equal to the third in view of 
the locality condition (16), and in view of the relation
ships between the supports of the functions fk' as stated 
in part (a) of Lemma 10. Since (Q*, D t ) = (Qt, D t ), we see 
that (Q*,D1)EQ. 

(3) The relation (62) is trivial if Q is a multiple of I. 
For Q of the special form (61) we have, in view of (63), 

(64) 

Since Q* n = Qt n the relation (62) then follows from 
(64) and from (52) in Lemma 10. This, in effect, proves 
the assertion (c). 

To an n-tuplet (xl, ... ,xn ) such that x k E Rk for k 

= 1, ... ,n, corresponds the n-tuplet (Xl, X2 - Xv 
X3 - X2, ••• ,Xn - Xn_l), which is a so-called Jost point. 23 

We note here that there is a very close connection be
tween our considerations and Jost's beautiful proof of 
the TCP-theorem. 22 In a sense the key point is the fact 
that the complex Lorentz transformations V(e3, iA), for 
A E (0, 1T), map the wedge region W n into the forward 
imaginary tube V.I. This fact, and the associated con
nection between complex Lorentz transformations and 
the inversion transformation, were discovered by Jost, 
and form the basis of his proof. 

We are now in a position to state and prove the key 
theorem. For the definition of the algebras P(Wn) and 
P(WL ) we refer to our general definition [in Sec. II, 
immediately following Eq. (15)] of the algebra P(R), for 
any open R c /rI. The algebra P(W n), respectively the 
algebra P(WL ), can be regarded as conSisting of field 
operators locally associated with the wedge region W n, 
respectively the region WL • 

Theorem 1: (a) The algebras P(Wn) and P(WL) are *
algebras with the antilinear involution (X, D l ) - (X*, D l ). 

They commute on Db 1. e., 

[X, Y]I/J= 0 (65) 

for all <pEDl and for allXEp(Wn), YEP(WL). 
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(b) The vacuum vector n is cyclic and separating for 
both P(Wn) and P(WL). 

(c) With V(t) = U(V(e3, t), 0) (a velocity transformation 
in the 3-direction), 

V(t)P(Wn)V(ttt=P(Wn), V(t)P(WL)V(Wt=P(WL) (66) 

for all real t, and with J defined by (55), 

(d) With D. and D_ defined as in (58), 

p(Wn)ncD., p(WL)n cD_. 

For any X E P(W n) 

V(i1T)Xn =Jx*n 

and for any YEP(WL) 

V(- i1T)yn =JY*n. 

(e) The condition 

C ~n =x*n, all X E P(W n), 

(67) 

(68a) 

(68b) 

(68c) 

(69a) 

defines an antilinear operator (C n, P(W R)n), and the 
condition 

cLyn=y*n, all YEP(WL), (69b) 

defines an antilinear operator (C L, P(W L)n). 

These two operators satisfy the relations 

(C n, P(W n)n)** = (C L, p(WL)n)* = (JV(i7r), D.), (69c) 

(C L, P(W L)n)** = (C R, P(W n)n)* = (JV(- i1T), DJ. (69d) 

Proof: (1) The assertions (a) and (c) are trivial. That 
n is a cyclic vector for the algebras follows from the 
Reeh-Schlieder theorem. That n is separating for 
P(W R) follows readily from the commutation relation 
(65), and from the fact that n is cyclic for P(WL ). In a 
similar manner we conclude that n is separating for 
p(WL ).24 

(2) We now consider the assertions (d) and (e). We 
note that our formulation is tautological in the sense 
that the assertions (d) are trivially implied by the as
sertions (e). We presented the matter in this manner 
because we wanted the relations (68b) and (68c) to stand 
out as clearly as possible. 

For didactic reasons we shall first prove the asser
tions (d), independently of the considerations in (e). Let 
a set Q of operators, and a domain DqC' be constructed 
exactly as in Lemma 11. We note that Q c P(W~. 

Let QE(7, XEP(Wn), andc(s)ED(R1). We introduce 
the integr:ti representation (44) of the operator c(K3), 

and we note that 

c* (- K 3) = r: dt~* (t) V(t) 

where c(t) is given by (44b). 

We consider the following string of equalities: 

(Xn I V(i1T)C(K3)Qn) 

=(Xn I c(K3)JQ*n) =(Xn IJc*(- K 3)Q*n) 

=(c*(- K 3)Q*n I JXn) 
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= r:dtC(t)(V(t)Q*V(WiQI (JXJ)Q) 

= r:dtc(t)«JxJ)*QI V(t)QV(tt1Q) 

=(Jx*Q I c (K3)QQ). (70b) 

The first two members are equal in view of (62) in 
Lemma 11. The equality of the second and the third 
members follows from (57b), and since J is an anti
unitary involution these expressions are equal to the 
fourth member. The equality of the fourth and fifth 
members follows from (70a). The integrands in the 
fifth and sixth members are equal because the opera-
tor V(t)QtV(tti E P(WR) commutes with the operator 
JXJE P(WL) on Di . The equality of the last two members 
follows from (44a). 

In view of the construction of the domain D.c we con
clude from (70b) that if 1/ is any vector in D.c , then 

(70c) 

Since D.c is a core for (V(i1T), D.) (by Lemma 11), it 
follows from (70c) that XQ E D., and that (68b) holds. 

The relation (68c) and the second relation in (68a) 
then follows trivially from (67) and (59b). 

(3) The assertions (e) involve antilinear operators, 
and since the theory of such operators might appear 
less familiar than the theory of linear operators we 
shall make a few remarks about the subject. Let (A, D.) 
be an antilinear operator, defined on a dense domain 
D •. The adjoint (A,D.)* = (A*,D.*) of (A, D.) is defined as 
follows. A vector 1/ is in the domain D. * of the adjoint 
if and only if there exists a vector 1;;(1/) such that (1/ IA~ 
=(~ I 1;;(1/» for every ~ E D •. The operator A* on D. * is 
then defined by A*1/ = 1;;(1/), and it is also antilinear. The 
operator (A, D.) is closable if and only if its adjoint is 
densely defined, and if it is closable its closure 
(A, D.)** is the adjoint of the adjoint (A *, D. *). The 
properties of an antilinear operator (A, D.) can be con
veniently studied in terms of the linear operator 
(L,D.) = (Jt0,D.)=Jo(A,D.), whereJo is an arbitrary 
antiunitary operator. We then have (A, D.)* = (L*Jo, 
J(jiD(L*)). The operator (A, D.) is closable if and only 
if (L, D.) is closable, and if it is closable, then (A, D.)** 
=.rr/(L, D.)**. The well-known polar decomposition 
theorem for linear operators has a counterpart for anti
linear operators, as we easily see in view of the above. 
We note that the formulas (69c) and (69d) explicitly de
scribe the polar decompositions of the adjoints and 
closures of the "adjointing operators" C Rand C L de
fined by (69a) and (69b). 

(4) After this digression we consider the assertions 
(e). It follows at once from the definition (69a), and 
from (68b) that 

(71a) 

and if we take the closures of both members in (71a) we 
obtain 

(71b) 

since (V(i1T), DJ is self-adjoint and (JV(i1T), DJ therefore 
is closed. 
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We shall now show that 

(71c) 

Let 1/ be any vector in the domain of (C R, P(WR ) Q)*. 
Let Q E(2, and c(s) E[)(Rl). We again introduce the in
tegral representation (44) for the operator c (K3), and 
we consider the string of equalities: 

(C R*1/ Ic(K3) QSl) 

= J~: dt c (t) (C R *1/ I V(t) Q V(t)-iQ) 

= r: dt c (t) (V(t) Q* V(tti Q I 1/) 

=(c*(- K 3) Q*Q 11/) = (JV(i1T) c(K 3) QQ I 1/). (71d) 

The equality of the second and third members follows 
from the fact that V(t) QV(WiQ is in the domain of the 
antilinear operator (C R, P (W R)n). The reasoning behind 
the other steps is similar to the reasoning in (2) aboveo 
In view of the construction of the domain D.c the equali
ties (71d) imply (71c)o 

Since D.c is a core for (V(i1T),D.), we have 

(JV(i1T), D.) = (JV(i1T), D.c)** 

and it follows from (71b) and (71e) that 

(C R, peW R)n)** = (JV(i1T), D.)o 

The analogous relation 

(C L, P(WL)n)** = (JV(- i1T), DJ 

(71e) 

(71f) 

(71g) 

is most easily proved by considering the conjugation of 
both members in (71£) by J o The remaining relations in 
(69c) and (69d) follow trivially from (71£) and (71g), and 
from the relation 

(JV(i1T), D.)* = (JV(- i1T), DJ. (71h) 

This completes the proof of the theorem. We conclude 
this section with some remarks which we hope will 
further clarify the situation. 

Concerning the relations (69c) and (69d) we note the 
following. If we are given two algebras, denoted P(WR ) 

and P(WL ), which satisfy the conditions (a) and (b), and 
the relation (67), of Theorem 1 (for some antiunitary 
involution J), and if we define the "adjointing operators" 
C Rand C L by (69a) and (69b), then it can be shown that 
these antilinear operators are closable, and that 

(72) 

However, it cannot be concluded that the inclusion in 
(72) can be replaced by equality. We can see this as 
follows (within the framework of quantum field theory). 
Suppose that the two algebras had been defined 
"wrongly" in such a way that they were actually equal to 
two algebras which in our notation are written as P(WR), 
respectively P(W~), where W~ = f) WI!, and where WR is 
a wedge properly included in WR , and obtained from 
WR through a translation. The conditions (a) and (b), 
and the relation (67), of Theorem 1 would then be 
satisfied, and the relation (72) would hold. The two 
members in (72) are, however, not equal, because the 
"wrong" algebras are "too small. " It is significant that 
the "wrong" algebras, constructed as above, also do not 
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satisfy the relations (66), which say that the algebras 
are invariant under all velocity transformations V(t). 

As the above considerations indicate, it is easy to 
construct a large set of distinct closed extensions of 
(CR,p(WR)n). Let W~ be any wedge obtained by a trans
lation of W R, and such that W~ ~ W R' We define the 
operator (C~, p(W~)n) in analogy with (69a), and we then 
have (C~, p(W~)n) ~ (C R, P(W R)n), with a corresponding 
inclusion relation for the closures. It is easily seen that 
the closures are distinct if Wi* WR • 

Lemma 11 states facts about the field operators which 
are of crucial importance in the proof of Theorem 1. 
However, if we consider the role played by this lemma 
in the proof, it might seem miraculous that one can 
draw general conclusions about all the operators in 
P(WR ) from the properties of operators in a particular 
set Q which are locally associated with a family of 
regions {R.ln=I, ... ,oo}which does not cover WR • Now 
it should be noted that the construction of the domain 
Doc involves operators in V(t)QV(tt1, for any real t, but 
it is still the case that the set of regions { V(e3, t)R. I 
n = 1, ... , 00, t E R1} does not cover W Reither. A closer 
examination of this issue reveals that the "potency" of 
the set Q ultimately depends on the geometrical fact 
that if x is any point of W R, then {V(e3, t)x I t E R1yc = W R, 

where the superscript cc denotes the causal complement 
of the causal complement. 

Finally, we note that since QcP(WR) it follows, in 
view of (68b) in Theorem 1, that the factor C(K3) in both 
members of (62) in Lemma 11 is in fact "unnecessary": 
The relation also makes sense if c(Ka) is replaced by 1. 
We introduced this factor in order to have simple proofs 
of Lemmas 10 and 11. 

V. ON SOME ALGEBRAIC QUESTIONS CONNECTED 
WITH THEOREM 1. 

This section is a mathematical preliminary to our 
discussion of phYSical duality conditions in the next sec
tion. The questions which we shall discuss are related 
to the issues of Theorem 1, although one might say that 
we are here more concerned with the properties of the 
triplet (n, J, K 3) than with the quantum fields. 

We shall first be concerned with the characterization 
of operators in general (bounded or unbounded) which 
satisfy relations such as (68b) and (68c) in Theorem L 

Lemma 12: Let U(WR ) be the set of all closable opera
tors (X, D(X» such that n E D(X) n D(X*), and such that 
XnED. and 

V(ilr)Xn =Jx*n. (73a) 

Let U(WL ) be the set of all closable operators 
(Y, D(Y», such that n E D(Y) n D(Y*), and such that 
YnED_and 

V(- i1T)yn=Jy*n. 

Then: 

(73b) 

(a) (X,D(X»* = (X*, D(X*» EU(WR) if (X,D(X» E U(WR) 
and (Y, D(Y))* = (Y*, D(Y*» E U(WL) if (Y, D(Y» E U(W L)' 
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(b) 

JU(WR)J=U(WL), JU(WL)J=U(WR), (74) 

i. e., (X, D(X» E lj(WR) if and only if (JXJ, JD(X» 
EU(WL )· 

(c) 

V(t)U(WR)V(tt1 =U(WR), V(t)U(WL)V(t)"1 =U(WL) 

(75) 

for all real t. 

(d) Let Ub(WR) denote the set of all bounded operators 
in U(WR), and let Ub(WL) denote the set of all bounded 
operators in U(WL ). Then 

Ub(WR)n=lj(WR)n=D., Ub(WL)n=U(WL)n=D_. (76) 

(e) The relation 

(x*nl Yn) =(y*nlxn) (77) 

holds for all operators (X, D(X» E U(WR ), (Y, D(Y» 
EU(WL). 

If a closable operator (X, D(X)} is such that n E D(X) 
n D(X*), then (X, D(X)} E U(WR) if and only if (77) holds 
for all (Y, D(Y)} E lj(WL), 

If a closable operator (Y, D(Y» is such that n E D(Y) 
n D(Y*), then (Y, D(Y» E: U(WL) if and only if (77) holds 
for all (X, D(X)} E U(WR ). 

(f) 

(78) 

Proof: (1) The assertions (a) and (b) are trivial if we 
take into account the relations (59a) and (59b). The as
sertion (c) is completely trivial. 

(2) We prove the assertions (d) by exhibiting explicit 
mappings of D. into Ub(WR) and of D_ into Ub(WL), For 
any ~ E D., let the bounded operator Z.m be defined by 

Z.W= l~)(nl + In)(JV(i1THI-(nl~)ln)(nl. (79a) 

If we note that (n I~) =(JV(i1T)~ I n), we easily see that 
the mapping ~ - Z.W is a linear mapping of D. into 
Ub(WR ) such that 

(79b) 

This proves the equalities at left in (76). The equali
ties at right in (76) are proved in a similar manner, 
through a consideration of the mapping TJ - ZJTJ) , where 
TJ E D_ and 

(79c) 

(3) We next consider the assertions (e) in the lemma. 
Let (X,D(X»EU(WR) and (Y,D(Y)} EU(WL). It follows 
from the relations (73) that 

(x*nl Yn) = (JV(i1T)Xn I Yn) =(V(- i1T)JXn I Yn) 

= (JXn I V(- i1T)Yn) = (JXn !Jy*n) 

=(Y*nlxn) (80) 

which proves the formula (77L 

(4) Now let (X,D(X» be a closable operator such that 
n E D(X) n D(X*). The condition that (77) hold for all 
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(Y,D(Y» EU(WL) is, in view of part (d) of the lemma, 
equivalent to the condition that 

(X*S1 /77) = (JV(- i1T)77/XS1) 

for every 77 E D_. It is easily seen that Eq. (81) is 
equivalent to the equation 

(J77/JX*S1) =(V(i1T)J77/ XS1). 

Since JD_ = D., and since (V(i1T), D.) is self-adjoint, 

(81) 

(82) 

we conclude that if (81), and hence (82), holds for every 
77 E D_, then XS1 E D., and (73a) holds, i. e., (X, D(X» is 
in the set lj(WR ). 

In the same manner we prove the last assertion in 
part (e). 

(5) The assertion (f) in the lemma is a paraphrase of 
the assertions (d) in Theorem 1. This completes the 
proof. 

It should be noted that the sets U(WR) and U(WL) are 
not algebras, and in fact not even linear manifolds. The 
sets Ub(WR) and Ub(WL) of bounded operators are not 
algebras either, but linear manifolds which are easily 
seen to be weakly closed. That an operator X is in
cluded in one of the sets U(WR) or U(WL) is, in a sense, 
not a very restrictive condition: It is only a condition on 
the vectors XS1 and X*S1. We found it convenient to in
troduce these sets since we will be dealing with opera
tors which have properties such as those considered in 
the lemma. 

We next consider some criteria for operators to be in 
these sets. 

Lemma 13: (a) Let (X, D(X» be closable, and such 
that S1 E D(X) n D(X*). Then (X, D(X» EU(WR) if and only 
if there exists a set C L c U(WL) such that span{C LS1} is 
a core for (V(- i1T), DJ, and such that the relation 

(83) 

holds for all (Y, D(Y» EC L. 

(b) Let (Y, D(Y» be closable, and such that S1 co D(Y) 
n D(Y*)o Then (Y, D(Y» E U(WL) if and only if there 
exists a set C R c U(WR) such that span {C RS1} is a core 
for (V(i7T) , D.), and such that the relation (83) holds for 
all (X, D(X)) EC R. 

(c) Let (X, D(X» be closable, and such that S1 <::. D(X) 
n D(X*), Then (X, D(X» E U(WR) if and only if there 
exists a set QL cU(WL) such that span {QLS1} is dense 
in the Hilbert space H, and 

(84a) 

and such that the relation (83) holds for all (Y, D(Y)) 

EQL. 

In particular, (X,D(X»EU(WR) if and only if (83) 
holds for every (Y, D i ) E Po(WL ). 

(d) Let (Y, D(Y)) be closable, and such that S1 co D(Y) 
n D(Y*). Then (Y, D(Y)) E U(WL) if and only if there 
exists a set ORCU(WR) such that span{ORS1} is dense in 
the Hilbert space H, and '-

(84b) 
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and such that the relation (83) holds for all (X, D(X» 
EQR. 

In particular, (Y,D(Y» EU(WL) if and only if (83) 
holds for every (X, D i ) E Po(WR ). 

Proof: (1) We consider the assertion (a). In view of 
the discussion in step (4) of the proof of the preceding 
lemma, we can restate the condition on X as follows: 
The relation (82) holds for all 77 in a core of (V(- i1T), DJ. 
Now, if D' is a core for (V(- i1T), DJ, then JD' is a core 
for (V(i7T), D.), and we thus conclude, with reference to 
(82), that XS1 E D., and that (73a) holds. In an analogous 
manner we prove the assertion (b) in the lemma. 

(2) The premises in part (c) of the lemma can be 
restated as follows: The relation 

(85a) 

holds for all real t, and all 77 in the dense set D" 
=span{QLS1}. Let C(S) El)(R i ). In view of (85a) and the 
relations (44a) and (44b) we then have 

(Jc(K3)77/ JX*S1) 

= i_:dtc(t)(JV(t)77/ JX*S1) 

= r:dtc(t)(V(i1T)JV(t)77/XS1) =(V(i7T)Jc(K3)77/XS1) (85b) 

for all 77 E D". In view of Lemma 7 the set D; 
= span{c(K3)77I c(s) El) (R i ), 77 ED"} is a core for (V(- i7T), 
DJ, and the equality of the first and fourth members 
in (85b) then implies, and in step (1) above, that 
(X, D(X» E U(WR ). 

In particular, these considerations hold for the case 
when QL = Po(WL ). 

The assertions (d) are proved in an analogous manner. 

We shall next consider the situation which arises 
when a subset of one of the sets U(WR ) or U(WL ) is an 
algebra. The following lemma is a preliminary for this 
study. 

Lemma 14: Let Xi> X 2 E U(WR ) be two bounded opera
tors with the property that 

Xi V(t)X2* V(tti EU(WR ), all real!. (86) 

Then 

(87) 

Proof: (1) Let Y E Ub(WL ). The condition (86) then im
plies that 

(YS1 IXi V(t)X2*n) = (V(t)X2 V(WiXi *S1 I Y*S1) (88a) 

for all real t. After a simple transformation of the right 
member, on the basis of the relations (73a) and (73b), 
we obtain from (88a) the relation 

(YS1 IXi V(t)X2*S1) =( V(- t - i1T)YS1 I JX2JV(i1T - t)Xj S1). 

(88b) 

(2) In view of the properties of the exponential func
tion V( T) = exp(- i TK3) discussed in Sec. III (immediately 
preceding· Lemma 7), we note that the three vector
valued functions of T given by 

(89a) 
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and 

V(- T* - i1T)YO (89b) 

are all well defined and strongly continuous on the 
closed strip 0"'" Im(T)"", 1T in the complex T-plane. The 
functions in (89a) are strongly analytic functions of T on 
the corresponding open strip, and the function in (89b) 
is a strongly analytic function of T* on the open strip 
o > 1m ('T*) > - 1T. It follows that the function f( T) defined 
by 

f(T) =(YO\Xt V(T)X2*O) 

-(V(- T*-i1T)YO\JX2JV(i1T- T)XtO) (89c) 

is continuous on the closed strip 0"'" Im(T)"", 1T and an 
analytic function of T on the open strip 0 < Im( T) < 1T. By 
(88b) we have f(t) = 0 for all real t, and it follows that 
f( T) = 0 throughout the closed strip. In particular, we 
have f(i1T) = 0, which, in view of (89c) and the relation 
(73a), implies that 

(YO IXtJX20) =(YO I JX2JX1n> (89d) 

for all YeUb(WL), Since Ub(WL)n is dense in the Hilbert 
space H by Lemma 12 the relation (87) follows. 

We shall now consider von Neumann algebras of 
bounded operators. If 8 is any set of bounded operators 
we denote the commutant of 8 by 8', and we write 8" 
for (J3 ')'. 

Theorem 2: Let ARC U (W R) be a von Neumann algebra 
such that A Rn is dense in the Hilbert space H, and such 
that 

V(t)A R V(tt1 =A R, all real t. (90) 

Let the von Neumann algebra A L be defined by A L 

=JA~. Then: 

(a) 

A~=JA ~=A LCU(WL), 

A~ =JA LJ =A RCU(WR), (91) 

(b) The vector n is cyclic and separating for A Rand 
AL' 

(c) For any real t, 

V(t)A L V(W1 =A L' (92) 

(d) The linear manifold A Rn is a core for (V(i1T), D.), 
and hence also for the antilinear operator (JV(ii), DJ. 

The linear manifold A Ln is a core for (V(- i1T),DJ, 
and hence also for the antilinear operator (JV(- i1T), DJ. 

The linear manifold {A Ro}n {A LO} is dense in the 
Hilbert space H, and a core for the operators (V(i1T) , D.) 
and (V(- i1T), DJ. 

(e) The von Neumann algebra A R is "maximal" in the 
sense that if A is any von Neumann algebra with 0 as a 
separating vector, and such that A R cA, and such that 
V(t)AV(Wl =A for all real t, thenA =A R' The algebra 
A R is "minimal" in the sense that if A is a von Neumann 
algebra with 0 as a cyclic vector, and such that A cA R, 
and such that V(t)A V(W1 =A for all real t, thenA =A R' 

The algebra A L is "maximal" and "minimal" in the 
same sense. 
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(f) The von Neumann algebra A R is also "maximal 
within U(WR )" in the sense that if A is any von Neumann 
algebra such that A R cA c U (W R), then A = A R' 

The algebraAL is "maximal within U(WL )" in the 
analogous sense. 

Proof: (1) We note that the premises of Lemma 14 are 
satisfied by any two operators inA R' Let Xl> X 2, X3 eA R' 

In view of the lemma we have the following string of 
equalities: 

JX2JX1X 3n =X1X 3JX20 

= (X1J)JXSJX2n =X1JX2JXSO. (93a) 

Since, by the premises of the theorem, the set 
{X30 \X3 eA R} is dense in H, we conclude that (JX2J), 
Xd = 0, for any two Xl>X2 eA R, and hence we have 
JA~cA~. 

(2) The premises of part (d) of Lemma 13 are satis
fied for any Y eA ~ with Q R =A R, and it follows that A ~ 
cU(WL). In view of the conclusion in step (1) above we 
thus have 

(93b) 

(3) Since A Rn is dense, the set JA gm is also dense, 
in view of (93b). The condition (90) implies that 
V(t)A ~ V(t)-t =A~, and hence that V(t)(JA ~ V(Wt 

=JA~, for all real t. Since it follows from (93b) that 
JA~CU(WR)' we conclude, by the same reasoning as 
in step (1) above, that 

A~=J(JA~Jc (JA~)' =JA'kI=JA~. (93c) 

The relations (91) then follow trivially from (93b) and 
(93c). From what has been said we also conclude that 
(92) holds. 

(4) We prove the assertions (d) on the basis of (92) 
and (90). Let c(s) cD (R1), and let X cA R' We define the 
operator Xc by 

Xc= r:dtc(t)V(t)XV(Wi (94a) 

where e(t) is given in (44b). We obviously have Xc eA R, 

and furthermore 

(94b) 

We then conclude, in view of Lemma 7, that the 
linear manifold DA ={XcO\XeA R, c(s) eD(R i )} is a core 
for every operator (V(z),Dy(lm(z))). 

For every YeAL' and any c(s)eD(R i ), we define Yo 
by the integral at right in (94a), with X replaced by Y. 
We then have Yo eA L, and 

(94c) 

where the second member is equal to the third in view 
of (73b). Since JY*JeA R, and since exp(s1T)C(S) cD (R i ), 

we conclude that D A = {YcO \ YeA L, c(s) E.D (Rl)}. Since 
AROcD. andALncD_, the assertions (d) now follow 
trivially from the properties of the manifold D A' 

(5) The vector n is a cyclic vector for A R by the 
premises, and also, trivially, a cyclic vector for A L' 

In view of (91) it follows that 0 is a separating vector 
for both A RandA L. 
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(6) We next consider the assertion in part (e) of the 
theorem. If A is any von Neumann algebra with n as a 
separating vector, and such that A R cA, and such that 
V(t)AV(W1 =A for all real t, thenA'cARclj(WL), and 
n is a cyclic vector for A', and hence for JA'Jclj(WR ). 

Furthermore, V(t) (JA 'J) V(W1 = JA' J. The von Neumann 
algebra JA'J thus satisfies the premises of the present 
theorem, and it follows from the already established 
relations (91) that JAJ=A', and from this relation it 
readily follows that A =A R, as assertedo 

Suppose now that A is a von Neumann algebra with n 
as a cyclic vector, and such that A cA R, and such that 
V(t)AV(t)-l =A for all real t. ThenA satisfies the 
premises of the present theorem. In particular, A is 
"maximal," which implies thatA =A R. 

In a similar fashion we show that A L is "maximal" 
and "minimal. " 

(7) To prove the assertion (f) we consider the string 
of equalities (93a). Suppose that Xl, X3 EA R, and suppose 
that X 2 is an element of a von Neumann algebra A such 
thatARcA clj(WR ). It is easily seen that the premises 
of Lemma 14 are satisfied by the pair of operators 
(X1X3) and X2, and also by the pair of operators X3 and 
X 2• It follows that the equalities in (93a) also hold in the 
present case, and we conclude, as in step (1) of the 
proof, that JX2JEAR, Leo, JAJcAR. It follows that 
A c JA RJ =A R, and hence we have A =A R, as asserted. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 

It should be noted that this theorem as such has little 
to do with the quantum field. It is of phYSical interest 
only if the algebra A R is in some sense "generated" by 
field operators in P(WR ). We are not here asserting 
that such an algebra A R actually exists. This issue will 
be discussed in the next section. 

At this point we wish to discuss the relationship be
tween our considerations and the Tomita-Takesaki 
theory of modular Hilbert algebras. 13.25 Within the 
framework of this theory one is able to draw some 
highly interesting conclusions about the structure of 
von Neumann algebras. The main theorem (from our 
pOint of view) is due to Tomita, and we shall state the 
facts in the following form. 

Let A be a von Neumann algebra (of operators on a 
separable Hilbert space) which has a cyclic and separat
ing vector n, and let A' denote its commutant. Then 
there exists a unique antiunitary involution J, and a 
unique self-adjoint operator (K, DK ), which satisfy the 
following conditions: 

(a) In=n, nEDK , Kn=O; 

(b) JAJ=A'; 

(c) JDK=DK, J(K,DK)J=(-K,DK); 

(d) exp(- itK)A exp(itK) =A, 

exp(- itK)A' exp(itK) =A', 

(95a) 

(95b) 

(95c) 

(95d) 

for all real t, and the one-parameter group of unitary 
operators exp(- itK) is thus, acting by conjugation, a 
group of automorphisms of A and of A'. 

(e) If (C,An) is the antilinear operator defined by 
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cxn=x*n, all XEA, 

then 

(95e) 

(J exp (1TK), DJ = (C,An)** (95f) 

where D+ is the linear manifold such that (exp(1TK),D.) 
is self-adjoint. 

We note here that the operator exp(21TK) is traditional
ly denoted by A in papers on the subject: Our notation in 
terms of the operator K is specific for this paper, and 
motivated by our physical considerations. 

The existing proofs of Tomita's theorem can hardly 
be regarded as trivial. Given the von Neumann algebra 
A and the cyclic and separating vector n, the operators 
J and A (and also the operator K by 21TK = In(A)] are in 
fact determined through (95f), which describes the polar 
decomposition of the closure of the antilinear operator 
(C,An). With this construction it is easily shown that 
the relations (95a) and (95c) hold, but the relations 
(95b) and (95d) are entirely nontrivial. In this paper we 
do not depend on Tomita's theorem, but we wanted to 
point out its relevance to our discussion. In particular 
our Theorem 2 is within the purview of the Tomita
Takesaki theory. In a sense this theorem contains 
nothing new, but we wanted to state the facts in this 
form for later reference, and also to prove these facts 
in an elementary way directly from the particular set of 
premises which arises naturally from our physical con
siderations. In our case the existence of J and K is not 
the issue since we are given the triplet (n, J, K 3 ) to 
start with. If we now compare the situation described in 
Theorem 2 with the situation described in Tomita's 
theorem we see that our operators J and K =K3 are 
precisely the operators which in Tomita's theorem are 
determined by the algebra A =A R. 

Let us also note here that there are similarities be
tween our discussion of Lemma 14 and Theorem 2, and 
the work of Haag, Hugenholtz, and Winnink, 26 and the 
work of Kastler, Pool, and Thue Poulsen. 27 

If we consider Theorem 1 we note some further 
analogies with the Tomita- Takesaki theory, although it 
should be noted that Theorem 1 concerns unbounded 
operators, rather than bounded operators as in Tomita's 
theoremo The definition (69a) is thus analogous to the 
definition (95e) above, and the relation (69c) is analo
gous to (95f). The relation (67) has a tenuous connection 
with (95b), but it should be noted that it is not proper 
to regard the algebra P(WL ) as the "commutant" of 
P(W R): These algebras are rather analogous to some 
pair of algebras which generate the algebras A and A'. 

The connection between the duality condition in 
quantum field theory and Tomita's theorem has been 
discussed previously by Eckmann and Osterwalder, in 
their discussion of the duality condition for a free 
field. 7 We shall comment further on this in Sec. VII. 

We conclude this section with an addendum to The
orem 2. 

Lemma 15: LetA R be a von Neumann algebra which 
satisfies the premises of Theorem 2. Then A RandA L 

= JA ~ = A R are factors. 
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Proof: That the algebras ARandA L are factors means 
that their centers are equal to the set {cI} of all com
plex multiples of the identity. In the case at hand this 
condition is equivalent to the statement A R nA L = {CI}. 

Let Z EA RnA L' Since Z is then an element of the set 
U(W ~ n U(WL ), it follows from (73a) and (73b) that 

V(i1T)ZO =JZ*O = V(- i1T)ZO. 

This implies that V(i1T)ZO E D+, and that 

V(21Ti)ZO = exp(21TK3)ZO = ZO, 

(96a) 

(96b) 

which implies that ZO is an eigenvector of K 3, with 
eigenvalue O. It is easily seen (and well known) that 
under our general assumptions about the nature of the 
representation of Lo carried by the Hilbert space H, 
the only eigenvector of K3 is the vacuum vector O. It 
follows from the above that ZO = cO, for some complex 
number c, and hence that Z = c L This proves the lemma. 

VI. THE DUALITY CONDITION FOR THE WEDGE 
REGIONS W RAND W L 

In this section we shall consider conditions under 
which the operators in P(W R) "generate" a von Neumann 
algebra A R which satiSfies the premises of Theorem 2. 
The basic idea is very simple. We try to construct A R 

as the "commutant" of a suitable subset of operators in 
P(WL ). The execution of this idea is, however, beset 
with "technical" difficulties which derive from the fact 
that the operator in P(WL ) are in general unbounded. 
Furthermore, we are faced with the unfortunate situa
tion that practically nothing is known about the nature 
of these operators as mathematical objects. It is, for 
instance, not known at present whether the field opera
tors cpU], withf real, have any local self-adjoint ex
tensions in a sense which will be discussed later. In 
our discussion we wish to avoid making assumptions 
which might later turn out to be too restrictive. For 
this reason we do not try to define the algebra A R in 
terms of the commutant of all the operators in the set 
P(WL ), but instead in terms of the commutant of the 
field operators cpU], with supp(f) c WL • 

We begin with some general considerations about the 
commutant of a subset of P(fiJ). 

Lemma 16: Let] be a subset of P(fiJ), such that 
(X *, Dt ) E] for all (X, Dt ) E]. Let K, be the set of all 
bounded operators Q such that 

QD1 CD(X**), [Q,X**]I/J=O (97a) 

for all. I/J E Db and all (X, D1) E]. Then: 

(a) 

QD(X**) CD(X**), [Q,X**]I/J=O for allI/JED(X**), 

(97b) 

Q*D(X*)CD(X*), [Q*,X*]¢=O for all ¢ED(X*), 

(97c) 

for all (X, D t ) E]. 

(b) The set K, is a weakly closed algebra. The set 
A,=K,nKl ={QIQ, Q* EK,} is a von Neumann algebra. 
This algebra is precisely equal to the set of all bounded 
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operators Q such that 

(X, D1)**Q:J Q(X, D1)**, (X, D1)*Q:J Q(X, D1)* 

for all (X,D1) E]. 

(98) 

(c) If G is any unitary operator such that GD1 =D1 and 
G]G-1 c], then G-1A,ccA,. 

(d) Let P, be the polynomial algebra (on D1) gen
erated by J. Then 

(X*¢iQI/J)=(Q*¢iXI/J) (99) 

foranyXEp" anyQEA" andanY¢,1/!ED1• 

We omit the proofs since the above lemma is merely 
a summary of trivial and well-known facts. That A, is 
a von Neumann algebra if all operators Q in this set 
satisfies (98) was shown by von Neumann, 28 and the 
conditions (98) correspond to his conditions that the 
bounded operators Q and Q* commute with the closable 
operator (X, D1). We note here that K, need not be a 
von Neumann algebra, i. e., Q* is not necessarily in
cluded in K, for every Q EK,. This circumstance 
derives from the fact that the adjoints of the operators 
in J are not necessarily included in the set of all clo
Sures of the operators in J. If it happens to be the case 
that (X-r, D1)* = (X, D1)** for all (X, D1) EJ, then K, =Kl 
=A,· 

We shall define the commutants of sets of field opera
tors in terms of the conditions (98), and we are now 
prepared to state a somewhat lengthy theorem concern
ing the commutants of field operators associated with 
either one of the wedge regions WR and WL • 

Theorem 3: LetAc(WR ) be the von Neumann algebra 
of all bounded operators Q such that 

Q(cpU],D1)** C (cpU],D1)**Q, 

Q(cpU], D1)* C (cpU], D1)*Q 

for allfE S(R4) such that supp(f) C WL • 

(100) 

Similarly, letAc(WL ) be the von Neumann algebra of 
all bounded operators Q such that (100) holds for all 
fES(R 4) such that supp(f) C WR • 

Then: 

(a) 

Ac(WR)cAc(WL )', Ac(WL)cAc(WR)'. 

(b) 

A c(WR) = U(R(eb 1T), O)A c(WL)U(R(eb 1T), 0)-1 

(101) 

(102a) 

where R(eb 1T) denotes the rotation by angle 1T about the 
I-axis. 

Let a(WR ) be the semigroup of all elements in the 
Poincare group Lo which map W R into W R' Similarly, 
let a(W L) ={A -11 A E ~(W R)} be the semigroup of all ele
ments in the group Lo which map WL into WL • Then 

U(A)Ac(WR )U(Ar1 cAc(WR), all A Ea(WR ), (102b) 

and 
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ments of Lo which map WR onto WR and WL onto WL, 
and we have 

U(A)A c(W R)U(Arj =A c(WR), U(A)A c(WL)U(Arj =A c(WL) 

(102d) 

for all A E LO(WR ). In particular, 

V(t)A c(W R) V(W
j 
=A c(W R), V(t)A c(WL) V(t)"l =A c(W L) 

(102e) 
for all real t. 

(c) 

A c(WR) =JA c(WL)J, 

(d) The relations 

(X*1> I Y<!') =(Y*1> IX<!') , all1>,<!'EDj, 

hold for all X EA c(WR) and all Y E P(WL). 

(102f) 

(103) 

The relations (103) also hold for all X E P(WR ) and all 
YEAc(WL), 

(e) With the notation in Lemma 12 we have Ac(WR) 
CUb(WR) andAc(WL) CUb(WL), and henceAc(WR)OcD+, 
A C<WL)O c D_, and 

V(i1T)XO=JX*O, allXEAc(WR), (104a) 

(104b) 

(f) If it is the case, in addition, that A c(W R)O is dense 
in the Hilbert spaceH, then the algebraAR=Ac(WR) 
satisfies all the premises of Theorem 2 and Lemma 15, 
and, with reference to the notation in Theorem 2, A L 

=Ac(WL), In particular, the algebrasAc(WR) andAc(WL) 
are factors, and they satisfy the duality condition 

(105) 

Proof: (1) ThatAc(WR) andAc(WL) are indeed von 
Neumann algebras follows from Lemma 16. We tem
porarily postpone the proof of the relations (101) (of 
which either one implies the other). The assertions (b) 
and (c) of the theorem are all trivial. We consider the 
assertions in part (d). From Lemma 16 it follows that 
(103) holds for allXEAc(WR) and all YEPo(WL). In view 
of Lemma 1 these relations also hold for all YEP (W L) 
and all X EA c(W R), as asserted. Analogous considera
tions apply to the second assertion (d). 

(2) The assertions (e) now follow trivially from Lem
ma 13 and part (d) of the theorem [setting 1> = <!' = 0 in 
(103)1. 

(3) Having established part (e) we conclude from 
(102e) and (102f), on the basis of Lemma 14, that 

[x, Y10 = 0 (106a) 

for all XEAc(WR) and all YEAc(WL), 

Let x E WR, and let X(x) = T(x)XT(xt j
• We then have 

A(I,x) Ea(WR), i. e., A(I,x)WRC WR, and hence X(x) 
EAc(WR) wheneverXEAc(WR), For any suchX(x) the 
relation (106a) thus holds for any YEAc(WL), with X(x) 
substituted for X. 

Let R = WRnA(I,x)WL• This region is open and non
empty for any x E WR• It is easily seen that if Q = [X(x), 
Y], with X(x) and Yas above, then the conditions (100) 
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hold for any fE 5(R4) such that supp(j) c R. By Lemma 
16 we then conclude that 

(106b) 

for any Zt> Z2 E Po(R). Since Po(R)O is dense it follows 
that [X(x), Y] = 0, for all x E W R' Since the point x = 0 is 
on the boundary of WR , and since X(x) is a strongly con
tinuous function of x [in view of the strong continuity of 
the function T(x)] we conclude that [X, Y] = O. This 
proves the assertions (a) of the Theorem. 

(4) The assertions (f) follow trivially from Theorem 
2 and Lemma 15. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

We note that the assertions (b) in the theorem cor
respond to geometrical conditions which obviously have 
to be satisfied if we wish to regardAc(WR) as locally as
sociated with WR andA c(WL ) as locally associated with 
WL • In a theory in which a physical TCP-operator 
exists, as is the case here, the condition (102f) must 
also hold. The commutation relations implied by (101) 
correspond to a minimal condition of "physical inde
pendence" of the operators inA c(WR ) from the opera
tors inA c(WL ). We note that the result (101) is analo
gous to a well-known theorem of Borchers concerning 
the local nature of a field which is local relative to a 
local irreducible field. 14 The relations (103) in part (d) 
are "commutation relations" between the bounded opera
tors in the von Neumann algebras and the unbounded 
operators in pun) in a sense which is weaker than the 
sense in which Q commutes with cp(j] in (100). The 
assertions (d) can be restated as follows 29

: 

X(Y*, D j ) c (Y, D j )* X (107a) 

for all X EA c(WR) and all Y E P(WL), and 

Y(X*, D 1) c (X, D j )* Y (107b) 

for all YEA c(WL) and all X E P(WR). 

In the following we shall call a pair of von Neumann 
algebras A (WR) andA(WL) a pair of local wedge-algebras 
if and only if they satisfy all the relations (101)-(103) 
which the algebrasAc(WR ) andAc(WL) satisfy. It follows 
that a pair of local wedge-algebras also satisfies the 
relations (104), by the same reasoning as in the proof 
of Theorem 3. Note that neither the duality condition 
(105), nor the commutation relations (100), are implied 
in the notion of a pair of local wedge-algebras, 

With respect to the duality condition (105) the situation 
is as follows. The algebrasAc(WR) andAc(WL ) are uni
quely determined by the field cp(x), and it is then a 
matter of "checking" whether these algebras are suffi
ciently large in the sense that Ac(WR)O is dense in the 
Hilbert spac e H. We do not know at this time whether 
A c(W R)O is dense in general, i. e., with no additional 
assumptions about the field. It seems to us that in a 
phYSical theory described in terms of local observables 
and a local quantum field cp(x) it must be the case that 
there exists a von Neumann algebra A (W R), generated 
by the observables associated with the region WR , and 
similarly an algebra A (WL ), and such that these alge
bras satisfy the conditions (a)- (d) in Theorem 3. In 
addition, we might require that the family of observables 
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associated with W R is sufficiently large so that A (W R}n 
is dense in H. As an example of the kind of considera
tions which are relevant here we refer to the work of 
Licht on "strict localization. 3n" If the algebra A (WR ) 

satisfies the above conditions, thenA(WR)clj(WR) and 
the relation (104a) holds because A (WR ) is a local wedge
algebra, and since A (W Rln is dense, it follows that the 
duality conditionA(WR)'=A(WL ) holds. 

If it is the case that A e(W R)n is dense we would define 
the "algebra of observables" A (W R) by A (W R) =A c(W R), 
with reference to the construction in Theorem 3. If 
Ac(WR)n is not dense, the algebra A (WR ), if it exists, 
would have to be defined differently. One possibility is 
the following. It might be the case that A (WR ) could be 
defined in a satisfactory manner as the commutant of 
some other subset of P(WL ) which is "better behaved" 
than the set of operators <;o(f) in P(WL ). Since we feel 
that we have no basis for a rational choice we shall not 
discuss this possibility. Another possibility is that 
there might exist, within the framework of the particu
lar theory, natural extensions of the field operators 
<;o(f). We could then try to define A (W R) as the com~ 
mutant of the extensions of the operators <;o(f) in P(WL ), 

if it so happens that A (W R)n is dense for this choice. 
We shall consider a particular case of this situation 
below. The general problem of how to define algebras 
of bounded operators in terms of the unbounded field 
operators has been discussed by many authors, and 
what we say below is not particularly novel. 1,16,29-31 

We shall now consider four particular conditions on 
the quantum field which seem to us to be interesting to 
contemplate, Each one of these conditions guarantees 
the existence of local von Neumann algebras which 
satisfy the duality condition (105) (for the wedge re
gions WR and WL ). 

Condition I: The linear manifold A c(W R)n is dense in 
the Hilbert spaceH, whereAc(WR) is the von Neumann 
algebra constructed from the field as in Theorem 3. 

Condition II: For any open nonempty subset R of 
Minkowski space the linear manifold C(R)n is dense in 
the Hilbert space H, where C (R) is the von Neumann 
algebra of all bounded operators Q such that 

Q(<;oLt], D1)** C (<;o[J), D1)**Q. 

Q(<;oUj, D1)* c «(fl(f], D1}*Q (108) 

for all f E: 5 (R4) such that supp(f) c (R)e, where (ii)e de
notes the causal complement of the closure of R, 

Condition III: The quantum field <;o(x) has a local self
adjoint extention in the following sense. To eachf 
E: 5 (R4) corresponds a closed operator (iP(fl, D(f)) 
such that: 

(a) 

(iPUJ, D(f)* = (q5U*1, D(f*», 

(q5[J], D(f)):::) (<;o(fl. D j ) 

(109a) 

(109b) 

for all f E: S(R4). The operator (q5(f), D(f» is thus self
adjoint if f is real. 

(b) If r(x) E: S(R4) is real, and if f(x} e: S (R4) such that 
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supp(r) c (supp(j»e, then 

F(iP(f], D(f» C (q5(f], D(f»F (110) 

for any spectral projection F of the self-adjoint opera
tor (q5[r) , D(r)). 

(c) For any fE: S(R4), A E Lo, 
U(A)(qi(f], D(f»U(A t 1 = (<p(Afl. D(Af». 

COndition IV: Condition m holds, with 

((f(fJ, D(f)) = (<;o(f], D1)** 

for all f E: 5 (R4
). 

(111 ) 

(112) 

The Condition IT trivially implies the Condition I, 
and we have C(WR) =Ac(WR ), C(WL ) =Ac(WL ), Both con
ditions thus imply the duality condition (105) for the 
wedge regions. We Shall consider further implications 
of Condition II in the next section. 

Condition m is (as far as we know) much stronger 
than the condition that every operator (<;o(f], D j ), with 
fE: S(R4) and f real, has a self-adjoint extension, The 
conditions (110) and (111) can be interpreted as the con~ 
ditions that the extension of the field is also a local 
scalar field. Condition IV is the most restrictive of the 
conditions. It, in effect, states that the quantum field 
<;o(x) has a unique local, covariant, self-adjoint exten
sion, given by (112). 

Theorem 4: Condition III is assumed. LetA(WR ) be 
the set of all bounded operators Q such that 

Q(<p(f), D(j» c (<p(f], D(f»Q (113) 

for all fE: S(R4) such that sUpp(f) c WL • LetA (WL ) be the 
set of all bounded operators Q such that (113) holds for 
all fE: S(R4

) such that supp(f) c W R' Then: 

(a)A(WR ) and A (WL ) are von Neumann algebras with 
the vacuum vector n as a cyclic and separating vector. 
Both algebras are factors, and they satisfy the duality 
condition 

(114) 

(b) IfAc(WR ) andAc(WL ) are defined as in Theorem 3, 
then 

(115) 

and equality obtains if and only ifAe(WR)n is dense inH, 

(c) The algebras A (WR ) andA(WL ) form a pair of local 
wedge-algebras, L e., they satisfy all the conditions 
(a)- (e) in Theorem 3 which the algebras A c(W R) and 
Ac(WL ) satisfy. 

(d) Let g(WR ) be the set of all spectral projections 
of aU operators (q5(f], D(f», with f real, fe: S(R4 ), and 
sUpp(f) c WR , Similarly, let g(WL ) be the set of all 
spectral projections of all operators (<p(f1, D(f), with 
f real, fE: S(R4), and sUpp(f) c WL • Then 

A(WR) =g(WR )", A(WL ) =g(WL )". (116) 

Proof: (1) We first note that in view of (109a) the set 
A(WR), as defined in terms of (113), is the commutant 
of a set of operators which is closed under the forma
tion of the adjoint. HenceA(WR), and similarly A (WL ), 

are von Neumann algebras, 
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From the relation (111), which describes the action 
of the Poincare group (by conjugation) on the extended 
field, it trivially follows that the algebras A (WR ) and 
A (WrJ satisfy all the relations (102a)-(102e) in The
orem 3, and, in particular, 

V(t)A (WR)V(W1 =A (W R), V(t)A (WL)V(ttl =A (WL) (117) 

for all real to Note, however, that the relation (102f) in 
part (c) of Theorem 3 does not follow trivially from 
(111). 

(2) Let if;,1>ED1> andlet/ES(R4), supp(f)cWL• For 
any XEA(WR) we have 

(if; I Xcp(f]1» = (if; I (,ii(f]X1» =(if;1 cp(f*]*X<t» 

(118a) 

From the equality of the first and last members of 
(118a) it readily follows that the relations 

(118b) 

hold for all XEA(WR) and all YE P(WL). In a similar 
manner, we conclude that (118b) also hold for all 
X E P(WR) and all YEA (WL). As in the proof of Theorem 
3 we conclude that 

(l1Bc) 

(3) Trivially we haveq(WR)"cA(WR) andq(WL)" 
cA(WL). We shall show that g is a cyclic vector of the 
von Neumann algebra q(WR )". 

Let {Rnl n = 1,0' . ,oo} be a set of subsets of WR , con
structed as in Lemma 10. Let V,. I k = 1, ... , n} be an n
tuplet of real test functions such that I,. E 5 (R4) and 
supp(f,.) c R,., for k = 1, ... ,n. In view of the nature of 
the regions R,. it follows that the self-adjoint operators 
«(,ii(f,.], D(fk», k = 1, .. 0' n, all commute with each other, 
in the sense that their spectral projections commute. 
Let F,.(A) be the spectral projection of (cp(f,.], D(f,.» cor
responding to the interval (- A, A), where A> 0, and let 
the bounded operator Q,.(A) be given by Qk(A) = (,ii(fk]Fk(A), 
for each k = 1, .. 0, n. We then have 

F j (A)F2(A)' •• Fn(A) (P[/1]cp(f2] •.. cp[Jn]g 

= Ql (A)Q2(A)' .. Qn(A)g 

and hence 

(119a) 

The operators Q,.(A) are all included in q(WR )", and 
since (119b) holds for any n> 0, and any choice of real 
test functions, we conclude that q(WR)"g =QO, where Q 
is defined as in Lemma 11. By Lemma 11 it then fol
lows thatg(WR)"g is dense inH, and hence A (WR)O is 
also dense. 

(4) It is trivially the case that V(t)q(WR)"V(W l 

=q(WR)" for all real t. We now note that bothA(WR) 
and q(WR )" satisfy the premises of Theorem 2, with 
AR=A(WR), or withAR=q(WR)". It follows from this 
theorem, in view of q (W R)" cA (W R), that 

g(WR)" ooA(WR) =JA (WR)'J=Jq(WR)'J. (120a) 

Similar considerations apply to A (WL ) and q (WL ), and 
we thus establish the relations (116). 
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We trivially have q(WR) cq(WL)', and hence q(WR)" 
cq<WL )'. Similarly, q(WL)" cq(WR)', and it follows, 
in view of (120a), that q(WR)" =Jq (WR)'J=q (WL)', i. e., 

A (WR) =JA (WL)J, (120b) 

which shows that J acts as asserted (and as expected) on 
the algebras A (WR ) and A (WL), which have now been 
shown to form a pair of local wedge-algebras. The 
duality condition (114) follows trivially from (120a) and 
(120b). 

(5) It remains to prove the relations (115). Let X 
EA(WR), XcEAc(WR), and let/ES(R4), supp(f)c WLo 
For any vectors 1>, if; E Dl we have 

(if; I XXc cp(f]1» = (if; I X cp(f]** X c1» = (if; I Xcp(f]Xc1» 

= (if; I (,ii(f]XXc1» = (if; I (,ii(f*]* XXc1» 

= «(,ii(f*]if; IXXc1» = (cp[t*]if; I XXc1» 0 (121a) 

From the equality of the first and the last members 
of (121a) it readily follows that 

(121b) 

for any YE Po(WL ). By Lemma 13 we conclude that 
XXcEU(WR). 

Since X and Xc are arbitrary elements of A (WR ) and 
Ac(WR), and since V(t)Ac(WR)V(trl =Ac(WR), we conclude 
that XV(t)X,*V(tt l E U(WR)o The operators X and Xc then 
satisfy the premises of Lemma 14, and it follows that 

(121c) 

for any XEA(WR) and any XcEAc(WR), SinceA(WR)O 
is dense in the Hilbert space it follows, by the same 
kind of reasoning as in step (1) of the proof of Theorem 
2, that [(JXcJ) , X] = 0, which means that JA c(W R)J 
cA (WR )'. In view of (120a) this implies the first rela
tion (115). The second relation is obtained by conjugat
ing the first by J. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. We add a 
corollary which describes the situation under Condition 
IV. It is almost completely trivial in content. 

Corollary to Theorem 4: Condition IV is assumed, 
and hence Condition III obtains. The quantum field has 
one and only one local self-adjoint extension ;P(x), 
namely, (iP(f],D(f» = (cp(f],D1)** for alljES(R4). The 
domains Do and Dl are cores for all operators 
(cp(f], Dt)*, and 

(cp(f], D1)* = (cp(j*], D1)** = (iP(f*), D{f*». (122) 

With the notation in Theorems 3 and 4, 

(123) 

and all the conclusions in these theorems hold for the 
above algebras. 

If we are allowed to speculate about the results in this 
section, we wish to say that we are inclined to believe 
that in a satisfactory local theory there ought to exist at 
least one field which satisfies Condition III, although 
this does not seem to be necessary for the duality con
dition to holdo It is well known that the general condi
tions on the field which we stated in Sec. II have to be 
amended with some conditions which guarantee that the 
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theory really describes physical particles. In particular, 
some kind of "dynamical principle" is sorely needed. 
It might, of course, be the case that Condition ill is 
already implied by the minimal assumptions in Sec. II, 
but if this is not so we would like to believe that the 
condition at least holds in a properly amended theory. 
We can imagine a situation in which the local self-ad
joint extension of the field is unique, without Dl being 
a core for the extensions of the individual field opera
tors cpU]. Condition IV might thus be unduly restrictive. 
An even more restrictive condition, according to which 
a is an analytic vector for all Hermitian field operators 
cpU], has been discussed by Borchers and Zimmer
mann. 31 Such a condition cannot hold generally since it 
is violated by Wick polynomials of free fields, but it is 
conceivable that it could hold for one particular field in 
a particular theory. (It is well known that it does hold 
for a free field. ) 

Let us finally remark that most of our considerations 
up to this point also apply to a field theory in two
dimensional spacetime, in view of the special geometric 
properties of the wedge regions W Rand W L' 

VII. THE DUALITY CONDITION FOR A FAMILY OF 
BOUNDED REGIONS; LOCAL INTERNAL SYMMETRIES 

The discussion in this section will be based on the 
assumption that there exists a pair of local wedge
algebras A (WR ) andA(WL), which satisfy the duality 
condition A (WR )' =A (WL). 

These algebras thus in particular satisfy all the 
conditions (a)- (e) in Theorem 3, which the algebras 
AC<WR ) andAc(WL) satisfy. 

The operators in the von Neumann algebra A (WR ) can 
be regarded as "locally associated" with the region WR• 

The existence of the wedge-algebras does not, however, 
guarantee (as far as we can see) that there exist non
trivial von Neumann algebras which can reasonably be 
regarded as associated with bounded regions in space
time. In a satisfactory theory of local observables we 
would certainly require that there exists a sufficiently 
large set of bounded (self-adjoint) operators which cor
respond to measurements within some bounded regions 
in spacetime. Condition I on the field, discussed in the 
preceding section, would thus by itself appear too weak 
for a satisfactory theory, although it does guarantee the 
existence of the local wedge-algebras. As we shall 
see, either one of our Conditions II-IV does imply the 
existence of a set of truly "local" operators with rea
sonable properties. We note here that our particular 
conditions, although not physically unreasonable, are 
nevertheless quite arbitrary. We are not here asserting 
that anyone of these conditions has to hold, nor are we 
asserting that they guarantee that the theory has a physi
cal interpretation which is satisfactory in every 
respect. 

Let us now consider the definition of von Neumann 
algebras for other regions than the wedges WR and WL • 

For any subset R of Minkowski space!J1 we denote by 
AR the_image of R under any element A of the Poincare 
group Lo. We define {{! as the set of all (open) wedge 
regions bounded by two iIt ersecting characteristic 
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planes, i. e. , 

{{!={AwRIA E Lo}. (124a) 

For every WE{{! we define the von Neumann algebra 
A(w) by 

(124b) 

We note that this definition is consistent since we 
assumed that A (WR ) and A (WL ) satisfy the relations 
(102a)-(102e) in Theorem 3. 

It is natural to define von Neumann algebras for a 
suitable family of bounded regions in terms of intersec
tions of the von Neumann algebras A (W). Since we hope 
to discuss these issues elsewhere in greater detail, 
and within a more general framework, we shall here 
restrict our considerations to a set of particularly sim
ple bounded regions, namely, the so-called double 
cones. For any two points Xi and X2 in Minkowski space 
such that X2 E V+(Xi) [where V+(xi) is the forward light 
cone with Xi as apex], we define the double cone C 
=C(xbX2) by 

(125a) 

where VJX2) is the backward light cone with x2 as apex. 
The double cones so defined are thus open and non
empty. We denote by Dc the set of all double cones. 

For ~ny double cone C we define a von Neumann alge
bra B(C) by 

B(C) = n U(W) I WE{{!, W:J C}. (125b) 

Here C denotes the closure of C We prefer to regard 
B(C) as associated with the closed set C, and hence the 
above notation. 

We shall next extend the domain of the mapping W 
-A (W) to include all open regions CC which are the 
causal complements of closed double cones C. For any 
C Ef)c we define the von Neumann algebra A (ce) by 

(126) 

We shall now state two theorems about the properties 
of the algebras which we have introduced above. The 
conclusions in the first of these do not depend on the 
duality condition, but follow fairly trivially from the 
relative locality of the wedge-algebras, and from the 
"geometrical" conditions in parts (b) and (c) of 
Theorem 3. 

Theorem 5: LetA (WR ) and A (WL ) be a pair of von 
Neumann algebras such that 

and 

A (WR ) =JA(WL)J, 

A (WR ) = U{R(el, rr), O}A (WL )U(R(el, 7T), ot1, 

U(A)A (W~)U(A)"1 cA(WR), all A E a(W R), 

(127) 

(128a) 

(128b) 

(128c) 

where a(W R) is the semigroup of all Poincare trans
formations which map WR into WR• 

LetA(w) be defined by (124b), for any WEW. Let 
B (C) be defined by (125b), and let A (ce) be defined by 
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(126), for any double cone Co Then: 

(a) 

/I (A W) = U(A)/I(W)U(Arl 

for all W""-U/, all A ""- La; 

B(AC) = U(A)8(C)U(Ar1, 

/I (ACC
) = U(A)/I(Ce)U(A)-l, 

for all C ""-/)e, all A ""- La. 

(b) 

/I (fJ W) =J/I (f.t,'),J, 

B(!) C) =J8 (CV, /I (eq ce) = J/I (Ce).! 

(l29a) 

(129b) 

(l29c) 

(l30a) 

(l30b) 

for all W""-U/, C""-/)e, and where!) is given by (47), 

(c) 

A (W) ':)7'1 (Wi), if W, Wi ""- U/, W=:) W;, 

B(CP B (C i ), A (Ce) eA (Cf) 

(131a) 

(131b) 

for all C, C i ""-/)c such that C =:) Ci (and hence CC e CI), 
and 

(13lc) 

for all W",,-[.{/, C1,C2 c/)e, suchthatC j cWeC2• 
(d) The algebras B(C) are loral, in the sense that 

(132a) 

for any Cb Cz c[)c, such that C1 e q. Furthermore, 

The relation (133b) follows readily from (133a). The 
relation (133c) follows from the definition (125b), and 
the relation (133d) follows from (133b) and the defini
tion (126). 

(3) The relation (13Ic) in part (b) of the theorem now 
follows trivially, in view of (133a). 

(4) It remains to prove the assertions (d). Let C be a 
double cone, and let W=A WR be any wedge such that 
WeCc. Then CeA WL , and it follows from (127) and 
(131c) that 13 (C)' ::JA(A WL )' =:)A(w). In view of the 
definition (126) this implies the relation (132b). The 
relation (132a) then follows trivially from (132b) and 
(131c). This completes the proof of the theorem. 

We note that the relations (131a) and (13lb) are in 
fact implied by the relations (133b)- (133d), and our 
presentation is thus somewhat tautological, In view of 
the relation (133a), which says that the wedge-algebras 
are "continuous from the outSide, " we might well write 
B(w)=A(w) for any wedge W, corresponding to the 
idea that a wedge W is a limiting case of a double cone, 
We note here that the algebraA(CC) need not be continu
ous from the outside, and that the algebra 13 (C) need 
not be continuous from the inside, for any double cone 
C. 

Theorem 6: LetA (WR ) andA(WL ) be a pair of von 
Neumann algebras which satisfy all the premises of 
Theorem 5. It is assumed that these algebras satisfy 
the duality condition 

(134) 

(132b) Furthermore, it is assumed that n is a cyclic and 

for any C ""-/)e' 

(e) The mapping W-A (W) is continllous from the 
outside in the sense that 

(133a) 

and it is continuous f1'0111 the inside in the sense that 

(133b) 

The mapping C - 13 (C) is continuous from the outside 
in the sense that 

(133c) 

The mapping CC -A (CC) is continuous from the inside 
in the sense that 

(133d) 

Proof: (1) The assertions (a) and (b) are trivial. The 
relation (13la) follows trivially from (128c) and the def
inition (124b)o The relations (131b) follow directly from 
the definitions (125h) and (126)0 

(2) We next consider the assertions in part (e) of the 
theorem. To prove (133a) it clearly suffices to prove 
this relation for the special case of W= WR• For this 
case, let A denote the von Neumann algebra defined by 
the right member in (133a), We obviously haveA(WR ) 

c/!. Let Xc WR. We then have T(x)AT(xt1 eA(WR ). 

Since the function T(x) is str~ngly continuous, and since 
the point x = 0 is included in W R , we conclude that/l 
=A(WR)o Hence (133a) holds. 
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separating vector for A (W R), and that A (W R) e {j (W R), 
where U(WR ) is defined as in Lemma 12, and hence 

(135) 

Let the von Neumann algebras A (W), A (CC), and 8 (C) 
be constructed as in Theorem 5. Then: 

(a) The algebras 13 (C) and/l(Ce) satisfy the duality 
condition 

(136) 

(b) If there exists a double cone Co such that Ij(Co)n is 
dense in the Hilbert space H, then 

A(Cj')={B(C)lc ""-/)e, cecf}" (I37a) 

for every C j ""-/)e, and 

A(w) ={B(ACo) IA c Lo,ACo e W}", 

A (Ct) ={B (ACo) I A c La, ACo e cr}" 

(I37b) 

(I37c) 

for every C1 c/)e, W""-U/. If, furthermore, Co e WR, 

then 

(137d) 

(c) If the quantum field satisfies Condition II, and if 
A(WR)=Ae(WR), with/l)WR) defined as in Theorem 3, 
then the pair of von Neumann algebrasA(WR ) and/l(WL ) 

=/1 (WR )' satisfies the premises of the present theorem. 
The vector n is a cyclic and separating vector for 
every algebra B (C), and for every algebra A (CC). The 
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relation (137a) holds, and the relations (137b) and 
(137c) hold for every Co E.D e• 

lf C(R) is defined as in the statement of Condition n, 
then 

B(CPC(C) (138) 

for all C EDc. 
(d) ~f the quantum field satisfies Condition 1//, or 

Condition IV, then the pair of algebras A (WR) and A (WL ), 

defined as in Theorem 4, satisfies the premises of the 
present theorem, and n is a cyclic and separating 
vectors for every algebra 13 (C), and for every algebra 
A (CC)o The relations (137a)- (137d) hold as in (b) above, 
for any Co EDc. 

Furthermore, if g (C) is the set of aU spectral pro
jections of all operators (iP(f],D(f», withfreal, 
fE S(R4), and supp(f) c C, then, 

g(C)" cB(C) (139) 

and, for any C1 EDc. 

(140) 

Pyoof: (1) All the conclusions of Theorem 5 hold. The 
duality condition (136) follows easily from the duality 
condition A (WL ) =A (WRY for the wedge-algebras, if we 
note that 

A (CC
) "'U(A WL ) IA E Lo, AWR::)C}" 

= (n fA (A WL )' IA E Lo, A WR ::) C})' = 13 (C)', (141) 

where the equality of the first and the second members 
follows from (133d) in Theorem 5. 

(2) We next consider the assertions (b), assuming 
now that a Co in Do exists, such that B(Co)Q is s!ense. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that Co c W R' 

Let A R be equal b~ the right member in (137d). Then n 
is a cyclic vector for the von Neumann algebra A R, and 
it follows from the definition of this algebra that 
V(t)A R V(tt1 =A R for all real t. Since, obviously, A R 

cA(WR)clj(WR ), we conclude thatAR satisfies the 
premises of Theorem 2, and it follows from that theo
rem that A R =A (W R)' This proves the relation (137d). 
The relations (137a)- (137c) then follow trivially from 
(137d). 

(3) The assertions (c) are completely trivial. We now 
consider the assertions (d). The crux of the matter is 
that q(C)"Q is dense for any double cone C. That this is 
so is established by the same kind of reasoning as in 
step (3) in the proof of Theorem 4, but with the modifi
cation that for any integer n> 0 the regions Rio k 
= 1, ... ,n, are selected as any set of n nonempty open 
sets in C such that the closures of any two of these re
gions are spacelike separated. Having thus shown that 
(j (C) lin is dense, _we consider the case when the double 
cone C satisfies C c W R, and we define a von Neumann 
algebra 1/ R by 

A R '" {V(t)g (C) V(tt 1
1 t E Rl}". (142) 

The relation (139) is trivial, and we can now apply the 
reasoning in step (2) above to A R' We conclude that A R 

"'I/(WR), and from this the relation (140) follows readily. 
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This completes the proof of the theorem. 

We feel that it is entirely proper to call the condition 
(136) a "duality condition," at least in the .£ase when 
there exists a double cone Co such that S(Co)Q is dense 
in the Hilbert space H. In this case we have the follow
ing situation. There exists a family of truly local opera
tors, namely, the set of all the operators in all the 
algebras 13 (C), which is sufficiently large such tha! the 
local operators generate the algebras A (W) and A (CC) in 
the sense of (137a) and (137b). The algebraA(CC) in 
(136), which is associated with the unbounded region 
CC, is thus itself generated by "local observables, " and 
this circumstance, in our opinion, adds luster to the 
duality condition. As we have seen this situation ob
tains if the field satisfies either one of Conditions II, m, 
or IV. 

It should be noted, however, that even if the field 
satisfies Condition IV it is in general not the case that 
B(e) =g(C)", i. e., the local algebra 13 (C) need not be 
generated by the spectral projections of the self-adjoint 
operators ((,iJ[J],D(f)), withfreal, fES(R4), and 
supp(f) c C. The duality condition in the case of a gen
eralized free field has been studied by Landau, 8, 32 and 
with reference to our discussion we can express the re
sults as follows: For certain kinds of generalized free 
fields we have B(C)*g(C)". For a detailed discussion of 
this circumstance we refer to the work of Landau. The 
algebra f(C)" generated by the generalized field alone 
is thus 'too small" to satisfy the duality condition. The 
situation is, however, entirely different if instead we 
consider the algebra generated (locally) by all the local 
generalized free fieldS which are local relative to the 
original field. 

The duality condition for a free Hermitian scalar field 
was first proved by Araki,2 by an entirely different 
method. The von Neumann algebras generated by a free 
field have been studied extensively. 6,7,29,33,34 It is well 
known that in this case the field operators (qJ[J), D1), 

withfreal, fES(R4), are all essentially self-adjoint, 
and our Condition IV obtains. Furthermore, it is the 
case that B(C) =(j(C)", for all double cones C. It should 
here be noted that Araki's proof of the duality condition, 
as well as the subsequent modified proofs by Oster
walder,6 Eckmann and Osterwalder, 7 and by Landau, ~ 
hold for more general regions than double cones and 
wedges. The discussion in the work of Eckmann and 
Osterwalder is based on Tomita's theorem, but also on 
the very special properties of a free field, and it is not 
clear to us how the discussion could be generalized to 
the case of an arbitrary field. We also do not know at 
this time whether there is any simple "physical
geometrical" interpretation of the Tomita operators J 
and V(i7T) for a double cone, or for a more general re
gion. The remarkably simple interpretation of these 
operators for the case of the wedge regions probably re
flects the very special geometric properties of the pair 
WR and WL • 

We shall conclude the present study with a discussion 
by local internal symmetries. Such symmetries were 
discussed by Landau and Wichmann, 35 within the frame
work of quantum field theory, and within the framework 
of the theory of local systems of algebras, and it was 
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shown that a local internal symmetry, as defined in 
that paper, commutes with all translations in the 
Poincare group. It was shown by Landau, 36 and by 
Herbst, 37 that such symmetries also commute with the 
homogeneous Lorentz transformations under the addi
tional assumption that asymptotic Fock spaces exist, 
i. e., that the theory has a sensible physical interpreta
tion in terms of particle states. 

The definition of a local internal symmetry G in the 
paper of Landau and Wichmann can be stated as follows, 
for the case of wedge regions: G is a unitary operator 
such that 

GO = fl, GA (W)G-l cA (Wc)' (143) 

for all WE:UI. It should be noted that no duality condi
tion was assumed in the quoted work, and it seems to 
us that the above definition can then be criticized: In 
particular, it could happen that the set of all sym
metries so defined does not form a group. However, 
the above definition is satisfactory if the duality condi
tionA (WC)I =A (W) holds, because it is then easy to show 
that GA(W)G-l =A(W) for all WE:UI. In particular, it 
follows that the set of all local internal symmetries 
forms a group. 

In view of the above we shall here define a local 
internal symmetry by replacing the second condition in 
(143) by the condition that GA (W)G-l =A (W), for all W 

E:UI . 

Theorem 7: LetA (WR ) and A (WL ) be a pair of local 
wedge algebras, which satisfy the general premises of 
Theorem 6, and letA(w), B(C), and A (CC) be defined as 
in Theorems 5 and 6. 

Let G be a unitary operator such that 

GO=fl, GA(W)G-l =A(w), all WE:UI. (144) 

Then: 

(a) The operator G commutes with the TCP-trans
formation, and with all Poincare transformations, i. e. , 

0 0G0o=G, U(A)GU(Atl =G, allAE:Lo• (145) 

(b) For all double cones C, 

GB (C)G-l = B (e), GA (CC)G-l =A (CC). (146) 

(c) The set of all unitary operators G which satisfy 
the conditions (144) forms a group; the group of all 
local internal symmetries. 

Proof: (1) The second condition (144) holds in particu
lar for W = W R. The algebra A R =A (W R) satisfies the 
premises of Theorem 2, and in particular A (WR)O is a 
core for the self-adjoint operator (V(i7T) , DJ. The con
ditions (144) trivially imply that G-~ (WR)O =A (WR)n, 
and it follows that A (W R)O is also a core for the self
adjoint operator (G-1V(i7T)G, G-1D.). Let XE:A(WR ). We 
then have 

V(i7T)GXO = JGX*O = (JGI) V(i7T)XO (147a) 

where the first two members are equal because GXG-l 

E:A(WR). We thus have 

(G- l V(i7T)G,A (WR)n) = (G-1JGJ) (V(i7T),A (W R)O), (147b) 

Since (G- l V(i7T)G,A (WR)n) and (V(i7T) ,A (wR)n) are 
essentially self-adjoint, and since G-1JGJ is unitary, it 
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follows, by the polar decomposition theorem, that 
G-1D+ '" D., (V(i7T), D.) = (G-1V(i7T)G, D.), and38 

JG=GJ. (148a) 

(2) The same considerations apply to the algebraA(w) 
associated with any other wedge W=A WR' The Tomita 
operator "J" for the algebra A (A WR) is U(A)JU(A)"l, and 
thus we have 

U(A)JU(A}"lG = GU(A)JU(A)"l (148b) 

for all A E: Lo. In view of the third relation (56a) we 
then have, after multiplication of both members in 
(148b) by J from the left, 

U(9A9A-t)G=GU(9A9A-l) (148c) 

for all A E: Lo. It is easily seen that this implies that G 
commutes with all UrAl, and it then follows from (148a) 
that G also commutes with 00' 

(3) The remaining statements in the theorem are com
pletely trivial. 

In conclusion let us state that the considerations in 
this section can be generalized to other families of 
bounded regions. We chose to discuss these issues for 
double cones only, in order to avoid geometrical com
plications which might obscure the basically very sim
ple mainline of argument. 
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Vacuum Einstein metrics of Petrov type I, general, are considered, It is shown that the only solution 
of this sort in which one of the Petrov scalars is zero is the trivial flat-space one. Further, it is 
shown that the point at which the four Petrov scalars vanish simultaneously (zero curvature tensor) 
cannot be included as a regular point of a neighborhood over which the scalars are functionally 
independent. In fact, for type I all derivatives of the Petrov scalars must vanish at a point at which 
the curvature tensor does so that this point cannot be a regular point of any nontrivial analytic 
solution. 

This note discusses some properties of vacuum 
Einstein metrics which are algebraically and functional
ly general in the Petrov sense. The complex 2-form 
technique described by Debever1 will be used since it is 
the most natural extension to differential geometry of 
the work of Petrov2 in the tangent space at a fixed point. 
Using the Cartan real I-form description we can write 
the metric in terms of a Lorentz-orthonormal form 
basis, WOl, as 

(1) 

where 7JOls=diag(-l, 1, 1, 1). The choice of such basis 
for a given metric is of course arbitrary up to Lorentz 
transformations at each point and an important geom
etric problem is to determine the extent to which this 
arbitrariness can be reduced. The procedure of Petrov 
attacks this problem by investigating the canonical form 
of the Weyl part of the curvature. In this procedure the 
use of the SO(3, C) representation of the Lorentz group 
plays a central role, so it is natural to develop a for
malism making use of it from the beginning. Thus re
place the real form WOl basis by complexified 2-form 
basis lfl, defined by 

if=wol\wa+iwbl\wC
, (a, b, c) = cyclic(l, 2, 3). (2) 

Thus, the Lorentz transformations of w'" give rise to 
complex orthogonal transformation of the if. Converse
ly, given a set of three complex 2-forms if, it can be 
shown that they correspond to a real I-form basis w'" 
according to (2) if and only if they satisfy the conditions 

ifl\d' =i6abI, lfll\(} = 0, (3) 

in which I is a real nonzero 4-form. The structure equa
tions for real I-forms are 

du.!'" c= u.'s 1\ w'" s, W'" B + Wa", = 0, 

dw'" s + w'" ,I\w's = S2'" B, 

(4) 

(5) 

where w'" B are the connection forms and S2'" s the curva
ture forms, 

S2"'B=(1/2)R"'s,,,w'l\w". (6) 

These can then be translated into complexified form 

where 
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(9) 

The condition of being an Einstein empty space is then 
that Qab = ° and that pab be traceless. The Petrov classi
fication consists of finding canonical forms for the sym
metric matrix pab under complex orthogonal transfor
mations of the basis aa. 

In this paper we will be concerned with the type I, 
general, case in which pab can be diagonalized with dis
tinct eigenvalues, thus uniquely determining the basis 
lfl (up to inversions, of course). Hence assume that pah 
takes the form 

pao=(: ~ :), a+i3+Y=O, (10) 

° 0 y 

so that the Eqs. (8) become 

dX1_X2I\X3= ad, 

dX2_X31\X1 = (3a2, (11) 

In some cases it is convenient to use a null basis, re
placing the forms if with pa, 

pI = (d + ia2)/I2, 

p2= (_ if +ia2)/I2, 

p3 =ia3, 

The algebraic conditions (3) become 

p21\ pI = pI 1\ p2 = p31\ p3 = _ if*- 0, 

(12) 

(13) 

and other products zero. Equation (13) can then be shown 
to be a necessary and sufficient condition that the pa can 
be written 

/2 pI = J..! I\K, 

12 p2 = /11\>.., (14) 

2p3 = _ i(J..!I\/1 + d\>..), 

where K, >.. are real null I-forms, and J..! is complex. In 
terms of the w'" basis, 

K=W3 _W
Il

, 

>"=w3 +WO, 

J..! = WI + iw2
, 
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and the metric can be written 

(16) 

The tangent vector basis dual to these 1-forms is, of 
course, directly related to the basis used in the 
Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism. 3 Thus, the exterior 
form equations used here are equivalent to the NP 
equations. 

The structure equations can now be written 

dpl == '('J/\pl _ }!'l/\p3, 

dp2 == _ YS/\p2 + y2/\p3, 

dp3 == yl/\ p2 _ y2/\ pi, 

where 

yl == (Xl + iX2) /12, 

y2 = (_ Xl + iX2) /J"2, 

'('J = ix3
• 

the Equation (11) becomes 

dyl _ y3/\ yl = (13 - Cl!) p2 + (13 + Cl!) pi 
2 2' 

dy2 + y3/\ y2 = (13 - Cl!) pi + (13 + Cl!) p2 
2 2' 

dy3 _ yl/\ y2 = yp3. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The complete determination of the basis for the gen
eral type I case might be expected to correspond to 
some fairly strong restrictions on the solutions since 
there are no directional symmetries available. We will 
now consider some of these limitations. 

In the first place, consider the case in which one of 
the eigenvalues is the negative of the other, say Cl! = - 13, 
so that the third is zero, Y = O. This might seem to be 
a natural alternative to the type D case in which two of 
the eigenvalues are equal to each other. This latter case 
includes the well known Schwarzschild and Kerr metrics 
and has been studied exhaustively by Kinnersley. 4 We 
find, however, that the Cl! = - 13 condition cannot be met 
unless (}' = 13 = I' = 0 as shown by the following theorem. 

Theorem 1: The only solution to the vacuum Einstein 
equations for which one of the Petrov eigenvalues van
ishes over a region is the trivial one (flat space-time 
over the region). 

Proof: Assume that (}' = - (3 and y = 0 so that the null
form equations become 

dyl _ y3/\ yl = i3p2, 

dy2 + y3/\ y2= f3pl, 

dy3_ yl/\y2=0. 

(20) 

Taking exterior derivatives, and using (17) we get the 
Bianchi identities, one of which can be written 

(21) 
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Now consider the 1-form decomposition (14) and take 
the /\ product of (21) by iI and A separately to get 

(22) 

which in turn gives 

(23) 

or, if the geometry is nowhere flat in the region, J3"* 0, 

Taking the exterior derivative of this equation, and 
using (20) and (17), we get 

(24) 

(25) 

which contradicts (13) unless J3 = 0, thus completing the 
proof. 

Next we consider what might be thought of as the 
"most general" Petrov type, namely, the situation in 
which two complex Petrov scalars are not only alge
braically independent but also functionally independent. 
Specifically, we want to look at the case in which the 
real and imaginary parts of (}' and (3 constitute a set of 
four functionally independent scalar fields. It is clear 
that in this case these four fields can be used to deter
mine a unique coordinate system. Thus, such a metric 
uniquely determines not only a preferred frame at each 
point, but also a preferred space-time coordinate sys
tem. In a certain sense it is the most unsymmetric pos
sibility for Einstein metrics. We will now show that, if 
such a solution eXists, it cannot contain the origin of 
the preferred coordinate system as a regular point. 

Theorem 2: Let (}' and 13 be the Petrov scalars of a 
vacuum Einstein metric as described in (11), and (}' 
=u +iv, j3=p +iq, with u, v,p, q four real functions. 
These four functions cannot be functionally independent 
in any neighborhood of the point for which u = v = /) = q 
=0. 

Proof: Take the exterior derivatives of the Eqs. (11) 
to produce the Bianchi identities 

d(}' /\rJ = (I' - (}')X2 /\ rr - (13 - (}')X3 /\ rI-, 

d(3 /\02 = «(}' - (3)X3 /\ rJ - (y - (3)Xl /\ rr, 
dy/\rr= (13 - y)Xl /\rI-- «(}' _ y)X2I\rJ. 

(26) 

When these are evaluated at a point for which (}' == 13 == I' 
== 0, they are easily seen to require 

d(}' ==dj3 =dy=O, (27) 

thus contradicting the functional independence of (}' and 
13 at this point. 

A slight extension of the above argument results in 

Theorem 3: The only type I solution for which (}' and 
13 are analytic functions and which extends over a region 
containing a zero of the curvature tensor is the trivial 
flat space one. 
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For the Schwarzschild and Kerr metrics (¥ and fJ do 
not vanish anywhere, depending on the usual radial co
ordinate like 1ir. 
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Erratum: Complex potential formulation of the axially symmetric 
gravitational field problem [J. Math. Phys. 15, 1409 (1974)] 

Frederick J. Ernst 

Department of Physics, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 60616 
(Received 20 December 1974) 

The second term in the numerator of Eq. (5) should 
be +y4 sin2X. The next to last term in Eq. (13b) should 
be + iStt* Ed. The exponent 2 should be deleted from the 

numerator of Eq. (42), "Covariance" is not spelled cor
rectly in Ref. 9. 

Erratum: The T operator and an inverse ~roblem for non local 
potentials [J. Math. Phys. 15, 1227 (1974)] 

Te Hai Yao 

Mathematics Department, Bedford College, Regent's Park. London NWI, England 
(Received 2 December 1974) 

(1) On p. 1231, line 16 on left side: l/!(~ = ~t x) should 
be changed to ~l/!(~ = ~t x). 
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(2) On pp. 1228 and 1230: l/!(~ = ~t x) should be 
changed to l/!(~ = ~~; x), 
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